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RCA Solid State 
Total Data Service System 

The RCA Solid State DAT ABOOKS are supplemented 
throughout the year by a comprehensive data service system 
that keeps you aware of all new device announcements and 
lets you obtain as much or as little product information as 
you need - when you need it. 

New solid-state devices and related publications announced 
during the year are described in a monthly newsletter entitled 
"What's New in Solid State". If you obtained your DATA
BOOK(s) directly from RCA, your name is already on the 
mailing list for this newsletter. If you obtained your book(s) 
from a source other than RCA and wish to receive the news
letter, please fill out the form on page 4, detach it, and mail it 
to IRCA. 

Each newsletter issue contains a "bingo"-type fast-response 
form for your use in requesting information on new devices 
of interest to you. If you wish to receive all new product in
formation published throughout the year, you may subscribe 
to a mailing service which will bring you all new data sheets, 
application notes, and product guides in a package every 
other month. You can also obtain a binder for easy filing of 
all your supplementary material. Provisions for obtaining in
formation on the update mailing service and the binder are 
included in the order form on page 4. 

Because we are interested in your reaction to this approach 
to data service, we invite you to add your comments to the 
form when you return it, or to send your remarks to one of 
the addresses listed at the top of the form. We solicit your 
constructive criticism to help us improve our service to you. 
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Order Form for "What's New in Solid State" 
and for further information on Update Mailings and Binders 

Please fill out just one copy of this form, and mail it to: 

(a) from U.S.A. and Canada: 

RCA Solid State Division 
Box 3200 
Somerville, N. J., U.S.A. 08876 

(b) from Latin America and Far East: 

RCA Solid State 
International Sales 
Somerville, N. J., U.S.A. 08876 

(c) from United Kingdom, Europe, Middle East, and Africa: 

RCA Limited RCA s.a. 
Sunbury-on-Thames or 4400 Herstal 
Middlesex TW16 7HW, England Liege, Belgium 

D Please add my name to the mailing list for "What's New in Solid State" 

D Please send me details on obtaining update mailings for my DAT ABOOKS 
and a binder for filing of supplementary material. 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
(Last) ( Initials) 
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Ao Executive/Administration 
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0 D Design Engineer 
E o Application/Components 

Engineer 

F D Production/Manufacturing 
Go Documentation/Library 
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I o Education/Training 
J D Program/Project Management 
Ko Marketing 

(Country) 

Activity: (Check One) 

A o Broadcast 
B o Communication 
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D o Computer/Data Processing 
E D Computer, Peripheral 
F o Automotive 
G o Industrial 
H o Medical 
I o Research 
J o Transportation 
K o Consumer, Electronic 
L o Consumer, Appliance 
Mo Space 
N o Ordnance 
0 o Avionics 
P o Electronic Warfare 

(Zip or Pstl. Zone) 

Product Interest: 
(Indicate order of interest if 
more than one is marked) 

AO Linear \C's 
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cOoigital IC's, Bipolar 

o0Thyristors/Aectifiers 
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Operating Considerations for 
RCA Solid State Devices 

Solid state devices are being designed into an increasing 
variety of electronic equipment because of their high 
standards of reliability and performance. However, it is 
essential that equipment designers be mindful of good 
engineering practices in the use of these devices to achieve 
the desired performance. 

This Note summarizes important operating recommen
dations and precautions which should be followed in the 
interest of maintaining the hig]l standards of performance of 
solid state devices. 

The ratings included in RCA Solid State Devices data 
bulletins are based on the Abwlute Maximum Rating 
System, which is defined by the following Industry Standard 
(JEDEC) statement: 

Absolute-Maximum Ratings are limiting values of opera
ting and environmental conditions applicable to any electron 
device of a specified type as defined by its published data, 
and should not be exceeded under the worst probable 
conditions. 

The device manufacturer chooses these values to provide 
acceptable serviceability of the device, taking no responsi
bility for equipment variations, environmental variations, and 
the effects of changes in operating conditions due to 
variations in device characteristics. 

The equipment manufacturer should design so that 
initially and throughout life no absolute-maximum value for 
the intended service is exceeded with any device under the 
worst probable operating conditions with respect to suppfy
voltage variation, equipment component variation, equip
ment control adjustment, load variation, signal variation, 
environmental conditions, and variations in device charac
teristics. 

It is recommended that equipment manufacturers consult 
RCA whenever device applications involve unusual electrical, 
mechanical or environmental operating conditions. 

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 
The design flexibility provided by these devices makes 

possible their use in a broad range of applications and under 
many different operating conditions. When incorporating 
these devices in equipment, therefore, designers should 
anticipate the rare possibility of device failure and make 
certain that no safety hazard would result from such an 
occurrence. 

The small size of most solid state products provides 
obvious advantages to the designers of electronic equipment. 
However, it should be recognized that these compact devices 
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usually provide only relatively small insulation area between 
adjacent leads and the metal envelope. When these devices 
are used in moist or contaminated atmospheres, therefore, 
supplemental protection must be provided to prevent the 
development of electrical conductive paths across the 
relatively small insulating surfaces. For specific information 
on voltage creepage, the user should consult references such 
as the JEDEC Standard No. 7 "Suggested Standard on 
Thyristors," and JEDEC Standard RS282 "Standards for 
Silicon Rectifier Diodes and Stacks". 

The metal shells of some solid state devices operate at the 
collector voltage and for some rectifiers and thyristors at the 
anode voltage. Therefore, consideration should be given to 
the possibility of shock hazard if the shells are to operate at 
voltages appreciably above or below grcund potential. In 
general, in any application in which devices are operated at 
voltages which may be dangerous to personnel, suitable 
precautionary measures should be taken to prevent direct 
contact with these devices. 

Devices should not be connected into or disconnected 
from circuits with the power on because high transient 
voltages may cause permanent damage to the devices. 

TRANSISTORS WITH FLEXIBLE LEADS 
Flexible leads are usually soldered to the circuit 

elements. It is desirable in all soldering operations to provide 
some slack or an expansion elbow in each lead, to prevent 
excessive tension on the leads. It is important during the 
soldering operation to avoid excessive heat in order to 
prevent possible damage to the devices. Some of the heat can 
be absorbed if the flexible lead of the device is grasped 
between the case and the soldering point with a pair of pliers. 

TRANSISTORS WITH MOUNTING FLANGES 
The mounting flanges of JED EC- type packages such as 

the T0-3 or T0-66 often serve as the collector or anode 
terminal. In such cases, it is essential that the mounting 
flange be securely fastened to the heat sink, which may be 
the equipment chassis. UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES, 
HOWEVER, SHOULD THE MOUNTING FLANGE BE 
SOLDERED DIRECTLY TO THE HEAT SINK OR 
CHASSIS BECAUSE THE HEAT OF THE SOLDERING 
OPERATION COULD PERMANENTLY DAMAGE THE 
DEVICE. 

Such devices can be installed in commercially available 
sockets. Electrical connections may also be made by 
soldering directly to the terminal pins. Such connections may 
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be soldered to the pins close to the pin seals provided care is 
taken to conduct excessive heat away from the seals; 
otherwise the heat of the soldering operation could crack the 
pin seals and damage the device. 

During operation, the mounting-flange temperature is 
higher than the ambient temperature by an amount which 
depends on the heat sink used. The heat sink must have 
sufficient thermal capacity to assure that the heat dissipated 
in the heat sink itself does not raise the device mounting
flange temperature above the rated value. The heat sink or 
chassis may be connected to either the positive or negative 
supply. 

In many applications the chassis is connected to the 
voltage-supply terminal. If the recommended mounting 
hardware shown in the data bulletin for the specific 
solid-state device is not available, it is necessary to use either 
an anodized aluminum insulator having high thermal con
ductivity or a mica insulator between the mounting-flange 
and the chassis. If an insulating aluminum washer is required, 
it should be drilled or punched to provide the two mounting 
holes for the terminal pins. The burrs should then be 
removed from the washer and the washer anodized. To insure 
that the anodized insulating layer is not destroyed during 
mounting, it is necessary to remove the burrs from the holes 
in the chassis. 

It is also important that an insulating bushing, such as 
glass-filled nylon, be used between each mounting bolt and 
the chassis to prevent a short circuit. However, the insulating 
bushing should not exhibit shrinkage or softening under the 
operating temperatures encountered. Otherwise the thermal 
resistance at the inte:rface between transistor and heat sink 
may increase as a resuilt of decreasing pressure. 

PLASTIC POWER TRANSISTORS AND THYRISTORS 
RCA power transistors and thyristors (SCR's and triacs) 

in molded-silicone-plastic packages are available in a wide 
range of power-dissipation ratings and a variety of package 
configurations. The following paragraphs provide guidelines 
for handling and mounting of these plastic-package devices, 
recommend forming of leads to meet specific mounting 
requirements, and de,scribe various mounting arrangements, 
thermal considerations, and cleaning methods. This informa
tion is intended to augment the data on electrical character
istics, safe operating area, and performance capabilities in the 
technical bulletin for each type of plastic-package transistor 
or thyristor. 

Lead-Forming Techniques 
The leads of the RCA VERSAWATT in-line plastic 

packages can be formed to a custom shape, provided they are 
not indiscriminately twisted or bent. Although these leads 
can be formed, they are not flexible in the general sense, nor 
are they sufficiently rigid for unrestrained wire wrapping 

Before an attempt is made to form the leads of an in-line 
package to meet the requirements of a specific application, 
the desired lead configuration should be determined, and a 
lead-bending fixture should be designed and constructed. The 
use of a properly designed fixture for this operation 

eliminates the need for repeated lead bending. When the use 
of a special bending fixture is not practical, a pair of 
long-nosed pliers may be used. The pliers should hold the 
lead firmly between the bending point and the case, but 
should not touch the case. 

When the leads of an in-line plastic package are to be 
formed, whether by use of long-nosed pliers or a special 
bending fixture, the following precautions must be observed 
to avoid internal damage to the device: 

1. Restrain the lead between the bending point and the 
plastic case to prevent relative movement between the 
lead and the case. 

2. When the bend is made in the plane of the lead 
(spreading), bend only the narrow part of the lead. 

3. When the bend is made in the plane perpendicular to that 
of the leads, make the bend at least 1/8 inch from the 
plastic case. 

4. Do not use a lead-bend radius of less than 1/16 inch. 
5. Avoid repeated bending of leads. 

The leads of the T0-220AB VERSAWATT in-line 
package are not designed to withstand excessive axial pull. 
Force in this direction greater than 4 pounds may result in 
permanent damage to the device. If the mounting arrange
ment tends to impose axial stress on the leads, some method 
of strain relief should be devised. 

Wire wrapping of the leads is permissible, provided that 
the lead is restrained between the plastic case and the point 
of the wrapping. Soldering to the leads is also allowed. The 
maximum soldering temperature, however, must not exceed 
27S°C and must be applied for not more than 5 seconds at a 
distance not less than 1/8 inch from the plastic case. When 
wires are used for connections, care should be exercised to 
assure that movement of the wire does not cause movement 
of the lead at the lead-to-plastic junctions. 

The leads of RCA molded-plastic high-power packages 
are not designed to be reshaped. However, simple bending of 
the leads is permitted to change them from a standard 
vertical to a standard horizontal configuration, or conversely. 
Bending of the leads in this manner is restricted to three 
90-degree bends;_repeated bendings should be avoided. 

Mounting 
Recommended mounting arrangements and suggested 

hardware for the VERSAW A TT transistors are given in the 
data bulletins for specific devices and in RCA Application 
Note AN-4124. When the transistor is fastened to a heat sink, 
a rectangular washer (RCA Part No. NR231 A) is recom
mended to minimize distortion of the mounting flange. 
Excessive distortion of the flange could cause damage to the 
transistor. The washer is particularly important when the size 
of the mounting hole exceeds 0.140 inch (6-32 clearance). 
Larger holes are needed to accommodate insulating bushings; 
however, the holes should not be larger than necessary to 
provide hardware clearance and, in any case, should not 
exceed a diameter of 0.250 inch. 

Flange distortion is also possible if excessive torque is 
used during mounting. A maximum torque of 8 inch-pounds 
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is specified. Care should be exercised to assure that the tool 
used to drive the mounting screw never comes in contact 
with the plastic body during the driving operation. Such 
contact can result in damage to the plastic body and internal 
device connections. An excellent method of avoiding this 
problem is to use a spacer or combination spacer-isolating 
bushing which raises the screw head or nut above the top 
surface of the plastic body. The material used for such a 
spacer or spacer-isolating bushing should, of course, be 
carefully selected to avoid "cold flow" and consequent 
reduction in mounting force. Suggested materials for these 
bushings are diallphtalate, fiberglass-filled nylon, or fiber
glass-filled polycarbonate. Unfilled nylon should be avoided. 

Modification of the flange can also result in flange 
distortion and should not be attempted. The transistor 
should not be soldered to the heat sink by use of lead-tin 
solder because the heat required with this type of solder will 
cause the junction temperature of the transistor to become 
excessively high. 

The T0-220AA plastic transistor can be mounted in 
commercially available T0-66 sockets, such as UID Elec
tronics Corp. Socket No. PTS-4 or equivalent. For testing 
purposes, the T0-220AB in-line package can be mounted in a 
Jetron Socket No. CD74-104 or equivalent. Regardless of the 
mounting method, the following precautions should be 
taken: 

l. Use appropriate hardware. 
2. Always fasten the transistor to the heat sink before the 

leads are soldered to fixed terminals. 
3. Never allow the mounting tool to come in contact with 

the plastic case. 
4. Never exceed a torque of 8 inch-pounds. 
5. Avoid oversize mounting holes. 
6. Provide strain relief if there is any probability that axial 

stress will be applied to the leads. 
7. Use insulating bushings to prevent hot-creep problems. 

Such bushings should be made of diallphthalate, fiber
glass-filled nylon, or fiberglass-filled polycarbonate. 

The maximum allowable power dissipation in a solid 
state device is limited by the junction temperature. An 
important factor in assuring that the junction temperature 
remains below the specified maximum value is the ability of 
the associated thermal circuit to conduct heat away from the 
device. 

When a solid state device is operated in free air, without a 
heat sink, the steady-state thermal circuit is defined by the 
junction-to-free-air thermal resistance given in the published 
data for the device. Thermal considerations require that a 
free flow of air around the device is always present and that 
the power dissipation be maintained below the level which 
would cause the junction temperature to rise above the 
maximum rating. However, when the device is mounted on a 
heat sink, care must be taken to assure that all portions of 
the thermal circuit are considered. 

To assure efficient heat transfer from case to heat sink 
when mounting RCA molded-plastic solid state power 
devices, the following special precautions should be ob
served; 
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I. Mounting torque should be between 4 and 8 inch
pounds. 

2. The mounting holes should be kept as small as possible. 
3. Holes should be drilled or punched clean with no burrs or 

ridges, and chamfered to a maximum radius of 0.010 
inch. 

4. The mounting surface should be flat within 0.002 
inch/inch. 

5. Thermal grease (Dow Corning 340 or equivalent) should 
always be used on both sides of the insulating washer if 
one is employed. 

6. Thin insulating washers should be used. (Thickness of 
factory-supplied mica washers range from 2 to 4 mils). 

7. A lock washer or torque washer, made of material having 
sufficient creep strength, should be used to prevent 
degradation of heat sink efficiency during life. 

A wide variety of solvents is available for degreasing and 
flux removal. The usual practice is to submerge components 
in a solvent bath for a specified time. However, from a 
reliability stand point it is extremely important that the 
solvent, together with other chemicals in the solder-cleaning 
system (such as flux and solder covers), do not adversely 
affect the life of the component. This consideration applies 
to all non-hermetic and molded-plastic components. 

It is, of course, impractical to evaluate the effect on 
long-term transistor life of all cleaning solvents, which are 
marketed with numerous additives under a variety of brand 
names. These solvents can, however, be classified with 
respect to their component parts, as either acceptable or 
unacceptable. Chlorinated solvents tend to dissolve the outer 
package and, therefore, make operation in a humid atmos
phere unreliable. Gasoline and other hydrocarbons cause the 
inner encapsulant to swell and damage the transistor. Alcohol 
and unchlorinated freons are acceptable solvents. Examples 
of such solvents are: 

l. Freon TE 
2. Freon TE-3 5 
3. Freon TP-35 (Freon PC) 
4. Alcohol (isopropanol, methanol, and special denatured 

alcohols, such as SDAl, SDA30, SDA34, and SDA44) 

Care must also be used in the selection of fluxes for lead 
soldering. Rosin or activated rosin fluxes are recommended, 
while organic or acid fluxes are not. Examples of acceptable 
fluxes are: 

I. Alpha Reliaros No. 320-33 
2. Alpha Reliaros No. 346 
3. Alpha Reliaros No.711 
4. Alpha Reliafoam No. 807 
5. Alpha Reliafoam No. 809 
6. Alpha Reliafoam No.811-13 
7. Alpha Reliafoam No.815-35 
8. Kester No. 44 

If the completed assembly is to be encapsulated, the 
effect on the molded-plastic transistor must be studied from 
both a chemical and a physical standpoint. 



RECTIIFIERS AND THYRISTORS 
A surge-limiting impedance should always be used in 

series with silicon rectifiers and thyristors. The impedance 
value must be sufficient to limit the surge current to the 
value specified under the maximum ratings. This impedance 
may be provided by the power transformer winding, or by an 
external resistor or choke. 

A very efficient method for mounting thyristors utilizing 
packages such as the JEDEC T0-5 and "modified T0-5" is to 
provide intimate contact between the heat sink and at least 
one half of the base of the device opposite the leads. These 
packages can be mounted to the heat sink mechanically with 
glue or an epoxy adhesive, or by soldering. Soldering to the 
heat sink is preferable because it is the most efficient 
method. 

The use of a "self-jigging" arrangement and a solder 
preform js recommended. Such an arrangement is illustrated 
in RCA Publication MHI-300B, "Mounting Hardware 
Supplied with RCA Semiconductor Devices". If each unit is 
soldered individually, the heat source should be held on the 
heat sink and the solder on the unit. Heat should be applied 
only long enough to permit solder to flow freely. For more 
detailed thyristor mounting considerations, refer to Appli
cation Note AN3822, "Thermal Considerations in Mounting 
of RCA Thyristors". 

MOS FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTORS 
Insulated-Gate Metal Oxide-Semiconductor Field-Effect 

Transistors (MOS FETs), like bipolar high-frequency transis
tors, are susceptible to gate insulation· damage by the 
electrostatic discharge of energy through the devices. Electro
static discharges can occur in an MOS FET if a type with an 
unprotected gate is picked up and the static charge, built in 
the handler's body capacitance, is discharged through the 
device. With proper handling and applications procedures, 
however, MOS transistors are currently being extensively 
used in production by numerous equipment manufacturers in 
military, industrial, and consumer applications, with virtually 
no problems of damage due to electrostatic discharge. 

In some MOS FETs, diodes are electrically connected 
between each insulated gate and the transistor's source. 
These diodes offer protection against static discharge and 
in-circuit transients without the need for external shorting 
mechanisms. MOS FETs which do not include gate
protection diodes can be handled safely if the following basic 
precautions are taken: 

I. Prior to assembly into a circuit, all leads should be kept 
shorted together either by the use of metal shorting 
springs attached to the device by the vendor, or by the 
insertion into conductive material such as "ECCOSORB* 
LD26" or equivalent. 
(NOTE: Polystyrene insulating "SNOW" is not suffi
ciently conductive and should not be used.) 

2. When devices are removed by hand from their carriers, 
the hand being used should be grounded by any suitable 
means, for example, with a metallic wristband. 

*Trade Mark: Emerson and Cumming, Inc. 
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3. Tips of soldering irons should be grounded. 

4. Devices should never be inserted into or removed from 
circuits with power on. 

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 
In any method of mounting integrated circuits which 

involves bending or forming of the device leads, it is 
extremely important that the lead be supported and clamped 
between the bend and the package seal, and that bending be 
done with care to avoid damage to lead plating. In no case 
should the radius of the bend be less than the diameter of the 
lead, or in the case of rectangular leads,such as those used in 
RCA 14-lead and 16-lead flat-packages, less than the lead 
thickness. It is also extremely important that the ends of the 
bent leads be straight to assure proper insertion through the 
holes in the printed-circuit board. 

COS/MOS (Complementary-Symmetry MOS) 
Integrated Circuits 

Although protection against electrostatic effects is 
provided by built-in circuitry, the following precautions 
should be taken in handling these circuits: 

I. Soldering-iron tips and test equipment should be 
grounded. 

2. Devices should not be inserted in non-conductive 
containers such as conventional plastic snow or trays. A 
conductive material such as "ECCOSORB LD26" or 
equivalent should be used. 

Low-source-impedance pulse generators connected to the 
inputs of these devices must be disconnected before the de 
power supply is turned off. All unused input leads must be 
connected to either Vss or VDD, whichever is appropriate 
for the logic circuit operation desired. 

SOLID STATE CHIPS 
Solid state chips, unlike packaged devices, are non

hermetic devices, normally ·fragile and small in physical size, 
and therefore, require special handling considerations as 
follows: 

I. Chips must be stored under proper conditions to insure 
that they are not subjected to a moist and/or contam
inated atmosphere that could alter their electrical, 
physical, or mechanical characteristics. After the shipping 
container is opened, the chip must be stored under the 
following conditions: 
A. Storage temperature, 40°C max. 
B. Relative humidity, 50% max. 
C. Clean, dust-free environment. 

2. The user must exercise proper care when handling chips 
to prevent even the slightest physical damage to the chip. 

3. During mounting and lead bonding of ehips the user must 
use proper assembly techniques to obtain proper elec
trical, thermal, and mechanical performance. 

4. After the chip has been mounted and bonded, any 
necessary procedure must be followed by the user to 
insure that these non-hermetic chips are not subjected to 
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moist or contaminated atmosphere which might cause 
the development of electrical conductive paths across the 
relatively small insulating surfaces. In addition, proper 
consideration must be given to the protection of these 
devices from other harmful environments which could 
conceivably adversely affect their proper performance. 

SOLID STATE LASERS AND EMITTING DIODES 
Optoelectronic devices should employ the same 

mounting and heat-sink procedures utilized with other solid 
state devices. The temperature ratings established fur storing, 
mounting, and operating these devices must not be exceed~d 
to avoid damaging the emitters. Because the extremely small 
size and high driving-current requirements of some of these 
devices preclude the use of polarity marks on the housing 
and package configurations, care must be taken to insure that 
voltage is always applied in the proper direction. It is 
important, therefore, to refer to the data bulletin for the 
proper polarity before applying voltage to the device. Pulse 
driving circuitry should be designed to prevent transients 
(positive or negative) or momentary surges from exceeding 
drive conditions. The following suggestions are offered: 

I. High-speed clipping diodes should be placed at terminals 
to bypass negative transients. 

2. High-speed, sense-and-clamp circuitry should be used to 
prevent overdrive in peak or average current by clamping 
or disconnect techniques. For short pulses, ordinary 
thermal fuses should not be used because they do not 
provide adequate device protection. 

The characteristics of solid state emitters vary substan
tially with changes in ambient temperature. Threshold, the 
point at which lasing starts, is highly dependent on 
temperature and requires compensation of drive current in 
applications where operation over a wide temperature range 
is a design requirement. A room-temperature laser can be 
damaged if a constant drive current is maintained while the 
ambient temperature is· reduced to cryogenic levels. Pub
lished data bulletins for individual devices specify safe levels 
of operation. 

In most cases, the voltage drop across a solid state 
emitter is of comparatively low amplitude; however, the 
required drive current may be many amperes. As in the case 
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of other high-operating-current devices, therefore, clean and 
low-impedance contacts are required in all applications. 

High voltage may be present in pulse-driven circuits 
utilizing these devices. Therefore, consideration should be 
given to the possibility of shock hazard which may result 
from contact with these high voltages. In general, where 
devices are operating at potentials which may be dangerous 
to personnel, suitable precautionary measures should be 
taken to prevent direct contact with these devices. 

Radiation Safety Considerations 

Injection laser diodes emit electromagnetic radiation at 
wavelengths which may be invisible to the human eye. 
Suitable precautions must be taken to avoid possible damage 
to the eye from overexposure to this radiant energy. 
Precautionary measures include the following: 

I. In Systems with No External Lens - Avoid viewing the 
laser source at close range. Since the emitted beam is not 
collimated, increasing the distance to the laser source 
greatly reduces the risk of overexposure. 

2. In Systems Utilizing External Optics - Avoid viewing the 
emitter directly along the optical axis of the radiated 
beam. 

3. Reflections From Surfaces Minimize unwanted 
specular reflections in the system. 

ADDITIONAL DATA 

Additional information on handling, mounting, and 
operating RCA Solid State Devices is given in the following 
publications which are available on request from RCA/ 
Commercial Engineering, Harrison, N .J. 07029. 

MHI-300B "RCA Mounting Hardware Supplied with RCA 
Semiconductor Devices" 

ICE-338 "RCA Integrated Circuits Mounting and Con
nection Techniques" 

AN-3822 "Thermal Considerations in Mounting of RCA 
Thyristors" 

AN4124 "Handling and Mounting of RCA Molded-Plastic 
Transistors and Thyristors" 
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Silicon monolithic integrated 
circuits have certain design features 
which make them more attractive than 
discrete-component circuits for con
sumer electronic applications. These 
features include small size, light 
weight, high reliability, and more po
tential circuit functions per dollar of 
cost. Until recently, the major limi
tation to the extensive use of inte
grated circuits in commercial FM (88-
to-108-MHz) broadcast receivers has 
been the relatively high cost of such 
circuits when they were designed to 
perform the same functions as their 
discrete-circuit coun~erparts. This 
limitation has now been removed by the 
introduction of high-reliability, low
cost, multifunction integrated circuits 

such as the RCA CA3005, CA3011, CA3012, 
CA3013, and CA3014. With these cir
cuits, high-performance inexpensive FM 
receivers can be designed to meet the 
rigorous standards set by high-quality 
commercial FM receivers using vacuum 
tubes and transistors. 

This note describes several ap
proaches to FM receiver design using 
silicon monolithic integrated circuits. 
The tuner section is described first, 
and then the if-amplifier and detector 
sections. Performance characteristics 
are described where applicable. The 
FM receivers discussed are designed for 
use from a +9-volt supply. The key to 
des i gn s imp 1 i c i t y i s the use of the RCA 
multifunction integrated circuits 
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CA3005, CA3012, andCA3014. The CA3005 
may be used as a cascode rf amplifier, 
a differential rf amplifier, a mixer
oscillator, and an if amplifier; the 
CA3012. and CA3014 perform if amplifi
cation, limiting, detection, and 
preamplification. 

FM Tuner 

The CA3005 is the basic building 
block for the three front-end approaches 
discussed below. A schematic diagram 
of the CA3005 1s shown in Fig. l. Fig. 2 

II 10 7 
12 
0--

0--
4 

R2 

0 SEE NOTE 
0 

8 5 6 9 
92CS-13343 

Note: Connect terminal 9 to most positive de 
supply voltage. 

Fig. I • Schematic diagram of RCA CA3005 
integrated-circuit rf amplifier. 

shows a single-chip front end that uses 
one CA3005 and a two-gang capacitor 
tuning system. TheCA3005 performs the 
functions of rf amplifier, oscillator, 
and mixer in a unique manner. 

The circuit operation may best be 
explained by reference to Figs. 1 and 2. 
The first function of the current-sink 

transistor 03 in Fig. l is to supply the 
emitter currents for the differential
amplifier transistors 01 and02- Posi
tive feedback from the collector of 0 2 
( terminal 10) to the base of 01 ( termi
nal 1) through the 5-picofarad capacitor 
shown in Fig. 2 establishes the oscil-
1 ator function; the frequency of oscil-
1 a ti on is determined by the tuned 
circuit L2 and C2. Because the output 
impedance at the collector of 03 is 
high compared to the input impedance at 
the emitter of01 and 02, 03 is isolated 
from 01 and02 and receives very little 
oscillator signal. The rf input signal 

-2~---,..--e,---<3~--,4---=5---=s--=1---<a 
TIME-HOURS 

so~--~---~------,----, 

ho 
I ... 

!!, 601r-----ll-----1----+----l 
:,: 
Cl) ,,. 
~ 50 .., 
::, 
2 401--...... -<----<----+----+ 
a:: ... e 30 

" j 201----<l-..... --<-----t,._---+ 

0 
Cl) 
o 10 

10 

L1 - 4 turns of No. 22 wire, center
t apped; 1/1.J. 11 O.D. coil form, nE" 
mat'l slug 

L 2 - 6 turns No. 3 2 w i re on to ro i d 
core; Radio Industries Inc., 1/1.J." 
0.D .• No.B mat'l 

T1-TRW No.21629, or equiv. 

Fig.2. Single-chip front end using the CA3005. Curves show 
oscillator stability with time and supply voltage. 
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is. applied to the base of 03 (terminal 
3), amplified, and injected into the 
emitter of 01 and 02 to mix with the 
o sci 11 at o r s i gn al. Th e l O . 7 - MHz inter -
mediate frequency is obtained from the 
collector of 01 (terminal 11). 

The CA3005 draws a total current of 
4.5 milliamperes from the +9-volt 
supply. The front end shown in Fig.2 
has a power gain of 15 dB and a sensi
tivity of 10 microvolts for 30 dB of 
quieting; it can handle a maximum input 
signal of 7 millivolts. Automatic 
frequency control can be applied to the 
oscillator in a conventional manner by 
connection of a voltage-dependent ca
pacitor (diode) to the oscillator tuned 
circuit L2 and C2. Curves of oscil-

+9V 

7 
IOpF , 

I 

I 

+9V 

lator stability as a function of time and 
supply voltage are also shown in Fig. 2. 

The approach to the front end shown 
in Fig.2, although economical, results 
in only adequate performance. Improved 
performance can be obtained by ad
dition of an rf amplifier to the mixer
oscillator circuit, as shown in Fig. 3. 
In this figure, a CA3005 used as an rf 
amplifier and a three-gang capacitor 
tuning system are added to the basic 
single-chip circuit to provide higher 
power gain, lower noise figure, and 
improved selectivity. The CA3005 is 
connected as a cascade amplifier in 
Fig. 3(a) and in an emitter-coupled 
configuration in Fig.3(b). Both con
figurations require no neutralization. 

<9V 

+9V 

/ _ o.of.I /oos1 
/ - µ. -=- /- / µ.F-=-

L ___ _____ L ________ / (0) 

Li-4 turns No.22 wire; center- tapped; 1/4-inch outer-diameter coil form: 11 E" material slug 
L2 - Sarne as L1 without center tap 
L3 -6 turns No.32 wire on toroid core; Radio Industries, Inc.; 1/4-inch outer diameter; No.8 material 
M1 xer Transformer - TRW No. 21629, or equiv. 

+9V 

L1 -4 turns of No.22 wire; center-tapped; 1/1+-inch outer-diameter coil form: "E" material slug 
L2-same as L1 without center tap 
L3-6 turns of No.22 wire on toroid Radio Industries, Inc.; 1/1.J.-inch outer diameter; No.B material 
Mixer Transformer - TRW No. 21629, or equ v. 

Fig.3 - Two-chip front ends using CA3005 rf omplifier connected (a/ in cascode, and 
(b) in emitter-coupled configuration. 
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The cascode front end has a higher 
power gain ( 28 dB, as compared to 24 dB 
for the emitter-coupled configuration), 
but the emitter-coupled front end has 
better cross-modulation characteri sties. 
The emitter-coupled amplifier can 
handle interfering signals up to about 
15 millivolts with 10 per cent cross
modulation at maximum gain, while the 
capability of the cascode amplifier is 

2K 
IK ~OpF 

+9V 

1 imited to that of a single transistor. 1 The 
cascode front end has a sensitivity of 2 micro
volts for 30 dB of quieting, while the emitter
coupled front end has a sensi ti vi ty of 3 micro
volts. Reverse age can be applied to both co"n
f igurations by variations of the voltage at 
terminal 12 from 9 volts (maximum gain) to 3 
volts ( full cutoff) from a 0. 5-milliampere age 
source. Both amplifiers have a dynamic age 
range of 60 dB. 

T2 TRW No. 22468 or 
equiv. 

T3 TRW No. 21590 or 
equiv. 

10.7-MHz IF SELECTIVITY CURVE 
(Markers are 100 kHz apart with center 

at 10. 7 MHz) 

DETECTOR "S" CURVE 
(Markers are 100 kHz apart with center 

at 10. 7 MHz) 

Fig.4 - Two-chip 10.7-MHz if amplifier, limiter, and discriminator using CA3005, CA3014, and 
Interstage transformer. Photographs show selectivity curve, detector "S" curve. 
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FM IF Amplifier, Limiter, and Detector 

Fig.4 shows a 10. 7-MHz FM if strip 
and detector that uses a CA3005 and a 
CA3014 to provide 95 dB of gain. The 
schematic diagram of the CA3005 was 
shown in Fig. l; the CA3014 schematic is 
shown in Fig. 5. The heart of both these 
integrated circuits is the differential 
amplifier, which is probably the best 
simple configuration on the market today 
for symmetrical limiting over a wide 
input-voltage range. The differential
amplifier configuration is also ideal 
for integration because the parameters 
that are most important in integrated
circuit design (matched VBE• matched 
beta, and resistor ratios) are the 
easiest to control on a single silicon chip. 
In the FM if strip, therefore, three ad
vantages are obtained: high performance, low 
cost, and fewer individual components. 

The input limiting knee for ·the if strip 
shown in Fig. 4 is 30 microvolts. The recovered 
audio obtained from terminal 9 of the CA3014 is 
220 millivolts rms. The if selectivity curve 
and the detector "S" curve are also shown in 
Fig. 4. The AM rejection referenced to a 30-per
cent modulated (FM and AM) signal with the AM 
signal at 30 millivolts is 50 dB. 

R4 

The 10.7-MHz if-amplifier circuit 
of Fig.4 operates as follows: The 
10.7-MHz FM signal from the mixer is 
applied to terminal 7 of the CA3005. 
The gain from this point to the input 
of the CA3014 is 25 dB. The interstage 
transformer T2 is designed so that the 
collector output of the CA3005 at termi
nal 1 does not saturate. As a result, 
bandpass spreading is kept to a minimum 
over large swings in input voltage. The 
10.7-MHz FM signal receives additional gain 
of 70 dB and limiting from terminal 1 to 
terminal Sin the CA3014. The FM output at 
terminal 5 is applied to the primary winding 
of the phase-shift (discriminator) transformer 
T3. The secondary winding, which is connected 
to terminals 6 and 7, is in quadrature with 
the primary voltage at the center frequency, 
10.7 MHz. As the FM signal varies, the phase 
shift of the secondary voltage follows 
the modulation. The detected output 
at the base of Qll 1n the CA3014 
( terminals 6 and 7) is thus amplified 
and buffered. The recovered audio 
is taken from the low-impedance termi
nal 9. 

If more selectivity in the if strip 
is desired, an additional double-tuned 
transformer can be added to the circuit. 

GROUND 
su------+-'---'f--+-'--f---_.__--H---+--+--+--+-_._------' 

R15 .,. 
92CM-13779 

Fig.5 - Schematic diagram of RCA CA3014 wide-band amplifier-discriminator. 
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Fig.6 shows an approach in which the 
two transformers are placed immediately 
after the mixer stage. Fig.7 shows the 
details of the input filter and Fig.8 

shows the schematic of the CA3012 used 
in the if stages of this circuit. When 
the transformers (10.7-MHz filter) are 
placed immediately after the mixer, 
better adj aeent-channel rejection is 
obtained. 
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GROUND 
8 

TEST CIRCUIT: 

't±f ~ ON SLIDER 1P j:JSET TO 11/64 

1-J_u."@ 

Winding 1-5 

Winding 3-4 

Winding 4-6 

17 turns #36SE or equiv., QJ.L"' 70 

40 turns ji36SE or equiv., QJ.L"' 75 

5 turns max; RX-Meter-900 ohms (no load) 

64 

Tuning slug: Winding 1-5 • Carbonyl TH or equiv., 1/4" long 

Winding 3-4 • Carbonyl TH or equiv., 5/16" long 

Front End: KQ 5 1, Lm = K '/LALB = 0.049 µH 

6 
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100 O.OOt 
o--11---.----<2:Hi-------, 

--d20dB \::----600 KHz 
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Fig.7. Details of 10.7-MHz input filter, T7. 
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4 
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Fig.B. Schematic diagram of RCA CA3012 wide-band amplifier. 
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IF Amplifiers 

by 

H.C. Kiehn and R.L. Sanquini 

Sil icon monolithic integrated circuits that use a 
differential-amplifier configuration have certain design 
features which make them more attractive than discrete
component circuits for FM if-amplifier applications. 
These features include better performance, small size, 
light weight, and more potential circuit functions per 
dollar of cost. 

The Differential Amp I ifier 

o, 

Vee 

t 
VeE2 ----~ 

i Ir 

The heart of integrated-circuit FM if amplifiers is 
the differential amplifier, which is probably the best 
simple configuration available today for symmetrical 
limiting over a wide input-voltage range. Each half of 
the differential amplifier is alternately cut off on posi
tive and negative half-cycles of the input signal. 

Fig. I - Basic differential-amplifier canfiguratian. 

As shown in Fig. l, the total current through the 
circuit IT is relatively constant. A current equal to 
IT/2 flows through each transistor at balance (quies
cent condition}. When the base voltage VBl is made 

This material was presented at the IEEE Second Annual Semi
conductor-Device Clinic on Linear Integrated Circuits in ~e\v 
York City, March 24, 1967. 
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more positive than Vs2, however, the collector current 
Ic1 increases and Ic2 decreases. The value of Ic1 
becomes equal to the total current IT when the follow
ing condition exists: 

VB1 - VB2 - VBE1 ~ VBE2 (threshold) 

The transistor Q1 is then full on, and Q2 is then cut off. 
Similarly, when Vs1 is made more negative than VB2, 
the value of Ic2 becomes equal to IT; Q1 is then cut off 
and Q2 is full on. When the worst-case value of IT is 
known, the maximum load impedance for symmetrical 
limiting is selected so that collector saturation does 
not occur, as follows: 

Resistive Load: RL = V cc/IT 

Tuned Load: RL =2 Vee/IT 

Under these conditions, symmetrical limiting is 
obtained without spurious phase modulation. 

The transfer characteristics for a typical differen
tial amplifier shown in Fig.2 illustrate the excellent 

"' I-
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ct: 0.41---+--+----<--+--I---+ 
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I;] 
::J 0.21---+-+-~--t-l--+.--\--f--+---l-----+----J 
8 

Fig.2 - Transfer characteristics of basic differential
amplifier circuit, 

limiting characteristics. Further increases in input 
voltage (Vs1 - Vs2> produce no change in collector 
current above 4KT/q units of input signal. 

There are two basic approaches to the design of 
integrated-circuit FM if-amplifier stages using differen
tial amplifiers: (1) lumped-filter FM if amplifiers using 
high-gain multi-stage integrated-circuit packages, or 
(2) individually tuned FM if amplifiers using single
stage integrated-circuit packages. This paper discusses 
the performance obtained with these approaches and 
outlines their merits and limitations. 

Evolution of High-Gain Selective Building Blocks 

The tuned rf amplifiers used in early broadcast 
receivers soon exhibited a point of diminishing returns 
with regard to gain and selectivity improvements. With 
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the advent of the superheterodyne principle, the inter
mediate-frequency amplifier became the first building 
block that had fixed-frequency tuning, relatively high 
gain, and good selectivity as a result of its operation 
at a frequency lower than the signal frequency. 

Because of its demands for high gain, phase linear 
amplification, and good symmetrical amplitude limiting, 
and because of the numerous FCC station allocations, 
FM broadcasting is now facing the dilemma of providing 
selectivity with good phase response. That is, receiver 
selectivity must be maintained for large signal inputs 
without deterioration of phase response. (A discussion 
of the practical solution of this problem is beyond the 
scope of this paper.) Successive limiting from the last 
stage back to the first stage can no longer be tolerated. 

High-Gain-Per-Package Differential Integrated-Circuit 
IF Strips 

Fig.3 shows the schematic diagram of a high-gain 
integrated circuit, the CA3012, which can be used in an 
if-amplifier strip to drive a ratio detector. The CA3012 
wideband amplifier, designed for use in FM broadcast 
or communications receivers, is basically an if ampli
fier-limiter intended for use with external FM detectors. 
It consists of three direct-coupled cascaded differential
amplifier stages and a built-in regulated power supply. 
Each of the first two stages consists of an emitter
coupled amplifier and an emitter-follower. The operating 
conditions are selected so that the de voltage at the 

Fig,3 - Schematic diagram of CA3012 integrated-circuit 
wideband amplifier. 

output of each stage is identical to that at the input of 
the stage. This condition is achieved by operation of 
the bases of the emitter-coupled differential pair of 
transistors at one-half the supply voltage and selection 
of the value of the common-emitter load resistor to be 
one-half that of the collector load resistor. As a result, 



the voltage drops across the emitter and collector load 
resistors are equal., and the collector of the emitter
coupled stage operates at a voltage equal to the base-to
emitter voltage VBE plus the common base potential. 
The potential at the output of the emitter-follower, 
therefore, is the same as the common base potential. 

At an operating point 3 dB down from the knee of 
the transfer curve, therefore, the CA3012 requires an 
input between 400 and 600 microvolts, depending on 
the ratio-detector design. Fig.4 shows the uee of two 
CA3012 units in a 10. 7-MHz if-amplifier strip. A double-

•9V 
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practical and does not impose too much burden on align
ment. Because lHFM selectivity includes other factors 
than passband, a combined filter design that provides 
second-channel attenuation between 52 and 60 dB be
comes imperative. 

Investigation of various types of inductance-capaci
tance filters indicates the use of a triple-tuned type to 
form the major lumped selectivity of the FM receiver. 
Fig.6 shows the response curve and two configurations 
for such a filter. Economy and ease of alignment are 
the major features in this approach. 

Fig.4 - 10.7-MHz if-amplifier strip using CA3012 integrated circuit. 

tuned filter that has a voltage insertion loss of 8 dB is 
located between the two CA3012 units to provide a 
filter input of approximately 1000 microvolts (at terminal 
5 of the first CA3012). For an if-strip sensitivity of 
4 microvolts, a gain of 48 dB is required. However, if 
the CA3012 used has a load impedance of 1200 ohms, 
the available gain is 65 dB, or approximately 17 dB 
more than required. The extra gain is not wasted, but 
drives the second CA3012 harder, causing it to limit 
so that its gain is reduced by approximately 17 dB. 

Fig.5 shows the selectivity of the double-tuned 
interstage filter. The 3-dB bandwidth is 200 kHz at 
an input of 10 microvolts and 240 kHz at inputs from 
500 microvolts to 0.5 volt. The coefficient of critical 
coupling is approximately 0.5 at 10 microvolts and in
creases to 1.0 but still maintains good phase response. 
The double-tuned filter should be coupled capacitance
aiding to avoid a nearly in-phase over-all relationship. 
Otherwise, bypassing of terminal 10 and the ratio
detector primary becomes critical and over-all stability 
is impaired. 

The connection of the FM front end to the integrat
ed-circuit if strip must provide good selectivity and 
good phase response. A double-tuned filter is not 
suitable from the standpoint of selectivity. An actual 
IHFM* receiver selectivity between 35 and 40 dB is 

* Institute of High-Fidelity Manufacturers. 
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F ig.5 - Selectivity curve for double-tuned interstage 
filter. 

The triple-tuned filter, which is located between 
the mixer and the first integrated circuit, may have a 
voltage insertion loss of 33 dB, depending on the desired 
gain distribution. The power insertion loss of the 
filter, which is between 12 and 17 dB, is the loss that 
contributes to if noise. If the primary impedance is 
reduced to provide a lower voltage insertion loss, the 
front-end gain is decreased by a corresponding amount. 
Stability criteria must be the deciding factor in im
pedance and gain distribution. 
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Fig.6 . Configurations and response curve for triple
tuned interstage filter. 

Most FM front ends come equipped with a double
tuned 10. 7-MHz if transformer in which a secondary 
high-impedance winding is brought out capacitively 
unterminated and non-polarized with respect to ground. 
This configuration does not lend itselfreadily to optimum 
skirt selectivity (form factor) when connected with an 
additional single-tuned transformer to form a triple
tuned filter. Most effective use of the existing front-end 
filter is accomplished by the addition of another double
tuned filter, such as those shown in Fig.7. Either 

,,QrL.....+-'~~-
1 I 

:, n r; +:,I C rr~ : , 
LJ I ~----\-----J 

I Cc"T I T 
I 100056"-F l l ~ 

F;g.7 - Configurations of two quadruple-tuned interstage 
filters. 
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bottom inductance or capacitance coupling can be used. 
Voltage insertion losses from 18 dB to 26 dB can be 
expected. Fig.8 shows the response curve obtained 
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Fig.8 - Response curve obtained with quadruple-tuned 
filter. 

with a quadruple-tuned interstage filter. The per-cent 
coupling between filters and the coupling mode must be 
determined on the basis of over-all stability and per
formance. 

It may be appropriate to consider briefly the noise 
associated with high-insertion-loss filters. Over-all 
receiver noise F is calculated as follows: 

F2-l F3-l 
F=F1+--+--

G1 G1G2 
where F1, F2, and F3 are the noise figures of the first 
(rf), second (mixer), and third (if) stages, respectively; 
and G1 and G2 are the power gains of the first and 
second stages. If a value of 27 dB is assumed for the 
if noi~e figure F3 (filter plus integrated circuit), 10 dB 
for the mixer noise figure, and 30 dB for mixer power 
gain, the effect of if noise on mixer noise is determined 
as follows: 

, F3-l 27-1 
F2 = F2 + -- = 10 + -- = 10.026 dB 

G2 1000 



Tf the rf stage is assumed to have a power gain of 15 dB 
.md a noise figure of 5 dB, total receiver noise is then 
determined as follows: 

F2 -1 10.87-1 
F =F1 +-- =5 + --=5.285 dB 

G1 31.7 

These calculations show that the power gain of 
the rf-amplifier stage overrides both if noise and mixer 
noise. A minimum power gain of 10 dB is advisable. 

The use of a tuning capacitance of 82 picofarads 
in the collector circuit of the mixer stage provides a 
loaded primary impedance of approximately 10,000 ohms 
and eliminates the need for a tap. The 27-picofarad 
tuning capacitances that comprise the oth~r poles of this 
filter could be reduced to obtain more favorable loaded
to-unloaded-Q ratios without use of additional resistor 
loading. The choice of 27 picofarads was based prima
rily on circuit stability considerations. 

Fig.9 shows one type of complete integrated-circuit 
if strip, and Fig. :LO shows the accompanying voltage 
gains and impedances. Values are given for two levels 
of mixer output impedance. All other impedance levels 
shown have exhibited good stability. Over-all perfor
mance of the circuit is illustrated in Fig.11. 
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Capture ratio, which was measured at various levels, 
varies from 5 dB at 2 microvolts to 1.2 dB above 500 
microvolts. With careful adjustment, values as low as 
0.8 dB can be obtained. The selectivity curve for the 
integrated circuit if strip is shown in Fig.12. Over-all 
selectivity for a given ratio detector and the if strip is 
shown in Fig.13. Some distributed-selectivity receivers 
have very little second-channel selectivity at an antenna 
-input of 2000 microvolts. The points marked in Fig.13 
show such selectivity for several antenna input levels. 

Fig.14 shows an if strip that combines high gain 
per package and the single-stage-per-package approach. 
CA3012 and CA3028 integrated circuits are used in a 
differential-mode connection. An if sensitivity of 15 
microvolts can be obtained with this if strip. 

If discrete circuits are directly replaced by single 
differential integrated-circuit amplifiers, a minimum of 
if transformer and printed-circuit-board redesign is re
quired. Values of volti\ge gain and impedance are indi
cated on the block diagram in Fig.15. All three double
tuned transformers are made symmetrical with respect 
to primary and secondary windings and taps. 

Because the single- or double-tuned circuit used 
between the mixer and the if strip has inherently less 

Fig.9 - Complete 10.7-MHz if-amplifier strip using two CA3012 integrated circuits. 

1-- (+ 371 I (-32) I I ~ 
I + d~o - -r-- ~ d"i ~ +d~5 -- ~= ~~ + ;~ • [ 

rat••: I 
300 IBK 500 1.2K 800 3K 

OHMS OHMS OHMS OHMS Of-IMS OHMS 

I "·?·VI I I I 
2,,.v 200,,.v 3.5,,_v 6.25mV z 5mV L75V - ~3dB 

Fig.10 - Voltage gain and impedance values for if-ampli
fier strip of Fig.7. 

insertion loss than a triple-tuned input filter, the input 
required is 20 instead of 3.5 microvolts. All three 
double-tuned if transformers have an insertion loss of 
6 dB and a 3-dB bandwidth of 280 to 300 kHz. The ratio
detector primary impedance dictates the stage gain of 
36 dB for the last integrated circuit. Each of the re
maining three stages has a gain of 21.5 dB, for the total 
required gain of 100 dB. The impedance required for 
the desired stage gain was calculated to be 660 ohms 
for both the primary and secondary windings of the if 
transformers. 
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Fig.14 • IF-amplifier strip using CA3028 and CA3012 integrated circuits. 
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With inputs from 20 to 200 microvolts, second
channel selectivity as high as 52 to 59 dB can be at
tained for three double-tuned and four double-tuned 
filters, respectively, for a 3-c!B bandwidth of 196 kHz. 
For higher inputs, the same deterioration of selectivity 
occurs as that experienced with discrete circuits, as 
shown in Fig, 16. 
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~ (dB) ~ 

X 25 10 42.6 
0 1000 6.6 32 
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t,. 20K 15 
Isl STAGE AGC. 

0.6 

Fig, 16 . SelectivNy curves for discrete-component if 
strip using six double-tuned filters. 

Several receivers incorporating the if strips shown 
have been field-tested in areas of 200-kHz station 
separation, where a weak station was sandwiched be
tween two strong stations. The weak station was 
received without interference, as compared to the per
formance of other high-quality FM receivers fabricated 
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with discrete-component if circuits, where lack of 
selectivity marred reception. 

Conclusions 

The preceding discussion has shown that the 
simplest approach to the use of integrated circuits in 
FM if-amplifier strips is to replace each stage in pre
sent discrete-trans is tor if strips with a differential 
amplifier. This integrated-circuit approach requires a 
minimum of re-engineering because a cascade of in
dividually tuned if stages is used. From a performance 
point of view, this approach results in better AM re
jection than that obtained with discrete circuits be
cause of the inherent limiting achieved with the differ
ential-amplifier configuration. 

This approach, however, is not the best for cost 
performance in the long run. The single stage of gain 
is most difficult to justify economically when a single 
transistor stage is replaced with a single integrated
circuit package. The boundary condition for such an 
approach is that ultimately the cost of fabricating a 
package containing three transistors and three resistors 
(a typical complement for a differential-amplifier stage) 
must be the same as that of the one transistor the stage 
replaces. 

Approaches to FM if stages which use the high
gain-per-package concept achieve the excellent AM 
rejection of differential amplifiers, as well as superior 
adjacent-channel attenuation, because more gain is 
inserted between the selectivity elements. From a per
formance point of view, this approach is superior to 
both discrete-stage and individually tuned integrated
circuit if strips. 

From the point of view of cost, this approach has 
better possibilities because two packages are equivalent 
to four single stages of gain (four integrated-circuit 
packages). This approach results in maximum utiliza
tion of present-day monolithic integrated-circuit tech
nology, and is closer to the optimum FM if amplifier 
shown in Fig. 17. 

FM IF 
SIGNAL 
INPUT 

IF 
SELECTIVITY 

TOTAL 
IF GAIN ANO 
DETECTOR -AUDIO 

Fig.17. Optimum FM if-amplifier configuration. 
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Power-Sup ply Considerations 
For CA3041 and CA3042 

Integrated Circuits 

by 
J. H. Sundburg 

The RCA CA3041 and CA3042 integrated circuits are 
designed for use as a major subsystem in FM receivers 
or the sound section of television receivers. In such appli
cations, each circuit can provide if amplification and limit
ing, FM detection, and audio preamplification. These units, 
shown schematically in Fig. I, offer exceptional versatility 
in circuit design because the wideband if amplifier/limiter 
section, the FM detector section, and the audio preampli
fier/ driver section can be used independent of each other. 
The de operating voltage for the integrated circuits, ap
plied at terminal 14, is usually provided from the external 
supply through a series dropping resistor. The CA304 l 
and CA3042 include Zener-diode-regulated power supplies 
that provide proper operating voltages to the various cir
cuit stages independent of external power-supply consider
ations. 

The shunt regulation provided by Zener diodes z, and 
Z:i stabilizes circuit voltages, but may also cause wide· vari
ations in the dissipation on the integrated-circuit chip, 
depending upon power-supply and device variations. The 
external power supply for CA3041 and CA3042 integrated 
circuits, therefore, must be carefully designed to insure 
both that the maximum dissipation rating of the integrated 

circuit is not exceeded, even under worst-case conditions, 
and that adequate voltage regulation is provided under all 
conditions. 

This Note provides the data required to design an ade
quate power supply and describes a simple procedure that 
may be used to determine the value and tolerance of the 
required series dropping resistor when supply voltages 
differ from those specified in the published data for the 
CA304 l and CA3042 integrated circuits. 

General Considerations 

The main variables to be considered in determination of 
the external series dropping resistors are as follows: (!) 
power-supply voltage and tolerance, (2) maximum allow
able integrated-circuit dissipation at the maximum ambient 
temperature. and (3) variations in integrated-circuit charac
teristics. 

When the CA3041 or CA3042 is operated at high 
power-supply voltages, the integrated-circuit dissipation 
does not vary widely; operation of the circuit at higher 
temperatures is then permitted. Under such conditions, 
however, total system dissipation is increased and a higher 
power rating is required for the series dropping resistor. 
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When low-voltage supplies are used, the power rating of 
the series resistor may be reduced, but a decrease in the 
temperature range of the integrated circuit also results. 

respectively. The voltage-current curves for the CA304 I 
and CA3042 also differ because of the difference in the 
audio-amplifier stage of these circuits. 

[000 

The maximum value of the series dropping resistor R, 
is the value for which a Zener current of I milliampere is 
allowed to flow under worst-case conditions, i.e., under 
conditions of low line voltage, high Zener voltage, and 
high integrated-circuit current drain. The minimum value 
of the resistor R, is the value for which the worst-case 
dissipation is limited to that defined by the maximum am
bient temperature and the circuit derating curve shown in 
Fig. 2. 
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The procedure used to define the resistor R, differs 
slightly for the two types of integrated circuits. A few ad
ditional steps are required for the CA304 I because the 
dissipation of this circuit is a function of the load resistor 
of the audio-amplifier stage (this resistor is not used in 
CA3042). Tables I and II outline the procedure used to 
determine the resistor Rs for the CA3042 and CA3041, 

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE-°C 

Fig. 2 - Maximum device dissipation derating curve for 
the CA3041 and CA3042 integrated circuits. 

TABLE 1- PROCEDURE FOR FINDING THE SERIES DROPPING RESISTOR Rs FOR THE CA3042 
(Points referred to in the procedure ore shown on Fig, 4.l 

I. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Define nominal supply voltage and tolerance, minimum and maximum supply 
voltage, and maximum ambient temperature 

Compute maximum value of R, using voltage and current at point X 

Rs MAX = Vs MIN-Vx 

I, 

Assume resistor tolerance, and compute nominal value of R, 
R, NOM = R, MAX (1 - % Tolerance) 

FIND NEXT LOWER STANDARD VALUE 

Construct the worst-case load line using the minimum value of R, and the 
maximum value of V ,. Two points are required. Because the voltage scale is 
incomplete, find the current at 10 volts and 13 volts. 

Vs MAX -.JO Vs MAX - 13 
I,o = Rs MIN 113 Rs MIN 

Connect Points 10,110 (F) and 13, I13 (G) 

Compute the worst-case dissipation. This condition occurs at the point at 
which the load line F-G intersects either curve A or curve D. Multiply the 
voltage and current at each intersection, and use the higher value. 

Find the maximum allowable temperature permitted for P,ux on Fig. 2. 

7. If TA MAX is greater than the maximum value required, the design is satisfactory. 

8. If TA MAX is less than the maximum value required, go back to step (2) and 
recompute for a tighter tolerance on R., or go back and choose a higher supply 
voltage. 

9. 

30 

Compute the required dissipation rating for R,. Use V, MAX• RMrn and the lower 
of the two values of power calculated in step (5). 

Vs MAX 2 
p = Rs MIN - p (from 5) 

EXAMPLE 

Vs = 40V±l0% 
VsMIN = 36V. 
Vs MAX 44 V. 
TA MAX 75°C 

Rs MAX 
36 - 11.55 

21 

Tolerance = 10% 

1.16 Kn 

R, No" = 1.16 x o.9 = 1.05 Kn 

l Kn 

44 - 10 

0.9Kn 

44 - 13 

0.9Kn 

36.SmA 

34.5 mA 

P 1 = 36 X 11.l = 400mW 
P2 = 34.8 X 12.4 = 432 mW 
PMAX = 432 mW 

From Fig. 2, TA MAx > 85°C 

442 
P 900 - 0.400 = 1.75 watts 

R, is a l Kn resistor with a 
± 10% tolerance 
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I. 
to 
5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

TABLE 11- PROCEDURE FOR FINDING THE SERIES DROPPING RESISTOR Rs FOR CA3041 
(Points referred to in the procedure are shown on Fig. 5.l 

Follow steps 1 through 5 from CA3042 procedure except note that the dissi
pation does not include the power dissipated in the audio amplifier. 

Select power-supply voltage and nominal operating point for audio amplifier. 
Note from published data for CA3041 that the ac voltage swing is limited to 
the range of + 1 to + 29 volts by saturation effects and breakdown voltage. 

Find the audio load resistor RL 

Vs NOM - Ve NOM 

le NOM 

Find worst-case load line using Vs MAX and Rr, Min 
RL Min = RL (1 - % Tolerance) 

Load line intersects V = 0 at 

1 = VsMAX 

RLMIN 

Load line intersects V = 30 V at I cc V 8 MAX - 30 
RLMIN 

EXAMPLE 

Use same supply as before 

Vs NOM 40 
Vs MAX = 44 
Ve NOM = 15 volts 

(Point N) 

R - 40 - 15 = 6.25 K L - ~ 

use nearest 10% resistor, 
6.8 K 

RLMIN = 6.8 K X .9 = 6.1 K 

44 
= 7.2 mA 

6.1 
(Point P) 

14 
I = 6.1 = 2.3 (Point Q) 

9. Compute Paudio at point Paudio = IR X VR Paadio = 4.7 X 16 = 75 mW 1 ·t 

10. Add Paudio to PM,x from Step 5, and proceed with steps 6 through 9 of the 
to CA3042 procedure. 
14. 

Voltage-Current Curves 

Figs. 3 and 4 show the limiting power-supply condition, 
together with the test circuit used to determine this condi
tion, for the CA3041 and CA3042 circuits, respectively. 
For supply-voltage values (at terminal 14) below 10 volts, 
the Zener diodes Z2 and Za do not conduct, and the cur
rent drain is that of the connected portions of the inte
grated circuit. The vertical distances between the curves 
in Figs. 3 and 4 represent the limits of current drawn by 
the operating portions of the circuit. The current drawn 
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Fig. 3 - Supply current as a function of supply voltage 
for the CA3041 integrated circuit: (a) test cir
cuit; (b) voltage-current curves. 
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by the Zener diodes adds to the circuit current at supply 
voltages (at terminal 14) above 10 volts. The voltage dif
ference between curves A and C at a total drain of 25 

milliamperes indicates a tolerance of less than ±5 per 
cent on the Zener voltage. 

drawn from the main dropping resistor in the CA3042 and 
through an external resistor in the CA3041. Fig. 5 shows 
the de voltage-current relationship for the audio-amplifier 
stage in the CA304 I. The stage is self-biased by the 100-
kilohm resistor between terminals 6. and 7 so that a unique 
curve is formed. The voltage-current curves for the CA3041 and CA3042 

differ because the current for the final amplifier stage is 

(a) 
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Fig. 4 - Supply current as a function of the supply volt
age for the CA3042 integrated circuit: (a) test 
circuit; lb) voltage-current curves. 
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Application of the RCA-CA3044 and CA3044VI 

Integrated Circuits 

in Automatic-Fine-Tuning Systems 
by 

W. M. Austin, H. M. Kleinman, and J. Sundburg 

This Note describes the use of the RCA-CA3044 
and CA3044Vl integrated circuits as automatic-fine-tun
ing (AFT) system components and discusses the advan
tages of integrated circuits in this application. The 
CA3044Vl is electrically identical to the CA3044, but is 
supplied with formed leads for easier printed-circuit
board mounting; throughout this Note a reference to the 
CA3044 implies a similar reference to the CA3044Vl. 

The RCA-CA3044 is a special-function subsystem 
integrated circuit that represents a second generation of 
the AFT integrated circuit, the CA3034, that was de
signed specifically for frequency-control applications. 
The CA3044, unlike the CA3034, has an internal zener
regulated power supply that improves performance and 
reduces system cost. It is designed to replace the 
CA3034 in similar applications with only minor changes 
in the system circuit. 

Circuit Description and Operation 

The schematic diagram of the CA3044 is shown in 
Fig. l; the ~se of the circuit in a typical automatic-fine
tuning (AFT) system for a color television receiver is 
shown in Fig. 2. In such a system, the CA3044 provides 
all of the signal-processing components needed (with the 
exception of the tuned phase-detector transformer) to de
rive the AFT correction signals from the output of the 
video-if amplifier. The other components of the system 
provide signal coupling and power-supply decoupling as 
required for proper signal processing in the video inter
mediate-frequency range. 

The CA3044 integrated circuit can be considered as 
the combination of four functional blocks: a limiter
amplifier, a balanced detector, a differential amplifier, 
and a regulator. The 45-MHz limiter-amplifier composed 
of Q1 and Q2 is a differential amplifier that supplies a 
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peak-to-peak output current of approximately 4 milliam
peres for input levels above the limiting threshold. The 
use of a load impedance which does not exceed 2000 
ohms guarantees an excellent limiting characteristic and 
eliminates detuning effects caused by saturation of the 
amplifier under worst-case conditions. In the system 
shown in Fig. 2, the load impedance at the center fre
quency is about 1800 ohms. 

DIODES OS AHO D6 ACT AS CAPACITORS A.MO A.RE USED TO 
BALANCE THE DETECTOR SUBSTRATE CAP.A.CIT .4.MCES. 

10 

Fig. I - Schematic diagram of the CA3044 and CA3044VI. 
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Fig.2 - System diagram of a typical automatic-fine
tuning (AFT) application showing the CA3044 
or CA3044VI in use in a color- TV receiver. 

The diode matrix composed of D1, D2, D3, and D4 
constitutes a balanced detector that converts the output 
of the phase transformer to a filtered de signal. Diodes 
D1 through D4 perform the detection function. Diodes 
D7 and Dg are always reverse-biased and serve as cap
acitors; they filter the output of the detector in conjunc
tion with Rg through R 12. Diodes D5 and D6 areincluded 
to balance the parasitic diodes that exist between the 
cathodes of D2 and D3 and the substrate. 

Transistors Q3, Q4, and Q5 form a constant-current 
driven differential amplifier that is directly coupled to 
the output of the detector. The amplifier contributes 
greatly to the high sensitivity of the system and, in addi
tion, provides sufficient power to allow the use of a low
cost tuning element. The output impedance at either 
output of the amplifier is approximately 12,000 ohms. 

The zener-diode regulator comprising D1o and D11 
provides the regulation necessary for a differential 
post-detection amplifier output that is both stable and 
independent of temperature and power-supply variations. 
The junction of D10 and D11 is connected to a bias 
divider network that assures correct base bias on both 
differential-amplifier pairs. 

During normal operation, the proper de bias for ter
minals 1,3, and 7 of the CA3044 is supplied through 
terminal 6 and external rf coils, as shown in Fig.2. RF 
bypassing is required both for terminal 6 and for ter· 
minal 10, which is connected through the primary wind
ing of the detector transformer to terminal 2. 

Operating Characteristics 

The CA3044 is designed to operate from supply vol
tages greater than the zener regulating voltage; because 
the zener-diode voltage varies from 10.5 to 11.9 volts at 
the 14-milliampere current-drain level, the supply vol
tage should be greater than 15 volts for proper regula
tion and circuit operation. The effect of all component 
and power-supply tolerances on zener regulating current 
must be taken into account in calculation of the value 
of the series regulating resistor Rs shown at the top of 
Fig. 2. In the typical circuit shown in Fig. 2, power is 
supplied to terminal 10 of the CA3044 from a +30-volt 
supply through a 1500.ohm series dropping resistor. 
The recommended value of Rs can be determined for 
other supply conditions by use of the curves in Fig.3, 
which show c,;,urrent at terminal 10 as a function of sup
ply voltage. An Rs load hne may be drawn through 
the safe operating area to show extremes of voltage and 
current for normal variations in product. Safe operation 
with proper regulation is achieved on any load line that 
avoids the lower cross-hatched area and does not ex
ceed the allowable maximum dissipation as determined 
for a given ambient temperature. The cross-hatched 
area represents voltage-regulation dropout resulting from 
an insufficient amount of zener-diode current. 

* This type of curve is described in RCA Application Note 
ICAN-5765, "Power-Supply Considerations for CA-3041 and 
CA-3042 Integrated Circuits." 
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Fig.3 - Curves for determining the zener-diode regulating 

voltage at terminal 10. 

The maximum value of Rs is determined by con
struction of a load line from the minimum supply voltage 

(Vee) to the upper right comer of the cross-hatched 
area. The largest standard resistor having a maximum 

value (including tolerance) smaller than the slope of 
this line is selected. Dissipation under the worst-case 
conditions of minimum Rs and maximum Vee must then 
be checked to assure compliance with the maximum 
device ratings. 

The dissipation rating of the CA3044 is 830 milli
watts at an ambient temperature of 25°c. At ambient 
temperatures above 25°c, this maximum value must be 
derated by a factor of 5.6 milliwatts per degree. Fig.4 
shows the permissible dissipation of the CA3044 as a 
function of ambient temperature. The worst-case dis
sipation may occur at either a voltage or a current max
imum. The equation for total dissipation Pd in the 
CA3044 is 

Pd= Q:'.r,c-V10) 

Rs 

where V lO is the voltage at terminal 10 and V CC is 
the power-supply voltage supplied through the series 
dropping resistor Rs to terminal 10. The permissible 
ambient-temperature operating range for the CA3044 is 
- 55°c to +125°c. 

Dynamic Performance 

The system diagram of Fig.2 shows the CA3044 in 
its function as rf amplifier, frequency discriminator, artd 
post-detection diffemntial de amplifier. The circuit 
shown is a portion of a color television receiver in 
which critical tuning is essential because of the pre
sence of the color subcarrier and its sidebands. The 
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Fig.4 - Dissipation rating of the CA3044 and CA3044V/ 
as a function of ambient temperature. 

CA3044 AFT system provides a uniform and accurate 
tuning reference. When the correction voltage develop
ed at terminals 4 and 5 of the CA3044 is sufficient, the 
system locks on the picture-carrier intermediate fre
quency and holds the tuner oscillator within ±25 kHz 
of the picture carrier so that a high-quality picture is 
produced at all times. Operation within such a narrow 
band of oscillator frequencies represents a color-refer
ence deviation of less than 5 per cent from the ±500-
kHz color-subcarrier sidebands; this deviation is in 
general far smaller than the amplitude and phase-change 
errors that are introduced by other receiver and trans
mitter functions. 

The system shown in Fig.2 can be used in a typical 
color receiver. The sampling connection from the pic
ture-if amplifier to the AFT circuit is made from the out
put of the last if stage directly to the input of the 
CA3044 rf amplifier. The loading effect of the AFT
system coupling circuit on the picture-if amplifier is 
negligible and does not distort the if response. Unless 
provision has been made to trap out the adjacent-chan
nel sound carrier elsewhere in the circuit, such action 
must be taken at the input to the CA3044. Trapping of 
the adjacent-channel sound carrier is essential because 
it may have sufficient amplitude to cause limiting at the 
rf amplifier/limiter stage of the CA3044. The trapping 
circuit, composed of L3 and c 3 in Fig.2, also helps to 
peak the picture carrier at 45. 75 MHz while trapping the 
adjacent-channel sound carrier at 47 .25 MHz. To com
pensate for an if response that places the picture carrier 
at the SO-per-cent point on the if slope, the input trap 
should be adjusted to peak theresponseabove 45.75 MHz at 
the input to the CA3044. 

Proper de biasing of the amplifier/limiter stage 

composed of Q1 and Q2 requires that a small choke, 

L 4, be used to couple terminal 6 to terminal 7. The 
common bias connection at terminal 6 is bypassed with 
a 0.001-microfarad disc capacitor. No form of external 
de connection should be made to either terminal 6 or 
terminal 7. 

The output load on the differential amplifier con
sists of the impedance of the phase-shift transformer 
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canprising L1 and L 2 . The differential-amplifier stage 
assures symmetrical limiting above 100 millivolts at 
the input of terminal 7. The primary of the phase-shift 
transformer is typically tuned to 46.1 MHz as an addi
tional error-correction device to help peak the picture 
carrier at 45. 75 MHz. The secondary is tun~d to 45. 75 
MHz and symmetrically drives the double-balanced de
tector comprising diodes D1, D2, D3, and D4. The 
detector diodes o1 through D4 minimize frequency shift
ing by symmetrically loading the discriminator trans
former. Symmetrical loading is assured by diodes o5 
and 0 6, which are used as capacitors to balance the 
inherent substrate capacitances associated with o2 and 

~-
The error signal detected by the double-balanced 

detector is filtered by the 6000-ohm resistors Rg, R10, 
R11, and R12 and diodes o7 and 0 8 at the inputs to the 
differential output amplifier composed of Q3 and Q4. 
The differential output amplifier is compensated for all 
temperature-change effects including those of the zener
diode regulator. In the absence of an error signal, out
put terminals 4 and 5 are at a de level of 6.5 volts; in 
mistuning or frequency correction, the output level 
varies from 33 to 85 per cent of the zener-regulated vol
tage over the ±25-kHz limits. Fig.5 shows the typical 
narrow-band response of the system shown in Fig.2; 
Fig.6 shows the wide-band response. The curves shown 
are characteristic of the Fig.2 circuit for an input rf 
signal level of 200 millivolts rms at terminal 7. Both 
narrow- and wide-band response characteristics are a 
function of the CA3044 limiting level. The narrow-band 
crossover slope decreases and the wide-band response 
becomes narrow as the signal level decreases. 

The reference levels(A, B, C, and D) indicated on 
the curves of Fig. 5 and 6 refer to the narrow- and wide
band control points expressed as a percentage of the 
zener reference voltage at terminal 10. References A 
and B are narrow-band ( ± 25-kHz) control points at 85 
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Fig.S - Typical narrow-band dynamic control voltage 
characteristics. 
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Fig.6 - Typical wide-band dynamic control voltage 
characteristics. 

and 33 per cent of the terminal 10 reference voltage, 
while references C and D are the wide-band ( ±0.9-MHz) 
control points at 75 and 43 per cent of the same voltage. 
The dynamically controlled test circuit for measuring 
performance in the recommended application circuit is 
similar to that circuit and is shown in Fig. 7. The cor
rection voltages from terminals 4 and 5 are applied to 

R F. A 

0.01 µ.F 
7 
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µH 
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I 0.001 
-:- µ.F 

1.5 k 
t----'\.'V'~----+30V 
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Li 8~~:i~~HifR::AcsE:~~~F:~;~:~l~~-g~r:H~~ Lio:~~i,t~l~/3755 

68 
pF 

Fig.7 - Correction voltage test circuit for the CA3044 
and CA3044VI. 

the tuning elements of the voltage-controlled oscillator 
portion of the uhf and vhf tuners. These voltages may 
be used single-ended and of either phase-polarity for 
uhf oscillator control. The vhf oscillator may be con
trolled with a push-pull output to assure attainment of 
maximum tuning range. The channel-tuning defeat
switch function is normally accomplished by shorting 
the control-voltage terminals 4 and 5 together. For fil. 
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tering purposes and to protect the integrated circuit, it 
is best to include a shunt capacitor and series resistor 
between the tuning elements and terminals 4 and 5; in 
Fig. 2, lOOO-Ohm resistors and 0.00 !-microfarad feed
through capacitors are u,sed. 

Fig. 8 - Printed circuit board containing the circuit of 
Fig.2. 

Construction 

Fig. 8 shows a circuit board containing the circuit 
of Fig. 2; Fig, 9 is an unobstructed view of the printed
circuit board used. The location and orientation of the 
discriminator transformer coils affect the over -all re
sponse of the circuit; therefore, their placement should 
be given the greatest attention. Because the metal pat
tern must be taken into account in component placement, 
some experimentation may be necessary to achieve the 
best results. It is recommended that the circuit be 
shielded to prevent radiation of the 45. 75-MHz signal. 

(a) (b) 

Fig.9. An unobstructed view of the top (a) and bottom 
(b) of the printed circuit board used in Fig.8. 

The circuit described in this Note has been dup
licated many times with both hand-made and commercial 
coils. Alignment has always been rapid and positive 
and the performance extremely uniform. 
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This Note describes feedback-type volume controls 
for use with RCA-CA3041 and CA3042 integrated cir
cuits in television receivers. In television sets using 
these integrated circuits, the volume control is often 
located remote from the amp! ifier. The long leads re
quired in such a configuration sometimes pick up un
desirable signals that, in turn, cause the system to 
exhibit hum and noise at low volume levels. The pro
posed feedback-type volume control reduces hum and 
noise pick-up by reducing the gain of the system rather 
than the signal level, and thus eliminates the cost of 
shielding the leads. 

Types of Volume Controls 

Fig. l shows a conventional or "1osser" type of 
volume control that is susceptible to hum and noise. 
When the input impedance of the amplifier is high, the 
input voltage Ei and the output voltage E0 depend on the 
voltage division between resistances Rl and R2. The 
gain of the amplifier is constant, but the input signal is 
increased or decreased according to the potentiometer 
rotation. 

38 

Fig, I - Conventional volume-control circuit. 

Fig.2 shows the basic variable-feedback volume 
control.* When the wiper arm of the potentiometer is 
close to the input terminal, which has a signal input Es, 
the gain of the system is essentially the open-loop 
gain A0 • As the wiper arm approaches the output termi
nal, the gain is reduced to a closed-loop value Ac 
according to the following formula: 

Ao 
Ac=---

1 + l3A0 

where 13 is the feedback factor. 

* RCA Linear Integrated Circuits, Technical Series IC-41, 
11Jntegrated-Circuit Operational-Amplifier Configuration,-'' 
pp. 73-112, RCA Electronic Components, Harrison, N .J. 
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Fig.2 - A variabli,-feedback valume-control circuit. 

Feedback Control 

Fig.3 shows the equivalent circuit of a feedback 
control. Gain control in this circuit is provided by the 
potentiometer, which varies according to the resistance 
ratio of Rs and Rf. The system gain E0 /Es for this 
circuit can be described by the following equation: 

E0 Gs (1-~) 
~ = ( Gs + Gi) ( 1 + ~~) + gm + GL 

( 1) 

where E0 and Es are the output and input signal levels, 
respectively; gm is the transconductance of the amplifier 
device; and Gs, Gf, Gi, and GL are the conductances of 
the source, feedback, input, and load resistances, 
respectively. 

e, 

T 

J_ 

Fig.3. Equivalent circuit of a feedback volume control. 

When the control is set for maximum gain (Rs = O; 
Gs = co), the system reduces to the following expression: 

E0 = ::_f - gm = RL - gm RfRL 

Es G:f + GL RL + Rf 
(2) 

At . the minimum-gain setting, the gain of the system 
is given by 

Eo 1 
= ---,----- (3) 

1 + R/.J... +.!. + g) 
\Ri RL j 

The resistance Rf of Eq.(2) and the resistance Rs of 
Eq.(3) are the same because they represent the total 
resistance of the volume-control potentiometer. If the 
value of Rf in Eq.(2) is made large with respect to the 
load resistance RL, the gain and maximum volume reduce 
to the familiar expre,;sion gmRL· 

Eq.(3) shows that the gain of the system is not 
zero at the minimum volume setting. For both the RCA-

CA3041 and CA3042 integrated circuits, typical values 
encountered indicate that the expression is dominated 
by the transconductance gm. Substitution of typical 
values in Eq.(3) shows that the minimum-voltage gain 
of a 0.25-megohm volume control is of the order of 98 dB 
and 136 dB below the maximum gain for the RCA-CA3041 
and CA3042 circuits, respectively, which is well below 
the normally acceptable residual levels. 
Loudness Contouring 

A desirable feature of audio systems in which low
frequency overload may be encountered is bass roll-off 
at high volume levels. The low-frequency overload may 
result because of limited amplifier power output or an 
inadequate loudspeaker. In either case, an unpleasant 
"honking" can be avoided by use of variable low-fre
quency cut-off. This cut-off is achieved by use of the 
characteristics of the circuit shown in Fig.3. The input 
impedance Zi of the system, as shown in Fig.3, is 
as follows: 

(4) 

If the total resistance of the volume-control potentiometer 
is denoted by Rv, the input impedance at minimum vol
ume Zi (min) is given by 

1 
~~W=~+-----~~ m 

Gi + GL + gm 

At maximum volume, the input impedance Zi (max) changes 
to the following expression: 

1 + GLRv 
Zi (max) = ---------- (6) 

Gi + GL + gm + Gi GL RL 

Thus, the input coupling capacitor can be selected to 
roll off at the desired frequency at maximum volume with 
assurance that at lower volumes the lower frequencies 
will be enhanced. With typical device parameter values 
of the CA3041 or CA3042, the input impedance reduces to 
approximately 10,000 ohms at maximum volume. When 
the CA3041 and CA3042 are used in the circuits shown 
in Figs.4 through 8, the input impedance at minimum 
volume is essentially the resistance of the volume con
trol used. 

Fig.4 shows a diagram of a feedback-type volume
control circuit for the CA3041. This circuit offers en
hanced power out put and gain as com pared to a conven
tional "losser" type of volume-control-circuit such as 
that shown in Fig.S. At a carrier frequency of 4.5 MHz, 
the circuit provides one watt of power output at ±8.5-kHz 
deviation. In this circuit, the coupling capacitor and 
the resistor to the grid of the output tube are eliminated. 
This arrangement offers cost savings because it uses 
fewer parts and is easier to assemble. 

Fig. 6 shows a circuit in which the CA3042 is used 
in a feedback control. The circuit shown in Fig.6 can 
provide 2 watts of audio power output at ±7-kHz maximum 
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Fig.4 - A feedback volume-control circuit 
for the RCA-CA3041. 
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Fig.5 - A conventional volume-control circuit 
for the RCA-CA3041. 
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Fig.6 - A feedbock volume-control circuit 
for the RCA-CA3042. 
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Fig.7 - A conventionol volume-control circuit 
for the RCA-CA3042. 
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Fig.8 - A low-cost feedback volume-control circuit 
for the RCA-CA3042. 

frequency deviation from the 4.5-MHz carrier. This cir
cuit costs less than a conventional circuit such as that 
shown in Fig. 7 because it uses smaller coupling ca
pacitors. 

Fig,8 shows a very-low-cost circuit that provides 
essentially the same performance as the circuit shown 
in Fig.6. An additional capacitor and resistor are 
eliminated in this circuit. Although a steady-state cur
rent flows through the volume control, it is limited to 
about 1.5 microamperes under worst-case conditions. 
Because of the small· but finite current flowing through 
Rl, the current shifts i11 the output transistor as the 
control is rotated from minimum to maximum. The current 
deviation is ±6 milliamperes maximum about the nominal 
value, and the flow is in a direction that reduces current 
at low volume and increase~ it at high volume. 

Tapers 

Because the gain of the .system, rather than the 
input signal, is varied, the voli,me taper of a feedback 
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control is characteristically different from that of a 
conventional "losser" type of control. Therefore, Eq.(1) 
can be rewritten as follows: 

E0 1-agmRv 
- = ------------------- (7) 
Es 1+(1-a)GiRv(l+aRvGL)+RvGL +gm(l-a) 

where the term Rf of Eq.(l) is replaced by (a Rv) and 
Rs is replaced by (1- a) Rv. The gain then becomes a 
function of the term a, which expresses the taper of the 
control. Curves of this equation for various tapers are 
shown in Fig. 9. 

The exponential functions of the taper factor, a, 
actually define the familiar logarithmic tapers; however, 
they are arranged counterclockwise so that, as the con-

trol is rotated clockwise, the resistance increases very 
rapidly at first and then more slowly toward maximum 
resistance. A linear taper (bottom curve of Fig. 9) ex
hibits almost a step-function response, while the para
bolic taper is slightly smoother. Clockwise log tapers 
fall below the linear-taper curve, and are thus totally 
unacceptable. The controls which are probably most 
satisfactory are those which correspond to very-low
percentage counterclockwise log tapers.* 

* The percentage taper is calculated as follows: 

R(measured from start of control to wiper arm) 
------,,--,--,--------- X 100, 

Total resistance 

The measurement is taken at SO•per-cent rotation of the con
trol. 

0.8 1----+---f--+---+---t----t-

z 
~ 
~0.6 

:; 
; 0.41----+---f--+----t
o: 
~ 

CLOCKWISE ROTATION 

Fig.9 · Gain as a function af rotation for various 
types of potentiometers. 
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An integrated circuit intended to be used in AM radio 
applications can assume many forms depending on the class of 
service in which it is to be used. The RCA-CA3088E is designed 
for use in high-quality AM superheterodyne receivers. It 
provides the basic functions of signal conversion, if amplifica
tion, detection, and audio preamplification sufficient to drive a 
separate power amplifier. Auxiliary functions supplied are: a 
supply-voltage regulator, internal age for the first if amplifier, 
age voltage for an optional external rf stage, and an amplified 
signal to drive a tuning-meter output. This device is housed in a 
I 6-lead dual-in-line plastic package. 

While the circuit design is intended for use in commercial 
AM broadcast receivers, it is equally suited for use in most AM 
receiver applications up to a frequency of 30 MHz. In addition, 
since most functions are externally accessible this device is also 
a general-purpose amplifier array. The possible number and 
variety of uses of the CA3088E are largely a function of the 
needs and imagination of the designer. 

R1 
6.BK 

BIAS 
SUPPLIES 

INTEGRATED CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION 

The schematic diagram of the RCA-CA3088E is shown in 
Fig. I. The correspondence of terminals to functional section 
within the device is shown in Table I. The various stages are 
designated in terms of AM-radio functions because the primary 
functions of the device are so intended; the AM-radio 
terminology is continued throughout the paper for the sake of 
continuity. 

The heart of this integrated circuit is the second if 
amplifier-detector combination. The if amplifier consists of Q7, 
Q9 and QIO with their associated components. Q7 and QIO are 
emitter followers which isolate the gain stage, Q9. The supply 
voltage to the collectors is regulated by the zener diode, Z I. 
The quiescent operating point is stabilized by connecting the 
emitter of QI O to the base of Q7 through R 14. The connection 
is made by externally tying pin 7 to pin 8 through a suitable 
impedance. For de stabilization, pin 7 should be at ac ground 

R17 

ALL RESISTANCE 
VALUES ARE IN 
OHMS 

200 AUDIO 
AMPLIFIER 

Fig. 1 - Schematic diagram of the RCA CA3088E. 
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TABLE I. CORRESPONDENCE OF TERMINALS 
TO FUNCTION 

Function 

Converter 

First IF Amplifier 

Second IF Amplifier-Detector 

AGC Amplifier 

Tuning-Meter Amplifier 

Audio Preamplifier 

Terminal 

1, 2, 3 

4, 6 

7, 8, 9, 10 

11, 13 

12 

14, 15, 16 

potential. otherwise signal feedback will modify the basic 
characteristic of the stage. The output ofQlO is fed directly to 
QI 2. an emitter follower operating at a quiescent current of 
approximately I 00 microamperes. This stage becomes a 
detector by connecting the proper filter circuit to the emitter; 
the emitter is brought out on pin 9. The rectified emitter 
current develops a voltage at the junction of R20 and R2 I; the 
junction is connected to the bases of the age and meter 
amplifiers. 

QI 1 is an emitter follower normally used to drive a tuning 
meter at pin 12. QI I is biased off with no signal and will deliver 
approximately 150 microamperes with a maximum signal as 
indicated in the curve of Fig. 2. 

Q8 is an age amplifier intended to control an optional 
external rf amplifier. Collector voltage, applied through a load 
resistor to pin 13, provides a decreasing voltage at pin 13 with 
increasing signal. The voltage drop across diode OS must be 
overcome by the drive voltage to the base of Q8, thus 
introducing a delay in the application of gain control to the rf 
stage. The age curve of a typical circuit is shown in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2 - Typical performance curves for the CA3088E. 
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QS is the first if amplifier and is biased to draw one 
milliampere of current under zero signal conditions. This 
i:ondition is set by the biasing circuit of Q2, Q3, Q4 and diodes 
DI through D4. A nominal current of one milliampere is 
established in Q3, which is a mirror of Q5, thus determining the 
current in Q5. The supply voltage to the biasing circuit is also 
regulated by Z I. With no signal, Q6 is cut off and has no affect 
on the operating point of Q5. As signal strength increases and 
the base drive voltage increases, Q6 conducts some of the base 
current being applied to QS and reduces the collector current 
and, thus, the gain, as shown in Fig. 2. 

Q 1 is normally used as a converter stage. It is biased to a 
nominal current of 0.35 milliampere by diodes D3 and D4 in 
combination with the source resistor, R2. The emitter is 
brought out on pin 1; this terminal may be bypassed or may be 
used to apply a local-oscillator signal to the emitter. 

Q13 and Q14 form the audio driver stage, a grounded 
emitter stage coupled directly to an emitter follower. The 
emitter follower provides a low-impedance drive for an external 
audio amplifier. This stage must be externally biased; a 
convenient method is to feed a portion of the de potential on 
the emitter of Ql 4 to the base of Q 13 with the proper network 
connected between pins 14 and 1 5. A nominal voltage gain 
from pin 14 to pin I 5 of 30 times is determined by the ratio of 
resistor RIB to R17. 

In addition to the voltage regulation provided by the zener 
diode, Z l, the circuit is temperature compensated by the bias 
circuit described previously. Transistors QI, Q5, and QI3 are 
large-geometry devices which provide low-noise performance in 
the CA3088E. All emitter follower stages which have the 
emitters brought out to external terminals are protected against 
inadvertently shorted terminals. The size of the chip is 52 mils 
by 52 mils. 

APPLICATIONS 

AM Broadcast Receivers 
When would a designer use the CA3088E as the basic 

subsystem of an AM radio? The typical low-cost table model or 
portable radio ordinarily has neither an rf amplifier stage nor a 
tuning meter; therefore, two features of the CA3088E have no 
use in simple AM radios. Furthermore, economic considerations 
make it difficult for integrated devices to compete with discrete 
devices in these minimal-performance receivers. On the other 
hand, the high-performance console receiver is an application in 
which all of the features of the CA3088E are useable. The 
CA3088E, in which the biasing of most stages is accomplished 
internally, provides savings in the number of components to be 
specified, purchased, handled, and connected. 

Fig. 3 shows the circuit for a typical AM receiver using the 
CA3088E. Double-tuned transformer-coupled circuits are 
shown here, but any of the other forms of band-pass filters may 
be used that best suit the needs of the designer. The rf stage 
may take on any of several forms and so is shown only as a gain 
block. The intention here is not to present an optimum receiver 
design, but to show how a specific device, the CA3088E, may 
be used. Fig 4 shows performance curves obtained in a receiver 
using the CA3088E in conjunction with an external rf stage. 

In addition to commercial broadcast-receiver, a multitude of 
receiver applications exist in communications equipment of all 
forms. The CA3088E will suit many of these applications with 
the extra features available in the circuit. The CA3088E may be 
used as a straight if amplifier for use with a separate tuner, or it 
could serve as a subsystem in a double-conversion receiver. 
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Fig. 3 - Typical AM broadcast receiver using the CA30BBE. 
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Fig. 4 - Performance curves for an AM receiver with an rf stage 
using the CA3088E. 

Amateur radio receivers are a natural for the circuit. Narrow
band or fixed-tuned systems, such as remote control systems, 
and hand-carried receivers, systems in which the space saving 
features of an integrated circuit could be important, could make 
good use of the CA3088E. 

High-Frequency Applications 
Many receivers use if amplifiers at the higher frequencies; 

therefore, the high-frequency characteristics of the CA3088E 
are important. Table II shows some of the four pole 
characteristics of the individual signal stages of the CA3088E at 
1 MHz and 30 MHz. The forward transconductance is not 
significantly affected in the frequency range considered. 

The high-frequency performance of the second-if-amplifier/ 
detector stage is determined within the chip. Fig. 5 is a plot of 
the voltage gain of the stage as a function of frequency. The 
gain is down about 6 decibels at l O MHz and about 16 decibels 

TABLE II. INPUT AND OUTPUT IMPEDANCE DATA 

1 MHz 30MHz 1 MHz 30MHz 
C1N CouT Ctb R; R; Ro Ro 

Picofarads Picofarads Picofarads Ohms Ohms Ohms Ohms 

a1 12 5 1.5 3500 2000 100 K 9K 

Q5 17 5 1.5 2000 1000 100 K 9K 

07 3.5 75 K 45 K 

at 30 MHz. The nominal gain of this stage is 40 decibels; 
therefore, this stage has considerable gain at these frequencies. 

The converter and first-if stages will operate at higher 
frequencies, but stability considerations will control the 
practical gain. Calculations of maximum useable gain (MUG) 
and maximum available gain (MAG), using the data in Table I 
for the unneutralized single-stage amplifier, show that about IO 
decibels of power gain must be sacrificed to maintain good 
stability at 30 MHz. More gain can be obtained by neutralizing, 
but at the expense of circuit simplicity. 

The audio-preamplifier stage may also be used as another if 
stage provided that the low-output impedance of the emitter 
follower is not detrimental to performance. The stage may be 
used to drive a crystal or ceramic filter in which the typical 
matching impedances are quite low. The frequency response of 
this stage is very similar to that of the second-if stage with 
about 6 decibels drop in gain at IO MHz. This stage may also be 
controlled by the output from pin 13 as is the case with the 
external rf stage. 

Fig. 6 shows the circuit of a I 0. 7 MHz if amplifier using two 
ceramic filters. This circuit shows how the use of the CA3088E 
with low-impedance filters can simplify a design. Stability is 
maintained by the low-impedance terminations used with the 
filters. The first two stages are coupled together with a 
single-tuned circuit which provides impedance matching. A 
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Fig. 5 - Plot of voltage gain as a function of frequency for the 
second-if-amplifier/detector stage of a CA3088E. 

SO-microvolt input signal with 30-percent modulation produce8 
a detected audio signal of 22 millivolts at the detector output.. 
The audio stage may be used as an audio driver or as an 
additional if stage to drive the input ceramic filter. 

General-Purpose Am1,lifier Array 
The CA3088E is versatile enough to be used as a 

general-purpose amp:tifier array. Ql and QS are internally biased 
and require only a collector load to produce an amplifier. These 
devices may be operated to a maximum collector voltage of 16 
volts. With the addition of external biasing, the operating points 
of these stages may be varied from the internally established 
quiescent point. The second-if-amplifier/ detector combination 
is biased externally as discussed previously. Q 12, which is 
normally connected as an envelope detector may be connected 
as another emitter follower by loading resistors R20 and R21 
with an external resistor. 

Fig. 6 - A 10. 1-MHz if amplifier using the CA3088E and two 
ceramic filters. 

The audio preamplifier is independent and biased exter
nally. The gain-control circuits may be used as in the AM-radio 
applications. If Q 12 is not used as a detector, the gain-control 
voltage can be applied on pin 1 1 . Q 11 provides a positive-going 
voltage with increasing signal and Q8 provides a negative-going 
voltage. 
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A Single IC for the Complete 
PIX·IF•System in TV Receivers 

by S. Reich and R. T. Peterson 

The RCA CA3068 linear integrated circuit is a PIX-IF-sub
system in a shielded quad-formed dual-in-line plastic package 
of 20-lead configuration. This package contains all the active 
devices and most of the passive elements necessary for a high 
performance, PIX-IF-system for a TV receiver. This Note 
describes the receiver functions performed by the CA3068, 
and its application to color and black & white TV receivers. 

Specifically, the receiver functions performed by the 
CA3068 are: 
(I) Video IF Amplification 
(2) Linear video detection 

(3) Noise-limited amplification of detected video 

(4) Keyed AGC, with noise-immunity circuits 

( 5) AGC delay for tuner RF stage 
(6) Buffered output signal to drive Automatic-Fine-Tuning 

(AFT) circuits 
(7) Amplification of intercarrier frequencies 
(8) Sound-carrier detection 
(9) Sound-carrier amplification 

(10) Zener reference diode for voltage regulation. 

Fig. 1- Block diagram of a typical color TV receiver utilizing the CA3068. 
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The only external components required for the operation 
of this IF subsystem are bandwidth shaping networks, biasing 
networks and a power supply. A complete functional block 
diagram of a typicall color TV receiver is shown in Fig. I . A 
detailed block diag;ram of the CA3068, together with its 
peripheral tuned-circuits, is provided in Fig. 2. It should be 
noted that the circuit functions performed by the CA3068 
represent a breakthrough in terms of IC design for PIX-IF 
systems, and that these circuit functions are accomplished 
without com pro mis,: in quality of performance. 

This Note contains a detailed description of circuit 
functions within the integrated circuit, together with 
examples of the use of the CA3068 in actual PIX-IF 
amplifier PC-boards for color and black-and-white TV. 

General Description ,of Circuit Functions in the CA3068 
As shown in thi, block diagram of Fig. 2, the IF-signal 

from the tuner is applied to the input (terminal No. 6) of the 
cascode IF amplifier. Output from the cascode amplifier is 
then coupled to a wideband amplifier at terminal No. 13 
through the interstage transformer (T2). Under maximum
gain conditions the overall gain of the CA3068 is typically 
75 dB at PIX-IF frequencies. This signal is then applied to a 
linear video detectoir, whose output signal is fed to a video 
amplifier having a gain of 12 dB. 

~~" 
I I 

-
' 

82 roo~~ 
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Bandpass shaping is accomplished by means of tuned
circuits preceding the input stage (terminal No. 6) and at the 
interstage circuit comprising input and output terminations 
via terminals 9, 12 and 13 as shown in Fig. 2. Terminal 
No. I 6 is tied in at this point to provide loop bias for the 
input stages of the amplifiers connected to terminals I 2 and 
13. The AGC-voltage developed within the CA3068 is 
applied to its input stage by an external path from terminal 
No. 4 to terminal No. 6 through the input circuitry, as shown 
in Fig. 2. The developed-AGC is gated by a keying pulse 
applied to terminal No. 3 from the horizontal sweep circuit 
of the TV receiver. Delayed AGC for the tuner's RF 
amplifier is obtained from terminal No. 7; the delay is 
variable by adjustment of a resistance (25k!1) in series with 
the supply to terminal No. 8. 

The zener reference voltage for the power-supply 
regulating pass-transistor is developed at terminal No. 18 
when this terminal is connected to a voltage supply through a 
current limiting resistor. This resistor value should be 
selected to provide a quiescent current into the zener of 0.5 
to I .SmA (excluding the base current for the pass transistor). 

Terminal No. 15 is the de input terminal that provides 
power for most of the CA3068 and should be connected to a 
regulated supply of 11.3V. The CA3068 package has a 
20-lead configuration with I 8 active terminals. Terminal Nos. 
J J and 20 have been omitted from the package; their 

CAPACITOR VALUES IN pF, UNLESS OTHERW!SE SHOWN 
RESISTOR VALUES IN OHMS, UNLESS OTHERWISE SHOWN 

Fig. 2-· Detailed block diagram of CA3068 showing interconnections with external components. 
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corresponding leads are internally connected to the shield. 
Terminals Nos. I & 5 are grounding pins. In addition, 
terminals Nos. IO & I 4 (not shown in Fig. 2) are at ground 
potential. Additional information relative to de grounding is 
given in the section that discusses IF design. 

Detailed Circuit Functions 
A simplified schematic diagram of the CA3068 appears in 

Fig. 3. The diagram is partitioned to facilitate the explana
tion of the circuit configuration and its functions. Similar 
circuit function designations are used in the block diagram 
shown in Fig. 2. 

The cascode input amplifier (I st IF) is a unique circuit 
designed for dual-mode operation. At low level input signals, 
the buffer stages formed by QI 9 and Q20 drive the base of 
the cascode - IF amplifier comprised of Q3 and Q2. 
Negative-going AGC is applied to QI 9 (through an external 
connection to terminal No. 6) which increases in proportion 
to the increase of the input signal level. After approximately 
40dB of gain reduction is reached in this operational mode, 
Q3 is cut-off, and its function is assumed by Q4. Emitter 
degeneration in Q4 increases the dynamic input range of the 
cascode amplifier sufficiently to cope with the higher range 
of input signal level. The point at which Q4 assumes the 
input amplifier function is sensed by QI. It should be 
understood that transistors QI, Q20 and Q3 approach cut-off 
at essentially the same signal level. As QI approaches cut-off, 
it draws less shunting current from terminal No. 8 and base 
current drive to Q21 is increased. The point at which 
sufficient base current is available to drive Q2 I into 
conduction is determined by an external delay-AGC poten
tiometer connected in series with the V+ supply-lead and 
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terminal No. 8. As QI cuts-off, the current flowing into 
terminal No. 8 is diverted to the base of Q21. When Q21 
starts to conduct it turns on QS, thereby causing the 
open-circuit voltage at terminal No. 7 to drop and produce a 
negative-going AGC voltage for the tuner's RF stage. Q21 is 
also part of the IF-AGC feedback loop and provides an 
increase in AGC loop-gain. This increase compensates for the 
decrease in AGC loop-gain that occurs when the cascode-IF 
amplifier is transitioned to its modified cut-off characteristic. 
After tuner gain reduction has reached its maximum, an 
additional I OdB of gain reduction can be obtained in the 
cascode amplifier under this modified cut-off condition. 

This reverse AGC system is used for the cascode input 
stages because the stability achieved under maximum-gain 
conditions is maintained throughout the range of AGC 
functioning. 

The wideband-IF amplifier consists of transistors Q6, Q7 
and Q8. Q6 serves as a buffer stage between the interstage 
tuned-circuits and the AFT output signal terminal. The 
actual IF signal amplification takes place in Q7 and Q8, 
effectively serving the function of 2nd & 3rd PIX-IF stages. 
Transistor Q8 is the driving source to Q22, the video 
detector. This driving source impedance is approximately 
500 ohms as a result of the degenerative feedback loop 
through RI 3. The feedback network also extends the 
3dB-down frequency response to beyond 70 MHz. It is this 
low detector driving point impedance and the absence of a 
tuned-circuit at this interstage point that contribute to the 
superior performance of the detector system. In most 
conventional detection systems, the detector is driven from a 
high-impedance source involving a double-tuned interstage 
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Fig. 3- CA3068 - Simplified schematic diagram. 
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transformer with unequal primary and secondary Q's. In such 
a system, variations in detector impedance (caused by normal 
video excursions) can produce significant phase shifts that 
adversely affect color fidelity. In the CA3068, the untuned, 
]ow-impedance detector drive circuit produces a nearly 
optimum condition for the detector circuit. 

The detector circuit consists of transistor Q22 and its 
biasing network Q9, Q23 and RI 9. Q23 is biased to the same 
potential as Q22 because the bases are tied together through 
the resistance element of the low pass filter that consists of 
RI 8 and Cl. RI 9 and C2 form a conventional peak detector 
in which the time constants are selected for optimum 
detector efficiency and desired video bandwidth. This system 
detects chroma subcarrier without introducing differential 
phase errors as a function of the video signal, and detects the 
video signals with a minimum of amplitude distortion. The 
low signal-level requirements for the detector, the absence of 
tuned-circuits in the detector drive circuit, and the low 
source impedance for the detector, all contribute to the 
superior detector performance. 

The video detector is direct-coupled to the video 
amplifier. Consequently, a de input voltage above the level of 
one Vbe (0. 7V) drop at the input to QI 2 determines the 
condition for white level (de) at the output (terminal 
No. I 9). It is, therefore, necessary to prevent the conduction 
of QI2 in the absence of detected video. This function is 
accomplished by the differential amplifier circuit arrangement 
consisting of transistors QI O and Q24. In the absence of 
signal. the de potential at the emitters of QIO and Q24 is 
identical. The current through QIO must equal the current 
through Q24, because R21 is similar in value to R22. This 
current also flows through 02 (which has the same geometry 
as QI!). Consequrmtly, Qi I carries all the current supplied 
by Q24 and no current is available for 03, so that QI 2 is 
held on the edge of conduction. When an RF carrier is 
present, the current in Q24 increases in direct proportion to 
the carrier level. However, the current in QI O remains fixed. 
When the current increases in Q24, this increase can only 
flow tluough 03. Since the current in QI 2 is directly 
proportional to the current in 03, increased current flow in 
03 causes a corresponding increase in current tluough QI 2, 
and produces a video output at terminal No. I 9. 

As the video carrier signal increases, the de level at the 
base of QI 2 increases, and there is an accompanying decrease 
in the de level at the base of Q25 and at terminal No. I 9. 
With a sufficiently strong RF signal, the current through QI 2 
and R23 increases such that the base voltage of Q25 is driven 
toward de ground. The "bottoming" level, at terminal 
No. 19, under nominal signal conditions is locked to about 
0.8V as a result of the high loop gain of the AGC system. 
Any further increase in the signal, after "bottoming" is 
reached, will be clipped. This operational feature serves as a 
highly effective mechanism to limit impulse noise. 

When a signal is present at the input, the composite video 
signal appears at the emitter of Q25. The sync tips in this 
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composite waveform drive the keyed AGC amplifier Q!3 
which in turn drives Ql4. Without a video RF signal there is 
no video signal output and Q13 conducts during the keying 
intervals, (horizontal pulse connected to terminal No. 3). As 
the detected signal level increases in amplitude ·and the 
output voltage at terminal No. I 9 approaches its typical 
operational level of 7 .0 volts peak-to-peak, the peak potential 
at the base of QI 3 begins to fall below 0.8V. Under these 
conditions, the keying current formerly channeled through 
QI 3 is diverted through the diode 04. As the signal level rises 
even higher, a greater portion of the Q13 collector current is 
diverted through 04 and the base current to Ql4 is 
proportionately increased. A I OµF capacitor is normally 
connected between terminal No. 4 and ground and is, 
thereby, connected in shunt with Ql3. The charge on this 
external capacitor is maintained through a bleeder resistor to 
V+. As the base current to Ql4 increases, Ql4 discharges the 
capacitor at a rate that is proportional to the base current of 
QI 4. Integrating the total charge on the capacitor over the 
keying interval yields a de level (AGC l!Oltage) that is 
inversely proportional to the incoming signal level, i.e. AGC 
voltage approaches zero as the signal increases. 

Any high performance AGC system must have noise 
immunity characteristics in order to avoid the establishment 
of false AGC levels. AGC voltage developed from random 
noise can produce "wash-out", "blank raster" and/or a 
momentary "loss of sync". The CA3068 is designed with an 
improved noise immunity circuit that essentially removes the 
keying current during periods of high noise input. The active 
devices responsible for providing protection against this 
deleterious effect of the impulse noise are the "noise 
detector", Q26, and the "noise clamp" Q!S. Impulse noise is 
channeled through the high pass filter network consisting of 
C3 and R27 to the detector input Q26. Q26 and C4 comprise 
a conventional peak detector. The de level across C4, which 
is proportional to the level of impulse noise, turns on QIS, 
thereby clamping the keying supply voltage (terminal No. 3) 
to ground. In actual operation, the terminal No. 3 supply has 
a series resistance that is large enough to limit the peak 
current into the zener diode (25) to approximately 0.8mA. 
When QI 5 conducts it shunts this current to ground. 

The. sound-IF-channel and PIX-IF-channel signals whose 
"carrier" frequencies are 41.25 MHz and 45.75 MHz respec
tively, are applied to terminal No. 12. Ql6 functions as a 
buffer between the interstage-tuned-drcuits associated with 
terminal No. 12 and the PIX/sound-channels amplifier QI 7. 
The intercarrier frequency (the difference frequency between 
the PIX and sound "carrier" frequencies) is detected by the 
peak detector Q27 and CS. The resultant 4.5 MHz FM 
sound-intercarrier signal is fed to transistor Q28. This 
transistor and Qi 8 form a differential pair that provides an 
amplified intercarrier sound-IF signal to the base of Q29. A 
feedback system tluough the RC networks in the emitter of 
Q29 provides bandpass shaping in the region of 4.5 MHz 
while maintaining a low de gain. The low level of de gain is 
desirable because the circuit receives its bias in an open-loop 
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manner from terminal No. 16. The bandpass of this amplifier 
system is fairly broad and even though it is optimized for 
4.5 MHz operation, there is relatively high output at other 
intercarrier frequencies as shown in the curve in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 4- Relative sound-carrier output-vs-frequency. 

The internal zener reference-diode consists of the series 
diode arrangement shown connected between terminal 
No. 18 and the substrate. A regulator circuit configuration, 
showing the pass transistor interconnected with the reference 
diode, is given as part of the color and b&w IF amplifier 
circuits that are discussed in the following paragraphs. 
Similarly, the regulation curves shown in Figs. Sa and Sb will 
be discussed below in more detail. It should be noted that 
(with a proper heat sink for the 2NS 183 and a lower value 
for the resistor in series with the collector) the regulated 
voltage from this supply may be used to provide power to 
other circuits in addition to the CA3068. 

The distribution of tuned circuits around the CA3068 
amplifier circuit is a matter of preference by the circuit 
designer. In general, a total of five tuned circuits will be 
required subsequent to the mixer for proper selectivity and 
band-pass shaping. In addition, at least one 4 7 .25 MHz 
adjacent sound-channel and one 41.25 MHz sound-channel 
traps will be required. The systems to be discussed in this 
application Note are driven from a single tuned circuit 
connected to the mixer output. 

In addition, both the color and b&w IF systems 
described subsequently utilize two double-tuned circuits; one 
at the input to the cascode amplifier and one at its output. 
The second transformer is used to couple output from the 
cascode-IF amplifier to the wide-band IF amplifier (i.e. the 
output from terminal No. 9 to input terminal No. 13 for the 
PIX-channel and input terminal No. 12 for the sound
channel). All the IF transformers are synchronously tuned. 
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Fig. 5- Regulated supply of CA3068 (a) Voltage-vs-current 
for zener reference diode of CA3068 (b) Voltage-vs-current 
for regulated supply of CA3068. 

The If system for a color-tv receiver was designed to 
operate with a tuner containing an MOS field-effect 
transistor RF amplifier to illustrate the operation of the 
CA3068 with a "reverse" AGC arrangement. In contrast, the 
IF system for a b&w receiver was designed to operate with a 
tuner containing a bipolar transistor in the RF amplifier, to 
illustrate the operation of the CA3068 with. a "forward" 
AGC arrangement. 



IF Design for Color-TV Receiver 
The circuit diagram of the IF system for a color receiver 

is shown in Fig. 6a .. A schematic drawing of the PC board 
component layout and al1 actual size bottom view of the PC 
board are shown in Fig. 6b and 6c, respectively. The basic 
operation of the system may be explained by reference to 
the block and schematic diagram in Figs. 6a and 7. The input 
to the IF system is c:oupled through a 50 ohm cable from the 
TV mixer, that employs a single-tuned output coil having an 
impedance transformed down to 50 ohms. The input and 
interstage circuits include double-tuned over-coupled trans
formers. The IF input circuit drives a cascode-IF amplifier 
with a gain capability of 35 dB. The input impedance to the 
cascode IF-amplifier is greater than 4000-0hms at minimum 
signal levels and increases with AGC action. The source 
impedance as seen by the CA3068 is approximately 
500 ohms, which completely dominates the input circuit 
conductance node. Similarly, the output impedance of the 
cascode amplifier is loaded by a tuned circuit with an 
impedance of approximately 3000 ohms. Again, the tuned
circuit conductance dominates the output node. For this 
reason, the IF amplifier stability is unaffected by the IC 
impedance variations and is a function of the feedback 
component. This fe,idback component consists of coupling 
within the IC packaging, PC-board stray capacitances, and 
PC-board common impedances. It can be shown that with 
the maximum device feedback capacitance the amplifier is 
stable. For example, with circuit bias conditions of 
19 = 2mA ; Y21= 50mmhos and Cfb (max)= 0.005pf, the 

maximum usable gain (MUG) is 42 dB (which allows for a 

COIL DATA 

ALL COILS WOUND ON 114" 

PLASTIC FORMS USE J CORES 

Lt 20 TURNS No. 20 WIRE CLOSE-WOUND 
Lz II TURNS No 30 WIRE CLOSE-WOUND 

L3 3 1/2 TURNS No 18 BARE WIRE 
SPACED O,jf WIRE SIZE 
TAP H/6 TURNS FROM HIGH ENO 
T1 PR\. 8 TURNS! 

SEC. 7 1 URN~ No 30 ENAM 

Tz ~1/4 TURNS 81-FILAR 
WOUND No 36 COTTON COV 
WIRE 

\LL CAPACITORS IN pF 

ALL RESISTORS IN OHMS 

ALL COILS IN }'-H 30 !< 

UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED 

GAIN 1t 

ADJ 

TUNER 
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20% skew factor). The fact that this value of MUG is greater 
than the actual circuit gain (35 dB) substantiates the stability. 

Although these calculations show the device to be 
theoretically stable, it must be realized that it is possible for 
external feedback mechanisms to, in effect, raise the level of 
feedback in any high-gain physically small RF amplifier and 
produce instabilities. For this reason, the PC-board layout is 
extremely important, and any high-gain IF amplifier design 
would be incomplete without a board layout such as that 
shown in Fig.6b. 

As mentioned previously, the interstage transformer 
loads the cascade amplifier with approximately 3000 ohms. 
It provides a 500-ohm source impedance to the input 
terminal No. 13, (the wide-band IF amplifier section). The 
impedance at terminal No. 13 is approximately 5000 ohms. 
The driving-point impedance to the sound-IF terminal No. 12 
is about 1000 ohms and it looks into a 5000-ohm input 
circuit. 

The circuit design shown in Fig. 6a includes a 4 7.25 MHz 
bridged "T" adjacent-sound-channel trap at the input circuit. 
It may also be desirable 'to include a 39.75 MHz trap for 
adjacent video carrier when the receiver is intended for 
operation in CATV systems or in areas where adjacent 
channels are available. Such a trap may consist of a 39.75 
MHz bridge "T" connected in parallel directly across the 
4 7 .25 MHz trap. The 4 I .25 MHz trap is a rejection filter for 
the video amplifier and allows the carrier to pass into the 
sound system. Both traps provide the additional selectivity 
necessary for attenuation of the undesired frequencies by 
more than 40 dB. 

\JUMPER DURING TEST 
ANO ALIGNMENT 

PROCEDURE) 

AGC KEYING '? ---
:: ·· 

+ 30V 

O.Oli,,F~ 

0 001 ~F 

~ 
340 

0.011-'-F 

Fig. 6a- Schematic diagram and coil data. 
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GAIN ADJ.* GND. 
TUNER AGC 4.5 MHz v+ 

(DELAY) SOUND OUT 

R1 16 R11a } 340-IW C4 8.2 pF C14 0.00lµF 
L1} 

SEE 
R2 51 R11b (EQUIV.) C5 12 pF C15 0.01 µ.F L2 FIG. 
R3 25K R12 2.2 K CG 18 pF C 16 0.01µ.F L3 GA 
R4 IOK R13 2.7K C7 0.005µ.F Ci7 0.005µ.F L4 12µ.H 
R5 15 K R14 IOK Cs 101'-F -GV C1s 8.2 pF L5 10µ.H 
RG 1.5K Rl5 4.7K C9 0.01µ.F C19 3.9 pF 
R7 30K C10 0.001µ.F C20 120 pF 01 2N5183 
RS 1.5K C1 O.OOlµF C11 O.OlµF C21 1.2 pF 
R9 68K C2 3.3 pF C 12 0.00lµF 
RIO 2.2 K C3 3.3 pF C 13 3.3 pF 

* SEE FIG. 6A 

Fig. 6b- Top view of circuit board layout. 

Fig. 6c- Bottom view of color P.C. board. (actual size). 
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The wide-band IF amplifier provides two extra stages of 
gain (approximately 40 dB). It presents a very low driving
point impedance to the linear detector, as described earlier. 
The detected signal then undergoes an additional 12 dB of 
video amplification. The video output at terminal No. 19 is 
nomimally 7 volts (peak-to-peak). AGC is developed when 
the input signal rea,;hes and exceeds the magnitude necessary 
to produce this video output level. Fig. 8a shows the 
developed AGC bias (terminal No. 4 voltage) as a function of 
signal level at terminal No. 6. Fig. 8b shows the delayed AGC 
voltage at terminal No. 7 (for application to the tuner) with 
RI adjusted so that this delay-bias is generated whenever the 
IF input signal at terminal No. 6 exceeds 8mV. The curve in 
Fig. 8c depicts the over-all AGC characteristic in terms of 
AGC bias voltage at terminal No. 4 when the AGC system is 
adjusted to yield the curves in Figs. 8a and 8b. Similarly 
Fig. 8d shows the AGC characteristics when delayed-voltage 
from terminal No. 7 is applied to the tuner. 

Fig. 7 shows the CA3068 coupled to an RCA tuner that 
uses an RCA type 40820 MOSFET in the RF amplifier stage. 
AGC voltages are applied (shown in Fig. 7) to optimize over-all 
TV receiver performance; so that, when maximum receiver 
sensitivity is requin:d, (such as during the reception of weak 
signals from the antenna), the tuner will operate at optimum 
noise factor and maximum gain. As the input signal level 
increases, it is still desirable to operate the RF stage at 
optimum signal-to-noise ratio until the signal level is of 
sufficient magnitude as to override any tuner noise degrada
tion brought about by the application of AGC. Therefore, 
the gain reduction voltage should be delayed to the tuner 
until the signal level builds up. Fig. 8b shows that this AGC is 
delayed until the IF signal level reaches an 8m V level. Then 
the tuner-gain-reduction mode is initiated. After the tuner
gain reduction is expended, at least another IO dB gain 
reduction is still available in the cascode portion of the IF 
amplifier. 

An output signal is available at terminal No. 14 to drive 
an automatic-fine-tuning (AFT) subsystem-IC such as the 

MOSFET 
RF AMPLIFIER 
1408201 

15 K 

11.3 V 

Fig. 7- Block diagram of a color IF system. 

4.5MHz 
SOUND 
CARRIER 
OUTPUT 

RCA Type CA3064. This connection is a buffered output 
from an emitter follower as described earlier. The level of 
signal at 45.75 MHz to drive the AFT circuit is nominally 
15mV. 

The AGC system is, for the most part, self-contained. An 
optimized AGC response characteristic can be achieved by 
use of a high quality tantalum I OµF capacitor connected 
between terminal No. 4 and ground. The 1500-ohm series 
resistor connected between terminal No. 4 and the 0.005µ F 
capacitor to ground form a decoupling network which 
smooths the AGC ripple associated with the charge and 
discharge of the IOµF capacitor, at the horizontal oscillator 
frequency rate. The AGC system is normally keyed from the 
horizontal output circuit in the TV system. This keying pulse 
should be applied to terminal No. 3. The magnitude of the 
pulse should be sufficient to supply a nominal peak current 
value of 0.8mA into terminal No. 3. The value of the series 
resistor Rs, associated with terminal No. 3 may be computed 
as follows: 

a. During the conduction period (with keying applied), the 
constant voltage components within the integrated 
circuit account for 

VK = 8.2V (it is assumed that 13 = 0.8mA) 

b. If the keying pulse magnitude is V p = 15V, then 

15 -Vk (15 -8.2)V 
13 = 0.8mA = ~: Rs 

Rs= 8.5 kn 

The sound output is derived from terminal No. 2 at a 
level compatible with the input requirements of a TV 
sound IF-subsystem IC such as the RCA Type CA3065. There 
is also a de component of approximately 6.7V present at 
terminal No. 2. Coupling networks to subsequent circuits 
must contain a suitable de blocking capacitor. 

Small chokes located in the sound and video outputs are 
self-resonating (terminals Nos. 2 and 19) at the intermediate 
frequencies to prevent IF leakage into subsequent stages. 

The CA3068 IF subsystem has an internal zener 
reference-diode for operation with an external voltage
regulator pass transistor. A suggested circuit arrangement is 
shown as part of the over-all IF schematic in Fig. Sb. The 
voltage-regulator pass-transistor has a nominal output voltage 
of 11.3V. Bypassing of the V+ supply with reference to the 
IF subsystem is important and the suggested arrangement 
shown in the schematic should be used. Specifically, the base 
of the pass transistor should be bypassed to ground. The 
emitter is bypassed to terminal No. 17 on the CA3068. Even 
though terminal No. 17 is at de ground potential it should 
not be tied to ground but rather should be bypassed in the 
manner shown, to avoid mutual impedance coupling within 
the CA3068. 
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Fig. 8- Color TV IF AGC characteristics (al AGC voltage-vs-IF input signal (bl Delayed AGC·vs-lF input signal (cl AGC-vs
tuner input signal (d) Delayed AGC-vs-tuner input signal. 

The IF circuit shown in Fig. 6a was designed with two 
overcoupled IF transformers. The alignment procedure is 
straight forward and should follow the procedure given 
below: 

I. Apply a negative bias supply through a 4 70kS1 series 
resistor to the terminal marked "gain adjust". This bias is 
intended to override the AGC loop-bias during the 
alignment procedure. 

2. Apply a swept signal from a terminated SO-ohm signal 
generator directly to terminal No. 6. This signal will, in 
effect, "swamp" the response characteristic of the input 
circuit and enable alignment of the interstage trans
former. 

3. Adjust the level of the sweep generator so that 
approximately 2mV of IF signal (at carrier) is present at 
terminal No. 6. 

4. Advance the negative bias from the external AGC 
override supply so that 5 to 6 volts peak-to-peak of video 
output is present at terminal No. 19. 

5. Adjust the response characteristic so that the curve as 
shown in Fig. 9a is duplicated. 

6. (This step may be omitted). If observation of the input 
IF response is desired, it can be accomplished by the 
swamping of the interstage transformer with a parallel 
100-ohm resistor and .OlµF bypass capacitor, and 
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observing the response curve on an oscilloscope (shown 
in Fig. 9b) at terminal No. 19 while a swept IF signal is 
applied to the input terminal from a generator (50-ohm
source ). The external bias must be adjusted to maintain 
the video.output level at 5 to 6 volts peak-to-peak output 
2m V carrier present at terminal No. 6. 

7. Apply a 2mV IF signal to the system input from a 
SO-ohm-source generator, then tune the input trans
former for an over-all response characteristic shown in 
Fig. 9c. The AGC override supply must be adjusted for 5 
to 6 volts peak-to-peak output at terminal No. 19. 

8. The overall response characteristic when the IF signal is 
applied to the mixer input is shown in Fig. 9d. The level 
of this IF signal is such as to keep the IF input at 
terminal No. 6 at 2m V, with AGC override adjusted for 5 
to 6 volts peak-to-peak output at terminal No. 19. 

IF Design for B&W Receivers 

The schematic diagram, PC-board layout and PC-board 
bottom view (actual size) of the IF system for a b & w 
receiver are shown in Figs.!Oa, b, c. Coil information is 
shown on the schematic. Alignment procedures are similar to 
those described above in the section that discusses the IF 
system for a color receiver. The curves shown in Fig. 11 
should be substituted for those cited for the color IF 
alignment procedure. These curves indicate a narrower 
bandwidth as reflected by the higher circuit Q's of the 
interstage transformers used in the b & w receivers. 
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Fig. 9- CA3068-Color TV Waveforms (a) Video IF response of interstage transformer (b) Video IF response of mixer stage 
transformer (c) Vid,10 IF over-all system response (d) IF and mixer response. 
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' v+ VIDEO 4.5 MHz TUNER AGC GND. INPUT 
OUT SOUND OUT (DELAY) 

HORIZ. KEYING 

Rt 8.2 K Rt1 1.5K C5 0.01µ.F c,. 8.2pF 
R2 10 K Rt2 30K Cs 6.2 pF C15 3.3pF 

R3 330fi-lW R13 51 ll C7 0.01µ.F c,s 3.3pF 

R4 2.2 K Rt4 24ll ca 0.001µ.F SEE 
R5 1.8 K Cg O.OOlµ.F Lt FIG. IOA 
Rs 25K c, 0.001µ.F c,o 27pF L2 12µ.H 
R7 15K C2 IBpF C11 0.005µ.F L3 12µ.H 
R9 3.9K C3 0.01µ.F c,2 10µ.F-6V 
Rg 68 K C4 0.001µ.F C13 12pF a, 2N5183 
RtQ 1.5K 

Fig. 10b- Top view board layout. 

Fig. 10c- Bottom view of circuit board (actual size). 
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Fig. 11- CA3068 B&W TV waveforms, a) Video IF response 
of interstage transformer; bl V idea IF response of 
input sta{le transformer; c) Video IF over-all system 
response; d) IF and mixer response. 

In the color-IIF system, the delay AGC was used to 
control a MOSFET in the RF stage of the tuner. This type 
arrangement permits direct application of the delayed AGC 
voltage from the CA3068 to the tuner. In the system for a 
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b&w receiver the CA3068 AGC delay circuit is designed to 
control a bipolar transistor (which requires forward AGC) in 
the RF stage of the tuner. This function is accomplished by 
an inverter network utilizing a p-n-p transistor as shown in 
the circuit of Fig. 12. The forward-AGC delay is developed 
when the voltage at terminal No. 7 decreases, as the input 
signal level is increased. Under maximum gain conditions, the 
AGC voltage applied to the tuner (Fig. 12) is 1.6V measured ai 
the collector of the p-n-p transistor. As the delay AGC voltage 
is generated, the base of the p-n-p inverter is driven into hard 
conduction, causing more current to flow through the 
collector circuit so as to generate a positive ( or forward) AGC 
potential for the bipolar transistor in the tuner. 

15 K 25 K 

5.6 K 

2 4.5MHz SOUND 
CARRIER 
OUTPUT 

ALL RESISTORS ARE IN OHMS 

+11.3 V 

Fig. 12- Block diagram of B&W IF system showing 
required peripheral circuitry. 

When incorporating RCA Solid State Devices in equipment, it is 
recommended that the designer refer to "Operating Considerations 
for RCA Solid State Devices", Form No. 1CE-402, available on 
request from RCA, Commercial Engineering, Harrison, N. J. 07029. 

CONCLUSIONS 
A complete IF subsystem was described for both color 

and b&w TV Applications. The only signal inputs required 
by the CA3068 are IF signals from the tuner and a keying 
pulse from the horizontal circuitry. The CA3068 provides all 
outputs needed to drive the video output stage, delay line, 
sync separator circuitry, RCA type CA3065 sound-IF 
subsystem, RCA type CA3064 AFT subsystem, and delayed
AGC voltage for the RF stage in the tuner. Additionally, 
circuits for noise immunity and signal overload protection 
are designed into the CA3068. These subsystems have typica) 
input sensitivities of IOOµV for 4· volts peak-to-peak video 
output. A unique video detector arrangement provides 
extremely linear output throughout the 7 volts peak-to-peak 
video output range of the system. 

Although this Application Note deals with subsystem 
designs in TV receivers, the CA3068 is suitable for 
performance in other AM systems requiring performance at 
frequencies within the range of I 0-70MHz. 
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A Flexible lntegrated•Circuit Color 
Demodulator for Color Television 

By W. M. Austin 

New color-TV receiver designs indicate a rapidly 
changing trend toward all solid-state circuitry with special 
emphasis on monolithic integrated circuits. The solid-state 
color-demodulator circuits in these receivers provide excel
lent demodulation gain, linearity, and uniformity. These 
advantages are easily achieved by the integrated-circuit design 
of the balanced demodulator. At present, the integrated 
circuit is economically adaptable to the current design 
requirements of the color-picture-tube drive circuits. The 
choice between a color- difference (CD) or a red-green-blue 
(RGB) receiver system has changed in favor of the RGB 
which has additional design advantages. Because of improved 
phosphors and improved color picture tubes in general, color 
shifting has caused the establishment of a new reference for 
the demodulation parameters. Consideration of these refer
ences and of many other recent requirements have set the 
design guidelines for the RCA CA3067 demodulator inte
grated circuit. 

The CA3067, which is supplied in a quad-in-line 16-
lead plastic package, provides the following color-demodu
lator circuit functions: 

(1) Amplification 

(2) Blanced chroma demodulation* 

(3) DC-operated tint (phase) control 

(4) Zener-diode voltage regulation 

This Note describes the circuit operation and application of 
the CA3067 in a color television receiver. Fig. I shows the 
CA3067 interconnected with other units in a complete 
receiver. 

The CA3067 has a phase-shift circuit for tint control and 
a limiting amplifier for the elimination of amplitude modu-

* "Chroma", defined here, means side bands of the modulated 
chrominance subcarrier. 
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lation on the reference subcarrier. ** In addition, it has 
preamplifier circuits which amplify the subcarrier signal 
before it is injected into the balanced demodulators. Because 
integral rf filters remove the high-frequency products of 
demodulation, external filtering is unnecessary. The R-Y 
and B-Y color-difference signals are obtained by demodu
lation and the G-Y signal is derived from a matrix of the 
complementary R-Y and B-Y signals. The output amplifier 
for each of the color-difference signals has a very low output 
impedance for positive and negative signals and a sufficient 
drive capability for high-level voltage amplifiers for either a 
Red-Green-Blue (RGB) or a color-difference (CD) circuit. The 
operation of the CA3067 is described in the reverse 
signal-flow order to emphasize the output drive capability 
and requirements in direct-coupled circuit applications. Fig. 
2(a) shows the CA3067 in a typical application. 

The Output Amplifiers of the CA3067 

An outstanding feature of the CA3067 output amplifier 
circuit is the feedback emitter-follower arrangement which 
keeps the output impedance low during both the positive and 
negative peak signal swings of the output stage. This 
arrangement assures sufficient drive capability for the 
high-voltage output transistors of present color systems 
without degradation of bandwidth characteristics, par
ticularly when signal amplitudes are at peak values. The 
largest output drive capability from the B-Y color-difference 
stage is a voltage drive in excess of 3.0 V peak-to-peak. This 
range of output drive will satisfy the design requirements of 
most RGB or color-difference systems. 

As shown in Fig. 2(b ), the B-Y amplifier, which is similar 
to the R-Y and G-Y color-difference output circuits, has a 
feedback path from the collector of the emitter-follower Q30 
to the base ofQ29. The zener diode, ZJ, has a voltage drop of 

** "Reference subcarrier", as used in this Note, means the same as 
''chrominance-carrier reference.'' 
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Fig. 1-Block diagram of a typical color- TV receiver utilizing 
the RCA CA3067. 

approximately 7 V (de) and, with resistors R46 and R47, 
establishes a bias voltage of 0.7 V (de) at the base of Q29. 
Because Z1, R46, and R47 are the feedback-loop com
ponents, they also establish the correction current that must 
flow in the collectors of Q29 and Q30 to provide the 
required voltage drop across R50. The current in Q29 and 
Q30 is typically 1.5 mA; the current in the feedback loop is 
0.5 mA. The loop gain is sufficient to keep the voltage errors 
small at the emitter-to-collector output junction (terminal 
No. 8). Within a normal range of circuit tolerances, Q29 and 
Q30 may have minimum values of collector-to-emitter 
current of approximately 1.1 mA. When external current 
loads are connected to terminal No. 8, no appreciable change 
in the voltage at this terminal occurs unless the maximum 
load current exceeds I .I mA. 

When there is a high-current drain at terminal No. 8, the 
collector voltage of Q30 decreases and the reduced bias to 

Q29 may cut off Q29. Consequently, excessive loading at 
terminal No. 8 can bias Q29 and Q30 out of their feedback 
range of operation. For this reason, loads that draw current 
in excess of I.I mA are not recommended. 

Demodulation and Matrix 

The demodulator is a balanced type that provides both 
positive and negative color-difference output signals. The 
chroma signal of terminal No. 14 is applied to the chroma 
amplifier transistors Q 13, Q J 4, Q20, and Q2 J [Fig. 2(b)] . 
These chroma amplifiers provide the emitter drive to the 
demodulator-switching transistors QJ 5, QJ 6, Q17, and 0]8 
in the B-Y demodulator and Q22, Q23, Q24, and Q25 in the 
R-Y demodulator. Transistors Q22 and Q25 sum the positive 
output of the R-Y demodulator in resistors R33 and R39. 
The transistors Q23 and Q24 provide the negative output 
voltage of the R-Y demodulator across the load resistors R37 
and R32. 
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Fig. 2(a)-RCA-CA3067 in a typical application. 

The positive output voltage of the B-Y demodulator 
provided by QJ 6 and Q17 is developed across the load 
resistor R33, and the negative output voltage is the sum of 
the Q15 and Q18 outputs developed across resistor R32. 
Thus, the addition of the negative outputs of the R-Y and 
B-Y demodulators provides the G-Y color difference signal. 
In this process, the negative outputs of the B-Y and R-Y 
demodulators are added in a ratio of 1.05:2.25, which are, 
respectively, the resistance values of R32 and R32 + R37. 
Fig. 3 shows the vector additions of the complementary R-Y 
and B-Y color-difference signals that yield the G-Y color
difference signal. The matrix circuit at the CA3067 demodu
lator stages establishes the ratio of R.Y to B-Y color
difference signals as 1.0: 1.2. This value is the ratio of R33 + 
R39 to R33 resistance values, which are 6. 7 and 8.2 kilohms, 
respectively. 

An internal matrix circuit may, at first, appear to be 
disadvantageous. However, the ability to process uniform 
monolithic resistors on a single chip makes it desirable to 
matrix the R-Y and B-Y for the G-Y color-difference signal 
and to set a fixed ratio for all color-difference signals at the 
demodulator stages. The ratio of color-difference signal 
amplitudes at terminal Nos. 8, 9, 10 is easily modified by 
alteration of the gain- controlling circuit components that 
are either added to or used as a part of the high-level output 
stages. 

The angle of demodulation is determined by the user's 
choice of reference-subcarrier phase applied to terminal Nos. 
6 and 12. The signal input at terminal No. 6 relative to that 
of terminal No. I 2 must be of opposite polarity to provide 
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the same demodulation angle in each of the two demodu
lators. The CA3067 is presently being used in systems having 
demodulation angles separated by more than 90°. The 
reference-subcarrier signal at terminal No. 6 is displaced by 
76° relative to the signal at terminal No. 12. This dis
placement produces a demodulation angle of 0° and (I 80° -
76°) or 104° in the B-Y and R-Y demodulator stages. This 
phase relationship relative to the color-difference signal 
amplitudes at terminal Nos. 8, 9, and 10 (which are 
respectively the B-Y, G-Y, and R-Y color-difference output 
terminals) is shown in the polar plot of Fig. 3. 

Fig. 4 shows the typical demodulator voltage linearity 
and amplitudes at terminal Nos. 8, 9, and 10 for the circuit 
of Fig. 2(a). For a 76° phase difference of the voltage at 
terminal No. 6 relative to the voltage at terminal No. 12, 
(which is a 104 ° separation of the demodulation angles), the 
G-Y amplitude relative to the R-Y amplitude is 33 per cent. 
In a true quadrature demodulation, when the demodulation 
angles have 90° of phase separation, this ratio is 37 /I 00. 

Polarity 

The polarity of the color-difference output signals may 
be reversed by the choice of chroma drive signal to terminal 
Nos. 14 or 15 [Fig. 2(b)]. Both terminal Nos. 14 and 15 are 
accessible to permit selection of the polarity for either the 
grid or cathode drive to the picture tube or to minimize the 
cost of the phase-shift components. Terminal No. 14 is the 
preferred chroma-signal input terminal for an RGB system 
which drives the cathodes of the picture tube when the 
CA3066 chroma processor system is used. An rf coil or 
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Fig.2(b}-RCA-CA3067, schematic diagram. 

choke coupling is used between terminal Nos. 14 and 15. 
This coupling provides nearly equal bias to the chroma 
amplifiers Q13, Q14, Q20, and Q21. The balanced con
nections of the demodulators compensate for an unbalance 
in the external bias, if unbalance is not excessive. Resistors 
R43 and R44 may cause some signal loss when terminal No. 
I 5 is the chroma-input terminal. The input impedance, 
however, is approximately 10 times greater than the output 
impedance of the chroma amplifier of the CA3066. 

Filtering Capacitors 

Capacitors C2, C:3, and C:4 serve as ripple filters to 
reduce the 3.58-MHz and higher harmonic components of 
demodulation. The tolerance of the RC time constant is set 
for a minimum bandwidth of 450 kHz. Even without precise 
control over the RC time constant, there are three important 
advantages for the use of monolithic capacitor filtering at the 
output of the demodulator stages. First, ripple filtering 
before the output amplifiers extends the linear dynamic
voltage-swing capability of the output stages of the C:A3067. 
Second, a savings in cost is realized because no added 

external ripple filter components are required. Third, the 
performance of the RGB high-level amplifier system is 
improved by the very low drive impedance from the output 
of the CA3067. This low output impedance is not degraded 
because no ~xternal filtering components are needed. 

Demodulator Preamplifier 

The R-Y and B-Y demodulators are driven by their 
respective subcarrier preamplifiers, which are transistors Q1 J, 
Q44, Q45, and Q9, Q40, Q41 [Fig. 2(b)]. Although the 
preferred signal-drive voltage level is approximately 2.5 mV 
(rms), as little as LO mV (rms) of signal at terminal Nos. 6 
and 12 provides efficient demodulator conversion gain. 
Curves of the demodulation sensitivity as a function of signal 
levels at terminal No. 12 are shown in Fig. 5. These curves 
are determined from the circuit shown in Fig. 2(a). The drive 
voltage is applied to terminal No. 3 of the tint-control 
amplifier. 

Each subcarrier preamplifier has a voltage gain of 100 
when operated as a common-emitter amplifier having termi-
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Fig.3- Vector plot of co/or-difference signals. 

nal Nos. 7 and 11 bypassed for rf. Because of the 
collector-to-base feedback, each subcarrier preamplifier has a 
low input impedance which is a function of the amplifier 
gain. Terminal Nos. 6 and 12 have drive requirements of a 
few millivolts; there are no disadvantages associated with 
input attenuation caused by the low input impedance. Phase 
shift of the injected subcarrier caused by stray capacitance 
coupling is minimized. 

Tint Control Amplifier 

The tint-control section of the CA3067 contains the 
phase-shift and limiting-amplifier circuits that control the 
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reference subcarrier signal (3.58-MHz). This signal is received 
from the CA3066 oscillator circuit and is adjusted to a 
nominally correct phase reference for the CA3067 tint
control system. The phase errors caused by transmission, 
circuit tolerance, and oscillator drift are corrected by the tint 
control. The tint control in the CA3067 circuit is a 
potentiometer which controls the direct current flowing into 
terminal No. 2. The 3.58-MHz signal is ac-coupled to the 
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tint-control amplifier input terminal No. 3. The amplitude
limited output signal is available at the collector of Q7, 
terminal No. I [Fig. 2(b)J. 

The 3.58-MHz signal is differentially amplified following 
its injection into the base of Q3, which is common to 
terminal No. 3. The differential amplifier consisting of Q2 
and Q3 amplifies and divides the reference-subcarrier signal 
into two out-of-phase components. The current into the 
collector of Q2 is in phase wi,h the base current of Q3; the 
current into the collector of Q3 is out of phase with the base 
current of Q3. Resistor RI in parallel with the cumulative 
circuit stray capacitance and the capacitance of CI form an 
RC time constant which causes a phase delay of approxi
mately 45° at the collector of Q2. Thus, the two components 
of the reference-subcarrier signal current are the "delayed 
phase" at the collector of Q2 and the "reverse-phase" at the 
collector of Q3 ._ The "reverse-phase" signal current is divided 
between the diode D2 and the emitter of Q4 at the collector 
ofQ3; the amount of this division depends on the position of 
the tint-control adjustment. The divided current that passes 
through diode D2 is bypassed to ground at terminal No. 2. 
The "delayed-phase" signal current at the collector of Q2 is 
amplified in Q37 (an emitter-follower) and added to the 
"reverse-phase" signal which is present at the collector of Q4. 
Because the current flow in the collector of Q3 is typically 
1.0 mA, the resistance range of the tint control shown in Fig. 
2(a) is adequate for the full range of adjustment desired. 

The vector addition of the '"delayed-phase" and "reverse
phase" signals provides a controlled phase shift that is 
typically 105°. Fig. 6 shows the phase diagram for the 
minimum and maximum settings of the tint control. Vector 
B, in Fig. 6, is the maximum "reverse-phase" signal ampli
tude that may be obtained at the collector ofQ4 [Fig. 2(b)J 
and vector A is the "delayed-phase" signal amplitude. The 
relative voltage amplitude of each phase-separated signal is 
proportional to the load impedances at the collectors of Q2 
and Q4. The "reverse-phase" signal amplitude is approxi-

~45° PHASE REF OF 
-<--------""'l<--'L----'-TE:cR.:.:M:::IN:.:,A:::Lc.:::NO". 3::..e:SlocGNc;A::Lc.._ o· 

Fig.6-Vector addition of tint-control amplifier. 

mately two times greater than that of the "delayed phase". A 
minimum adjustment of the tint control will decrease the 
"reverse phase" signal at the collector of Q4 to approxi
mately zero amplitude. The resultant vector ·is determined 
from the addition of the "delayed-phase" and "rever:;e
phase" signals at the collector of Q4 and may be any vector 
between vectors A and C shown in Fig. 6. 

The resulting signal for any setting of the tint-control 
adjustment is amplified in the limiter-amplifier circuit con
sisting ofQ37, Q33, and Q39 [Fig. 2(b)]. There is no further 
phase shift in the limiter-amplifier, which serves to limit any 
amplitude modulation of the reference-subcarrier signal, 
including the amplitude variations caused by the tint-contiol 
adjustment. The co'mplete tint-control amplifier circuit limits 
the output signal at terminal No. I when the input signal 
amplitude at terminal No. 3 is greater than 7.0 mV (rm:;). 
Characteristic curves of the limiting of the CA3067 tint
control amplifier are shown in Fig. 7. In addition, curves of 
phase as a function of frequency are shown in Fig. 8. 

~ -
0 I' TINT CONTROL 

AT MID-RANGE 
SETTING 

't 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 
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Fig. ?-Limiting-characteristic curve for tint-control amplifier. 

TINT CONTROL 
AT MIN. RESISTANCE 

0 10 12 

FREQUENCY OF TERMINAL No. 3 INPUT SIGNAL-MHz 

Fig.8- Typical phase characteristic of the tint-control ampli
fier as a function of frequency. 
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The circuit of Fig. 2(a) shows one possible method of 
providing phase separation of signals to the R,Y and B-Y 
subcarrier amplifier. The tint-control amplifier output signal, 
which is the processed reference subcarrier, is separated in an 
RLC signal-tuned circuit that provides a phase separation of 
76° at terminal Nos. 6 and 12. This circuit is considered a 
preferred matching network because it relates to the 
published data characterization. However, it is an arbitrary 
choice which yields the desired amplitude and phase sepa
ration to match the tint-control amplifier to the R-Y and B-Y 
subcarrier amplifiers. Fixed-tuned RC or delay-line circuits 
may also be considered as possible matching networks to 
meet the application needs in other systems which include 
monitoring equipment and test instruments. 

CA3067 Application in RGB Color System 

The basic connections for an RGB system are shown in 
Fig. 9(a). The CA3067 output amplifiers are direct-coupled 
to the RGB output amplifier circuits. Regardless of the 
direct-coupled bias considerations, it is always necessary to 
provide drive control to obtain proper gray-scale tracking. 
This control is accomplished by the adjustment of the 
relative gains of the RGB amplifiers. Usually the emitter or 
collector resistors are varied for gain-control adjustment. The 
emitter-resistor adjustment provides feedback gain control, 
and the collector-resistor adjustment is used for either 
attenuation or feedback control. Four different drive control 
methods are shown in Figs. 9(b) through 9(e). 

When a design-center drive condition is established, the 
circuit of Fig. 9(b) is correct for center-value components. 
The de shift at the limit adjustments of the drive control 
resulting from component tolerance require other supple
mentary adjustments such as a grid-to-cathode voltage 
adjustment at the picture tube. Fig. 9(c) shows a circuit that 
uses voltage feedback to stabilize the bias. Because an 
isolation resistance Ri must be added at the base of QJ to 
develop feedback voltage at that point, a capacitor Ci may be 
added to peak the luminance signal response. This capacitor 

is not needed to filter the 3.58-MHz signal and highe, 
harmonics of demodulation; the CA3067 has internal 
filtering for this purpose. 

The two circuits shown in Figs. 9(d) and 9(e) illustrate a 
more precise method of adjustment. The circuit of Fig. 9(d) 
has a de-bias control which can be adjusted to compensate 
for any de change caused by the drive control. The 
disadvantages of this circuit are the added bias control and 
the adjustment interaction of the drive and bias controls. The 
circuit of Fig. 9(e), which is presently used in the RCA 
CTC-46 and CTC-49 color-TV receivers, illustrates an 
emitter-type drive-control adjustment and an automatic 
bias-control circuit which compensates for both short-and 
long-term drift of the output circuit. The automatic bias
control circuit samples the voltage level at the output of the 
RGB amplifier during the horizontal retrace period. This 
voltage is compared with a fixed reference, and an error 
signal is fed back to the emitter of QJ. The collector of 
transistor Qfb acts as 'a voltage source with the correct 
line-by-line value of voltage to stablize the RGB output 
amplifier. The feedback error from the sampling circuit is 
returned to the base of Qfb, and provides the correction for 
any temperature drift as well as for the voltage error caused 
by the drive-control adjustment. 

The design of an RG B amplifier circuit to be driven from 
the CA3067 depends on the economics and the performance 
requirements of the application. Because the CA3067 output 
amplifiers have a very low source impedance, networks that 
add to the source impedance at the CA3067 output terminals 
detract from the inherent advantage of the use of the 
CA306 7. An obvious performance advantage of the circuit of 
Fig. 9( e) is that the added cost of the feedback and the 
sampling components is offset by the performance gains of a 
self-adjusting system. Also, rigid specifications related to 
thermal tracking such as leakage currents and heat sinking 
may be relaxed. When modular construction and trouble-free 
interchangeability are primary design considerations, both 
cost and performance advantages are realized by the use of 
the CA3067. 
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Applications of the RCA CA3048 
Integrated-Circuit Amplifier Array 

by 
L. Kaplan 

The RCA CA3048 integrated circuit is an array of 
four identical amplifiers, each with independent inputs 
and outputs, all on a single monolithic silicon chip. The 
circuit is housed in a 16-lead dual-in-line plastic pack
age. It has an operating and storage temperature range 
of -25°C to + 85°c. Each amplifier in the array has a 
typical open-loop gain of 58 dB and input impedance 
of 90,000 ohms. The noise in the CA3048 is inherently 
very low and is tightly controlled in rigorous factory and 
quality-control testing. 

The combination of low noise, high gain, and high 
input impedance make, the CA3048 a very versatile unit. 
and numerous applications suggest themselves for its 
use. 

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION 

Fig. 1 shows the complete schematic of the CA3048 
integrated-circuit amplifier array. Each amplifier (Ai 
through A4) provides two stages of voltage gain. 

The input stage is basically a differential amplifier 
with a Darlington transistor added on the one side. The 
output stage consists of a combination of three transis
tors and associated resistors connected in an inverting 
configuration. For example, in amplifier A3, Q19 is the 
Darlington input transistor, and Q20 and Q21 are the 
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differential-pair transistors. The load resistor R2g for 
the differential input stage is located in the collector 
lead of transistor Q20. Transistors Q13, Q14, and Q17 
are used in the output stage. Transistor Q17 is the ac
tual output transistor; transistors Q13 and Q14 raise 
the input impedance of the output stage so that the load
ing of the 30,000-ohm source resistance R29 (i.e., load 
resistor for the differential-amplifier input stage) is 
small. The ratio of total collector resistance to emitter 
resistance [(R31 + R3g)/R5ol in the output stage is 
1000/200, or 5. 1n view of the small source loading, the 
stage gain, therefore, is essentially equal to 5. 

A feedback network (R41, R42, R46• and D7) is 
connected between the output term in al and the base of 
transistor Q21· The resistor values are chosen so that 
the output transistor is biased at approximately 5 mil
liamperes for maximum dynamic range. Diode D7 com
pensates for variations in the base-to-emitter voltage 
of Q21 with changes in temperature. Because the other 
transistor (Q2o) of the differential amplifier has two 
emitter-base junctions in series, two diodes, D3 and D4 , 
are required for temperature compensation. Diodes D3 
and D4 also provide temperature compensation for the 
differential-pair transistor Q1 in amplifier A2 (similarly 
diodes D5 and D6 are shared by amplifiers A1 and A4). 



Diodes D3 and D4 and diodes Ds and D6 are connected 

to their respective inputs through a relatively stiff vol
tage divider (for amplifier A3, the divider consists of 
R27 and R23). The input to amplifier A3 is normally 
applied to the base of the Darlington transistor Q1g· 
The 100-kilohm resistor R37 supplies bias current to 
this transistor. The voltage drop across resistor R37 
is small because of the very small base current of tran
sistor Q19. 

Each amplifier of the CA3048 may be viewed as an 
ac operational amplifier in which a fixed resistance is 
permanently connected between the output and the in
verting input. The built-in feedback resistor delimits 
the characteristics of the CA3048 amplifiers in the fol
lowing ways: 

1. The impedanc,e as viewed from the noninverting in
put terminal consists mainly of the 100 kilohm input

bias resistance (R13, R15, R37, or R39). This re
sistance is shunted by the input capacitance of ap
proximately 10 picofarads and the additional resis
tive loading presented by the input impedance of the 

8 7 

2. 

3. 
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Darlington input pairs. When the amplifier is oper
ated under open-loop conditions (inverting input at 
ac ground), the total input impedance consists of 
90 kilohms in shunt with the input capacitance. 
When the built-in feedback loop is allowed to func
tion (by insertion of an unbypassed resistance in 
the noninverting input lead), then the loading caused 
by the Darlington input pairs is reduced, and the 
input resistance rises asymptotically towards 100 
kilohms. 

The impedance as viewed from the inverting input 
terminal is small (in the order of 40 to 50 ohms.) 

When the CA3048 is used in its normal mode of op
eration, each amplifier in the array may be repre
sented by the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 2. 
(The capacitances shown are the sum of the device 
capacitances, socket capacitances, and stray cap
acitances.) The transconductance Gm, which is 
equal to the product of the voltage gain and the 
output conductance (10-3mho), is typically 0.8 mho 
at midband. 

Fig. 1 - Schematic ol the CA3048 integrated-circuit 
amplilier array. 
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Fig. 2. Equivalent circuit of a CA3048 amplifier. 

GAIN-FREQUENCY RESPONSE 
Curves of the transconductance of any amplifier in 

the CA3048 array as a function of frequency up to 30 
MHz show two break points. At frequencies above the 
first break point, which occurs at 300 kHz, the transcon
ductance rolls off at a rate of 6 dB per octave to 12 
MHz. At frequencies above 12 MHz, the rate of roll-off 
increases to 12 dB per octave. At frequencies up to 12 
MHz, therefore, the transconductance of any amplifier in 
the CA3048 array is expressed by the following equation: 

g = "'ogmo (l) 
m "'o + S 

where S is the complex frequency, gmo is the mid-band 
transconductance, and w0 = 2n x 300 x 103. 

Fig. 3 shows the open-loop transconductance for an 
amplifier in the CA3048 array as a function of frequency. 
This response indicates potential uses of the CA3048 
integrated circuit at frequencies that extend into the 
video range. 

STABILITY 

The equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 2 can be used 
to determine the stability of the amplifiers in the CA· 
3048 array under various conditions of loading when un
desirable external capacitance is present in the wiring 
and socket. With no external generator connected to. the 
circuit, the input co11ductance G1 is equal to 1/lOOOtlO 
mho, and the output conductance G3 is equal to 1/1000 
mho (for amplifiers A1, A2, A3, or A4, respectively, G1 
is equal to 1/R 15• 1/R 13, l/R37, or l/R29, and G3 is 
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equal to l/(R16 + R22), l/(R14 + R19), l/(R31 + R3g), 
or l/(R36 + R40). The capacitance c4 and the conduc
tance G4 shown in Fig. 2 represent an external damping 
network which can be varied or deleted as demanded by 
stability or gain-bandwidth requirements. 

A necessary and sufficient condition for a system 
to be stable is that the roots of the characteristic equa
tion of the system have no positive real parts. The 
characteristic equation for the circuit of Fig. 2 is ob
tained by expansion of the circuit determinant and col
lection of the coefficients of the complex frequency S. 
The equation assumes the following form: 

A1 + A2S + A3S2 + A4s3 + A5S4 = 0 (2) 
After much tedious algebra, the coefficients are deter
mined as follows: 

A1 = "'0G1G3G4 

A2 = "'oG4 [GJCC1 + C2) + G1(C2 + C3) • ~ G2] 
0 

+ G1G3(C3wo + G4) 

A3 = "'o {C2CJCG1 + G3 + G4. ~ ) + Cl [CiG3 
0 

+ G4) + c2G4 ]} + G4 [GJCC 1 + c2) 

+ G1(C 2 + c3)] + G1G3c3 

A4 = G4 [C1(C2 + C3) + C2C3] + C3 [C1(w0C2 

+ G3) + C2CG1 + G3)] 

A5 = C1C2C3 (3) 
With the aid of a computer, it 1s possible to check 

very quickly many combinations of circuit values for 
stability by solving for the roots of Eq. (2) with differ
ent circuit values assigned to the various components. 

Although there are many variables involved, it is 
possible to state in a general sense the results of sev
eral solutions of Eq. 2. 

The system cannot oscillate without capacitor c2 
to introduce positive feedback. The analysis is reduced, 
therefore, to the determination of the maximum value 
of c2 before oscillation occurs. With careful printed
circuit-board layout, the feedback capacitance c2 is 
small, and the system is usually stable. If a socket is 
used the feedback capacitance is greatly increased, and 
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stabilization of the circuit is generally required. 

As with any two-port network, any incrPase in 
source or load conductance aids stability. In addition, 
analyses of Eq. (2) sh9w that addition of shunt capaci
tance at the input is a very effective stability technique 
when the source impedance is high. Introduction of 
negative feedback into the circuit [ which is simulated 
in Eq. (2) by a decrease in the value assigned to the 
transconductance gm and an increase in the cutoff fre
quency] also improves circuit stability. 

Another stability method, which is effective for any 
source impedance or gain value, is the addition of a 
damping network such as that formed by capacitance c4 
and conductance G4 in Fig. 2. Iri this method, the value 
of c4 is chosen so that its reactance is. equal to the 
parallel combination of R3 and RL at the highest fre
quency of desired amplification. The value of R4 is 
made small so that the gain is reduced at high frequen
cies and is typicaily 1/10 or 1/20 the value of the par
allel combination of R3 and RL. 
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the computation for the roots of Eq· (2). It should be 
noted that the max.imum value shown for capacitance c2 
is that obtained just before oscillation occurs. Severe 
peaking of the response (or ringing) may result before 
the listed value of c2 is reached. It is advisable, there
fore, to maintain the capacitance of c2 well below the 
indicated value. 
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OUTPUT SWING VS. SUPPLY VOLT AGE 

Fig. 5 shows the output voltage for any one of the 
CA3048 amplifiers as a function of supply voltage. The 
solid lines represent the performance obtained with the 
full open-loop gain. The dotted line shows the improve
ment obtained when 12 dB of negative feedback is added 
by inclusion of a 150-ohm unbypassed resistor in the in
verting-input lead. The values obtained for this curve 
are those which prevail when the output is loaded only 
by the measuring equipment. It should be realized that 
any substantial loading will tend to reduce the magni
tude of the available output voltage for equivalent dis
tortion figures. For example, an additional 1000-ohm 
load exactly balances the internal load resistor, and 
would reduce the available output voltage by 50 per 
cent. 
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Fig. 5 - Total harmonic distortion of a CA3048 amplifier 
as a function of output voltage for different value of de 

supply voltage. 

NOISE 

Fig. 6 shows output noise obtained when a single 
amplifier of the CA3048 is operated at 40 dB gain into 
a "C" filter. Table I shows typical values of noise 

TABLE I 
TYPICAL NOISE VOLTAGE AND CURRENT FOR AN 

AMPLIFIER IN THE CA3048 ARRAY 
Frequency Enoise 1noise 

(Hz) (volts) (amperes) 

10 30.5 X 10·9 7.5 X 10" 12 
100 17 X 10"9 4.3 X 10- 12 
1000 8 X 10·9 1.2 X 10" 12 
10000 6 X 10"9 0.5 X 10" 12 
100000 4 X 10·9 0.3 X 10" l2 
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voltage (Enoise> and current (!noise) for the CA3048 at 
spot frequencies of 10, 100, 1000, 10000, and 100000 Hz. 
From these values, the equivalent input noise voltage 
for any value of source resistance may be computed by 
use of the following equation: 

(4) 

Laboratory measurements have shown that the noise 
performance of the CA3048 is not significantly affected 
by variation of the supply voltage. The values shown in 
Fig. 6, therefore, may be used with supply voltages 
down to about 2 volts if it is remembered that the open
loop gain decreases to about 35 dB at a supply voltage 
of 2.5 volts. 
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Fig. 6 - Noise output as a function of source resistance 
for a CA3048 amplifier. 

CIRCUIT APPLICATIONS 

In all the foregoing discussions, a single amplifier 
has been described as though it existed alone. The 
CA3048, however, consists of four separate amplifiers, 
which may be used independently or in combination. A 
glance at the complete schematic of the CA3048 reveals 
other aspects worthy of consideration. 

Two supply-voltage terminals and two ground ter
minals are indicated. Terminal No. 12 supplies the Vee 
voltage to amplifiers A2 and A3, and terminal No. 15 
supplies the Vee voltage to amplifiers A1 and A4 . The 
ground return for amplifiers A1 and A4 is provided by 
terminal No. 2; all other ground returns are provided by 
terminal No. S. 

When two units are cascaded, it is preferred to let 
amplifiers A2 and A3 be the input units, and amplifiers 

Al and A4 be the output units. This arrangement per
mits separation of both the V CC and ground lines for low
and high-level signals. 

If resistive decoupling is used, amplifiers A2 and 
A3 can be operated at lower Vee voltages to effect a 
savings in current consumption. 



Hartley Osc i I lator 

The Hartley oscillator is easily designed and con
structed using the CA3048 amplifier. No feedback cap
acitor is required, and it is possible to extract "square", 
sawtooth, or sinusoidal waveshapes. 

In the circuit shown in Fig. 7, the tap on the coil 
is located at one-fourth the total turns, capacitors c 1 
and c2 provide de blo~king, and capacitor c3 tunes with 
inductor Li (w0 = 1/ L1 c3). When the circuit is op er-

e, 
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A IS AN'T' AMPLIFIER OF THE CA3048 

Fig. 7 - Hartley oscillator. 

ated from a 12-volt supply, the output voltage is a 
clipped sine wave that has a peak-to-peak value of 
about 7 volts. The voltage at the inverting input is a 
sawtooth that has a peak-to-peak value of about 0.300 
volt. If an unclipped sine wave is desired, it is avail
able across the coil L1, A sine wave can be obtained 
in the single-ended connection if the value of c2 is 
made large with respect to c3 so that it effectively by

passes the sawtooth to ground; the voltage across L 1 
is then sinusoidal with respect to ground. 

Colpitts Osei llator 

A tunable Colpitts oscillator is readily designed 
using one of the amplifiers of the CA3048 array. Fig. 8 
shows an example of the CA3048 used in this way. 
Capacitors C1 and c2 are de blocking capacitors; the 
series combination of capacitors c3 and c4 resonates 
with coil L. The ratio of C3 to c4 determines the rela
tive amounts of signal fed back to the two inputs, and 
may be chosen on the basis of stability or strength of 
oscillation. 

For the component values shown in Fig. 8, the 
frequency of osciUation is 33.536 kHz with a 12-volt 
supply and decreases to 33.546 kHz when the supply 
voltage is reduced 25 per cent to 9 volts. 

0.1,u.F 
---j1-------~ 

C2 

0.22,...r rel + 

c,:io47~F 

A IS ANY AMPLIFIER OF THE CA3048 

Fig. 8 - Colpitts oscillator, 
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Three waveshapes are available from the Colpitts 
oscillator. A sawtooth waveform is obtained at the out
put, a sinusoidal waveform is obtained at the inverting 
input, and a clipped sinusoidal waveform appears at the 
noninverting input. 
Astable Multivibrator 

The CA3048 may be connected as an astable mul
tivibrator with the addition of only two external com
ponents. An example of this type of operation is shown 
in Fig. 9. 

A IS ANY AMPUFIER OF THE CA3048 

Fig. 9 - Astable multivibrator. 

The resistor R introduces positive feedback into 
the circuit, and the capacitor C sets the period of the 
waveform. The operation of the circuit can be explained 
more easily if it is assumed that transistor Q17 (of amp
lifier A3) has just turned OFF so that the voltage at 
terminal No. 11 becomes very positive. This positive 
voltage is fed through R to the base of Q19 to maintain 
the conduction of this transistor and to hold transistors 
Q21• Q13, Q14, and Q17 cut off. Meanwhile, capacitor 
C charges through the internal bias resistors R41 and 
R42 . When the voltage on capacitor C reaches the level 
at which transistor Q21 begins to become forward-bias
ed, some current is diverted from Q20 to Q21 and Q13, 
Q14 , and Q17 begin to turn ON. The action is regen
erative because the negative-going voltage from the 
collector of Q17 feeds a negative-going signal back to 
the base of Q 19 to enhance the switching action. When 
C discharges to the point at which Q21 turns OFF, Q20 
begins to turn ON and the process repeats itself. 

Two waveforms are available from the astable mul
tivibrator circuit, both at low impedance. A rectangular 
waveform that has a peak-to-peak amplitude of 7 volts 
or greater is obtained from the output terminal. The 
waveform available at the inverting input is an isosceles 
triange that has a peak-to-peak amplitude of approxi
mately 0.220 volt. 

With the circuit as shown, reliable oscillation is 
obtained for values of the resistor R in the order of 2.2 
megohms, with supply voltages as low as six volts. 

4-Channel Linear Mixer 

Fig. 10 illustrates the use of the CA3048 as a 
linear mixer. Each input is connected to its own CA3048 
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amplifier through the gain- control potentiometers R1, 
R2, R3, and R4. Capacitors C1, C2, C3, and c4 block 
the de voltage at the inputs. 

The gain of any input to the corresponding output 
is 20 dB for the circuit values shown and a load impe
dance of 10000 ohms or greater. Resistors R5 , R6, R7, 
and Rg program the gain of the system, and may be 
varied to provide more or less gain, depending on the 
requirements of the application. The curve in Fig. 11 
illustrates the effect of variation in the resistance in 
the feedback circuit of the CA3048. The difference in 
the 20 dB gain indicated for the mixer circuit and the 
approximately 34 dB shown in Fig. 12 results from the 
loss in the combining circuit that consists of R13, R14, 

RlS• R6, and RL. 

Fig. 10 - Linear mixer. 

A resistor-capacitor combination (R9, C9, R10, ClO• 
R 11• C 11• R 12• C 12) connected to the output of each 
amplifier stabilizes the amplifiers when source and load 
conductances are too small to provide adequate damping. 
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Fig. 11 - Gain of a CA3048 amplifier as a function of 
feedback resistance. 

Fig. 12 - Balanced-line driver. 
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The input impedance of each amplifier of the CA-
3048 is nominally 90 kilohms. In the linear mixer, how
ever, the input potentiometers R 1 through R4 are 500 
kilohms. The effective impedance presented to the de
vice, therefore, is quite high except when the circuit is 
adjusted for maximum gain. At this time, the impedance 
decreases to about 75 kilohms. 

Driver for 600-ohm Balanced Line 

Two amplifiers of the CA3048 may be connected to 
drive a 600-ohm balanced line at levels up to 1 volt rms 
with a gain of 40 dB. When the circuit is connected as 
shown in Fig. 12, the distortion is less than 1 per cent 
at an output level of 1 volt and a gain of 40 dB. 

The output of the circuit is limited to a value slight
ly greater than 1 volt rms, primarily because of drive
current limitation:s to the output transistors. In this 
respect, it is self.-protecting. Should a short circuit de
velop across the line, the circuit will not destroy itself. 

Resistor R 1 in Fig. 12 is common to the output and 
input circuits of both amplifiers Al and A3. Should a 
gain unbalance exist, or should the input signals be of 
unequal amplitude, then the outputs would tend to be
come unbalanced with respect to ground. For example, 
if amplifier A1 had the larger output, a signal in phase 
with the output at A1 would be developed across resis
tor R 1. In this event, the voltage developed at R1 would 
tend to reduce the output of amplifier A1 because this 
voltage is applied to the inverting input. At the same 
time, the voltage at R1 is applied to the inverting input 
of amplifier A3 and tends to increase the effective input 
voltage of that amplifier and, in this way, help to restore 
balance. The balancing effect takes place regardless 
of the cause of the initial unbalance. 

Gain-Controlled Amplifier 

Any amplifier of the CA3048 may be used as a gain
controlled amplifier in order to accommodate a wide 
range of input signal amplitude. Fig. 13 shows one 
amplifier of the CA3048 used in this type of configura
tion. By variation of the de potential at the gate No. 1 
of the MOS transistor Q1, the gain of the amplifier may 
be varied from 14 dB to 49 dB. In this circuit, the MOS 
transistor Q1 acts as a variable impedance in the feed
back loop of the CA3048. 
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Fig. 13 - Gain-controlled amplifier. 

In a circuit such as that shown in Fig. 13, the vol
tage gain may be expressed as follows: 

(5) 

where Ra is the equivalent resistance of the MOS tran
sistor and Rf is the feedback resistance, which includes 
the internal feedback resistance of the integrated circuit 
together with any paralleled external feedback resistance. 

As the value of resistor Ra approaches zero, the 
gain of the circuit approaches the open-loop gain of the 
amplifier (A). For very large values of resistor Ra the 
gain of the circuit approaches A/(A + 1), or approxi
mately unity. The maximum theoretical age range then 
is A. 

The practical age range of this circuit is limited 
on the high end by the "ON" resistance of the MOS tran
sistor, and on the low end by the finite input impedance 
of the CA3048. In the circuit shown in Fig. 13, the 
range of control is 35 dB. 

There is no necessity for direct current to flow in 
the MOS transistor, and if a low impedance source of 
about five volts is available, this voltage may be sub
stituted for the Zener diode-resistor combination so that 
the power requirements of the circuit are further reduced. 

Distortion, which is inherently low, ranges from 
0.65 per cent at minimum gain (output of 2 volts rms) to 
0.4 per cent at maximum gain. 
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APPLICATION OF THE RCA-CA3018 
INTEGRATED-CIRCUIT TRANSISTOR ARRAY 

BY 
G.E. THERIAULT, A.J. LEIDICH, AND T.H. CAMPBELL 

The CA3018 integrated circuit consists of four silicon 
epitaxial transistors produced by a monolithic process on 
a single chip mounted in a 12-lead T0-5 package. The 
four active devices, two isolated transistors plus two tran
sistors with an emitter-base common connection, are 
especially suitable for applications in which closely 
matched device characteristics are required, or in which 
a number of active devices must be interconnected with 
non-integrable components such as tuned circuits, large
value resistors, variable resistors, and microfarad bypass 
capacitors. Such areas of application include if, rf (through 
100 MHz), video, age, audio, and de amplifiers. Because 
the CA3018 has the feature of device balance, it is use
ful in special applications of the differential amplifier, and 
can be used to advantage in circuits which require tem
perature compensation of base-to-emitter voltage. 

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION AND OPERATING 
CHARACTERISTICS 

The circuit configuration for the CA3018 is shown in 
Fig. 1. In a 12-lead T0-5 package, because it is necessary 
to provide a terminal for connection to the substrate, 
two transistor terminals must be connected to a common 
lead. The particular configuration chosen is useful in 
emitter-follower and Darlington circuit connections. In 
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addition, the four transistors can be used almost inde
pendently if terminal 2 is grounded or ac grounded so 
that Q3 can be used as a common-emitter amplifier and 
Q4 as a common-base amplifier. In pulse video ampli
fiers and line-driver circuits, Q4 can be used as a forward
biased diode in series with the emitter of Q3. Q3 may be 
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Fig. /-Schematic diagram and T0-5 terminal connections for 
the CA3018 integrated-circuit transistor array. 



used as a diode connected to the base of Q4; in a reverse
biased connection,. Q3 can serve as a protective diode 
in rf circuits conn,icted to operational antennas. The pres
ence of Q3 does not inhibit the use of Q4 in a large 
number of circuits .. 

In transistors Q II, Q2, and Q4, the emitter lead is inter
posed between the, base and collector leads to minimize 
package and lead capacitances. In Q3, the substrate lead 
serves as the shield between base and collector. This lead 
arrangement redu,:es feedback capacitance in common
emitter amplifiers, and thus extends video bandwidth and 
increases tuned-cir,cuit amplifier gain stability. 

Operating characteristics for the CA30 I 8 are given in 
the technical bulletin. 

CIRCUIT APPLIC:ATIONS 

The applications for the CA3018 are many and varied. 
The typical applications discussed in this Note have been 
selected to demon:1trate the advantages of four matched 
devices available on a single chip. These few examples 
should stimulate the generation of a great many more 
applications. 

Video Amplifiers 

A common approach to video-amplifier design is to 
use two transistors in a configuration designed to reduce 
the feedback capa<Citance (appearing as a Miller capaci
tance) inherent in a single triode device. Three configura
tions which utilize two devices are (I) the cascode cir
cuit, (2) the single-ended differential-amplifier, and (3) the 
common-collector, common-emitter circuit. In all three 
circuits, the output-to-input feedback capacitance is mini
mized by isolation iinherent in the configuration. The avail
ability of four identical transistors in a common package 
provides a convenient vehicle for these circuit configura
tions for video-amplifier design. Two of the many possible 
circuit variations are discussed below. 

Broadband Video Amplifier. A broadband video-
amplifier design using the CA3018 is shown in Fig. 2. 
This amplifier may be considered as two de-coupled stages, 
each consisting of a conunon .. emitter 1 common-collector 
configuration. The common-collector transistor provides 
a low-impedance ,;ource to the input of the common
emitter transistor aind a high-impedance, low-capacitance 
load at the common-emitter output. Iterative operation of 
the video amplifieir can be achieved by capacitive cou
pling of stages. 

Two feedback loops provide de stability of the broad
band video amplifier and exchange gain for bandwidth. 
The feedback loop from the emitter of Q3 to the base of 
Q1 provides de and low-frequency feedback; the loop 
from the collector of Q4 to the collector of 0 1 provides 
both de feedback and ac feedback at all frequencies. 

The frequency rnsponse of the broadband video ampli
fier is shown in Fig. 3. The upper 3-dB break occurs at 
a frequency of 32 MHz. The low-frequency 3-dB char
acteristics are determined primarily by the values of 
capacitors C1 , C2 , and C3 • The low-frequency 3-dB break 
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Fig. 2-Schematic diagram for a CA3018 broadband 
video amplifier. 

occurs at 800 Hz. The mid-frequency gain of 49 dB is con
stant to within I dB over the temperature range from 
-55° to + 125°C. The upper 3-dB break is constant at 
32 MHz from -55°C to +25°C, and drops to 21 MHz 
at +125°C. 

The total power dissipation over the entire temperature 
range is 22.8 milliwatts. The de output voltage varies from 
2.33 volts at -55°C to 3 volts at + 125°C. The tangen
tial sensitivity occurs at 20 microvolts peak-to-peak. The 
dynamic range is from 20 microvolts peak-to-peak to 4 
millivolts rms at the input. 

The circuit of Fig. 2 demonstrates a typical approach 
that can be altered, especially with regard to gain and 
bandwidth, to meet specific performance requirements. 
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Fig. 3-Voltage gain as a function of frequency for the 
broadband video amplifier of Fig. 2. 

Cascode Video Amplifier. The cascode configuration 
offers the advantages of common-emitter gain with re
duced feedback capacitance and thus greater bandwidth. 
Fig. 4 shows a typical circuit diagram of a cascode video 
amplifier using the CA3018. Transistors 0 2 and 0 1 com
prise the common-emitter and comll'.on-1-aSP portions of 
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the cascode, respectively. The common-base unit is fol
lowed by cascaded emitter followers (Q3 and Q4 ) which 
provide a low output impedance to maintain bandwidth 
for iterative operation. 

Fig. 4--Schematic diagram for a CA3018 cascode 
video amplifier. 

The frequency response of the cascode video amplifier 
is shown in Fig. 5. 'Ole lower and upper 3-dB points 
occur at frequencies of 6 KHz and 11 MHz, respectively. 
The lower 3-dB point is primarily a function of capacitors 
Cl, C2, and C3. The upper 3-dB point is a function of 
the devices and of the load resistor R1 , and is 10.5 MHz 
at - 55°C and 5 MHz at + 125°C. 

4 

Fig. 5-V oltage gain as a function of frequency for the 
cascode amplifier of Fig. 4. 

The mid-frequency voltage gain of the amplifier is 37 
dB ± 1 dB over the temperature range from -55°C to 
+ 125°C. The power dissipation varies from 16.8 milli
watts at -55°C to 17.6 milliwatts at + 125°C. The am
plifier has a tangential sensitivity of 40 microvolts peak-to
peak and a useful dynamic input range from 40 microvolts 
to 16.6 millivolts peak-to-peak. 
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1S.MHz RF Amplifier 

Fig. 6 shows a typical design approach for a tuned am
plifier for use in the frequency range of 2 to 30 MHz in 
military receivers. This circuit was designed for a mid
band frequency of 15 MHz to demonstrate its capability. 
Gain is obtained in a common-emitter stage (Q4 ). Tran
sistor Q2 is used as a variable resistor in the ercitter of 
Q4 to provide improved signal-handling capability with 
age. Transistor Q 1 is used as a bias diode to stabilize 
Q4 with temperature, and the reverse breakdown of Q3 
as a diode is used to protect the common-emitter stage 
from signal overdrive of adjacent transmitters. 

L = 0.8µH 

Oo = 200 

T1.3 = 6T 

T1-2 = 1T 

T4.5 = 2T 

'-11<0 

+IV 

JEp•c, our 
000 

• 

L = 0.8 µH 

Oo = 200 

ta-a= 6T 

T1-2 = 4T 

T3.4 = 1T 

# 22 wire on Q-2 material, CF107 Torroid from Indiana 
General. 

Ci, C2 = Arco 425 or equiv. 

Fig. 6--Schematic diagram for a CA3018 15-MHz rf amplifier. 

The tuned-circuit design of Fig. 6 utilizes mismatching 
to obtain stability. Although the usable stable gain for 
a common-emitter amplifier using this type of transistor 
is 26 dB at 15 mHz, the tuned rf amplifier was designed 
for a total gain of 20 dB to obtain greater stability and 
more uniform performance with device variations. The 
general performance characteristics of the circuit are as 
follows: 

Power Gain . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 dB 
Power-Gain Variation from -55 to 
±125°C ........................... ±1 dB 
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Bandwidth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 315 kHz 
Noise Figure at Full Gain . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.4 dB 
AGC Range . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45 dB 
Power Dissipation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.8 mW 

Fig. 7 shows the cross-modulation characteristics of the 
circuit for in-band signals. For out-of-band undesired sig
nals, the cross-modulation performance is improved by the 
amount of attenuation provided by the input tuned cir
cuit. Cross-modulation performance also improves (i.e. 
more interfering signal voltage is required for cross
modulation distortion of 10 per cent) with increased age 
as a result of the degeneration in the emitter of 0 4 • 
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Fig. 7-In-band cross-modulation characteristic of 15-MHz 
amplifier of Fig. 6 (data taken with untuned input). 

Final If Amplifier Stage and Second Detector 

Fig. 8 illustrates the use of the CA3018 as a last if 
amplifier and second detector (0.1 volt emitter voltage on 
terminal I). The bias on transistor 0 4 is maintained at 
approximately cutoff to permit the cascaded emitter-fol
lower configuration (03 and 0 4 ) to be used as a second 
detector. Because this stage is driven by a common col
lector configuration, the input impedance to the detector 
can be kept high. A low output load impedance can be 
used as a result of the output current capability of the 
cascaded emitter-follower configuration. The input im
pedance (terminal 9) of approximately 9000 ohms is largely 
determined by the bias network. A minimum if input power 
of 0.4 microwatt must be delivered to terminal 9 for linear 
operation. The audio output power for 60 per cent modu
lation for this drive condition is 0.8 microwatt. Linear de
tection is obtained through an input range of 20 dB for 60 
per cent modulation. This detector arrangement requires 
less power-output capability from the last if amplifier 
than a conventional diode detector yet allows a low de 
load resistor to achieve a good ac-to-dc ratio for the first 
audio amplifier. 

Fig. 8-Schematic diagram for a CA3018 final if amplifier 
and second detector . 

The if amplifier of Fig. 8 has a voltage gain of 30 dB at 
1 MHz. Transistor 0 1 is used in the base-bias loop of the 
common-emitter amplifier 0 2 to stabilize the output oper
ating point against temperature variations. This arrange
ment also eliminates the need for an emitter resistor and 
bypass capacitor, and thus provides a larger voltage-swing 
capability for 0 2 . If 0 2 is biased conventionally with 
base-bias resistors, 0 1 can be made available for the first 

a LO audio or age amplifier. 

Class B Amplifier 

Characteristics were obtained on a low-level class B 
amplifier to establish the idling-current performance of 
nearly identical devices on a single chip with respect to 
temperature variations. The transistors in the CA3018 
can be used only for low-power class B operation (maxi
mum output of 40 milliwatts) because of the hFE roll-off 
and moderately high saturation resistance at high currents. 
A typical circuit is shown in Fig. 9. Idling-current bias is 
provided to 0 1 and 0 2 by use of transistor 0 3 as a diode 
(with collector and base shorted) and connection of a 
series resistor to. the supply. The idling current for each 
transistor in the class B output is equal to the current 
established in the resistance-diode loop. Because the re
sistor R 1 is the predominant factor in controlling the 
current in the bias loop, the bias current is relatively inde
pendent of temperature. In addition, because the devices 
have nearly equal characteristics and are at the same 
temperature, the idling current is nearly independent 
through the full military temperature range. The total 
idling current for transistors 0 1 and 0 2 in Fig. 9 varies 
from 0.5 to 0.6 milliampere from -55 to + 125°C. Excel
lent balance between output devices is achieved through
out the range. 

AC feedback as well as de feedback can be obtained by 
substitution of two resistors R2 and Rs in place of R 1 , 
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as shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 9. These two resis
tors, which have a parallel combination equal to R1 , are 
connected between collector and base of transistors Q2 
and Q1 . The added feedback reduces the power gain by 
approximately 6 dB (30 to 24 dB), but improves the 
linearity of the circuit. Although the output-power capa
bility for the circuit shown in Fig. 9 is approximately 18 
milliwatts, output levels up to 40 milliwatts can be ob
tained in similar configurations with optimized components. 
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Note: R1 is removed when R2 and Rs are added. 

Fig. 9--Schematic diagram for a CA3018 class B amplifier. 

+6V 

L1 = O.ll Io0.17 µH 

L2 : 0.5 to 0.8 µH 

Fig. 10--Schematic diagram for a CA3018 JOO-MHz 
cascode amplifier. 

100-MHz Tuned RF Amplifier 

Fig. 10 illustrates the use of the CA3018 in a 100-MHz 
cascode circuit with an age amplifier. Transistors Q1 and 
Q2 are used in a cascode configuration, and transistors 
Q3 and Q4 are used to provide an age capability and 
amplification. With a positive-going age signal, current in 
the cascode amplifier is transferred to the Darlington con
figuration by differential-amplifier action. This age ampli
~er has the advantage of low-power drive (high input 
impedance). In addition, the emitter of Q1 can be back
biased with respect to the base to provide larger input
signal-handling capability under full age conditions. 

The operating characteristics of the amplifier shown 
in Fig. 10 are as follows: 

Power Gain 
Age Range 
3-dB Bandwidth 
Noise Figure 
Power Dissipation 

26 dB 
70 dB 
4.5 MHz 
6.8 dB 
7.7 mW 

The response characteristic is shown in Fig. 11 
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Fig. 11-Resp~nse characteristic of JOO-MHz amplifier 
of Fig. 10. 
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APPLICATION OF THE RCA-CA3019 
INTEGRATED-CIRCUIT DIODE ARRAY 

BY 
G. E. TH ER I AULT AND R. G. TIPPING 

The RCA-CA30 I 9 integrated circuit diode array pro
vides four diodes internally connected in a diode-quad 
arrangement plus two individual diodes. Its applications 
include gating. mixing, modulating, and detecting circuits. 

The CA3019 features all-monolithic-silicon epitaxial 
construction designed for operation at ambient tempera
tures from -55°C to !25°C. It is supplied in a JO-termi
nal T0-5 low silhouette package. 

Because all the diodes are fabricated simultaneously on 
a single silicon chip, they have nearly identical character
istics, and their parameters track each other with tempera
ture variations as a result of their close proximity and the 
good thermal conductivity of silicon. Consequently, the 
CA3019 is particularly useful in circuit configurations 
which require either a balanced diode bridge or identical 
diodes. 

CIRCUIT CONFIGURATION AND OPERATING 
CHARACTERISTICS 

Fig. 1 shows the circuit diagram and terminal connec
tions for the CA30!9. Diodes D 1 through D 4 are inter
nally interconnech:d to form a diode quad, while diodes 
D 5 and Dn are available as independent diodes. Each 
diode is formed from a transistor by connection of the 
collector and the base to form the diode anode and use 

Fig. I-Schematic diagram and terminal connections for the 
CA30J9 integrated-circuit diode array. 

of the emitter for the diode cathode (this technique is one 
of five methods by which the transistor structure can be 
utilized as a diode). This diode configuration, in which the 
collector-base junction is shorted, is the most useful con
nection for a high-speed diode because it has the lowest 
storage time. The only charge stored is that in the base. 
This configuration also exhibits the lowest forward voltage 
drop, and is the only one which has no p-n-p transistor 
action to the substrate. The diode has the emitter-to-base 
reverse breakdown voltage characteristic (typically 6 volts). 

The monolithic process produces a substrate diode be
tween the collector of a transistor and its supporting sub
strate, as shown in Fig. 2. Connected at each diode anode, 
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therefore. is the cathode of a substrate diode for which 
the anode is the substrate (terminal 7). In some applica
tions, the substrate can be left floating because a forward 
bias on any substrate diode creates a self reverse-bias on 
the other substrate diodes. However, the uncertainty of this 
bias and the capacitive feedthrough paths provided by the 
substrate make it advisable to apply a reverse bias to all 
substrate diodes by returning the substrate through termi
nal 7 to a de voltage which is more negative than the 
most negative voltage on a diode anode. Such reverse bias 
is most important when ac circuit balance is essential be
cause the capacitance of the substrate diodes is a non
linear function of the voltage across them. In such circuits, 
the changing capacitance of these parasitic elements can 
make good balance over a wide dynamic range impossible. 

COLLECTOR 
SUBSTRATE (bl Diode equivalent circuit 

(a) Cross section of monolithic diode structure 

Fig. 2-Diagram and equivalent circuit of the monolithic array. 

Reverse bias of the sc1bstrate diodes is always indicated. 
therefore. and should be omitted only if the inclusion of 
such bias is not possible or practical. Terminal 7 may be 
returned to a negative power supply as long as the com
bined value of that supply voltage and the maximum 
positive voltage on any diode anode does not exceed the 
maximum rating of 25 volts. In systems that use single 
power supplies. the active circuit may be raised above 
ground potential and the signals coupled into the diodes 
by capacitive or inductive means. 

The operating characteristics of the CA301 9 integrated 
diode array are determined primarily by the individual 
diode characteristics, which are given in the technical 
bulletin. 

APPLICATIONS 

Although there are many possible applications for the 
CA3019, this note describes a few practical circuits to 
stimulate the thinking of the potential user. Besides the 
obvious uses as separate diodes and possible quad combi
nations, some of which are covered in the following dis
cusssion, it should ]je noted that shorting of terminals 2 
and 6 in the quad effectively provides two diodes in series. 
This diode connection can be used as the elements of 
special balanced mixers, as ring modulators, and as com
pensating networks that provide two diode drops. Fig. 3 
shows an example of a typical synthesizer mixer circuit. 
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Fig. 3-Typical synthesizer mixer circuit. 

Shorting of terminals 5 and 8 provides two independent 
sets of back-to-back diodes useful for limiting and clip
ping, as shown in Fig. 4. 

AMP 

o, 

Fig. 4-Limiters using the CA30I9. 

Balanced Modulator 

Fig. 5 shows the use of the CA3019 as a balanced mod
ulator which minimizes the carrier frequency from the 
output by means of a symmetrical bridge network. A car
rier of one polarity causes all the diodes to conduct, and 
thus effectively short-circuits the signal source. A carrier 
of the opposite polarity cuts off all the diodes and allows 
signal current to flow to the load. If the four diodes are 
identical, the bridge is perfectly balanced and no carrier 
current flows in the output load. Table I lists the char
acteristics of the balanced modulator. 

High-Speed Gate$ 

In high-speed gates, the gating signal often appears at 
the output and causes the output signal to ride a "pedes
tal." A diode-quad bridge circuit can be used to balance 
out the undesired gating signal at the output and reduce 
the pedestal to the extent that the bridge is balanced. 
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TABLE I. CHARACTERISTICS OF BALANCED MODULATOR OF FIG.5 

Carrier Voltage 
VRMS at o.15 0.75 
30 KHz 

Signal Voltage 
mVRMS at 77 245 
2KHz 

Output Output db Output db 
Freqm~ncy Voltage Below Voltage Below 

KHz mV Vs mV Vs rms rms 

28 and 32:* 34 6.5 115 7 

30 0.7 41 0.82 49 

26 and 34 0.02 72 0.05 72+ 

24 and 36 0.03 69 0.49 54 

22 and 38 0.001 72+ 0.01 72+ 

• Double-Sideband, Suppressed-Carrier Output. 

All other outputs are spurious signals. 

T1 -Technitrol No. 8511660 or equiv. 

Fig. 5-Balanced modulator using the CA30/9. 

A diode-quad gate functions as a variable impedance 
between a source and a load, and can be connected either 
in series or in shunt with the load. The circuit configura
tion used depends on the input and output impedances 
of the circuits to be gated. A series gate is used if the 
source and load impedances are low compared to the diode 
back resistance, and a shunt gate is used if the source and 
load impedances are high compared to the diode forward 
resistance. 

Series Gate. Fig. 6 shows the use of the CA3019 as 
a series gate in whic:h the diode bridge, in series with the 
load resistance, balances out the gating signal to provide 

0.75 0.50 1.0 

770 245 245 

Output db Output db Output db Voltage Below Voltage Below Voltage Below mV Vs mV Vs mV Vs rms rms rms 

440 5 51 14 170 3 

2.6 50 0.1 68 3.6 37 

0.48 64 0.04 72+ 0.07 71 

60 22 0.58 ,52.5 0.6 53 

1.4 55 .015 72+ 0.02 72+ 

a pedestal-free output. With a proper gating voltage (I to 
3 volts rms, 1 to 500 kHz), diodes D 5 and D6 conduct 
during one half of each gating cycle and do not conduct 
during the other half of the cycle. When diodes D5 and 
D,. are conducting, the diode bridge (D1 through D.1) is 
not conducting and the high diode back resistance pre
vents the input signal V, from appearing across the load 
resistance RL; when diodes D5 and D6 are not conducting, 
the diode bridge conducts and the low diode forward re
sistance allows the input signal to appear across the load 
resistance. Resistor R 1 may be adjusted to minimize the 

T1 -Technitrol No. 8511666 or equiv. 

Fig. 6-Series gate using the CA3019. 
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gating voltage present at the output. The substrate (ter
minal 7) is connected to the - 6-volt supply. Fig. 7 shows 
the on-to-off ratio of the series gate as a function of fre
quency. 

0 ON 

-10 ....... 

" 
<D 

-20 ·--~-

T ,...i-..--
Q -30 ~- --- ·-f-C-~ ·-·!---------... 
<l 
er 

J J._ -40 ---t I I 
z 
0 -50 

/v 
·60 ~ ~-- ·---

1./ v"" 
70 

' 6 a 10 6 a 100 ' 
FREQUENCY-MHz 

Fig.7-0n-to-of( ratio for the series gate of Fig.6 cu, 
a function of frequency. 

Shunt Gate. Fig. 8 shows the use of the CA30!9 as a 
shunt gate in which the diode bridge, in shunt with the load 
resistance, balances out the gating signal to provide a 
pedestal-free output. When the gating voltage V • is of 
sufficient amplitude, the diode bridge (D1 through D 4 ) 

conducts during one half of each gating cycle and does not 
conduct during the other half of the cycle. When the diode 
bridge is conducting, its low diode forward resistance 
shunts the load resistance RL and prevents the input signal 
V, from appearing at the output; when the diode bridge 
is not conducting, its high diode back resistance allows the 
input signal to appear at the output. Diode D5 and resis
tor R 1 keep the transformer load nearly constant during 
both halves of the gating cycle. The substrate (terminal 7) 
can either be left floating or returned to a negative volt
age, but it cannot be returned to ground. The character
istics of the shunt gate are as follows: 

Gating frequency (f,) -- 1 to I 00 kHz 
Gating voltage (V,) - 0.8 to 1.2 Vrms 
Signal frequency (f,) - de to 500 kHz (2 dB down) 
Signal voltage (V .) - 0 to 1 Vrms 

The frequency range of this circuit can be extended by 
application of a reverse bias to the substrate. The amount 
of gating voltage V, present at the output as a function 
of the amplitude and frequency of V, is shown in 
Table IL 
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T1 -Technitrol No. 8511666 or equiv. 

Fig.8 -Shunt gate using the CA3019. 

TABLE II. GATING CHARACTERISTICS OF 
SHUNT GATE SHOWN IN FIG.8 

Frequency 
of Va 
kHz 

10 

10 

10 

50 

50 

50 

Series-Shunt Gate. 

Amplitude 
of Va 
volts 

0.8 

1.0 

1.2 

0.8 

1.0 

1.2 

0.8 

1.0 

1.2 

Pr&sent at the 
Amount of Vg 

Output 
mvs 

0.2 

0.5 

1.3 

2.0 

4.7 

8.7 

11.0 

24.0 

40.0 

A series-shunt gate which utilizes all six diodes of the 
CA3019 is shown in Fig. 9 This configuration combines 
the good on-to-off impedance ratio of the shunt gate with 
the low-output pedestal of the series gate. 

On the gating half-cycle during which the voltage at A 
is positive with respect to the voltage at B, there is no 
output because the shunt diodes are forward-biased and 



the series diodes a:re reverse-biased. Any signal passing 
through the input diodes (D4 and D2 ) encounters a low 
shunt impedance to ground (D5 and D 6 ) and a high 
impedance in series with the signal path to the load (D3 

and D 1 ). This arrangement assures a good on-to-off im
pedance ratio. When the voltages at A and B reverse, the 
conduction states of the shunt and series diodes reverse, 
and the signal passes through the gate to the load resistor 
RL. Any pedestal at the output is a function of the resistor, 
transformer, and diode balance. 

Fig.9 -Series-shunt gate using the CA3019. 

The gate continues to operate successfully with resistors 
R 1 and R2 shorted if the transformer center tap is removed 
from ground. In either case, no de supply is required to 
bias the gate diodes. 

Balanced Mixer 

Fig. 10 illustrates the use of the CA3019 as a conven
tional balanced mixer. The load resistor across the output 
tuned circuit is selected to provide maximum power out
put. The conversion gain of the mixer for a 45-MHz input 

1:9 

7-45 
pf 

Fig.10-Bal.anced mixer using the CAJ0/9. 

RL 
15 
K 

•o 
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signal and a 55-MHz oscillator signal is shown in Fig. 11. 
The input impedance at point A is approximately 600-ohms 
for a 0.6-volt-rms oscillator drive. 

0 02 
OSCILLATOR AMPLITUOE-Vrm1 

04 os o a 10 

frt•4, MHz 
foec•5S MHz 
fit•IO MHz 

/ ~" 
I 

I 

-20 

Fig.11 -Conversion gain as a function of oscillator amplitude 
for the balanced mixer of Fig.JO. 

The CA3019 mixer shown in Fig. 12 is essentially a 
balanced mixer with two additional diodes (Ds and D4 ) 

added to form a half-wave carrier switch. The additional 
diodes permit both legs of the circuit (D1 - D2 and 
D:i - D4 ) to function throughout the ac cycle. As com
pared with a conventional balanced mixer, shown in Fig.10, 
this circuit effectively doubles the desired output voltage 

fl I~ 

Fig.12-Balanced mixer with half-wave carrier switch 
using the CA30/9. 

and reduces the output voltage at the oscillator frequency 
by half. However, the capacitances associated with the 
integrated diodes prevent this circuit configuration from 
realizing the improvement in conversion gain at frequen
cies above 20 MHz. 

Ring Modulator 

The use of the CA3019 as a ring modulator is shown in 
Fig. 13. If a perfectly balanced arrangement were used, 
carrier current of equal magnitude and opposite direction 
would flow in each half of the center-tapped transformer 
T,,. Thus, the effect of the carrier current in transformer 
T: would be cancelled, and the carrier frequency would 
n~t appear in the output. However, the ring modulator 
of Fig. 13 is not exactly halanced because diodes 
(D1 + D2 ) and (D;i + D 4 ) are actually two diodes in 
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parallel, while diodes (D5 ) and (D6 ) are individual diodes. 
Nevertheless, this circuit attenuates the carrier in the out
put as well as an arrangement that uses both individual 
diodes in two CA3019 circuits. 

600 n 

fl}~ 
As the carrier passes through half of its cycle, diodes 

(D1 + D2 ) and (D6 ) conduct, and diodes (D3 + D4 ) and 
(D5) do not conduct. When the carrier passes through the 
other half of its cycle, the previously nonconducting diodes 
conduct, and vice versa. As a result, the output amplitude, 
is alternately switched from plus to minus at the carrier 
frequency. The signal-frequency component of the output 
waveform is thus symmetrical about the zero axis and is 
not present in the output. Therefore, the ring modulator 
suppresses both the carrier frequency and the signal fre
quency so that the output theoretically contains only the 
upper and lower sidebands. For single-sideband transmis
sion, one of these sidebands can be eliminated by selective 
filtering. The performance of the CA3019 as a ring modu
lator is shown in Table III. Fig.13 -Ring modulator using the CA30/9. 

TABLE Ill. PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF 
RING MODULATION OF FIG.13 

For a given V 8 + v., e0 in millivolts 

Output 
Vs mvs 300 350 450 500 

Freq. KHz 
Ve mvs 600 500 350 300 

Upper or 
28 or 32 Lower 86 97 83 91 

Sidebands 

2 
Sig. 

0.042 0.02 O.QJ5 0.020 Freq. 

Carrier • • 
30 Freq. 1.3 (-37db) 0.88 (-4ldb) 0.67 (-42db) 0.62 (-43db) 

26 or 34 Higher 0.018 0.016 0.036 0.043 
Order 

24 or 36 Sidebands 0.021 0.054 0.047 5.0 

• db below the desired upper and lower sidebands 
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Application of the 

RCA CA3004, CA3005, and CA3006 

Integrated-Circuit RF Amplifiers 
BY 

M.E. MALCHON AND G.E. THERIAULT 

The RCA CA3004; CA3005, and CA3006 rf amplifiers 
are silicon-epitaxial monolithic integrated circuits, supplied 
in 12-terminal T0-5 packages. These circuits are designed 
to operate from low or medium levels of de supply voltage, 
over a range of ambient temperatures from - 55°C to 
+ 125°C, at frequencies from de to 100 MHz. They may be 
used with external tuned-circuit, transformer, or resistive 
load impedances to provide the following types of functions: 

I. Wide- or narrow-band amplification 

2. Mixing 

3. Limiting 

4. Product detection 
5. Frequency generation 

6. Generation of pulse or digital waveforms 

The C A3004 has linear transfer characteristics, excellent 
circuit stability, and a wide dynamic range. These features 
indicate that the CA3004 is particularly useful for applica
tions in which the ability to handle large input signals is an 
important consideration. 

The CA3005 and CA3006 feature high gain, sharp limit
ing characteristics, and exceptional versatility. The versa-
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tility in the operation of the CA3005 and CA3006 is made 
possible by the availability of internal circuit points to which 
external circuit elements may be connected to alter the basic 
circuit configuration. As a result of such external modifica
tions, jt is possible to operate these circuits as push-pull 
amplifiers, as cascode amplifiers, or as single amplifiers in 
cascade or parallel channels. 

The CA3005 and CA3006 rf amplifiers are identical ex
cept for their input offset voltages. The offset voltage for the 
C A3006 is typically less than I millivolt, while the offset 
voltage for the CA3005 is normally in the order of 3 milli
volts. The low leval of input offset voltage makes the CA3006 
well suited for balanced-modulator, mixer, or other push
pull applications that require a well-balanced circuit. 

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTIONS AND 
OPERATING MODES 

Fig. I shows the schematic diagrams, together with the ter
minal arrangement on the T0-5 packages, for the CA3004, 
CA3005, and CA3006 integrated-circuit rf amplifiers. Each 
circuit consists of a balanced differential amplifier that is 
driven from a controlled, constant-current source. 
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SEE NOTE 1 

' ,I @ 

~ R7 

"' 

12 

(b) 

SEE NOTE 2 
0 
9 

92CS-13343 

(a) 

92CS-12959RI 

NOTE 1: Connect terminal 10 to most positive de supply voltage used for circuit. 

NOTE 2: Connect terminal 9 to most positive de supply voltage used for circuit. 

Fig. I-Schematic diagrams of the integrated-circuit rf amplifiers: (a) CA3004; (b) CA3005 or ,CA3006. The terminal arrange
ment on the T0-5 package, which is the same for each type, is also shown. 

In the CA3004 circuit, resistors (R, and R7 ) are included 
in the emitter leads of the differential pair of transistors, Q1 

and Q,. The degeneration introduced by these unbypassed 
emitter resistors improves the linearity of the transfer char
acteristics and increases the signal-handling capabilities of 
the circuit. Fig. 2 shows the dynamic transfer and limiting 

i 3·0 Ice• TOTAL DC CURRENT DRAWN FROM POS!TIVE POWER SUPPLY 
I (CURRENTS SET BY ADJUSTING 03 BIAS) i 2 5 FREQUENCY (I)• IMH, 

i2.0 
~ 1.5 

! 1.0 

';" 0.5 

~ 
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 

PEAK-TO-PEAK DIFFERENTIAL INPUT VOLTAGE-VOLTS 

1,0mA 

0.5mA 

0,25mA 

Fig. 2-Dynamic transfer and limiting characteristics 
of the CA3004 integrated-circuit rf amplifier. 

0.5 

characteristics of the CA3004. The characteristics show that 
linear operation is possible over a wide range of differential 
input voltage and, thus, indicate that relatively large input 
signals can be handled by the circuit without limiting. 

In the CA3005 and CA3006 circuits, no emitter resistors 
are provided for the differential pair of transistors. As a 
result, these circuits have a smaller dynamic range and pro
vide higher gain than the CA3004 circuit. The dynamic 
transfer and limiting characteristics of the CA3005 and 
CA3006, given in Fig. 3, show that these circuits are very 
good limiting amplifiers. A comparison of the curves in 
Fig. 3 with those given for the CA3004 in Fig. 2 empha
sizes the excellent limiting characteristics of the CA3005 
andCA3006. 

SUPPLY-VOLTAGE CONNECTIONS 

The CA3004, CA3005, and CA3006 circuits may be 
operated, at various levels of supply voltage, from single or 
dual de power supplies. For dual-supply operation, either 
symmetrical or nonsymmetrical power supplies may be used. 

3.5 

30 

Ice, TOTAL DC CURRENT FROM POSITIVE POWER SUPPL y 

(CURRENTS SET BY ADJUSTING 03 BIAS l 

FREQUENCY (fl• 1MHz 

0.25 0.3 

1cc•3,0 mA 

2,0 mA 

1.0 mA 

0.5 mA 

0.25 mA 

0,15 mA 

0.35 0.4 
PEAK-TO-PEAK DIFFERENTIAL INPUT VOLTAGE-VOLTS 

Fig. 3-Dynamic transfer and limiting characteristics of the 
CA3005 or CA3006 integrated-circuit rf amplifier oi1erated 

in the differential-amplifier configuration. 

Fig. 4 shows the supply-voltage connections for differ
ential- and cascode-amplifier operation of the CA3005 or 
CA3006 from single and dual supplies. When two supplies, 
one for positive voltage and one for negative voltage, are 
used, as shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(c), fewer external com
ponents are required. When only one supply is used, an 
external resistive voltage divider and bypass capacitor must 
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OUTPUT 

(bl (d} 

Fig. 4-Schematic diagrams showing supply-voltage connections to the CA3005 or CA3006 for operation from either single or 
dual power supplies: (a) Differential-amplifier configuration operated from dual supplies; (b) Differential-amplifier con
figuration operated from a single supply; (c) Cascade configuration operated from dual supplies; (d) Cascade configuration 
operated from a single supply. 

be added to the circuit, as shown in Figs. 4(b) and 4(d). 
Tuned amplifiers that operate from dual supplies, such as 
that shown in Fig. 4(a), require the least number of external 
components. 

For either single- or dual-supply operation, the operating 
current of transistor Q, is determined by the bias voltage, 
V"", applied between terminals 2 and 3 on the CA300·4 or 
between terminals 8 and 12 ,on the CA3005 and CA3006 
(refer to the circuit diagrams in Fig. 1). The more negative 
terminal of the bias-voltage source must be connected to 
terminal 3 on the CA3004 or to terminal 8 on the CA3005 
and CA3006. In dual-supply systems, terminal 2 of the 
CA3004 and terminal 12 of the CA3005 and CA3006 are 
usually returned to de ground. 

OPERATING MODES 

90 

For any given bias voltage VEE, there are four possible 
operating modes for the integrated-circuit rf amplifiers. In 
general, each mode is characterized by (I) a distinct level 
of operating current and corresponding transconductance, 
(2) the degree of dependence of the operating current on 
temperature, and (3) the way in which the transconductance 

is affected by temperature. The operating points for the var
ious modes are established by: 

I. The emitter resistance selected for the constant-cur
rent-source transistor, Q3 ; 

2. Whether the base-bias network includes the diodes 
shown in Fig. I. 

3. The magnitude of the bias voltage, VEE, applied to the 
circuit. 

Table I lists the required conditions for the four operating 
modes, designated A, B, C, and D. The following paragraphs 
describe the characteristics of the circuits in each operating 
mode. The data are given for operation of the circuits from 
symmetrical dual power supplies at three levels of de supply 
voltage (±3 volts, ±4.5 volts, and ±6 volts). 

Fig. 5 shows the operating current for the various modes 
as a function of temperature. The current-temperature data 
show that, in addition to the obvious shift in the level of 
operating current, the dependence of the operating current 
on temperature varies significantly with a change in the 
operating mode. 

When the diodes are included in the base-bias circuit 
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TABLE I 
Required Conditions for Each Operating Mode of the CA3004, CA3005, and CA3006 

Integrated-Circuit RF Amplifiers 

CA3004 CA3005 or CA3006 Diodes 
Terminals Shorted Terminals Shorted In or Out Q-3 

Operating To To of Emitter 
Resistor(s) Mode* Terminal 3 Terminal 8 Bias Circuit 

-------
A In R, +R, 
B 5 4 Out R,+R, 
C 4 5 In R, 
D 4, 5 4, 5 Out R, 

*For all modes, terminals 2, 6, and 12 of the CA3004 and terminals, I, 7, and 12 of CA3005 
and CA3006 are grounded. 
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Fig. 5-Variation i'n the operating currents of the CA3004, CA3005, or CA3006 as a function of temperature for each mode of 
operation. 
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(modes A and C), the operating current, which is primarily 
dependent on the temperature coefficient of the diffused 
emitter resistor, tends to decrease with an increase in tem
perature at a rate that is relatively independent of the bias 
supply voltage VEE. When the diodes are not used, however, 
the shape of the current-temperature curves is dependent on 
the magnitude of the supply voltage v,,"' The operating cur
rent then may remain constant or rise as the temperature is 
increased, depending upon the value of Vrn. The positive 
supply voltages, shown in Fig. 5, have no effect on the oper
ating current, and the current-temperature curves are not 
changed by increases or decreases in this voltage. Some de
viation in the current-temperature curves is to be expected 
because of normal variations in the absolute resistor values. 

Fig. 6 shows the effects of different operating modes and 
variations in temperature on the single-ended transconduct
ance* of the CA3004. In general, when diodes are used in 

*The single-ended transconductance is the incremental output current 
for one collector of the differential pair of transistors divided by the 
incremental input voltage. The curves shown of this parameter are 
obtained at an operating frequency of 1 MHz. 
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the base-bias network, the transconductance decreases with 
increases in temperature. If the diodes are not used, the 
transconductance may decrease, increase, or remain con
stant as the temperature increases, depending on the value 
of the negative supply voltage VEE. With the diodes out, 
however, the collector operating point tends to shift when 
resistive loads are used. In applications that require a stable 
collector de operating point, therefore, operating mode A 
or C (diodes in) should be used. 

Fig. 7 shows transconductance-temperature curves for 
each operating mode of the CA3005 or CA3006, operated in 
a differential-amplifier configuration. These transconduct
ance curves differ from those for the CA3004 shown in 
Fig. 6 primarily because of the emitter resistors used in the 
CA3004. For each operating mode, the operating points for 
the differential-amplifier configuration of the CA3005 or 
CA3006, as well as for the CA3004, provide a current in 
each collector of the differential pair of transistors that is 
equal to one-half that shown in Fig. 5. 

In a cascade configuration of the CA3005 or CA3006, the 
current through each part of the common emitter-common 
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Fig. 6-Variation in the single-ended transconductance of the CA3004 as a function of temperature for each operating mod•. 
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Fig. 7-Variation in the single-ended transconductance of the CA3005 or CA3006 in a differential-amplifier configuration as a 
function of temperature for each operating mode. 

base cascode is equal to the total current shown in Fig. 5 in 
each mode. Fig. 8 shows the transconductance-temperature 
curves for each operating mode of the cascode circuit. These 
curves show that, in general, the transconductance is highe1 
when the diodes are included in the base-bias network 
(modes A and C) than it is when the diodes are not used 
(modes Band D). 

The power dissipation of the CA3004, CA3005, or 
CA3006 is highest when the circuit is operated in mode C. 
Table II shows power dissipation and the single-ended trans
conductance of the circuits for each operating mode. These 
data may be used to determine the operating point that pro
vides the highest value of transconductance per milliwatt of 
circuit dissipation for given design conditions. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE RF 
AMPLIFIER CIRCUITS 
Y PARAMETERS 

In the design of rt and if circuits, the four-terminal black
box short-circuit admittance parameters have become a 

valuable tool. The determination of stability criteria, input 
and output impedances as a function of load and source ad
mittance, power gain, and voltage gain in iterative connec
tions are all facilitated by a knowledge of the "y" parameters. 

The "y" parameter curves presented in this section have 
been calculated from a model and verified at several points 
by measurements. These curves are a valuable aid in the 
design of systems that use integrated circuits. The admit
tance curves are all generated for a quiescent operating cur
rent of 1.25 milliamperes in each of the transistors Q1 and 
Q2 in the differential-amplifier configurations and for a 
current of 2.5 milliamperes in transistor Q3 in the cascode 
configuration. This operating current is obtained in the 
operating mode D, as defined in the preceding section, with 
supply voltages of ± 6 volts. 

The "y" parameters and their symbols are listed below; 

1. Input admittance with the output voltage constant 
y, = g, + jb, 

where y, is the complex input admittance, g, is the input 
conductance and b 1 1s tne input susceptance. 
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TABLE II 
Relationship Between the Transconductance and the Power Dissipation of the 

Integrated-Circuit RF Amplifiers in Each Operating Mode• 

DC Supply Single-Ended Power 
Operating Type of Voltages Transconductance Dissipation 

Mode Circuit (volts) (millimhos) (milliwaUs) 

A CA3004 ±3 5.5 6.6 
CA3005 or CA3006 8.5 6.6 

CA3004 ±4.5 6.7 15.0 
CA3005 or CA3006 12.8 15.0 

CA3004 ±6 7.3 25.0 
CA3005 or CA3006 15.0 25.0 

B CA3004 ±3 1.6 2.3 
CA3005 or CA3006 1.9 2.3 

CA3004 ±4.5 4.0 7.2 
CA3005 or CA3006 4.9 7.2 

CA3004 ±6 5.3 15.0 
CA3005 or CA3006 7.2 15.0 

C CA3004 ±3 7.5 17.5 
CA3005 or CA3006 22.0 17.5 

CA3004 ±4.5 8.5 40.0 
CA3005 or CA3006 29.0 40.0 

CA3004 ±6 9.1 62.8 
CA3005 or CA3006 37.0 62.8 

D CA3004 ±3 3.3 4.2 
CA3005 or CA3006 5.0 4.2 

CA3004 ±4.5 6.0 17.4 
CA3005 or CA3006 13.0 17.4 

CA3004 ±6 7.2 35.9 
CA3005 or CA3006 20.0 35.9 

•Circuits are operated in differential-amplifier configurations. The transconductances and power 
dissipations shown are calculated values for nominal units. 

2. Output admittance with the input voltage constant 
Y• = g. + jb. 

where Y• is the complex output admittance, g. is the output 
conductance, and b. is the output susceptance. 

3. Forward-transfer admittance with the output voltage 
constant 

y, = g, + jb, 
where y, is the complex forward-transfer admittance, g, is 
the forward-transfer conductance, and b, is the forward
transfer susceptance. 

4. Reverse-transfer admittance with the input voltage 
constant 

y, = g, + jb, 
where y, is the complex reverse-transfer admittance, g, is 
the reverse-transfer conductance, and b, is the reverse
transfer susceptance. 

A comparison of the parameters of the various possible 
circuit configurations with those of the more familiar com
mon-emitter parameters requires a second subscript to indi
cate the type of configuration being considered. Examples of 
the use of the second-subscript notation are given below: 

The common-emitter reverse-transfer admittance is writ
ten as 

y .. = g .. + jb .. 
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The differential-amplifier reverse-transfer admittance is 
expressed as 

YrDA = grDA + jbrDA 
The cascode-amplifier reverse-transfer admittance is given 

as 
YrCAS = grcAs + jbrcAs 

These cumbersome second subscripts will not be used 
when the type of circuit for which the parameter is given 
is clearly indicated by an illustration or a descriptive phrase 
in the text. 

In general it is valuable to understand the essential dif
ferences between the "y" parameters of a regular common
emitter stage and those of the compound stages, such as 
differential and cascode amplifiers. 

The differential amplifier, when used at radio frequencies, 
consists essentially of a common-collector stage that drives 
a common-base stage. In comparison to the regular, com
mon-emitter "y" parameters, the input admittance y, the 
output admittance y., and the forward transfer admittance 
y,, are decreased, almost exactly, by a factor of two when 
the differential-amplifier configuration is used. 

The reverse-transfer admittance y, is also less for the 
differential amplifier than for the single transistor in the 
common-emitter configuration. The ratio of the imaginary 
term in the differential-amplifier admittance to that of the 
single transistor is 1/140 at low frequencies and 1/10 at 
100 MHz. Fig. 9 shows the ratios of imaginary parts 
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b,./b,DA and real parts g .. /g,nA of the reverse-transfer ad
mittances as a function of frequency. 

In the cascode configuration of the rf amplifier circuits, a 
common-emitter stage drives a common-base stage. The 
input admittance y, is, therefore, that of a common-emitter 
stage. The forward-transfer admittance y, is that of a com
mon-emitter stage times alpha. Because of the high-imped
ance drive source on the common-base stage, the output 

admittance y, is very low (0.06 x 10·5 mhos) at low fre
quencies and is both negative and low at high frequencies. 
Since the output admittance is low and may be negative, a 
conjugate match cannot be obtained at the output. Practical 
amplifiers are possible however, provided that the sum 
Yout + Y1oad is positive. 

The reverse-transfer admittance y, for the cascode cir
cuit is less than that for the single-stage common-emitter 
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circuit. The ratio of the imaginary terms of these admit
tances is 1/1200 at low frequencies and 1/35 at 100 MHz. 
The ratios of the real parts and of the imaginary parts as 
a function of frequency are shown in Fig. 10. 
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Fig. JO-Ratio of the real (conductance) and the imaf?inary 
(susceptance) parts of the reverse-transfer admittance 

for a common- emitter stage to those for a cascade 
stage as a function of frequency. 

Although the y, is low for both the differential and cas
code configurations, instability can occur in high-gain ampli
fiers. A further consideration in high-gain circuits is that the 
layout can contribute more feedback than the integrated 
circuit. Shielding and layout therefore are of prime im
portance if proper advantage is to be taken of the low feed
back of these circuits. 

The computed y p·arameters for the CA3004 differential 
amplifier are shown in Fig. 11. The admittance parameters 
for differential-amplifier operation of the CA3005 or 
CA3006 are given in Fig. 12 and those for cascode-amplifier 
operation of either circuit are given in Fig. I 3. 

VIDEO-AMPLIFIER CAPABILITIES 

The CA3004, CA3005, and CA3006 integrated circuits 
may be used as video amplifiers, as shown in Figs. 14(a) 
and 14(b ). A relatively. large number of external compo
nents is required, and the availability of internal-circuit 
connections for these external components provides a large 
degree of flexibility to the user with respect to such factors 
as bandwidth, gain, power dissipation and peaking. In the 
circuit shown in Fig. 14(a), R, should be equal to R, to 
preserve the circuit balance, and C, should be an adequate 
bypass so that the noise factor and gain are not degraded. 
For the cascode configuration shown in Fig. 14(b), C 2 is 
an emitter bypass, and its reactance should be less than 
1.5 ohms at the lowest video frequency to be handled. 

In either cascode or single-ended differential-amplifier 
configurations, the feedback is low. Each configuration pro
vides good isolation from output to input; the high fre
quency performance therefore can be approximated from 
the input and output parallel R and C for a single stage or 
from the total shunt R and C between stages for an iterative 
connection. The mid-frequency voltage gain can be com
puted from the familiar gmRL product. As an aid to such 
calculations, Table III gives the input and output parallel 
R and C and the absolute values of gm for the various cir
cuits and configurations for operation at I, 10, and 40 MHz. 
For more precise, but more elaborate calculations, the '" 
parameters may be used for video-amplifier design. 

NOISE PERFORMANCE 

The noise figure of the CA3004, CA3005 and CA3006 
integrated-circuit rf amplifiers is a function of the de oper
ating current and frequency, for both differential and cas
code-amplifier configurations. The noise figure increases 
both with au increase in current and with an increase in fre-

TABLE III 

Freq. 
(MHz) 

1 
10 
40 

1 
10 
40 

I 
10 
40 

Input and Output Parallel RC Network. Transconductance, and Performance Data 
for the CA3004, CA3005, and CA3006 Integrated-Circuit RF Amplifiers 

VIDEO PERFORMANCE 
(Simulated Iterative Connecti'.on) 

Input Parallel RC 
Rin (ohms) Cin (pF) 

500 42 
500 42 
180 22 

Output Parallel RC 
Rout (ohms) Gout (pF) 

Transconduct
ance, gm 

(millimhos) 

High-Freq. Mid-Band 
Interstage 3-dB Point Voltage 
RL (ohms) ( MHz) Gain (dB) 

CASCODE OPERATION (CA3005 OR CA3006) 

-1.67 X 10' 3.0 78 23 19.3 
-1.67 X 106 3.0 77 150 

-6 X 10' 3.0 58 20 20.6 

DIFFERENTIAL-AMPLIFIER OPERATION (CA3005 OR CA3006) 

2500 16 105 4.0 20 18 19.5 
1800 13 4 X 10' 4.0 20 500 
670 10.5 2800 7.6 18.6 16 20.0 

DIFFERENTIAL-AMPLIFIER OPERATION (CA3004) 

6650 8 1.7 X 105 6.5 7.8 18.4 17.2 
6650 6.2 105 6.1 7.8 1000 
2000 5.0 2 X 10' 6.8 7.6 15 18.0 

Measured 

Calculated 

Measured 

Calculated 

Measured 

Calculated 

Data obtained for circuits operated from ± 6-volt de supplies in operating mode D. 
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Fig. I I-Admittance characteristics of a CA3004 differential amplifier as a function df frequency: (a) Input admittance, y,; (b) 
Output admittance, y,; (c) Output susceptance, b., above JO MHz; (d) Forward-transfer admittance, y,; (e) Reverse 
transfer admittance, Yr· 

quency. For convenience, noise data were taken in a fixed 
configuration as the negative supply voltage was varied. On 
the data plots, the operating currents that correspond to the 
various supply voltages are included as a separate abscissa 
to show that the noise figure is a direct function of operat
ing current. Figs. 15 and 16 show representative noise-figure 
data for tuned amplifiers in the differential and cascode 
configuration, respectively. In each case, the input and out-

put are tuned and the input is conjugately matched to a 
50-ohm noise diode. Practically no change in noise figure 
occurs with variations of the positive supply voltage V cc. 

The curves in Figs. 15 and I 6 show that, for optimum 
single-stage noise performance, the operating current should 
be low, which results in a low gain. Thus, in system appli
cations of the tuned amplifiers, the operating current in each 
stage should be adjusted to obtain the optimum overall noise 
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Fig. 12-Admittance characteristics of a CAJOOS or CA3006 differential amplifier as a function df frequency: (a) Input admit
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(e) Reverse transfer susceptance, br. 

figure by considering the gain and noise figure of the first 
stage and the noise figure of the second stage. The operating
current adjustment can be accomplished by a change in the 
negative-supply voltage (VEE) or by means of the bias con
nections that are available. 

Fig. 17 shows the noise figure as a function of the source 
resistance for a CA3005 or CA3006 used as a differential 
amplifier at an operating frequency of 12 MHz, The equa-
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tion given in the figure can be used to predict noise perform
ance as a function of source resistance for de operating 
conditions. The load resistor RL of the circuit is 2200 ohms 
and RN = 800 ohms. (RN is the equivalent noise resistance). 

COMMON-MODE REJECTION RATIO 

The common-mode rejection ratio of a differential ampli
fier, defined as the ratio between the full differential gain 
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Fig. 13-Admittance characteristics of a CA3005 or CA3006 cascode amplifier as a function of frequency: (a) Input admittance, 
y;; (b) Output admittance, Yo: (c) Forward transfer admittance, y 1 (d) Reverse transfer admittance, yr. 
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Fig. 14-Schematic diagrams showing the use of the integrated-circuit rf amplifiers as video amplifiers: (a) CA3004 in a differ
ential-amplifier configuration; (b) CA3005 or CA3006 in a cascade-amplifier configuration. 
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Fili- 15-Representative noise performance of the CA3004, 
CA3005, or CA3006 operated in a differential-amplifier 

configuration ( operating mode D ). 
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Fig. 16-Representative noise performance of the CA3005 
or CA3006 operated in a cascade-amplifier 

configuration ( operating mode D ). 

and the common-mode gain, is a useful performance char
acteristic. The common-mode rejection is a function of the 
ratio of the impedance of the constant-current transistor Q3 

to the load resistor. The common-mode rejection decreases 
if the signal applied is large enough to saturate the constant
current transistor. The maximum peak-to-peak input volt
age, therefore, is a function of the supply voltages and the 
bias connections of the constant-current transistor. The 
common-mode rejection for a I-kHz signal is shown in 
Table IV. 
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TABLE IV 
Common-mode Rejection Ratio for the CA3004, CA3005, and 

CA3006 Integrated-Circuit RF Amplifiers 

CA3004 
CA3005 or CA3006 

At -55°C 

102 dB 
108 dB 

Operating frequency = 1 kc/s. 

At 25°C 

98 dB 
101 dB 

At 125°C 

101 dB 
107 dB 

Load resistance, RL = 1000 ohms in each collector. 

••~---------------------
FREQUENCY (f)El2 MHz 

200 600 I 000 1400 1800 
SOURCE RESISTANCE (R 5 )-0HMS 

Fig. 17-Noise figure of the CA3005 or CA3006 in a 
differential-amplifier configuration as a function 

of the source resistance ( operating mode D ). 

Fig. 18 shows the single-ended common-mode gain*for the 
CA3004, CA3005, and CA3006 as a function of frequency. 
(Fig. 19 shows the method used to determine the single
ended common-mode gain.) The common-mode rejection 
decreases with increasing frequency when the CA3004, 
CA3005, and CA3006 are operated with a single-ended 
output. 

GAIN CONTROL 

The gain of the CA3004, CA3005, and CA3006 circuits 
may be controlled in either of two ways: (I) The negative 
voltage applied to the base-bias resistor R1 can be adjusted 
to vary the current in transistor Q, or (2) A differential offset 
voltage can be applied to transistors Q1 and Q2 • In both 
techniques, the gain-control voltage has a ground reference 
in a two-supply system, and maximum gain is obtained at O 
volts. The first method provides greater gain-control range 
but also requires more control voltage than the second 
method. Figs. 20 and 21 show the typical gain control as a 

*Single-ended common-mode gain: The ratio of the change in the 
single-ended output voltage, measured from either output terminal 
with respect to groOnd, to the change in the input voltage applied si
multaneously to both inputs of the circuit, i.e., single-ended common
mode gain =l::,,. V 1n/l::,,. Vout, as shown in Fig. 19. 
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Fig. 18-Single-ended common-mode and differential-mode 
gains of the CA3004, CA3005, or CA3006 
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as a function of frequency. 
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SINGLE-ENDED COMMON-MODE GAIN~ .6.11ourl6v1N 

Fig. 19-Schematic of the circuit used to determir.e 
the single-ended common-mode gain. 

function of voltage for the CA3005 or CA3006 for the two 
methods. Fig. 20 gives the gain-control characteristic for 
the CA3005 or CA3006 when the gain-control voltage is 
applied to the base-bias network of transistor Q,. Since the 

DC GAIN-CONTROL VOLTAGE 
TO BIAS NETWORK OF 03-VOLTS 

-6f-_--::-·r5--::--:--·-r•----i3 ___ -i2':::="'-~'~,-,o 
FREQUENCY {f)• 1211Hz 
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: 
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::, 

-40~ 
a: 
z 
;; 
"' -50 

-60 

~-----------------~-70 
Fig. 20--Gain-control characteristics of the CA3005 or CA3006 

as a function of the de gain-control voltage applied 
to the bias networK of transistor Q,. 

Q, bias networks are the same, the gain characteristics for 
the CA3004 are nearly the same as those for the CA3005 
and CA3006. Fig. 21 shows that in the offset method of gain 
control the gain range is dependent on the polarity of drive. 
For maximum gain-control range on a single-ended ampli
fier, the common-collector transistor should be cut off 
(negative voltage applied to its base). Because of the emitter 
resistors, Rs and R7, the CA3004 circuit will require more 
de voltage for the same gain reduction as the CA3005 or 
CA3006, and the de voltage required will be a function of 
the initial operating current. 
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-50 

GAIN-CONTROL VOLTAGE (l./88 )-VOLTS 
0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 

If 

-60~--------------------~ 
Fig. 21--Gain-control characteristics of the CA3005 or CA3006 

as a function of the de offset voltage, Vas, app/led to the 
differential pair of transistors Q1 and Q,. 
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The maximum gain-control range that can be provided 
by a reduction in the current of transistor Q, varies with 
frequency as shown in Fig. 22. The maximum gain-control 
range that can be obtained is dependent on the full gain 
used, the circuit loading, and the external-circuit layout. 

-20 
OPERATING MODE D 

-so,~o----~20~----~.0---6~0-~ao-~,oo 
FREQUENCY - MHz 

Fig. 22-Maximum gain control provided by variations 
in the current through Q, as a function of frequency. 

A large part of the variation in the maximum gain con
trol for the different circuits results from differences in the 
initial gain of the various circuits. Capacitive feed through 
appears less for the cascode than for the differential-ampli
fier configuration. 

The following discussion of cross modulation describes 
variations of the two gain-control techniques. 

CROSS-MODULATION AND MODULATION 
DISTORTION 

Cross-modulation and modulation distortion are impor
tant considerations in the selection of an amplifier for use 
in AM systems. Cross-modulation distortion refers to the 
transfer of modulation from an undesired carrier to the 
desired carrier by nonlinearities in the amplifier. Modulation 
distortion is a change in the modulation on the desired car
ried caused by the same amplifier nonlinearities that produce 
cross modulation. The two forms of distortion are related 
by the following equation: 

D, :~ = ~m: I 
V,2 V,2 8 

where D 2 is the per cem of distortion in the modulation on 
the desired carrier (i.e., the modulation distortion), K is the 
per cent of cross-modulation distortion, V1 is the amplitude 
of the desired-carrier voltage at the input, V2 is the ampli
tude of the undesired-carrier voltage at the input, and m is 
the per cent of modulation of the desired carrier. 

When D 2 and Kare equal and mis 100 per cent, the ratio 
of V 1 to V 2 is 1.64. In the following paragraphs, data are 
given for only the cross-modulation distortion. The modula
tion distortion can be predicted from these data, however, 
on the basis of the relationship of V 1 to V 2 • For example, in 
Fig. 23, V2 is given as 22 millivolts for a gain of O dB. The 
value of V,, then, is 1.64 x 22, or 36 millivolts. 

Figs. 23 through 27 show the cross-modulation distortion 
of the CA3004, CA3005, and CA3006 integrated circuits as 
a function of their gain-control characteristics in both dif-
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ferential-amplifier and cascode-amplifier configurations. The 
amount of cross-modulation distortion is determined by the 
two-generator method with the input of the circuit under 
test driven from a 50-ohm source and with its output tuned 
to the frequency of the desired carrier. The amplitude of 
the undesired-carrier input voltage is that necessary to pro
duce 10 per cent cross-modulation distortion for each 
manually determined gain-control setting. 

Differential-Amplifier Canliguration s - The availability 
of internal connection points make possible several methods 
of gain control in differential-amplifier configurations of 
the CA3004, CA3005, and CA3006 circuits. Only two of 
these methods need be considered, however, to obtain an 
adequate evaluation of the cross-modulation characteristics. 
These include (1) the variation of the current in the con
stant-current transistor, Q,, and (2) the use of an offset 
voltage to produce an unbalance in the differential pair of 
transistors, Q, and Q,. 

Fig. 23 shows the cross-modulation distortion character
istics of the CA3004, CA3005, and CA3006 with the dif
ferential pair of transistors balanced and with age applied 
to the constant-current transistor. Because of the increased 
linearity that results from the emitter resistors R6 and R,, 
the CA3004 has improved cross-modulation characteristics 
at high current. The interfering signal voltage required to 
produce 10 per cent of cross modulation distortion is prac
tically a constant over the entire age range for the CA3005 
and CA3006. The value of the interfering signal voltage 
(approximately 15 mv) for the CA3005 and CA3006 is 
twice that calculated from the logarithmic transconductance 
characteristic of a single transistor. 

UNDESIRED CARRIER INPUT VOLTAGE-MILLIVOLTS RMS 
3 6 10 30 60 100 300 600 

m,-20 

r 
~-30 ---CA3004 
~ ---CAC~605 OR 

i-40 
z .. 
"'·50 

-60 

-70 

'-.. ....._ _______ _ 
Fig. 23-Gain control as a function of the input voltage from an 

undesired carrier that will produce cross-modulation distortion 
of IO per cent for balanced differential-amplifier operation 

of the CA3004, CA3005 and CA3U06. The gain-control volt
age is applied to bias network of the constant-current transistor. 

Fig. 24 shows the cross-modulation distortion character
istic of the CA3005 and CA3006 when an offset voltage is 
applied to control the gain. The improved cross modulation 
performance at - 5 dB gain is coincident with an inflection 
point on the curve of tranconductance as a function of input 
offset voltage. This point occurs at an offset voltage of ap
proximately 50 millivolts. 
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Fig. 24-Gain control as a function of the undesired-carrier 
voltage that wi'f/ produce IO percent cross-modulation 

distortion for differential-amplifier operation of the 
CA3005 or CA3006 when gain control is provided 

by the application of an offset voltage to the 
difJerential pair of transistors. 

The cross-modulation performance is improved by the 
offset of the differential pair of transistors. Fig. 25 shows 
the cross-modulation data when an initial offset of 50 milli-
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volts is employed and age is applied to the constant-current 
transistor. The introduction of the unbalance reduces the 
cross-modulation distortion to approximately IO dB less 
than that of the balanced circuit. This reduction in cross
modulation distortion, however, is accompanied by a de
crease in gain of approximately 5 dB. 

Cascade Configurations -Cross-modulation data for 
cascode configurations of the integrated-circuit rf ampli
fiers are given for only the CA3005 and CA3006 circuits, 
because the CA3004 circuit is not designed for this type of 
operation. When the CA3005 or CA3006 is operated in the 
cascode configuration, gain control may be provided by 
either of two methods: (I) A negative voltage may be applied 
to the base of transistor O, or (2) A negative voltage may 
be applied to the base of transistor 0 1 . 

In the first method, the gain is reduced by the application 
of a negative-going voltage at terminal 12. As the amplitude 
of this voltage is increased to the value required to cut off 
transistor 0,, the gain of the circuit is decreased. The cross
modulation distortion characteristics for this type of gain 
control are shown in Fig. 26. The cross-modulation char
acteristics are comparable to those of a single transistor 
having a bypassed emitter resistor. 

The cross-modulation distortion characteristics obtained 
for the second method of gain control are shown in Fig. 27. 
No improvement in cross-modulation characteristics over 
those obtained for the first gain-control method are observed, 
although the age range is greater. 

MIXER CAP ABILITIES 

The CA3004, CA3005, and CA3006 integrated circuits 
may be used as mixers, modulators, and product detectors. 
The schematic diagrams in Figs. 28(a) and 28(b) illustrate 
the use of these circuits in mixer applications. The oscillator 
input is injected at the base of transistor O, (because there is 
no direct-base connection available on the CA3004, a higher 
oscillator drive voltage is required for this circuit); the rf 
input is injected single- or double-ended to the bases of 
transistors 0 1 and O,. The use of a center-tapped inductor 
for the output tuned circuit ( double-ended) allows the com
mon-mode signal of the oscillator to be balanced out so that 
the oscillator will not overload subsequent stages, and pro
vides carrier suppression for modulators. 

The gain performance and generation of harmonics in 
the CA3004, CA3005, and CA3006 mixer circuits are de
pendent on the amplitude of the oscillator drive signal and 
the de bias. The expression for product detection or fre
quency multiplication in the CA3005 or CA3006 ( consult 
Fig. 29) are determined as follows: 

eo = e, gm ZL (1) 
where eo is the output voltage, e, is the differential input 
voltage, gm is the transconductance of the differential pair of 
transistors (01 and 0,), and ZL is the load impedance (total 
between collectors). For a balanced circuit, the transcon
ductance is given by 

(2) 

The term lo, is used to represent the collector current of 
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Fig. 26-Gain control of the CA3005 or CA3006, in a cascade configuration, as a function of the undesired-carrier voltage that 
will produce JO per cent cross-modulation distortion when the gain is controlled by a negative bias voltage applied to 
the base of transistor Q, The schematic diagram illustrates the circuit configuration. 
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Fig. 27-Gain control of the CA3005 or CA3006, in a cascade configuration, as a function of the undesired-carrier voltage that 
will produce JO per cent cross-modulation distortion when the gain is controlled by a negative bias voltage applied 
to the base of transistor Q1. The schematic diagram illustrates the circuit configuration. 
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Fig. 28-Circuit diagrams for the use of the integrated-circuit rf amplifiers as mixers (operating mode DJ: (a) CA3004: (b) CA3005 
orCA3006. 
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Fig 29-Cfrcuit diagram of a CA3005 or CA3006 
balanced mixer (operating mode DJ. The equation~ 

derived for product detection or multiplication 
are based on this circuit. 

transistor Q, and may be expressed as 
lo = gm, e, (3) 

where g ... 2 is the transconductance of transistor Q, and e, is 
input voltage applied to transistor Q,,. The output voltage, 
e.,, therefore is given by the following equation: 

(4) 

Eq. (4) is a general expression for the output voltage of 
the mixer having input signals e1 and e2 • With emitter de
generation in the constant-current transistor (Q3), gm 2 is 
essentially constant for a sufficiently large emitter current 
(> 1 ma); the current lo, therefore, follows the applied volt
age e2 • 

When e1 and e2 are sinusoidal and gm is a constant, the 
input signal voltages are given as follows: 

* e1 Ei eiw1t + Ei e -jw1t (5) 

* e, E2 ejw2t + E2 e-iw2t (6) 

* * (E, is the conjugate of E 1 , and E, is the congugate of E,) 

With the substitution of these relationships, the equation 
for the output voltage the CA3005 or CA3006 now becomes 

en = 2~;. gm, ZLfE1E2ej(w,+w,}t + 1LE,e-j(w,+w,}t] 

+ ~ o-m Z [E E ei(w, - w,}t + E E e- i(w, - w,}t] (7) 
2KT" 2 L 1 2 I 2 

Eq. 7 gives the output voltage for a CA3005 or CA3006 
used as a product detector or multiplier. (Note that nnly the 
two sideband frequencies are included in the output). The 
requirements for product detectors or multipliers are that 
the circuit should be biased in a linear region with a small 
signal voltage appllied. Because aq gm 2/2KT is essentially 
constant, the gain of the mixer is determined from ZL and 

the e1e2 product. The linearity of the CA3006 is illustrated 
by the curve of the conversion transconductance as a func
tion of the oscillator voltage, shown in Fig. 30. (Although the 
curve is plotted on logarithmic paper because of the wiile 
range, the relationship is linear.) The gain reaches a max
imum value at approximately 2.5 volts rms. Because meas
urement inaccuracies prevent the use of this curve to 
determine harmonic generation, spurious-signal measure
ments were taken on CA3005 and CA3006 mixer circuits. 
For these measurements, the rf input was untuned and 
,he oscillator and if frequencies were held constant. For 
a fixed amplitude of oscillator injection on terminal 3, the 
rf was varied in frequency, and the amplitude of the re
sponses was recorded. The results are shown in Table V. 
The spurious signals generated are a function of oscillator 
drive. A low oscillator drive (0.1 volt rms) produced only 
three spurious signals for which the rejection was less than 
70 dB down. These measurable spurious responses were 
third-order products that involved the second harmonic of 
either the oscillator or rf signal. The relative if gain increases 
with decreasing oscillator drive because of lower mixer gain. 
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Fig. JO-Conversion gain of a CA3005 or CA3006 mixer circuit 
as a function of the oscillator voltage. 

The common-mode cancellation of the oscillator signal at 
the collector outputs is indicative of the carrier suppression 
that can be provided in modulators. The carrier suppression' 
is a function of output tuned-circuit balance and the trans
istor offset voltage. The contribution of the offset is illus
trated in Figs. 31 and 32 which show the output signal as 
a function of the offset voltage for the CA3004 and for 
CA3005 and CA3006 respectively. These data were ob
tained on circuits operated with a balanced output tuned 
to the oscillator frequency. 
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TABLE V 
Response of a CA3005 or CA3006 Mixer to Spurious Harmonics 

Dijf.-Freq. Dijf.-Freq. Dijf.-Freq. Dijf.-Freq. 
Signal Voac Output (dB Voac Output (dB Vue Output (dB Vo.., Output (dB 

Freq.,J. at term. 3 relative to at term. 3 relative to at term. 3 relative to at term. 3 relative to 
Frequency (MHz) (rms volts) J. - J.) (rms volts) f, - J.) (rms volts) J. - J.) (rms volts) J. - J.) 

fo - fz 1.0 1 0 0.7 0 0.3 0 0.1 0 
f,. 0.659 1 7.5 0.7 10 0.3 18 0.1 27 

2f, - f, 1.159 1 -53.1 0.7 -53.1 0.3 -54.9 0.1 -52,3 
2f. - 2f, 1.329 1 -76.1 0.7 0.3 0.1 
2f, - 2f. 1.988 1 -75.5 0.7 0.3 0.1 
fz - fo 2.318 1 0 0.7 0 0.3 0 0.1 0 

2f O - f. 2.659 1 -31.7 0.7 -35 0.3 -39.7 0.1 -47.8 
2f. - 3f. 2.813 1 -79.6 0.7 0.3 0.1 
f. - 2f 0 3.977 1 -31.7 0.7 - 35 0.3 -39.7 0.1 -47.8 

3f O - f. 4.309 1 -35.8 0.7 -59.3 0.3 -74.7 0.1 
f. - 3f 0 5.627 1 -38.5 0.7 -57 0.3 -74 0.1 

4f O - f. 5.977 1 -38.9 0.7 -63 0.3 0.1 
f 0 = 1.659 Mc/s; V 011 c = oscillator injection voltage. 

All blank spaces indicate difference-frequency output more than 70 dB below the f0 - fr: output. 
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Fig. 31--Cance/lation of the oscill@tor signal at the output of a 
CA3004 mixer as a function of the de offset voltage. 

LIMITER CHARACTERISTICS 

Differential-Amplifier Configuration - The differential
amplifier, driven by a constant-current transistor, is probably 
the optimum circuit configuration for bipolar transistor lim
iters. The advantage of such circuits in limiter applications 
is that collector saturation of either transistor Q, or Q, can 
be avoided because of the action of the constant-current 
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Fig, 32--Cancellation of the oscillator signal at the output of a 
CA3005 or CA3006 mixer as a function of the de offset voltage. 

transistor Q3• Figs. 2 and 3 show typical limiting character
istics for the CA3004 and for the CA3005 and CA30t6 
respectively. For the CA3005 and CA3006 (no emitter de
generation), "hard" limiting is achieved for a peak-to-peak 
input of 300 millivolts for all values of total de current (1cc). 
For the CA3004, the input voltage required for "hard" lim
iting is a function of Ice because of the linearizing effect of 
the degenerative emitter resistors, R6 and R,. As saturation 
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TABLE VI 
Limiter Performance of a Differential Amplifier 

V Suf•ply 
(volts) 

6 
6 
6 
6 

Maximum Maximum 
Resistive Tuned 

le,+ le, Load Load 
(mA) (ohms) (ohms) 

0.5 12000 24000 
1.0 6000 12000 
2.0 3000 6000 
3.0 2000 4000 

RL = Vsupply Resistive Load 
let + le, 

RL = 2 Vsupply Tuned Load 
let + le2 

gmRL = voltage gain 

must be prevented for good limiting, a maximum load re
sistor and low-level voltage gain exists for a given Ice and 
positive supply voltage. Table VI shows the maximum re
sistor values and voltage gains usable for Vee = 6 volts, for 
the three circuit types. The low-level transconductance can 
be obtained from the slope near the origin for the curves 
shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The maximum voltage gain is inde
pendent of Ice in the CA3005 and CA3006 and is dependent 
on Ice in the CA3004. Figs 5 through 8 show the Ice currents 
and transconductance for optional operating conditions. 

When the differential amplifier is used for limiting, the 
emitter-to-base breakdown voltage for transistors Q1 and Q, 
cannot be exceeded without degradation in performance. 
For the CA3004, CA3005, and CA3006, this voltage in
cluding a safety margin should not exceed 2.5 volts rms. 
Either of two methods may be used to prevent this value 
being exceeded: (I) Make sure the preceding stage limits 
before the input voltage reaches 2.5 volts (maximum voltage 
gain per stage approximately 20 dB), or (2) add one junction 
diode (D,), as shown in Fig. 33 (this allows a maximum usa
ble voltage gain consistent with good limiting and stability). 

11g-

-VEE 

Fig. 33--Circuit diagram of a CA3005 or CA3006 differential
amplifier limiter that uses a diode to provide 

input overload protection. 

Cascode Amplifier - The limiting characteristics of the 
CA3005 or CA3006, when used as a cascode amplifier are 
dependent on the current limiting in transistor Q, or the 
voltage limiting of transistor Q1 (high-impedance output 

Voltage Gain Voltage Gain 
With Emitter Without Emitter 
Degeneration Degeneration 

(dB) (dB) 

Resistive Tuned Resistive Tuned 
Load Load Load Load 

31 37 35 41 
28 34 35 41 
25 31 35 41 
22 28 35 41 

load). Limiting characteristics for both cases are shown in 
Figs. 34 and 35. The data in Fig. 34 are obtained with 
a collector load of 500 obms. This limiting characteristic 
is "soft" and is acceptable over only a 20-dB range. The 
peak-to-peak voltage at the collector is never large enough 
to cause saturation. The limiting characteristic shown in 
Fig. 35 is obtained with a collector load of 5000 ohms, and 
saturation of transistor Q1 occurs. The limiting is harder and 
covers a broader range, but severe tuned-circuit loading 
occurs. 

1.0 
0.8 

0.6 

(/) 0.3 

: 0.2 

':, 
0 

1 o, 
w0.08 

~0.06 
':, 
!; 
~0.03 

50.02 

OPERATING MODE D 
COLLECTOR LOAD~ 5000. 
FREQUENCY (f) cl.7MHz 
OUTPUT MEASURED ACROSS 50.0 

-6V 

0·0ls-o-~20a--4.\oc-cso,',.--,,,oob----,2do~o-~•,,o~o~s"oo~,odo~o....,~20'°0~0-•="ooo 
INPUT VOLTAGE-MILLIVOLTS RMS 

Fig. 34-Limiting characteristics and circuit diagram 
of a CA3005 or CA3006 cascade limiter having 

a 500-ohm collector load impedance. 

APPLICATIONS OF THE RF AMPLIFIER 
CIRCUITS 
RF AMPLIFIER 

Figs. 36, 37, and 38 illustrate the use of the CA3004, the 
CA3005 or CA3006 differential-amplifier configurations, 
and the CA3005 or CA3006 cascade configurations, re
spectively, as single-ended rf amplifiers. Adjustable matching 
networks, derived from the y parameters, are included in 
each circuit. The values of the adjustable components as 
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Vee 
+6 V 

; 2 

"' > 
l, 
~ : 
g 
l-

a: ' 1-
5 2 

OPERATING MOOE 0 
COLLECTOR LOAD • 5000 0 
FREQUENCY (f) • 1.7 MHz 
OUTPUT MEASURED ACROSS !50 0 

o.110,-~2""0-~•""o-s"o~,o"'o~~,"'"oo~~."'"oo~so°'o~,~00°'0~2~0700~•7.o~oo-soo-oc-="KlOOO. 
INPUT VOLTAGE-MILLIVOLTS RMS 

Fig. 35-Limiting characteristics and circuit diagram of a CA3005 or CA3006 cascade limiter having a 5000-ohm collector load 
impedance. 

AGC +Vee 

.0015 rt015 ~ CIRCUIT ELEMENTS 

FREQUENCY 
(MHz) 

30 
100 

L, c, L, c, 
(1:H) (pF) (µII) (pF) 

1.8-2.7 2-10 1.8-2. 7 2-10 
0.15-0.3 0.9-7 0.1-0.2 0.9-7 

POWER GAIN PERFORMANCE 

DC 
SUPPLIES 

(volts) 

±6 

POWER GAIN 
(dB) 

30 MHz JOO MHz 

24 12 

Fig. 36-Circuit used to determine the rf performance capabilities of a CA3004 integrated-circuit rf amplifier. 

AGC +Vee 

.0015~15~ 

CIRCUIT ELEMENTS 

FREQUENCY 
(MHz) 

30 
100 

L, c, L, c, 
(µH) (pF) (µH) (pF) 

1.2-2 5-40 1.2-2 1..1-20 
0.4-0. 7 1-12 0.25-0.5 1-12 

POWER GAIN PERFORMANCE 

DC 
SUPPLIES 

(volts) 

±6 
±4.5 
±3 

POWER GAIN 
(dB) 

30 MHz 

29 
27.8 
23.0 

JOO MHz 

18 
16 
11..1 

Fig. 37-Circuit used to determine the rf performance capabilities of a CA3005 or CA3006 integrated-circuit rf amplifier in a 
differential-amplifier configuration. 
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\ .005 
SHIELD ~ 

~ .l. \ = 

,ft/01 Ii j ' 

AGC + Vee 

.0015 r-t015 ~ 

.0015~ 

50 
n 

CIRCUIT VALUES 

FREQUENCY L, c, L, c, 
(MHz) !µ,II) (pF) (µH) (pF) 

30 0.3-0.6 14-150 0.8-1.4 5-40 
100 0.07-0.12 5-40 0.15-.3 5-40 

POWER GAIN PERFORMANCE 

DC POWER GAIN 
SUPPLIES (dB) 

(volts) 30 MHz JOO MHz 

±6 36 20 
±4.5 33 18.5 
±3 21.5 15.0 

Fig. 38-Circuit used to determine the rf performance capabilititis of a CA3005 or CA3006 integrated-circuit rf amplifier in a 
cascade configuration. 

well as typical power gains are also shown in the figures. A 
conjugate match at the input is provided for all configura
tions. A conjugate match at the output is impossible for the 
cascode configuration (as pointed out in the discussion of 
y parameters). At 30 MHz, the CA3005 differential amplifier 
output was mismatched. At high gains, the circuit feedback 
(y,) is low, but the external-circuit layout adds feedback. 

Tuned IF Amplifier - Two or more CA3004, CA3005 
or CA3006 integrnted circuits can be connected in cascade 
for use as a tuned if amplifier for either AM or FM applica
tions. The schematic diagrams of two three-stage 12-MHz 
amplifiers are shown in Figs. 39 and 40, for FM and AM 
use, respectively. Both if amplifiers are housed in metal 
boxes, and adequate shielding and supply decoupling are 
provided. 

The amplifier shown in Fig. 39 (limiting amplifier for FM 
use), is designed to provide a gain per stage of 26 dB. At this 
gain per stage, diodes are required at the input to prevent 
base-to-emitter breakdown. For operation as a low-level 
limiter, the circuit input is matched, and the required gain 
fixes the unloaded Q of the tuned circuit and the collector 
load. Good noise performance for the first stage is obtained 
by the use of a high Q (200) toroid inductor for input trans
former T 1 • The other transformers are slug-tuned and have 
relatively low unloaded Q's (70 to I 00) which contribute 
the necessary insertion loss for the required gain. A lower 
unloaded Q was required for transformer T,, so 10,000 ohms 
of resistance was added in parallel with this transformer. 
Little or no skew is detectable in the response characteristic 
for this circuit, shown in Fig. 41. The limiting characteristic 
of the circuit is shown in Fig. 4?.. Other typical over-all per
formance characteristics are: 

Total power drain = 48 milliwatts 
Overall power gain = 77 dB 
3-dB bandwidth = 300 kHz 
Input limiting level = 30 microvolts 
Noise figure = 4 dB 

The AM circuit (Fig. 40) uses three CA3004 circuits and 
is designed to provide a stage gain of 25 dB. The source re
sistance to the input circuit was chosen as 800 ohms as a 
satisfactory compromise for gain, noise figure, and modula
tion-distortion performance. Input and output transformers, 
T 1 and T,, have high unloaded Q's (200) to preserve good 
noise performance and to maximize the output power. The 
interstage transformers, T, and T,, have low unloaded Q's 
(37) to achieve the required g2in. The second detector has a 
3-dB bandwidth of 5.0 kHz, the typical over-all performance 
characteristics are: 

Power drain = 83 milliwatts 
Power gain (to second-detector input) 
AGC range (1st stage) = 60 dB 
Noise figure = 4.5 dB 
3-dB bandwidth = I 60 kHz 

76 dB 

The signal-to-noise ratio of the circuit as a function of the 
input is shown in Fig. 43, and the frequency-response char
acteristic is shown in Fig. 44. 

Mixers - The use of the CA3004 and the CA3005 or 
CA3006 as balanced mixers to convert 20 MHz to 1.75 
MHz,, is shown in Fig. 45. Because the input impedance of 
the two circuits differ by a factor of approximately 2: I, 
typically 4000 ohms for the CA3004 and 2200 ohms for the 
CA3005 or CA3006, different input transformers (T1 ) are 
required; the other tuned circuits, however, are the same. 
The output load impedance between collectors is approxi
mately 8000 ohms. The conversion power gain and noise 
figure as a function of the oscillator drive are shown in 
Fig. 46 and 47. Power gain increases and noise figure de
creases with increases in the oscillator drive. 

Suppressed-Carrier Modulator and Product Detector
The CA3005 and CA3006 were used in a suppressed-carrier 
double-sideband modulator and product detector. The 
double-sideband modulator is a convenient vehicle to evalu
ate carrier suppression and product detection. With the two 
circuits coupled together, the relation between modulation 
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O.OOI 0.001 0.00J 
f-------1 ----~---,----~---- I 

-----T2~~--+-~ __ .._. __ T3 I -------------~T4 I 
I 500ll 

47pF 

I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I I 
1 = = I= = I 

f------l- 0.001 ~---- I _ 0001 f------ I 
roan 100.n 

~------"vV\,-----.------~V.'v----------<>---{ J - 4.5V 

I T ~TI r-0 IO T 

o--3 ~l.51'-H 

10 TO--!..Et ~ 23 T 

o--3 ~ 3.9JJ,H 

10 T 0-----i"r 3 T 

0. 9 I'- H o--3 ~ 

NOTES: I. Transformer T, is a Ferramic Q-2 Toroid Type (unloaded Q = 200). 
2. Transformers T,, T,, and T, are slug-tuned with Carbonyl IT-75 material (unloaded Q = 75). 

Fig. 39-Schematic diagram of a three-stage, 12-MHz limiting if amplifier that uses CA3005 circuits in operating mode D. 

100n 100n 

f--- ___ _J _~001 

100.n 10011 
~---~vv'\r--------+------'\/VV---------<~--n-Gv 

15 T 0--l\-----0 9 T 

3.9 I'- H o----3 L--o 

NOTES: I. Transformers T, and T, are Ferramic Q-2 Toroid Types (unloaded Q =oo). 
2. Transformers T, and T, are slug-tuned with Carbonyl IT-71 material (unloaded Q = 70). 

Fig. 40-Schematic diagram of a three-stage, 12-MHz gain-controlled AM amplifier that uses CA3004 circuits in operating 
modeD. 
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Fig. 41-Frequency-response characteristics of the 
12-MHz· limiting amplifier shown in Fig. 39. 
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Fig. 42-Limiting characteristics of the 12-MHz 
limiting amplifier shown in Fig. 39. 

INPUT SIGl~AL 12 MH:t • 30% MODULATED 
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Fig. 43--0utput signal-to-noise ratio as 

. ' ' IOOOC 

a function of the input signal for the 
12-MHz gain--controlled amplifier shown in Fig.40 

when gain control is used in only the first stage. 
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Fig. 44-Frequency-response characteristics of the 12-MH 2 

gain-controlled amplifier shown in Fig. 40. 

distortion and drive levels is readily established. 
Feedback may cause oscillation or unbalance; care must, 

therefore, be taken in the external-circuit layout design. 
Shielding must also be provided for both the double-sideband 
modulator and product detector. 

The circuit diagram of the double-sideband modulator is 
shown in Fig. 48. The modulating signal is applied single
ended to the differential pair of transistors, Q1 and Q,, and 
the oscillator signal is applied to the base of transistor Q,. 
The output is taken double-ended from the balanced trans
former, T,. The carrier suppression is a function of bilateral 
symmetry (offset, output-transformer balance, and modula
tion drive circuits) and the modulation-to-carrier drive ratio. 
With the external-circuit bilateral symmetry carefully pre
served, the carrier output is approximately 25 dB below the 
double-sideband output for CA3006 units (offset ~ I milli
volt) operated with a drive v1 = 10 millivolts rms and v2 = 
3 1.5 millivolts rms. Although the signal-to-carrier ratio of 
25 dB represents an inadequate rejection for most systems 
(40 to 60 dB is usually required), this value relaxes the filter 
requirements from those necessary on more commonly used 
single-sideband modulators. An improvement over the 25-dB 
ratio is obtained if the modulation drive v 1 is increased and 
the carrier drive v 2 is decreased, because the output is a func
tion of the product of v1 and v2 • 

The circuit diagram for a product detector is shown in 
Fig. 49. The product detector which provides the advantage 
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r, 
1:6.5 

+6 V 

+6 V 

1.75MHz 

."::.q11~·~ Ef 
-6 V 
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Fig. 45-Circuit diagrams for the use of CA3004, CA3005, and CA3006 integrated circuits as balanced mixers to convert an 
input frequency of 20 MHz to an output frequency of 1.75 MHz. 

36 
OSCILLATOR FREQUENCY {f0,c)s21.75 MHz 
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Fig. 46-Power gain and noise fifure as a function of the oscil!ator drive voltage for the CA3005 or CA3006 balanced mixer. 
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Fig. 47-Power gain and noise figure as a function of the 
oscillator drive voltage for the CA3004 balanced mixer. 
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Fig. 48--Circuit diagram for the use of the CA3005 or CA3006 
as a double-sideband, suppressed-carrier modulator. 
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of a double-ended out-of-phase output, is driven through a 
50-ohm adjustable feed by the double-sideband signal from 
the modulator. The levels of v,, v,, v4 , and v5 are altered to 
establish the relationship between the harmonic distortion 
and drive levels as well as gain values for typical operation. 

The results are shown in Table VII. Overdrive by the mod
ulation (v 1 ) or the modulated signal (v ,) results in third
harmonic distortion of the detected signal. Note that gain is 
a function of either the product of v, and v2 , or the product 
ofv4 and V 5 . 

+6V 

IK 

.02,a.F 

'• i)----~._ __ OUTPUT 2 

Fig. 49--Circuit diagram for the use of a CA3005 or CA3006 as a product detector. 

TABLE VIl 
Gain and Distortion as a Function of Different Drive Levels for a Double-Sideband Modulator and 

Product Detector Using the CA3006 

Terminal 3 Harmonic Distortion 
v, v, Voltage v., v, v, 1'1>1&2 v, v, (dB below fundamental) 

(mv (mv (Volts (volts (mv (mv (mv (mv (mv 
Condition rms) rms) rms) rms) rms) rms) rms} rms) rms) Znd 3rd 4th 5th 

5 31.5 0.296 0.046 4.95 4 0.5 36 54 
v, 

10 31.5 0.296 0.080 8.9 4 0.5 36 54 Varied 
30 31.5 0.296 0.25 26.6 4 0.5 36 37.5 

10 31.5 0.296 0.083 8.9 4 0.5 36 54 
v, 

10 100 0.96 0.262 28 4 0.5 36 51 Varied 
10 315 2.96 0.83 89 4 0.5 36 50 

10 31.5 0.296 0.083 8.9 0.5 2 0.5 17.5 54 

v, 10 31.5 0.296 0.083 8.9 4 0.5 36 52 
Varied 10 31.5 0.296 0.083 8.9 12 0.5 110 47.5 

10 31.5 0.296 0.083 8.9 20 0.5 188 51 37 59 

10 31.5 0.296 0.083 8.9 4 0.315 23 56 54 
v, 

10 31.5 0.296 0.083 8.9 4 0.5 36 54 Varied 
10 .31.5 0.296 0.083 8.9 4 1.0 86 50 

Notes: 1. Consult Figs. 48 and 49 for explanation of voltage designations. 
2. Blank spaces indicate harmonic distortion is more than 60 dB below the fundamental. 
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Application of RCA Integrated Circuits 

CD2150, CD2151, and CD2152 
ECCSL Logic Gates 

BY 
M. V. D 'AGOSTINO 

This Note describes the features and typical applications 
of three new RCA ultra-high-speed ECCSL • monolithic 
integrated circuits: the CD2 l 50 Dual Four-Input Gate, the 
CD2151 Dual Four-Input Gate with "Phantom-OR" Out
put Capability, and the CD2152 Eight-Input Gate wi!h 
"Phantom-OR" Output Capability. 

These circuits form a compatible group of high-speed 
logic building blocks that have an average delay per logic 
decision of approximately 4 nanoseconds. The "current
mode" configuration used in the circuits utilizes the most 
advanced RCA integrated-circuit fabrication techniques 
available. To a large extent, the parasitic effects normally 
encountered in diffused integrated circuits are minimized by 
use of the differential .linear mode of operation. Each cir
cuit is available in a 14-terminal flat-pack and offers the 
following advantages which contribute directly to over-all 
system speed and reliability: 

(I) inherent high speed as a result of nonsaturated 
transistor operation; 

• Emitter-coupled current-steered logic (pronounced EXCEL). 

114 

(2) all-monolithic silicon epitaxial construction designed 
for operation at ambient temperatures from 10 to 6Q°C; 

(3) complementary OR/NOR emitter-follower output 
stages which provide a low output impedance and the 
capability to drive large fan-outs; 

(4) constant power-supply current drain which results 
in low power-supply noise and low ground-lead noise; 

(5) small logic swing and thus lower power requirements 
to charge and discharge circuit capacitances; 

( 6) capability of the ultra-high-speed ECCSL gates to 
drive 100-ohm terminated transmission lines; 

(7) typical noise immunity of ±350 millivolts over the 
entire temperature range of IO to 60°C; 

(8) built-in, tracking, reference-threshold voltage to in
crease system packaging density and eliminate noise pickup 
on an external threshold voltage line. 

DESCRIPTION OF CIRCUITS 
The CD21SO dual four-input gate shown in Fig. I is an 

ECL (emitter-coupled-logic) gate designed for highspeed 
OR/NOR (positive logic) or AND/NANO (negative logic) 
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B 6 AD5 
SL 

C 7 4 
O B LC 

ED' 

"1": -0.76 

"o"= -1.60 

L : A+B+c+o (OR) 

Le= A+B+c+o (NOR) 

N : E+F+G+H (OR) 

N~= E+F+G+H (NOR) 

"1"=-1.60 

"o"= -0.16 

L : A·B·C·O (AND) 

Le= A·B·C·O (NANO) 

N : E·F·G·H (ANO) 

Ne= E-F-G·H (NANO) 

F 12 10 N 

G 13 I 
H 14 Ne 

Fig. ]-Schematic diagram, logic diagrams, logic levels, and logic equations for the CD2150 dual four-input gate. 

applications. Each gate has four inputs and provides both 
inverting and noninverting outputs. The switching-threshold 
reference supply is built in as part of the circuit. The stage 
delay for each gate i:s typically 4 nanoseconds, and the total 
power dissipation including the reference-threshold supply 
is typically 220 milliwatts. Each gate is capable of driving 
terminated 100-ohm transmisskm lines. 

For normal operation of the CD2150, terminal 2 (V cc) 

is grounded and terminal 3 (V,.,c) is connected to a -5-volt 
supply. Nominal voltage signal swings for both inputs and 
outputs are -0. 76 to -1.60 volts. The reference-threshold 
voltage (V,.,) is des,igned to be midway between the "l" 
and "O" levels, at aNroximately -1.2 volts, and tracks 
these voltage levels as they shift with temperature. Because 
the reference-threshold voltage is internally generated, 
higher system packaging density can be achieved by use of 
less interconnecting wiring and fewer circuit types. In addi
tion, the possibility of noise pickup on the reference line is 
eliminated and system noise immunity is enhanced. 

Each gate of the CD2 l 50 operates as follows: With any 
one of the four inputs (5, 6, 7, 8 or 11, 12, 13, 14) in the 
high state, the NOR output (terminal 4 or 1) is in the low 
state and the OR output (terminal 9 or 10) is in the high 
state. The current in resistor Ri or Rm flows through either 
of the two sides of the differential amplifier (Q, or Q,, Q, 
Q,, Oc. in one gate; Q, or Q,,, Q,,, Q,,, Q,, in the other). The 
emitter-follower output stages (Q, and Q, or Q,, and Q,J 
driven by the current switch provide a low output impe
dance which contributes to a large fan-out capability, pro-

vides the proper level shift to guarantee nonsaturating 
operation, and isolates the collectors of the switch from 
the load capacitance. 

The CD2151 dual four-input gate with Phantom-OR 
output capability is similar to the CD2 l 50 except that the 
NOR emitter-follower output resistors (R, and R'" in Fig. 1) 
are omitted to facilitate the "Virtual-OR" or "Phantom
OR" logic configuration, as shown in Fig. 2. As a result, 
the total dissipation of the circuit is approximately 175 
milliwatts, and the logic levels are more negative than those 

E 
F 
G 
H 

POSITIVE LOGIC 

NEGATIVE LOGtC 

LEVELS 

"l"•-0.76 
"o"•-1.so 

R (EXTERNAL) 

-v 

"r" .. -1.so 
"0"•-0.76 

L "A+B+C+5 + E+F+G+H 
OR 

L-<4·B·C·D +E·F-G,H 

~ 

L: A•B•C•D • ~ 
OR 

L= A+B+C+D. E-tF+G+H 

Fig. 2-Logic diagrams, logic levels, and logic 
equations for the CD215/ dual four-inplll gate 

connected in Phantom-OR configuration. 
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of the CD2 l 50 by approximately I per cent. As many as 
ten CD2151 gates can be tied together with a common
emitter resistor to expand the "Virtual-OR" function. 

The external emitter resistor required for use of the NOR 
outputs of the CD2151 may also be used as a terminating 
resistor for a transmission line that has a characteristic 
impedance Z., as shown in Fig. 3. For example. an emitter 

,--------------, 
: CD2151 : 

' '9 
' 

-v, 

Fig. 3-Use of the CD2151 as a line driver. 

resistor of 100 ohms returned to a - l .6-volt supply can 
be used to terminate a length of printed strip line having 
a characteristic impedance of 100 ohms. (The -1.6-volt 
supply is used rather than the -5-volt supply to limit the 
current drain from the emitter-follower outputs.) In a sys
tem that uses large numbers of terminated lines, an appre
ciable power savings can be realized by use of the CD2151 
circuit rather than the conventional CD2150. Because no 
appreciable speed advantage results from use of both a 
terminating resistor and a built-in emitter-follower resistor, 
the built-in resistor becomes redundant when low-resistance 
termination is required. 

Another advantage of the CD2 I 5 I "Phantom-OR" gate 
is its flexibility. In system locations where very light load 
capacitance is encountered, a relatively large emitter re
sistor (in the order of 2000 ohms) can be used and compati
ble rise and fall times as well as compatible logic levels can 
still be obtained. As a result, appreciable savings in dissipa
tion can be realized as c01:npared to exclusive use of the 
conventional gate configuration. The disadvantage of the 
CD215 I, of course, is the use of discrete components in 
such locations. 

The OR outputs of the CD2 I 51 gate have built-in 
emitter-follower output resistors, and thus are identical to 
the OR outputs of the CD2 I 50. 

The CD2152 eight-input gate with "Phantom-OR" out
put capability shown in Fig. 4 is also an ECL gate designed 
for high-speed OR/NOR (positive logic) or AND/NAND 
(negative logic) applications. This circuit provides both an 
inverting and a non-inverting output, together with eight 
inputs. A temperature-tracking reference-threshold supply 
is built in as part of the circuit. The stage delay of the gate 
is typically 4.5 nanoseconds, and the total power dissipa
tion including the reference supply is 145 milliwatts with 
the emitter resistors connected. Each output is capable of 
driving a terminated transmission line. 

This gate provides speed, driving capability, and system 
flexibility similar to those of the CD2!50 and CD2151. 
Additional logic and system strength is provided by the 
eight inputs and by the Phantom-OR capability at the non
inverting output. It can be seen that a relatively low-power 
high-speed logic gate can be designed by judicious use of 
the emitter-follower hook-up options. 
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c sn--------1 
D 90-------1 
E 100-------1 

CD2152 
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POSITIVE LOGIC 

NEGATIVE LOGIC 

LEVEL 

"1" = -0.76 

"o": -1.so 

~ 
"1"= -1.60 

"o"= -a.rs 

EQUATION 

L = A+B+C+D+E+F+G+H (OR) 

Le =A+B+C+O+E+F+G+H(NOR) 

EQUATION 

L = A·B·C·O·E·F·G·H (ANO) 

Le= A·B·C·D·E·F·G·H {NANO) 

Fig. 4-Schematic diagram, logic diagrams, logic levels, and logic equations for the CD2152 eight•input gate. 



NOISE IMMUNITY 
From the system standpoint, evaluation of the noise 

tolerance of an integrated circuit is a very difficult problem. 
In any system, the noise susceptibility of the logic circuit 
itself is only part of the consideration; the other part de
pends on how well a particular configuration can suppress 
the generation of system noise. The constant power-supply 
drain, low drive current, and low-output-impedance charac
teristics of the ECC:SL gate make it one of the most suitable 
logic circuits from the system noise aspect. However, cross
talk caused by stray capacitance, inductive coupling, power 
supply, and ground-plane impedances and noise caused by 
reflected waveforms also contribute to system noise. There
fore, the packaging method used in construction of a sys
tem using integrated circuits plays an important part in 
determining over-al.I system reliability. For a truly valid 
noise evaluation of a logic gate, it would be necessary to 
place the gate in the system environment in which it is ex
pected to function and then to impose worst-case condi
tions peculiar to such a system. This approach, however. 
would require construction of a prototype system for cir
cuit evaluation. For easier analysis, only the de noise 
margin of the gates is discussed in this Note. 

Fig. 5 shows typical noise immunity of the CD2150. 
CO2 I 5 I, and CD2 l 52 logic gates as a function of tempera
ture. Noise immunity is arbitrarily defined as the voltage 
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Fig. 5-Typical noise immunity of CD2150, CD2/5/, 
and CD2152 gates as a function of temperature. 

excursion from th,: nominal logic level on the input that 
causes an output voltage level equal to the input level. 
Under ideal conditions, the threshold voltage of the gate 
is centered with respect to the upper and lower logic levels, 
as shown in Fig. 6, and the output is equal to the input 
when the input is equal to the threshold voltage. For the 
values shown, the noise immunity of the "1" state is then 
(-0. 76)--(-1.18), or 0.42 volt, and that of the "O" state 
is (-1.18)--(-1.60), or 0.42 volt. 

In practice, however, an accumulation of tolerance fac
tors can cause the reference voltage to shift, as shown by 
the dashed portiorn of the transfer curve. (The 50-per-cent 
point of the transfer curve indicates the position of the 
threshold voltage. The curve shifts to the left if the thresh
old becomes more negative and to the right if the threshold 
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becomes more positive.) When a noise level is then super
imposed on the nominal "O" level, its positive excursion is 
not quite so great before the input and output levels ar< 
equal. For the example shown. a voltage of -1.242 volts 
on the input is required to produce a voltage of - 1.242 
volts on the output. Thus, the noise immunity for the "O" 
state is (-1.242)-(-1.60), or 0.358 volt. i.e., 62 milli
volts less than that of the ideal condition. However, the 
noise immunity on the "I" side is (-0. 76)-(-1.242), or 
0.482 volt. The 62 millivolts Jost on the "O" side are picked 
up on the "I" side. (If the reference voltage shifted in the 
positive direction, the noise immunity would increase for 
the "O" state and decrease for the "I" state.) The shift in 
noise immunity (62 millivolts) is smaller than the shift in 
reference voltage (75 millivolts) because of the gain in the 
transition region, as evidenced by the slope of the curve. 
In the curve of noise immunity as a function of tempera
ture shown in Fig. 5, the smaller of the two noise im
munity figures is used. 

It can be seen that this technique of measuring noise 
immunity is a form of unity-gain concept applied to input
output de levels. A noise pulse amplitude which is less than 
the minimum noise immunity of a gate is attenuated as it 
passes through successive stages of logic. This concept may 
be extended to incorporate any degree of safety margin 
desired. For example, if the worst-case logic "l" and "O" 
levels are known and the maximum noise amplitude is 
known, the specification can be established so that an input 
voltage equal to the sum of the worst-case logic level and 
the maximum noise amplitude produces an output that has 
a magnitude within 25 millivolts of the worst-case reference 
threshold. Effectively, this approach imposes a "tolerance 
box" around the transfer characteristic that limits the ex
cursion of the nominal reference voltage to some desired 
percentage, as shown in Fig. 7. 

Another advantage of this simple definition of noise 
immunity is that the effect of load, voltage, and tempera
ture gradients can be determined, at least on an approxi
mate basis, by use of the nomographs described later in 
this Note. For instance, if the power-supply voltage is re
duced so that the logic swing is 0.7 volt rather than 0.84 
volt, noise immunity on both the "I" and "O" levels is 
reduced by (0.84--0.70)/2, or 0.07 volt. The effect of 
loading and temperature gradient can then be determined 
by subtraction of the deviation of the logic levels as a 
result of temperature and loading from the calculated noise 
immunity. This approach makes the valid assumption that 
the reference threshold remains essentially centered under 
voltage variations. 

This technique can be illustrated by consideration of a 
hypothetical situation. Under normal conditions at ropm 
temperature, the noise immunity of a ga!L is assumed to 
be 390 millivolts. The power-supply voltage is then reduced 
to -4.5 volts to reduce power dissipation. The nomographs 
show that the logic swing for the reduced voltage is 
(-0.75)--(-1.48), or 730 millivolts. The new noise im
munity is then 390-(0.84--0.73)/2, or 335 millivolts. 

If the "1" output of a gate is then loaded with a curren' 
of 2 milliamperes and cooled 20°C below the circuit it L 
driving, the "l" logic level shifts from -0.75 to -0.792 
volt, and the noise immunity is reduced to 335-((-0. 75) 
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-(-0. 792)], or 295 millivolts. The same procedure may 
be used with different voltage, loading, and temperature
gradient information. This technique is not "worst-case", 
but shows the trends of de logic levels and de noise im
munity under varied conditions. 

To this point, no mention has been made of the ac noise 
immunity of the gate. Because of the relative magnitude of 
the common-emitter capacitance of the differential current 
switch as compared to the total collector capacitance of 
the switch, the ac noise immunity is equal to or greater 
than the de noise immunity. Therefore, an input noise spike 
of amplitude "A" causes an output spike of amplitude "B" 
in the same manner that a noise level of magnitude "A" 
causes an output level of magnitude "B". Consequently, a 
de test is used to evaluate the noise characteristics of the 
gates because test results can be reproduced more easily. 

SYSTEM SPEED 
In a synchronous system, the speed at which a given 

logic operation can be accomplished may be predicted with 
some degree of accuracy when the gate and flip-flop delay 
characteristics are known. The following expression relates 
system speed f,. in megacycles per second to these delays: 

1 ff' 
le = t.,a(F) + n t,,a(G) + t 

where t,.,,(F) is the propagation delay of a flip-flop, t,,(G) 
is the propagation delay of a gate, n is the number of logic 
stages specified for ilhe system. and t is the time interval. 
just prior to the trigger time, during which the ac trigger 
level must be static. All times are expressed in nanoseconds. 
For two levels of logic in the simple system shown in Fig. 
8, t,,,(F) is 11 nanoseconds (as shown later in Fig. 15), 

CLOCK 

Fig. 8-Diagram of simple logic system. 

t.,,(G) is 4.0 nanoseconds (as stated previously for the 
CD2 l 50), and t is 8 nanoseconds (two gate delays for a 
six-gate binary configuration, as shown later in Fig. 14). 
The system speed C is then given by 

10·· 
f, = [9 + (2)(4.0) + 8][10-" s] = 40 Mc,s 

This expression can be extended to a worst-case equation 
as a ful1ction of maximum delay times which occur under 
various system conditions. In a system where long logic 
trains are used, the dominant speed limitation is presented 
by the worst-case gate delay. as shown in Fig. 9. 
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Pig. 9-System speed of a simple logic system as a function 

of the number.,of logic levels, n. 

EFFECT OF POWER SUPPLY, TEMPERATURE, 
AND LOADING ON LOGIC LEVELS 

The nomographs in Figs. 10 and 11 relate the logic "I" 
and "O" levels to various combinations of power supply, 
temperature, and loading. These graphs illustrate the flexi
bility of the CO2 I 50, CO2 I 51, and CD2 I 52 circuits in 
meeting various conditions peculiar to given systems. For 
example. an obvious way to reduce system power dissipa
tion is to reduce the power-supply voltage. However. re
ducing the voltage also reduces the logic swing. How small 
a logic swing can be tolerated is a function of how "clean" 
the system is. Another consideration is heavy Jc loading. 
When heavy de loads are applied to the outputs of these 
gates, the "I" level decreases to some extent because the 
emitter-follower outputs have some finite output impedance. 
This decrease in one of the levels also results in a reduced 
logic swing. The power supply may then have to be in· 
creased to counteract this loading effect. the amount of 
increased supply voltage being determined by the system 
noise-immunity requirement. The nomographs also permit 
determination of the logic levels of a circuit at a given 
temperature and load used to drive another circuit located 
elsewhere in the system at a different temperature. The 
detailed discussion of noise immunity of these circuits 
presented earlier more fully illustrates these concepts. 

The nomographs shown in Figs. 10 and 11 cover the 
range of typical parameter variations with temperature and 
operating points. They indicate the trends that typical units 
follow, but are not an attempt to guarantee worst-case 
conditions. Basical1y. the graphs are generated as follows: 
First, the de equation is written for the particular level to 
be investig-ated. Parameter variations are then inserted into 
the equation as a function of temperature. current, and 
other conditions. Finallv. either linear or logarithmic scales 
are constructed for the parameter limits selected, and the 
scales are geometrically positioned with respect to one 
another as a function of the moduli used in construction. 
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Fig. 10-Nomograph showing parameter relationship.\· of "" ECCSL gate for "I" level. 

For example, the equation for the NOR output "l" level 
(e,) is given by 

-[ R, - (3, Ysc, + VEE (R,/R,) 
e, = (3, + (R,/ R,) 

where I is the load current, R, is the collector resistor of 
the current switch, /3, is the common-emitter current gain 
of the emitter-follower output transistor, V "" is the base
to-emitter voltage drop of the output transistor, V,E is the 
power supply, and R, is the emitter-follower resistor. 

This equation can be rewritten with R, as a function of 
temperature and /3., and V ""·' as functions of temperature 
and current for the following assumptions: (I) the ratio 
R,/ R, is constant with temperature; (2) V,.o,., over the range 
from -4.5 to -5. 5 volts has a negligible effect on the "l" 
level output of the gate. The load current I and the ambient 
temperature t then become the variables to be placed on 
the graphs to generate the corresponding logic "I" states. 
A similar procedure is used for the "O" state except that 
V"' has a direct effect on the "O" level, and load current I 
is assumed to have a negligible effect. 

The use of the nomographs is illustrated in Fig. I 0. First, 
a desired temperature (25°C) is selected on scale "A" and 
a desired load-current condition (0.14 milliampere) on scale 
"B". A straight line is drawn connecting these two points. 
A second straight line is then drawn connecting the inter
section of the first line on the "a" scale with the same tern-
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perature point (25°C) on the "C" scale. The intersection of 
this line with the "I" scale indicates the approximate NOR 
output "I" level (750 millivolts). A similar procedure is 
used for the nomograph shown in Fig. 11. However, the 
"O" level is determined simply by connection of the tem
perature and power-supply points with a straight line. 

APPLICATIONS 

The simplest binary element that can be constructed with 
the high-speed ECL logic gates described in this Note is a 
de set-reset flip-flop circuit. Essentially, two inverting gates 
are cross-coupled, and the inputs to the gates are used as 
the set-reset inputs. Fig. 12 shows the hook-up and corre
sponding truth table when the CD2 I 50 dual gate is used. 
If CD2151 gates were used, external resistors would be re
quired on the outputs, but a power advantage could be 
realized. Two CO2152 could also be used. The complement 
of each output is available by use of the OR outputs of the 
gates. This feature might be utilized to relieve the loading 
of any one output. The propagation delay of the' con
figuration shown in Fig. 12 is 8 nanoseconds; the rise and 
fall times are 4 and 3 nanoseconds, respectively. 

Fig. 13 shows the CD2150 gate used in a "one-shot" con
figuration. The external RC network is used to generate the 
time constant which determines the output pulse duration. 
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Fig. 11-Nomograph showing parameter relationships of an ECCSL gate for "O" level. 
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Fig. 12-Simple de set-reset flip-flop circuit 

using CD2150 gate. Fig. 13-0ne-shot circuit using CD2150 gate. 
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The delay through the circuit is 8 nanoseconds, and the 
output rise and fall times are typically 4 nanoseconds each. 
The tolerance of the output pulse is a function of the RC 
network tolerance, the input-impedance tolerance of the 
level shifter, and the logic-swing tolerance. The CD2 I 51 
and CD2 l 52 gates could, of course, be used in similar 
fashion. 

Fig. 14 shows a six-gate arrangement used to produce a 
triggerable Hip-flop binary element. Although CD2 I 50 logic 
circuits are shown, three CD2 I 5 I circuits with external 
resistors to limit power dissipation or six CD2 l 52 circuits 
could. be used equally well. Because this six-gate arrange
ment is essentially two flip-flops connected in a dual-rank 
combination, no capacitors or other circuit delay elements 
are required. The arrangement is direct-coupled throughout, 
and is not sensitive to the rise and fall times of logic signals. 
The B,, B, flip-flop receives the input information when the 
clock voltage is high. and transfers it to the C,, C, unit 
when the clock voltage is low. Two de set and reset inputs 
are also available. As shown in Fig. 14, the information is 
applied to the inputs of the steering gates A, and A, and 
then, in turn, to the inputs of the B,, B, flip-flop. However, 
a high-level clock input blocks the B,, B, flip-flop. When the 
clock voltage decreases, the B,, B, flip-flop switches and 
transfers the information to the C,, C, flip-flop. The outputs 
of the B,, B, flip-flop are also fed back to the input steering 
gates to make A, and A, insensitive to clock pulse duration. 
New information reaches the B,, B, flip-flop when the clock 
returns to the high state. 

Fig. 15 shows the effect of fan-out on the maximum clock 
frequency and stage delay of the circuit of Fig. 14. The 
rise time, fall time, and noise immunity of the triggerable 
flip-flop are, of course, compatible with those of the logic 
gate circuits. 

A shift register can also be simply constructed by use of 
the basic binary element described above. Fig. 16 shows a 
block diagram of a five-stage shift register, and Fig. 17 
shows the waveforms of successive stages operating at 67 
megacycles per second with different register patterns. The 
waveforms shown were taken from a breadboard circuit 
that used conventional wiring techniques. No printed-circuit 
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Fig. 15-Maximum clock frequency and stage delay of 
flip-flop circuit as a function of fan-out. 

wiring or strip line was used. Printed-circuit wiring placed 
over a ground plane would present cleaner waveshapes. 
The information content of the register is shifted one stage 
to the right for each clock pulse applied. Setting and re
setting of the individual stages is accomplished when the 
clock input is high. 
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Fig. 14-Six-gate triggerab/e flip-flop circuit using three CD2/50 gates. 
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TRIGGER~ 

Fig. 16-Block diagram of five-stage shift-register circuit. 
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Fig. 17-Waveforms of successive stages of 
shift register with different register patterns; 

clock rah~ = 67 megacycles per second. 

The block diagram of a five-stage ripple counter is shown 
in Fig. 18. This counter counts the input frequency down 
by 2", where n is the number of stages. The register can be 
set to any initial condition by use of the appropriate set
reset inputs. Again, the basic six-gate triggerable flip-flop 
configuration is utilized. Fig. I 9 shows the waveforms of 

successive stages operating with a 70-megacycle-per-second 
clock input. The slightly higher repetition rate obtained 
results from the fact that the load on the clock source is 
considerably lighter because the clock is applied to only 
the first stage. Resetting of the counter is accomplished 
when the clock input is high. For setting or resetting of 
individual stages of a ripple counter, a slightly different 
arrangement of gate inputs and outputs is required. as 
shown in Fig. 20. 

CLOCK 

Fig. 18-B/ock diagram of five-stage ripple cou11ter. 

CLOCK INPUT 

VERT. SCALE ~ 0.4 V/OIV.; HORIZ. SCALE 10 ns/DIV. 

OUTPUT WAVEFORMS 

STA.GE I 

STAGE 2 

STAGE 3 

STAGE 4 

STAGE S 

VERT. SCALE = 0.4 VIDIV.; HORIZ. SCALE = SO ns/DIV 

Fig. 19-Waveforms of successive stages of ripple counter 
with clock input of 70 megacycles per second. 
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SET 

Fig. 20-Ripple counter with provision for setting and 

resetting of individual stages. 

Although the counting speed for the arrangement shown 
in Fig. 18 and described above is limited only by the speed 
of the lowest-order digit counter, the time.required for the 
"carry" to progress through several stages may be objec
tionably long. As each pulse to be counted is received, the 
bit counters change successively, one at a time. As a result, 
a time lag is required for the counter to present the indica
tion of a new total. Fig. 21 shows a parallel-carry ripple 
counter that substantially eliminates this time delay. The 
input pulse is sent on to the next higher order each time 
the corresponding counter is in the proper state. Thus, any 
stage that is going to change states will change when the 
clock pulse is present. Decoding of the register can then 
occur approximately one stage delay after the clock pulse 
is present. 

The requirement for extra circuitry to accomplish the 
OR functions shown in Fig. 21 can be eliminated by use 
of the CD2152 eight-input gate for the B,, B, flip-flop. This 
arrangement also provides higher speed because an extra 
gate delay between stages is eliminated. A triggerable flip-

FIG. 22 

13 

CLOCK 

* SEE FIG. 22 

Fig. 21-Parallel·carry ripple counter. 

CLOCK INPUT 

t4 SEE FIG.21 

Fig. 22-Triggerable flip-flop using CD2152 eight-input gate. 

flop configuration using CD2152 eight-input gates is shown 
in Fig. 22. The counter hook-up for binary element is 
shown in Fig. 23. Use of the parallel-carry counter is 
demonstrated in the next two logic arrangements. 

FIG, 22 

CLOCK INPUT 

Fig. 23-Three-stage parallel-carry ripple counter using CD2150 and CD2152 logic gates. 
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Fig. 24 shows a four-stage binary decade counter which 
incorporates the parallel-carry technique described above. 
The counter is capable of registering sixteen pulses. and 
an output may he oht~ined from the highest order upon 
the application of the sixteenth pulse. A four-order binary 
counter could therefore he used as a digit counter of radix 
sixteen. In the decimal digit counter with four binary ele
ments shown in Fig. 24, six of the sixteen stable states are 
nullified hy means of feedback techniques. 

For the arrangement shown in Fig. 24. a feedback gate 
is required. Stages A through O use CO2 I 50 or C02 I 5 I 
logic gates and C02152 gates to facilitate the parallel-carry 
technique. However. any combination of binary element 
configurations described thus far could be used. The photo
graphs shown in Fig. 15 show the successive stages of the 
decade counter opcralcd at clock rates of 5~ and 25 mega
cycles per second. These photographs were taken from a 
counter which used all CO2 I SO dual logic gates. Therefore. 
an extra gate delay hetween stages is introduced. 

A Gray-code counter is a counter that generates a binary 
pattern in which only one stage changes states at any one 
time. This type of counter is useful when de.coding is ac
complished without the use of a clock signal because no 
ambiguous condition exists while the counter is changing 
states. Therefore. no spiking appears at the decoded output. 

"A" 

0 

CLOCK 

Fig. 26 shows the gate arrangement necessary to construct 
such a counter. Fig. 27 shows the waveforms at the outputs 
of the stages with clock-frequency inputs of 10, 25, and 45 
megacycles per second. Although these waveforms were 
obtained from a counter using a C02150 logic gate, any 
combination of the three gates described in this Note can 
he used. 

A half-adder is a circuit capable of accepting two binary 
input signals and producing appropriate sum and carry 
6,utput signals. The term half-adder is used because, except 
for the lowest order. two half-adders per order are required 
for the addition of two quantities. Fig. 28 shows the circuit 
arrangement for a half-adder function using two C02150 
circuits. and Fig. 29 shows how two half-adder functions 
can be realized with three of these integrated-circuit pack
ages. The same type of logic functions can be generated by 
use of the CO2 I 5 I circuit with external components or the 
C02 l 52 eight-input gate. 

A full-adder is capable of accepting three binary signals 
and producing both sum and carry outputs. Fig. 30 shows 
the logic arrangement for ii full-adder using C02150 cir
cuits. A block diagram of a serial full-adder function is 
shown in Fig. 31. The one-bit delay needed in the "carry" 
feedback loop is provided by a shift-register stage comprised 
of six logic gates. as described previously. 

COUNT SEQUENCE 

B C 0 

I 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
I I 0 0 
0 0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

I 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 0 
ETC. 

Fig. 24-Four-stage binary decade counter incorporating parallel-carry techniques. 
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CLOCK RATE :: SS M.c/ $ 

(VERT. SCALE = 1 V/DIV.; 
HORIZ. SCALE = SO ns/DIV.; 

EXCEPT AS NOTED) 

CLOCK INPUT 

(O.S V; 50 ns) 

OUTPUT W.lVEFORMS 

STAGE 1 

STAGE 2 

STAGE 3 

CLOCK IHPUT 

{0.S V; SO ns) 

OUTPUT WAVEFORM 

STAGE 4 

CLOCK RATE :: 25 Meis 
(VERT. SCALE = 1 V /DIV.; 

HORIZ. SCALE = 100 ns/DIV.) 

STAGE 3 

STAGE 4 

CLOCK INPUT 

FEEDBACK 
PULSE 

CLOCK INPUT 

OUTPUT OF 
FEEDBACK GATE 

CLOCK INPUT 

OUTPUT WAVEFORMS 

STAGE I 

STAGE 2 

STAGE 3 

Fig. 25-Waveforms of successive stages of decade counter at clock rates of 55 and 25 megacycles per second. 
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CLOCK 1NP1JT 

Fig. 26-Gray-code counter. 

CLOCK RATE = 10 Mc/, 

CLOCK INPUT 

OUTPUT WAVEFORMS 

STAGE 1 

STAGE 2 

STAGE 3 

VERT. SCALE = 0.5 V/DIV.; HORIZ. SCALE = 0.2 µs/DIV. 

CLOCK RATE = 2S Mc/, 

CLOCK INPUT 

OUTPUT WAVEFORMS 

STAGE l 

STAGE 2 

STAGE 3 

VERT. SCALE = 0.5 V/DIV.; HORIZ SCALE = 50 as/DIV. 

CLOCK RATE = 45 Mc/, 

CLOCK INPUT 

OUTPUT WAVEFORMS 

STAGE l 

STAGE 2 

STAGE 3 

VERT. SCALE = 0.5 V/DIV.; HORIZ. SCALE = 50 "'/DIV. 

Fig. 27-Waveforms at outputs of successive stages of Gray
code counter H'ith clock input frequencies of IO, 25, and 45 

megacycles per second. 
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82 Y"Hr----0"'-c--l 

.,rµ.:...,-~-
lr2 Y:>-'-<"l'-------------0 

c,·•2·82 

CARRY : A· B 

Fig. 28-Half-adder circuit using two CD2150 gates. Fig. 29-Two half-adder functions using three CD2 l 50 gates. 

SUM = ABC +AeC+ABc+ABC 

CARRY=ABC+ABc + Aec+ABC 

I L ____ _J 

Fig. JO-Full-adder circuit using CD2150 gates. 

-''A''-

CLOCK PLUSE 

-i_ 
Fig. 31-Block diagram for serial full-adder circuit. 
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APPENDIX - Definitions 

For an ECL gate that has an ideal transition region (i.e., 
infinite gain), the reference threshold voltage is defined as 
that voltage which causes the output voltage of the gate to 
change states whenever the input voltage passes through the 
reference value from either a positive or a negative direc
tion. 

The delay and transition times of the gate are defined by 
the waveforms shown below, where t, is the rise time, to is 
the fall time, t,,, is the rise delay, and t, .. is the fall delay. 

OBSERVED "1" STATE 
90%- ----------------- -100% 

10%
v,N _ _,q ___ O_B_SE_R_V_Eo-·-u-"s-T-AT-E--!--~--o% 

••o .. , 

--'---------------'--0% 
OBSERVED "o" STATE 
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The RCA-CA3000 de amplifier is a monolithic silicon 
integrated circuit supplied in a , JO-terminal T0-5 package. 
This stabilized and compensated differential amplifier has' 
push-pull outputs, high-impedance (0.1-megohm) inputs, 
and gain of approximately 30 dB at frequencies up to one 
MHz. Its useful frequency response can be increased to 
several tens of megahertz by the use of external resistors 
or coils. 

Because full gain-control capability is inherent in the 
CA3000, it can be used as a signal switch (with pedestal), 
a squelchable audio amplifier (with suppressed switching 
transient), a modulator, a mixer, or a product detector. 
When suitable external components are added, it can also 
be used as an oscillator, a one-shot multivibrator, or a 
trigger with controllable hysteresis. Within its specified 
frequency range, it is an excellent limiter, and can handle 
input signals up to about 80 millivolts rms before signifi
cant cross-modulation or intermodulation products are 
generated. 

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION 
The circuit diagram and terminal connections for the 

CA3000 de amplifier are shown in Fig. 1. The circuit is 
basically a single-stage differential amplifier (Q, and Q,) 
with input emitter-followers (Q, and Q,) and a constant
current sink (Q,) in the emitter-coupled leg. Push-pull input 
and output capabilities are inherent in the differential con
figuration. 
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The use of degenerative resistors R and R, in the emitter
coupled pair increases the linearity of the circuit and de
creases its gain. The low-frequency output impedance be
tween each output (terminals 8 and 10) and ground is 
essentially the value of the collector resistors R, and R, in 
the differential stage. 

OPERATION OF THE CIRCUIT 
The CA3000 is designed for operation from a wide range 

of supply voltages. Operation from either one or two power 
supplies is feasible, as illustrated by the typical biasing tech
niques shown in Fig. 2. However, operation from two sup
plies is recommended because fewer external bias networks 
are required and, therefore, less power is consumed. 

The maximum volta.ge that can be applied across the 
circuit (positive supply voltage V cc plus negative supply 
voltage V csl is 16 volts. The maximum voltage capability 
(Vc..J of the differential pair is limited to 8 volts. Extra care 
must be used to ensure tH!it these values are not exceeded 
when the circuit is used to drive inductive loads. 

The operating-current conditions of the differential pair 
are determined by the base-bias circuit and emitter resist
ance of the emitter-coupled constant-current sink (Q,), as 
well as by the voltage between terminals 2 and 3. Each 
possible current condition is manifested by (I) a distinct 
set of de operating characteristics with differing temperature 
characteristics, (2) a particular value of gain having its own 
temperature dependence, and (3) a particular dynamic 
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Vccl+I 
9 

Fig. I - Schematic diagram and terminal connections 
for the CA3000 integrated-circuit de amplifier. 

output-voltage capability. For each value of voltage between 
terminals 2 and 3 (Y,m when terminal 2 is grounded), there 
are four possible operating modes, as described in Table I. 

Table I-Operating Modes for CA3000 DC Amplifier 

Shorted Condition Q, Emitter 
Mode Terminals of Diodes Resistor 
--;;:-- none in Ro+R10 

B 5-3 out R&+R10 
C 4-3 in R, 
D 5-4-3 out R, 

The operating characteristics for these modes of operation 
are summarized in Table II for various two-supply con
figurations with terminal 2 grounded anc: with V.,., values 
of -3 and -6 volts de. 

Table I I shows that the positive supply voltage can be 
adjusted for each mode of operation and for each value of 
negative supply so that the nominal de output voltage is 
zero. (Although the Y,·c value required for mode C for a 
V,.o,., of -6 volts de is in excess of the maximum rating, 
operation within ratings can be achieved with slightly nega
tive values of output voltage.) The use of these adjusted 
values of positive supply provides two advantages: (1) di
rect interstage coupling can be effected in a single-ended 
configuration, and (2) negative feedback can be introduced 
from a single output back to the appropriate input. For 
low-level applications in mode D with a negative supply 
voltage V,.,,., of -3 volts de and a positive supply voltage 
V cc of I. 1 volts de, the CA3000 has a gain of 24.4 dB, a 
dissipation of 6.2 milliwatts, an output capability of 2.2 
volts peak-to-peak, and a de output-voltage reference level 
of zero. 

The information in Table II can be modified for single
supply designs by simple addition and/ or subtraction of 
de values. For example, the correct information for a single 

Table II-Design Characteristics of CA3000 Operating Modes 

Single-ended DC output volts Positive Negative 
DC Supply Volts Operating midband voltage (Terminal 8 or voltage voltage Total power 

Positive Negative mode gain-dB JO to ground) swing swing dissipation 
v" ·-Vu Gv8 Vo,.., Vo,,.4;r* Va..,. 1,,, 

. -mW 
--6- ~ --A-- 31.2 +2.3 +3.7 ---=u 40 

6 -6 B 27.3 +4.3 +1.1 -5.7 36 

6 -6 C 34.6 -1.5 
+7.5 (saturated) 0 61 

6 -6 D 32.4 +1.0 +5.0 -2.4 47 
3.7 -6 A 31.2 0 +3.7 -1.4 33 
1.7 -6 B 27.3 0 +1.1 -1.4 25 

10.6 
-6 C 34.6 ( over rating) 0 +10.6 -1.5 83 

5.0 -6 D 32.4 0 +5.0 -1.5 43 
3 -3 A 27.5 +1.2 +1.8 -2.6 8.8 
3 -3 B 16.6 +2.6 +o.4 -4.1 7.4 

3 -3 C 32.6 -1.5 
+4.5 0 14 (saturated) 

3 -3 D 24.4 +1.9 +1.1 -3.3 8.5 
1.8 -3 A 27.5 0 +1.8 -1.5 7.2 
0.4 -3 B 16.6 0 +0.4 -1.5 8.4 
5.3 -3 C 32.6 0 +5.3 -1.5 19 
1.1 -3 D 24.4 0 +1.1 -2.6 6.2 

* Vo., .. ,. and Vomia are the ac swing extremities above and below Vodc· 
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VOIJT 
VouT 

V1N 

+VIN 
o--) 

OR 
GROUND o---) 

··V1N 

VOIJT 
OR 

GRO. 

(a) (b) 

VccC+I 

(b) (b) 

* Connection of terminals 4 and 5 depends on mode of operation, 

Fig.2 · Typical biasing arrangements for the CA3000 for operation from (a) two separate voltage supplies, 
or (b) a single voltage supply. 

supply of I 2 volts de for operating mode A can be obtained 
from the conditions shown in the table for mode A for 
Vee= 6 Vdc and VsF. = -6 Vdc by the addition of 6 volts 
to the values shown for Vee, Vn, Vodc, Vomu, and Vom1n· 
(It should be noted that the required voltage levels at the· 

... 
~ 
5 
u 
0 

0 
w 
0 

0.6 

~ -o.z 

! 
~-0.4 

in 

OUTPUT OPERATING POINT•Vcc-Vx 

D 

input terminals I and 6 and at terminal 2 are also 6 
volts higher. 

As mentioned previously, the four operating modes ex
hibit different temperature characteristics. Fig. 3 shows 
theoretical curves of de output voltage as a function of 

5 
g 
... 
~ .. ... 
~ 
0 
u 
C 

0 I -0.2 

I i-0.4· 
in 

-0.6 

VEE •-6Vdc 

-o:.96!,.,o,----;,.o,---~,~o--c!o,-~2'=0-~•"o--•e,o,--ccoo,----cc,o'=o-cc12"0,-7.1•0 
TEMPERATURE- •c TEMPERATURE - •c 
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Fig.3 · Theoretical curves of de output voltage as a function of temperature for negative-supply voltages 
of -3 and -6 volts de (calculated for 13 = 35 at 20°C). 
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Vee: 6V, VEE= -6V 

Vee• 3V, VEE• -3V 

0~ 

-I ~C'-----------------
-2~~-~~-~-~~--~-~~-~ 
- 60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 

-2'-c.5'_;:-_;:-;_.::-;;.-:-_;~_;;-~_:;~;:~:::::-+c---,--' 
-60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 BO 100 120 140 

TEMPERATURE - •c TEMPERATURE - •c 

Fig.4 • Measured curves of de output vol'tage as a function of temperature for 
negative-supply voltages of -3 and -6 volts de. 

VEE •-3\ldc 

16.6 
32.6 
24.4 

-2 

-!s"'o,----,-•""o----,2"'0----,_---,2"-o--•=-oc-----,c•o~----ae""o-~1±coo~-1"'20~----,'1•·0 
TEMPERATURE - •c 

-I 

-2 

Vu: •-6Vdc 

CURVE t~'~ci~~} 
31.2 
27. 3 
34 .6 
32 .4 

-:&"'o,---•-!co~--"'2""0---,0,-----=2""0-'•°'o-,6"'0,-~eo_-,1'"0""0-'"'12"'0--;-;1•0 
TEMPERATURE - •c 

Fig.S - Theoretical curves of gain as a function of 
temperature for negative-supply voltages of -3 and 

-6 volts de (calculated for~= 35 at 20°C). 

~ "° MODE A .. 
~ Vee •6V, VEE• -6V 
0 FREQUENCY(f)•IOO Hz 
>~40 PUSH 
-'I 
~z SINGLE ~;; 

r·o 

0 20 
-60 -40 -20 20 

temperature for each operating mode for negative supply 
voltages V,m of -3 and -6 volts de. The experimental 
curves shown in Fig. 4 are in excellent agreement with the 
theoretical curves except in the case of mode C. In this 
mode, the differential-pair transistors Q, and Q, were driven 
into saturation as a result of the use of symmetrical supplies 
(Vcc = V.,c) for the experimental data. The discrepancy 
could be corrected by use of somewhat higher values of 
positive supply voltage. 

Fig. 5 shows theoretical curves of gain as a function of 
temperature for the four operating modes with V.,., values 
of -3 and -6 volts de. With the diodes in (modes A and 
C), the gain decreases for both values of V.,v., With the 
diodes out (modes B and D), on the other hand, the gain 
increases with temperature for a negative supply of -3 
volts de, but decreases with temperature for a negative 
supply of -6 volts de. With the diodes out, there is a value 
of negative supply (approximately -4.5 volts de) for which 
the gain is independent of temperature. Fig. 6 shows meas
ured values of single-ended and push-pull gain for mode A 
with symmetrical power supplies of ±6 volts de. (This con
figuration is used in the remaining discussion because it 
provides the maximum sinusoidal output capability, as 
shown in Table II, and because of the convenience of ±6-
volt de supplies.) 

The typical single-ended voltage-gain/ frequency-response 
curve of the CA3000 for de supplies of ±6 volts in operat
iing mode A is shown in Fig. 7, together with the test circuit 
used for voltage-gain measurements. The Bode responses 
of the CA3000 are virtually independent of source im
pedance up to 10,000 ohms because of the emitter-follower 
inputs. The curves in Fig. 8 show that gain and bandwidth 
are virtually independent of temperature for operation in 
mode A with ±6-volt de supplies. 

Pl.JILL 

ENDED 

40 60 80 100 120 140 
TEMPERATURE - •c 

Fig.6 • Measured values of single-ended and push-pull gain for mode A operation 
with symmetrical power supplies of ±6 volts de. 
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Fig.8 · Normalized gain-frequency curves for CA3000 
at three different temperatures. 

Fig. 9 shows age characteristics for the CA3000 for an 
input frequency of I kHz, together with the age voltage
gain test circuit. When the age voltage at terminal 2 is 
varied from O to -6 volts, the amplifier gain can be varied 
over a range of 90 dB. 

rejection is 97 dB at a frequency of I kHz. Fig. 11 shows 
the test circuit used to measure the de unbalance of the 
amplifier (referred to the input), together with a curve of 
the input offset voltage as a function of temperature. 
Typical input offset voltage (with an assumed push-pull 
differential gain of 37 dB) is 1.5 millivolts. Fig. 12 shows 
curves of input bias current, input impedance, and dynamic 
output voltage as functions of temperature. 

Fig. 10 shows the test circuit used to measure common
mode rejection, together with curves of common-mode re
jection as a function of frequency and temperature. Typical 
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Fig.9 • AGC characteristics of CA3000 in test circuit 
shown at frequency of 1 kHz. 
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Fig.10 • Common-mode rejection of CA3000 as a function 
of frequency and of temperature in test circuit shown. 
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Fig.11 • Input alfset voltage of CA3000 as a function of temperature in test circuit shown, 
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Fig.12 · Input bias current, input impedance, and dynamic output voltage of CA3000 
as functions of temperature. 

APPLICA TIOHS 
Crystal Oscillator-The CA3000 can be used as a crystal 

oscillator at frequencies up to I MHz by connection of a 
crystal between terminals 8 and I and use of two external 
resistors, as shown in Fig. 13(a). The output is taken 
from the collector that is not connected to the crystal 
(in this case, terminal 10). If a variable-feedback ratio 
network is used, as shown in Fig. 13(b), the feedback may 
be adjusted to provide a sinusoidal oscillation. Output 
waveforms for both circuits are also shown. The frequency 
in each circuit is 455 kHz, as determined by the crystal. 
The range of these crystal oscillators can be extended 
to frequencies of IO MHz or more by use of collector 
tuning. 
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Modulated Oscillator-If a low-frequency signal is con
nected to terminal 2, as shown in Fig. 14, the CA3000 can 
function as an oscillator and produce an amplitude-modu
lating signal. The waveform in Fig. 14 shows the modulated 
signal output produced by the modulated oscillator circuit 
when a !-kHz signal is introduced at terminal 2 and a 
high-pass filter is used as the output. 

Low-Frequency Mixer-In a configuration similar to that 
used in modulated-oscillator applications, the CA3000 am
plifier may be used as a mixer by connection of a carrier 
signal at the base input of either differential-pair transistor 
(terminal I or 6) and connection of a modulating signal to 
terminal 2 or 5. 
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Vout 

(a) 

(b) 

Fig.13 - Schematic diagrams and output waveforms of (a/ crystal oscillator and 
(b) crystal oscillator with variable feedback. 

6V 

-6 V 

~ • MODULATING SIGNAL 
{600-0HM SOURCE) 

Fi!i-14 - Schemati'c diagram and output waveform of CA3000 modulated oscillator. 

Cascaded RC-Coupled Feedback Amplifier-The two
stage feedback cascade amplifier shown in Fig. 15 produces 
a typical open-loop midband gain of 63 dB. This circuit 
uses a 100-picofarad capacitor C, to shunt the differential 
outputs of the first stage. This capacitor staggers the high
frequency roll-offs of the amplifier and thus improves 
stability. 

The gain-frequency characteristic of the feedback am
plifier is shown in Fig. 16(a) for a feedback resistance R, 
approaching infinity. The low-end roll-off of the amplifier 
is determined by the interstage coupling. Because age may 

be applied to the first stage, the amplifier of Fig. 15 may be 
used in high-gain video-age applications under open-loop 
conditions. If feedback is used to control the gain, age may 
still be applied successfully. 

Fig. I 6(b) shows the a gc characteristics for the two-stage 
amplifier under open-loop and two closed-loop conditions 
at a frequency of I kHz. As shown in Fig. 16(a), the open
loop bandpass is 18 Hz to 135 kHz; under closed-loop 
conditions, the bandpass is 1.3 Hz to 2 MHz for 40-dB 
gain and 0.13 Hz to 6.6 MHz for 20-dB gain. The negative 
feedback thus improves low-frequency performance suffi-
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Fig. IS - Cascaded RC-coupled feedback amplifier 
using two CA3000 circuits. 

ciently so that the use of small coupling capacitors C, 
and C, involves little sacrifice in low-frequency response. 
If three or more CA3000 amplifiers are ·cascaded, the 
low-frequency roll-offs must be staggered as well as 
those at the high end to prevent oscillation. A three-stage 
cascade has a midband gain of approximately 94 dB. 

Narrow-Band Tuned Amplifier-Because of its high in
put and output impedances, the CA3000 is suitable for use 
in parallel tuned-input and tuned-output applications. There 
is comparative freedom in selection of circuit Q because 
the differential amplifier exhibits inherently low feedback 
qualities provided the following conditions are met: (1) the 
collector of the driven transistor is returned to ac ground 
and the output is taken from the non-driven side, and (2) 
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the input is adequately shielded from the output by a 
ground plane. 

The CA3000 has an output capacitance of approximately 
9 picofarads at a frequency of 1 O MHz. This capacitance 
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Fig.16 - (a/ Gain-frequency and (b) age characteristics of feedback amplifier shown in Fig. IS. 
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will resonate a 28 microhenry coil at this frequency and 
give a minimum Q of 4.55 when the collector load resistor 
is the only significant load. With this low Q, stagger 
tuning may be unnecessary for many broad-band applica
tions. 

Fig. 17 shows the CA3000 in a narrow-band, tuned
input, tuned-output configuration for operation at 10 MHz 
with an input Q of 26 and an output Q of 25; the response 
curve of the amplifier is also shown. The to-MHz voltage 
gain is 29.6 dB, and the total effective circuit Q is 37. 
There is very little feedback skew in the response curve. 
The CA3000 can be used in tuned-amplifier applications 
at frequencies up to the 30-MHz range. 

8000 
OHMS 

V1N 
Rs= 

500HMS 

m 

i 

32 

28 

24 

20 

~ 16 .. .. 
12 

MOOE A 

+6Vdc 

.::r:0.0015 
-=- ,,..r: 

-6Vdc 

Vcc•6V, VEE:-6V 
R1N effouT = 8000 OHMS 
OVER-ALL EFFECTIVE 

0=37.0 

9.2 9.6 10 10.4 
FREQUENCY - MHz 

Fig.17 - Schematic diagram and response curve 
for JO-MHz tuned-input, tuned-output, 
narrow-band amplifier using CA3000. 

Schmitt Trigger-The CA3000 can be operated as an 
accurate, predictable Schmitt trigger provided saturation of 
either side of the differential amplifier is prevented (hys
teresis is less predictable if saturation occurs). Non-saturat
ing operation is accomplished by operation in mode B 

+6V 

-6 V 

R1 
27000 
OHMS 

Fig.18 - Schematic diagram for Schmitt trigger 
using CA3000. 

(terminals 3 and' 5 shorted together) in the configuration 
shown in Fig. 18. Large values are required for external 
resistors R, and R, because they receive the total collector 
current from terminal I 0. Because of the high impedances, 
resistor R, is actually a parallel combination of the input 
impedance (approximately 0.1 megohm) of the CA3000 and 
the 0.25-megohm external resistor. The Schmitt-trigger de
sign equations (for a =: 1) are summarized below. In these 
equations, Q, and Q, are the differential-pair transistors, Q, 
and Q ... are the emitter-follower transistors, and Q, is the 
constant-current sink. 

STATE I: Q, off, Q, conducting (not saturated) 
V,, =: Vee (R,) - V.,., (R, + 8000) 

R, + R, + 8000 
where 8000 ohms is the output impedance of 
Q, (obtained from the published data). For R, == 
27000 ohms and Vee=: V.,. =: 6 Vdc, 

6V (R,) - 6V (35000) 
R, + 35000 

R, == (R, + 8000) v •• + V,, 
Vee - v,I 

R, == (35000) 6V + V,, 
6V-V,1 

V,1 == V cc - I, (8000) 

(A) 

(B) 

where I, == collector current of transistor Q, 
=0.48 milliampere in operating mode B with 
V •• == -6 volts de. 

V,1 == 2.14 V (C) 
V , 1 = Firing voltage for transition from state I to state II 
V,1 == V,1 0.053 - 1001. at 25'C 
V,1 == V,1 - 0.101 Vat 25'C (D) 

ST ATE II: Q, conducting (not saturated), Q, off 
Ys11 = Vee 
V,n == 6 V 
v,II =: (V cc - I. 8000) R, - V •• (R, + 8000) 

R, + R,+ 8000 

(A) 
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V _ 2.14 V (R,) - 6 V (35000) (B) 
•n - R, + 35000 

V , 11 = Firing voltage for transition from state II back to 
state I 

v," = v." + 0.053 + 100 1. at 25'C 
v," = v,11 + 0.101 vat 25'C (C) 

HYSTERESIS VOLTAGE 
Van=V,.1 - Vl!' 11 

Table III - Comparison of Calculated 

Condition Parameter 
I) V,,= -2V v., 

Vf·11 
Vm·s 

2) V.,,= -IV v •. , 
Vv11 

VHYS 

3) v., = 0 v., 
v .. " 
Vnn1 

4) V,,=+IV v., 
Yru 
Yun, 

5J v., = +2v v., 
Vrn 
VaYs 
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and 

3.86 V (R,) 
R, + 35000 

0:202 Vat 25'C 

From the calculations for state I, it is evident that either 
V,1 or R, must be a known design value. Because R. is a 
composite value, V,1 is the more reasonable choice. The 
ability of these equations to predict the Schmitt-trigger per
formance is evidenced by the comparison of calculated and 
experimental data in Table Ill. 

Experimental Data for Schmitt Trigger 

Calculated Experimental 
-2.IV -2.2V 
-3.19V -3.2V 
+1.09V +1.ov 

-1.IOV -1.0V 
-2.51V -2.45V 
+1.41V +i.4V 

-0.IOIV 0 
-1.83V -l.8V 
+1.73V +1.sv 

+0.9V +1.ov 
-1.15V -1.0V 
+2.IV +2.0V 

+1.9V +2.0V 
-0.472V -0.5V 
+2.43V +2.4V 
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Application of the RCA-CA3002 

Integrated-Circuit IF Amplifier 
BY 

G. E. THERIAULT AND R. G. TIPPING 

The RCA-CA3002 integrated-circuit if amplifier is a 
balanced differential amplifier that can be used with either 
a single-ended or a push-pull input and can provide either 
a direct-coupled or a capacitance-coupled single-ended ou,
put. Its applications include RC-coupled if amplifiers that 
use the internal silicon output-coupling capacitor, video 
amplifiers that use an external coupling capacitor, envelope 
detectors, product detectors, and various trigger circuits. 

The CA3002 features all-monolithic silicon epitaxial con
struction designed for operation at ambient temperatures 
from -55 to 125°C, and contains a built-in temperature
compensating network for stabilization of gain and de 
operating point over this operating-temperature range. It 
is supplied in a IO-terminal T0-5 low-silhouette package. 

Because the CA3002 is a balanced differential amplifier 
fed from a constant-current source, it makes an excellent 
controlled-gain amplifier. The gain-control function may 
be extended to include video gating, squelching, and blank
ing applications. Envelope detection can be achieved by 
suitable biasing of the emitter-base diode of the output 
emitter-follower transistor. Product detection can be ob
tained by re-insertion of the carrier at the base of the 
constant-current-source transistor. Various trigger and wave
form-generating circuits can also be achieved by the addi
tion of suitable external components. 

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION AND 
OPERATING MODES 

Fig. 1 shows the circuit diagram and terminal connec
tions for the CA3002 integrated circuit. The circuit is 
basically a single-stage differential amplifier (Q, and Q,) 
with input emitter-followers (Q1 and Q,), a constant-current 
sink (Q,) in the emitter-coupled leg, and an output emitter
follower (Q,). A single-ended input is connected to terminal 
IO or a push-pull input to terminals 10 and 5. A single-ended 
output is direct-coupled at .erminal 8 or capacitance-coupled 
at terminal 6. Terminals '. and IO must be provided with de 
returns to ground through equal external base resistors. The 
emitters of the differential pair (Q2 and Q.) are connected 
through degenerative resistors (R, and R,) to the transistor 
current source (Q 3). The use of these resistors improves the 
linearity of the transfer characteristic and increases the 
signal-handling capability. 

Transistor Q1 provides a high input impedance for the if 
amplifier. Transistor Q., preserves the circuit symmetry, and 
also partially bypasses the base of Q,. Additional bypassing 
can be obtained by connection of an external capacitor 
between terminal 5 and ground. The emitter-follower tran
sistor Q, provides a direct-coupled output impedance of less 
than 100 ohms. 
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9 Vee 

Fig. I-Schematic diagram and terminal connections for the 
CA3002 integrated-circuit if amplifier, 

When voltage supplies are connected to the CA3002, the 
most positive voltage must be connected to terminal 9 
and the most negative voltage to terminal 2 (internally con
nected to the substrate and case). The CA3002 may be 
operated from various supplies and at various levels. Opera
tion from either single or dual power supplies is feasible. 
When two supplies are used, they may be either symmetrical 
or non-symmetrical. When both positive and negative volt
age supplies are used, external components can be mini
mized, as shown in Fig. 2(a). For single-supply applications, 
a resistor divider and a bypass capacitor must be added 
externally, as shown in Fig. 2(b). The current through R2 

and R, should be greater than one milliampere. Except in 
applications that use inductive drive, equal external base 
resistors must be added at terminals 5 and 10 to provide 
base-current returns. Terminal 7 can be connected to ground, 
or to the negative supply if a larger negative-going voltage 
swing is desired at any operating point. 

For either single or dual supplies, the operating current 
in transistor Q, is determined by the bias voltage between 
terminals 1 and 2. The more negative point of this bias volt
age must be connected to terminal 2. For dual-supply sys
tems, terminal 1 is usually referenced to ground. 

For any given bias voltage (VEE when terminal 1 is 
grounded), four operating modes are possible, as described 
in Table I. In general, each mode is characterized by (1) 
a distinct de operating point with a characteristic tempera
ture dependence, and (2) a particular value of gain that 
has a distinct temperature dependence. 

When the diodes are utilized in the bias circuit (modes A 
and C), the current is essentially dependent on the tempera
ture coefficient of the diffused emitter resistors R, and Rn, 
and has a tendency to decrease with increasing temperature 
at a rate independent of the negative supply voltage. The 
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Table I-Identification of CA3002 Operating Modes 

Operating Shorted Condition Q1 Emitter 
Mode Terminals of Diodes Resistor 

-----
A none in R9+ Ru 
B 4-2 out R9 + Rn 
C 3-2 in R, 
D 4-3-2 out R, 

temperature coefficient of the diffused collector resistor R1 

is the same as that of the emitter resistor, and a constant 
collector-voltage operating point results at the collector of 
transistor Q,. However, the operating point at output termi
nal 8 is modified by the base-emitter voltage drop of tran
sistor Q,, and its temperature dependence. Typical variation 
of the output operating point with temperature is shown 
in Fig. 3 for the four operating modes for V,,,, supplies of 
- 3 and -6 volts. The voltage between terminals 8 and 
9 is denoted by Vx. In mode B (with the diodes out of the 
bias circuit), it should be noted that the output operating 
point is constant with temperature because the change in 
the collector operating point is cancelled by the change in 
the base-emitter voltage drop (Vnc.). 

When the diodes are out of the bias circuit, the current
temperature curves become dependent on the negative sup
ply voltage. Therefore, the value of Vc.c. can be adjusted 
so that the transconductance decreases, increases, or re
mains constant with temperature. As shown in Fig. 4, the 
gain increases with temperature for a -3-volt Vc.c. supply, 
but decreases with increasing temperature for a - 6-volt 
Vc.,., supply. At some intermediate value of Vc.c. (approxi
mately -4.5 volts), the gain should be constant as a func
tion of temperature. In any case, however, a constant ac 
gain with temperature is accompanied by a change in the 
collector operating point of transistor Q,. 

Fig. 2-Circuit configurations for the CA3002 with 
(a) dual voltage supplie,·, and (b) a single supply. 
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Fig. 4-Voltage-gain variation of the CA3002 (normalized to the 25'C voltage gain) as a function of temperature with VEE supply 
voltages of -3 and -6 volts. 

Table II lists typical design performance characteristics 
for the four operating modes of the CA3002. By use of the 
data in this table and in Figs. 3 and 4, it is possible to select 
the proper operating mode to provide the most transcon
ductance per milliwatt of dissipation, the specified output
swing capability, and the desired temperature performance 
for a particular desi~n requirement. 

In operating mode C, a valid non-saturated operating 
point may be obtained by use of non-symmetrical voltage 
~upplies. For example, when VEE is - 3 volts, the operating 
point will not be in saturation if a positive supply voltage 
of 4.5 volts or more is used (as indicated by Fig. 3). Re
sistor R6 may then be returned to the negative supply in
stead of to ground to ensure the desired negative swings. 

Table II-Typical Design Performance Characteristics for the Four Operating Modes of the CA3002 (Terminals 7 and I are 
grounded; temperature = 25 'C) 

Output Operating Voltage + Supply - Supply Power 
± Supply Point (Volts) al Gain (dB) Current Current Dissipation 

Mode Volts Terminal 8 to Ground at I MHz (mA) (mA) (mW) 

A 6 2.6 26.4 5.0 4.2 55.2 
B 6 3.8 22.5 4.7 3.7 50.4 
C 6 0 (transistor Q, saturated, transistor Q, cutoff) 
D 6 1.8 25.4 5.1 4.9 60 

A 4.5 2.0 24.0 3.6 3.0 29.7 
B 4.5 3.0 19.8 3.4 2.6 27.0 
C 4.5 0 (Q, saturated, Q, cutoff) 
D 4.5 1.8 24.5 3.7 3.3 31.5 

A 3 1.1 22 2.3 2.0 12.9 
B 3 2.0 14.5 2.1 1.5 10.8 
C 3 0 (Q, saturated, Q, cutoff) 
D 3 1.5 20 2.2 1.9 12.3 
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CHARACTERISTICS 

Input Unbalance Current. The input unbalance current of 
the CA3002 is defined as the difference between the cur
rents flowing into the base input terminals 10 and 5. Fig. 
5 shows a curve of in11ut unbalance current as a function 
of temperature. This unbalance current determines the 
maximum value of total effective external resistance that 
may be used in each base circuit (resistors R 1 in Fig. 2). A 
maximum value of 10,000 ohms is recommended for each 
base circuit. However, larger resistances may be accom
modated if the resistors can be adjusted to maintain low 
input offset voltages, or if the operating points of Q, and 
Q, are not in the linear region (as in trigger circuits). 

3.5 

.. 
'l 3.0 
I 
~ 
~ 2.5 
.J 

~ 
~ 2.0 

.... 
:, .. 
!: 1.5 

1.0 

', 

-75 -50 -25 

Vcc=6 v 
VEC-6 V 
MODE A 

--.. r--r---

0 25 50 75 100 125 150 

TEMPERATURE - °C 

Fig. 5-lnput unbalance current of the CA3002 as a function of 
temperature. 

Input Impedance. The input impedance is essentially a 
characteristic of the input emitter-followers, Q, and Q.,· 
Because these transistors are lightly loaded, they have paral
lel input impedances that are approximately 0. I megohm at 
low frequencies and rise to infinity and become negative at 
a few megahertz. In most cases, these impedances are 
negligible in comparison with the impedances of external 
base resistors or inductors. The input capacitance is 3 to 
5 picofarads. 

The input impedance decreases with decreasing operating 
temperature. A typical low-frequency value of parallel input 
resistance is 55,000 ohms at - 55°C. If a resonant line or 
tuned circuit that has appreciable impedance in the vhf 
range is connected to either input terminal, a series para
sitic resistor of 50 to 100 ohms should be placed in series 
with the input lead to prevent vhf oscillation. 

Output Impedance. The output impedance is essentially 
that of the output emitter-follower Q.,, and is a function of 
the current in Q,,. The current, in turn, is determined by the 
operating mode, the supply voltages, and the connection of 
resistor R., to ground or to terminal 2. In operating mode D 
with R, returned to ground and ± 6-volt supplies, the output 
resistance is approximately 80 ohms over most of the useful 
frequency range and rises to about 1 IO ohms (its highest 
value) at - 55°C. 

Frequency Response. The mid-frequency voltage gain of 
the CA3002 if amplifier is essentially independent of abso
lute resistor values, but depends on the resistor ratios. Fig. 6 
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6Vlr-------..-----' 
0.01 ½,,., 

Fig. 6-Voltage-gain test circuit. 

O.Oi f',F 

shows a test circuit used to measure the response character
istics of an iterative-coupled amplifier that uses an input
coupling capacitor of 15 picofarads. 

The response curves for several values of positive and 
negative supply voltage are' shown in Fig. 7. The gain of the 
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amplifier is reduced at low frequencies by the I 5-picofarad 
input-coupling capacitor and at high frequencies by the RC 
roll-off within the circuit. The addition of a 0.0 I-microfarad 
bypass capacitor at terminal 5 improves both the high
frequency response and the mid-frequency gain by eliminat
ing ac feedback from terminal 6 to terminal 5. 

If a wideband video response is desired, the I 5-picofarad 
internal silicon output-coupling capacitor of the CA3002 
must be replaced with a larger external coupling capacitor 
connected to terminal 8. The response curves for an itera
tive-coupled amplifier that uses 0.0 I-microfarad input
coupling and output-coupling capacitors are shown in Fig. 8. 
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Fig. 8-Efjective single-stage response characteristics for if 
amplifier using 0.01-microfarad coupling capacitors. Curve 

D represents operation with 0.01-microfarad capacitor 
connected at terminal 5 (not shown). 

The response of the amplifier is substantially extended at the 
low frequencies. If I-microfarad coupling capacitors are 
used, the low-frequ. mcy response can be extended below 
JOO Hz. Again, the addition of a 0.01-microfarad capacitor 
at terminal 5 improves the high-frequency performance. 
A shield separating the external leads at terminals 5 and 6 
also reduces the feedback and extends the response. 

AGC The voltage gain of the CA3002 can be controlled 
over a wide range by adjustment of a negative de voltage 
applied at terminal I. Fig. 9 shows the voltage gain at 1.75 
MHz (measured in the test circuit of Fig. 6) as a function 
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of 26 dB). 

of the de voltage. When the gain is controlled in this 
manner, the CA3002 can be used as an if amplifier with 
a 75-dB age range, or as a video gating, squelching, or 
blanking circuit with a similar range. The circuit function 
depends only on the manner in which the de voltage applied 
to terminal I is controlled. The age range is dependent on 
frequency, and decreases from 75 dB at I MHz to 60 dB 
at 25 MHz. 

Third-Order Intermodulation Distortion. Fig. 10 shows 
the peak-to-peak input signal required to produce third-order 
intermodulation distortion of 3 per cent as a function of gain 
control for the CA3002 integrated circuit. The maximum 
tolerable signal input for 3-per-cent intermodulation dis-
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Fig. IO-Third-order intermodulation-distortion characteristic as 
a function of age. 
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tortion is relatively constant over the entire age range, but 
increases dramatically as cutoff is attained. When the 
CA3002 is operated in mode A with supplies of ±6 volts 
and an age of - 30 dB, a peak-to-peak input signal in ex
cess of 100 millivolts is typically required for 3-per-cent 
distortion. 

Noise Figure. Because noise figure is an important design 
parameter for both video and if-amplifier applications, it 
was evaluated for the CA3002 over the frequency range of 
I kHz to 10 MHz. Fig. 11 shows noise performance as a 
function of frequency when a 1000-ohm source is used. 
The noise figure is 4 dB over a large portion of the usable 
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Fig. I I-Noise figure of the CA3002 as a function of frequency. 

range. The 1/f noise corner occurs at approximately 
15 kHz, and the high-frequency noise rise begins at ap
proximately 4 MHz. Fig. 12 shows noise figure as a func
tion of source resistance at I. 75 MHz. The typical noise 
figure is less than 4 dB. It is reasonably flat for source 
resistances from 500 to 2500 ohms, but rises rapidly at 
values below 500 ohms. 

When external base-bias resistors are used, terminal 5 
should be bypassed by an external capacitor for any stage 

which low noise figure is required. If the base-bia~ re
sistors are not bypassed, the noise figure increases. In a 

""" 1/01.TAGE 
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NC 
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practical receiver, bypassing may be avoided if the input 
at terminal IO is transformer driven (from a filter) and ter
minal 5 is grounded. In the later if stages, noise figure can 
usually be ignored. 
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Fig. 12-Noise figure of the CA3002 as a function of source 
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APPLICATIONS 

J!'our-Stage 1.75 MHz IF Amplifier. Effective if design 
for AM circuits requires consideration of both the signal 
level at the input stage (as a function of age range) and 
the acceptable signal-to-noise ratio at the output. The 
age action must be initiated at the first stage at the proper 
voltaee level to prevent excessive modulation distortion 
throughout the entire age range. This input-signal volt
age level is calculated to be approximately 25 millivolts rms 
for 100-per-cent modulation at an allowable distortion of 
10 per cent. Before the applied signal reaches 25 millivolts, 
the first stage must be gain controlled and completely cut 
off before gain control is applied to subsequent stages. 

Fig. 13 shows a four-stage I. 75-MHz amplifier used to 
evaluate the performance of the CA3002 amplifier for AM 

7 • 

NC ,. 
OHMS 

IN60 

7 • 

NC 

22000 1200 
OHMS pF' 

Fig.13-Four-stage 1.75-MHz if amplifier. 
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applications. A tuned circuit and a diode detector are 
connected to terminal 6 of the output stage to evaluate 
detected output and signal-to-noise ratio. The audio band· 
width of the detector output filter is 3 dB down at 4.2 kHz. 
The tuned circuit at the input is driven by a 50-ohm gener
ator and provides a I 000-ohm source to the circuit. The 
first stage is operated at reduced supply voltages (about 
± 3 volts) to reduce the required age control voltage. This 
lower supply-voltage level ensures that a sufficient control 
voltage can be developed by a separate CA3002 unit used 
as an age amplifier without introducing a separate supply 
voltage. An additional advantage of lower-voltage operation 
in the first stage is a reduction in noise figure. 

If desired, the first-stage tuned circuit in Fig. 13 can be 
replaced by a crystal filter and a transformer. Because the 
CA3002 input impedance is high and does not vary appre
ciably with age, no impedance variations are presented to 
the crystal filter. 

The voltage gain realized from terminal IO of the first 
stage to terminal 6 of the fourth stage is 85 dB, or approxi
mately 21 dB per stage. From the 50-ohm input, the typical 
voltage gain is 98 dB. Because the maximum signal-handling 
capability of the output stage is slightly greater than 0.7 
volt rms, gain control should begin when this value is meas
ured at terminal 6. The modulation distortion is acceptable 
over the entire 60-dB age range. For input signals greater 
than 8 millivolts, modulation distortion begins to increase 
because of fourth-stage overload. Overloading can be pre
vented by application of a delayed gain control to the second 
stage. The signal-to-noise performance as a function of in
put signal is shown in Fig. 14 . 
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g 
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I 

I/ GAIN CONTROL STARTED 

I 

"-,,. NOISE OUTPUT ,, 11 I · I 
10 100 1000 10000 

INPUT SIGNAL-MICROVOLTS 

Fig. 14-0utput signal and noise of the amplifier shown in Fig. 13. 

Envelope Detector. The CA3002 integrated circuit can 
be operated as an envelope detector in either of two ways, 
as shown in Fig. 15: (I) the emitter of the output transistor 
Q, can be operated at zero voltage by connection of an ex
ternal resistor in the bias loop of the constant-current tran
sistor Q3 , or (2) the current in transistor Q, can be reduced 
by connection of a large resistor (12,000 to 18,000 ohms) 
in series with its emitter resistor. 

In the circuit for method I, the current in the differential 
pair (Q, and Q, in Fig. I) is increased to the point at which 

the common-collector output transistor Q, is biased almost 
to cutoff. For this current increase, the constant-current 
transistor Q" is operated with terminal 4 open, and the 
emitter resistor R,, is shunt loaded by the external resistor 
at terminal 3. Envelope detection can be accomplished only 
in mode A with method 1. 

Although the output transistor is nearly cut off, all the 
other active devices are operating in their linear regions. 

+6\i 

+6V 

Fig. 15-Envelope detectors using CA3002 integrated circuits . 

For small ac signals, therefore, the circuit provides linear 
operation except for Oco which is turned on only by a posi
tive signal. The maximum acceptable input signal depends 
on the linear range of the differential amplifier. An external 
filter capacitor is connected between terminal 8 and ground 
to remove the rf signal from the detected audio output. 

In the circuit diagram for method 2 shown in Fig. 15, a 
fixed value of resistance (15,000 ohms) is used to reduce the 
emitter current in the output transistor (Q,) to approximately 
I 00 microamperes. This operating point provides the non· 
linearity for detection in transistor Q,;· Again, the remainder 
of the circuit produces gain because it is operating linearly. 
As in the case of method I, an external filter capacitor is 
connected between terminal 8 and ground to remove the rf 
signal from the detected audio output. 
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Fig. 16 shows the input-output characteristics of the 
envelope-detector circuits shown in Fig. 15. The usable 
range of input signals for distortion below 3 per cent is I 0 
to I 00 millivolts (20-dB range) for method I and 12 to 60 
millivolts (14-dB range) for method 2. Automatic gain con
trol of the if amplifier must maintain the input signals to the 
detector within this range. 

"' I-
..J 300 0 
2c 
..J 
..J 

" 200 
I-

ii' 
I-
::, 
0 

"' 
100 

" "' 
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 

RMS INPUT MILLIVOLTS (AT 1.75 MHz) 

Fig. 16-lnput-output characteristics of the envelope detectors 
shown in Fig. 15. 

Product Detector. A differential pair driven by a constant
current transistor can be used as a product detector if a 
suppressed-carrier signal is applied to the differential pair 
and the regenerated carrier is applied to the constant-current 
transistor. There are two requirements for linearity: (I) the 
circuit must be operated in a linear region, and (2) the cur
rent from the constant-current transistor must be linear 
with respect to the reinserted carrier voltage. 

The CA3002 satisfies these requirements and can be used 
as a product detector in the circuit shown in Fig. 17. A 
double-sideband suppressed-carrier signal is applied at ter
minal 10, and the I. 7-MHz carrier is applied to terminal I. 

1.7 MHz 

OCHJBLE-SIDEBAND 
SUPPRESSED CARRIER 

1.701 + 1.609 MHz 

50 +6V 

-6V 

Fig. 17-Producl detector circuit . 

Because of the single-ended output, a high-frequency 
bypass capacitor (0.01 microfarad) is connected between 
terminal 8 and ground to provide filtering for the high
frequency components of the oscillator signal at the output. 

When the amplitude of the suppressed-carrier signal and 
of the oscillator signal are varied, the gain and distortion 
characteristics shown in Table III are obtained. The con
version voltage gain is constant at input signals up to 16 
millivolts and would be 6 dB less for a single-sideband signal 
than for the double-sideband signal. The distortion in
creases with increasing input signal; for distortion of less 
than 1 per cent, the input drive level does not exceed 8 
millivolts. The gain maximizes for oscillator voltages of 
I to 2 volts, and the distortion characteristic is also best 
in this region. Distortion increases both at low oscillator 
drive levels (0.25 volt) and at high levels (3 volts). 

Schmitt Trigger, Fig. 18 shows the use of the CA3002 as 
a Schmitt trigger. In this application, the input is applied to 
terminal 5 and both the output and the feedback are taken 
from the output emitter-follower at terminal 8. The emitter
follower output isolates the feedback loop from the differ-

Table III-Performance Data for CA3002 as Product Detector 

v, 
v, Oscillator v, 

Double- Voltage Output at Conversion dB down from Fundamental of Harmonics * 
Sideband at Terminal 8 Voltage 
Voltage Terminal 1 at I kc/s Gain Harmonic 
(mV) (V) (mV) (dB) 2nd 3rd 4th 5th ~-

I 1.7 12.5 21.9 60 
4 1.7 50 21.9 51 61 
8 1.7 100 21.9 46 56 

16 1.7 200 21.9 37 46 
32 1.7 310 19.8 32 30 51 64 

4 0.25 22 15.6 15 42 44 
4 0.5 42 20.3 32 52 
4 1.0 60 23.5 45 60 
4 1.3 60 23.5 49 61 
4 1.7 50 21.9 51 61 
4 2.0 48 21.6 52 62 
4 2.5 31 17.8 49 60 
4 3.0 15 I 1.4 42 60 

*Harmonic Distortion Greater than 65 dB Down If Omitted 
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ential pair and makes it possible for the circuit to drive 
low-impedance loads. An additional advantage is that neither 
half of the differential pair saturates as the resistance of the 

+6V 

-6V 

ICAN-5036 

feedback loop is varied. Fig. 18 also shows the output swing 
and associated hysteresis of the Schmitt trigger as a function 
of resistor Rand the de input voltage level at terminal 5. 
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w I ... 
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R = 27 K 
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"' ~ ·~----------, 
§! 
... 5 
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:, 
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VHYS = 0.1 V 

R" 77 K 

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 

DC INPUT VOLTS AT 
TERMINAL 5 

Fig. IS-Schmitt trigger circuit and output swing 
and associated hysteresis. 
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Application of the RCA-CA3007 
Integrated-Circuit Audio Amplifier 

by 
R.G. TIPPING 

The RCA-CA3007 audio driver is a balanced dif
ferential configuration with either a single-ended or a 
differential input and two push-pull emitter-follower 
outputs. The circuit features all-monolithic silicon 
epitaxial construction, and is intended for use as a 
direct-coupled driver in a class B audio amplifier which 
exhibits both gain and operating-point stability over the 
temperature range from -55 to 125°C. Because of its 
circuit configuration (a balanced differential pair fed by 
a constant-current transistor), the CA3007 is an excel
lent controlled-gain audio driver for systems requiring 
audio squelching. This circuit is also usable as a servo 
driver. The audio driver circuit is available in a 12-
terminal T0-5 low-silhouette package. 

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION 

Fig. l shows the schematic diagram and terminal 
connections for the CA3007 circuit. The input stage 
consists of a differential pair <Q1 and Qz) operating as 
a phase splitter with gain. The two output signals from 
the phase splitter, which are 180 degrees out of phase, 
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are direct-coupled through two emitter-followers ( Q4 and 
Q5), The emitters of the differential pair are connected 
to the transistor constant-current sink Q 3. 

'!'he diodes in the bias circuit of the transistor con
stant-current sink make the emitter current of Q3 essen
tially dependent on the temperature coefficient of the 
diffused emitter resistor R 3• Because the diffused 
collector resistors R 15 and R 16 should have identical 
temperature coefficients, constant collector-voltage 
operating points should result at the collectors of' 
transistors Q 1 and Q2• However, the quiescent operating 
voltages at the output terminals 8 and 10 increase as 
temperature increases because the base-emitter voltage 
drops of transistors Q4 and Q5 decrease as temperature 
increases. This small variation in the output quiescent 
operating voltage is sufficient to cause a large variation 
in the standby current of a class B push-pull output 
stage when the audio driver and the output stage are 
direct-coupled. Resistors Ru, R12, R13, and R17 and 
transistor Q6 form a de feedback loop which stabilizes 
the quiescent operating voltage at output terminals 8 
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R10 

R4 
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(BOTTOM VIEW) 
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Fig. I - Schematic diagram and terminal connections for the CA3007 audio driver. 

and 10 for both temperature and power-supply variations 
so that variations in the output operating points are 
negligible. 

Resistors R1, R7, Rs, and R1 4 form the input cir
cuit; a double-ended input is applied to terminals 1 
and 5, and a single-ended input is applied to either 
terminal 1 or terminal 5, with the other terminal returned 

vcc (6 Vl 

VEE (-6 V) 

to ground. The CA3007 must be ac-coupled to the input 
source. In addition, any de resistance between terminal 
1 and ground should be added between terminal 5 and 
ground. Output power-gain stabilization for a direct
coupled driver and output stage is accomplished by 
means of an ac feedback loop that connects terminals 7 
and 11 to the proper emitters of the push-pull output 
stage, as shown in Fig.2. 

T1 
(STANCOR TA-10) 

200011q OHMS ~k 
OHMS 

Fig.2 . CA3007 used as an audio driver for a direct-coupled 300-mil/iwatt audio amplifier. 
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Connection of voltage supplies to the CA3007 audio 
driver requires that the most positive voltage be con
nected to terminal 9 and the most negative voltage to 
terminal 3 ( internally connected to the substrate and 
the case). The CA3007 may be operated from various 
supplies and at various levels. Operation from either a 
single supply (as shown in Fig.3) or from dual power 
supplies (as shown in Fig.2) is feasible. For dual
supply operation, symmetrical supplies must be used if 
the audio driver is to be direct-coupled to the audio out
put stage. For single-supply operation, the audio driver 
must be ac-coupled to the audio output stage, and the 
number of external components required increases. 

Vee (9 v} 

The external resistor R connected between terminals 
3 and 4 is used to set the class B output-stage standby 
cun-ent as required for a particular application. If the 
standby current is too low, crossover distortion will 
result; if it is too high, standby power drain will be 
excessive. Decreasing the value of resistor R reduces 
the standby cun-ent; for a standby cun-ent of 10 milli
amperes, R is typically 10,000 ohms. 

Terminal 2 must be grounded or, if an audio squelch 
is desired, must be connected to a positive voltage 
supply of 5 volts minimum. When terminal 2 is near 
ground, the audio amplifier functions normally. When 

T1 
(STANCOR TA-10) 

Fig.3 - CA3007 used as an audia driver far a 30-mi/liwatt audio amplifier. 

For operation from either single or dual supplies, 
the operating current is transistor Q3 is determined by 
the bias voltage between terminals 2 and 3. The more 
negative terminal of this bias voltage must be connected 
to terminal 3. For dual-supply systems, terminal 2 is 
either grounded or connected to a trigger circuit for 
audio-squelching purposes. 

APPLICATIONS 

Dual-Supply Audio Driver in a Direct-Coupled Audio 
Amplifier. Fig.2 shows the CA3007 used as a dual
supply audio driver in a direct-coupled audio amplifier. 
This amplifier provides a power output of 300 milliwatts 
for an audio input of 0.3 volt rms (V cc = 6 volts, VEE= 
-6 volts, V = 30 volts). For a voltage V of 6 volts, the 
output power is 10 milliwatts without transformer op
timization; the use of a lower-impedance transformer 
would permit power outputs in the order of 100 milliwatts. 
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terminal 2 is at 5 volts, the differential pair of the audio 
driver saturates, and the push-pull output stage is cut 
off. The squelch source must be capable of supplying 
a current of 1.5 milliamperes in the 5-volt condition, and 
0. 75 milliampere in the near-ground condition. 

For a symmetrical audio driver, there is no ac 
signal present at the base of transistor Q5. However, 
unbaliuices between the two halves of the circuit may 
require that the base of Q6 be bypassed for proper opera
tion. The base of Q5 may be bypassed by connection of 
an external capacitor (typically 50 microfarads, 6 volts) 
from terminal 12 to ground. Bypassing is usually not 
required unless high undistorted power outputs are re
quired over the complete temperature range of -55 to 
125°c. 

Table I shows values of harmonic distortion and 
intermodulation distortion for the amplifier of Fig.2. 
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Table I - Distartion Measurements for Direct-Coupled Amplifier Shown in Fig.2 

HARMONIC DISTORTION 
Output-Signal Level (m Vrms) 

Harmonic Power with 2-kHz Input Signal 
Distortion Output 

(mW) 2 kHz 4 kHz 6 kHz 

62.5 1000 9 3.0 
140 1500 18 4.0 
250 2000 25 4.2 
330 2300 27 6.0 

INTERMODULATION DISTORTION 

Output-Signal Level: 
at f, (2 kHz) ........... .. 
at f, (3 kHz) 
at 2f,.f, (4 kHz) ......... 

3rd-Order !MD 

lOOOmVrms 
1000 mVrms 

0.7 mVrms 
.. ...................... 0.07 % 

Single-Supply Audio Driver in a Capacitor-Coupled 
Audio Amplifier. Fig.3 shows the CA3007 used as a 
single-supply audio driver in a capacitor-coupled audio 
amplifier. This amplifier provides a power output of 
30 milliwatts for an audio input of 6.5 millivolts rms 
(V cc = 9 volts) with the transformer shown. 

The connection shown in Fig.3 still represents a 
differential0 pair phase splitter fed from a constant-cur
rent transistor. The two output signals from the phase 
splitter are direct-coupled through two emitter-followers 
which are capacitor-coupled to the push-pull output 
stage. Because of the ac coupling, there is no longer 

8 kHz 10 kHz 12 kHz (%) 

0.95 
2.0 1.4 1.0 1.24 
5.0 1.0 1.5 1.30 
9.0 3.0 2.0 1.27 

a de dependence between the driver and the output 
stage, and any desired audio output design or drive 
source may be used. As a single stage, the CA3007 
audio driver provides a voltage gain of 24 dB for a de 
power dissipation of 20 milliwatts with the harmonic 
distortion reaching 3 per cent for outputs of 0.6 volt 
rms at terminals 8 and 10 (without feedback). 

Both de and ac feedback loops are eliminated in 
the circuit of Fig.3. Although the de feedback loop is 
no longer required bacause of the ac coupling, removal 
of the ac feedback loop causes the output power gain 
to decrease about 1 dB for a 50°C rise in temperature. 
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Application of the RCA-CA3001 
Integrated-Circuit Video Amplifier 

BY 
G. E. THERIAULT 

The CA3001 silicon monolithic integrated circuit is de
signed for use in intermediate-frequency or video amplifiers 
at frequencies up to 20MHz and in Schmitt-trigger appli
cations. This integrated circuit can be gated. and gain 
control can be applied. The CA3001 incorporates the 
following primary features: (a) all-monolithic silicon epi
taxial construction designed for operation at ambient 
temperatures from -55 to 125°C; (b) balanced differential
amplifier configuration with low-impedance double-ended 
input; (c) built-in temperature-compensating network for 
gain or de operating-point stability .lVer the temperature 
range from -55 to 125°C. This integrated-circuit amplifier 
is available in a 12-pin T0-5 low-silhouette package. 

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION 

Fig. 1 shows the schematic diagram and terminal connec
tions for the CA3001 amplifier. The circuit consists of a 
differential pair Q, and Q,, the current of which is controlled 
by a constant-current transistor Q,. Transistors Q1 , Q,, Q,, 
and Q, are operated in the common-collector configuration 
to provide a high-impedance input and low-impedance out
put. Thus, the CA3001 provides double-ended input and 
output, and can be iteratively connected with low-value 
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coupling capacitors. The high-frequency response of the cir
cuit is determined primarily by the resistance and capaci
tance in the collectors of the differential pair Q3 and Q,. 

BIASING 

When voltage supplies are connected to the CA3001, the 
most positive voltage must be connected to terminal 9 and 
the most negative voltage to terminal 3 (internally connected 
to the substrate and the case). For typical operation, ter
minals 2 and 10 are returned to ground. If desired, however, 
automatic gain control can be applied to terminal 2, and 
terminal 10 can be connected to the negative supply to per,
mit larger negative-going output swings in the output 
transistors. 

The CA300 I may be operated with various supplies and 
at various levels. Operation from either a single supply or 
dual supplies is feasible, as shown in Fig. 2. When dual sup
plies are used, they may be either symmetrical or non
symmetrical. The use of separate positive and negative sup
plies minimizes the need for external components, as shown 
in Fig. 2(a). For single-supply applications, a resistor di
vider and a bypass capacitor must be added, as shown in 
Fig. 2(b). 
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'------------+---1--------+----{,,o 

R10 

Rg "" 
o, 

D2 
R13 

R12 

3 4 92CM-13571 v,, 
Fig. I - Schematic diagram and terminal connections for the CA3001 video amplifier. 

When dual supplies are used, the inputs (terminals I and 
6) are referenced to ground through equal external resistors 
(the maximum recommended value of R is 3300 ohms for 
linear operation). The current through the resistor divider 
R1 and R, should be greater than 1.5 milliamperes. For either 
single or dual supplies, the operating current in transistor 
Q, is determined by the operating mode. For any given bias 
voltage, four operating modes are possible, as described in 
Table I. Each mode is characterized by a distinct operating 
current and a corresponding voltage gain, both of which 
have a particular temperature dependence. 

Vee<+> 

(al l 

Table I-Four Possible Operating Modes for CA3001 Amplifier 

Operating 
Mode 

Shorted 
Terminals 

Condition 
of Diodes 

Q,Emitter 
Resistor 

A none in R 11 +R13 
B 5-3 out R 11 + R13 

C ~ ~ ~1 
D 5-4-3 out R11 

Table II shows typical design performance characteristics 
for the four operating modes of the CA-300 I at room tem
perature. The output operating point and voltage gain of the 
circuit are reasonably independent of resistor value, but the 

vee<+l 

vouT 

"OUT 

Fig.2 - Circuit connections for the CA3001 
for (a) separate positive and negative vol

tage supplies, and (b) a single supply. 
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Table II-Typical Design Performance Characteristics for the CA3001 Amplifier (terminals 2, 10, 6, and 1 referenced to ground) 
at 25°C Output Single-

Operating Ended 
Volts Positive Negative Power Voltage 

Opera- (Terminals Supply 
ting S1'l)plies 8 and JI Current 

Mode (±V) To Ground) (mA) 

A 6 4.3 8.4 
B 6 4.8 7.8 
C 6 2.8 9.9 
D 6 4.1 8.7 

A 4.5 3.0 6.0 
B 4.5 3.4 5.6 
C 4.5 2.0 7.2 
D 4.5 2.9 6.0 

A 3 1.8 3.7 
B 3 2.1 3.3 
C 3 1.0 4.4 
D 3 2.0 2.4 

current and power dissipation may vary with resistor values. 
Figs. 3 and 4 show theoretical curves of output operating 
point and power gain, respectively, as functions of tempera
ture for nominal resistor values with supply' voltage v •• of 
- 3 and - 6 volts de. The voltage between terminals 8 and 
9 or terminals 11 and 9 is denoted by Vx. Because the varia
tion of voltage gain and operating point with temperature is 
small for all operating modes, the choice of mode depends 
on application requirements. With a supply voltage v •• of 
-4.5 volts, voltage-gain variation is normally less than 0.5 
dB for all operating modes over the temperature range of 
-55 to 125°C. 

VEE• -3Vdc 

OUTPUT OPERATING 
POINT•Vcc -Vx 

-35 -15 

Y£( • -IVdc 
OUTPUT OP[~ATING 

POI .. T•Ycc -Vx 

20 •• •• 
TEMPERATURE-•C 

TEMPERATURF- •c 

MODE 

A 
B 
C 
D 

•• 

MODE 

A 
B 
C 
D 

Vx (25°) 

1.22 V 
0.86 V 
2.01 V 
1.04 V 

A • C 

" 

100 125 

Vx (25°) 

1.67 V 
1.19 V 
3.26 V 
2.00 V 

Fig.3 - Output operating point of the CA3001 (normalized 
to the 25°C operating point) as a function of t!>mpera

ture for VEE supplies of -3 and -6 volts de. 
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Supply Dissi- Gain 
Current pation at I MHz 

(mA) (mW) (dB) 

-4.7 79 15.5 
-3.9 70 12.7 
-7.9 106 17.8 
-5.5 85 16.4 

-3.4 43.6 14.6 
-2.7 37.6 10.0 
-5.8 58.4 17.7 
-3.7 43.6 15.5 

-3.9 22.6 13.0 
-).4 14.3 3.8 
-3.7 25.5 16.4 
-1.9 13.0 10.8 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Frequency Respon5". When the CA300l video amplifier 
is used in cascade, its high-frequency response is determined 
primarily by the RC roll-off at the collectors of the differen
tial pair Q, and Q,. The generator source resistance may 
affect high-frequency bandwidth; for full bandwidth capa
bility, the parallel combination of source resistance and 
base-bias resistance should not exceed 800 ohms. The low
frequency response is determined by the coupling capacitor 
and the base-bias resistance value. 

\/'EE• - 6Vdc 

MODE 25° C GAIN (dB) 

A 15.5 

il:m2~ 

;!v 
~1 ;~l;:u 
!~oF==±e=§l:1----=-:::;;:;;;::;::;::::=== 
5~ I ~ g• 
~~ ~ 
~ -I ---:c:--":----'---'----'---'--.,_---'-_ _JA 

B 12.7 
C 17.8 
D 16.4 

-55 -~5 -15 2'5 45 65 85 105 125 

VEE a-3Vdc 

TEMPERATURE- •c 

MODE 25°c GAIN (dB) 

A 
B 
C 
D 

13.0 
3.8 

16.4 
10.8 

~ ~!5~.=--.~3,:-5---~ .. ;--0---c2'c5--4~5;---,6L5-~85;-;-10",5;-~f25 

TEMPERATURE-•C 

Fig.4 - Voltage gain of the CA3001 (normalized to the 
25°C gain) as a function of temperature for VEE 

supplies of -3 and -6 volts de. 



Fig. 5 shows the circuit used for evaluation of frequency 
response of the CA300 I, together with the response char
acteristics obtained. The circuit is operated in mode C with 
supplies of ± 6 volts. The 50-ohm generator simulates the 
frequency and gain behavior for iterative operation. The 
curves of Fig. 5 show the measured response characteristics 
with terminal 6 bypassed and unbypassed. When terminal 6 
is bypassed, the voltage gain is down 3 dB at 16 MHz, 

MOOE C +-6 Vdc 

!50 l'F 
vrN C:I 

OHMS vour 

-6Vdc 

20 

.. ,. 
i 
z .. 
: 10 

: 
'.; 
g • 

oL...-..L...._...L....J._...L._ ...... _ _._..._...J_ __ ,,___ _ _._ ...... ~ 
0.1 1.0 10 100 

FREQUENCY-MHz 

Fig.5 - Frequency response of the CA3001 as a func
tion of capacitor C7 in the test circuit shown with 

terminal 6 bypassed and unbypassed. 

and is greater than 10 dB through 30 MHz. When the non
driven input (terminal 6 in the circuit shown) is not by
passed, the gain decreases more rapidly as a result of 
the feedback capacitance between terminals 7 and 6. 
This feedback can be minimized by use of short leads 
and inter-terminal shielding. A shielding method is to 
ground terminal 7. 

The high-frequency roll-off of the CA300 I is a function 
of the values of resistors R1 and R2 in Fig. I and their varia
tion with temperature. Fig. 6 shows the effect of temperature 
on high-frequency response. The variation in response can 
be accounted for by the resistance variation with tempera
ture; capacitance variations with temperature are a secon
dary effect. 

The internal capacitors provided at the outputs of the 
CA3001 (C1 and C, in Fig. I) can be used for coupling 
circuits in cascade for narrow-band applications. Because 
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r 16 

18r--------~c,,c;:v/c;V[E""6Vdc Ci=O.OI/.LF 

u 14 
~ 
::, 

~ 12 

e: 
10..____. _ _. _ _._.....__....._ _ _.__...__ ..... _. 
-55 -35 -15 5 25 45 65 85 105 125 

TEMPERATURE-°C 

Fig.6 · High-frequency 3-dB bandwidth of the 
CA3001 as a function of temperature. 

the value of these capacitors is small, the external base-bias 
resistors shown in Fig. 5 should be increased from I 000 to 
3300 ohms to improve low-frequency response. Fig. 7 shows 
the response characteristics for a single stage in which the 
input is applied to terminal I from a 50-ohm generator 
through a capacitor (equal in value to C2 in Fig. I), and the 
voltage gain is measured from the generator to output ter
minal 8. Because this arrangement simulates single-ended 
operation, the results can be applied directly to iterative 
operation. 

The voltage division between the input capacitance and 
the coupling capacitor causes a reduction in voltage gain at 
all frequencies. The fe~dback capacitance from output to 
input also affects the gain performance, as shown in Fig. 7. 

16 

14 

Vcc •6Vdc; VEt· -6Vdc 
MOOE C 
BASE-BIAS RES1STORS•3300 OHMS 

TERMINAL 
CURVE 12 6 

I GROUNDED BYPASSED 
2 GROUNDED UNBYPASSED 
3 OPEN UN BYPASSED 

FREQUENCY- MHz 

Fig.7 - Response characteristics of a CA3001 ampli
fier with capacitor-coupled input. 

Input and Output Impedance. Fig. 8 shows the parallel 
input resistance and capacitance of the CA300 I as a func
tion of frequency. The input capacitance is constant until 
it begins to decrease at high frequencies. The input resist
ance decreases through the frequency range from 0.1 to 10 
MHz. Because the input resistance 1s high m comparison 
with the external base-bias resistors used (3300 ohms 
maximum), the high-frequency response characteristic of 
the input is determined by the driving-source resistance, 
the base-bias resistors, and the parallel input capacitance. 
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Fig.8 - Parallel input resistance and capacitance 
of the CA300J as functions of frequency. 

The parallel output resistance of the CA3001 is low 
(approximately 70 ohms), and the output reactance is suffi
ciently high to provide little or no degradation of frequency 
response through the usable frequency range. 

Noise Figure. Fig. 9(a) shows noise figure as a function of 
frequency for a 1000-ohm source. The 1/f noise corner oc-

20 .. 
i ..... .. 
ii: 
.: 
~ 10 

0 z 
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000 1000 0000 2000 2000 
SOURCE RESISTANCE-OHMS 

Fig.9 • Noise figure of the CA3001 as a function 
of frequency and source resistance. 

curs at approximately 30 kHz; above this frequency, the 
noise figure remains flat at approximately 5 dB to 6 MHz, 
and then begins to rise. 

Fig. !}(b) shows noise figure as a function of source re
sistance for frequencies of 1.75 and 12 MHz. For stages 
in which noise performance is important, the source resis
tance should not be less than 500 ohms because of the 
rapid rise in noise figure at lower values. The noise 
figure of the CA3001 increases when non-driven base
bias resistors are unbypassed. For stages in which noise per
formance is important, the external resistor on an input 
base that is not receiving a signal must be bypassed if 
minimum noise figure is to be achieved. 

Gain Control. AGC can be applied to the CA3001 at 
terminal 2 for any of the four operating modes. Fig. I 0 
shows representative age characteristics for modes C and D 
at a frequency of 1 MHz. The threshold voltage is higher 
in mode C than in mode D because of the difference in 
the base-bias circuit for the constant-current sink tran
sistor (Q,). 
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MOOE C 

·I -2 -3 -4 ·5 -6 -7 ·B 

AGC VOLTS APPLIED TO TERMINAL 2 

Fig. 10 - AGC characteristics of the CA3001 
in modes C and D at 1 megahertz. 

The age range is dependent on frequency. At high fre
quencies, because the feedthrough parameters are primarily 
capacitive, it should eventually decrease at a rate of 
approximately 20 dB per decade. The average measured 
age range at IO MHz is 62 dB, and is 15 dB less than that 
at I MHz. 

Common-Mode Rejection. The common-mode rejec
tion of a differential amplifier is defined as the ratio between 
the full differential gain and the common-mode gain. It 
is a useful performance characteristic, particularly at low 
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frequencies. Fig. 11 (a) shows the common-mode rejection 
of the CA3001 as a function of temperature at a frequency 
of I kHz. The common-mode rejection increases with 
increasing temperature; a typical value at 25°C is 70 dB. 

Because the CA3001 can be used in many applications 
with a single-ended output at high frequencies, both the 
single-ended differential gain and the single-ended common
mode gain are of considerable interest. Fig. 11 (b) shows 
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both single-ended common-mode and differential-mode gain 
as functions of frequency. The common-mode gain is a 
function of the impedance ratio between the constant
current transistor (Q,) and the load resistor in one side of 
the differential pair (Q, or QJ. The common-mode gain 
increases with increasing frequency. 

The common-mode rejection is degraded if sufficient 
signal is applied to saturate the constant-current transistor 
(Q,). The maximum peak-to-peak input voltage without 
degradation of common-mode rejection is a function of the 
voltage supplies and the operating mode of the constant
current transistor. 

Harmonic Distortion and Swing Capability. When equal 
positive and negative supplies are used, operating mode C 
provides the largest swing capability because the output 
operating point is approximately centered. With voltage 
supplies of ± 6 volts de at a frequency of I MHz, the 
single-ended output is 1.3 volts rms for 3-per-cent distor
tion in mode C and 0.665 volt rms in mode D. 

The signal-swing capability was also evaluated as a func
tion of temperature in mode C with voltage supplies of ±6 

volts de. For 3-per-cent distortion, an output swing of 1.2 
volts rms can be obtained over the complete temperature 
range from 25 to l 25°C. 

For pulse-type signals, the total possible swing capability 
is important. The voltage at the coUectors of the differential 
pair may rise to the positive. supply voltage, V cc, and fall to 
the saturation level. If the bases of the input emitter
followers are maintained at zero potential, the emitters of 
the differential pair are negative by twice the base-to-emitter 

Vee cs Vdcl 

VEE (-6 Vdc} 

( b) 

"OUT 

COMMON-MOOE 

GAIN• :~T 

Fig. I I - Common-mode rejection ond voltoge-gain 
characteristics of the CA3001 as a function 

of temperature and frequency. 

voltage drop, VnE, or a;,proximately - 1.4 volts. If the sat
uration voltage is assumed to be 0.2 volt, the collectors 
drop to about - 1.2 volts before saturation. Therefore, the 
total swing available at the collectors is approximately 
V cc + 1.2 volts; for a V cc of 6 volts, the swing is 7 .2 volts. 
The output voltage swing is lower than this value by VnE, 
or from 5.3 to -2.0 volts. This total swing capability can 
be realized only when the resistors R3 and Ra (terminal 
I 0) are returned to the negative supply voltage (terminal I 0 
shorted to terminal 3). Selection of the operating point to 
obtain most of the available total swing in one direction 
involves proper choice of the operating mode and the nega
tive supply voltage. 

APPLICATIONS 

Cascaded Stages. Over-all performance characteristics for 
three CA300 I stages operated in cascade are shown in Fig. 
12. The need for supply decoupling is minimized by the 
symmetry of the circuit, which ensures equal and out-of
phase currents in the supply leads. Three circuits in close 
proximity can provide stable over-all gains of approximately 
65 dB. A further advantage of the CA300 I in cascade is 
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that a gain increase of 6 dB accrues each time a double
ended output is used. 

Table III and Fig. 12 show the performance of the 
CA300 I in the three-stage cascade circuit for various values 
of supplies and coupling capacitors. The only advantage of 

Voltage Gain = 20 log V 1 OUT 
VIN 

Fig.12 · Three-stage CA3001 cascade amplifier 
and frequency-response characteristics. 

±6-volt supplies as compared to ±4.5-volt supplies is a 
larger output-swing capability. The use of ±4.5-volt 
supplies entails no sacrifice in bandwidth and little gain 
loss, and provides a saving in power dissipation of almost 
2 to I. Better signal-to-noise performance can be achieved 

Table III-Performance of CA3001 Cascade Amplifier shown in Fig. 12 

Coupling Capacitor 0.0Zµ.F JOOpF 

Voltage Supplies ±6 ±4.5 ±6 ±4.5 Vdc 

Power Dissipation 276 146 276 146 mW 

Single-Ended-Output 64.5 63 60.5 57.5 dB 
Midband Gain 

3-dB Response Upper 9 9 10.5 10.5 MHz 
Lower 0.0125 0.0125 1.9 1.9 MHz 

AGCRange 65 63 61 59 dB 

Output Signal for 3-per-cent Distortion 1.3 1.15 1.15 0.7 Vrms 

Input Signal for 3-dB Signal-to-Noise Ratio 26 14 20 18.5 i,Vrms 
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with no change in bandwidth if a higher value of source 
resistor is used (e.g., 800 ohms, rather than the value of 50 
ohms shown in Fig. 12). The age range of the cascaded cir
cuits was IO dB Jess than that for an individual circuit be
cause no interstage shielding was provided and double-ended 
output was not used. 

The CA300 I was also evaluated in a three-stage cascade 
arrangement in which the internal capacitors were used for 
coupling. The circuit diagram for this evaluation is shown 
in Fig. 13, and the measured characteristics are shown in 
Table IV and Fig. 13. 

Schmitt Trigger, The CA300 I has an advantage in 
Schmitt-trigger applications because the emitter-follower 
outputs isolate the impedances of the feedback loop from the 
differential stage. These outputs are also capable of driving 
low-impedance loads. When symmetrical power supplies of 
up to ±6 volts are used, the CA3001 operates without 
saturation of the basic differential pair (Q;; and QJ. For each 
of the four operating modes, a complete offset at the input 
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Table IV-Performance of CA3001 Cascade Amplifier shown 
in Fig. 13 

Operating Mode C 

Voltage Supplies ±6 Vdc 

Power Dissipation 276 mW 

Single-Ended-Output 51.5 dB 
Midband Gain 

3-dB Reponse Upper 11.3 MHz 
Lower 1.8 MHz 

Output Signal for 3-per-cent 0.85 Vrms 
Distortion 

Input Signal for 19 ,u.Vrms 
3-dB Signal-to-Noise Ratio 

that causes all the sink-transistor current to pass through 
either Q" or Q, does not bring these transistors into satura
tion. As a result, uncertainties resulting in hysteresis predic
tion caused by storage time are eliminated. 

Vee(+) 

0.011,1,F 1 

60 Ycc•6Vdc; VEE •-6Vdc 
MODE C 

"h~,--,1----:,-+-~--¼---l4c-*"•-~-+--,-'-,1;--~,oo 
FREQUENCY- MHz 

Voltage Gain = 20 log V 1 OUT 
VIN 

Fig.13 - Three-stage CA3001 cascade amplifier 
using internal capacitors for coupling and 

frequency-response characteristics, 
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When the CA3001 is connected as a Schmitt trigger, as 
shown in Fig. I 4, the firing points can be changed by ad
justment of the resistor R 2 • This resistor value effectively 
sets the voltage at the input terminal 6 and requires that the 
input firing voltage at terminal I approach this value to ob
tain trigger action. The hysteresis voltages obtained for vari
ous trigger levels in the circuit of Fig. 14 are shown in 
TableV. 

R1 
4.7 K 

Table ¥-Performance Data for CA3001 Used 
as a Schmitt Trigger 

Input Firing Volts 
Transition Transition 

from State 1 from State 2 
to State 2 to State 1 

3.0 
1.1 

-1.4 
-3.2 

1.5 
0.1 

-1.9 
-3.2 

Hysteresis 
Volts 

1.5 
1.0 
0.5 

0 

R, 
Approximate 

Setting 

max. resistance 

decreasing 
R, 

Fig.14 · CA3001 Schmitt trigger. 
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Application of the RCA-CA3028A and CA3028B 
Integrated-Circuit RF Amplifiers 

in the HF and VHF Ranges 

by 

H. M. KLEINMAN 

The CA3028A and CA3028B monolithic-silicon inte
grated circuits are single-stage differential amplifiers. 
Each circuit also contains a constant-current transistor 
and suitable biasing resistors. The circuits are ix-imarily 
intended for service in communications systems operating 
at frequencies upto 100 MHz with single power supplies. 
This Note provides technical data and recommended 
circuits for use of the CA3028A and CA3028B in the 
following applications: 

• RF Amplifier 

• Autodyne Converter 

• IF Amplifier 

• Limiter 

In addition to the applications listed above, the 
CA3028A and CA3028B are suitable for use in a wide 
range of applications in de, audio, and pulse ampli
fier service; they have been used as sense amplifiers, 
preamplifiers for low-level transducers, and de differ
ential amplifiers. The CA3028B, which features tight 
control of operating current, input offset voltage, and 

input bias and offset current, is recommended for those 
applications in which balance and operating conditions 
are important. 

Useful information concerning operation of the 
CA3028A and CA3028B in mixers, oscillators, balanced 
modulators, and similar circuits may be found in ICAN-
5022, "Application of the RCA CA3004, CA3005, and 
CA3006 Integrated-Circuit RF Amplifiers." Biasing 
considerations for the CA3028A and CA3028B differ 
from the types discussed in ICAN-5022; however, dy
namic performance is quite similar to that of the CA3005 
and CA3006. ICAN-5022 contains circuits that illus
trate operation from dual supplies which, when available, 
can simplify the biasing of the CA3028A or CA3028B. 

Both the CA3028A and CA3028B are supplied in an 
&-terminal T0-5 package which assures minimum inter
lead capacitance and consequently excellent stability 
in high-frequency circuits. The spacing of the leads on 
the hermetically sealed package permits installation of 
the integrated circuits on printed circuit boards by wave
soldering techniques. 
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Circuit Description 

The circuit diagram and terminal connections for 
the CA3028A and CA3028B are shown in Fig. l. The 
circuit is basically a single-stage differential amplifier 
composed of transistors Q1 and Q2 driven from a con
stant-current source Q3. A single-ended input may be 
connected to terminal 1 or terminal 5, or push-pull in
puts to terminals 1 and 5. Each of these terminals must 
be provided with a biasing network. Care must be taken 
to insure that the bias voltages on terminals 1 and 5 
are nearly equal when balanced operation is desired. 
This can only be achieved in practice by using a single 
voltage divider as shown in Fig.2(a). Bias is first 
established on the base of one transistor, in this case 
Q1, through terminal 1. The base of the second tran
sistor, Q2 in Fig.2(a), is then connected to the first 
through a low-valued de impedance. In Fig.2(a), the in
ductive winding of the input transformer provides the 

+Vee 

2R 

Fig.I - Schematic diagram and terminal connections for 
the CA3028A and CA3028B integrated circuits. 

(d) 

(f) 

osc. 
FREQ. 

Fig.2 - Connections for the CA3028A and CA3028B for use as (a) a balanced differential omplifier with a controlled 
constant-current-source drive and age capability; (bl a cascade amplifier with a constant-impedance age capability; 

(c) a cascade amplifier with conventional age capability; (di a converter; (e) a mixer; (f) an oscillator. 
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low-resistance path. An rf choke or low-valued resistor 
may be used in place of transformer coupling, but 
caution must be exercised because even as little as 100 
ohms may cause serious unbalance in some applications. 
A single-ended output may be taken from terminal 6 or 
terminal 8, or push-pull outputs from terminals 6 and 8. 
In systems with a single power supply of up to 12 volts, 
terminal 7 is connected to the highest positive potential 
for maximum gain. Other operating points can be select
ed by application of a varying bias voltage (age) to Q3. 

The circuit diagrams in Fig.2 illustrate the flexi
bility of the CA3028A and CA3028B. Terminal connec
tions are shown for a differential amplifier driven from 
a controlled constant-current source that has age capa
bility; a cascode amplifier with constant-impedance or 
conventional age capability; a converter; a mixer; and 
an oscillator. The cascode mode of operation is recom
mended for applications that require higher gain. The 

differential mode is preferred when good limiting is 
required. 

Operating Modes 

The CA3028A and CA3028B integrated-circuit rf 
amplifiers can be operated in either the differential mode 
or the cascode mode. Applications using the differential 
mode are distinguished by high input impedance, good 
gain-control characteristics, large input-signal-handling 
capability, and good limiting. 

For ease of design. of systems using the CA3028A 
and CA3028B, admittance or "y" parameters are shown 
in Fig.3 for the differential mode and in Fig.4 for the 
cascode mode. It should be noted that the y parameters 
of the more complex differential ~d t,ascode amplifier 
stages differ from those of simple common-emitter tran
sistor stages. 
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Fig.3 - Y parameters of the CA3028A and CA3028B in 
the differential-amplifier connection. 
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Fig.4 - Y parameters of the CA3028A and CA30288 in 
the cascade connection. 

For quick reference, values for input and output parallel 
RC networks and transconductance values are listed in 
Table I for the differential amplifier and in Table II for 
the cascode amplifier, 

Although the reverse transfer admittance Y12 of the 
CA3028A oc CA3028B is low for either cascode or dif-
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ferential operation, circuit-layout-induced instability can 
occur in high-gain amplifiers. Circuit layout is of 
paramount importance in both modes because undesirable 
coupling admittances can be much greater than the 
CA3028A or CA3028B admittances. Attention to layout 
and shielding is imperative if proper advantage is to be 
taken of the low feedback of the CA3028A and CA3028B. 
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Table I Input and Output Parallel RC Network Component Values, 
Transconductance Values, and Performance Data for the 
CA3028A and CA3028B Integrated Circuits in the Dif
ferential Amplifier. 

Frequency 
Input Parallel Output Parallel Transcon-
RC Network RC Network ductance 

R;n C;n Rout Caul &n 
(MHz) (ohms) (pF) (ohms) (pF) (millimhos) 

10.7 1800 8 2.2 X la4 4 35 

100 500 4.5 J. 8 X 1Q3 4 15 

Table II Input and Output Paral lei RC Network Component Values, 
Transconductance Values, and Performance Data for the 
CA3028A and CA3028B Integrated Circuit Cascade 
Amplifier. 

Frequency Input Parat lei Output Parallel Transcon-
RC Network RC Network ductance 

R;n C;n Rout Caul gm 
(MHz) (ohms) (pF) (ohms) (pF) (millimhos) 

10.7 900 22 -1.67 x liJ5 3 .I 100 
100 170 6.3 -5 X 1()5 3.5 14 

Differential Amplifier 

The differential amplifier shown in Fig.2(a) is 
designed for operation at 10.7 MHz and 100 MHz. Be
cause the amplifier consists essentially of a common
collector stage driving a common-base stage, the input 
admittance Y11, the output admittance Y22• and the 
forward transfer admittance Y21 are decreased by a 
factor of two. The reverse transfer admittance Y12 is 
typically 140 times lower than that of a single common
emitter transistor at 10. 7 MHz, and 10 times lower at 
100 MHz. As a result, the CA3028A and CA3028B can 
be aligned easily in if strips without need for neutral
ization. 

The transfer characteristic in Fig.5(a) shows the 
excellent limiting capabilities of the CA3028A and 
CA3028B differential amplifiers. This limiting per
formance is achieved because the constant-current 
transistor Q3 limits the circuit operating current so 
that the collectors of the differential-pair transistors 
Q1 and Q2 do not saturate. Table III shows the maxi
mum permissible load resistances for non-saturating 
operation when single supply voltages of 9 and 12 
volts are used. 

When linear operation over a wide input-voltage 
range is imperative, age voltage may be applied to the 
constant-current source Q3 at terminal 7. Gain-control 
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Fig.5 - Characteristics of the CA3028A and CA3028B in 
the differential-amplifier connection: (a) 10.7-MHz 

transfer characteristics; (b) age capabilities; 
(c) power gain as a function of noise figure. 
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Table Ill Maximum Load Resistance Permissible for Non-Saturating 
Operation with +9 and +12 volt Single-Supply Voltages 

Vee ICJ + lc2 
Maximum 

Tuned Load 

(volts) (milliamperes) (ohms) 

~ 5.0 3.6 K 
+12 6.8 3.5 K 

RL = Vce/leJ + IC2 Resistive Load 

RL = 2 Vee/le 1 + IC2 Tuned Load 

Maximum 
Resistive Load 

(ohms) 

1.8 K 
UK 

capabilities are -60 dB at 10. 7 MHz and -46 dB at 
100 MHz, as shown in Fig.5(b). Fig.5(c) shows curves 
of power gain and noise figure as a function of age 
voltage. The combination of an optimum noise figure 
of 5.5 dB and a power gain of 15 dB at 100 MHz makes 
this circuit suitable for use as an rf amplifier in the 
commercial FM band. 

Cascade Amplifier 

When the CA3028A or CA3028B is used in the 
cascode configurationforrf-amplifier circuits, a common
emitter stage drives a common-base stage. The input 
admittance Yll is essentially that of a common-emitter 
stage, and the forward transfer admittance y21 is that of 
a common-emitter stage times the common-base alpha. 
Because of the high-impedance drive source for the com
mon-base stage, the output admittance y22 is quite low 
at low frequencies (0.6 µmho). The reverse transfer 
admittance y12 for the cascode circuit is 900 times less 
than that for a single-stage common-emitter at 10. 7 
MHz, and 35 times !es!'. at 100 MHz. As in the differen
tial amplifier, ease in tuning is obtained without need 
for neutralization. 

The transfer characteristic in Fig.6 shows the 
suitability of the cascode configuration for age take-off 
for FM front-end controls. 

Applications 

The typical applications described below illustrate 
the use of the CA3028A and CA3028B integrated-circuit 
rf amplifiers in b0''i. the differential and the cascode 
modes. 

10.7-MHz Cascade IF Amplifier. Fig.7 shows an 
FM if strip in which the CA3028A or CA3028B is used 
in a high-gain, high-performance cascode configuration 
in conjunction with a CA3012 integrated-circuit wide
band amplifier. The CA3012 is used in the last stage 
because of the high gain of 74 dB input to the 400-ohm
load ratio-detector transformer T4. An input of approx
imately 400 microvolts is required at the base of the 
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Fig.6 - 10.7-MHz transfer characteristics af the CA3028A 
and CA30288 in the cascode connection. 

CA3012 for -3 dB below full limiting. An impedance
transfer device and filter must be connected between the 
CA3012 base (terminal 1) and the output of the CA3028A 
or CA3028B (terminal 6). The insertion loss of this 
filter should be kept near 6 dB <1:2 ratio ofloaded to 
unloaded Q) so that all possibh gain can be realized up 
to the CA3012 base. In addition to this insertion loss, 
a voltage step-down loss of 5.8 dB in the interstage 
filter is unavoidable. Therefore, the total voltage loss 
is approximately 9 to 14 dB, and an output of 1500 to 
2000 microvolts must be available from the CA3028A or 
CA3028B to irovide the required 400-microvolt input 
to the CA3012. 

The voltage gain of the CA3028A or CA3028B into 
a 3000--ohm load is determined as follows: 

VG = _-_Y2_1_ 

Y22 + YL 

100 X 10-3 
----= 300 = 49 dB 
0.33 X 10-3 

This calculation indicated a sensitivity of 6. 6 microvolts 
at the CA3028A or CA3028B base (terminal 2). This 
value cannot be realized, however, because the CA3012 
limits on noise peaks so that the gain figure is reduced. 

A sensitivity of 7 .5 microvolts was realized in the 
design shown in Fig.7. The filter approach with high
gain integrated-circuit chips differs from that for single, 
cascaded transistor stages in that lumped selectivity 
is required rather than distributed selectivity. 

Special care must be exercised when second-chan
nel attenuation in the order of 45 dB is required. 
Selectivity is then proportioned as follows: 

Interstage filter: double-tuned 220 kHz at -3 dB; 
coefficient of critical coupling, 0. 7; voltage 
loss, 8 dB 
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Converter filter: triple-tuned, 220 kHz at -3 dB; 
coefficient of critical coupling, 0.8; voltage 
loss, about 28 dB 

Because of input limiting in the CA3012, the interstage 
filter exhibits a somewhat wider bandwidth than the 
220 kHz indicated. Therefore, a coefficient of critical 
coupling near 0.8 is realized, which is optimum for 
minimum deviation from constant time delay. The 
triple-tuned converter filter alone provides second
channel attenuation of 30 to 33 dB, while the interstage 

vcc" +9v 

I~·····~ 

10.7-MHz IF Strip Using Two CA3028A or CA3028B 
Circuits. The 10. 7-MHz if strip shown in Fig.8 uses 
two CA3028A or CA3028B integrated circuits to provide 
less over-all gain than the circuit of Fig.7. The first 
integrated circuit is connected as a cascode amplifier 
and yields voltage gain of 50 dB; the second integrated 
circuit is connected as a differential amplifier and 
yields voltage gain of 42 dB. 

When a practical interstage transformer having a 
voltage insertion loss of 9 dB is used, over-all gain is 

150 

2 Vrm, 

T 3 : Interstage transformer TRW #22486 or equiv. 

T4: Ratio detector TRW #22516 or equiv. 

Audio Output: 155 mV rms for 7.5 µV ± 75 kHz input 3 dB 
below kne~ of transfer characteristic. 

Fig.7 - 10.7-MHz if amplifier using a CA3028A or CA30288 in the cascode mode. 

filter contributes 8 to 10 dB. The filters described meet 
requirements of both performance and economy. 

The large collector swing that can be obtained in 
cascooe operation of the CA3028A or CA3028B makes 
it desirable to take the age voltage from the collector or 
"hot" end of the if transformer for front-end gain control 
The cascode stage then operates primarily in its linear 
region, and excellent selectivity (40 dB) is maintained 
even for large signal inputs of approximately 0.4 volt. 
Front-end gain reduction is between 40 and 50 dB. 

83 dB and the sensitivity at the base of the first inte
grated circuit is 140 microvolts. A less sophisticated 
converter filter (double-tuned) could be employed at the 
expense of about 26 dB of second-channel attenuation. 
If the voltage insertion loss of the converter filter is 
assumed to be 18 dB and the front-end voltage gain 
(antenna to mixer collector) is 50 dB, this receiver 
would have an IHFM* sensitivity of approximately 
8 microvolts. 

* Institute of High-Fidelity Manufacturers. 
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82 

0.01,-F 

~ 15000 

IK 

2 K 

140p.V 44.SmV 15.BmV 2 Vrm, 

T3: Interstage transformer TRW #22486 or equiv. 

T4: Ratio detector TRW #22516 or equiv. 

Audio Output: 155 mV rms for 140 µ,V ± 75 kHz input 3 dB 
below knee of transfer characteristic. 

Fig.8 - 10.7-MHz if strip using two CA3028A or CA3028B integrated circuits. 

10.7-MHz Differential-Amplifier IF Strip. Fig.9 
shows a 10. 7-MHz medium-gain if strip consisting of a 
CA3028A or CA3028B connected as a differential ampli
fier and a CA3012 wide-band amplifier. As in the cir
cuit shown in Fig.7, an input of approximately 1500 
microvolts is required to the interstage filter. The 
differential-mode voltage gain of the CA3028A or 
CA3028B into a 3000-ohm load is determined as follows: 

35 X 10-3 

VG 
Y22 + YL 

0,38 x 10-3 = 92, 5 = 39,3 dB 

This voltage gain requires that an input of approxi
mately 15 microvolts be available at the base of the 
CA3028A or CA3028B differential amplifier. 

Even if a triple-tuned filter having a voltage in
sertion loss of 28 dB is used in a low-gain front end, a 
receiver having an IHFM sensitivity of 5 microvolts 
results, If 26 dB second-channel a.ttenuation is per-
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missible, a 3-microvolt-sensitivity IHFM receiver can 
be realized. 

88-MHz-to-l OS-MHz FM Front End. Fig.10 illustrates 
the use of the CA3028A or CA3028B as an rf amplifier 
and a converter in an 88-to-108-MHz FM front end. For 
best noise performance, the differential mode is used and 
the base of the constant-current source Q3 is biased for 
a power gain of 15 dB. The rf amp! ifier input circuit 
is adjusted for an insertion loss of 2 dB to keep the 
noise figure of the front end low. Because the inser
tion loss of the input transformer adds directly to the 
integrated-circuit noise figure of 5.5 dB, the noise 
figure for the front end alone is 7, 5 dB, as compared 
to noise figures of about 6 dB for commercial FM tuners. 

Although a single-tuned circuit is shown between 
the collector of the rf-amplifier stage and the base of 
the converter stage, a double-tuned circuit is preferred 
to reduce spurious response of the converter, If the 
double-tuned circuit is critically coupled for the same 
3-dB bandwidth as the single-tuned circuit, the in
sertion loss remains the same. 
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150!1 

1500,.,v 400 µ.V 2 Vr1111 

l 
OUTPUT 

r 
-1 

T3: Interstage transformer TRW #22486 or equiv. 

T4: Ratio detector TRW #2251() or equiv. 

Audio output: 155 mV rms for 15 µV ± 75 kHz input 3 dB 
below knee of transfer characteristic. 

Fig.9 - 10.7-MHz if strip using a CA3028A or CA30288 in the differential mode. 

The collector of the rf stage is tapped down on 
the interstage coil at approximately 1500 ohms, and 
the base of the converter stage at 150 ohms. RF volt
age gain is computed as follows: 

Antenna to base ....... 0 dB 
Base to collector ...... 22 dB 
Voltage insertion loss of 

interstage coil ..... -13 dB 
Net rf voltage gain ...... 9 dB 

If an if converter transformer having an impedance 
of 10,000 ohms is used, the calculated voltage con
version gain is 

VG =~ = 112 =41.3 dB 
c Y22 + YL 

Measured gain into the collector of the converter is 
42 dB. The measured voltage gain of the rf amplifier 

and converter into a 10,000-ohm load is 52 dB; calcu
lated gain is 50 dB When the converter is tuned for 
the commercial FM band (88 to 108 MHz), the following 
parameters apply: 

Input resistance Rin .. 
Input capacitance Cin . 
Output resistance Rout• 
Output capacitance Cont· ... . 
Conversion transconductance ... . 

170 
6.3 

SOK 
3.5 
13 

ohms 
pF 

ohms 
pF 

mmhos 

The rf amplifier and converter shown in Fig. IO 
were combined with the if amplifier shown in Fig. 7, 
and the following performance data were measured at 
100 MHz: 

30-dB (S + N)/N IHFM Sensitivity ... 3 1,V 
Image Rejection. . . . .......... 46 dB 

Receiver noise figure is the limiting factor that permits 
a sensitivity of only 3 microvolts to be realized. 
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I pF 

Cv,, ---T--

150 

.. J +22 dB -13dB L-
14----------------------- +50d8 

+41 •• _____,:I~- ... 
L1: 3-3/4 T #18 tinned copper wire; winding length 5/16" on 9/32" form; tapped 

at 1-3/4 T; primary - 2 turns #30 SE. 

L2: 3-3/4 T #18 tinned copper wire; winding length 5/16" on 9/32" form; tapped 
at 6 2-1/4 T, A 3/4 T. 

Cv1_2: variable 6 C ~ 15 pF 

T 1: Mixer transformer TRW #22484 or equiv. 

Tz: Input transformer TRW #22485 or equiv. 

L3: 3-1/2 T #18 tinned copper wire; winding length 5/16" on 9/32" form. 

Cv1_3 : variable, 6 C % 15 pF. 

Fig.10 - 88-MHz-to-108-MHz FM front end. 
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The RCA-CA3021, CA3022, and CA3023 
integrated circuits are multi-purpose 
high-gain amplifiers designed for use in 
video and AM or FM if stages in single
power-supply systems. These circuits 
feature monolithic-silicon construction, 
and are usable throughout the temperature 
range from -SS°C to 125°C. They are 
supplied in a 12-terminal T0-5 package. 

The CA3021, CA3022, and CA3023 have 
the same circuit configuration and the 
same mid-band open-loop gain. However, 
different resistor values are used in the 
three circuits to provide different values 
of power dissipation and open-loop band
width. Typical power dissipation with a 
6-volt supply is 3 milliwatts for the 
CA3021, 12 milliwatts for the CA3022, and 
36 milliwatts for the CA3023. Wider band
widths can be achieved with the CA3023, 
intermediate bandwidths with the CA3022, 
and narrower bandwidths with the CA3021. 

The major feature of these circuits 
1s a flexibility that permits their use in 
the following applications: video ampli
fiers operating at frequencies through 
30 MHz, AM and FM if amplifiers, and 
buffer amplifiers in which an isolation 
capability greater than 60 dB at 1 MHz is 
desired. Theareas of circuit flexibility 
are as follows: 

• Operation with de supplies of 4.5 
to 12 volts. 

• Automatic-gain-control capability 
(60-dB age range with large input-signal
handling capability). 

• Limiting capability (by connection 
of diodes provided on the chip). 

• Gain adjustment (by addition ofex
ternal feedback resistor or network to 
obtain desired operating gain and band
width). 
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Circuit Description 
The circuit diagram for the CA3021, 

CA3022, and CA3023 is shown in Fig.l. 
Amplifier gain is obtained by use of 
transistors 0 1 , 0 3 , 0 4 , and 0 6 , which are 
connected as two dc-coupledcommon-emitter/ 
common-collector amplifiers having a volt
age gain of approximately 60 dB. The 

CJ2CS-14416 

Fig.1 - Circuit diagram and T0-5 terminal connections 
for the CA3021, CA3022, and CA3023 integrated 
circuits. 

common-collector configuration provides 
the necessary impedance transformation 
(high-impedance input and low-impedance 
output) for wide bandwidth. The output 
transistor 0 6 provides the low output 
impedance desired for iterative operation. 
The circuit must be capacitively coupled, 
aµd should have a low-impedance source. 
A source resistance of 50 ohms was used 
for the circuit measurements given in this 
Note. 

Fig.2 shows typical connections for 
the CA3021, CA3022, and CA3023 for wide
band and bandpass applications with and 
without age, andfor limiter applications. 
An external feedback resistor Rr or a 
tuned circuit can be added between termi
nals 3 and 7 for desired bandwidth and 
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gain performance. Linear operating 
conditions are maintained by the bias 
applied between the collector and the 
base of 0 1 by the resistor-diode network 
R 2 , R:l' R 1 , D1. Because the collector of 
0 1 is held at a fixed potential that is 
relatively independent of supply, device 
characteristics, and temperature, de 
coupling to the remainder of the circuit 
can be used. 

CHOKE 

r;'1 +Vee 

Col 

(bl 

le) 

Fig. 2 - Typical connections for the CA3021, CA3022, 
and CA3023 for (a) wideband and bandpass appli
cations, (b) wideband and bandpass applications 
requiring age, and (c) limiter applications. 
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For applications in which gain control 
is desired, terminals 10 and 12 are left 
floating and age is applied to terminal 2, 
as shown in Fig.2b. For maximum gain, 
terminal 2is operated at a positive volt
age not larger than the supply voltage applied 
to terminal 5. In the positive voltage 
condition, transistors Q2 and Q5 are 
saturated and the impedance in the 
emitters of Q 1 and Q4 is low. When the 
gain-control voltage becomes negative, 
Q 2 and Q5 come out of saturation and 
provide high degenerative emitter re
sistance which reduces the gain. Because 
most of the increasing signals appear 
across the increasing degenerative re
sistance, the active gain transistors 

Q1 , 03, Q4 , and Q6 handle only a small 
part of the large signal. As a result, 
signal-handling capability increases with 
increasing age. Further increases of 
gain-control voltage reduce the current in 
Q1 and Q4 and thus provide the additional 
gain control needed to achieve maximum 
age range. 

In limiting applications, diodes D2 
and D3 are connected in the feedback loops, 
as shown in Fig.2c (terminals 4 to 3, 
6 to 7, and 8 to 9). The diodes provide 
clamping for sufficient input-signal 
swing; limiting can be achieved with 
input-signal swings up to 2.5 volts rms. 

Operating Characteristics 
DC Supply Considerations. The most 

positive voltage to be applied to the 
CA3021, CA3022, and CA3023 integrated 
circuits is connected to terminal 5. 
The most negative voltage is connected t~ 
the substrate through terminal 11. 

The circuits can be used with single 
power supplies of 4.5 to 12 volts. The 
bias technique used for transistor Q1 , 
and thus for the remainder of the circuit, 
makes the collector operating voltage of 
Q1 and Q4 relatively independent of the 
supply. Consequently, the current in the 
circuit increases almost linearly as a 
function of supply voltage. Fig.3 shows 
typical power dissipation for the three 
circuits as a function of supply voltage. 
Because there is little change in the 
collector voltage of Q 4 , there is little 
change in output operating point as a 
function of supply voltage. 

• 120t----+t----+--+---c,-..+---l 
E 

I 1001----+--+-----"'-+---< 
~ 

I'° 
0: 80t----t--t-----.1~--t---c.+--l 

I 401----tr--+-----"Y---+---t--

14 

Fig.3 -Power dissipation as a function of supply 
voltage. 

DC Stab i 1 i ty with Tempera tu re. The 
output operating points of the CA3021, 
CA3022, and CA3023 are shown in Fig.4 as 
a function of temperature and feedback 
resistance. As a result of the resistor 
values used in each circuit, the output 
operating point is compensated in the 
temperature range between -20°C and 75°C 
when the circuit is operated under open
loop conditions (terminals 3 and 7 
floating). Insertion of a feedback re
sistor between terminals 3 and 7 1s 
recommended to minimize degradation in 
performance at temperatures outside this 
range, The maximum value of the feedback 
resistor Rf recommended for optimum per
formance of each circuit 1s shown in the 
following table: 

Circuit 

CA3021 
CA3022 
CA3023 

Rf - ohms 

18000 
5100 
2000 

Use of a feedback resistor of the maximum 
value provides equal ac and de feedback, 
but reduces the usable gain of the circuit 
to approximately 40 dB. When equal ac and de 
feedback is not desired, as in the case 
of bandpass or tuned responses, a choke 
or tuned circuit can be included between 
the feedback terminals 3 and 7 to provide 
de temperature stability and permit gains 
of 50 to 55 dB. 

As a general rule, feedback should be 
included in all applications in which 
operation over an extended temperature 
range is required. 
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Fig.4 -Output operating point as a function of 
temperature for various values of feedback 
resistance. 

DC Considerations for Gain Control. 
When the age transistors 0 2 and 0 5 are 
included in the circuit, the output 
operating point can be held constant only 

by addition of feedback. Variation of 
operating point is caused by the added 
collector-to-emitter voltage of 0 2 and 05 
in saturation in the emitters of 0 1 and 
0 4 • The effect is more pronounced in the 
higher-current circuits, CA3022 andCA3023. 
As discussed previously, full de feed
back can be used to stabilize the oper
ating point; ac feedback can be removed 
by the use of tuned circuits. The maxi
mum recommended values of Rf provide 
satisfactory stability when the circuit 
is connected for age. 

DC Considerations for Limiting. In 
limiter applications, diodes D2 and 0 3 
are included in the feedback loops in the 
circuit (external connections are made as 
shown in Fig.2c). Under open-loop con
ditions, the de operating point may be 
such thatD 2 andD 3 (usually 0 3) are turned 
on. The gain is then reduced and the 
amplifier will not operate linearly at low 
levels. The values of Rf recommended 
previously also assure correct operation 
for limiting amplifiers. 

AC Frequency Response and Gain Per
formance. Open-loop frequency responses 
for the CA 3 0 2 1 , CA 3 O 2 2 , and CA 3 O 2 3 are 
given in Fig.5. The curves also show the 
response characteristics to the 3-dB point 
for various values of feedback resistance. 
Values of feedback resistance larger than 
those recommended far operating-point 
temperature stability are included to 
indicate gain performance at resonance 
when tuned circuits or chokes are used 
in the feedback loop. For these measure
ments, the circuits were operated with a 
SO-ohm source and a high impedance load. 

Fig.6 shows the variation of gain with 
temperature for the three circuits. Each 
circuit was operated with sufficient 
feedback to provide a closed-loop gain of 
approximately 40 dB. The gain variation 
is practically independent of feedback, 
and is slightly greater for the CA3023 
than for the other two circuits. Fig.7 
shows typical upper-3-dB frequency shifts 
with temperature for the three circuits 
for a gain of approximately 40 dB. 
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Fig. 5 -Frequency-response characteristics. 
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40 dB at 25°C). Fig. 7 -Upper-3-dB frequency shift with temperature. 
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In buffer-amplifier applications, 
reverse feedback or isolation capability 
1s required. The following table shows 

Feedback Voltage Injected 
Resistor at Output 

Circuit Rr(ohms) (volts rms) 

CA3021 18000 2 

CA3022 5000 2 

CA3023 2000 2 

AC Signal Power Output. The maximum 
power-output capability of the common
collector output transistor Q6 in Fig.l 
occurs for a load-resistance value higher 
than the output impedance. For determi -
nation of optimum load-resistor values, 
each circuit was operated from a 6-volt 
supply at a gain of approximately 40 dB 
with a variable resistor capacitively 
coupled to terminal 8. The variation of 
maximum linear signal output as a function 
of load resistance is shown in Fig.8. 

;,, f,oo 1----~--~----t---r-----t-------1 

I 

LOAD RESISTANCE-OHMS X 103 

\100 ~---~~-~-~--~-~ 

I 

I 

LOAD RESISTANCE-OHMS X 103 

Fig.8 -Maximum linear signal output as a function 
of load resistance. 

Maximum power output was measured at a 
level at which output distortion was just 
discernible on an oscilloscope. 

Tuned Circuit in the Feedback Loop. 
When a parallel tuned circuit is in
cluded in the feedback path between termi-
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the isolation performance of the CA3021, 
CA3022, and CA3023 at three frequency 
levels with the input terminated in 50 ohms. 

Resultant Feed through Input Voltage 
Below the Applied Output Voltage 

(dB) 
f = I MHz f = 10 MHz f = 50 MHz 

66 66 54 

66 66 54 

66 66 52 

nals 3 and 7 of the CA3021, CA3022, or 
CA3023, the gain at resonance is a function 
of the equivalent resistance of the feed
back loop. Gain characteristics of the 
three circuits as a function of feedback 
resistance are shown in Fig.9. For each 
circuit, there is a value of feedback 

60 

00 

= 40 

1 
~ 30 

~ g 20 

10 

0 

10• s 103 4 6 a 10" 4 6 e I~ 

FEEDBACK RESISTANCE CRt)-OHMS 

Fig.9 -Voltage gain as a function of feedback 
resistance. 

resistance Rf for which the gain approaches 
zero. This condition occurs when the 
small-signal transconductance gm of the 
transistor Q4 is equal to the conductance 
of the parallel tuned circuit; signal 
cancellation then results at terminal 7. 
In a tuned circuit designed with the 
correct feedback resistance Rr, therefore, 
zero gain can be obtained at the resonant 
frequency. The resistance values re
quired for signal cancellation are 2000 
ohms for the CA 3 0 21, 4 O O ohms for the 
CA3022, and 230 ohms for the CA3023. 
When the tuned-circuit impedance is made 
equal to these cancellation resistance 
values at resonance, the gain increases 



at frequencies off resonance and a trapping 
effect results. For zero feedback re
sistance, the gain of each circuit is 
approximately 24 dB. For values of 
feedback resistance in excess of the 
cancellation resistance, the gain in
creases. When the tuned circuit has a 

resonant impedance higher than the can
cellation resistance, the response is 
added to the video response characteristic, 
as shown in Fig.10. Then, because no 
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Fig.10 - Voltage gain as a function of frequency in 
a bandpass amplifier when the tuned-circuit 
resonant impedance Rp is higher than the cancel
lation resistance Rfc· 

purely resistive value occurs that 1s 

equal to the cancellation resistance, no 

cancellation occurs. 

The bandwidth of the response can be 

approximated by determining the total 
loading of RP on the parallel tuned circuit 
in the feedback path, as follows: 

R 
p 

where Rr 1s the resistance at resonance 
of the unloaded Q, Rx is the resistance 
added to the tuned circuit for adjustment 
of gain, and (R 4 + R8 ) is the series 
combination of the two common-collector 
load resistors. The 3-dB bandwidth for 
the response is given by 

fo 

M 

Typical values for (R 4 + R 8 ) for the three 
circuits are 39000 ohms for the CA3021, 
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10900 ohms for the CA3022, and 4800 ohms 
for the CA3023. 

Output Tuned Circuits. The curves of 
Fig.8 indicate that capacitive coupling of 
the common-collector output transistor Q6 
to a matched load severely limits the 
transistor output-voltage-swing capa
bility. If the required mismatch is 
achieved by ac coupling of a tuned circuit 
directly across the output, the tuned 
circuit will be loaded by the low output 
impedance of the common-collector tran
sistor. However, comparable output power 
can be obtained by use of a resistor in 
series with the circuit output and the 
tuned circuit. This arrangement provides 
a load for the common-collector tran
sistor for frequencies off resonance of the 
tuned circuit, and prevents the possi
bility of reactive loads causing emitter
follower transistor instability. 

Gain Control. The CA3021, CA3022, 
and CA3023 are connected as shown in 
Fig.2b when gain-control application is 
desired. Transistors Q 2 and Os are then 
included in the emitter-signal path of 
transistors Q 1 and Q 4 , respectively. For 
maximum gain, a positive voltage 1s 

applied to terminal 2 which saturates 
transistors Q 2 and Os- If a voltage of 
6 volts is applied to terminal 2, the 
typical gain-control current is 0.8 
milliampere. The gain-control action is 
provided by reduction of the voltage on 
terminal 2. Thedecreasing voltage causes 

transistors Q2 and Os to come out of 
saturation and present a high impedance 
in the emitter leads of transistors Q 
and Q4 . It is important that good filterin~ 
and isolation be maintained at the age 
terminal 2 because transistors Q2 and Q 
are in the linear active region for ~ 
portion of the age range and can, there
fore, provide gain for a signal on the age 
terminal. 

The minimum gain is determined by a 
combination of the gain of Q1 and feed
through to the collector of Q1 along a 
resistance path made up of R 3 and R 2 . 
Because the signals are out of phase, 
there is a point at which cancellation of 
signal results. This cancellation occurs 
in all three circuits when terminal 2 is 
0.5 volt more negative than terminal 11. 
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It is accompanied by severe distortion of 
signal and AM modulation. Techniques for 
obtaining age without reaching the cancel
lation point are discussed later. 

When the maximum recommended feed
back resistance for operating-point 
stability is used in the connection of 
Fig. 2b, maximum gain is reduced because 
of the extra emitter resistance presented 
by the saturation resistance of tran
sistors Q2 and Q5 • Maximum voltage gain 
for each circuit is approximately 30 dB 
with the maximum recommended feedback 
resistance and a 6-volt supply. The 
typical age range for each circuit 1s 
55 dB with resistive feedback. 

When a tuned circuit is used 1n the 
feedback loop, higher maximum gain can be 
obtained in the age connection shown 1n 
Fig.2b. The maximum gain obtainable 1s 
approximately 50 dB when high ·feedback 
impedance is maintained. A self-resonant 
choke is a convenient element to add in 
the feedback loop to obtain high impedance 
because it provides wide bandwidth; re
sistance loading can be added to adjust 
the gain to the desired value. When a 
combination of self-resonant choke and 
added resistance is used, de feedback is 
complete and the operating point is 
temperature-stable. Wide-bandwidth tuned 
circuits are suggested for all three 
circuits, but especially for the CA3022 
and CA3023 because the bandwidth shifts 
with gain control, as shown in Fig.11. 
For a tuned frequency of 3 MHz at full gain, 
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Fig.11 -Effect of gain control on response 
characteristics. 

for example, the resonance point of the 
tuned response increases slightly (about 
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5 per cent) for gain control of -20 to 
-30 dB because of the combination of the 
low-frequency roll-off and the tuned 
response. In the region of gain control 
of -50 dB, the high-frequency roll-off 
affects the response and the resonant 
frequency decreases below 3 MHz (by about 
10 per cent). At full age the tuned 
circuit becomes a trap in the feed
~hrough path, minimum gain is achieved 
at the 3-MHz frequency, and the response 
is inverted, ~. e., a notch occurs where a 
bandpass had existed. When tuned circuits 
are included in the feedback path of the 
gain-controlled amplifier, therefore, it 
is recommended that the bandwidth be 
chosen as wide as possible to minimize 
detuning effects. Desired bandwidth 
control should be obtained at the input, 
at the output, or in the feedback path of 
stages without gai~ control. 

The use of emitter degeneration as a 
gain-control technique improves signal
handling capability. At full gain control, 
signals as high as 2 volts rms can be 
handled without the occurrence of serious 
overload distortion. Typical cross
modulation characteristics forthe CA3021, 
CA3022, and CA3023 with only feedback 
resistance in the feedback loop are shown 
in Fig.12. Maximum gain for each circuit 
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Fig.12 -Cross-modulation distortion characteristics. 

was approximately 30 dB. When a tuned 
circuit js used in the feedback loop, 
more gain-control range is available as a 
result of the feedthrough reduction. 
Depending on the impedance of the tuned 
circuit, thegain-control range is between 
60 and 80 dB. The cross-modulation 
characteristics when tuned circuits are 
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used are similar to thoseobtained with 
resistive feedback except for modifica
tions caused by different feedback 
characteristics of interfering signals 
outside the tuned-circuit passband. 

Limiting. For applications in which 
signal limiting is required, the diodes 
of the CA3021, CA3022, and CA3023 are 
connected as shown in Fig.2c. At low 
signal levels, the diodes are cut off and 
the gain performance is similar to that 
described previously except for some 
bandwidth reduction caused by the inherent 
capacitance of the diodes. For large 
input-signal swings in the negative di
rection, the collector of transistor 0 1 
becomes positive and the collector of 
transistor 04 becomes negative, and diode 
0 2 begins to conduct. This action clamps 
the collector of 01 to the collector of 
04 and, because the diode is in the feed
back path, reduces the gain. For positive 
swings at the input, the collector of 
transistor 01 becomes negative and the 
output at terminal 8 becomes positive. 
Two effects tend to limit input signals 
of positive polarity: transistor 0 4 going 
to cutoff, and diode 03 going into con
duction. When the circuits are connected 
as shown in Fig.2c, limiting is symmetri
cal at the onset. With increased signal, 
however, the symmetry is not perfectly 
preserved because of de shift in the 
circuit. Typical output-signal charac
teristics as a function of input level 
are shown in Fig.13. The lack of symmetry 
at high input levels causes a decrease in 
power output, as shown in the waveforms. 

Limiting characteristics for the 
CA3021, CA3022, and CA3023 were measured 
in the circuit configurations shown in 
Fig. 14. The output tuned cir cu i t was 
designed to provide filtering for the 
desired output frequency so that rms values 
of output voltage could be obtained. 
Limiting characteristics were measured 
for two types of feedback, resistive and 
tuned circuit; results are shown in Fig.15. 
When a resonant circuit is used in the 
feedback loop, the gain of the circuits 
is higher and limiting occurs at a lower 
input level. The effects of multistage 
limiting are described later. 

VERTICAL SCALE = 0.5 V /DIV. 

HORIZONTAL SCALE = 0.5 ;S/DIV. 

Rt= 2000 ohms 

I I ' 

LiDif1 hnn , _JJS:LU'~~v··-y~1· -\ 
~-- -- ~ --

v;n = 3 mv rms 

Vin = 10 mV rms 

I -,---- I I l ' - I -
1--~-..1--- L"" I l""' I - ',J -""'1 I 
I I I I ' 

~~~~-~ 
~ - ~- J ____,_ _ _J_ --! -t- -

~ -~ ~ : -± I -~ ~ 
Vin == 1 V rms 

Fig.13- Output waveforms obtained in a limiter 
application. 

Noise Performance. The table below 
shows typical noise figures for the CA3021, 
CA3022, andCA3023 circuits for a frequency 
of l MHz , a supp 1 y v o 1 tag e of 6 volts, 
and a source resistance of 50 ohms. The 
data in the first column of noise figures 
were measured in the connection shown in 
Fig.2a; the second column shows data 
measured in the connection shown in Fig. 2b. 

Circuit 

CA3021 
CA3022 
CA3023 

Noise Figure - dB 
Term.10,11,12 AGC operating, 
connected to noise measured 
ground; gain for maximum 

110 dB gain of 30 dB 

5.8 7. 5 
7. 1 8. 7 
7.2 8. 7 
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J. 
+6V 

J. 
+6V 

r·' '"t[f' V1N 001,11-F =tq f (a) 

Cl RCU ,r(a) C IRCUIT(b) 
( b) 

TYPE FREQ. c, L1 R1 
(MHz) (PF) (µHJ (k.D) R ¼ C:z 

(;1) (mH) (pF) Fig.14 - Circuits used for evaluation 

CA3021 0. 5 2000 36-64 8.2 18 10 of limiting characteristics. 

CA3022 5000 3-5 5.1 1. 2 4-45 
CA3023 600 1.8 2 

0.1 4 s e I ' 8 IO 
INPUT SIGNAL-mVrm1 tNPUT SIGNAL-mVrm1 

INPUT SIGNAl-mVnn1 

Fig.15 - Limiting characteristics. 

Applications 

V i de o Amp 1 i f i e rs. The use of sing 1 e 
CA3021, CA3022, or CA3023 integrated 
circuits in video applications was dis
cussed previously. For an evaluation of 
iterative video performance, two CA3022 
circuits were operated in cascade. Each 
circuit employed 0.01-microfarad coupling 
capacitors and feedback resistors of 
2000 ohms. Performance data can be summa
rized as follows: 
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Supply voltage. 
Supply current. 
Power dissipation 
Voltage gain. 
Maximum undistorted output 

with 510-ohm load. 
Signal level for 3-dB signal

to noise ratio 
Dynamic range (input-output 
linearity) 

Bandwidth, 3-dB points: 
upper frequency 
lower frequency 

6 
4.5 

27 
61 

0.25 

11 

27 

10.5 
50 

volts 
mA 
mW 
dB 

Vrms 

µV 

dB 

MHz 
kHz 
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10-MHz IF Amplifier. Fig.16 shows a 
10-MHz amplifier employing two CA3023 
circuits. The first stage is operated 
1n a broadband mode with a 2000-ohm 
feedback resistor between terminals 3 and 
7, in accordance with the design rules 
described previously. The second stage 
is a tuned if amplifier. Because the 
sinusoidal output capability of the 

CA3023 at 10-MHz is in the 200-millivolt 
range, it 
voltage to 
therefore, 

is necessary to step up the 
drive the envelope detector; 
a tuned transformer that has 

a l-to-4 turns ratio isused at the second
stage output. The total effective circuit 
Q for this if configuration is 200, and 
the full rf voltage gain is 86 dB from 
the input of the first stage to the output 
of the step-up transformer. 

c, I O.OOpF 

+6 V 

I K 

1.8 K 
AUDIO 

OUTPUT 

CA3018 CONFIGURATION 
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'- ....... - ~, 
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I"-......... 

I "'-.... ......_ ,_ 
10 4 6 8 102 2 4 6 8 103 2 4 6 8 10" 2 

INPUT VOLTAGE-~Vrms 

Fig.16 -Schematic diagram and performance curves 
for 10-Mlfz if amplifier using twoCA3023 circuits. 
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A CA3018 integrated-circuit tran
sistor array is used to provide detection, 
audio amplification, anddc amplification. 
Detection is provided by transistors 0 3 
and 04 of the CA3018; the detected output is 
passed through a low-pass filter (C 1 , C 2 , 
and R1) and applied to the age amplifier 
transistor 02. Transistor 02 goes from 
cutoff to saturation with increasing 
signal. The voltage drop across a 100-
ohm degenerative resistor R2 prevents the 
gain-control voltage in terminal 2 of the 
first CA3023 amplifier from decreasing 

+svo---1---------------, 

below 0.5 volt and causing signal can
cellation. Transistor 01 of the CA3018 
provides audio gain and is biased in a 
conventional manner. Fig.16 also shows 
the output-signal and noise characteristics 
of the circuit as functions of rf input 
level for an input signal that is 30-per
cent modulated by a 1-kHz sine wave. The 
audio-output equivalent-noise bandwidth 
1s 2. 6 kHz. 

~55-kHz IF Amp 1 if i er. Fig.17 shows 
a 455-kHz two-stage if amplifier using 
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I K 

I K 

l (SUBSTRATE) 

!.8 K 

15 K 

AUDIO 
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rO.OlpF 

CA3018 CONFIGURATION 
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Fig.17 - Schematic diagram and performance curves 
for 455-kHz if amplifier using two C43021 circuits. 
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the CA3021. The tuned-circuit approach 
discussed previously is used in the first 
stage. The rf feedback choke is self
resonant at 455 kHz and has a Q of 3.2 in 
the circuit. The second stage is a video 
amplifier. Input filtering would normally 
be provided to obtain the desired if 
response. For the particular choice of 
stage gain and age loop gain, an inter
stage pad network is used to maintain 
stability and achieve an acceptable 
signal-to-noise ratio with gain control. 
The CA3018 output configuration is es
sentially the same as that used in the 
circuit of Fig.16. The signal and noise 
characteristics of the 455-kHz amplifier 
are also shown in Fig.17 for the same 
conditions used for the 10-MHz amplifier. 

28-MHz Two-Stage Limiter Amplifier. 
Fig.18 shows the circuit diagram of a 
28-MHz two-stage limiter amplifier using 
two CA3023 integrated circuits. Terminals 
3 and 7 are connected to terminals 4 and 
6, respectively; terminal 8 is connected 
to terminal 9 to provide limiting action. 
A self-resonant coil in parallel with a 
2000-ohm resistor is inserted in the feed
back loop of each amplifier to provide 
gain and stability. The bandwidth of the 
system before limiting is 3.8 MHz, and 
the effective Q is 7.35. The total gain 
is 61 dB (30.5 dB per stage), and the 
power dissipation is 66 milliwatts. 
Fig.18 also shows the limiting performance 
oi the system. Full limiting occurs at an 
input of 300 microvolts. 

,-----------------<r---<>t6V 

v,fo.o,~F 
50.11 
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3.5µ.H 3.Sµ.H 

o.o,~vour 
l"c•IK 

* SELF- RESONANT AT 28 MHz 

Fig.18-Schematic diagram and limiting performance 
of too-stage 28-MHz limiter amplifier· usir,g the 
CA3023. 
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500-kHz Limiting Amplifier. Fig.19 
shows the circuit diagram of a 500-kHz 
limiting amplifier using two CA3021 
circuits. Two 500-kHz self-resonant 
chokes are used in the feedback path. 
A tuned circuit is included in the output 
to obtain a sine-wave output. The 
limiting characteristics of this amplifier 
are also shown. Although limiting occurs 

0.01 

···f 

for noise, a limited signal is apparent 
above the noise at an input signal of 1 
microvolt. Because of the noise and early 
limiting, voltage gain can only be esti
mated; however, it is at least 100 dB. 
Good limiting performance was obtained for 
input signals up to 3 volts rms. Total 
power drain for the circuit with a 6-volt 
supply was approximately 6 milliwatts. 
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APPLICATION OF THE RCA CA3020 AND CA3020A 

INTEGRATED-CIRCUIT MULTI-PURPOSE 

WIDE-BAND POWER AMPLIFIERS 
by 

W. M. AUS.TIN AND H. M. KLEINMAN 

The discussions in this Note are applicable to both inte
grated-circuit types. The CA3020A can operate in all 
circuits shown for the CA3020. The CA3020, on the other 
hand, has a lower voltage rating and must not be used in 
applications which require voltages on the output tran
sistors greater than 18 volts. The integrated circuit protects 
the output transistor by limiting the drive to the output 
stages. The drive-limited current capability of the CA3020 
is less than that of the CA3020A, but peak currents in 
excess of 150 milliamperes are an assured characteristic of 
the CA3020. 

The RCA CA3020 and CA3020A integrated circuits are 
multi-purpose, multi-function power amplifiers designed 
for use as power-output amplifiers and driver stages in 
portable and fixed communications equipment and in ac 
servo control systems. The flexibility of these circuits and 
the high-frequency capabilities of the circuit components 
make these types suitable for a wide variety of applications 
such as broadband amplifiers, video amplifiers, and video 
line drivers. Voltage gains of 60 dB or more are available 
with a 3-dB bandwidth of 8 MHz. 

The discussions in this Note are applicable to both inte
grated-circuit types. The CA3020A can operate in all 

circuits shown for the CA3020. The CA3020, on the other 
hand, has more limited voltage- and current-handling 
capability and must not be used in applications which 
require voltage swings on the output transistors greater 
than 18 volts or peak currents in excess of 150 milli
amperes. 

The CA3020 and CA3020A are designed to operate 
from a single supply voltage which may be as low as + 3 
volts. The maximum supply voltage is dictated by the type 
of circuit operation. For transformer-loaded class B ampli
fier service, the maximum supply voltages are + 9 and 
+12 volts for the CA3020 and the CA3020A, respectively. 
When operated as a class B amplifier, either circuit can 
deliver a typical output of 150 milliwatts from a + 3-volt 
supply or 400 milliwatts from a + 6-volt supply. At + 9 
volts, the idling dissipation can be as low as 190 milliwatts, 
and either circuit can deliver an output of 550 milliwatts. 
An output of slightly more than I watt is available from 
the CA3020A when a + 12-volt supply is used. 

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION 

Fig. 1 shows the schematic diagram of the CA3020 and 
CA3020A, and indicates the five functional blocks into 
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Fig. I -Schematic diagram of CA3020 and CA3020A 
i,ntegrated-circuit amplifiers. 

which the circuit can be divided for understanding of its 
operation. Fig. 2 shows the relationship of these blocks in 
block-diagram form. 

A key to the operation of the circuit is the voltage 
regulator consisting of diodes D 1 , D 2 , and D3 and resistors 
R10 and R11 . The three diodes are designed to provide 
accurately controlled voltages to the differential amplifier 
so that the proper idling current for class B operation is 
established in the output stage. The characteristics of these 
monolithic diodes closely match those of the driver and 
output stages so that proper bias voltages are applied over 
the entire military temperature range of ~55 to + 125°C. 
The close thermal coupling of the circuit assures against 
thermal runaway within the prescribed temperature and 
dissipation ratings of the devices. 

The differential amplifier operates in a class A mode to 
supply the power gain and phase inversion required for 
the push-pull class B driver and output stages. In normal 
operation, an ac signal is capacitively coupled to terminal 

ALTERNATE 
AC 

INPUT 
TO 

TERMINAL 
No. 3 

188 

Fig. 2-Functional block diagram of the CA3020 and 
CA3020A. 

3, and terminal 2 is grounded through a suitable capacitor. 
When the signal becomes positive, transistor 0 2 is turned 
on and its collector voltage changes in a negative direction. 
The same current flows out of the emitter of 0 2 and tends 
to flow tc, ground through resistor R2 . However, the im
pedance of R2 is high compared to the input impedance 
of the emitter of 0 3 , and an alternate path is available 
to ground through the emitter-to-base junction of transistor 
Oa and then through the bypass capacitor from terminal 2 
to ground. Because this path has a much lower impedance 
than R2 , most of the current takes this alternate route. 
The signal current flowing into the emitter of 0 3 reduces 
the magnitude of that current and, because the collector 
current is nearly equal to the emitter current, the collector 
current in 0 3 drops and the collector voltage rises. Thus, 
a positive signal on terminal 3 causes a negative ac voltage 
on the collector of transistor 0 2 and a positive ac voltage 
on transistor 0 3 , and provides the out-of-phase signals 
required to drive the succeeding stages. It should be noted 
that the differential amplifier is not balanced; resistor R3 

is ten per cent greater than R 1 . This unbalance is delib
erately introduced to compensate for the fact that all of 
the current in the emitter of 0 2 does not flow into O:s. 
Use of a larger load resistor for transistor 0 3 compensates 
for the lower current so that the voltage swings on the 
twe, collectors have nearly the same magnitude. 

The driver stages (transistors 0 4 and 0 5 ) are emitter
follower amplifiers which shift the voltage level between 
the collectors of the differential-amplifier transistors and 
the bases of the output transistors and provide the drive 
current required by the output transistors. 

The power transistors (0 6 and 0 7 ) are large, high
current devices capable of delivering peak currents greater 
than 0.25 ampere. The emitters are made available to 
facilitate various modes of operation or to permit the 
inclusion of emitter resistors for more complete stabiliza
tion of the idling current of the amplifier. Inclusion of 
such resistors also reduces distortion by introducing nega
tive feedback, but reduces the power-output capability by 
limiting the available drive. 

Inclusion of emitter resistors between terminals 5 and 6 
and ground also enhances the effectiveness of the internal 
de feedback supplied to the bases of transistors 0 2 and 0 3 

through resistors R5 and R 7 . Any increase in the idling 
current in either output transistor is reflected as an in
creased voltage at its base. This change is coupled to the 
input through the appropriate resistor to correct for the 
increased current. 

A later section of this Note describes how stable class A 
operation of the output stages may be obtained. 

OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS 

Supply Voltages and Derating. The CA3020 operates 
with any supply voltage between + 3 and + 9 volts. The 
CA3020A can also be operated with supply voltages up 
to + 12 volts with inductive loads or + 25 volts with 
resistive loads. Fig. 3 shows the permissible dissipation 
rating of the CA3020 and CA3020A as a function of case 
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Basic Class B Amplifier. Fig. 4 shows a typical audio
amplifier circuit in which the CA3020 or CA3020A can 
provide a power output of 0.5 or 1 watt, respectively. 
Table I shows performance data for both types in this 
amplifier. The circuit can be used at all voltage and power
output levels applicable to Jhe CA3020 and CA3020A . 
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Fig. 3-Dissipation rating of the CA3020 and CA3020A 
as a function of case and ambient temperatures. 

and ambient temperatures. At supply voltages from + 6 to 
+ 12 volts, a heat sink may be required for maximum 
power-output capability. The worst-case dissipation P0 max 

as a function of power output can be calculated as follows: 

~--..-+....-------• vcc1 
~---.vcc2 

lo OUTPUT 
LOAD 

* Better Coil and Transformer DFI08A, 
Thordarson TR-192, or equivalent. 
see text and tables. 

Pdmax = (Vec 1 lcc1 + Vcc2 lcc2) + (V,-c,2/(R._.c) 

where Yee, and Vcc2 are the supply voltages to the differ
ential-amplifier and output-amplifier stages, respectively; 
Ice, and lcc2 are the corresponding idling currents; and 
Rec is the collector-to-collector load resistance of the out
put transformer. This equation is preferred to the conven
tional formula for the dissipation of a class B output tran
sistor (i.e., 0.84 times the maximum power output) because 
the P dmax equation accounts for the device standby power 
and device variability. 

Fig. 4-Basic class B audio amplifier circuit using the 
CA3020 or CA3020A. 

The emitter-follower stage at the input of the amplifier 
in Fig. 4 is used as a buffer amplifier to provide a high 
input impedance. Although many variations of biasing may 

Table I - Typical Performance of CA3020 and CA3020A in Circuit of Fig. 4* 

Characteristic CA3020 CA3020A 

Power Supply - V cc1 •..••••••••• , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 9 9 V 

Vcc2 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
9 12 V 

Zero-Signal Idling Current - Ice, ................... . 15 15 mA 

Ice2 • • • • • ...... • • ...... • 24 24 mA 
Maximum-Signal Current - Ice, ..................... . 16 16.6 mA 

Icc2 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
125 140 mA 

Maximum Power Output at 10% THO ............... . 550 1000 mW 

Sensitivity ................................. , · , , , • , 35 45 mV 

Power Gain .................................. , , .. , 75 75 dB 

Input Resistance .................................. . 55 55 kn 
Efficiency ....................................... . 45 55 % 

Signal-to-Noise Ratio .............................. . 70 66 dB 

% Total Harmonic Distortion at 150 mW ............. . 3.1 3.3 % 
Test Signal ................................... , . , . 1000 Hz/ 600i1 generator 

Equivalent Collector-to-Collector Load ............... . 130 200 i1 
Idling-Current Adjust Resistor (R11 ) .......•.......•.•. 1000 1000 i1 

* Integrated circuit mounted on a heat sink, Wakefield 209 Alum. or equiv. 
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be applied to this stage, the method shown is efficient and 
economical. The output of the buffer stage is applied to 
terminal 3 of the differential amplifier for proper balance 
of the push-pull drive to the output stages. Terminals 2 
and 3 must be bypassed for approximately 1000 ohms at 
the desired low-frequency roll-off point. 

At low power levels, the cross-over distortion of the 
class B amplifier can be high if the idling current is low. 
For low cross-over distortion, the idling current should 
be approximately 12 to 24 milliamperes, depending on 
the efficiency, idling dissipation, and distortion require
ments of the particular application. The idling current may 
be increased by connection of a jumper between terminals 
8 and 9. If higher levels of operating idling current are 
desired, a resistor (R11 ) may be used to increase the regu
lated voltage at terminal 11 by a slight amount with addi
tional current injection from the power supply Yee,· 

In some applications, it may be desirable to use the 
input transistor Q1 of the CA3020 or CA3020A for other 
purposes than the basic buffer amplifier shown in Fig. 4. 
In such cases, the input ac signal can be applied directly 
to terminal 3. 

The extended frequency range of the CA3020 and 
CA3020A requires that a high-frequency ac bypass ca
pacitor be used at the input terminal 3. Otherwise, oscil
lation could occur at the stray resonant frequencies of 
the external components, particularly those of the trans
formers. Lead inductance may be sufficient to cause 
oscillation if long power-supply leads are not properly 
ac bypassed at the CA3020 or CA3020A common ground 
point. Even the bypassing shown may be insufficient unless 
good high-frequency construction practices are followed. 
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CURVE IDLING CURRENT POWER-SUPPLY R11 
CA3020 CA3020A (mA) VOLTAGE (V) (OHMS) 

1cc1 1cc2 Vcc1 Vcc2 

A 9 10 9 12 00 

B B 9 10 9 9 00 

C C 7 6 6 6 Ill 

D 8 8 3 3 220 

Fig. 5-Power output of the CA3020 and CA3020A as 
a function of collector-to-collector lood resis
tance Rao-
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Fig. 5 shows typica! power output of the CA3020A at 
supply voltages of +3, +6, +9, and + 12 volts, and of 
the CA3020 at + 6 and + 9 volts, as measured in the 
basic class B amplifier circuit of Fig. 4. The CA3020A 
has higher power output for all voltage-supply conditions 
because of its higher peak-output-current capability. 

Fig. 6 shows total harmonic distortion (THO) as a func
tion of power output for each of the voltage conditions 
shown in Fig. 5. The values of the collector-to-collector 
load resistance (Rec) and the idling-current adjust resistor 
(R11 ) shown in the figure are given merely as a fixed 
reference; they are not necessarily optimum values. Higher 
idling-current drain may be desired for low cross-over 
distortion, or a higher value of Rec may be used for better 
sensitivity with less power-output capability. Because the 
maximum power output occurs at the same conditions of 
peak-current limitations, the sensitivities at maximum 
power output for the curves of Figs. 5 and 6 are approxi
mately the same. Increasing the idling-current drain by 
reducing the value of the resistor R11 also improves the 
sensitivity. 
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Fig. 6-Total harmonic distortion of the CA3020 or 
CA3020A as a function of power output. 

Fig. 7 illustrates the improvement in cross-over distor
tion at low power levels. Distortion at 100 milliwatts is 
shown as a function of idling current lcc2 (output stages 
only). There is a small improvement in total harmonic 
distortion for a large increase in idling current as the 
current level exceeds 15 milliamperes. 

APPLICATIONS 

Audio Amplifiers. The circuit shown in Fig. 4 may be 
used as a highly efficient class B audio power-output circuit 
in such applications as communications systems, AM or 
FM radios, tape recorders, phonographs, intercom sets, 
and linear mixers. Fig. 8 shows a modification of this 



circuit which may be used as a transformerless audio 
amplifier in any of these applications or in other portable 
instruments. The features of this circuit are a power-output 
capability of 310 milliwatts for an input of 45 millivolts, 
and a high input impedance of 50,000 ohms. The idling
current drain of the circuit is 24 milliamperes. The curves 
of Fig. 5 may be used to determine the value of the 
center-tapped resistive load required for a specified power
output level (the indicated load resistance is divided by 
two). 
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Fig. 7-Total harmonic distortion as a function of idling 
current for a supply voltage of 6 volts and an 
output of 1 00 milliwatts. 

The CA3020 or CA3020A provides several advantages 
when used as a sound output stage or as a preamplifier
driver in communications equipment because each type is 
a compact and low-power-drain circuit. The squelching 
requirement in such applications is simple and economical. 
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RCA-11\113 
130-0HM SPEAKER 

OR EQUIV. 

Fig. 8-31 0-milliwaH audio amplifier without 
transformers. 

Fig. 9 shows a practical method of providing squelch to 
the CA3020 or CA3020A. When the squelch switching 
transistor Q, is in the "on" state, the CA3020 or CA3020A 
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Fig. 9-Method of applying squelch to the CA3020 or 
CA3020A to save idling dissipation . 

is "off" and draws only fractional idling dissipation. The 
only current that flows is that of the buffer-amplifier tran
sistor Q1 in the integrated circuit and the saturating cur
rent drain of Q,. For a circuit similar to that of Fig. 8, 
the squelched condition requires an idling current of ap
proximately 7 milliamperes, as compared to a normal 
idling-current drain of 24 milliamperes. 

In applications requiring high gain and impedance 
matching, the CA3020 or CA3020A can be adapted for 
use without complex circuit modifications. Detectors having 
low signal outputs or high impedances can be easily 
matched to the input of the CA3020 or CA3020A buffer 
amplifier. The typical integrated-circuit input impedance 
of 55,000 ohms may be too low for crystal output devices 
such as phonograph pickups, but the sensitivity may be 
sacrificed to impedance-match at the input while still pro
viding adequate drive to the CA3020 or CA3020A. Both 
types may be used in tape recorders as high-gain amplifiers, 
bias oscillators, or record and playback amplifiers. The 
availability of two input terminals permits the use of the 
CA3020 or CA3020A as a linear mixer, and thus adds to 
its flexibility in systems that require adaptation to multiple 
functions, such as communications equipment and tape 
recorders. 

Fig. 10 illustrates the use of the audio amplifier shown 
in Fig. 4 in an intercom in which a listen-talk position 
switch controls two or more remote positions. Only the 
speakers, the switch, and the input transformer are added 
to the basic audio amplifier circuit. A suitable power sup
ply for the intercom could be a 9-volt battery used inter
mittently rather than continuously. 

Wide-Band Amplifiers. A major general-purpose applica
tion of the CA3020 and CA3020A is to provide high gain 
and wide-band amplification. The CA3020 and CA3020A 
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t9V 

T1: Primary 4 ohms, 
Secondary 25,000 ohms; 
Stanco, A4744 or equiv. 

T2: Better Coil and Transformer 
OFI084, Thordarson TR-192, 
or equiv. 

Speakers: 4 ohms 

Fig. 10-lntercom using CA3020 or CA3020A. 

have typically flat gain-bandwidth response to 8 MHz. Al
though the circuits are normally biased for class B oper
ation, only the output stages operate in this mode. If 
proper de bias conditions are applied, the output stages 
may be operated as linear class A amplifiers. 

Fig. 11 shows the recommended method for achieving 
an economical and stable class A bias. The differential
amplifier portion of the CA3020A is placed at a potential 

Fig. 11-Wide-band video amplifier illustrating economi
cal and stable class A bias of CA3020A. 

above ground equal to the base-to-emitter voltage V,,, of 
the integrated-circuit transistors (0.5 to 0. 7 volt). In this 
condition, the output stages have an emitter-current bias 
approximately equal to the base-to-emitter voltage divided 

192 

by the emitter-to-ground resistance. The circuit in Fig. 11 
is a wide-band video amplifier that provides a gain of 38 
dB at each of the push-pull outputs, or 44 dB in a 
balanced-output connection. The 3-dB bandwidth of the 
circuit is 30 Hz to 8 MHz. Higher gain-bandwidth per
formance can be achieved if the diode-to-ground voltage 
drop at terminal 12 is reduced. The lower voltage drop 
permits the use of a higher ratio of output-stage collector
to-emitter resistors without departure from the desired 
portion of the class A load line. It is important to note 
that the temperature coefficient of the terminal-12-to
ground reference element should be sufficiently low to 
prevent a large change in the current of the output stages. 

The same method for achieving class A bias is used in 
the large-signal-swing output amplifier shown in Fig. 12. 

Fig. 12-Large-signal-swing output amplifier using 
CA3020 or CA3020A. 

Either the CA3020 or the CA3020A may be used in this 
circuit with power supplies below + 18 volts; the 
CA3020A can also be used with B + voltages up to 25 
volts with non-inductive loads. The circuit of Fig. 12 pro
vides a gain of 60 dB and a bandwic'th of 3 .2 MHz if the 
output transistor 0 7 has a bypassed emitter resistor. With 
an unbypassed output emitter resistor, the gain is 40 dB 
and the bandwidth is 8 MHz. The output stage can deliver 
a 5-volt-rms signal when a supply of + 18 volts is used. 
For better performance in this type of circuit, the input 
signal is coupled from the buffer amplifier 0 1 to the 
input terminal 3 of the differential amplifier. This arrange
ment provides higher gain because the collector resistor of 
the differential-amplifier transistor O;i is larger than that 
of 0 2 . (This difference ·results from a requirement of 
differential drwe balance that is not used in this circuit.) 
In addition, the terminals of the unused output transistor 
0 6 help to form an isolating shield between the input at 
terminal 3 and the output at terminal 7. This cascade of 
amplifiers has a single phase inversion at the output for 
much better stability than could be achieved if terminal 4 
were used as the output and terminal 3 as the input. 

Fig. 13 illustrates the use of the CA3020 or CA3020A 
as a class A linear amplifier. This circuit features a very 
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low output impedance and may be used as a line-driver 
amplifier for wide-band applications up to 8 MHz. The 
circuit requires a 0.12-volt peak-to-peak input for a single
ended output of 1 volt or a balanced peak-to-peak output 
of 2 volts from a 3-ohm output impedance at each emitter. 
The input impedance is specified as 7800 ohms, but is pri
marily a function of the external 10,000-ohm resistor that 
provides bias to Q1 from the regulating terminal 11. 

Fig. 13-Class A linear amplier using CA3020 or 
CA3020A. 

Fig. 14 illustrates the practical use of the CA3020 or 
CA3020A as a tuned amplifier. This circuit uses de biasing 
similar to that shown previously, and has a gain of 70 dB 
at a frequency of 160 kHz. The CA3020 or CA3020A 
can be used as a tuned rf amplifier or oscillator at fre
quencies well beyond the 8-MHz bandwidth of the basic 
circuit. 

0.001 ,.._F 

o----'-, OUTPUT 
70 dB GAIN 
AT 160 kHz 

Fig. 14-160-kHz tuned amplifier using the CA3020 or 
CA3020A. 

Driver Amplifiers. The high power-gain and power-out
put capabilities of the CA3020 and CA3020A make these 
integrated circuits highly suitable for use as drivers for 
higher-power stages. In most applications, the full power
output capability of the circuit is not required, and large 
emitter resistors may be used in the output stage to reduce 

distortion. The CA3020 and CA3020A can drive any trans
former-coupled load within their respective ratings. Several 
examples of typical applications are given below. 

Fig. 15 illustrates the use of the CA3020 or CA3020A 
to drive a germanium power-output transistor to a 2.5-
watt level. Because the integrated circuit is required to 
deliver a maximum power output of less than 50 milliwatts, 
an unbypassed emitter resistor can be used in the output 
stage to reduce distortion. Sensitivity for an output of 2.5 
watts is 3 millivolts; this figure can be improved at a 
slight increase in distortion by reduction of the 4.7-ohm 
resistors between terminals 5 and 6 and ground. 
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27 1.5 

TYPE 
2N2869/ 

2N301 
OR 

RCA 
40022 

WITH 
HEAT SINK 

T 1: primary impedance, 10,000 ohms; center-tapped at 160 ohms; 
primary direct current, 2 milliamperes; Thordarson TR-207 
(entire secondary), or equiv. 

T 2: primary impedance, 20 ohms; primary direct current, 0.6 
ampere; secondary, 4 ohms; Thordarson TR-304, 

T 1' 

Stanco, TP62, or equiv. 

Fig. 15-2.5-watt class A audio amplifier using the 
CA3020 or CA3020A as a driver amplifier. 

3.3 K 

TYPE 
2N2S69/2N30I 

OR 
RCA 40050 

500_µ.F WITH 

~519~ ~~:l 
! 8-0HM 

-=- SPEAKER 

TYPE 
2N2B69 I 2N 301 

OR 
RCA 40050 

WITH 
HEAT 
SINK 

primary impedance, 4,000 ohms; center-tapped; secondary 
impedance, 600 ohms; center-tapped, split; Thordorson 
TR-454 or equivalent. 

Fig. 16-10-watt single-ended class B audio amplifier 
using the CA3020 or CA3020A as a driver 
amplifier. 
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Because so little of the power-output capability of the 
CA3020 or CA3020A is used, higher-power class B stages 
can easily be accommodated by selection of suitable out
put transistors and appropriate transformers. 

Fig. 16 shows a medium-power class B audio amplifier 
in which the CA3020 or CA3020A is used as a driver. 
The output stage uses a pair of T0-3-type germanium 

output transistors which must be mounted on a heat sink 
for reliable operation. Idling current for the entire system 
is 70 milliamperes from the 35-volt supply. Sensitivity is 
IO millivolts for an output of 10 watts. 

Motor Controller and Servo Amplifier. The CA3020 or 
CA3020A may be used as a 40-to-400-Hz motor controller 
and servo amplifier, as shown in Fig. 17. 

+IS Vdc AT {~"t ~St~;IGNAL 
+ IO Vd AT fi7mA IDLING 

c \52mA FULL SIGNAL 
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Fig. 17-Motor controller and serva amplifier using 
CA3020 or CA3020A. 
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Principal Features and Applications of the 
RCA-CA3040 Integrated-Circuit Wideband Amplifier 

by 
W. M. Austin 

The RCA-CA3040 is a monolithic integrated circuit 
designed for use in wideband video and intermediate
frequency amplifier applications to frequencies as high 
as 100 MHz. The device, offered in a 12-pin T0-5 pack
age, features a balanced differential voltage gain of 37 
dB with less than 1 dB of imbalance and provides a 
typical 3-dB bandwidth of 55 MHz. Useful voltage gain 
is well beyond the 3-dB frequency roll-off point which, 
in some applications, extends to frequencies up to 200 
MHz. Additional features of the CA3040 include temp
erature compensation for gain and voltage over the -55 
to 125°c temperature range, a choice of zero or 180-
degree phase shift from input to output terminals, and 
high input and low output impedance characteristics 
over a broad bandwidth. This Note describes the opera
tion of the CA3040, its electrical characteristics and 
ratings, and its primary application as a wideband amp
lifier. 

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION 

Fig. 1 shows the schematic diagram for the CA3040 
circuit. The heart of this circuit consists of two differ
entially connected cascode amplifiers that form a so-

called "differential cascode" amplifier. The transis
tors Q3 and Q4 are common-emitter amplifiers which are 
connected at the emitters to form the differential trans
fer junction. The common-base transistors Q5 and Q6 
are emitter-driven from the common-emitter transistors 
Q3 and Q4, respectively, to form two differential-cas
code amplifier pairs. 

Each common-emitter amplifier is buffer-isolated 
from the input terminals by an emitter-follower stage for 
high input impedance and minimum co-channel phase 
pulling. Each common-base amplifier of the cascode is 
coupled to the output terminals by use of an emitter
follower stage for low impedance at the output terminals. 

When the signal flow through the device is from 
terminal 4 to terminal 12 and from terminal 6 to terminal 
10, there is a 180-degree internal phase shift; when 
signal flow is from terminal 4 to terminal 10 and from 
terminal 6 to terminal 12, the phase shift is zero. Fig. 2 
shows a signal-flow diagram for the former case. The de 
feedback loop shown is a bias-selection and temperature
tracking network. The bias network consists of refer
ence diodes D1 and o2, transistor Qg, and resistors R3, 
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Fig. 1 - Schematic diagram of the CA3040 wideband 
amplifier. 

Fig. 2 - Signal-flow diagram of the CA3040. 
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R4, R7, R3, Rg, and Rio- The bias network selected 
by proper connection of terminals 3, 7, 8, and 9 deter
mines the "mode" of desired temperature tracking. 

BIAS MODES 

The de bias-point stability or ac gain stability of 
the CA3040 is maintained over the temperature range of 
-55 to 125°c by the choice of two bias modes. These 
bias modes are selected by proper connection of the 
transistor Qg biasing network. Fig. 3 shows the bias 
modes for (a) constant voltage and (b) constant gain. 

0--------------
INPUT 

0.1 OOOl½D1 

+12 V 

ALL RESISTORS IN OHMS 

Vee 

v,2 
~----()OUTPUT 

v,o 

OUTPUT 

ALL CAPACITORS IN MICROFARADS 
(a) 

ALL RESISTORS IN OHMS 

Vee 
+ 12 V 

ALL CAPACITORS IN MICROFARAD$ 

v,2 
f----o 

OUTPUT 

OUTPUT 

(b) 

Fig. 3 - Bias configurations for the CA3040 using a 
single 12-volt power supply: ( a) constant-voltage 
bias; (b) constant-gain bias. 

In the constant-voltage bias arrangement, terminals 
3 and 8 are open, and terminals 7 and 9 are externally 
connected. This circuit yields a constant-voltage out
put for applications that use de coupling to succeeding 
stages or that require maximum dynamic range over the 

specified temperature. DC voltage variation in this 
mode is less than 0.1 volt over the entire temperature 
range; ac gain variation is ± 2.0 dB. 

In the constant-gain bias arrangement, terminals 3 
and 9 are externally connected, terminal 7 is open, and 

terminal 8 is externally connected to the substrate ter
minals 5 and 11. In this mode, the ac gain is extremely 
stable (typical variation is O dB); the de variation at the 
output terminals is ± 0.8 volt. 

For most applications, the constant-voltage bias 
mode is preferred. This mode provides typical ac-gain 
variation of less than 0.5 dB over the range from room 
temperature (25°C) to 85°C ambient. The dynamic range 
in this mode remains high, and the circuit exhibits less 
distortion and greater common-mode range for large
signal output swings. Finally, this mode requires one 
less terminal connection and provides a less complex 
layout design than that required for the constant-gain 
circuit. 

Both modes have identical power-supply require
ments, as illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4. Fig. 3 shows 
the use of a single 12-volt power supply, and Fig. 4 

(a) +GV -6 V 
Vee VEE 

Fig. 4 - Bias configurations for the CA3040 using bal
anced dual ( ±6-volt) power supplies; (a) constant
voltage bias; (b) constant-gain bias. 

shows balanced dual positive and negative &-volt power 
supplies. In Fig. 3(a) and 3(b), the inputs are bias
coupled to terminal 1, which is a reference to the center 
point of the power supply. Although this connection is 
most commonly used to maintain the common-mode range, 
any de supply or "stiff" bleeder (at one-half the power
supply voltage) may be used. It should be noted that 
terminal 1 should not be direct-coupled to any external 
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circuit except as a bias source; otherwise, the input 
transistors or the temperature-compensation character
istic will not remain within the limits. 

CHARACTERISTICS AND RATINGS 

The high-frequency capability of the CA3040 is a 
characteristic of the advanced design that has been de
veloped in the second generation of monolithic integrat
ed-circuit devices. The following are typical perfor
mance characteristics of the CA3040. 

Fig. S(a) shows gain as a function of frequency for 
the CA3040, The test circuit used to obtain this curve 
is shown in Fig. S(b). The 3-dB bandwidth is typically 
55 MHz and the minimum is 40 MHz at either differential 
output when terminal 4 is driven from a single-ended 
SO-ohm source. At 1 MHz, using a 63-millivolt output 
level, imbalance is not greater than ± 1 dB. In contrast 

COLLECTOR SUPPLY VOLTS (Vcc)"+l2 

I I AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (TA),.25°C 
SINGLE-ENDED INPUT ANO OUTPUT 
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* VARIABLE CAPACITANCE (0.5-1.0 >'F) ADJUSTMENT FOR 
EQUAL 3-dB BANDWIDTH AT AMPLIFIER OUTPUTS, 
TERMINALS 10 ANO 12. (b) 

4 68 
1000 

Fig. 5 - (a) Voltage gain as a function of frequency 
and (b) test circuit of CA3040. 

to the more common specification of mm1mum gain at 
high frequency, the performance of the CA3040 is given 
in terms of flat bandwidth relative to the 1-MHz-gain 
test point. 
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Fig. 6(a) shows the input resistance and capaci
tance characteristics of the CA3040. (The input resis
tance RIN is plotted as conductance GIN because the 
resistance magnitude approaches infinity at approxi
mately 22 MHz.) The test circuit used to obtain these 
data is shown in Fig. 6(b). These curves were obtained 
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Fig. 6 - (a) Input impedance characteristics and (b) 
test circuit of CA3040. 

with the output terminals shorted and by use of the 
constant-voltage bias configuration. Although this form 
of bias has a second-order effect on the input and out
put capacitance, the input and output capacitance and 
conductance values for the circuits of Figs. 3 and 4 do 
not change appreciably from those shown in Fig. 6(a). 
The negative value of input resistance remains high over 
the high-gain region and has sufficient magnitude (several 
thousand ohms) at 150 MHz so that the amplifier remains 
stable for practical values of the input matching impe
dance. F:rom 1 to 10 MHz, this resistance remains 
approximately 150 kilohms. The input capacitance CIN 
of the CA3040 is approximately 2.2 picofarads and re
mains relatively constant over the useful frequency 
range. 

Fig. 7(a) shows the output resistance and output 
capacitance of the CA3040 amplifier as a function of 
frequency. The test circuit used for thesemeasurements 
is shown in Fig. 7(b). The output resistance of the cir-
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ciut is approximately 125 ohms at low frequencies and 
gradually rises to 215 ohms at 100 MHz, but decreases 
again to 200 ohms at 150 MHz. Although a lower output 
impedance (SO ohms or less) is more desirable, the high
er output impedance results in greater temperature
stable gain. When necessary, however, the output impe
dance can be reduced by addition of another emitter
follower stage. Even when this stage is directly coupled 
to the output, it has little effect on the de stability for 
bias-current drains less than 0.1 milliampere. 

Fig. 8(a) shows the 30-MHz noise figure as a 
function of source resistance in the test circuit present
ed in Fig. 8(b ). This amplifier is similar to the con-

40 220 

stant-voltage bias circuit shown in Fig. 4(a). The gain 
and frequency response of the amplifiers are equivalent. 
The 1-kilohm resistors at the input stage of the circuit 
of Fig. S(a), however, produce a 2-dB increase in the 
noise figure when the CA3040 is matched for maximum 
power transfer. For low-noise applications, therefore, 
these shunt-biasing resistors should be replaced by low
loss input matching circuits which can include rf 
chokes, a transformer, or inductive-capacitive input 
circuits. It is important that the de resistances of the 
two stages remain equal. An unequal de voltage drop 
across the bias network produces a large de offset at 
the output. 
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Fig. 7 - (a) Output impedance characteristics and (b) 
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Fig. 9(a) shows the 1/f noise characteristics of the 
CA3040 in the test-amplifier circuit of Fig. 9(b). The 
curves represent different values of source resistance. 
The bandwidth of the test amplifier circuit is restricted 
to adapt the circuit to a Quan-Tech noise analyzer. The 
equivalent input 1/f noise is expressed in nanovolts per 
,300,~----~-----~------,r-------, 

1 
f 250>-------+-------+------.-----------, 

J 

* 

Rs :1000 OHMS 

FERRITE BEAD= 
FERROXCUBE No 
56-590-658-30, 
OR EQUIV. 

+12 V 

* 

(b) 

NF=20 LOG,o EN 
126.6ll6 12 tR5) 112 

TO POST 

470pF T::{~~l~T~CH 
_["1-LYZER 

470pF 

100 OHMS 

Fig. 9 - (a) Equivalent input noise voltage as a func
tion of frequency and (b) test circuit of CA3040. 

square root of the frequency. The limiting low-frequency 
1/f noise approaches 125 nanovolts per ./Hz at 10 Hz 
and drops to approximately 25 nanovolts per ,./iiz at 100 
Hz. Above 200 Hz, the noise component is primarily 
shot noise. 

The noise figure NF is related to the noise voltage 
EN as follows: 

EN EN NF = 20 log 10 ____ = 20 log10-------
(4KTRs)½ 126.6 x 10-12 (Rs)½ 

where EN is the noise voltage in volts per .,/H;;- K is 
Boltzmann's constant (1.38 x 10·23 joule/°K), T is the 
temperature in degrees Kelvin, and Rs is the external 
source resistance in ohms. 
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The CA3040 has a linear phase-shift characteristic. 
Fig. 10 shows the amplifier phase shift from input ter
minal 6 to output terminal 10 and the differential phase 
between outputs over the frequency range from 1 to 60 
MHz. The test amplifier of Fig. S(b) was used to obtain 
the data for these curves. The resistive portion of the 
output-<mpedance load in Fig. S(b) consists primarily of 
the 1-kilohm resistors. The capacitive load consists of 
all essential circuitry as well as BNC connectors and 
phase-meter input probes that represent approximately 
8.5 picofarads. Any imbalance from 180 degrees of dif
ferential phase at the output terminals remains small in 
comparison to the reference input-to-output phase shift 
and is typically less than 1 degree at frequencies up to 
50 MHz. Fig. 10 shows the differential output phase 
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Fig. 10 - Amplifier phase shift and differential output 
phase as a function of frequency for the CA3040 test 
circuit of Fig. S(b). 

with terminal 10 given as the reference phase. The im
balance exists because the feedthrough capacitance 
from terminal 10 to terminal 9 is greater than that from 
terminal 12 to terminal 9. The constant-current transis
tor (Qg of Fig. 1) amplifies this unbalanced stray cap
acitance coupling. A fundamental correction for phase 
can be made by adjustment of the output-capacitance 
load. In Fig. S(b), a variable capacitance Cf is used 
between terminals 9 and 12 for this purpose. The addi
tion of Cf makes possible adjustment of the output 
signals for phase and gain balance at the high-frequency 
roll-off point. 

Fig. ll(a) shows the frequency response of the 
CA3040 for various values of load resistance. The test 
circuit used for these measurements is shown in Fig. 
ll(b). This amplifier is biased from a balanced dual 
power supply, but is otherwise similar to the circuit of 
Fig. S(b ). The curves are valid for either method of 
biasing. 

The low -frequency portion of the curves of Fig. 
ll(a) shows the decrease in gain with decreased load 
resistance which is characteristic of the 125-ohm output 
resistance. The higher-frequency range shows the re
duction in bandwidth as the load resistance is decreased. 
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Fig. 11 - (a) Frequency response curves and (b) test 

circuit for CA3040. 

This output characteristic is typical of emitter-follower 
circuits and is caused by a reduction in transistor beta 
at higher frequencies. 

WIDEBAND AMPLI Fl ERS 
In the basic amplifier circuit of Figs. S(b) and ll(b), 

the bandwidth of the CA3040 may be increased by use of 
conventional RL and RC peaking, as well as feedback 
con.,cuon, at the input and output stages. Fig. 12(a) 
shows a typical wideband amplifier configuration using 
the CA3040; Fig. 12(b) shows its frequency response. 
The circuit has a wide-band series-peaked bandwidth 
greater than 90 MHz at the 3-dB point and greater than 
85 MHz to within ± 1 dB of gain variation. In the circuit 
of Fig. 12(a), care is taken to avoid "over-peaking" of 
the input at higher signal levels so that limiting and 
distortion effects are minimized. 

The frequency-response curves shown in Fig. 12(b), 
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Fig. 12 - (a) Typical CA3040 wideband-amplifier cir
cuit with series input peaking and (b) frequency re
sponse characteristic. 

as well as in Figs. S(a) and ll(a), were obtained with 
conventional output circuits that contain BNC connec
tors coupled to the rf voltmeters and produce a total 
capacitive load of approximately 8 to 9 picofarads. The 
curve of Fig. S(a) shows a roll-off characteristic of ap
proximately 12 dB per octave in the 100-to-200-MHz 
range which is the result of capacitive loading of the 
cascode and emitter-follower output stages. These out
put stages may be peaked for partial compensation of 
the bandwidth loss that results from emitter-follower 
output loading. The remaining loss in bandwidth, how
ever, results from internal circuit effects and is less 
easily corrected. 

Fig. 13 (a) shows a wideband-amplifier circuit 
that produces 50 dB ± 1 dB of gain up to 53MHz, as 
shown by the curve of Fig. 13 (b ). The curve shown 
is for an input-drive signal of 1.0 millivolt rms although 
the post amplifier can provide an output of 1.0 volt rms 
before limiting. The post amplifier has a broadband 
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capability of approximately 85 MHz and uses adjustable 
rf coils, Miller Type 20A ___ RBI, or equivalent. The 
adjustable capacitor at the emitter or the cascode serves 
to "over peak" the post amplifier and compensate for 
the RC roll-off of the CA3040 amplifier. With this type 
of peaking compensation, a flat response that deviates 
less than 0.2 dB up to 50 MHz is obtained. Wideband cap
ability of the post amplifier is also achieved through the 
use of high-performance silicon n-p-n transistors. The 
RCA-40235 has a high gain-bandwidth product fT and a 
low collector-to-base feedback capacitance Ccb suitable 
for television rf applications. The 2N5187 is a high
speed switching transistor that has all the basic re
quirements for economical line-driver applications. The 
peaking circuit is of the series-shunt type at the col
lector of the RCA-40235 cascode. Because high idle 
current is needed in the amplifier output stage, the out
put level before limiting is set for the minimum require
ment necessary for the desired level of peak-to-peak 
output signal. In this case, a peak-to-peak signal of 2 
volts is easily obtained to drive a SO-ohm line that is 
matched at both ends. 
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The CA3040 amplifier in Fig. 13(a) is the same as 
the amplifier of Fig. S(a), although the basic circuit can 
use any bias mode or power-supply configuration shown 
previously. In this particular case, the simple 12-volt 
power supply (at approximately 60 milliamperes of cur
rent drain) satisfies the requirement for a low-cost, 
wideband circuit. However. when several supply vol
tages are available, the circuit of Fig. 13(a) can be a 
direct-coupled combination of the balanced dual ±6-
volt CA3040 circuit and the post amplifier. This post 
amplifier which uses RCA-40235 transistors in a cas
code configuration, is designed for de base voltages of 
3 and 6 volts. 

STABILITY 

In the classical analysis, stability is evaluated as 
a function of the transfer impedance parameter. The 
number of possible operating modes and bias· options, 
each of which is evaluated over the useful frequency 
range, limits the practicality of this type of analysis 
for the CA3040. Such an analysis would be further comp-
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Fig. 13 - (a) 58-MHz wideband amplifier including post 
amplifier and (b} frequency response characteristic. 



Heated by the fact that y-parameter data are applicable 
only at the discrete frequency at which they are taken. 

In view of these factors, the characteristics of the CA-
3040 are guaranteed to have a reasonable stability mar
gin through evaluations in test circuits and by integrity 
of design. Poor circuit design or improper layout, how
ever, can reduce the stability margin so that oscillations 
can possibly result. 

The differential-amplifier configuration of the CA-
3040 offers the advantage in wideband amplifier applica
tions of neutralizing its own feedback. For this reason 
the circui: layout and printed-board pattern should be 
designed with a high degree of symmetry. 

For stability purposes, terminal 9 of the CA3040 
should not be bypassed because common-base oscillations 
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may result in the constant-current transistor Qg. This 
effect, however, may be used to advantage in oscillator 
and mixing applications. 

For some applications, such as wideband if amplif
iers, it is desirable to limit the high-frequency charac
teristics of the CA3040. In this case, series resistors 
in the base input leads of transistors Q1 and Q2 are 
recommended. Resistances of 10 to 100 ohms in series 
with terminals 4 and 6 not only limit the bandwidth but 
also act as parasitic suppressors. 

CONSTRUCTION 
The basic construction of the CA3040 generally 

follows the usual recommendations for high-frequency 
wideband amplifiers. Figs. 14 and 15 illustrate the 

Fig. 14 - Printed-circuit board for the CA3040 wideband 
amplilier circuit of Fig. S(bl using constant-voltage bias 
configuration and a single 12-volt power supply: (al top 
view; (bl bottom view. 

Fig. 15 - Printed-circuit board for the CA3040 wideband 
amplifier circuit of Fig. B(bl using constant-gain bias 
configuration and balanced dual ( ±6-voltl power sup

plies; (al top view; (bl bottom view. 
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printed-board layout used for wideband appli cRtions of 
the CA3040. Fig. 16(a) is an exact-scale photograph of 
the printed board used in the circuits of Figs. 14 and 
15. Figs. 16(b) and 16(c) show modifications in this 
board made to accommodate the different connections 
for the single 12-volt and balanced dual &-volt power 
supplies. Fig. 16(c) shows an alternate mounting ar
rangement for the CA3040 in which lead connections are 
made through individual holes in the printed board. The 
printed board layout is intended for use with the con
stant-voltage bias connection in which terminal 7 is 
connected to terminal 9. Before the CA3040 is mounted, 
the pins for terminals 3 and 8 are cut off because they 
are not used in these circuits. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Fig. 16 - Printed-circuit board used for the construction 
of wideband amplifier circuits shown in this Note: 
(al exact-scale photograph; (bl modifications required to 
accommodate connections for the single 12-volt de 
supply; (cl modifications required ta accommodate con
nections for balanced dual 6-volt supplies. 
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The balanced dual-power-supply circuit of Fig. 15 
requires greater attention to layout because of the addi
tional difficulty in bypassing the negative supply. The 
emitter circuits, .as well as the substrate and case, of 
the CA3040 are common to the negative supply terminals 
5 and 11. This arrangement permits the negative power
supply source impedance to become a common element 
for feedback. For wideband applications, however, this 
arrangement presents a problem for bypassing these 
circuit elements. The series lead inductance L in micro
henries is given by 

L = o.ooslG.3 log10 E~l --0.1~] 

where J. is the lead length and d is the lead diameter, 
both in inches. 

Because this inductance is appreciable for some 
values of bypass capacitance, the circuit may resonate 
within the bandwidth of the amplifier. This resonance 
always exists and, therefore, requires extensive bypass
ing. As a result, the use of two and sometimes three 
capacitors at a bypass point is necessary for adequate 
bypassing of all frequencies in the pass band. In add
ition, the use of ferrite beads, chokes, and resistors 
may be necessary for suppression of "ripples" or "suck
out" in the pass band. Because of these problems a 
knowledge of the high-frequency self-resonant character
istics of passive circuit components up to frequencies 
near the unity-gain point of the amplifier device is 
essential. For the CA3040, this frequency may reach 
800 MHz. 

As an added precaution in mm1m1zmg inductance, 
the leads of the CA3040 should be trimmed to the min
imum practical length. Lead trimming, forming, and 
soldering, however, should be performed at least 1/32 
inch from the case to avoid damage to the package. 
Each lead of the CA3040 is inserted through a hole 
which has a sufficiently large diameter so that the lead 
just passes through without forcing. The leads are then 
folded out and soldered to their respective connections. 
Leadless disc capacitors are used with the circuit board 
slotted at the closest bypass point. The capacitors are 
soldered directly in vertical position to the printed board. 

Fig. 17 shows the constructed wideband post amp
lifier in which most parts are easily identifiable. Be
cause the case and coll-actor lead of each 2NS187 tran
sistor are connected together, direct bypassing to the 
case was used in this particular layout to reduce lead 
inductance in the collector circuit of the 2N5187. Lead
less disc capacitors are used at critical bypass points. 
The terminal tie-points are teflon-insulated stand-offs. 
Input and output are shown as BNC connectors coupled 
by 0.1-microfarad disc capacitors. The output cable and 
SO-ohm load of Fig. 13(a) are n0t shown. 
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Fig. 17 - Photograph of constructed post amplifier of 
Fig. 13(a). 
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The RCA-CA3094 unique monolithic programmable power 
switch/amplifier IC consists of a high-gain preamplifier driving 
a power-output amplifier stage. It can deliver average power of 
3 watts or peak power of 10 watts to an external load, and 
can be operated from either a single or dual power supply. 
This Note briefly describes the characteristics of the CA3094, 
and illustrates its use in the following circuit applications: 

Class A instrumentations and power amplifiers 

Class A driver-amplifier for complementary power tran
sistors 

Wide-frequency-range power multivibrators 

Current- or voltage-controlled oscillators 

Comparators (threshold detectors) 

Voltage regulators 

Analog timers (long time delays) 

Alarm systems 

Motor-speed controllers 

Thyristor-firing circuits 

Battery-charger regulator circuits 

Ground-fault-interrupter circuits 

Circuit Description 
The CA3094 series of devices offers a unique combination 

of circuit flexibility and power-handling capability. Although 
these monolithic !C's dissipate only a few microwatts when 
quiescent, they have a high current-output capability (I 00 
milliamperes average, 300 milliamperes peak) in the active 
state, and the premium-grade devices can operate at supply 
voltages up to 44 volts. 

Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram of the CA3094. The por
tion of the circuit preceding transistors Q 12 and Q 13 is the 

preamplifier section and is generically similar to that of 
the RCA-CA3080 Operational Transconductance Amplifier 
(OT A).1,2 The CA3094 circuits can be gain-programmed by 
either digital and/or analog signals applied to a separate 
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Amplifier-Bias-Current (!ABC) terminal (No. 5 in Fig. 1) to 
control circuit sensitivity. Response of the amplifier is es
sentially linear as a function of the current at terminal 5. 
This additional signal input "port" provides added flexibility 
in many applications. Thus, the output of the amplifier is a 
function of input signals applied differentially at terminals 2 
and 3 and/or in a single-ended configuration at terminal 5. The 
output portion of the monolithic circuit in the CA3094 con
sists of a Darlington-connected transistor pair with access pro
vided to both the collector and emitter terminals to provide 
capability to "sink" and/or "source" current. 

Fig. 1-CA3094 circuit schematic diagram. 

The CA3094 series of circuits consists of six types that dif
fer only in voltage-handling capability and package options, as 



shown below; other electrical characteristics are identical. 

Package Options 

CA3094S; CA3094T 
CA3094AS; CA3094AT 
CA3094BS; CA3094BT 

Maximum Voltage Rating 

24 V 
36 V 
44 V 

The suffix "S" indicates circuits packaged in T0-5 enclosures 
with leads formed to an 8-lead dual-in-line configuration (0.1" 
pin spacing). The suffix "T" indicates circuits packaged in 8-
lead T0-5 enclosures with straight leads. The generic CA3094 
type designation is used throughout this Note. 

Class A Instrumentation Amplifiers 
One of the more difficult instrumentation problems fre

quently encountered is the conversion of a differential input 
signal to a single-ended output signal. Although this conver
sion can be accomplished in a straightforward design through 
the use of classical op-amps, the stringent matching require
ments of resistor ratios in feedback networks make the con
version particularly difficult from a practical standpoint. 
Because the gain of the preamplifier section in the CA3094 
can be defined as the product of the transconductance 
and the load resistance (gm RL), feedback is not needed to 
obtain predictable open-loop gain performance. Fig. 2 shows 
the CA3094 in this basic type of circuit. 

NOTES: 

PRE-AMP. GAIN ( Avl= 9m RL = (5) (I0-3) (36) (103 ) = 180 
(OUTPUT AT TERMINAL I) 

(~l~~l:~::o~~~ATIQN; DIFFERENTIAL INPUT ! f ± 26 mV I 
DEVIATION FROM 
LINEARITY) 

OUTPUT VOLTAGE ( Eo) "'Av ( ± ediff l = (!BO)(± 26 mV) = :t 4.7 V 

OUTPUT CURRENT, Ios:::1 ::av fi = 8.35 mA 

Io= (gm RL)(e d1ff) 
RE 

Fig.2-0pen-loop instrumentation amplifier with differential 
input and single-ended output. 

The gain of the preamplifier section (to terminal No. I) is 
gm RL = (5 x 10-3) (36 x 103) = 180. The transcon
ductance gm is a function of the current into terminal No. 5, 
I ABC, the amplifier-bias-current. In this circuit an I ABC of 
260 microamperes results in a gm of 5 millimhos. The oper
ating point of the output stage is controlled by the 2-kilohm 
potentiometer. With no differential input signal ( ediff = O), 
this potentiometer is adjusted to obtain a quiescent output 
current lo of 12 milliamperes. This output current is estab
lished by the 560-ohm emitter resistor, RE, as follows: 

(gmR0 (ediff) 
Io"' RE 
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Under the conditions described, an input swing ediff of ±26 
millivolts produces a variation in the output current Io of 
±8.35 milliamperes. The nominal quiescent output voltage is 
12 milliamperes times 560 ohms or 6.7 volts. This output 
level drifts approximately -4 millivolts, or -0.0595 per cent, 
for each °C change in temperature. Output drift is caused by 
temperature-induced variations in the base-emitter voltage of 
the two output transistors, Q12 and Q13. 

Fig. 3 shows the CA3094 used in conjunction with a re
sistive-bridge input network; and Fig. 4 shows a single-supply 

50 Kil/ARM 

• SET TO OPTIMIZE CMRR 

OUTPUT 
I VOLT 
FULL 
SCALE 

! 
92CS-20279 

Fig.3-Single-supply differential-bridge amplifier. 

amplifier for thermocouple signals. The RC networks* con
nected between terminals I and 4 in Figs. 3 and 4 provide 

compensation to assure stable operation. 

IKll 

THERMO
COUPLE 

0-1 mA 

I mV FROM 
THERMOCOUPLE 
PRODUCES 
FULL-SCALE 
OUTPUT CURRENT 

92CS-20280 

Fig.4-Single-supply amplifier for thermocouple signals. 

Class A Power Amplifiers 
The CA3094 is attractive for power-amplifier service be

cause the output transistor can control current up to I 00 
milliamperes (300 milliamperes peak), the premium devices 

*The components of the RC network are chosen so that 
I 

2trRC ose2 MHz. 
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(CA3094B) can operate at supply voltages up to 44 volts, and 
the T0-5 package can dissipate power up to 1.6 watts when 
equipped with a suitable heat sink that limits the case temper
ature to 55°C. 

Fig. 5 shows a Class A amplifier circuit using the CA3094A 
that is capable of delivering 280 milliwatts to a 350-ohm re
sistive load. This circuit has a voltage gain of 60 dB and a 

(RI 
10 Kn 

-15V<>--"fV'~u+l5V 
+15 V 

-15V 
92CS·202BI 

Fig.5-Class-A amplifier - 280-mW capability into a 
resistive load, 

3-dB bandwidth of about 50 kHz. Operation is stable w1tuout 
the use of a phase-compensation network. Potentiometer R is 
used to establish the quiescent operating point for class A 
operation. 

The circuit of Fig. 6 illustrates the use of the CA3094 in a 
class A power-amplifier circuit driving a transformer-coupled 
load. With dual power supplies of +7.5 volts and -7.5 volts, a 

R 
10 Kn 

v· 

*GEN.RADIO TYPE 1840-A 
OUTPUT POWER METER 
OR EQUIVALENT 

v+ 

" 

TYPICAL DATA 

01Rgrtff,0N ~2; I. 5 w 
R9 30Kil 40 K.0. 

v+ +7.5 +tOV 
v- -7.5 -IOV 

RE 50!l 45!l 

220 600 
mW mW 

THO 0.4% 14% 

A p 310fi 128!1 

92CS- 20282 

Fig.6-Class-A amplifier with transformer-coupled load. 

base resistor RB of 30 kilohms, and an emitter resistor RE of 
50 ohms, CA3094 dissipation is typically 625 milliwatts. With 
supplies of+ JO volts and -10 volts, RB of 40 kilohms, and 
RE of 45 ohms, the dissipation is 1.5 watts. Total harmonic 
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distortion is 0.4 per cent at a power-output level of 220 
milliwatts with a reflected load resistance Rp of 3 JO ohms, 
and is 1.4 per cent for an output of 600 milliwatts with an 
Rp of 128 ohms. The setting of potentiometer R establishes 
the quiescent operating point for class A -operation. The 
I -kilohm resistor connected between terminals 6 and 2 pro
vides de feedback to stabilize the collector current of the out
put transistor. The ac gain is established by the ratio of the 
I-megohm resistor connected between terminals 8 and 3 and 
the I-kilohm resistor connected to terminal 3. Phase compen
sation is provided by the 680-picofarad capacitor connected 
to terminal I . 

Class A Driver-Amplifier for Complementary Power 
Transistors 

The CA3094 configuration and characteristics are ideal for 
driving complementary power-output transistors;3 a typical 
circuit is shown in Fig. 7. This circuit can provide 12 watts of 
audio power output into an 8-ohm load with intermodulation 
distortion (IMD) of 0.2 per cent when 60-Hz and 2-kHz sig
nals are mixed in a 4: I ratio. Intermodulation distortion is 
shown as a function of power output in Fig. 8. 

The large amount of loop gain and the flexibility of feed
back arrangements with the CA3094 make it possible to incor
porate the tone controls into a feedback network that is 
closed around the entire amplifier system. The tone controls 
in the circuit of Fig. 7 are part of the feedback network con
nected from the amplifier output Uunction of the 330- and 
4 7-ohm resistors driven by the emitters of Qz and Q3) to 
terminal 3 of the CA3094. Fig. 9 shows voltage gain as a 
function of frequency with tone controls adjusted for "flat" 
response and for responses at the extremes of tone-control 
rotation. The use of tone controls incorporated in the 
feedback network results in excellent signal-to-noise r"atio. 
Hum and noise are typically 700 microvolts (83 dB down) at 
the output. 

In addition to the savings resulting from reduced parts 
count and circuit size, the use of the CA3094 leads to further 
savings in the power-supply system. Typical values of power
supply rejection and common-mode rejection are 90 dB and 

100 dB, respectively. An amplifier with 40-dB gain and 90-dB 
power-supply rejection would require a 31-millivolt power
supply ripple to produce one millivolt of hum at the output. 
Therefore, no filtering is required other than that provided by 
the energy-storage capacitors at the output of the rectifier sys
tem shown in Fig. 7. 

For applications in which the operating temperature range 
is limited (e.g., consumer service) the thermal compensation 
network (shaded area) can be replaced by a more economical 
configuration consisting of a resistor-diode combination (8.2 
ohms and I N5391) as shown in Fig. 7. 

Power Multivibrators (Astable and Monostable) 
The CA3094 is suitable for use in power multivibrators 

because its high-current output transistor can drive low-imped
ance circuits while the input circuitry and the frequency-deter
mining elements are operating at micropower levels. A typical 
example of an astable multivibrator using the CA3094 with a 
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TYPICAL PERFORMANCE DATA 

For 12-W Audio Amplifier Circuit 

Power Output (8n load, Tone Control set at "i ·,3t") 

Music (at 5% THO, regulated supply) 

Continuous (at 0.2% IMO, 60 Hz & 2 kHz mixed in a 4:1 ratio, 
unregulated supply) See Fig. 8 

Total Harmonic Oistoration 

At 1 W, unregulated supply 

At 12 W, unregulated supply. 
Voltage Gain .. 

Hum and Noise (Below continuous Power Output). 

15 

12 

0.05 
0.57 
40 
83 
250 Input Resistance 

Tone Control Range ................ See Fig. 9 

w 

w 

% 

% 
dB 
dB 
kl1 

Fig.7-12-watt amplifier circuit featuring true complementary-symmetry output stage with CA3094 in driver stage. 
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Fig.8-lntermodulation distortion vs. power output. 
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Fig.9-Voltage gain vs. frequency. 

dual power supply is shown in Fig. I 0. The output frequency 
fouT is determined as follows: Fig. 11 is a single-supply astable mul tivibrator circuit which 

illustrates the use of the CA3094 for flashing an incandescent 
lamp. With the component values shown, this circui( produces 
one flash per second with a 25-per-cent "on"-time while de
livering output current in excess of 100 milliamperes. During 

foUT= 2RC!n[(2RI/R2)+ I] 
If R2 is equal to 3.08 RI, then fouT is simply the reciprocal 
of RC. 
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the 75-per-cent "off'-time it idles with micropower consump
tion. The flashing rate can be maintained within ±2 per cent 
of the nominal value over a battery voltage range from 6 to 15 
volts and a temperature excursion from O to 70°C. The 
CA3094 series of circuits can supply peak-power output in 
excess of IO watts when used in this type of circuit. The fre
quency of oscillation fosc is determined by the resistor 
ratios, as follows: 

fosc 

where 

2RCln [(2 R1/R2) + I] 

RARB 
RI=----

RA +RB 

+ 15 V 

51 KO 

• 
• 
• 

J--+----(_JOUTPUT 
tour~ 5 KHz 

-15V 

NOTE: four" I 2R i If Rz• 3,08 R1, four·iic 
2 RC !n ( Ai + I) 

92CS-20290 

Fig. 10-Astable multivibrator using dual supply. 

+v 

I _ RA Re 
I FLASH/SEC. fosc= 2RC.tn[(2R1!Rz+ll] WHERE R1-RA+R9 

25 % DUTY CYCLE 

FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT OF vt 
FROM 6-15 V DC 

92CS-20293 

Fig. 11-Astable multivibrator using single supply. 

Provisions can easily be made in the circuit of Fig. 11 to 
vary the multivibrator pulse length while maintaining an es
sentially constant pulse repetition rate. The circuit shown in 
Fig. 12 incorporates a potentiometer Rp for varying the 

width of pulses generated by the astable multivibrator to drive 
a light-emitting diode (LED). 
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+30V 

27Ktl 

50K!l. 

27Kil 

92CS-20408 

Fig.12-Astable power multivibrator with provisions for 
varying duty cycle. 

Fig. I 3 shows a circuit incorporating independent controls 
(RoN and Ropp) to establish the "on" and "off" periods of 
the current supplied to the LED. The network between points 
"A" and "B" is analogous in function to that of the 100-
kilohm resistor R in Fig. 12. 

+30V 

47Kfi 

47Kt1 

92CS· 20!5!5!5 

Fig.13-Astable power multivibrator with provisions for 
independent control of LED 0 on·off" periods. 

The CA3094 is also suitable for use in monostable mult!
vibrators, as shown in Fig. 14. In essence, this circuit is a pulse 
counter in which the duration of the output pulses is inde
pendent of trigger-pulse duration. The meter reading is a func
tion of the pulse repetition rate which can be monitored with 
the speaker. 

+6V 

JN914 

I KO 

100 .0 

c(j 
IOO o 

SPEAKER 

IN914 

•v--, r----, r 
ov-U LJ 

_j ~rm, 

*FULL - SCALE DEFLECTION• 83 PULSES/SEC 

Fig.14-Power monostable muftivibrator. 
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Current- or Voltage-Controlled Oscillators 
Because the transconductance of the CA3094 varies lin

early as a function of the amplifier bias current (!ABC) sup
plied to terminal 5, the design of a current- or voltage-con
trolled oscillator is straightforward, as shown in Fig. 15. 
Fig. 16 and I 7 show oscillator frequency as a function of 
!ABC for a current-controlled oscillator for two different 
values of capacitor C in Fig. 15. The addition of an appropri-

,--------..----.--• + 15 V 

47K0. 

OUTP~ 

47K.Q 

500 

;, 
I 400 

,.. 
u 300 a 
::, 
0 

'" ::: 200 

100 

OR <" 
VOLTAGE. J_ 

I N P U T >------\..J 92CS-20557 

Fig.15-Current- or voltage-controlled oscillator. 
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AMPLIFIER BIAS CURRENT (!Aacl-µ.A 

Fig.16-Frequency as a function of I ABC for C=TOOO pF 
for circuit in Fig. 15. 

ate resistor (R) in series with terminal 5 in Fig. 15 corw!)rts the 
circuit into a voltage-controlled oscillator. Linearity ;;th re
spect to either current or voltage control is within I per cent 
over the middle half of the characteristics. However, variation 
in the symmetry of the output pulses as a function of fre
quency is an inherent characteristic of the circuit in Fig. 15, 
and leads to distortion when this circuit is used to drive the 
phase detector in phase-locked-loop applications. This type of 
distortion can be eliminated by interposing an appropriate 
flip-flop between the output of the oscillator and the phase
locked discriminator circuits. 

SUPPLY VOLTAGE ( v+J = 15 V 
C• 100 p F ( TERM. N0.3 TO GND IN FIG. IS 

500 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (TA )•25°C 

i 400 

l 
,- 300 
u a 
::, 

8 200 
::: 

100 

0 100 200 300 400 500 
AMPLIFIER BIAS CURRENT (rAecl-µ.A 

92CS-20284 

F;g.17-Frequency as a funct;on of I ABC for C=100 pF 
for circu;t ;n p;g. 15. 

Comparators (Threshold Detectors) 
Comparator circuits are easily implemented with the 

CA3094, as shown by the circuits in Fig. 18. The circuit of 
Fig. 18(a) is arranged for dual-supply operation; the input volt
age exceeds the positive threshold, the output voltage swings 
essentially to the negative supply-voltage rail (it is assumed 
that there is negligible resistive loading on the output ter-

UPPER THRESHOLD= 

LOWER THRESHOLD= 

I) [(~~::l +R] l J (RI +Rb) ' 

92CS·2055S 

OUTPUT 

R1 

100 Kn 

(bl SINGLE SUPPLY 

Fig. 18-Comparators (threshold detectors) - dual- and s;ngle-supply 

types. 
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minal). An input voltage that exceeds the negative threshold 
value results in a positive voltage output essentially equal to 
the positive supply voltage. The circuit in Fig. 18(b), con
nected for single-supply operation, functions similarly. 

Fig. 19 shows a dual-limit threshold detector circuit in 
which the high-level limit is established by potentiometer RI 

~--.~------ +15 V 

R2 
l.5 Kil 5KO 

<6>---..-0UTPUT -1---HIGH 

DEAD 
ZONE 

---LOW 

I K .!l 

IN914 

Fig. 19-Dual-limit threshold detector. 

and the low-level limit is set by potentiometer R2 to actuate 
the CA3080 low-limit detector.1,2 A positive output signal is 
delivered by the CA3094 whenever the input signal exceeds 
either the high-limit or the low-limit values established by the 
appropriate potentiometer settings. This output voltage is ap
proximately 12 volts with the circuit shown. 

The high current-handling capability of the CA3094 makes 
it useful in Schmitt power-trigger circuits such as that shown 
in Fig. 20. In this circuit, a relay coil is switched whenever the 

+30V 

INPUT 

IOOK.!l 

UPPER TRIP POINT :o30 ---1:L_ 
R1+R2+R3 

LOWER TRIP POINTa(50-0.026R/__!!L 
R2 +R 3 92CS-20556 

Fig.20-Precision Schmitt power-trigger circuit. 

input signal traverses a prescribed upper or lower trip point, as 
defined by the following expressions: 

Upper Trip Point= 30 ( RI + ~~ + R3 ) 

Lower Trip Point~ (30 - 0.026Rl) R2 ~ R3 
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The circuit is applicable, for example, to automatic ranging. 
With the values shown in Fig. 20, the relay coil is energized 
when the input exceeds approximately 5 .9 volts and remains 
energized until the input signal drops below approximately 
5.5 volts. 

Power-Supply Regulators 
The CA3094 is an ideal companion device to the CA3085 

series regulator circuits4 in dual-voltage tracking regulators 
that handle currents up to I 00 milliamperes. In the circuit of 
Fig. 21, the magnitude of the regulated positive voltage pro
vided by the CA3085A is adjusted by potentiometer R. A 
sample of this positive regulated voltage supplies the power 
for the CA3094A negative regulator and also supplies a refer-

0 03 /LF 

.v+1NPUT RANGE=19 TO 30 V L..--vvv---_j 
fOR 15 V OUTPUT 

+1tV-INPUT RANGE=-16 T0-30 V 

10 Kil 
±1% 

FOR-15 V OUTPUT 
REGULATION: 

MAX LINE • :::'.:.'Oe,UC'T ____ x. I00=0.0?5 %/V 

[ Vour ! 1N1T1ALB a V1N 

MAX. LOAD• 
/J. Vour x 100=0.015 % Vour 
Vour (INITIAL} 

(IL FROM I TO 50 mA) 

Fig.21-Dua/-voltage tracking regulator. 

ence voltage to its terminal 3 to provide tracking. This circuit 
provides a maximum line regulation equal to 0.075 per cent 
per volt of input voltage change and a maximum load regula
of 0.075 per cent of the output voltage. 

Fig. 22 shows a regulated high-voltage supply similar to the 
type used to supply power for Geiger-Mueller tubes. The 
CA3094, used as an oscillator, drives a step-up transformer 
which develops suitable high voltages for rectification in the 
RCA-44007 diode network. A sample of the regulated output 
voltage is fed to the CA3080A operational transconductance 
amplifier through the 198-megohm and 9 I 0-kilohm divider to 
control the pulse repetition rate of the CA3094. Adjustment 
of potentiometer R determines the magnitude of the regulated 
output voltage. Regulation of the desired output voltage is 
maintained within one per cent despite load-current variations 
of 5 to 26 microamperes. The de-to-de conversion efficiency 
is about 48 per cent. 

Timers 

The programmability feature inherent in the CA3094 (and 
operational transconductance amplifiers in general) simplifies 
the design of presettable timers such as the one shown in 
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Fig.22-Regulated high-voltage supply. 

Fig. 23. Long timing intervals (e.g., up to 4 hours) are achieved ln some timer applications, such as that shown in Fig. 24, 
by discharging a timing capacitor C 1 into the signal-input ter- a meter readout of the elapset! time is desirable. This circuit 
minal (e.g., No. 3) of the CA3094. This discharge current is uses the CA3094 and the CA3083 transistor array5 to con-
controJled precisely by the magnitude of the amplifier bias trol the meter and a load-switching triac. The timing cycle 
current !ABC programmed into terminal 5 through a resistor starts with the momentary closing of the start switch to charge 
selected by switch S2. Operation of the circuit is initiated by capacitor CI to an initial voltage determined by the SO-kilohm 
charging capacitor CI through the momentary closing of vernier timing adjustment. During the timing cycle, capacitor 
switch SJ. Capacitor C1 starts discharging and continues dis- C1 is discharged by the input bias current at terminal 3, 
charging until voltage E1 is less than voltage E2. The differ- which is a function of the resistor value R1 chosen by the 
ential input transistors in the CA3094 then change state, and time-range selection switch. During the timing cycle the out-
terminal 2 draws sufficient current to reverse the polarity of put of the CA3094, which is also the coJlector voltage of 01, 

120 V 30 V 
AC DC 

COMMON 

TIME 

R1 = 0.51 MO- 3 MIN. 

R2'" 5.1 Mn - 30 MIN. 
R3=22 Mn - 2HRS. 

R4 =44 Mn - 4 HRS. 

R5 =2.7 K!l 

R5 :::50 Kn 
R7=2.7 Kil 
Rs= L5 Kn 

40529 TURNS "OFF" AFTER 
EXPIRATION OF TIME DELAY 

92CS -20276 

Fig.23-Presettable analog timer. 

the output voltage (terminal 6). Thus, the CA3094 not only 
has provision for readily presetting the time delay, but also 
provides significant output current to drive control devices 
such as thyristors. Resisfor R5 limits the initial charging cur
rent for C 1. Resistor R7 establishes a minimum voltage of at 
least I volt at terminal 2 to insure operation within the 
common-mode-input range of the device. The diode limits the 
maximum differential input voltage to 5 volts. Gross changes 
in time-range selection are made with switch S2, and vernier 
trimming adjustments are made with potentiometer R6. 

is "high". The base drive for 01 is supplied from the positive 
supply through a 91-kilohm resistor. The emitter of O I, 
through the 75-ohm resistor, supplies gate-trigger current to 
the triac. Diode-connected transistors 04 and Os are con
nected so that transistor 01 acts as a constant-current source 
to drive the triac. As capacitor C1 discharges, the CA3094 
output voltage at terminal 6 decreases until it becomes less 
than the VcEsat of 01. At this point the flow of drive cur
rent to the triac ceases and the timing cycle is ended. The 
20-kilohm resistor between terminals 2 and 6 of the CA3094 
is a feedback resistor. Diode-connected transistors 02 and lb 
and their associated networks serve to compensate for non
linearities in the discharge-circuit network by bleeding cor
rective current into the 20-kilohm foedback resistor. Thus, 
current flow in the meter is essentially linear with respect to 
the timing period. The time periods as a function of R1 are 
indicated on the Time-Range Selection Switch in Fig. 24. 

Alarm Circuit 
Fig. 25 shows an alarm circuit utilizing two "sensor" 

lines. In the "no-alarm" state, the potential at terminal 2 is 
lower than the potential at terminal 3, and terminal 5 (!ABC) 
is driven with sufficient current through resistor R5 to keep 
the output voltage "high". If either "sensor" line is opened, 
shorted to ground, or shorted to th,~ other sensor line, the 
output goes "low" and activates some type of alarm system. 
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Fig.24-Presettabfe timer with line,3r readout. 

The back-to-back diodes connected between terminals 2 and 3 
protect the CA3094 input terminals against excessive differen
tial vol tag es. 

"• 100 Kn 

Fig.25-Alarm system. 

Motor-Speed Controller System 

+12 V 

92CS- 20275 

Fig. 26 illustrates the use of the CA3094 in a motor-speed 
controller system. Circuitry associated with rectifiers DI and 
02 comprises a full-wave rectifier which develops a train of 
half-sinusoid voltage pulses to power the de motor. The motor 
speed depends on the peak value of the half-sinusoids and the 
period of time (during each half-cycle) the SCR is conductive. 
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The SCR conduction, in turn, is controlled by the time dura
tion of the positive signal supplied to the SCR by the phase 
comparator. The magnitude of the positive de voltage sup
plied to terminal 3 of the phase comparator depends on 
motor-speed error as detected by a circuit such as that shown 
in Fig. 27. This de voltage is compared to that of a fixed-am
plitude ramp wave generated synchronously with the ac-line
vol tage frequency. The comparator output at terminal 6 is 
"high" (to trigger the SCR into conduction) during the period 



when the ramp potential is less than that ot the error voltage 
on terminal 3. The motor-current conduction period is in
creased as the error voltage at terminal 3 is increased in the 
positive direction. Motor-speed accuracy of ±1 per cent is 
easily obtained with this system. 

Motor-Speed Error Detector. Fig. 27(a) shows a motor
speed error detector suitable for use with the circuit of Fig. 26. 
A CA3080 operational transconductance amplifier is used as a 
voltage comparator. The reference for the comparator is es
tablished by setting the potentiometer R so that the voltage 
at terminal 3 is more positive than that at terminal 2 when the 
motor speed is too low. An error voltage E1 is derived from a 
tachometer driven by the motor. When the motor speed is too 
low, the voltage at terminal 2 of the voltage comparator is 
less positive than that at terminal 3, and the output voltage at 
terminal 6 goes "high". When the motor speed is too high, the 
opposite input conditions exist, and the output voltage at ter
minal 6 goes "low". Fig. 27(b) also shows these conditions graph
ically, with a linear transition region between the "high" and 
"low" output levels. This linear transition region is known as 
"proportional bandwidth". The slope of this region is deter
mined by the proportional bandwidth control to establish the 
error-correction response time. 

RECTIFIED ANO FILTERED 
SIGNAL DERIVED FROM 
TACHOMETER DRIVEN BY 
MOTOR BEING CONTROLLED 

PROPORTIONAL 
BANDWIDTH 
CONTROL 

Eour 
TO PHASE 

COMPARATOR 

(a) VOLTAGE COMPARATOR 

I bl 

"PROPORTIONAL BANOW!OTH" 

MOTOR SPEED 
FAST 

Synchronous Ramp Generator. Fig. 28 shows a schematic 
diagram and signal waveforms for a synchronous ramp gener
ator suitable for use with the motor-controller circuit of 
Fig. 26. Terminal 3 is biased at approximately +2.7 volts 
(above the negative supply voltage). The input signal E1N at 
terminal 2 is a sample of the half-sinusoids (at line frequency) 
used to power the motor in Fig. 26. A synchronous ramp sig
nal is produced by using the CA3094 to charge and discharge 
capacitor C1 in response to the synchronous toggling of E1N· 
The charging current for CI is supplied by terminal 6. When 

terminal 2 swings more positive than terminal 3, transistors 
012 and Q13 in the CA3094 (Fig. !)lose their base drive and 
become non-conductive. Under these conditions, CI discharges 
linearly through the external diode D3 and the Q JO, D6 path 
in the CA3094 to produce the ramp wave. The Eout signal is 
supplied to the phase comparator in Fig. 26. 
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Fig.28-Synchronous ramp generator with input and output 
waveforms. 

Thyristor Firing Circuits 

Temperature Controller. In the temperature control system 
shown in Fig. 29, the differential input of the CA3094 is con
nected across a bridge circuit comprised of a PTC (positive
temperature-coefficient) temperature sensor, two 75-kilohm 
resistors, and an arm containing the temperature set control. 
When _the temperature _is "low':, the resistance of the PTC-type 
sensor is also low: therefore, terminal 3 is more positive than 
terminal 2 and an output current from terminal 6 of the 
CA3094 drives the triac into conduction. When the tempera
ture is "high", the input conditions are reversed and the triac 
is cut off. Feedback from terminal 8 provides hysteresis to the 
control point to prevent rapid cycling of the system. The 
1.5-kilohm resistor between terminal 8 and the positive supply 
limits the triac gate current and develops the voltage for the 
hysteresis feedback. The excellent power-supply-rejection and 
common-mode-rejection ratios of the CA3094 permit accurate 
repeatability of control despite appreciable power-supply rip
ple. The circuit of Fig. 29 is equally suitable for use with 
NTC (negative-temperature-coefficient) sensors provided the 
positions of the sensor and the associated resistor Rare inter
changed in the circuit. The diodes connected back-to-back 
across the input terminals of the CA3094 protect the device 
against excessive differential input signals. 

Thyristor Control from AC-Bridge Sensor. Fig. 30 shows a 
line-operated thyristor-firing circuit controlled by a CA3094 
that operates from an ac-bridge sensor. This circuit is particu
larly suited to certain classes of sensors that cannot be oper
ated from de. The CA3094 is inoperative when the high side of 
the ac line is negative because there is no !ABC supply to 
terminal 5. When the sensor bridge is unbalanced so that 
terminal 2 is more positive than terminal 3, the output stage of 
the CA3094 is cut off when the ac line swings positive, and the 
output level at terminal 8 of the CA3094 goes "high". Cur
rent from the line flows through the I N3 I 93 diode to charge 
the I DO-microfarad reservoir capacitor, and also provides cur
rent to drive the triac into conduction. During the succeeding 
negative swing of the ac line, there is sufficient remanent en
ergy in the reservoir capacitor to maintain conduction in the 
triac. 
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Fig.29-Temperature controller. 92CM 20270 
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120V 
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Fig.30-Line-operated thvristor-firing circuit controlled bv 

ac-bridge sensor. 

When the bridge is unbalanced in the opposite direction so 
that terminal 3 is more positive than terminal 2, the output of 
the CA3094 at terminal 8 is driven sufficiently "low" to 
"sink" the current supplied through the 1 N3 l 93 diode so 
that the triac gate cannot be triggered. Resistor R 1 supplies 
the hysteresis feedback to prevent rapid cycling between turn
on and tLcn-off. 

Battery-Charger Regulator Circuit 
The circuit for a battery-charger regulator circuit using the 

CA3094 is shown in Fig. 3 l. This circuit accurately limits the 
peak output voltage to 14 volts. as established by the zener 

MURALI TES 
LAMP 

LI0/20 

Dr- D5 - IN5399 

Fig. 31-Battery-charger regulator circud. 
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diode connected across terminals 3 and 4. When the output 
voltage rises slightly above _!4 volts, signal feedback through a 
I 00-kilohm resistor to terminal 2 reduces the current drive 
supplied to the 2N3054 pass transistor from terminal 6 of the 
CA3094. An incandescent lamp serves as the indicator of 
charging-current flow. Adequate limiting provisions protect 
the circuit against damage under load-short conditions. The 
advantage of this circuit over certain other types of regulator 
circuits is that the reference voltage supply doesn't drain the 
battery when the power supply is disconnected. This feature 
is important in portable service applications, such as in a 
trailer where a battery is kept "on-charge" when the trailer is 
parked and power is provided from an ac line. 

Ground-Fault Interrupters (GFI) 
Ground-fault-interrupter systems are used to continuously 

monitor the balance of current between the high and neutral 
lines of power-distribution networks. Power is interrupted 
whenever the unbalance exceeds a preset value (e.g., 5 milliam
peres). An unbalance of current can occur when, for example, 
defective insulation in the h;gh side of the line permits leakage 
of current to an earth ground. GFl systems can be used to re
duce the danger of electrocution from accidental contact with 
a "high" line because the unbalance caused by the leakage of 

current from the "high" line through a human body to ground 
results in an interruption of current flow. 

The CA3094 is ideally suited for G FI applications because 
it can be operated from a single supply, has adequate sensi
tivity, and can drive a relay or thyristor directly to effect 
power interruption. Fig. 32 shows a typical GFI circuit. 
Vernier adjustment of the trip point is made by the RTRIP 
potentiometer. When the differential current sensor supplies a 
signal that exceeds the selected trip-point voltage level (e.g., 
60 millivolts), the CA3094 is toggled "on" and terminal 8 
goes "low" to energize the circuit-breaker trip coil. Under 
quiescent conditions, the entire circuit consumes approximate
ly l milliampere. The resistor R, connected to one leg of the 
current sensor, provides current limiting to protect the 
CA3094 against voltage spikes as large as I 00 volts. Fig. 32 
also shows the pertinent waveform for the GFI circuit. 
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Fig.32-Ground fault interrupter (GFI) and waveform pertinent 
to ground fault detector. 
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Because hazards of severe electrical shock are a potential 
danger to the individual user in the event of malfunctions in 
GFI apparatus, it is mandatory that the highest standards of 
good engineering practice be employed in designing equipment 
for this service. Every consideration in design and application 
must be given to the potentially serious consequences of com
ponent malfunction in such equipment. Use of "reliability
through-redundancy" concepts and so-called "fail-safe" fea
tures is encouraged. 
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Digital•to•Analog Conversion 
Using the RCA• CD4007A 
COS/MOS IC 

By 0. H. Schade, Jr. 

RCA COS/MOS integrated circuits have demonstrated 
outstanding performance in a wide variety of DIGITAL 
applications. Simplified circuitry, design flexibility, low 
power consumption, moderate speed, and high noise im
munity of these devices can complement the high trans
conductance of bipolar IC's in an extension to LINEAR signal 
processing applications. This Note demonstrates the use of 
the RCA-CD4007 A COS/MOS Dual Complementary Pair 
Plus Inverter as the Digital-to-Analog (D/ A) switch and 
op-amp output stage for a Digital-to-Analog Converter 
(DAC). 

General Considerations 
In combination with a p-channel input pair (two 

p-channels of the CD4007 A), a buffer-follower COS/MOS
bipolar op-amp has been designed with the capability to 
attain essentially the negative supply voltage at both the 
input and output terminals. Therefore, to consider inex
pensive single-supply operation becomes possible without the 
sacrifice of speed and bandwidth that results with many 
monolithic bipolar IC op-amps. An additional advantage is 
the use of an MOS input stage to provide exceptionally high 
input resistance and low input current. 

A 9-bit DAC is described in this Note to illustrate this 
design approach. This system combines the concepts of 
multiple-switch COS/MOS IC's, a low-cost ladder network of 
discrete metal-oxide film resistors, a COS/MOS-bipolar 
op-amp follower, and an inexpensive monolithic regulator in 
a simple single-supply system. An additional feature which 
complements the ever-increasing use of COS/MOS IC's for 
digital signal processing is the readily interfaced COS/MOS
DAC input logic. 

Although the accuracy of a DAC system depends on 
many factors, it is the ladder network which must initiate 
properly-proportioned current or voltage outputs. Recog
nition of various ladder types and an appreciation of the 
design flexibility and constraints are paramount to a well 
executed DAC development. 
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Resistance Networks for DAC's 
Ladder networks for DAC's can take many forms, 

although three types are most generally encountered. Among 
the best-known variations is the current ladder shown in 
Fig. I. This network is frequently used in combination with 
bipolar current switches which utilize a reference potential at 
the transistor base terminals to establish emitter currents 
having binary proportions. Because current summing is 
accomplished at the collectors of these transistors, the extent 
of VBE· and beta-matching of these transistors depends on 
the degree of accuracy and temperature-range requirements. 
The use of a 10/20/40/80 -kn network in conjunction with 
a "quad" switch, a follower amplifier, and dual power supplies 
is common. 

V+ 

LOGIC 
INPUTS- -

SCALE ADJUST 

92CS-20424 

Fig. 1- Current ladder-network for bipolar DAG. 
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Fig. 2 shows an R/2R current ladder commonly 
employed in monolithic DAC's. Similar resistance values can 
simplify the problem of meeting ratio-match accuracy 
requirements. This ladder must be terminated in a single 
potential ( or at least invariable values) to maintain proper 
current proportions. Although the absolute resistance values 
of the circuit in Fig. 1 must temperature track the summing 
resistor ( or additional compensation must be employed), the 
R/2R current ladder must maintain only a resistance ratio; it 
is the current sink which must remain stable under external 
influences. 

Fig. 3 shows a less common voltage ladder suitable for 
DAC's using COS/MOS switches. Output potentials are 
obtained directly by terminating the ladder arms at either the 
positive or the negative power supply. Each COS/MOS 
inverter output pair functions as a double-throw switch. If 
the switch ( channel) resistance is kept small compared to the 
ladder-arm resistance value, accuracy becomes a function of 
ladder supply voltage and resistance ratios alone. Operation 
of this ladder is dynamic; the current in an arm reverses as 
the logic state changes. Therefore, stray capacitances ( or the 
inductance of a wirewound resistor) can limit speed as a 
result of typical settling times of several microseconds. 

LOGIC 
INPUTS 

V+ 

LOGIC 
INPUTS- -

TERMINATIOJ! _ 

SCALE ADJUST 

92CS-2042!5 

Fig. 2- R/2R current ladder-network for monolithic DAC. 

However, the proper selection of parallel connection of 
switches for the most significant bit (MSB) to minimize 
channel resistance can result in COS/MOS-DAC speeds which 
approach those of the best bipolar systems, particularly when 
consideration is given to follower-amplifier speed limitations. 

In the illustrative 9-bit application, a modified voltage
ladder design is employed. The use of 1 %-tolerance metal
oxide film resistors can result in inexpensive networks 
suitable to about the 10.bit level. Such networks are readily 
constructed for system evaluations and may also prove to be 
suitable for production. Practical tolerance considerations 
call for variations from the "pure" R/2R configuration, as 
discussed later. 

Fig. 3- R/2R voltage ladder-network for COS/MOS DAC. 

THIGGf.R 
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The COS/MOS Switch 
A typical COS/MOS switch (C04007 A) is shown in 

Fig. 4. A change in input logic level causes the output to 
swing to either the positive or the negative supply voltage. 
Power consumption is low, typically a few microwatts to a 
few milliwatts, depending on the ladder resistance and 
voltage choice. Large OAC ladder resistance values can be 
used to minimize the effects of switch resistance. Fig. 5 
shows the minimum ladder resistance value for a given 
saturation resistance to produce an accuracy of 1 /2 LSB 
(Least Significant Bit), with bit number as a parameter. For 
example, the C04007 A which has a channel resistance of 
approximately 250-ohms (Yoo= 10 V), requires a minimum 
ladder resistance of 100 kn to maintain a 9-bit accuracy 
level. Reference to the dashed "settling time" line and the 
rightside ordinate shows that the approximate settling time 
of such a network having a 10-pF node capacitance is 6 µs. 
This settling time has been based on six time constants for 
settling to 1 /2 LSB, an average value for the bit range 
illustrated. If a faster settling time is required, circuits 
employing the RCA-C04041A can be used. 

The C04041A • can drive (in a theoretical example) a 
4-kn, 6-bit ladder network which has a settling time of 
approximately 250 ns. This is as fast as the best presently 
available monolithic bipolar switches. High-slew-rate voltage
follower amplifiers are needed to maintain these speed levels; 
when the C04007 A is used the slew rate is approximately 
30 V / µs and the settling time is several hundred nanoseconds 
for a 10-V full-scale signal. This performance approaches 
the state-of-the-art for monolithic op-amps, especially in 
low-cost systems. In fact, high-speed op-amps capable of 
swinging to the negative supply have not generally been 
available. 

A Voltage-Follower Amplifier for Single-Supply Operation 
It is practical to utilize commercially available COS/MOS 

and bipolar transistor-array IC's to provide a composite 
op-amp suitable for single-supply OAC systems. Fig. 6 shows 
a unity-gain follower amplifier having a COS/MOS p-channel 
input, an n-p-n second gain stage, and a COS/MOS inverter 
output. The IC building blocks are two CD4007 A's and a 
CA3083 n-p-n transistor array. A zener-regulated leg provides 
bias for a 400-µA p-channel current source feeding the input 
stage, which is terminated in an n-p-n current mirror. 
Amplifier voltage-offset is nulled with the 1 O-kn balance 
potentiometer. The second-stage current level is established 
by the 20-kn load, and is selected to approximate the 
first-stage current level, to assure similar positive and negative 
slew rates. The COS/MOS inverter portion forms the final 
output stage and is terminated in a 2-kn load, a typical value 
used with monolithic op-amps. Voltage gain is affected by 
the choice of load resistance value. The output stage of this 
amplifier is easily driven to within 1 mV of the negative 
supply voltage. 
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Fig. 4- CD4001A schematic diagram. 
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Fig. 5- COS!MOS-DAC voltage-network requirements. 
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Fig. 6- Voltage-follower amplifier for single-supply opera
tion. 

Compensation for the unity-gain non-inverting mode is 
provided by Miller feedback of 39 pF and a 300-pF by-pass 
capacitor shunting one-half the driving current (1-2 MHz). 
Unity-gain bandwidth is just under 10 MHz and the 
open-loop gain is 75 dB. Fig. 7 shows the gain-bandwidth 
characteristics for this circuit. A potential latch situation at 
the bipolar mirror is avoided by use of resistor-capacitor 
network (R = I k n, C = I 50 pF), which limits the de 
feedback through the p-channel gate-protective diode. 

The amplifier response to 4-V input pulses is shown in 
Fig. 8. Although the slew rate is approximately 30 V/µs, the 
settling time is significantly prolonged (approximately 2 µs) 
as a result of the method of second-stage biasing when the 
output swings near the negative supply. For many applica
tions, this speed loss is not significant. If a faster amplifier is 
desired, the load resistor can be replaced with a p-channel 
CD4007 A current source similar to that used for the first 
stage. In fact, it may be desirable to change the current and 
resistance values to optimize the gain/ speed trade-off for a 
particular application. For example, if higher gain is desired 
for less follower offset, the 20-kQ resistance value can be 
increased. The choice of output load resistance also affects 
the gain/speed compromise. 
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Fig. 7- Voltage-follower open-loop gain characteristics. 
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A 9-Bit COS/MOS DAC 
An example of a 9-bit DAC is shown in Fig. 9. Three 

CD4007 A IC packages perform the switch function using a 
1 (). V logic level. A single 15-V supply provides a positive bus 
for the follower amplifier and feeds the CA3085 voltage 
regulator. The "scale-adjust" function is provided by the 
regulator output control which is set to a nominal 10 V in 
this system. The line-voltage regulation (approximately 0.2%) 
permits 9-bit accuracy to be maintained with a variation of 
several volts in the supply. System power consumption 
ranges between 70 and 200 mW; a major portion is dissipated 
in the load resistor and op-amp. The regulated supply 
provides a maximum current of 440 µA of which 370 µA 
flows through the scale-adjust leg. 

The resistor ladder is composed of !-per-cent tolerance 
metal-oxide film resistors available from several manu
facturers at modest cost. The five arms requiring the highest 
accuracy are built of series and parallel combinations of 
806-kn resistors from the same manufacturing Jot. The ratio 
match between resistance values is in the order of 0.2%, 
usually without need for special selection. The construction 
of a "standard" with eight parallel resistors assures a high 
probability that ratio matching will be satisfactory. If the 
usual assumption that tolerances can be improved with the 
square-root of the sample number is adopted, the loss of 

10 V LOG IC INPUTS 
+10.010 

tolerance is slower than the increase of resistance value 
toward the LSB. Once the most critical match has been 
attained, therefore, subsequent ratio matches should be more 
than adequate. An impedance-matching resistor is used 
between the fifth and sixth bits to permit ladder completion 
with individual resistors of the most desirable values where a 
I% tolerance is adequate. This resistor value is chosen as 
R5-1/2R6, to terminate the first five bits in a fifth-bit value 
( the impedance is 1 /2R6 looking left into that node). 
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Fig. 8- Amplifier response to 4-V input pulses. 
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The follower amplifier has the offset adjustment nulled 
at approximately a I-volt output level. System operating 
potentials are shown in Table I, where each bit is set "low" 
individually to observe the progression of output values. The 
positive ladder-supply voltage was adjusted to 10.010 V to 
provide a small compensation for the MSB switch resistance. 
A high-impedance 5-digit multimeter, such as the DANA 
5330 or equivalent, is needed for direct measurement of the 
ladder output, and is invaluable during system development 
and evaluation. Table I shows ideal potential values, system 
output, and ladder output and illustrates the sources of 
system inaccuracy. The system output maintains propor
tional accuracy within± 5.6 mV, or± 1/4 LSB. 

Fig. 10 shows the system output response to a 4-V logic 
pulse. The ringing is caused by the voltage follower, and the 
more gradual transients are caused by voltage-follower and 
ladder time constants. Settling time to I /2 LSB is 5 µs. 

This 9-bit COS/MOS-DAC demonstrates accuracy and 
simplicity with economical components and modest power
supply requirements. In addition, the design flexibility 
afforded by the COS/MOS building blocks simplifies the 
generation of DAC systems tailored to individual needs. 
COS/MOS switches used in conjunction with COS/MOS 
counters also find application in Analog-to-Digital Con
version Systems. The low-power and high noise-immunity 
features of these devices make them attractive A/D system 
components. 
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Fig. 10- System response to most-significant-bit logic pulse. 

When incorporating RCA Solid State Devices in equipment, it is 
recommended that the designer refer to ''Operating Considerations for 
RCA Solid State Devices", Form No. 1 CE-402, available on request 
from RCA Solid State Division, Box 3200, Somerville, N.J. 08876. 

Table I. Set Of Values For 10.010-V Regulated Supply Voltage 

VOLTAGE 
IDEAL SYSTEM LADDER SYSTEM FOLLOWER LADDER & POSITIVE 

BINARY POTENTIAL OUTPUT OUTPUT ERROR OFFSET SWITCH ERROR SWITCH DROP 
WORD (VI IVI (VI (mVI (mVI (mVI (mVI 

000000000 9.9802 9.9856 9.9915 + 5.4 - 5.9 + 11.3 

011111111 5.0000 4.9959 4.9997 - 4.1 - 3.8 - 0.3 14.8 

101111111 2.5000 2.4996 2.5023 - 0.4 - 2.6 + 2.3 11.0 

110111111 1.2500 1.2554 1.2565 + 5.4 - 1.0 + 6.5 6.5 

111011111 0.6250 0.6233 0.6226 -2.7 + 0.7 - 2.4 3.2 

111101111 0.3125 0.3133 0.3113 +0.8 + 2.1 - 1.2 1.7 

111110111 0.1568 0.1603 0.1571 + 3.5 + 3.2 + 0.3 14.0 

111111011 0.0784 0.0826 0.0786 + 4.2 + 4.0 + 0.2 11.8 

111111101 0.0397 0.0439 0.0393 + 4.2 + 4.6 - 0.4 6.8 

111111110 0.0198 0.0245 0.0195 + 4.7 + 5.0 - 0.3 3.6 

111111111 0.0000 0.0056 0.0000 + 5.6 + 5.6 0.0 
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Application of the RCA·CA3058 and 
RCA·CA3059 Zero-Voltage Switches 
in Thyristor Circuits 

by George J. Granieri 

The RCA-CA3059 zero-voltage switch is a monolithic 
integrated circuit used primarily as a trigger circuit for the control 
of thyristors. This multistage circuit employs. a diode limiter, a 
threshold detector, a differential amplifier, and a Darlington 
output driver to provide the basic switching action. The de supply 
voltage for these stages is supplied by an internal zener-diode
regulated power supply that has sufficient current capability to 
drive external circuit elements, such as transistors and other 
integrated circuits. This built-in power supply provides unique 
solutions to many application problems. An important feature of 
the CA3059 is that the trigger pulses developed by this circuit can 
be applied directly to the gate of a silicon controlled rectifier 
(SCR) or a triac. A built-in fail-safe circuit inhibits the application 
of these pulses to the thyristor gate circuit in the event that the 
external sensor for the integrated-circuit switch should be 
inadvertently opened or shorted. 

The RCA CA3058 is similar to the CA3059 but utilizes 
a dual-in-line ceramic package. For additional information on 
this device, see RCA data bulletin File No. 490. 

*See chart 

AC Input Series Power 
Voltage Resistor Rating 
(Volts) Rs of Rs 
50/60 or (kQ) (Watts) 
400Hz 

24 2 0.5 

120 10 2 

208/230 20 4 

277 25 5 

The CA3059 is particularly suited for use in thyristor 
temperature-control applications. The integrated circuit may be 
employed as either an on-off type of controller or a proportional 
controller, depending upon the degree of temperature regulation 
required. The availability of numerous terminal connections to 
internal circuit points greatly increases the flexibility of the 
CA3059 and permits the circuit designer to exercise his creativity 
to employ the integrated switch in unique ways. This Note 
describes the operation of the CA3059 integrated-circuit switch and 
discusses its operation in thyristor power-switching and control 
circuits. 

CIRCUIT OPERATION 

Fig. 1 shows a functional block diagram of the CA3059 
integrated-circuit zero-voltage switch. Any triac that is driven 
directly from the output terminal of this circuit should be 
characterized for operation in the I(+) or Ill(+) triggering modes, 
i.e., with positive gate current (current flows into the gate for 
both polarities of the applied ac voltage). 

*AC 
INPUT 

NTC SENSOR\ 

12 

---------------, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

NTC = NEGATIVE TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT 

Fig. I - Functional block diagram of the integrated-circuit 
zero-voltage switch. 
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The limiter stage of the CA3059 clips the incoming ac line 
voltage to approximately plus and minus 8 volts. This signal is then 
applied to the zero-voltage-crossing detector, which generates an 
output pulse during each passage of the line voltage through zero. 
The limiter output is also applied to a rectifying diode and an 
external capacitor that comprise the de power supply. The power 
supply provides approximately 6 volts as the V cc supply to the 
other stages of the CA3059. The on/off sensing amplifier is 
basically a differential comparator. The triac gating circuit contains 
a driver for direct triac triggering. The gating circuit is enabled 
when all the inputs are at a high voltage, i.e., the line voltage must 
be approximately zero volts, the sensing-amplifier output must be 
"high,'" the external voltage to terminal I must be a logical "I," 
and the output of the fail-safe circuit must be "high." 

Fig. 2 shows the circuit diagram of the CA3059. The 
zero-voltage threshold detector consists of diodes D3 , D4 , D5 , and 
D6 , and transistor Q1. The differential amplifier consists of 
transistor pairs Oi-04 and OrOs. Transistors Q1, Q6 , Q7, Q8, and 
Q9 comprise the triac gating circuit and driver stage. Diode D12 , 

zener diode D15 , and transistor Q10 constitute the fail-safe circuit. 
The power supply consists of diodes D7 and D13 , and an external 
resistor and capacitor connected to terminals 5 and 2, respectively, 
and to ground through pin 7. If the transistor pair Oi-04 and 
transistor Q1 are turned off, an output appears a.t terminal 4. 

AC 
LIN[ 
INPUT 

o, 

o, D4 
D5 

Transistor Q1 is in the OFF state if the incoming line voltage is less 
than approximately the voltage drops across three silicon diodes 
(2.1 volts) for either the positive or negative excursion of the line 
voltage. Transistor pair Oi-04 is OFF if the voltage across the 
sensor, connected from terminals I 3 to 7, exceeds the reference 
voltage from 9 to 7. If either of these conditions is not satisfied, 
pulses are not supplied to terminal 4. Fail-safe operation requires 
that terminal 13 be conn~cted to I 4. The addition of hysteresis 
and elimination of half-cycling can be obtained by a resistive 
voltage divider connected from 13 to 8 and from 8 to 7. 

Fig. 3 shows the position and width of the pulses sup
plied to the gate of a thyristor with respect to the incoming ac 
line voltage. The CA3059 can supply sufficient gate voltage and 
current to trigger most RCA thyristors at ambient temperatures 
of 25°C. However, under worst-case conditions (i.e., at ambient
temperature extremes and maximum triggering requirements), 
selection of the higher-current thyristors may be necessary for 
particular applications. RCA bulletin File No. 406 lists Triacs 
suitable for use with the CA3058 or CA3059. For example, 
the RCA-2N5444 40-ampere triac has a maximum gate trigger 
voltage VGT(max) of 2.5 vqlts and a maximum gate trigger cur
rent IGT(max) of 80 milliamperes in the III(+) quadrant 

Rp RSENSOFI 
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Fig.2 - Circuit diagram for the CA3059 zero-voltage switch. 
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LINE 
VOLTAGE 

GATE 
PULSES 

8.3ms 

Fig.3. Timing relationship between the output pulses of 
of the CA3059 and the ac line voltage. 

at 25°c. Because the CA3059 cannot guarantee a drive of 
80 milliamperes for a V GT of 2.5 volts, triac selection will be 
required. 

EFFECT OF CA3059 ON THYRISTOR LOAD 
CHARACTERIISTICS 

The CA3059 is designed primarily to gate a thyristor that 
switches a resistive load. Because the output pulse supplied by the 
CA3059 is of short duration, the latching current• of the triac 
becomes a significant factor in determining whether other types of 
loads can be switched. (The latching-current value determines 
whether the triac will remain in conduction after the gate pulse is 
removed.) Provisions are included in the CA3059 to accommodate 
inductive loads and low-power loads. For example, for loads that 
are less than approximately 4 amperes rms or that are slightly 
inductive, it is possible to retard the output pulse with respect to 
the zero-voltage crossing by insertion of the capacitor Cx from 
terminal 5 to terminal 7 as shown in Fig. I. The insertion of 
capacitor Cx permits switching of triac loads that have a slight 
inductive component and that are greater than approximately 200 
watts (for operation from an ac line voltage of 120 volts rms). 
However, for loads less than 200 watts (for example, 70 watts), it 
is recommended that the user employ the RCA40526 sensitive
gate triac with the CA3059 because of the low latching-current 
requirement of this triac. 

For loads that have a low power factor, such as a solenoid 
valve, the user may operate the CA3059 in the de mode. In this 
mode, terminal 12 is connected to terminal 7, and the zero-crossing 
detector is inhibited. Whether a "high" or "low" voltage is 
produced at terminal 4 is then dependent only upon the state of 
the differential comparator within the CA3059 integrated circuit, 
and not upon the zero crossing of the incoming line voltage. Of 
course, in this mode of operation, the CA3059 no longer operates 
as a zero-voltage switch. However, for many applications that 
involve the switching of low-current inductive loads, the amount of 
RFI generated can frequently be tolerated. 

For switching of high-current inductive loads, which must be 
turned on at zero line current, the triggering technique employed 
in the dual-output over-under temperature controller and the 
transient-free switch controller described later in this Note is 
recommended. 

* The latching current is the minimum current required to sustain 
conduction immediately after the thyristor is switched from the 
OFF to the ON state and the gate signal is removed, 
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FAIL-SAFE FEATURE 

As shown in Figs. I and 2, when terminal 13 is connected to 
terminal 14, the fail-safe circuit of the CA3059 is operable. If the 
sensor should then be accidentally opened or shorted, power is 
removed from the load (i.e., the triac is turned OFF). The internal 
fail-safe circuit functions properly, however, only when the ratio of 
the sensor impedance at 25°C, if a thermistor is the sensor, to the 
impedance of the potentiometer RP is less than 4 to I. It is readily 
apparent that, if the potentiometer is adjusted for 1000 ohms and 
the sensor is I 00,000 ohms, the zener diode D15 (shown in Fig. 2) 
would conduct because virtually all the de power-supply voltage 
(from terminal 2 to terminal 7) would appear across the sensor. 
The CA3059 would then detect this condition as an open sensor. 

For ratios greater than 4 to I, for example 100 to I, the 
circuit shown in Fig. 4 may be employed to provide fail-safe 
operation. In this circuit, transistor 01 and diode D1 are 
components external to the CA3059. Transistor 01 detects the 
sensor current which maintains this transistor in saturation so that 
terminal I is effectively shorted to terminal 7 through the 
collector-to-emitter junction of the transistor. Transistor 01 
provides sufficient current gain to permit operation with a sensor 
impedance greater than I megohm. If the sensor becomes 
open-circuited, transistor 0 1 turns OFF, and current then flows 
into terminal I, the inhibit terminal of the CA3059, and results in 
the removal of power to the load. For the shorted-sensor 
condition, the external diode D1 conducts and causes triac Y 1 to 
turn OFF. Diode D2 compensates for variations in the base-to
emitter voltage of transistor 01 with temperature. Terminals 13 
and 14 on the CA3059 should not be connected when the external 
fail-safe circuit shown in this illustration is employed. 

HALF-CYCLING AND HYSTERESIS CHARACTERISTICS 

The method by which the CA3059 senses the zero crossing of 
the ac power results in a half-cycling phenomenon at the control 

r 
120 VAC: 
60 H1 

.L 
Rp 

- IOVOC 

Fig.4 . CA3059 on-off controller that uses an external 
fail-safe circuit. 
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Fig.5 · Half-cycling phenomenon in the CA3059. 

point. Fig. 5 illustrates this phenomenon. The CA3059 senses the 
z.ero-voltage crossing every half-cycle and an output, for example 
pulse No. 4, is produced to indicate the zero crossing. During the 
remaining 8.3 milliseconds, however, the differential amplifier in 
the CA3059 may change state and inhibit any further output 
pulses. The uncertainity region of the differential amplifier, 
therefore, prevents pulse No. 5 from triggering the triac during the 
negative excursion of the ac line voltage. 

Several solutions exist for elimination of the half-cycling 
phenomenon. If the user can tolerate some hysteresis in the 
control, then positive feedback can be added around the 
differential amplifier. Fig. 6 illustrates this technique. The tabular 
data in the figure lists the recommended values of R1 and R2 for 
different sensor impedances at the control point. 

If a significant amount (greater than ±10%) of controlled 
hysteresis is required, then the circuit shown in Fig. 7 may be 
employed. In this configuration, external transistor 0 1 provides a 
means for addition of positive feedback to the CA3059. It should 
be noted that the signal developed at the collector to 0 1 could 
perhaps be used to provide an auxiliary time-delay function. 

120 I/ AC 
60H1 

Fig.6 · CA3059 on-off control/er with hysteresis. 

'20 I/AC 
60Hz ~---....-~-~ 

'" 112W 

560.Q 
1/2 W 

Fig.] . CA3059 on-off controller with controlled 
hysteresis. 

For applications which require complete elimination of 
half-cycling without the addition of hysteresis, the integral-cycle 
temperature controller described in a later section of this Note, 
which senses the zero-voltage crossing only once during the ac 
power cycle, can be used. 

TEMPERATURE CONTROLLERS 

Fig. 8 shows a triac used in an on-off temperature-controller 
configuration. The triac is turned on at zero voltage whenever the 

120 I/AC 
60H, 

'""" l5VOC + 

Fig.8 · CA3059 on-off temperature control/er. 

voltage V, exceeds the reference voltage Vr. The transfer 
characteristic of this system, shown in Fig. 9{a), indicates 
significant thermal overshoots and undershoots, a well-known 
characteristic of such a system. The differential or hysteresis of this 
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system, however, can be further increased, if desired, by the 
addition of positive feedback. 

For precise temperature-control applications, the propor
tional-control technique with synchronous switching is employed. 
The transfer curve for this type of controller is shown in Fig. 9(b ). 
In this case, the duty cycle of the power supplied to the load is 
varied with the demand for heat required and the thermal time 
constant (inertia) of the system. For example, when the 
temperature setting is increased in an "on-off' type of controller, 
full power (100 per cent duty cycle) is supplied to the system. This 
effect results in significant temperature excursions because there is 
no anticipatory circuit to reduce the power gradually before the 
actual set temperature is achieved. However, in a proportional 
control technique, less power is supplied to the load (reduced duty 
cycle) as the error signal is reduced (sensed temperature approaches 
the set temperature). 

TEMPERATURE TEMPERATURE 
SETTING OVER- SETTING 

/ I SHOOT / 

1 - [ ~1:1iRENTIAL 

TIME TIME 

(o) (b) 

Fig.9 - Transfer characteristics of (a) on-off and (b) pro
portional control systems. 

Before such a system is implemented, a time base is chosen so 
that the ON-time of the triac is varied within this time base. The 
ratio of the ON-to-OFF time of the triac within this time interval 
depends on the thermal time constant of the system and the 
selected temperature setting. Fig. IO illustrates the principle of 
proportional control. For this operation, power is supplied to the 
load until the ramp voltage reaches a value greater than the de 
control signal supplied to the opposite side of the differential 
amplifier. The triac then remains OFF for the remainder of the 
time-base period. As a result, power is "proportioned" to the load 
in a direct relation to the heat demanded by the system. 
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Fig.10 - Principles of proportional control. 

For this application, a simple ramp generator can be realized 
with a minimum number of active and passive components. It is 
noted that a ramp having good linearity is not required for 
proportional operation because of the nonlinearity of the thermal 
system and the closed-loop type of control. In the circuit shown in 
Fig. 11, ramp voltage is generated when the capacitor C 1 charges 
through resistors R0 and R1. The time base of the ramp is 
determined by resistors R2. and R3, capacitor C2, and the 
breakover voltage of the 1JN541 l diac. When the voltage across C2 
reaches approximately 32 volts, the diac switches and turns on the 
2N3241A transistor. The capacitor C1 then discharges through the 
collector-to-emitter junction of the transistor. This discharge time 
is the retrace or flyback time of the ramp. The circuit shown can 
generate ramp times ranging from 0.3 to 2.0 seconds through 

TYPE 
AC 1N3!93 

120 VAC 
60 ~lz 

150K 

R2 
I.OMEG 

2W 

IOµF + 
: 50 voe J l c, -

COMMON 

ALL RESISTORS 1/2 WATT 
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED 

I MEG 

Ro 

R, 

TO PIN 2 

Vee +6 V 
IN 

TO PIN 9 

10 OUTPUT 
TYPE 

2N3241A 
0.47µ.F C1 
15 voe TO PIN 7 

COMMON 

PIN CONNECTIONS REFER TO 
R.C.A CA 3059 

Fig.11 · Ramp generator. 

adjustment of R2. For precise temperature regulation, the time 
base of the ramp should be shorter than the thermal time constant 
of the system, but long with the respect to the period of the 60-Hz 
line voltage. Fig. 12 shows a triac connected for the proportional 
mode. 

Fig. I 3 shows a dual-output temperature controller that drives 
two lriacs. When the voltage Vs developed across the temperature
sensing network exceeds the reference voltage V R 1, motor M1 

Fig.12 · CA3059 proportional temperature controller. 
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F ig.13 - Dual-output, over-under temperature controller 
using two CA3059 integrated circuits. 

turns on. When the voltage across the network drops below the 
reference voltage VR 2 , M2 turns on. Because the motors are 
inductive, the currents IM 1 and IM 2 lag the incoming line voltage. 
The motors, however, are switched by the triacs at zero current, 
as shown in Fig. 14. 

The problem of driving inductive loads such as these motors 
by the narrow pulses generated by the CA3059 circuit is solved by 
use of the sensitive-gate RCA-40526 triac. The high sensitivity of 
this device (3 milliamperes maximum) and low latching current 
(approximately 9 milliamperes) permit synchronous operation of 
the temperature-controller circuit. In Fig. 13, it is apparent that, 
though the gate pulse Vg of triac Y 1 has elapsed, triac Y 2 is 

120 VAC 
60 Hz 

ALL RESISTORS 1/2 WATT 
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED. 

r 
THERMOSTAT 1 

OR MANUALI 
SWITCH I 

L 

Fig.14 • Voltage and current waveforms for the duo/
output temperature corttro/ler. 

switched on by the current through RL 1. The low latching current 
of the RCA-40526 triac results in dissipation of only 2 watts in 
Ru, as opposed to IO to 20 watts when devices that have high 
latching currents are used. 

Electric-Heat Application 

For electric-heating applications, the RCA-2N5444 40-ampere 
triac and the CA3059 circuit constitute an optimum pair. Such a 
combination provides synchronous switching and effectively 
replaces the heavy-duty cont actors which eas:ily degrade as a result 
of pitting and wearout from the switching transients. The salient 
features of the 2N5444 40-ampere triac are as follows: 

(I) 300-ampere single-surge capability (for operation at 
60-Hz ), 

(2) a typical gate sensitivity of 20 milliamperes in the!(+) 
and JII(-) modes, 

(3) low ON-state voltage of 1.5 voli:s maximum at 40 
amperes, and 

(4) available VD ROM equal to 600 volts. 

Fig. 15 shows the circuit diagram of a synchronous-switching 
heat-staging controller that is used for electric heating systems. Loads 

RCA 
2N3241A 

2.7 K 

EO 

Fig. 15 - Synchronous-switching heat-staging controller using a series of CA3059 integrated circuits. 
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as heavy as S kilowatts are switched sequentially at zero voltage to 
eliminate RFI and prevent a dip in line voltage that would occur if 
the full 25 kilowatts were to be switched simultaneously. 

Transistor Q1 is used as a constant-current source to charge 
capacitor C in a linear manner. Transistor Q2 acts as a buffer stage. 
When the thermostat is closed, a ramp voltage is provided at output 
E0 . At approximately 3-second intervals, each 5-kilowatt heating 
element is switched onto the power system by its respective triac. 
When there is no further demand for heat, the thermostat opens, 
and capacitor C discharges through R1 and R2 to cause each triac 
to turn OFF in the reverse heating sequence. It should be noted 
that some half-cycling occurs before the heating element is 
switched fully ON. This condition can be attributed to the inherent 
dissymmetry of the CA3059 and is further aggravated by the 
slow-rising ramp voltage applied to one of the inputs. The timing 
diagram in Fig. 16 shows the turn-on and turn-off sequence of the 
heating system being controlled. 

Seemingly, the basic method shown in Fig. IS could be 
modified to provide proportional control in which the number of 
heating elements switched into the system, under any given 
thermal load, would be a function of the BTU's required by the 
system or the temperature differential between an indoor and 
outdoor sensor within the total system environment. That is, the 
closing of the thermostat would not switch .in all the heating 
elements within a short time interval, which, inevitably results 
in undesired temperature excursions, but would switch in only 
the number of heating elements required to satisfy the actual 
heat load. 

Integral-Cycle Temperature Controller (No half-cycling) 

If a temperature controller which is completely devoid of 
half-cycling and hysteresis is required, then the circuit shown in 

120VAC 
60 Hz 

: 

TIME-SECONDS 

Fig.16 - Ramp-voltage waveform for the heat-staging 
control/er. 

Fig. 17 may be used. This type of circuit is essential for 
applications in which half-cycling and the resultant de component 
could cause overheating of a power transformer on the utility lines. 

In the circuit shown in Fig. 17, the sensor is connected 
between terminals 7 and 9 of the CA3059. This arrangement is 
required because of the phase reversal introduced by SCR Y 1. With 
this configuration, terminal 12 is connected to terminal 7 for 
operation of the CA3059 in the de mode (however, the load is 
switched at zero voltage). Because the position of the sensor has 
been changed for this configuration, the internal fail-safe circuit 
cannot be used (terminals 13 and 14 are not connected). 

In the integral-cycle controller, when the temperature being 
controlled is low, the resistance of the thermistor is high and an 

560 
1/2 W 

I 
i 

I i SKW 
LOAD 

OS , l"' ::••> 
200 V oc Tc I 

I 

---L~j 
I 

J 
* FOR PROPORTIONAL OPERATION OPEN TERMINALS 10,11, AND 13, AND CONNECT POSITIVE RAMP VOL TAGf TO TERMINAL 13 

** SELECTED FOR IGT ~6 mA MAXIMUM 

Fig.17 - CA3059 integral-cycle temperature controller in which half-cycling effect is eliminated. 
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output signal at terminal 4 of zero volts is obtained. The SCR (Y 1 ), 
therefore, is turned off. The triac (Y 2) is then triggered directly 
from the line on positive cycles of the ac voltage. When Y 2 is 
triggered and supplies power to the load RL, capacitor C is charged 
to the peak of the input voltage. When the ac line swings negative, 
capacitor C discharges th_rough the triac gate to trigger the triac on 
the negative half-cycle. The diode-resistor-capacitor "slaving net
work" triggers the triac on negative half-cycles of the ac input 
voltage after it is triggered on the positive half-cycle to provide 
only integral cycles of ac power to the load. 

When the temperature being controlled reaches the desired 
value, as determined by the thermistor, then a positive voltage level 
appears at terminal 4 of the CA3059. The SCR then starts to 
conduct at the beginning of the positive input cycle to shunt the 
trigger current away from the gate of the triac. The triac is then 
turned OFF. The cycle repeats when the SCR is again turned OFF 
by the CA3059. 

The circuit shown in Fig. 18 is similar to the configuration in 
Fig. 17 except that the fail-safe circuit incorporated in the CA3059 
can be used. In this new circuit, the NTC sensor is connected 
between terminals 7 and 13, and transistor Q0 inverts the signal 
output at terminal 4 to nullify the phase reversal introduced by the 
SCR (Y 1 ). The internal power supply of the CA3059 supplies bias 
current to transistor Q0 • 

Of course, the circuit shown in Fig. 18 can readily be 
converted to a true proportional integral-cycle temperature 
controller simply by connection of a positive-going ramp voltage to 
terminal 9 (with terminals IO and l l open), as previously discussed 
in this Note. 

SENSOR ISOLATION 

For some applications, electrical isolation of the sensor from 
the incoming ac power lines may be desired. Fig. 19 shows such a 

!20 VAC 
60 Hz 

loq,F 
l5VDC + 

Rp 

configuration. The pulse transformer T 1 isolates the sensor from 
main terminal No. l of the triac Y 1 , and transformer T 2 isolates 
the CA3059 from the power lines. Capacitor C1 shifts the phase of 
the output pulse at terminal 4 in order to retard the gate pulse 
delivered to triac Y 1 to compensate for the small phase shift 
introduced by transformer T 1 . 

DIFFERENTIAL COMPARATOR FOR INDUSTRIAL USE 

Differential comparators have found widespread use as limit 
detectors which compare two analog input signals and provide a 
go/no-go, logic "one" or logic "zero" output, depending upon the 
relative magnitudes of these signals. Because the signals are often at 
very low voltage levels and very accurate discrimination is 
normally required between them, differential comparators in many 
cases employ differential amplifiers as a basic building block. 
However, in many industrial control applications, a high
performance differential comparator is not required. That is, high 
resolution, fast switching speed, and similar features are not 
essential. The CA3059 is ideally suited for us,: in such applications. 
Connection of terminal 12 to terminal 7 inhibits the zero-voltage 
threshold detector of the CA3059, and the circuit becomes a 
differential comparator. 

Fig. 20 shows the circuit arrangement for use of the CA3059 
as a differential comparator. In this application, no external de 
supply is required, as is the case with most commercially available 
integrated-circuit comparators; of course, the output-current 
capability of the CA3059 is reduced bec:ause the circuit is 
operating in the de mode. The !000-ohm resistor Re, connected 
between terminal 4 and the gate of the triaic, limits the output 
current to approximately 3 milliamperes. 

When the CA3059 is connected in the de mode, the drive 
current for terminal 4 can be determined from a curve of the 
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Fig.18 - CA3059 integral-cycle temperature controller that features fail-safe 
operation and no half-cycling effect. 
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Fig.19 - CA3059 on-off controller with on isolated sensor. 
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I 

Fig.20 . Differential comparator using the CA3059 inte
grated circuit. 

external load current as a function of de voltage from terminals 2 
and 7. This curve is shown in the technical bulletin for the CA3059 
integrated circuit. Of course, if additional output current is 
required, an external de supply may be connected between 
terminals 2 and 7, and resistor Rx (shown in Fig. 20 )may be 
removed. 

The chart below compares some of the operating 
characteristics of the CA3059, when used as a comparator, with a 
typical high-performance commercially available integrated-circuit 
differential comparator. 
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CAJ059 
PARAMETERS ( !}'.eical values I 

I. Sensitivity 30 rnV 

2. Switching speed > 20 µs 
(rise time) 

3. Output drive *4.SV at~ 4rnA 
capability 

*Refer to Figure 20; Rx equals 5000 ohms. 

POWER ONE-SHOT CONTROL 

Typical Integrated· 
Circuit Comearator (7101 

2mV 

90 ns 

3.2V at~S.OmA 

Fig. 21 shows a circuit which triggers a triac for one complete 
half-cycle of either the positive or negative alternationofthe ac line 

120VAC 
60Hz 

L<------½-~· 

l/3 CD4007A 

•c 

MTz 

Fig.21 · Block diagram of a power one-shot control using 
the CA30,9. 
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voltage. In this circuit, triggering is initiated by the push button 
PB-!, which produces triggering of the triac near zero voltage 
even though the button is randomly depressed during the ac 
cycle. The triac does not trigger again until the button is re
leased and again depressed. This type of logic is required for the 
solenoid drive of electrically operated stapling guns, impulse 
hammers, and the like, where load-current flow is required for 
only one complete half-cycle. Such logic can also be adapted to 
keyboard consoles in which contact bounce produces trans
mission of erroneous information. 

' ~,.,' 
L_}~L 

1/3 CD4007A 

generated, but the state of 0G determines the requirement for 
their supply to the triac gate. The first pulse generated serves as 
a 'framing pulse" and does not trigger the triac but toggles 
FF-!. Transistor 0G is then turned off. The second pulse 
triggers the triac and FF-I which, in tum, toggles the second 
flip-flop FF-2. The output of FF-2 turns on transistor Q7. as 
shown in Fig. 22, which inhibits all further output pulses. When 
the pushbutton is release'd, the circuit resets itself until the 
process is repeated with the button. Fig. 23 shows the timing 
diagram for the described operating sequence. 

Fig.22 . Circuit diagram for the power one-shot control. 

In the circuit of Fig. 21, before the button is depressed, both 
flip-flop outputs are in the "zero" state. Transistor QG is biased 
ON by the output of flip-flop FF-I. The differential comparator 
which is part of the CA3059 circuit is initially biased to inhibit 
output pulses. When the push button is depressed, pulses are 
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PIN @ OF ZERO SW 
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££.:l PIN I 

~ PIN 12 

TRIAC I 

INHIBITED' 

'I 
'I 

____; I~-
' I I TRIAC TURNS 
I 11 ON 
'I 
: I 

TIME--

Fig.23 - Timing diagram for the power one-shot control. 

SOLID-STATE TRAFFIC FLASHER 

Another application which illustrates the versatility of the 
CA3059, when used with RCA thyristors, involves switching 
traffic-control lamps. In this type of application, it is essential that 
a triac withstand a current surge of the lamp load on a continuous 
basis. This surge results from the difference between the cold and 
hot resistance of the tungsten filament. If it is assumed that triac 
turn-0n is at 90 degrees from the zero-voltage crossing, the first 
current-surge peak is approximately ten times the peak steady-state 
value or fifteen times the steady-state rms value. The second 
current-surge peak is approximately four times the steady-state rms 
value. 

When the (riac randomly switches the lamp, the rate of 
current rise di/dt is limited only by the source inductance. The 
triac di/dt rating may be exceeded in some power systems. In many 
cases, exceeding the rating results in excessive current concentra
tions in a small area of the device which may produce a hot spot 
and lead to device failure. Critical applications of this nature 
require adequate drive to the triac gate for fast turn-on. In this 
case, some inductance may be required in the load circuit to reduce 
the initial magnitude of the load current when the triac is passing 
through the active region. Another method may be used which 
involves the switching of the triac at zero line voltage. This method 
involves the supply of pulses to the triac gate only during the 
presence of zero voltage on the ac line. 

Fig. 24 shows a circuit in which the lamp loads are switched 
at zero line voltage. This approach reduces the initial di/dt, 
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decreases the required triac surge-current ratings, increases the 
operating lamp life, and eliminates RF! problems. This circuit 
consists of two triacs, a flip.flop (FF-I), the CA3059, and a diac 
pulse generator. The flashing rate in this circuit is controlled by 
potentiometer R, which provides between IO and 120 flashes per 
minute. The state of FF. J determines the triggering of triacs Y 1 or 
Y 2 by the output pulses at terminal 4 generated by the 
zero-crossing circuit. Transistors'Q1 and Q2 inhibit these pulses to 
the gates of the triacs until the triacs turn on by the logical "I" 
(Vee high) state of the flip-flop. 

The arrangement described can also be used for a synchro
nous, sequential traffic-controller system by addition of one triac, 
one gating transistor, a "divide-by-three" logic circuit, and 
modification in the design of the diac pulse generator. Such a 
system can control the familiar red, amber, and green traffic signals 
that are found at many intersections. 

120 '\/AC 
60Hz 

TRANSIENT-FREE SWITCH CONTROLLER 

The CA3059 can be used as a simple solid-state switching 
device that permits ac currents to be turned on or off with a 
minimum of electrical transients and circuit noise. 

The circuit shown in Fig. 25 is connected so that, after the 
control terminals (14 and 7) are opened, electronic logic waits until 
the power-line voltage reaches a zero crossing before power is 
applied to the load ZL. Conversely, when the control terminals are 
shorted, the load curre1,1t continues until it reaches a zero crossing. 
This circuit can switch a load at zero current whether it is resistive 
or inductive. 

The circuit shown in Fig. 26 is connected to provide the 
opposite control logic to that of the circuit shown in Fig. 25. That 
is, when the switch is closed, power is supplied to the load, and 
when the switch is opened, power is removed from the load. 

' a 
L,~~~~~~-w.--~:::::=,11:::2--sco".f~3A (COS/MOS FLIP FLOP) 
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Fig.24 · Synchronous-switching traffic flasher using the CA3059. 
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Fig.25 · CA3059transient.free switch controller in which 
power is supplied to the load when the switch is open. 
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In both configurations, the maximum rms load current that 
can be switched depends on the rating of triac Y 2 . If Y 2 is an 
RCA-2N5444 triac, an rms current of 40 amperes can be switched. 

Ref. I. RCA bulletin File No. 479, "COS/MOS IC's for 
Low-Voltage (3-!SV) Applications. 
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Applications and Extended 
Operating Characteristics 
for the RCA• CA3059 IC Zero• 
Voltage Switch 

by H. M. Kleinman and A. Sheng 

The RCA-CA3059 zero-voltage switch is a monolithic 
silicon integrated circuit designed to control a thyristor in a 
variety of ac power switching applications. A previous 
Application Note (ICAN-4158) described several useful 
control systems in which the CA3059 was used as a thyristor 
trigger. Thls Note briefly describes the CA3059 circuit, 
explains the circuit functions and basic system configura
tions, and gives supplemental data for extending operation to 
220-volt, 50-to-60-Hz lines and temperatures from -40°C to 
+85°C. It also discusses additional applications including the 
switching of inductive loads, the provision of negative gate 
current, operation with low-impedance sensors, and syn
chronous light flashers. 

ORCUIT DESCRIPTION 

Operation of the CA3059 can best be explained by 
reference to the functional block diagram shown in Fig. I 
and the schematic diagram shown in Fig. 2. In the following 
discussion, all voltages are referred to terminal 7. 

60 Ht 
120/240 

VAC 

I 

Rs 
10 K 

2W 

•NEGATIVE TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT 

Fig. 1 · Functional block diagram of CA3059 integrated· 
circuit zero-voltage switch. 
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Power to the circuit may be derived directly from the ac 
line, as shown in Fig. I, or from an external de power supply 
connected between terminals 2 and 7, as shown in Fig. 3. In 
the normal mode of operation, a dropping resistor Rs of 
5000 to I 0,000 ohms is required to limit the current in the 
IC. The choice of resistor is a function of the average current 
drawn from the power supply, either by external circuits or 
by the thyristor trigger circuits, as shown in Fig. 4. 

The diodes DI and D2 in Fig. 2 form a symmetrical 
clamp that limits the voltages on the chip to ±8 volts; D7 and 
D13 form a half-wave rectifier that develops a positive 
voltage on the external storage capacitor. When an external 
power supply is used to increase the current capability of the 
IC, care must be used to avoid exceeding the 14-volt 
breakdown voltage rating between terminals 2 and 5. This 
requirement is not a problem if the supply voltage is 6 volts 
or less. If higher supply voltages are required, terminal 5 
must be shorted to terminal 7 and the line synchronizing 
voltage applied to terminal I 2 through a resistor of I 0,000 
ohms or more, as shown in Fig. 3. 

The functions of the other blocks in Fig. I can best be 
understood by consideration of the normal state of a 
thyristor gating circuit as its ON state, in which current is 
being delivered to the triac gate through terminal 4. The 
other circuit blocks inhibit the gating circuit unless certain 
conditions are met. In the ON state, Q8 and Q9 are 
conducting, Q7 is off, and Q6 is on. Any action that turns 
Q7 on removes the drive from Q8 and allows the thyristor to 
turn off. Q7 may be turned on directly by application of a 
minimum of +1.2 volts at 10 microamperes to the 
EXTERNAL INHIBIT terminal I. (If a voltage of more than 
2 volts is available, external resistance must be added to 
limit the current to 10 milliamperes.) Diode D10 isolates the 
base of Q7 from other signals when an external inhibit signal 
is applied so that thls signal is the highest priority command 
for normal operation. (Although grounding of terminal 6 
creates a higher-priority inhibit function, thls level is not 
compatible with normal DTL or TTL logic levels.) Q7 may 
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Fig. 2 - Schematic diagram of CA3059 zero-voltage switch. 
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Fig. 3 - Operation of the CA3059 from an external de 
power supply connected between terminals 2 and 7. 

also be activated by turning off 06 to allow current to flow 
from the power supply through R7 and D10 into the base. 
06 is normally held on by current flowing into its base 
through Rz,D3, and D9 when Q1 is off. 

Q J is a portion of the zero-crossing detector. When the 
voltage at terminal 5 is greater than + 3 volts, current can 
flow through R J, D6, the base-to-emitter junction of Q1, and 
D4 to terminal 7 to turn on Q1 and inhibit the pulse. For 
negative voltages with magnitudes greater than 3 volts, the 
current flows through D5, the emitter-to-base junction of 
Q1 , D3, and R1, and again turns Q1 on. Q1 is off only when 
the voltage at terminal 5 is less than the threshold voltage of 
approximately 2 volts. When the CA3059 is connected as 
shown in Fig. I, therefore, output occurs in a narrow pulse 
which is approximately centered about the zero-voltage time 

120 V RMS, 50-60-Hz OPERA:RTi'°N I 
65 --+--t----+---i s •51( (INH1s,r ~ 

1 6 '"'-~~~\+---R~s_·s_• iPuL~,;;<ici::-'""'.:..;:~,.;~\:.-.,--+---j 

~ 5.5 t---+-- 1l 1--+--t--+------+-''r-' ''rl---1 

; 5 ~\ \ \~ 

g 4.5 t----+---+-~\--\-\-1-1-+---+---t--+---i ,· 
• >-- -+---+--....... ~,----+---+---+---i--+----< 

35 >---+--~--+---+--~--+---+--~-~ 
0 4 5 6 

EXTERNAL LOAD CURRENT-mA 

Fig. 4 DC supply voltage as a function of external load 
current for several values of dropping resistance Rs. 

in the cycle, as shown in Fig, 5. In some applications, 
however, particularly those using either slightly inductive or 
low-power loads, the thyristor load current does not reach 

'POSITIVE 
dv/ dt 

AC LINE 

I 

Fig. 5 - Waveform showing output-pulse duration of CA3059. 
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, holding current by the end of this pulse. Fig. 6 shows 
how an external capacitor between terminal 5 and 7 can be 
used to delay the pulse to accommodate such loads. The 
amount of pulse stretching and delay is shown in Figs. 7(a) 
and 7(b). 

120V RMS 
60 Hz 

Rs 
IOK 

ALL RESISTANCE 
VALUES ARE IN OHMS 

Fig. 6 - Use of a capacitor between terminals 5 and 7 
to delay the output pulse of the CA3059. 

Continuous gate current can be obtained if terminal 12 is 
connected to terminal 7 to disable the zero-crossing detector. 
In this mode, QJ is always off. This mode of operation is 
useful when comparator operation is desired or when 
inductive loads must be switched. (If the capacitance in the 
load circuit is low, most RFI is eliminated.) Care must be 
used to avoid overloading of the internal power supply in this 
mode. A sensitive-gate thyristor should be used and a resistor 
placed between terminal 4 and the gate of the thyristor to 
limit the current . 

THE ON-OFF SENSING AMPLIFIER 

The discussion thus far has considered only cases in 
which pulses are present all the time or not at all. The 
differential sense amplifier consisting of transistors Q2, Q3, 
Q4, and Qs makes the CA3059 a flexible power-control 
circuit. The transistor pairs Q2-Q4 and Q3-Q5 form high-beta 
composite p-n-p transistors in which the emitters of Q4 and 
Qs act as the collectors of the composite devices. These two 
composite transistors are connected as a differential amplifier 
with R3 acting as a constant-current source. The relative 
current flow in the two "collectors" is a function of the 

difference in voltage between the bases of Q2 and Q3. 
Therefore, when terminal 13 is more positive than terminal 
9, little or no current flows in the "collector" of Q2-Q4; 
when terminal 13 is negative with respect to terminal 9, most 
of the current flows through that path and none in terminal 
8. When current flows in Q2-Q4, the path is from the supply 
through R3, through Q2-Q4, through the base-emitter 
junction of Q J, and finally through D4 to terminal 7. 
Therefore, when V13 is equal to or more negative than V9, 
Q1 is on and output is inhibited. 
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In the circuit shown in Fig. I, the voltage at terminal 9 is 
derived from the supply by connection of terminals IO and 
11 to form a precision voltage divider. This divider forms one 
side of a transducer bridge, with Rp and the NTC sensor 
forming the other. At low temperatures, the large value of 
the sensor causes terminal 13 to be positive with respect to 
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Fig. 7 - Curves showing effect of external capacitance on 
(a) the total output-pulse duration, and (b) the time from 
zero crossing to the end of the pulse. 

terminal 9 so that the thyristor fires on every half-cycle and 
power is applied to the load. As the temperature increases, 
the sensor resistance decreases until a balance is reached and 
V13 approaches V9. At this point, Q2-Q4 turns on and 
inhibits any further pulses. The controlled temperature is 
adjusted by variation of the value of Rp, For cooling service, 
either the positions of Rp and the sensor may be reversed or 
terminals 9 and 13 may be interchanged. 

The low bias current of the sensing amplifier permits 
operation with sensor impedances of up to 0.1 megohm at 
balance without introduction of substantial error (i.e., 
greater than 5 per cent). The error may be reduced if the 
internal bridge elements R4 and Rs are not used but are 
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replaced with resistors which equal the sensor impedance. 
The minimum value of sensor impedance is restricted by the 
current drain on the internal power supply; the curves shown 
in Fig. 4 should be consulted when low-impedance sensors 
are used. Operation with sensors as low as 300 ohms may be 
obtained with a 5000-ohm series resistor. Slightly better 
sensitivity can be realized if Rs is reduced to 4000 ohms. 

ADDING HYSTERESIS 

Because the logic circuitry of the CA3059 causes a 
decision concerning power delivery to be made on each 
half-cycle, it is possible that power may be required for an 
odd number of half-cycles once equilibrium is reached. In 
systems with relatively fast response times (less than I 
second), a substantial de component might be placed on the 
power line and cause heating of any isolation or distribution 
transformers. This problem may be reduced by introducing 
hysteresis into the system, as shown in Fig. 8. A "dead zone" 
of IO per cent of the sensor impedance may be achieved by 

120 \/ AC 
60Hz 

I 

Fig. 8 - CA3059 on-off controller with hysteresis. 

18K 

use of a sensor resistance Ra of 0.1 megohm, an RJ value of 
0.2 megohm, and an R2 value of 18000 ohms. A decrease 
in the R2 value reduces the effect. With a 5000-ohm sensor 
impedance, values of 12000 ohms for R1 and R2 yield a 
5-per-cent dead zone. A more eleborate system ( described in 
ICAN4 l 58) is required if the degree of hysteresis must be 
accurately controlled. 

PROPORTIONAL CONTROL 

The ON-OFF nature of the control shown in Fig. I causes 
some overshoot that leads to a definite steady-state error. 
The addition of hysteresis adds further to this error factor. 
However, the connections shown in Fig. 9(a) can be used to 
add proportional control to the system. In this circuit, the 
sense amplifier is connected as a free-running multivibrator. 
At balance, the voltage at terminal I 3 is as shown in Fig. 9 
(b). When this voltage is more positive than the threshold, 
power is applied to the load so that the duty cycle is 
approximately 50 per cent. With a 0.1-megohm sensor and 

TRIAC 
OFF 

(a) 

TRIAC 
ON 

(b) 

_ _:'!.THRESHOLD 
VOLTAGE 

Fig. 9 - Typical heating control with proportional control: 
(a) schematic diagram, and (b) waveform of voltage at 
terminal 13. 

values of Rp = 0.1 megohm, R2 = 10,000 ohms, and Cext· = 
10 microfarads, a period greater than 3 seconds is achieved. 
This period should be much shorter than the thermal time 
constant of the system. Changing the value of any of these 
elements changes the period, as shown in Fig. I 0. As the 
resistance of the sensor changes, the voltage on terminal 13 
moves relative to V9. A cooling sensor moves VJ 3 in a 
positive direction. The triac is ON for a larger portion of the 
pulse cycle and increases the average power to the load. 
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Fig. 10 - Effect of variations in time-constant elements on 
period. 

As in the case of the hysteresis circuitry described, some 
special applications may require more sophisticated systems 
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to achieve either very precise regions of control or very long 
periods (see ICAN-4158). 

FAIL-SAFE OPERATION 

A special feature of the CA3059 is the inclusion of a 
fail-safe circuit which removes power from the load if the 
sensor either shorts or opens. However, use of this circuit 
places certain constraints upon the user. Specifically, fail-safe 
operation is guaranteed under the following conditions: 

I. The circuit configuration of Fig. I is used, with an 
internal supply, no external load on the supply, and terminal 
14 connected to terminal 13. 

2. The value of Rp and of the sensor resistance must be 
between 2000 ohms and 0.1 megohm. 

3. The ratio of sensor resistance and Rp must be greater 
than 0.25 and less than 4.0 for all normal conditions (if 
either of these ratios is not met with an unmodified sensor, a 
series resistor or a shunt resistor must be added to avoid 
undesired activation of the circuit). 

Fail-safe operation may be applied to other systems 
when operation of the circuit is understood. The fail-safe 
circuit consists of D12, D15, and QJO. D12 activates the 
fail-safe circuit if the sensor shown in Fig. I shC'rts or drops 
too low in value, as follows: Q6 is on during an output pulse 
so that the junction of D3 and D 12 is 3 diode drops 
(approximately 2 volts) above terminal 7. As long as VJ 4 is 
more positive or only 0.15 volt negative with respect to that 
point, DJ 2 does not conduct and the circuit operates 
normally. If the voltage at terminal 14 drops to I volt, the 
anode of D3 can have a potential of only 1.6 to 1.7 volts, 
and current does not flow through D3, D9, and Q6; the 
thyristor then turns off. The actual threshold is approxi
mately 1.2 volts at room temperature, but decreases 4 
millivolts per degree C at higher temperatures. As the sensor 
resistance increases, the voltage at terminal 14 rises toward 
the supply voltage. At a voltage of approximately 6 volts, the 
zener diode DJ 5 breaks down and turns on Q JO, which then 
turns off Q6 and the thyristor. If the supply voltage is not at 
least 0.2 volt more positive than the breakdown of DJ 5, 
activation of the fail-safe circuit is not possible. For this 
reason, loading the internal supply may cause this circuit to 
malfunction, as may selection of the wrong external supply 
voltage. Fig. 11 shows a guide for the proper operation of the 
fail-safe circuit when an external supply is used. 

SUPPLEMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS DATA 

The characteristics curves shown in Fig. 12 are similar to 
curves shown in the published data for the CA3059 (RCA 
File No. 397, dated 10/69), but have been extended to cover 
the entire operating range from -400C to +850C. Fig. 13 
presents data required for operation of the CA3059 from the 
220-volt, 50-Hz lines which are common in Europe and from 
the 220-to-240-volt, 60-Hz lines which are commonly used 
for high-power applications in the United States. Although 
the CA3059 may be operated from any line voltage or 
frequency, the characteristics of the output pulse change for 
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different line voltages and frequencies. Figs. 13(a) and (b) 
show relative pulse width and location of the zero-voltage 
crossing when a 10,000-ohm series dropping resistor is used. 
Figs. 13(c) and (d) show the same information for an 
increased resistor value of 20,000 ohms. 
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Fig. 11 - Operating regions for built-in protection circuits. 

APPLICATIONS OF THE CA3059 

The early sections of this Note described the basic 
operation of the CA3059 in heating control systems. The 
circuit is adaptable to many other control functions by 
variation of the type of sensor used or by the use of the 
inputs of the differential amplifier to detect the difference 
between two externally developed voltages. A previous 
Application Note (JCAN-4158) describes the following use
ful CA3059 systems: 

I) a controller with an external fail-safe circuit for use 
when the sensor does not meet the requirements for 
use of the internal circuit, 

2) a controller with provisions for accurate setting of 
hysteresis, 

3) a proportional control system with an external ramp 
generator, 

4) a dual-output, over-under temperature controller, 
5) a heat staging controller, 
6) a circuit which eliminates half-cycling, 
7) a circuit with an isolated sensor, 
8) a power one-shot control, 
9) a synchronously switched traffic flasher, 

JO) transient-free switch controllers. 

Although most of these circuits illustrate a heating control 
circuit, they are all adaptable to other control functions by 
change of the control logic or sensor. 

SWITCHING INDUCTIVE LOADS 
For proper driving of a thyristor in full-cycle operation, 

gate drive must be applied soon after the voltage across the 
device reverses. When resistive loads are used, this reversal 
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Fig. 12 - Characteristics curves of the CA3059 extended 
to cover the operating range from 40 to +850C. 

occurs as the line voltage reverses. With loads of other power 
factors, however, it occurs as the cunent through the load 
becomes zero and reverses. 

There are several methods for switching an inductive 
load at the proper time. If the power factor of the load is 
!ugh (i.e., if the load is only slightly inductive), the pulse may 
be delayed by addition of a suitable capacitor between 
terminals 5 and 7, as described in the published data for the 
CA3059. For highly inductive loads, however, this method is 
not suitable and different techniques must be used. 

One technique is suggested in the circuit description 
section of this Note. If gate current is continuous, the triac 
automatically commutates because drive is always present 
when the voltage reverses. This mode is established by 
connection of terminals 7 and 12. The zero-crossing detector 
is then disabled so that current is supplied to the triac gate 
whenever called for by the sensing amplifier. Although the 
RFl-eliminating function of the CA3059 is inhibited when 
the zero-crossing detector is disabled, there is no problem if 
the load is highly inductive because the current in the load 
cannot change abruptly. 

The limitation to this mode of operation is that the 
internal power supply cannot deliver a large average current; 
therefore, a sensitive-gate triac is required. Because these 
triacs have somewhat limited load-carrying capacity, this 
approach cannot be used· universally. 

The previous Note ICAN-4 I 58 showed circuits which 
used a sensitive-gate triac to shift the firing point of the 
power triac by approximately 90 degrees. If the primary 
load is inductive, this phase shift corresponds to firing at zero 
current in the load. However, changes in the power factor of 
the load or tolerances of components will cause errors in this 
firing time. 

The circuit shown in Fig. 14 US(:s a CA3018 inte
grated-circuit transistor array to detect the absence of load 
current by sensing the voltage across the triac. The internal 
zero-crossing detector is disabled by connection of terminal 
12 to terminal 7, and control of the output is made through 
the external inhibit input, terminal I. The circuit permits an 
output only when the voltage at point A exceeds two VBE 
drops or I .3 volts. When A is positive, Q3 and Q4 conduct 
and reduce the voltage at terminal l below the inhibit state. 
When A is negative, QJ and Q2 conduct. When the voltage at 
point A is less than ±1.3 volts, neither of the transistor pairs 
conducts; terminal I is then pulled positive by the current in 
R3 and output is inhibited. 

The circuit of Fig. 14 forms a pulse of gate current in the 
manner described below, and can supply high peak drive to 
power triacs with low average current drain on the internal 
supply. The gate pulse will always last just long enough to 
latch the thyristor so that there is no problem with delaying 
the pulse to an optimum time. As in other circuits of this 
type, RF! results if the load is not suitably inductive because 
the zero-crossing detector is disabled and initial turn-on 
occurs at random. 

The gate pulse forms because the voltage at point A 
when the thyristor is on is less than 1.3 volts; therefore, the 
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Fig. 13 - Relative pulse width and location of zero-voltage crossing for 220-volt operation. 

output of the CA3059 is inhibited, as described above. The 
resistor divider RI and R2 should be selected to assure this 
condition. When the triac is on, the voltage at point A is 
approximately one-third of the instantaneous on-state 
voltage (VT) of the thyristor. For most RCA thyristors, VT 
(max) is less than 2 · volts and the divider shown is a 
conservative one. When the load current passes through zero, 
the triac commutates and turns off. Because the circuit is still 
being driven by the line voltage, the current in the load 
attempts to reverse, and voltage increases rapidly across the 
"turned-off' triac. When this voltage exceeds 4 volts, one 
portion of the CA3018 conducts and removes the inhibit 
signal to permit application of gate drive. Turning the triac 
on causes the voltage across it to drop and thus ends the gate 
pulse. If the holding current has not been attained, another 
gate pulse forms, but no discontinuity in the load current 
occurs. 

PROVIDING NEGATIVE GATE CURRENT 

Triacs trigger with optimum sensitivity when the polarity 
of the gate voltage and the voltage at the main terminal 2 are 
similar (I+ and III- modes). Sensitivity is degraded when the 
polarities are opposite (I- and m+ modes). Although RCA 
triacs are designed and specified to have the same sensitivity 
in both I- and m+ modes, some other types have very poor 
sensitivity in the m+ condition. Because the CA3059 
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supplies positive gate pulses, it may not directly drive some 
higher-current triacs of these other types. 

The circuit shown in Fig. 15 (a) uses the negative-gomg 
voltage at terminal 3 of the CA3059 to supply a negative gate 
pulse through a capacitor. The curve in Fig. 15 (b) shows the 
approximate peak gate current as a function of gate voltage 
Ve. Pulse width is approximately 80 microseconds. 

J20VAC 

60 "' 
10<¥' ,~voe+ 

/a} 

/b) 

40 

" 30 E 
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v. 

-I -2 -3 

GATE VOLTAGE lVGl-V 

Fig. 15 - Use of the CA3059 to provide negative gate 
pulses: (a) schematic diagram; (b) peak gate current (at 
terminal 3) as a function of gate voltage. 

OPERATING WITH LOW-IMPEDANCE SENSORS 

Although the CA3059 can operate satisfactorily with a 
wide range of sensors, sensitivity is reduced when sensors 
with impedances greater than 20,000 ohms are used. Typical 
sensitivity is one per cent for a 5000-ohm sensor and 
increases to three per cent for a 0.1-megohm sensor. 

Low-impedance sensors present a different problem. The 
sensor bridge is connected across the internal power supply 
and causes a current drain. A 5000-ohm sensor with its 
associated 5000-ohm series resistor draws less than 1 milliam
pere. On the other hand, a 300-ohm sensor draws a current 

of 8 to 10 milliamperes from the power supply. 
Fig. 16 shows the 600-ohm load line of a 300-ohm 

sensor on a redrawn power-supply regulation curve for the 
CA3059. When a 10,000-ohm series resistor is used, the 
voltage across the circuit is Jess than 3 volts and both 
sensitivity and output current are significantly reduced. 
When a 5000-ohm series resistor is used, the supply voltage is 
nearly 5 volts and operation is approximately normal. For 
more consistent operation, however, a 4000-ohm series 
resistor is recommended. 

IOr-----.----,----,,----, 

SUPPLY VOL TAGE-V 

Fig. 16 - Power-supply regulation of the CA3059 with a 
300-ohm sensor (600-ohm load) for two values of series 
resistor. 
SYNCHRONOUS LIGHT FLASHER 

The circuit shown in Fig. 17 is a simplified version of the 
system shown in the previous Note ICAN4158. Flash rate 
is set by use of the curve shown in Fig. 10. If a more precise 
flash rate is required, the ramp generator described in the 
previous Note may be used. In this circuit, IC1 is the master 
control unit and IC2 is slaved to the output of !CJ through 

Fig. 17 - CA3059 synchronous light flasher. 

its inhibit terminal (terminal !). When power is applied to 
lamp No. I, the voltage of terminal 6 on !CJ is high and IC2 
is inhibited by the current in Rx. When lamp No. I is off, 
!Cz is not inhibited and triac Y2 can fire. The power supplies 
operate in parallel. The on-off sensing amplifier in IC2 in not 
used. 
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Features and Applications of 
RCA•CD2500E•Series MSI 
BCD·to•7•Segment Decoder• Drivers 
by J. Lee 

The RCA BCD-to-7-segment decoder-drivers, types 
CD2500E, CD2501 E, CD2502E, and CD2503E, are 
medium-scale-integration (MS!) monolithic circuits designed 
to accept four inputs in BCD 8-4-2-1 code and provide 
decoded outputs that represent a decimal number from Oto 
9 on a ?-segment incandescent display device. The decoder
drivers are supplied in I 6-terminal dual-in-line plastic 
packages that can be used over the operating temperature 
range from o0 c to +75°C. 

The CD2500E and CD250!E are 30-milliampere-per
line drivers intended for use with ?-segment incandescent 
display devices such as the RCA DR2000 and DR2010 
Numitrons. The CD2502E and CD2503E are 80-
milliampere-per-line drivers intended for use with high
current lamps and relays and may also be used for multiplex 
operation of RCA Numitrons. The CD2500E and CD2502E 
include a decimal-point driver , and the CD250!E and 
CD2503E have a special terminal that may be used for ripple 
blanking and/or intensity control. The basic features of the 
CD2500E-series ?-segment decoder-drivers are as follows: 

• High current-sink capability for direct display driv-
ing (no external discrete components are required) 

• Provision for lamp test 

• Operation from a 5-volt de power supply 

• Clamp diodes on all inputs 

• Provision for ripple blanking and/or intensity control 
(CD2501E and CD2503E only) 

• Decimal-point output (CD2500E and CD2502E 
only) 

• BCD inputs that are compatible with commercially 
available diode-transistor-logic (DTL) and transistor
transistor-logic (TTL) devices 

• Over-range detection (automatic blanking of display 
device when BCD inputs correspond to a number 
greater than 9) 
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LOGIC DESCRIPTION 
Table I shows the logic levels ("O" or "I") required at 

each input terminal for selection of the appropriate segments 
on the display device to represent a specific decimal number 
from O to 9 and for the decimal-point output, the lamp test, 
or the ripple-blanking function. The lower-case letters over 
the OUTPUT columns in the table identify the segments on 
the display device to which each output is applied. The last 
column in the table indicates the type of displays obtained 
on the display devices for each specific combination of BCD 
inputs. Figs. I and 2 show the terminal numbers · on the 
decoder drivers that correspond to these outputs, and Fig. 3 
shows the segment arrangement and designations for two 
?-segment incandescent display devices, the RCA DR2000 
and DR2010 Numitrons. 

Conversion of BCD Data Inputs to 7-Segment Display 
Outputs 

The basic BCD-to-7-segment decoder-driver logic system 
consists of inverters, buffers, NANO gates (positive logic), 
TTL inputs, and open-collector transistor outputs, as shown 
in Fig. 4. Four information bits in BCD 8-4-2-1 code are 
applied to the BCD inputs. Eight input gates , Nos. I through 

Vee 

DPoz DECIMAL POINT OUTPUT 

DPI" DECIMAL POINT INPUT 

D,C,B, AND A REPRESENT THE FOUR INPUTS TO THE DECODER DRIVER 
( IN BCD 8-4-2-1 CODE l THAT ARE REQUIRED TO PRODUCE THE 
APPROPRIATE DECIMAL NUMBER ON THE DISPLAY DEVICE. 

Fig. 1 - Terminal diagram for the CD2500E or CD2502E 
decoder-driver. 
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TABLE I - TRUTH TABLE FOR DECODER-DRIVER CIRCUITS 

INPUT 
0 = Low Level 1 = High Level 

D C 8 A 

X X X X 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 I 

0 0 I 0 

0 0 I I 

0 I 0 0 

0 I 0 I 

0 I I 0 

0 I I I 

I 0 0 0 

I 0 0 I 

I 0 I 0 

I 0 I I 

I I 0 0 

I I 

I l I 0 

I I 

- - - -

- - - -

- - - -

X - O or 1 entry has no effect 
L/T = Lamp Test 
RBI= Ripple Blanking Input 
RB0 = Ripple Blanking Output 

LIT DP1 

0 -

I -

I -

I -

I -

I -

I -

I -

I -

I -

I -

I -

I -

I -

I -

I -

' -

I -

I I 

I 0 

0 X 

RB1 

X 

0 

I 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

-

-

-

OUTPUT 
O = Filament Lit 

a b C d 

0 0 0 0 

I I I I 

0 0 0 0 

I 0 0 I 

0 0 I 0 

0 0 0 0 

I 0 0 I 

0 I 0 0 

0 I 0 0 

0 0 0 I 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

I I I I 

l I I I 

I I I I 

I I I I 

I I I 

I i I I 

- - - -

- - - -

- - - -

DPt = Decimal Point Input 
DP0 = Decimal Point Output 

1 = Filament OUT 

e f 

0 0 

I I 

0 0 

I I 

0 I 

I I 

I 0 

I 0 

0 0 

I I 

0 0 

I 0 

I I 

I I 

I I 

I I 

I I 

I I 

- -

- -

- -

g DPo 

0 -

I -

I -

I -

0 -

0 -

0 -

0 -

0 -

I -

0 -

0 -

I -

I -

I -

I -

I -

I -

- 0 

- I 

- 0 

DISPLAY 

RBo 
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RBQ s RIPPLE- BLANKING OUTPUT 
ANO INTENSITY CONTROL INPUT 

RBI z RIPPLE- BLANKING INPUT 

9 

O,C, 8, ANO A REPRESENT THE FOUR INPUTS TO THE DECODER DRIVER 
( IN BCD 8-4-2-1 CODE) THAT ARE REQUIRED TO PRODUCE THE 
APPROPRIATE DECIMAL NUMBER ON THE DISPLAY DEVICE. 

Fig. 2 - Terminal diagram for the CD2501£ or CD2503£ 

decoder-driver. 

BCD 
INPUTS 

TYPE DR2000 TYPE DR2010 

·I _,_I· ·I __ , __ I· 
·I IC : ·I IC 

d d 

Fig. 3 - Segment arrangement and designations for two 
7-segment incandescent display devices. 

8, are connected in four pairs to provide the BCD data and 
the complements of these data to the input of ten NAND 
gates, Nos. 10 through 19. The ten NAND gates decode the 
data into their mutually exclusive outputs that represent the 
decimal numbers from O through 9 only; any BCD data that 
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A FOR CD2501E AND CD2503E TYPES ONLY 
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Fig. 4 - Logic diagram for the BCD-to-7-segment decoder 
drivers. 
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correspond to a number greater than 9 is inhibited. The 
outputs of these ten NAND gates are then e~coded into 
seven outputs used to control the operation of a 7-segment 
incandescent display device by seven additional NAND gates, 
Nos. 20 through 26. The outputs of these seven \/AND gates 
are applied through seven open-collector trarsistors that 
provide high current-sink capability and make possible 
direct-driving of the display device. 

Decimal-Point Output 
!n the CD2500E and CD2502E decoder-drivers, gates 

Nos. 29A and 29B, shown in Fig. 4, develop a decimal-point 
output (DPo) in response to a decimal-point-input (DP1) 
control signal supplied from an external source. Transistor 
QI 8 provides the inverter-driver function required to 
energize the decimal-point filament on the display device. 
This unique feature eliminates the necessity for separate 
external decimal-point driving circuitry. 

Ripple-Blanking Function 
The ripple-blanking feature of the CD2501 E and 

CD2503E decoder-drivers allows suppression of leading
and/or trailing-edge zeroes in a multidigital display. This 
action does not affect the numerical value and provides easier 
reading of the decimal display. 

The ripple-blanking function is performed by gates Nos. 
9, 28, and 29A, shown in Fig. 4. The ripple-blanking input 
(RB1) is inverted by gate No. 29A and applied to gate No. 9. 
Gate No. 28 is used as a buffer for gate No. 9. When the 
ripple-blanking input is at logical "O", gate No. 29A provides 
a logical "l" at !he input of the ripple-blanking gate No. 9. 
Gate No. 9 also receives the complements of the BCD input 
data. This gate provides an inhibiting function for the 
decimal zero. When this inhibiting function occurs, i.e., when 
the ripple-blanking input (RB1) and the BCD inputs are at 
logical "O", the ripple-blanking output (RBo) goes to a 
logical "O", and all seven segment outputs to a logical "I". A 
logical "I" of the seven-segment output corresponds to the 
filament-off condition on the incandescent display device. 

The ripple-blanking output terminal may also be used to 
provide an over-riding blanking input, regardless of other 
input conditions. When the ripple-blanking output is main
tained at a logical "O", it inhibits all seven segment outputs, 
i.e., the segment outputs are maintained at a logical "I". For 
operation with a fixed lamp power supply, the ripple
blanking output may be used with external resistor-pull-up 
output gates to control lamp intensity by control of the 
pulse width of the gate input signal. 

Lamp-Test Function 
All four BCD-to-7-segment decoder-drivers include a 

lamp-test (L/T) input for use in testing the filaments of the 
display device. This input is normally maintained at a logical 
"I" by an internal resistor (no external circuit elements are 
required for the lamp-test function). For the lamp test, the 
L/T terminal is grounded. All segment outputs are then 
maintained at a logical "O", so that all lamp filaments on the 
display device are lighted. For the CD2500E and CD2502E, 

which include a decimal-point output, the L/T terminal can 
be grounded at any time to test all filaments in the display 
device including the filament for the decimal point. For the 
CD250!E and CD2503E, which include a ripple-blanking 
feature, care must be taken to assure that the ripple-blanking 
output is not grounded externally during the la,mp test; 
otherwise, the test is performed in the same way as for the 
types CD2500E and CD2502E. 

OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS 
All inputs (terminals I, 2, 5, 6, and 7) of the 

CD2500E-series decoder-drivers are TTL types and include 
clamp diodes to prevent the ringing that may result when 
long interconnecting leads are used Fig. 5 shows an 
equivalent circuit for any one of these inputs. 

Each output (terminals 9 through I 5 and also terminal 
4 of the CD2500E and the CD2502E) of the BCD-to-7-
segment decoder-drivers consists of an open-collector 
transistor, together with its collector-to-substrate diode, as 
shown in Fig. 6. These outputs, in standard CD2500E-series 
devices, are specified to withstand up to 8 volts at a 
maximum collector-to-emitter leakage current of 200 
microamperes over the operating temperature range. The 
transistor has a minimum collector-to-emitter breakdown 
voltage V (BR)CEO of 12 volts at a collector-to-emitter 
current lcEO of 10 milliamperes. The output circuit, 
therefore, can safely withstand any load at supply voltages 
up to 8 volts without the occurrence of a de-latched 
condition; damage to the output transistor because of 
excessive power dissipation is, therefore, avoided. The 
probability of an ac-latched condition depends upon the type 

Vee 

4K 

NOTE: 
ONE UNIT INPUT LOAD OF A 
BCD -TO- 7- SEGMENT DECODER
DR IVER IS EQUIVALENT TO 0.94 
OF THE LOAD PROV!DED BYAN 
RCA-CD2300E-SERIES DTL GATE. 

Fig. 5 - Equivalent input circuit at terminals 1, 2, 5, 6, and 
7 of the decoder-drivers. 

Fig. 6 - Equivalent output circuit at terminals 9 through 15 
(and terminal 4 of the CD2500E and the CD2502E) of the 
decoder-drivers. 
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of load used. The circuit may become ac-latched during 
operation with a large inductive load. The "rule of thumb" 
for minimization of this probability is to ensure that the sum 
of the supply voltage and the counterelectromotive force 
developed across the lamp filament inductance does not 
exceed the collector-to-emitter breakdown voltage 

V(BR)CEO of the transistor. 
For applications in which the output voltage may 

exceed the specified value of 8 volts, such as multiplex 
operation of RCA Numitrons, special selections of the 
CD2500E-series decoder-drivers are available. 

The ac line voltage may also be used as the segment
voltage (lamp) supply provided that it is either half-wave or 
full-wave rectified so that only positive alternations remain. 
This type of rectification is necessary because the output 
transistors of the decoder-drivers cannot sustain negative 
voltages greater than 0.5 volt. Fig. 7 shows the relationship 
of the output voltage to the segment and decimal-point 
output currents of the CD2500E-series decoder-drivers. 
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Fig. 7 · Relationship between segment and decimal-point 
output current (logical "O" state) and output voltage: (a) 
segment output currents for the CD2500E and CD2501 E and 
decimal-point output current for the C!J2500E; (b) segment 
output currents for the CD2502E and CD2503E and 
decimal-paint output current for the CD2502E. 
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Fig. 8 shows an equivalent circuit of the ripple-blanking 
output (terminal 4). When the BCD code represents decimal 
zero and the ripple-blanking input (terminal 5) is at a logical 
"O", transistor Q then turns on and provides blanking of the 
decimal zero. When the BCD code represents a decimal 
number between O and 9, transistor Q is open-circuited. 
When the BCD code represents a number greater than 9, 
t ransistor Q and diode A are both open-circuited, and the 
ripple-blanking output circuit consists of only the 2-kilohm 
resistor between terminal 4 and the V CC supply. 

2K 

4 
{RBol 

Fig. 8 - Equivalent circuit for the ripple-blanking output 
(terminal 4) of the CD2501E and CD2503E decoder drivers. 

Supply- and ground-line noises can be effectively 
removed by addition of sufficient capacitance between the 
V CC and ground lines, as near as possible to the integrated
circuit terminals. Use of separate integrated-circuit and 
display-device de power supplies, although not an essential 
requirement, is recommended. The advantage of separate 
supplies is that the noise generated by high transient currents 
that result from lamp switching would be reduced. 

DISPLAY-LAMP TURN-ON CHARACTERISTICS 
The turn-on characteristics of the display lamps is an 

important factor in the operation of the decoder-drivers. The 
main consideration in these turn-on characteristics is the 
lamp in-rush current. For most incandescent lamps, the 
in-rush current may be several times greater than the normal 
operating current because the resistance of a cold filament is 
much less than that of the same filament after it has been 
heated to the normal operating temperature. Fig. 9 shows 
that the initial current of the RCA DR2000 Numitron is 
approximately five times greater than the normal operating 
current and that 2 milliseconds is required fo r the in-rush 
current to decrease to one-half the initial value . The output 
transistors of the decoder-drivers, therefore, must be able to 
handle large surge currents that are several times greater than 
the normal operating current of the incandescent display 
device. If desired, a resistor may be connected between each 
segment output terminal of the decoder-driver and ground so 
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that a small current is allowed to flow through the lamp 
filament during the lamp off period. This current should be 
sufficient to keep the filament warm, but not sufficient to 
illuminate the lamp. In this way, a high initial in-rush current 
can be avoided during the lamp turn-on period. 

STATIC-DRIVE APPLICATIONS 

Fig. 9 · Turn-on characteristics for an RCA DR2000 
Numitron. 

The zeroes that have no value at both ends of a 
multidigital display can be suppressed by grounding the RB1 
terminal of the most significant digit of the whole number 
a~d the least significant digit of the fraction, as shown in 
Fig. 10. The RBo of the most significant digit is connected 
to the RB1 of the next lower digit, and the RBo of this latter 
digit is, in turn, connected to the RB1 of the following digit. 
The RBo of the least significant digit of the fraction side is 
connected to the RB1 of the next higher digit, and so on. 
Therefore, for the whole number, the ripple signal flow 
originates from the most significant digit, and for the 
fraction, the ripple signal flow starts from the least 

WHOLE NUMBER -1- DECIMAL FRACTION 

2 1 2 2 23 2° 21 22 23 2° 2 1 22 23 2° zl 22 2 3 .z0 2 1 22 23 2° 
\..__--------------------~-----------

INTENSITY CONTROL ( VARIABLE 
PULSE-WIDTH- CONTROL SOURCE) 

BCO INPUTS 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DISPLAY DEVICES 

DISPLAY 
DEVICE 
TYPE 

DR;;:ooo 

DR2010 

TYPE 
OF 
DISPLAY 

Cf-lARACTERISTICS 

LETTER HEJGHT•0.6 IN°tH 

Fig. 10 · Typical ripple-blanking and intensity-control 
application using the CD2501E decoder driver with a 
7-segment incandescent display device, such as the RCA 
DR2000 or DR2010. 
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significant digit. As soon as the BCD data inputs for a 
non-zero digit is encountered, the corresponding RBo output 
assumes a logical "I" state, and any further signal rippling is 
inhibited. For example, the number 0102,0110 would be 
displayed as 102.01 I. The RB1 of the least significant digit of 
the whole number and the RB1 of the most significant digit 
of the fractional portion should be left open, because the 
suppression of zeroes in these two digits is not desirable in 
practice, e.g., 000.200 would be displayed as 0.2, and 
000.000 would be 0.0. 

The ripple-blanking arrangement described above is 
employed in the standard multiple-digit display. For other 

. applications, however, ripple blanking may be used to blank 
out zeroes serially in time, as shown in Fig. 11. For this type 
of blanking, the ripple-blanking input RB1 and the ripple
blanking output RBo are connected together. Fig. 11 shows 
that the zeroes that occur at time frames t I and t2 are 
blanked out, and those that occur at time frames t4 and t6 
are not. A ground-level strobe pulse must be injected at the 

TIME FRAME 
,, 

I •2 t3 I t4 t5 I ts I ---
r·, r·, D 2 D DISPLAY I I I I L.• L-• 

"1" 
STROBE .. ;;:u u---
PULSE 

Fig. 11 - Timing diagram for ripple blanking that occurs 
serially in time, 

connection of the RBJ and RBo terminals to cause these 
terminals to be latched at the logical "O" level. This strobe 
pulse initiates the blanking operation. The RB1 and RBo 
terminals are maintained at the "O" level until the BCD input 
data for a non-zero digit is applied. The RB1 and RBo 
terminals are then shifted to a logical "1" level, and further 
zero blanking is inhibited. 

The ripple-blanking output can also be used simul
taneously as an intensity-control input when the lamp 
power-supply voltage is fixed. For this intensity-control 
effect, external gates are required, and an RCA CD23 I OE 
DTL type is chosen for this purpose, as shown in Fig. I 0. 
The intensity control is achieved by variation of the pulse 
width of the signal at the intensity-control input (RBo 
terminal). Pulse-width-controlled flip-flops can be used as the 
source for the intensity-control input. The logical "O" state 
of the external gates at the point of connection to the 
intensity control terminal should not be greater than 0.35 
volt. For the CD2500E and CD2502E decoder-drivers, 
intensity control can be provided by variation of the segment 
power-supply voltage. Fig. 12 shows the relative light output 
of an RCA DR2000 Numitron at 50Hz as a function of pulse 
duty cycles for operation with a supply voltage of +5 volts. 

The CD2500E decoder-driver is frequently used in 
counting applications, as shown in Fig. 13. A display-hold 
circuit is included to hold counts for the display device while 
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Fig. 12 - Relative light output of a DR2000 Numitron at 50 
Hz as a function of pulse duty cycle for operation from a 
lamp-supply voltage of 5 volts. 

the input count continues. The display-hold signal is usually 
synchronized with the count input signal. The hold circuit, 
which can be formed by use of latching flip-flops, is used 
because no data storage is provided in the decoder-driver. 
The decoder-driver simply operates as a slave circuit for the 
input data; the outputs of the decoder-driver, therefore, 
follow directly any change in the data applied to its inputs. 

Fig. 14 illustrates the use of six CD230!E stages in a 
floating-decimal-point application. The selection of a decimal 
point requires that the corresponding decimal-point-select 
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Fig. 1'3 Counting circuit using the CD2500E decoder
driver. 
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Fig. 14 - Floating-decimal-point application using six 
CD2501E decoder-drivers. 
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input be held at logical "I" with the other decimal-point
select inputs at logical "O". The operation is similar to the 
ripple-blanking application shown in Fig. I 0, in which the 
flow of the ripple signals always starts from the extreme ends 
and move toward the chosen decimal point. The ripple input 
of the immediately adjacent stages on either side of the 
decimal point is made a logical "I" by the external gates, so 
that the ripple signal flow is terminated at these points and, 
therefore, cannot suppress zeroes in the two digits adjacent 
to the chosen decimal point. 

The RCA CD2307E gate is used to energize the 
decimal-point filament in the display device, and CD2302E 
and CD23 I OE gates are used to enable the ripple-blanking 
circuits to blank out the no-value zeroes. 

MULTIPLEX MODE OF OPERATION 
In the standard static-drive application, a given number 

of display devices requires an equal number of decoder 
drivers for simultaneous display of the BCD data. In the 
time-multiplex system, however, one decoder-driver can be 
operated to drive a number of display devices sequentially 
with no noticeable flicker when the multiplexing repetition 
rate is greater than 50Hz. Fig. 15 shows a typical application 
of the CD2502E decoder-driver in the multiplexing mode of 
operation. 

The complementary BCD data information is fed to the 
multiplexing NANO gate inputs and multiplexed in sequence 
by the trains of pulses, shown in Fig. 16, obtained from a 
ring counter. The complementary BCD data available at the 
input of a given set of multiplexing NANO gates during the 
pulse duration is inverted to BCD data and applied to the 
decoder driver. This decoder data, in turn, causes the proper 
decoder-driver output transistor to turn on. At the same 
time, the pulse complement is fed to the corresponding digit 
control gate, as shown in Fig. 15, so that the associated 
transistor Om is caused to conduct and provide segment 
current to the appropriate filaments of the display device. 

Isolation diodes are required in series with each segment 
coil of the display devices, to prevent "sneak paths" which 
would simultaneously light segment coils of adjacent devices. 
In this circuit, one CD2502E ?-segment decoder-driver, 
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which is specially selected for an output voltage rating V oh 
of 12 volts, can be used to drive up to a maximum of six 
DR2010 Numitrons with a 16.7 per cent duty cycle. When 
the specially selected CD2503E is used, a blanking circuit 
may be incorporated at the ripple-blanking input terminal to 
blank out the no-value zeroes, if desired. Care must be taken 
to ascertain that, during multiplexing operation, the 
breakdown-voltage rating and the maximum output current 
rating of the decoder-driver are not exceeded, and transistor 
Om, shown in Fig. 15, must be carefully chosen to handle the 
maximum current required. 

From the standpoint of packaging, troubleshooting, and 
system reliability, the static-drive mode of operation is 
generally preferable to the multiplexing mode. However, on 
the basis of the present costs of a decade that includes a 
decade counter and a readout device, an economic advantage 
can result for a display that employs more than six readout 
devices when the readout devices are multiplexed so that 
only one decoder driver is required. With the advances being 
made in integrated-circuit technology and as the demand for 
readout devices increases, it is anticipated that, during the 
next few years, the cost of decade devices will decrease to 
less than one-half the present cost. The multiplexing mode of 
operation then will no longer offer a significant economic 
advantage and will become even less desirable. 

FAIL-SAFE CIRCUIT 
Fig. I 7 shows the diagram of a circuit designed to 

monitor the currents through filaments a, b, e, f, and g (refer 
to Fig. 3) of a display device. If any one of these five 
filaments should fail (open), the complete digit being 
displayed will be blanked out to avoid incorrect readings. 
Filaments c and d are not monitored, because failure of 
either of these filaments is readily indicated by incomplete or 
distorted digit displays. 

With this circuit included in the display system, the 
standard lamp test can still be performed at any time. More
over the over-range blanking provided by all four decoder
driver circuits and the ripple-blanking feature of the 
CD2501E and CD2503E circuits are not affected by the 
fail-safe circuit. 
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Fig. 15 - Typical multiplexing system using the CD2502E 
decoder-driver. 
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TYPE 
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Fig. 16 - Timing relationship of the pulse trains supplied by 
the ring counter in the multiplexing system shown in Fig. 15. 
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NOTES, 
I. ALL RESISTORS ± 5 % , 1/4 WATT 
2. ALL DIODES ARE TYPE IN270 
3. R2 • !000 OHMS 

4. R3 • 2400 OHMS 
5. V99 • + 5.25 VOLTS 

Fig. 17 - Fail-safe circuit designed to monitor filaments of 
the display devices. 
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Applications of the RCA•CA3062 
IC Photo•Detector and Power Amplifier 
in Switching Circuits 
by J. D. Mazgy 

The RCA CA3062 is a monolithic silicon .integrated 
circuit consisting of a photosensitive detector and a switching 
amplifier with a pair of high current output transistors. This 
note describes how the CA3062 with only 3 resistors can 
provide a light activated switch which will drive a variety of 
practical loads; such as solenoids, relays, triacs, SCR's, etc. 
"Normally ON" and "Normally OFF" outputs are available 
simultaneously. 

Circuit Description 
The circuit diagram and terminal connections for the 

CA3062 are shown in Fig. 1. The circuit consists of a 
photo-Darlington pair and a differential amplifier which is 
emitter-follower coupled to a pair of high-current output 
transistors, Q6 and Q7. 

v+ 

10 

Circuit Operation 
The CA3062 is designed for operation from power 

supply voltages of 5 to 15 volts between terminal Nos. 4 and 
8, and voltages as high as 30 volts V+ on the output tran
sistors. 

The photo-detector system consists of four silicon tran
sistors Q1 and Q9, with Q10 and Q11 in a parallel-connected 
Darlington circuit. The Darlington configuration is used to 
provide maximum photo current from the available detector 
area. The area of each photo-transistor is 1.3 X 10-4 cm2. 
However, the effective photo-sensitive are:a is 2.6 X 10-4cm2 

because transistors Q1 and Q11 of each Darlington con
tribute a relatively small percentage of the total photo
current. 

6 
7 

Rs 
0,3k 

ALL RESISTANCE VALUES ARE IN OHMS 

Fig. 1 - Schematic diagram of CA3062. 
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Fig. 2 shows a typical curve of photo-current in the collector 
and base as a function of light intensity. Fig. 3a & b shows 
the test set up used to obtain the data for Fig. 2. A typical 
spectral response curve of the photo sensitive Darlington is 
shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 5 shows typical rise and fall times for 
the photo detector output. 
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Fig. 2 - Typical le, 18 as a function of light intensity at 2ff'C. 

LIGHT 

SOURCE 7 

Fig. 3a - Base current test set-up. 

LIGHT --:::-;> 

Fig. 3b - Collector current test set-up. 

Fig. 3 - Test circuits. 

v+ 

The photo Darlington pair can be either emit !er-coupled 
or collector-coupled to the differential amplifier consisting of 
Q2 and Q3 and constant current sink Os, operating with a 
total current of 0.7mA as shown in Figs. 6a and 6b, 
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Fig. 4 - Typical spectral response of photosensitive Darling
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Fig. 5 - Typical photo-Darlington response. 

respectively. The emitter-coupled mode is generally recom
mended. However, there are applications in which the 
collector-coupled mode is advantageous. Examples of the 
collector-coupled mode are shown in Figs. 8, 12 & 13. 

In a balanced condition Q2 and Q3 are conducting 
0.35mA each, which sets the de voltage of each of the 
collectors of Q2 and Q3 at 0.7 volt below the three diode 
drops of DJ, D2 and D3. 

With the de potential on collectors Q2 and Q3 deter
mined to be + 1.4 volts above reference terminal No. 8, the 
voltage on the emitters of Q4 and Q5 then is 0.7 volt below 
the r,espective base, and, therefore, +0.7 volt above the 
reference point. Thus, the base potentials of Q2 and Q3 are 
set to +I .OS volts and +0.7 volt for 06 and Q7, respectively. 
The emitter currents of Q4 and Q5 are set to approximately 
2.33rnA each under the balanced condition. 



The input resistance at terminal No. I is approximately 
l .4kQ in the balanced mode with signals less than ±25m V. 

v+ 

Fig. 6a - Emitter Coupled. Fig. 6b - Collector Coupled. 

Fig. 6 - Methods of coupling photo-detector to amplifier 
portion of CA3062. 

Recommended Operating Circuit: 
To assure positive transistion between the "ON" and 

"OFF"states, Schmitt trigger operation is recommended. 
Schmitt trigger operation can be achieved by connecting 

the CA3062 as shown in the circuit of Fig. 7. Rf provides 
the positive feedback which causes 03 to conduct and holds 
07 in cut-off. A positive going voltage applied to terminal No. 
l will result in a change of output state. Resistor Rs limits 
the drive to the differential amplifier when high light levels 
are encountered. Rs is chosen to insure that the voltage at 
terminal No. 1 does not exceed 1.9 volts. If this voltage is 
exceeded, 06 will turn on. This overdrive condition causes 
both output transistors to be "ON". (06 is supposed to be 
cutoff when the voltage at terminal No. l is more positive 
than the voltage at terminal No. 7). If the "Normally ON" 
output at terminal No. 2 is not being used, resistor Rs is not 
required, and terminal Nos. 2 and 3 should be left 
unconnected. (See Fig. 7.) The magnitude of the threshold 
voltage and the amount of hysteresis provided are deter
mined by the value of the feedback resistor Rf. (See 
appendix for calculations.) 

Fig. 7 - Schmitt-circuit. 

Typical Applications 

Latched Memory Circuit 

ICAN-6358 

A latched memory system can be used to stop clocks, 
record an intrusion, or activate light-actuated dark-room 
controls. 

LIGHT 

SOURCE 

Fig. 8 - Latched memory circuit 

Circuit Operation of Latched Memory 
The initial conditions are: terminal No. 2 at "high"

output-voltage and terminal No. 6 at "low"-0utput-voltage. 
This condition is assured by the 30kQ Resistor (R3), which 
biases 02 on, 06 off and 07 on. When a light pulse is 
received, 01 turns on and takes base drive away from 02, 
turning on 06 thereby reversing the initial conditions. 06 
remains on because terminal No. l is now more negative than 
terminal No. 7. Momentary interrupting of V+ will reset the 
circuit. 

The photo current required to trigger a typical circuit is: 

More exactly: 

(300) oo-6) ampere 

,V±VB2l +60mV 
1s3=--- --

R3 Rs2 

9 60 X ,o-3 300 X 1 o-6 60 X ,o-6 
1H3= --- +--- =---- +---=312x10-6 

30 X 1 o+3 5 X ,o-3 1 5 

LIGHT~ B 1--.---e-vo 

SOURCE# 39k0 C:100-IOOOpF 

Fig. 9 - Circuit for slow speed counting level control, 
position sensor and end-of-tape control. 
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or an Ic produced by approximately 50 lumen/ft2 at the 
photo-detector input. (See Fig. 3.) 

Fig. 9 shows a circuit for a Photo-Detector Counting 
Control, Position Sensor or End-of-Tape Control. 

+ 10 VOLTS 

Fig. 10 - Isolator circuit. 

TRIAC CONTROL SYSTEMS 

A. Light Activated Triac Control 

LIGHT 

SOURCE 

Fig. 11 - Light activated triac control. 

An Optically Coupled Isolator Circuit, used to transfer 
signals that are at substantially different voltage levels, is 
shown in Fig. 10. Both polarity outputs are available. 
Current transfer ratios of as high as IO: I can be achieved 
with this circuit. The design equations for this system are the 
same as those presented in the appendix. 
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B. Triac Control With Safety Feature Providing Automatic 
Shut Off And Alarm. 

------~~-+ IOV 

Fig. 12 - Triac automatic shut off and alarm. 

In this system ac is supplied to the load as long as the 
light source is "on". If the light path to the CA3062 is 
broken, then the ac to the load and light source is opened, 
thereby activating the alarm circuit. The system can be reset 
with the push-button shown. 

C. Triac Intrusion Alarm System. 

If the light path is broken or the ac is interrupted, the alarm 
system will be activated, provided the battery is adequately 
charged. 

The V+ acts as a charging circuit for the battery while 
the circuit is operating from the ac supply. 

PUSH 
BUTTON 

RESET 

Fig. 13 - Triac intrusion alarm system. 

-=- BATTERY* 

-l-
*SEE DESCRIPTION 

BELOW 

30K 

C: 100- 1000 pf 
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APPENDIX 
In general, Schmitt circuits have three voltages of The light intensity required to switch from state I to 

interest. 
Yr trigger: the voltage required to trigger the Schmitt 

from state I to state II. 
Vu trigger: the voltage required to trigger the Schmitt 

from state II back to state I. 
V hysteresis: the difference between the VJ trigger and 

V2 trigger. The hysteresis voltage for the configuration 
described is altered by the internal feedback of the CA3062 
circuit which modifies the hysteresis expression. 

Fig. a shows a typical configuration for operation as a 
Schmitt-Circuit. 

-SOURCE 

Fig. a - Schmitt-circuit 

The trigger potential (Yr) to go from state I to state II 
is: 

v 1 trigger= 
(V+ - Ys31) RB3 

RB3 + Rr+ RL 

VB3I 
+--: 

I 

Where state ·I is defined as the case with pin 6 at a "high" 
output voltage, with no light into the Darlington photo
detector. State II is defined as the case with pin 6 at a "low" 
output voltage, with no light into the Darlington photo
detector. 

and: v821 = l.OSOV 

v831 =0.700V 

v822 =0.700V 

v832 = 1.050 V 

R = R //R 
82 4 5 (Refer to Fig. I) 

RB3 = R6//R7 

The trigger potential (Vn) to go from state II back to 
state I is--

V B32 (VB32 -YsAT)Rs3 
VII trigger= -- - --------

! RB3 + Rr 
The hysteresis voltage of the CA3062 Schmitt system is: 

[
(v+ - Ys31) Rs3 VB31 VB22 VB21~ 

V hysteresis= -------+ --+ --- --
R83 + Rr + RL I I I 

state II is determined from Fig. 2, which shows the number 
oflumens/ft2 necessary to generate Icr· 

where: 

(V+ - Vs31) Rs3 VB31 Ys21 

V SIG I = RB3 + Rf+ RL + -1-· - -I -

To determine the lumens/ft2 required to go from state II 
back to state I, it is necessary to calculate VsJG II + YB22, 
(the voltage required to cause the Schmitt circuit to switch). 

Thus: 

VSIG II 

and: 

VSIG II 
Icir 

The rate at which Vs1G rises is governed by the response 
of the photo Darlington pair. 

VsIG during the rise time assumes a value: 

-2 
VsIG = Vm (1-e RC); 

where V m is the maximum signal voltage developed across 
terminal No. I and reference terminal No. 8 for any given 
light intensity. (See Fig. 4.). 

The rise time of a typical photo Darlington of the 
CA3062 is: 

tr=------
log e 

where R=40 X 106 and C = 8 X 10-12 and Ve any part of 
Vm. 
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APPENDIX (cont'd.) 

By setting V C = V SIG I the delay time, td, of the 
pulse output of the Schmitt circuit can be determined for 
any given light intensity. 

The rate at which the photo Darlington output decreases 
is: 

-=!.. 
VSIG =Vm e RC 

Thus the fall time is 

260 

vm 

RC log v'c 

loge 

Setting Ve= VsIG 11, then tr becomes td which is turn off 
delay time, or the time the Schmitt circuit turns off with 
respect to the time the light input to the photo Darlington 
has been turned off .. See Fig. b. 

LIGHT sou~ 

PHOTO 
DARLINGTON OUTPUT 

SCHMITT TR!GGER 
CIRCUIT OUTPUT 

--~ 
Fig. b - Waveforms for rise and fall response. 
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Application of the RCA CA3008 and CA3010 

Integrated-Circuit Operational Amplifiers 
BY 

A. J. LEIDICH 

The RCA CA3008 and CA3010 Operational Amplifiers 
are silicon monolithic integrated circuits designed to oper
ate from two symmetrical low- or medium-level de power 
supplies (at supply voltages in the range from ±3 volts to 
±6 volts). The power dissipation in the amplifiers ranges 
from 7.0 milliwatts to 92 milliwatts depending upon the 
supply-voltage level and the desired output-power level. 
The amplifiers are primarily intended to operate with ex
ternally applied negative feedback; however, they may also 
be operated successfully under open-loop conditions. The 
main features of the CA3008 and CA3010 Operational 
Amplifiers are listed below: 

• All-monolithic construction designed to operate at 
ambient temperatures from -55°C to + 125°C. 

• Built-in temperature compensation which assures that 
the gain and de operating point are stable over the 
temperature range of -55°C to + 125°C. 

• Capability of operating at extremely low dissipation 
and supply-voltage levels, as well as at medium levels. 

• Balanced differential-amplifier input configuration and 
a single-ended output configuration. 

• No shift in the de level between the differential inputs 
and the output. 

• Little effect on the input offset voltage from variations 
in the power-supply voltages. 
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The CA3008 Operational Amplifier is supplied in a 14-
terminal flat-pack; the CA3010 Operational Amplifier is 
supplied in a conventional 12-terminal T0-5 package. With 
the exception of the differences in their package construc
tion, the two operational amplifiers are identical. This note 
describes the circuit arrangement, lists the performance 
characteristics, explains the major design considerations, 
and discusses typical applications of the operational ampli
fiers. 

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION 

Fig. 1 shows the schematic diagram of the CA3008 or 
the CA3010 Operational Amplifier. The numerals shown 
alongside the circuit terminals indicate the terminal designa
tions for the CA3008 14-terminal flat-pack and CA3010 
12-terminal T0-5 package. The numerals enclosed in 
squares are the designations for the CA3010 package. The 
diagram in the upper right corner of the figure shows the 
orientation of the terminals on the CA3008 flat-pack; the 
diagram at the lower right corner shows the orientation on 
the CA3010 T0-5 package. (The number designations used 
to refer to specific terminals in the following discussion, or 
elsewhere in this note, are those for the CA3008 14-
terminal flat-pack. The corresponding terminals on the 



CA3010 12-terminal T0-5 package can be determined from 
the schematic in Fig. I.) 

As shown in the schematic diagram, each operational 
amplifier consists basically of two differential amplifiers 

@I v+ 
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the second differential amplifier is provided by current-sink 
transistor Q,. Compensating diode D, provides the thermal 
stabilization for the second differential amplifier and also for 
the current-sink transistor, Q,, in the output stage. 

- 14 

/"\ 13 

3 12 

4 II 

5 

~/ 
10 

6 9 

7 8 

CA3008 
14-TERMINAL FLAT-PACK 

OVour 
~ 

[ZJ 
SUBSTRATE 

R1a 
5.9 K 

Note: R10 and R13 not used. 

CA3010 
12-TERMINAL T0-5 PACKAGE 

Fig. I-Schematic diagram of the CA3008 or CA3010 Integrated-Circuit Operational Amplifier. 

and a single-ended output circuit in cascade. Circuit ele
ments are also included to provide thermal stabilization 
and to compensate for shifts in the de operating point. In 
addition, negative feedback loops are employed to cancel 
common-mode signals (i.e., error signals developed when 
the two inputs to the operational amplifier are in phase 
and of equal amplitude). 

CASCADED GAIN STAGES 

The pair of cascaded differential amplifiers are respon
sible for virtually all the gain provided by the operational
amplifier circuit. The inputs to the operational amplifier 
are applied to the bases of the pair of emitter-coupled 
transistors, Q, and Q,, in the first differential amplifier. 
The inverting input (at terminal 3) is applied to the base of 
transistor Q,, and the noninverting input (at terminal 4) is 
applied to the base of transistor Q,. These transistors de
velop the driving signals for the second differential am
plier. A de constant-current-sink transistor, Q., is also 
included in the first stage to provide bias stabilization for 
transistors Q, and Q,. Diode D, provides thermal com
pensation for the first differential stage. 

The emitter-coupled transistors, Q, and Q., in the second 
differential amplifier are driven push-pull by the outputs 
from the first differential amplifier. Bias stabilization for 

COMMON-MODE-REJECTION FEEDBACK LOOPS 

Transistor Q., develops the negative feedback to reduce 
common-mode error signals that are developed when the 
same input is applied to both input terminals of the opera
tional amplifier. Transistor Q., samples the signal that is 
developed at the emitters of transistors Q, and Q,. Because 
the second differential stage is driven push-pull, the signal 
at this point will be zero when the first differential stage 
and the base-emitter circuits of the second stage are 
matched and there is no common-mode input. A portion 
of any common-mode, or error, signal that appears at the 
emitters of transistors Q, and Q, is developed by transistor 
Q,. across resistor R, (the common collector resistor for 
transistors Q,. Q,, and Q,.) in the proper phase to reduce the 
error. The emitter circuit of transistor Q, also reflects a 
portion of the same error signal into current-sink transistor 
Q, in the second differential stage so that the activating 
error signal is further reduced. 

Transistor Q., also develops feedback signals to compen
sate for de common-mode effects produced by variations 
in the supply voltages. For example, a decrease in the de 
voltage from the positive supply results in a decrease in the 
voltage at the emitters of transistors Q, and Q,. This nega
tive-going change in voltage is reflected by the emitter cir
cuit of transistor Q,. to the bases of current-sink transistors 
Q, and Q0 • Less current then flows through these transistors. 
The decrease in the collector current of transistor Q, re
sults in a reduction of the current through transistors Q, 
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and Q,, and the collector voltages of these transistors tend 
to increase. This tendency to increase on the part of the 
collector voltages partially cancels the decrease that occurs 
with the reduction in the positive supply voltage. The par
tially cancelled decrease in the collector voltage of transis
tor Q, is coupled directly to the base of transistor Q, and 
is transmitted by the emitter circuit of this transistor to the 
base of output transistor Qrn, At this point, the decrease in 
voltage is further cancelled by the increase in the collector 
voltage of current-sink transistor Q, that results from the 
decrease in current mentioned above. 

In a similar manner, transistor Q, develops the compen
sating feedback to cancel the effects of an increase in the 
positive supply voltage or of variations in the negative sup
ply voltage. Because of the feedback stabilization provided 
by transistor Q,,, the CA3008 and CA3010 Operational 
Amplifiers provide high common-mode rejection, have ex
cellent open-loop stability, and have a low sensitivity to 
power-supply variations. 

OUTPUT STAGES 

In addition to their function in the cancellation of 
supply-voltage variations, transistors Q,. Q,, and Q,, are 
used in an emitter-follower type of single-ended output 
circuit. The output of the second differential amplifier is 
directly coupled to the base of transistor Q" and the emit
ter circuit of transistor Q, supplies the base-drive input for 
output transistor Qw, A small amount of signal gain in the 
output circuit is made possible by the bootstrap connection 
from the emitter of output transistor Q,. to the emitter 
circuit of transistor Q,. If this bootstrap connection were 
neglected, transistor Q,, could be considered as merely a de 
constant-current sink for drive transistor Q" Because of 
the bootstrap arrangement, however, the output circuit 
can provide a signal gain of 1.5 from the collector of 
differential-amplifier transistor Q, to the output (terminal 
12). Although this small amount of gain may seem in
significant, it does increase the output-swing capabilities 
of m, operational amplifiers. 

The output from the operational-amplifier circuit is 
taken from the emitter of output transistor Qrn so that the 
de level of the output signal is substantially lower than 
that of the differential-amplifier output at the collector of 
transistor Q,. In this way, the output circuit shifts the de 
level at the output so that it is effectively the same as that 
at the input when no signal is applied. 

Resistor R,, in series with terminal 8 (refer to Fig. I) 
increases the ac short-circuit load capability of the opera
tional amplifier when this terminal is shorted to terminal 12 
so that the resistor is connected between the output and 
the negative supply. 

OPERA TING CHARACTERISTICS 

The operating characteristics of the CA3008 and 
CA3010 Integrated-Circuit Operational Amplifiers are iden
tical. The characteristics data given in the following para
graphs, therefore, apply equally to each type. A proper 
evaluation of the capabilities of the operational amplifiers 
requires a thorough understanding of the parameters in 
terms of which the operating characteristics are expressed. 
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For this reason, the special parameters for which addi
tional clarification may be necessary are defined in an 
appendix at the end of this note. 

DC CHARACTERISTICS 

The operational amplifiers are designed to operate from 
two symmetrical de power· supplies at supply voltages in 
the range from ±3 volts to ±6 volts. For operation with 
±3-volt supplies, the power dissipation in the amplifiers 
is less than 7.0 milliwatts with terminal 8 open or 23 
milliwatts with terminal 8 shorted to terminal 12. When 
±6-volt supplies are used, the dissipation level increases 
to either 30 m;lliwatts or 92 milliwatts, depending upon 
whether terminal 8 is open or shorted to terminal 12. 

The input offset voltage for the operational amplifiers 
is typically I. I millivolts for all symmetrical supply volt
ages. This parameter is relatively insensitive to variations 
in the supply voltages. When ±6-volt supplies are used, 
the variation in the input offset voltage with fluctuations 
in supply voltage is typically less than 300 microvolts per 
volt for either supply. For ±3-volt supplies, the variation 
is typically 700 microvolts per volt. The offset voltage 
varies slightly with temperature as shown in Fig. 2. (Fig. 3 
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Fig. 2-lnput offset voltage as a function of temperature. 
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Fig. 3-Test circuit used to measure the input offset voltage. 



shows the schematic diagram of the special test circuit 
used for the offset-voltage measurements.) 

The input bias current and the input offset current of 
the amplifiers are typically 5.3 microamperes and 0.54 
microampere, respectively, when ±6-volt supplies are 
used. Figs. 4 and 5 show the variations in these parameters 
with temperature. 
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Fig. 4-lnput bias current as a function of temperature. 
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Fig. 5-Input offset current as a function of temperature. 

AC CHARACTERISTICS 

Gain-Frequency Response: The operational amplifiers 
provide a gain of 60 dB at low frequencies and have a 
unity-gain bandwidth of 18 MHz when operated from 
±6-volt supplies. The typical gain-frequency response is 
shown in Fig. 6 for operation of the amplifier at -55°C, 
at +25°C, and at +125°C. The response of the amplifier 
exhibits little change over the temperature range. A typical 
gain-frequency characteristic for amplifiers operated from 
±3-volt supplies at 25°C is shown in Fig. 7. 
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Fig. 6-0pen-Loop gain as a function of frequency. 
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Transfer Characteristic: The transfer characteristic of 
the operational amplifiers is shown in Fig. 8. This char
acteristic shows that the amplifiers do not exhibit any 
hysteresis effect. 

Common-Mode Rejection: The common-mode rejection 
provided by the operational amplifiers is typically 94 dB 
for operation with ±6-volt. supplies. Fig. 9 shows the 
differential-gain and common-mode-gain frequency plots for 
the amplifiers. Fig. IO shows the common-mode rejection 
as a function of frequency. 
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Fig. 9-Differential and common-mode gain as a function 
of frequency at different temperatures. 
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Fig. JO-Common-mode rejection as a function of frequency. 

Output Swine: The operational amplifiers exhibit a maxi
mum dynamic-swing capability of ±3.5 volts with terminal 
8 open and of ±3.0 volts with terminal 8 shorted to ter
minal 12. The output-swing capability varies only slightly 
with temperature, as shown in Fig. I I. Fig. 12 shows the 
variation in the output-swing capability with frequency. 

Input and Output Impedances: When the CA3008 or 
CA3010 Operational Amplifier is operated from ±6-volt 
supplies, it has an input impedance of 14,000 ohms at I 
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Fig. 1 ]-Output-swing capabilities as a function of temperature. 
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kHz and an output impedance of 200 ohms (terminal 8 
open) or 75 ohms (terminal 8 shorted to terminal 12). The 
input impedance and output impedance of the amplifier are 
affected by temperature as shown in Figs. 1 3 and 14, re
spectively. 
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Fig. 14--0utput impedance as a function of temperature. 

CIRCUIT DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

The basic design equations for the CA3008 or CA3010 
Operational Amplifier in closed-loop circuits are sum
marized in Figs. 15 and 16. Fig. 15 shows the basic 
schematic diagram and gives the design equations for the 

R, 

R, = Z,(., = 0)// Zf (o, =O) 

L __ .J 

Zj = open-loop input impedance 

Z0 t = open-loop output impedance 

Ay0 ( w) = open-loop gain 

-z, ; -Zi/Z, 
z, + (Zf + Z,)/ J.y0 ( w) 

Z,n = Z, + (Zif Ay0 ( w ))// Z, ; z, 

(1 + v0 • 1/v,0 ) _____ ;o 

Fig. 15-Inverting-feedback configuration for 

an operational amplifier. 

generalized inverting feedback configuration, and Fig. I 6 
provides the diagram and the equations for the noninvert
ing configuration. In both configurations, the inputs are 
returned to ground through de paths that are effectively 
identical. This condition is necessary for minimum offset 
voltage (de error). 

Because the open-loop input capacitance of the opera
tional amplifier is less than 10 picofarads, the frequency re
sponse is virtually independent of the drive source impe
dance. The input-impedance equations given in Figs. 15 and 
I 6 indicate that this lack of dependence is even more pro
nounced when the amplifiers are operated with negative 
feedback. 

z, 
z, zi = open.loop input impedance 

R, = Z,(., =O)//Z1(.,.=0) 

Zoi = closed•loop input impedance 

Ay0 ( w) = optn•loop gain 

Ay0 (.,) (Z, + Z1) 
v0.,/v10 = ------ ; 1 + z,/z, 

Z,+lj+Z .. Z, 

20 = Z., ( v .. ,1v,0 \ 

Ay0 (w) J 
Fig. 16-Noninverting-feedback configuration for 

an operational amplifier. 

PHASE COMPENSATION 

Basically, phase compensation is used to alter the re
sponse of an amplifier so that a phase shift of 180 degrees 
cannot occur at a frequency for which the loop gain is 
unity or greater. A rule of thumb that will guarantee an 
ac-stable amplifier is that at the intersection of the closed
loop response with the open-loop response, the respective 
slopes must have a difference less than 12 dB per octave. 

With few exceptions (some of which will be covered 
in the section on applications), phase compensation must 
be accomplished.by altering the open-loop response of the 
operational amplifier itself. One of the advantageous fea
tures of the CA3008 and CA30IO Operational Amplifiers 
is that small values of capacitance properly added to the 
amplifier circuit will provide the required phase com
pensation. When ±6-volt supplies are used, two phase
compensating networks, each of which consists of a 27-
picofarad capacitor in series' with a 2000-ohm resistor, 
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connected between terminals I and 14 and between ter
minals 9 and 10, cause the amplifier to roll-off at a slope 
of one (6 dB per octave) all the way to unity gain (where 
it then breaks into a slope of two). This value of com
pensation is sufficient to stabilize the amplifier for all 
resistive-feedback applications including unity gain. The 
response for this value of phase compensation is compared 
to the original open-loop response in Fig. 17. Although 
the two compensating networks are sufficient to ac stabilize 
the amplifier, they are not sufficient to produce a flat 
response (within ± 1 dB) for closed-loop gains below I 5 dB. 
Fig. 18 shows a plot of the capacitance required to produce 
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Fig. 17--0pen-loop gain as a function of frequency for both 

phase-compensated and uncompensated operational amplifiers. 
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Fig. 18-Amount of phase-compensating capacitat.ce required 

to obtain a flat ( ± I -dB) gain response as a 

function of frequency. 

a flat (±I-dB) gain response as a function of closed-loop 
gain. The capacitors must have a resistor in series with 

them so that - 1-=3 MHz. 
2.-RC 
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Phase compensation may also be effected convention
ally by adding a capacitor in series with a resistor between 
terminal 11 and ground. A 0.02-microfarad capacitor in 
series with a 22-ohm resistor is sufficient to ac stabilize the 
CA3008 or CA3010 Operational Amplifier at resistive 
closed-loop gains down to unity. 

The required phase compensalion depends upon the 
feedback configuration and not upon the location of the 
drive source. Hence, phase-compensating networks that 
provide sufficient compensation for a 10-dB noninverting 
configuration also provide sufficient compensation for a 
6-dB inverting configuration because the two feedback 
configurations are identical. 

OUTPUT-POWER MODIFICATIONS 

A choice of two output-power capabilities is provided 
in the CA3008 and CA3010 Operational Amplifiers. The 
output can be tailored to the specific load requirements 
by leaving terminal 8 open and placing an appropriate re
sistor between terminals 6 and 12. The minimum safe value 
of load resistance (including the aforementioned resistor) 
is 200 ohms when ±6-volt supplies are used. In determining 
the output capability, it should be kept in mind that the 
feedback network can contribute to the output loading 
especially in the lower-gain configurations. 

APPLICATIONS OF THE 
OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS 

The CA3008 and CA30 IO Integrated-Circuit Opera
tional Amplifiers can be adapted for use in a variety of 
diverse applications. For example, the amplifiers ·may be 
operated to provide the broad, flat gain-frequency response 
required for video amplifiers or the peaked responses re
quired for various types of shaping amplifiers. Other appli
cations of these amplifiers include comparators, integrators, 
differentiators, and summing amplifiers. The following 
paragraphs describe the circuit arrangements and the per
formance characteristics of the operational amplifiers in 
such applications: 

VIDEO AMPLIFIERS 

When the feedback is applied through a purely resistive 
network and suitable phase compensation is employed, flat 
gains are attainable from the operational amplifiers. Fig. 
19 shows a 30-dB noninverting configuration of a video 
amplifier, together with the closed-loop response of the cir
cuit. The phase compensation is provided by a 5-picofarad 
capacitor in series with a 10,000-ohm resistor. This arrange
ment provides the required amount of compensation, as 
predicted in Fig. I 8. (For purposes of comparison, the 
uncompensated response of the 30-dB configuration is 
shown in Fig. 20. Observe the 13-dB peaking effect at 
4.5 MHz.) An alternate method of phase compensation 
may be used when the intersection of the closed01oop 
characteristic and the open-loop response occurs in a two
slope region. The technique is to cause the feedback ratio 
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Fig. 21-Circuit diagram and gain-frequency response of the 30-dB video amplifier when the phase compensation is accom
plished by the addition of a capacitor in parallel with the feedback resistor. 
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Fig. 23-Effect of a decrease in the phase-compensating capacitance from 56 picofarads to 33 picofarads on the 

response of the 6-dB video amplifier. 

(Z,/ Z,) to roll off at a one slope. Fig. 21 illustrates thiis 
alternate technique for the 30-dB gain circuit. 

The low-freque~cy input impedance of the 30-dB non
inverting configuration is 480.000 ohms, as calculated from 
the appropriate equation in Fig. 16 (Z, = 14,000 ohms). 

Fig. 22 shows the configuration and the response of a 
6-dB inverting type of video amplifier. The intersection of 
the closed-loop characteristic with the compensated open
loop response predicts the 3-dB bandwidth of the video 
amplifier provided the transfer phase shift of the open-loop 
amplifier is approximately -90 degrees. This relationship 
suggests a way to extend the bandwidth without peak
ing. In the 6-dB video amplifier shown in Fig. 23, the 
3-dB bandwidth has been increased from 5.6 MHz to 11 
MHz by a decrease in the value of the phase-compensating 
capacitors from 56 picofarads to 33 picofarads. 

Because a broadband amplifier should . be capable of 
handling digital signals. data were taken to determine this 
capability. Figs. 24(a) and 24(b) illustrate the pulse
handling capabilities of the 30-dB noninverting circuit 
shown in Fig. 19. Fig. 24(a) shows the low-level (non
saturating) pulse response. The input is a 38-millivolt, 
960-nanosecond pulse; the output is a I. !-volt pulse having 
a 40-nanosecond delay time, a zero storage time, and 
125-nanosecond rise and fall times. Fig. 24(b) shows the 
response of the amplifier for a 960-nanosecond input pulse 
under 20-dB overdrive conditions. The output pulse has 
an amplitude of 3.2 volts, a delay time of 32 nanoseconds, 
a storage time of I 60 nanoseconds, a rise time of 500 
nanoseconds, and a fall time of I 60 nanoseconds. 

(,) 

(bl 

LOW-LEVEL PULSE 

VIN = 38mV 

Vour = 1.1 v 
td= 40n$ 

t5 = 0 ns 

ff= 120 ns 

OVERDRIVEN PULSE 

V1t-1 = 1.27V 

Your= J.2v 
Id= 32 ns 

15 = 160ns 

t, = 500ns 

If =l60ns 

NOTE: 

'd = DELAY TIME 
t5 = STORAGE TIME 

1, = RISE TIME 
If = FALL TIME 

Fig. 24-Pulse-handling characteristics of the noninverting 

30-dB video amplifier: (a) Low-level pulse response; 
(b) Pulse response under overdrive conditions. 
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FREQUENCY-SHAPING AMPLIFIERS 

The operational amplifiers may be used to create sim
ple frequency-shaped characteristics, such as those asso
ciate·d with band-pass, notched-response, and single-tuned 
narrow-band amplifiers. 

Fig. 25 shows a noninverting amplifier that may be used 
to synthesize the following peaked-response transfer func
tion: 

where f, = 10 kc/ s, f, = 40 kc/ s, f,, = 200 kc/ s, and f, 
= 800 kc/s. 

In terms of the notations employed in Fig. 25, the break
frequency equations for the amplifier may be expressed 
as follows: 

Rr" 300 

10 = IO kHz 
2,,.C,(R, + !OR,) 

2,,.~,R, = 40kHz 

~~=-~~ = 200 kHz 2,,.C,,(R,, + R,) 

--~40-~- = 800 kHz 2,,.C,,(40R,, + R,) 

Ra 
IK 

+6V 

-6V 

Rt• 9 K 

Cn Rn 
68 pF 2.7K 

These break-frequency equations are the precise equa
tions derived from the gain equation in Fig. 16. The 
amount of phase compensation required is that shown 
in Fig. 18 for a noninverting gain of 20 dB. 

Fig. 26 shows the circuit configuration and the fre
quency response of a narrow-band, 100- kHz tuned am
plifier. The circuit Q is 33.3. A true single-tuned response 
can be obtained from only an inverting circuit configura
tion, as shown by the gain equation for the two types of 
configurations given in Figs. 15 and 1 6 and repeated 
below: 

I. For the inverting configuration. the gain equation is 
given as: 

V .. ,,. = -Z,/Z, 
Vi,, 

2. For the noninverting configuration, the following 
gain equation is used: 

~= 1 +Z,/Z, 
Vi,, 

The "l+" term in the gain expression for the noninverting 
configuration indicates that the gain of this type of cir
cuit will never decrease to zero as required for a true 
single-tuned response. The amount of phase compensation 
required for the narrow-band 100- kHz amplifier is the 
value given in Fig. 18 for an inverting gain of 0.0 (infinite 
attenuation). 
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Fig. 25-Circuit diagram and response of a noninverting type of operational amplifier used to synthesize peaked-response 
transfer functions. 
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Fig. 26-Circuit diagram and response o.f an inverting type operational amplifier used as 
a narrow-band 100-kc/s tuned amplifier. 

COMPARATOR CIRCUITS 
The C A3008 and C A30 IO Operational Amplifiers have 

excellent transfer characteristics for comparator applica
tions. As shown in Fig. 8, the amplifiers have no observable 
hysteresis effect; the trace (minus to plus) and retrace (plus 
to minus) excursions coincide. 

INTEGRATORS 

The important design consideration when an operational 
amplifier is to be used as an integrator is that de feedback 
be provided. This feedback is necessary so that an offset 
(error) voltage cannot- continuously charge the feedback ca
pacitor until the amplifier limits, The required de feedback 
is normally provided by shunting the integrating capacitor 
with a resistor so that the resulting time constant is con
siderably longer than the periods for the frequencies of 
interest. Fig. 27 shows the circuit configuration for the 
use of the CA3008 or CA3010 Operational Amplifier as an 
integrator and the responses of the circuit for I -kHz sqnare
wave inputs. The de gain of the circuit is limited to 20 dB 
by the 39,000-ohm feedback resistor. The effect of this 
resistor on the gain, however, becomes negligible for ac: 
signals at frequencies above 13 Hz because of the 0.03-
microfarad capacitor in parallel with it. The weighting 
factor of integration for the circuit is about 1 millisecond 
(R = 39,000 ohms; C = 0.03 microfarad). 

Phase compensation must also be provided in an integral .. 
ing amplifier circuit to assure ac stability. In general, the 
amount of compensation required is the maximum value 
given by Fig. 18, because the closed-loop characteristic of 
the integrator has rolled off completely at the frequency 
where the intersection of the open-loop response and the 
closed-loop characteristic occurs. 

DIFFERENTIATORS 

The main problem in the design of differentiating am
plifiers is that the gain of such amplifiers increases with 
frequency; hence, they are susceptible to high-frequency 
noise. The classical remedy for this effect is to connect a 
small resistor in series with the input capacitor so that the 
high-frequency gain is decreased. Actuall'y, the addition of 
the resistor results in a more realistic model of a dif
ferentiator because a resistance is always added in series 
with the input capacitor by the source impedance. The 
schematic diagram of a CA3008 or CA3010 Operational 
Amplifier used as a differentiating circuit and the response 
of the circuit for I-kHz square waves are shown in Fig. 
28. A value of 51 ohms is selected for the gain-limiting 
resistor to illustrate that the effect of the source impedance 
is not necessarily negligible in differentiator applications. 
This 51-ohm resistor limits the high-frequency numerical 
gain factor of the amplifier to 433. 

If the closed-loop gain of a differentiator rises to the 
open-loop value before the open-loop response has started 
to roll off, no phase compensation of the circuit is re
quired. In order to assure that the intersection of the 
closed-loop characteristic with the open-loop response oc
curs at a slope less than two, the RC time constant of the 
phase-compensating network must be adjusted so that 
the open-loop response does not roll off in the region 
of the intersection. 

SCALING ADDERS 

The inverting feedback configuration of the CA3008 
and CA30 IO Operational Amplifiers lends itself not only 
to summing several different signals, but also to weighting 
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Fig. 27-Circuit diagram and the input and output waveforms for an operational amplifier used as an integrator. 
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Fig. 28-Circuit diagram and the input and output waveforms for an operational amplifier used as a differentiator. 
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each signal to be summed. The weighting operation is 
possible because the virtual ground that exists at the junc
tion of the feedback resistor and the inverting input 
(terminal 3) isolates each signal channel from the others. 
The weighting operation requires that each input signal 
enters the virtual-ground node through an impedance of 
such value that its ratio to the feedback impedance is equal 
to the desired weighting factor. 

Fig. 29 illustrates the use of the CA3008 or CA30 l 0 
Operational Amplifier as a scaling adder (weighting am
plifier). This figure also shows a photograph of the output 
waveform. The minimum phase compensation needed for 
this circuit is that required for the gain obtained when a 
single signal drives all the input channels in parallel. 

I Keis 
90 
mVpp 

2K 

ru 
100 cps 
400 
mVpp 

•6V 

-6V 

10 K 

VERTICAL= 0.SV/DIV. 

Fig. 29--Circuit diagram and output waveform obtained 
when an operational amplifier is used as a scaling adder. 

EXTERNAL MODIFICATIONS OF THE 
OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS 

Although the CA3008 and CA30l0 units meet all the 
requirements of an operational amplifier, there are special 
applications for which certain modifications are desirable. 

The two most common examples are applications in which 
the operational amplifier is required to supply high levels 
of output power and those for which the amplifier is oper
ated with low de input bias current. 

ADDITION OF A POWER-OUTPUT STAGE 

The output-power capability of the operational ampli
fiers can be increased hy the addition of an external 
emitter-follower output stage or a class B push-pull output 
stage. The emitter-follower approach is highly inefficient 
from a dissipation standpoint. A class B push-pull output 
stage. added as shown in Fig. 30, works well in a closed
loop circuit, but is subject to thermal runaway under open-

DRIVING SOURCE 
(NON-INVERTING CONFIGURATION) 
OR GROUND 
(INVERTING CONFIGURATION) 

z, 

DRIVING SOURCE 
(INVERTING CONFIGURATION) 
OR GROUNJ 
{NON-INVERTING CONFIGURATION) 

-Vee 

z, 

PHASE COMPENSATION NOT 
SHOWN 

Rr " Zr (w • 0) 

Zsource << Zr 

Fig. 30-Schematic diagram showing the addition of an 
external push-pull output stage to increase the output 

capability of an operational amplifier. 

loop conditions. The thermal-runaway effect may be con
trolled by the introduction of a small amount of emitter 
degeneration in each of the push-pull transistors. The load 
requirements, however, are sometimes severe enough to 
preclude the use of emitter degeneration. Moreover, de
pending on the choice of complementary transistors, the 
addition of the push-pull amplifier may limit the over-all 
bandwidth. 
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ADDITION OF INPUT EMITTER FOLLOWERS 

The de input bias current of the operational amplifiers 
is required to be low when the amplifiers are driven either 
from a high-impedance source, such as a vidicon tube, or 
from a drive source that cannot accommodate high levels 
of de current. The input bias current required is substan
tially decreased when emitter followers are added to the 
input terminals of the operational amplifiers. An emitter-

follower modification to the operational amplifiers is illus
trated in Fig. 31. The use of the emitter followers reduces 
the input-bias-current requirements from 5 microamperes 
per input to 0.14 microampere per input. This modifica
tion, however, also results in a decrease in the bandwidth, 
as indicated by the response curve for the modified circuit 
(see Fig. 3 I). The bandwidth is decreased because the 
emitter followers operate at very low levels of collector 
current and are driven from a high-impedance source 
(I megohm for the circuit shown in Fig. 3 I). 
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Fig. JI-Schematic diagram showing the addition of input 
emitter followers to reduce the input-bias-current requirements 

of an operational amplifier. 
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Application of the RCA CA3015 and CA3016 
I nteg rated-Circuit Operation a I Amp I if iers 

BY 

T. C. CAMPBELL 

The RCA integrated-circuit operational ampli
fiers CA3015 and CA3016 are identical in circuit con
figuration to the previously announced types CA3008 
and CA3010, but have an improved device breakdown 
voltage that permits operation from ± 12-volt supplies. 
Operation of the CA3015 and CA3016 from power sup
plies of ±6 volts or ± 3 volts is the same as for the 
earlier types. l This Note describes the operating 
characteristics of the CA3015 and CA3016 at ± 12 
volts, and discusses applications that take advantage 
of the higher gain-bandwidth product and increased 
output signal swing obtained at the higher voltages. 

OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS 

Fig. l shows the schematic diagrams and terminal 
numbers for the CA3015 and CA3016. As in the case 
of the CA3008 and CA3010, each operational amplifier 
consists basically of two differential amplifiers and a 
single-ended output circuit in cascade. The CA3015 
is supplied in a 12-lead T0-5 package, and the CA3016 
in a 14-lead flat package. Throughout this Note, 

terminal numbers for the CA3015 are shown in the 
illustrations; however, the discussion applies to both 
packages. 

DC Characteri sties 

When operated from± 12-volt power supplies, these 
operational amplifiers have a typical dissipation of 
175 milliwatts with terminal 5 of the CA3015 or ter
minal 8 of the CA3016 open. If terminals 5 and 9 of 
the CA3015 or terminals 8 and 12 of the CA3016 are 
shorted, higher output-current capability can be a
chieved, but the dissipation increases to a typical 
value of 500 milliwatts. The input offset voltage is 
typically 1.4 millivolts, and the variation in input off
set voltage is typically less than 200 microvolts per 
volt for fluctuations of either supply voltage. At 25°C, 
the input bias current and input offset current are 
typically 9.6 and 1 microamperes, respectively. (Curves 
of input offset voltage, input bias current, and input 
offset current as functions of temperature are given 
in the technical bulletin for the CA3015 and CA3016.) 
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F'ig.J - Schematic diagrams and terminal connections for the (a) CA3015 ,ind (bl CA3016 

integrated-circuit operational amplifiers. 

Derati ng. When these operational amplifiers are 
operated from± 12-volt supplies with terminals 5 and 9 
of the CA3015 or terminals 8 and 12 of the CA3016 
shorted for greater output capability, the power dissi
pation is high enough so that temperature derating is 
necessary. The maximum junction-temperature rating 
is 150°C, and the thermal resistance is l00°C per 
watt. The maximum power-dissipation rating is 600 
milliwatts at 25°C (with terminals shorted as described 
above). In this higher-output mode, the circuits can 
operate safely at ambient temperatures up to 90°C. 

AC Characteristics 

Transfer Characteristic. The open-loop transfer 
characteristic is shown in Fig.2. As in the case of 
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the CA3008 and CA3010, there is no hysteresis effect. 
The CA3015 and CA3016 technical bulletin includes 
curves of maximum peak-to-peak voltages as functions 
of load resistance with terminal 5 of the CA3015 or 
terminal 8 of the CA3016 open and with terminals 5 and 
9 of the CA3015 or terminals 8 and 12 of the CA3016 
shorted. The CA3015 and CA3016 can drive a lower
resistance load when these terminals are shorted. 

Gain vs Frequency Response. The open-loop 
low-frequency gain of the CA3015 and CA3016 with 
± 12-volt supplies is typically 70 dB with a 3-dB 
bandwidth of 320 kHz. The unity-gain crossover 
occurs at a frequency of 58 MHz. 

Common-Mode Rejection. The common-mode rejec
tion ratio of the CA3015 and CA3016 is typically 
104 dB for operation with ± 12-volt supplies. A curve 
of common-mode rejection ratio as a function of fre
quency is included in the bulletin. 

Input and Output Impedances. The technical bul
letin for the CA3015 and CA3016 includes curves of 
input mid output impedances as functions of tempera
ture. At 25°C, the typical input impedance is 7~00 
ohms. The typical output impedance is 92 ohms with 
terminal 5 of the CA3015 or terminal 8 of the CA3016 
open, and 76 ohms with these terminals connected 
to the output. 

PHASE COMPENSATION 

The following section describes phase-lag and 
phase-lead compensation techniques for these opera
tional amplifiers. Fig.3 shows the various phase
compensation connections for the CA3015. 
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'--v-' 
MILLER EFFECT 

PHASE-LAG 

F'ig.3 - Terminal connPctions for phase-lag and 
phase-lead compensation of the CA3015. 

Phase-Lag Compensation 

When the CA3015 and CA3016 are operated from 
±6-volt supplies, the phase-compensation techniques 
described previously for the CA3008 and CA3010 are 
applicable.1 When the CA3015 and CA3016 are opera
ted from ± 12-volt supplies, corrections must be made 
in the phase-lag compensation to allow for the shift 
in frequency at which the second break in the open
loop Bode plot occurs. At ± 12 volts, this second 
break occurs at a frequency of 10 MHz. For Miller
effect and conventional phase-lag compensation, the 
series RC combinations must be adjusted so that 
1/(2nRC) =lOMHz to correct for the shift infrequency. 
In addition, the Miller technique requires a larger 
value of phase-lag capacitance for a non-peaking 
( ± 1 dB) response to allow for the higher gain. 

Fig.4 shows a curve of the required phase-lag 
capacitance as a fiinction of gain, together with the 
corresponding response curves. (The required capaci
tance values shown in this figure are applicable not 
only for ± 12-volt power supplies, but also for all 
lower-voltage symmetrical supplies; however, smaller 
capacitors could be used at lower voltages.) 

Fig.5 shows curves of open-loop compensated 
and uncompensated frequency response with ± 12-voit 
supplies. Although the phase-lag compensation capa
citance of 18 picofarads shown in curve (B) of this 
figure is sufficient to provide stability in resistive
feedback amplifiers down to unity gain, it is not suffi
cient to provide flat closed-loop response (±1 dB) 
below 20 dB. 

Phase-Lead Compensation 

In addition to the standard phase-lag compensa
tion discussed above, the CA3015 and CA3016 have a 
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phase-lead compensation capability. For this phase
lead compensation, a capacitor is connected between 
terminals 7 and 8 of the CA3015, as shown in Fig.3, 
or between terminals 10 and 11 of the CA3016. The 
effect of this capacito~ is to eliminate the break at 
10 MHz in the Bode plot and thus extend the 6-dB-per
octave roll-off. The second break in the Bode plot 
then occurs at approximately 35 MHz, and the unity
gain crossover occurs at 150 MHz. The phase-lead 
compensated open-loop response is shown in curves 
(C) and (D)of Fig.5 for various values of capacitance. 
For optimum performance, a minimum phase-lead capa
citance of 47 picofarads is recommended. 

For flat ( ± 1 dB) responses at closed-loop gains 
below 30 dB, a small amount of phase-lag compensa
tion is required in addition to the phase-le ad compen
sation. The required phase-lag capacitance for flat 
( ± 1 dB) responses and the corresponding response 
curves are shown in Fig.6. When phase-lead compen-
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sation is used, the series RC combinations should be 
adjusted so that 1/(2 TTRC) = 35 MHz. 

The phase-lead compensation is also applicable 
when ±6-volt power supplies are used, and provides a 
unity-gain crossover improvement of about one octave 
as compared to the uncompensated connection. As 
mentioned earlier, the phase-lag capacitance require
ment for ± 12-volt supplies shown in Fig.4 is satis
fa~tory for ±6-volt supplies, although smaller capaci
tors could be used with the lower voltages. 

APPLICATIONS 

For all applications, ac and de balance at the 
input must be preserved, i.e., the two inputs must be 
returned to ground through equal impedances. 

50-dB Amplifier 

Fig.7 shows the circuit configuration and fre
quency response for a nmi--inverting, 50-dB amplifier 
employing phase-lead compensation. This amplifier 
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has a 3-dB bandwidth of 3.5 MHz, and a unity-gain 
crossover at 150 MHz. 

10-dB, 42-MHz: Amplifier 

Fig.8 shows the circuit diagram and frequency 
response for a 10-dB, non-inverting amplifier employ
ing both phase-lead and phase-lag compensation. 
Slight peaking (2 dB) occurs for the phase compensation 
shown. Flat response with bandwidth reduction to 
25 MHz may be obtained by use of a phase-lag capa
citance of 15 picofarads. 

~111111111111 ljltNII 
ODI 0.1 I 10 100 

FREQUENCY-MHz 

F'ig.8 - Circuit diagram and response curve for a 
JO-dB, non-inverting amplifier with phase-lead 

and phase-lag compensation. 

Twin-T Bandpass Amplifier 

Fig.9 shows the circuit diagram and frequency 
response of a bandpass amplifier using a twin-T net
work in the feedback loop. The difference in resonant 
frequency between the bandpass-amplifier response 
and the twin-T network response is caused by device 
capacitances and loading effects. The unloaded Q 
(Q0 ) of the twin-T network is 14.4; the Q0 of the band
pass amplifier is 12.8. 

YotJT 

C~IKll 

C1 270pF-=- C1 

1.0 1.2 1.4 
FREQUENCY- MHz 

F'ig.9 - Circuit diagram and response curves for a 
bandpass amplifier using a twin-T network. 

The symmetrical twin-T network can be designed 
by use of the following equations: 

R1 = 2 R2 

Cl=½ C2 

f0 = l/(21TR1C1l 

It is important in the design of this type of bandpass 
amplifier that the two inputs be returned to ground 
through equal resistances; in this case a value of 
2000 ohms is used. 

20-dB, 10-MHz Bandpass Amplifier 

Fig. IO shows the circuit diagram and frequency 
response of an RLC bandpass amplifier. This ampli
fier is designed to have a Q0 of about 10 (Rp =Xe Q0 

= 2200 ohms) and a gain of about 20 dB at resonance 
(2200/200 = 11, or 20.9 dB). In this application, 
the inputs are effectively grounded. 

Voltage Follower 

A voltage follower is a non-inverting, unity-gain 
amplifier used primarily to transform from a high im
pedance to a low impedance. Because low voltages 
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are usually associated with high-impedance sources, 
the voltage follower need not have a great voltage 
capability. 
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Fig.JO - Circuit diagram and response curve for a 
JO-MHz RLC bandpass amplifier. 

14 

Fig.11 shows the circuit diagram for a voltage 
follower using the CA3015, together with a curve of 
maximum undistorted output voltage as a function of 
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load resistance. When terminals 5 and 9 are shorted 
(or terminals 8 and 12 of the CA3016), the voltage 
follower is capable of transforming a 3.4-volt peak-to
peak voltage from a 100,000-ohm source to a 470-ohm 
load. 

----. V TERMINALS ~ 

/ AND 9 
SHORTEO 

TERM'AL 5 
OPEN 

I 1 
470 1000 4700 10000 
LOAD RESISTANCE- OHMS 

Fig.11 - Circuit diagram for a voltage follower 
driven from a 100,000-ohm source, and curve 
showing maximum undistorted output voltage 

as a function of load resistance. 

If higher voltage-swing capability is desired, the 
positive supply voltage (Vee> may be increased. 
Temperature derating may be necessary, depending on 
the magnitude of Vee and whether the high- or low
current mode is used. 
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Integrated-Circuit Operational Amplifiers 

An operational amplifier is basically a very-high
gain direct-coupled amplifier which uses feedback for 
control of response characteristics. This circuit can be 
used to synthesize a broad variety of intricate transfer 
functions and thus can be adapted for use in many 
widely diverse applications. The operational amplifier 
is principally used to perform various mathematical 
functions, such as differentiation, integration, analog 
comparisons, and summation. This versatile circuit, 
however, may also be used for numerous other applica
tions that have significantly different transfer and re
sponse requirements. For example, the same operational 
amplifier may be adapted to provide either the broad, 
flat frequency-gain response required of video amplifiers 
or the peaked responses required of various types of 
shaping amplifiers. 

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

The configuration most commonly used for opera
tional amplifiers is a cascade of two differential-ampli
fier circuits together with an appropriate output stage. 
The cascaded differential-amplifier stages not only 
fulfill the operational-amplifier requirement for a high
gain direct-coupled amplifier circuit, but also provide 
significant advantages with respect to application. 

From an applications standpoint, an operational 
amplifier that has a differential input is much more 
versatile than a single-input type. This increased ver
satility results from greater flexibility in selection of 
the feedback configuration. With a single-input opera
tional amplifier, only an inverting feedback configuration 
can be employed. When differential inputs are used, the 
feedback configuration may be either an inverting type or 
a noninverting type, which depends on the common-mode 
r,~jection for its negative feedback. The type of feed
back affects the characteristics of an operational ampli
fier, and the two types tend to complement each other. 
Because the characteristics of each type are required 
equally often, the differential-input operational amplifier 
is twice as versatile as the single-input type. 

The differential-input operational amplifier is readi
ly adapted to integrated-circuit construction techniques 
because the stable de-amplifier configuration lends itself 
well to the monolithic diffusion process used in the 
fabrication of silicon integrated circuits. In addition, 
symmetrical differential-amplifier stages can be de-cas
caded readily, provided that each stage is driven push
pull by the preceding stage. The common-mode effects 
that result from this arrangement make possible stable, 
direct-coupled cascaded. 
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The capabilities and limitations of operational 
amplifiers are firmly defined by a few very simple equa
tions and rules, which are based on a certain set of 
criteria that an operational amplifier must meet. Effec
tive use of these simple relationships, however. requires 
knowledge of the conditions under which each is appli
cable so that errors that may result from various approxi
mations are held to a minimum. This Note explores the 
theory of the design and use of operational amplifiers, 
and develops each pertinent design equation in a general 
way. Evaluations are then made to determine the assump
tions that must be made ( or the criteria the operational 
amplifier must me<it) to reduce these general equations 
to classical operational-amplifier design equations. 

Frequency instabilities in the operational amplifier 
and the methods used to prevent them are also discussed. 
A thorough understanding of the principles of frequency 
stability is imperative to the successful application of 
operational amplifiers. The basic concepts and techni
ques involved in phase compensation (frequency stabili
zation) are explained in terms of (1) basic frequency
stability requirements, (2) the problems that may result 
from an uncontrolled frequency response, and (3) the 
techniques that may be used to correct these undesirable 
effects. 

Finally, the basic criteria for an operational ampli
fier are given. This discussion is placed last because 
a basic insight to the theory of application is required 
before the effects of many of the operational-amplifier 
requirements can be fully appreciated. 

BASIC THEORY OF OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS 

In the development of the basic equations and 
concepts associated with the use of operational ampli
fiers, the precise formulations for the transfer functions, 
the input impedances, the output impedances, and the 
loop gains are presented for both the inverting and the 
noninverting feedback configurations, and classi.cal 
design equations are then derived from these precise 
formulations. The effects of the load impedance and 
of common-mode gain (or common-mode rejection) on 
the inverting and noninverting feedback configurations 
are considered separately. 

Inverting Feedback Configuration 

An operational amplifier operated with an inverting 
feedback configuration is shown in Fig. 1. The load 
resistor R L is assumed to be large enough so that its 
effect on the transfer characteristic is negligible, i.e., 
louT = 0. (The effects of a finite RL are investigated 
and evaluated subsequently in the discussion of the 
equivalent-circuit model of an operational amplifier.) 

Certain differential-input operational amplifiers re
quire a significant flow of bias current at each input. 
For this condition, the de paths to ground for each input 
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must be equal so that a minimum de offset voltage (error) 
is developed at the output. Thus, for the terminology 
employed in Fig. I, R, must equal the parallel combina
tion of Z/w = 0) with the series combinationofZ/w = 0) 
and Z0 i(w = 0). 

In the circuit of Fig. 1, the drive-source impedance 
affects the feedback in the inverting configuration and, 
therefore, must be considered part of the z, term. For 

Vour 

If 

Fig.] - Inverting-feedback operational-amplifier 
configuration. 

brevity, the symbol Zr is defined to include the source 
impedance as well as certain feedback design elements. 
The impedances Zi and Zoi are the open-loop intrinsic 
input and output impedances of the operational amplifier. 
Ordinarily, these impedances are assumed in the ampli
fier symbol. In Fig. 1, however, they are identified to 
emphasize their importance in the ensuing equations. 
The term A0 (w) is the open-loop differential voltage gain 
of the operational amplifier; this parameter is frequency
dependent. The terminals on the operational-amplifier 
symbol labled minus (-) and plus ( +) refer to the invert
ing and noninverting input, respectively. 

Inverting-Configuration Transfer Function - The 
transfer function or closed-loop gain of an operational 
amplifier is generally considered to express the relation
ship between the input and output voltages. (It is rela
tively simple to convert the voltage transfer function to 
another desired transfer relationship.) In the derivation 
of the transfer function for the schematic in Fig.1, the 
following differential-amplifier relationship is used as 
the starting point: 

V.1 = -A.(w) (V, - V,) (1) 

where V, and V, are defined as follows: 

and 

V, = Vrn (Zr+Z.,)/(Z,+R,) + 
Z, + (Z,+Z.;)/(Z,+R,) 

V.1 Z,/(Z,+R,) 

V, = V, R,/(Z, + R,) 

(2) 

(3) 
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(In these and subsequent equations, the load resistor 
RL is assumed to approach infinity.) 

If the expressions for Ve and Vi given by Eqs. (2) 

and (3) are substituted in Eq. (1), the resulting expres
sion can be simplified as follows: 

Yo1 = 

(Z,+Zo;) (Z,+R,)+Z, (Z,+Zo,+Z,+R,)+Ao(w)Z, Z, 
(4) 

The output voltage VouT is expressed in terms of 
V 01 and VIN by the following equation: 

VouT = V 0 , [Z, + Z,,/(Z, + R,)] 
Zo, + Z, + Z,/(Z, + R,) 

+ Vrn Zo, (Z, + Zo;)/(Z, + R,) 

(Z, + Zo;) [Z, + (Z, + Zo;)/(Z, + R,)] (5) 

With V 0 1 defined as indicated by Eq. (4), the accurate 
equation for the transfer response (for R L ~ CD) becomes 

If Z i is assumed to be much greater than the combina
tion of Z, in parallel with Zr+ Zoi, and if Zoi is assum
ed to be much smaller than Z f, then the closed-loop gain 
(or transfer function) may be expressed as follows: 

VoUT -Ao(w) Z, =---~~--
Vrn Z, + Z, + Ao(w) Z, (7) 

In addition, if the open-loop gain A0 (w) is the dominant 
term in either Eq. (6) or (7), the transfer-function equa
tion for the inverting configuration simplifies to the 
following familiar expression: 

Z, 

Z, (8) 

Eq. (8) is considered to be the classical or ideal 
expression for the closed-loop gain (transfer function) 
for an operational amplifier that uses the inverting type 
of feedback configuration. 

The difference between the open-loop gain and the 
closed-loop gain is in itself an important design para
meter. This "gain throwaway", which is known as the 
loop gain L.G., is defined by the following equation: 

L. G. = open-loop gain, Ao(w) 
. VouT 

closed-loop gam, Vrn (9) 

When the transfer function is given by Eq. (7), the 
loop-gain equation may be written as follows: 

Z, + Z, _ ~o_(w) 
L.G. = -~ z, 

Zr (10) 

Moreover, when the open-loop gain is very large, the 
inverting loop gain can be considered to be the open-loop 
gain divided by the ideal inverting closed-loop gain. 
The equation for L.G. then becomes 

L. G. = -A0 (w) 
Z, 
z, (11) 

The loop-gain parameter can be used to predict the 
accuracy of the approximate operational-amplifier rela
tionships. In general, the higher the loop gain, the more 
accurate the results provided by the approximate (or 
classical) relationships. This correlation is demonstrat
ed in Table I, which compares values of V ouT/V IN 
obtained from the precise transfer expression, Eq. (6), 

Table I - Comparison of Precise and Approximate 
Formulas for Closed-Loop Gain (Inverting Configuration) 

Cenditions: Ao((,.')= 1000 f!.• Z1 = 15,000 /!_", Zo 1 = 200 /!_",Zr= 1000 f!..· 

Your/VIN 
L.G. z, /0" Vour/V1N from Eq.(&) Error 

_(ol11il) ~ __ (d_B)_ _(d_l!)_ _(d_l!)_ 

200,000 46.0 44.3 1.70 14.0 
100,000 40.0 39.1 0.90 20.0 
30,000 29.6 29.3 0.30 30.4 
10,000 20.0 19.9 0.10 40.0 
2,000 6.03 6.0 0.03 54.0 

with values obtained from the classical approximation, 
Eq.(8), for various gain settings. The tabular data show 
that the classical equation is accurate to within 1 dB 
provided the loop gain is at least 20 dB. Eq. ( 11) was 
used to calculate all of the loop-gain values given in 
the table. 

Inverting-Configuration Input Impedance, Zrn - The 
input impedance ZIN for the inverting-feedback con
figuration of an operational amplifier, shown in Fig.I, 
can be expressed as follows: 

(12) 

where 
Im 

Vrn - Ye ·--~ 
z, (13) 

Therefore, 

(14) 
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The ratio V 6/V IN may be determined by substitut
ing the expression for V 01 given by Eq. (4) into Eq. (2) 
and dividing through by VIN (with RL - 00.) The result
ant equation is then simplified to obtain the following 
relationship: 

(Z,+Zo.) (Z, + R,) 

Z, (Z,+Zu,+Z,+R,) +<Z,+Zo.l (Z,+R,) + Ao(w)Z, Z, 
(15) 

If this expression for V 6/VIN is substituted intoEq.(14), 
the result c&n be simplified to obtain the following 
precise expression for the closed-loop input impedance: 

Zn,= Z, + 
Z, (Zo; z, + Zo; R, + Z,R, + z, Z,) 

If A 0 (w) is dominant and Zoi is small, Eq. (16) 
reduces to 

(17) 

A further simplification is possible when R, is much 
smaller than Z i, which is a common condition. In this 
case, the equation for the input impedance becomes 

Zrn = Z, + ~ 
A0 (w) (18) 

Eqs. (17) and (18), which are important in voltage
summing or scaling-adder* applications, can be used to 
predict the degree of interaction among multiple inputs. 

When A 0 (c,;) is large enough, Eqs. (17) and (18) may 
be rewritten as follows: 

(19) 

Eq. (19) is the "classical" equation for the input 
impedance of an operational amplifier when au inverting
feedback configuration is used. This equation, together 
with Eq. (16), implies the existence of a condition known 
as a virtual ground at the node-assigned voltage Ve 
(shown in Fig.I). That is, the node is at ground poten
tial even though there is no electrical connection be
tween this point and ground. [This statement can be 
verified either intuitively by the use of Eq. (19) or 
directly if A 0 (c,;) is assumed to be infinite in Eq.(15).] 
Moreover, no current flows into the negative terminal 
of the amplifier when the open-loop gain is infinite 
because the voltage Ve is zero while the impedance at 

*A scaling adder is an inverting operational-amplifier con
figuration which weights and sums multiple voltagPs. 
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the negative terminal (i.e., Zi + R,) is not zero. The 
concept of a virtual ground leads to an extremely simple 
three-step analysis procedure for an inverting opera
tional-amplifier configuration. 

1. Because of the virtual ground (Ve = 0), the input 
current I IN and feedback current Ir can be defined 
as follows: 

IIN = VIN 
z, 

I,= -VouT 
z, 

(20) 

(21) 

2. Zero current flow into the inverting terminal 
(Ve = 0) indicates the following relationships: 

JIN = I, 

-VouT 

z, 

(22) 

(23) 

3, Eq. (23) can then be rewritten to obtain the 
classical gain equation, as follows: 

VouT 

VIN 

z, 
Z, (24) 

Although the foregoing analysis is certainly an 
idealized one, it is nevertheless practical because the 
required approximations are usually valid. Eq. (15) 
serves as a measure of the deviation from a true virtual 
ground. 

Inverting-Configuration Output Impedance, ZouT -
The closed-loop output impedance is the ratio of the 
unloaded output voltage V OUT to the short-circuit out
put current IouT as follows: 

Zc1:T = VoUT (RL-> 00 ) 

IoUT (RL->O) (25) 

It is apparent from Fig. 1 then that the output current 
IouT is given by 

IoUT (RL-> 0) = -Ao(w) (V, - V;) 
Zo, (26) 

If the expression given by Eq. (3) is substituted for Vi• 
Eq. (26) can be rewritten as follows: 

IouT (R1,->0) = -Ao(w) Z, V,. 
Zo, (Z, + R,) (27) 

Under short-circuit conditions (R L = 0), the voltage Ve 
in terms of VIN is given by 

V.= 

Vrn Z,/(Z,+R,) 
Z, + Z,/(Z,+R,) 

Vrn Z, (Z,+R,) 

Z, (Z,+Z,+R,) + Z, (Z,+R,) (28) 
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Therefore, IouT (at RL = 0) can be expressed in terms 
of VIN as follows: 

IouT = -Ao(w) Z, Zr Vrn 
Zo, [Z, (Z,+Z,+R,) + Z, (Z,+R,)] (291 

If this expression for IouT is substituted in Eq. (25) 
and consideration is given to the intransience of VIN 
in going from an unloaded to a fully loaded condition, 
the equation for ZouT becomes 

Z _ Zo, [Z, (Z,+Z,+R,) + Z, (Z,+R,)J (VouT) 
OUT - --

-Ao (w) Z, Zr Vrn (30) 

Finally, the desired equation for the closed-loop output 
impedance is obtained if the expression for VouT/VrN 
given by Eq. (6) is substituted into Eq. (30), as follows: 

ZouT= 
Zo;[Z,(Z,+Z,+R,)+Z,(Z,+R,)J 

IAo(w)Z,Z,-ZoJZ,+ R,)J 

A0 (w)Z,Z,[Z,(Z,+2,,+z,+R,)+ 
(Z,+ Zo.l (Z, + R,) + Ao(w )Z,Z,] 

(31) 

If the open-loop gain term A 0 (w) is dominant, Eq. (31) 
simplifies to 

Zo, [Z, (Z, + Z, + R,) + Z, (Z, + R,)] 
ZouT = ---------------

A0(w) z, Z, (32) 

This expression for ZouT does not simplify to its 
"classical" equation unless Z; is dominant also; in this 
case, Eq. (32) becomes 

ZouT 
1 + b 

~ z __ Z_, 
- 01 Ao(w) (33) 

The assumption that Z; is a dominant term is not always 
valid, especially if bipolar transistor inputs are employ
ed. Eq. (32), therefore, may be considered to take 
precedence over Eq. (33). 

Noninverting Feedback Configuration 

Fig.2 shows the general circuit for an operational 
amplifier operated with a noninverting feedback con
figuration. In this section, the equations for the transfer 
function and the closed-loop input impedance for this 
type of operational-amplifier circuit are derived. These 
derivations, as did those for the inverting circuit, as
sume that the load resistor R L is large enough so that 
its effect is negligible, i.e., RL -m and IouT = O. (The 
effects of a finite load resistance on the noninverting 
operational amplifier are evaluated in the discussion of 
the equivalent-circuit model of an operational amplifier.) 

A noninverting operational amplifier, unlike the 
inverting type, requires a differential-input arrangement 
because it uses the common-mode effect in its feedback 

V; 

''" 
Vour 

-----+ 

J 
Iour 

RL 

z, 

v, 

Z, 

Fig.2 - Noninverting-feedback operational-amplifier 
configuration. 

scheme. The following basic requirements and defini
tions that apply to the inverting circuit shown in Fig. I 
are also valid for the general noninverting circuit of 
Fig.2: 

1. The de return paths to ground for the two inputs 
must be equal and finite for amplifiers that re
quire a significant amount of input bias current. 

2. The input and output impedances, Z; and Z0 ., 

are inherent in the basic amplifier unit and ar~ 
shown on the diagram to emphasize their impor
tance in the relationships to be derived. 

3. The open-loop gain is frequency-dependent and 
is represented by the symbol A,0 (w). 

4. The plus and minus labels on the input terminals 
designate the noninverting and inverting termi
nals, respectively. 

In the noninverting circuit, however, the source imped
ance is included in the passive element Rr rather than 
the frequency-dependent parameter Zr, as in the invert
ing circuit. 

Noninverting-Configuration Transfer Function -

As with the inverting circuit, the transfer function de
veloped for the noninverting operational amplifier shows 
the relationship between the input and output voltages. 
It is relatively simple to convert this relationship to 
another type of transfer function. 

When the load resistor R L approaches infinity, the 
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output voltage Vo u T for the general circuit shown in 
Fig.2 can be expressed as follows: 

VouT = Vo1 [Z,+Z,/(Z,+R,)] 
Zo,+Z,+Z,/(Z,+R,} 

+ Vrn Zo, [Z,/(Z,+Zo.)J 
(Z,+Zo.) [Z,+R,+Z,/(Z,+Zo,) (34) 

Eq. (34) may be rewritten in the following form: 

VouT = 
Vo1 [Z, (Z,+Z,+R,} + Z, (Z,+R,}] + z, Zo, VIN 

(Z,+R,) (Z,+Z,+Zo.l + Z, (Z,+Zo,) (35) 

The voltage VO 1 is defined by the differential-gain 
expression, as follows: 

Vo1 = Ao(w} (V, - V,) (36) 

where Vi is the source voltage VIN less the voltage drop 
across Rr, as given by 

V, = VIN - Im R, (37) 

where 
I _ V, - V, IN ___ _ 

z, (38) 

The voltage Vi, given by Eq. (37), can now be expressed 
in terms of the voltages VIN and Ve• as follows: 

V, = z, VIN + R, V, 
Z, +R, (39) 

It can be determined from Fig.2 that, when RL 
approaches infinity, the voltage Ve is given by the 
following equation: 

V,= 
Vo1 Z,/(Z,+R,} + VIN Z,/(Z,+Zo.l 

Zo, + z, + Z,/(Z,+R,) z, + R, + Z,/(Z,+Zo.l 

(40) 

If the relationships for VO 1 and Vi given by Eqs. 
(36) and (39), respectively, are used, Ve can be express
ed solely in terms of VIN, as shown by the following 
equation: 

V,= 

(Z, z, + Z, Zo, + Ao(w) z, Z,} Vrn 

(Z,+R,) (Z,+Z,+Zo.l + z, (Z,+Zo.) + Ao(w} z, z, 
(41) 

Eqs. (36), (39), and (41) are now used to express V 0 1 in 
terms of VIN, as follows: 
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A0 (w} Z, (Z,+Z,+Z0 ,} VIN 

(Z,+R,} (Z,+Z,+Zo;) + Z, (Z,+Zo) + Ao(w} z, Z, (42) 

If this expression for V 0 1 is substituted into Eq. (35), 
the new equation that results can be simplified and 
divided through by VIN to obtain the desired transfe1 
function, as follows: 

z, Zo, + Ao(w} z, (Z,+Z,) 

(Z.+-R,} (Z,+Z,+Zo.l + z, (Z,+Zo.l + Ao(w} z, z, (43) 

The transfer function that is usually associated 
with the noninverting feedback configuration of an opera
tional amplifier can be derived from Eq. (43) if the 
impedance Z 0 i is assumed to be zero and the impedance 
Z i is assumed to be very high. When these assumptions 
are made, Eq. (43) becomes 

VouT . 
VIN 

(Z,+Z,) A0 (w} 
(Z,+Z,) + Z, Ao(w} 

Eq. (44) may be rewritten as follows: 

Ao(w} 

l + Ao(w} 
1 + Z,/Z, 

(44) 

(45) 

If the term A0 (w) is dominant in Eq. (45), the fol
lowing "classical" expression for the noninverting 
transfer response results: 

YouT ~~ 1 +~ 
VIN z, (46) 

The term 1 + Zr/Zr represents the closed-loop gain for 
the ideal noninvert_ing configuration. This term, which 
is referred to as the ideal feedback characteristic, is 
basic to operational-amplifier frequency-stabilization 
theory. 

As might be expected, the loop gain of an opera
tional amplifier is defined in the same way [ by Eq. (9)] 
regardless of the type of feedback configuration. Under 
the conditions for which Eq. (45) is a valid expression 
for the transfer response, the loop gain for the non
inverting configuration is given by 

L. G. = 1 + Ao(w) 

1 + ~ z, (47) 
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If the second term of Eq. (47) is very large, this equa-
tion reduces to 

L. G. = Ao(w) 

1 +~ 
Z, (48) 

Table II compares the values calculated from the 
precise and the approximate expressions [Eqs. (43) and 
(46), respectively] for the closed-loop gain of the non
inverting operational-amplifier configuration. The 
approximate formula is accurate to within 1 dB provided 

Table ll - Comparison of Precise and Approximate 
Formulas for Closed-Loop Gain 

(Noninverting Configuration) 

Conditions: Au(0:) = 1000 f!..°, 21 = 15,000 !.!:_0 , Zo 1 = 200 f!_\ Zr= 1000 J.!!..0 

VouT/V1N VouT/Yr.>J L. G. fram 
Zr/!!' from Eq. (46) from Eq. (43) Error Eq. (48) 
(ollms) __ (d_B)_ __ (d_B) _ ~ ~-

199,000 46.0 44.3 1.70 14.0 
99,000 40.0 39.l 0.90 20.0 
29,000 29.6 29.3 0.30 30.4 
9,000 20.0 19.9 0.10 40.0 
1,000 6.03 6.0 0.03 54.0 

the loop gain is 20 dB or more. A comparison of Tables I 
and II shows that the error introduced by the use of the 
classical gain formula for the noninverting configuration 
[Eq. (46) J is identical to that introduced by the use of 

the classical gain formula for the inverting configuration 
[Eq. (8)]. 

Noninverting-Configuration Input Impedance, ZIN -
The following equation gives the basic definition of 
the input impedance ZIN: 

z _ Vrr, IN-k (49) 

It can be readily determined from Fig.2 that the input 
current !IN is given by 

Im = VIN - V, 
z,+R, (50) 

When this relationship is applied in Eq. (49), the ex
pression for the noninverting input impedance becomes 

(51) 

If the expression for the ratio of V 8 /V IN, given pre
viously by Eq. (41), is substituted into Eq. (51), the 
result can be simplified to obtain the following precise 
expression for the input impedance (for R L - m): 

Zrn = Z, + R, + Z, Zr + Z01 + A0 (w) Z; 
Z, + Z, + Zo, (52) 

For the case where Zi is dominant and Zoi is small, 
Eq. (52) reduces to 

ZIN = Z, + A0 (w) Z, 

1 +~ Z, (53) 

The following expression for the input impedance results 
if A0 (c,;) is also considered dominant: 

(54) 

Eq. (54) states that the noninverting input imped
ance is equal to the intrinsic input impedance Z i multi
plied by the loop gain. 

Noninverting-C onfiguration Output Impedance, Z OUT

As in the inverting configuration, the closed-loop output 
impedance for the noninverting configuration is defined 
as the ratio of the open-circuit output voltage, V OUT• 

to the short-circuit output current, IouT, as follows: 

where 

ZouT = _V_o_u_T_(_R_L_--> __ 00_) 

IouT (Rr.--> O) (55) 

IouT (RL--> 0) = Ao(w) (V, - V,) 
Zo 1 (56) 

For the general noninverting operational-amplifier con
figuration, the voltages Vi and Ve are given by the 
following equations for the conditions indicated: 

V, (RL-->O) = Vrn (Z, + Z,/~,) 
R, + Z, + Z,/Z, (57) 

and 
V, (Ih __, 0) = Vrn Z,/Z, 

R, + z, + Z,/Z, (58) 

On the basis of the relationships expressed by 
Eqs. (57) and (58), Eq. (56) may be rewritten as follows:-

IouT (RL--> 0) 
A0 (w) VIN Z, (Z, + Z,) 

Z01 [(Z, + Z,) (R, + Z,) + Z, Z,] (59) 

The output impedance ZouT then becomes 

ZouT = Zo, [z, Z, + (Z, + Z,) (R, + Z,)J (VouT) 
Ao(w) Z, (Z, + Zr) Vrn (60) 
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Finally, the following precise equation for the output 
impedance ZouT is obtained when the ratio for V ouT/ 
VIN is replaced by its impedance equivalent, as given 
by Eq. (43): 

Zo, [(Z,+Z,) (R,+Zi) + Z,Z,] 
ZouT = ------------

Ao(w) Z,(Z, + Z1) 

Z, Zo, + Ao(w)Z, (Z,+Z,.) 

If A0 (w) is dominant, then Eq. (61) becomes 

z ~ z [Z, Z1 + (Z, + Zr) (R, + Z,)J 
OUT - o; Ao(w) Z, Z, (62) 

The expression for the closed-loop output impedance 
does not revert to its classical form unless both the 
intrinsic input impedance Z i and the open-loop gain 
A0 (w) are very large. Under such conditions, the equa
tion for the output impedance reduces to 

ZouT (63) 

This classical expression indicates that the output 
impedance of the noninverting configuration is equal to 
the intrinsic output impedance Zoi divided by the loop 
gain. It should be noted that the classical expressions 
for the closed-loop output impedances for the inverting 
and noninverting configurations [Eq. (33) and (63), 
respectively] are identical. 

Equivalent-Circuit Model of a Closed-Loop 
Operational Amplifier 

Fig.3 shows the equivalent circuit of a closed-loop 
operational amplifier. This equivalent circuit is valid 
for either the inverting or the noninverting configuration. 
In the inverting configuration, Zr is used to represent 

V1N 
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~--------------------------1 
F'ig.3 - Equivalent-circuit model of a closed-loop opera

tional amplifier. 

the impedance in series with the closed-loop input im
pedance ZIN· In the noninverting configuration, term 
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Z, is replaced by R, to show that the components thus 
represented are independent of frequency. The closed
loop input and output impedances (ZIN and ZouT• re
spectively) and the transfer function V OUT/VrN were 
defined previously. 

Effect of o Finite Load Impedance on Operotional
Amplifier Characteristics-One of the important features 
of the equivalent-circuit model is that it accurately 
accounts for the effects of a finite load impedance, RL· 
For example, if a 2000-ohm load impedance is used on 
the 46-dB (approximate) inverting amplifier for which 
data are given in Table I, the equation for the transfer 
response must be modified as follows: 

( VouT) VIN RL 
V OUT = _V_I_N~--

RL + ZouT (64) 

If Eq. (6) is used to determine the value of VouT/VIN 
and Eq. (30) is used to determine the value of ZouT, 
the transfer-function ratio for an R L of 2000 ohms can 
be calculated from Eq. (64) as follows: 

YouT = 164 ( 2000 ohms ) = 162 
Vrn 37.4 ohms+ 2000 ohms (65) 

Thus, a ratio of 44.15 dB is obtained, as compared to 
44.3 dB for an open-circuit load. Similarly, if a 2000-
ohm load is used for the 6-dB amplifier, the gain be
comes 5.98 dB, as compared to 6 dB indicated in Table I 
for an open-circuit load. The error in neglecting a 
2000-ohm load, therefore, is 0.15 dB for the 46-dB 
amplifier and only 0.02 dB for the 6-dB amplifier (for 
the conditions given in Table I). 

Effect of the Common Mode Gain (CMG) on Opera
tional-Amplifier Characteristics - In the developments 
of the basic equations for the inverting and noninverting 
feedback configurations of the operational amplifier, it 
was tacitly assumed that the common-mode gain was 
essentially zero (infinite attenuation). The common
mode gain is defined as the ratio of the output voltage, 
V OUT, to the input voltages, Vi and Ve• when Vi and 
Ve are identical in amplitude and phase. The validity 
of this assumption is considered separately in this 
section because the basic feedback equations become 
burdensome when common-mode effects are included. 
As a result, the salient features of these equations 
become obscured. 

An examination of Figs. 1 and 2 shows that, in 
either the inverting or noninverting configuration, the 
differential gain acts on the difference between the 
voltages Vi and Ve· On the other hand, the common
mode gain acts on those portions of Vi and Ve that are 
in phase and identical in magnitude. That is, the com-
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mon-mode gain acts on the smaller of the two in-phase 
signals (Vi or V .). In the inverting configuration \,'j 
is less than Ve, but in the noninverting configuration 
Vi is greater than Ve· These conditions are reflected 
by the output-voltage equations when the effects of the 
common-mode gain (CMG) are considered, as follows: 

1. For the inverting configuration, 

Vo, = Ao (w) (V; - V,) - (CMG) (V,) (66) 

2. For the noninverting configuration, 

Vo, = Ao (w) (V, - V,) -(CMG)(V,) (67) 

If these two equations are developed further, the 
following gain expressions are obtained for Z 0 i = 0 
(i.e., V oj = V OUT): 

1. For the inverting configuration, 

VouT = 
VIN 

-Ao(w) z, z, - (CMG) R, z, 

Z, (Z,+Z,+R,)+Z, (Z,+R,) 
+z, Z, A0 (w)+R, Z, (CMG) 

(68) 

2. For the noninverting configuration, 

VouT 
Vrn 

A0 (w) Z, (Z, + Z,) - (CMG) Z, Z, 

(Z,+Z,) (R,+Z,)+Z, Z, 
+A0 (w) Z, z,+(CMG) Z, (Z,+R,) 

(69) 

In each case, the criteria for the common-mode gain, 
CMG, to be negligible compared to the open-loop gain, 
A0 (w), are as follows: 

1. For the inverting configuration, 

CMG« Ao(w) Z, 
R, 

2. For the noninverting configuration, 

CMG« Ao(w) z, 
Z, +R, 

(70) 

(71) 

Eq. (68) or inequality (70) shows that the gain of 
an inverting configuration is not affected by the common
mode gain when the input impedance Vi is assumed to 
be infinite. However, when this same assumption is 
made for a noninverting configuration, the gain is de
pendent upon the common-mode gain provided the open
loop gain is finite. 

Inequalities (70) and (71) may be given in terms of 
the common-mode rejection, CMR, which is the open-

loop gain, A0 (uJ), divided by the common-mode gain, 
CMG. The following inequalities are then obtained: 

I. For the inverting configuration, 

CMR >> R, z, 
2. For the noninverting configuration, 

(72) 

(73) 

Neither of these inequalities places a stringent 
restriction on common-mode rejection. 

FEEDBACK PHASE SHIFTS IN OPERATIONAL 
AMPLIFIERS 

In an operational amplifier, as in any other feed
back amplifier, the phase of the feedback must be con
trolled to assure that the design is stable with frequency 
and that the desired gain-frequency response is obtained. 
Fig.4 shows the gain and phase characteristics as 
functions of frequency for a typical 6()-{IB operational 
amplifier in which no phase-compensation techniques 
are employed. Over the frequency range shown, the 
,~hange in the phase of the feedback is substantially 
greater than 180 degrees. This phase response indicates 
that a low-frequency negative feedback can become 
positive and cause the amplifier to be unstable at high 
frequencies unless phase-compensation methods are 
employed to stabilize and control the response of the 
amplifier. 

Effect of Excessive Phase Shift on Frequency Stability 

The transfer equation for the inverting configura
tion, Eq. (7), can be rearranged so that it reflects the 
same classical feedback form as that for the noninvert
ing configuration, given by Eq. (45). These equations, 
which are based on the assumptions that Zi approaches 
infinity and Zoi is zero, are repeated below for con
venience: 

I. For the inverting configuration, 

VouT ( Z, )[-Ao(w)] 
V1,- = z, + R, ~~- Ao(w) 

I+~ z, 
2. For the noninverting configuration, 

V OUT - ~~-
Vrn - l + Ao(w) 

1 + ~! z, 
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Fig.4 - Gain and phase response of an open-loop opera
tional amplifier "'bperated without phase compensation. 

If the phase angle of the feedback term, A0 (w)/ 
(1 + Zr/Zr), reaches 180 degrees (not asymptotically) 
while the magnitude of the term is still unity or greater, 
oscillations will occur. [If the term is greater than 
unity, the oscillations will build until limiting occurs. 
This limiting decreases A0 (w), and thus the entire feed
back term, until unity magnitude at a phase angle of 
180 degrees is achieved.] These unstable conditions 
can be predicted readily. Fig.5 shows a superposition 
of the gain-frequency curve shown in Fig.4 on several 

~ 
I 
z 
;; 

l: 20 dB/DECADE OR 6 dB/OCTAVE 
2: 40 dB/DECADE OR !2 dB/OCTAVE 
3: 60dB/DECAOE OR IS dB/OCTAVE 

GO OPEN-LOOP RESPONSE 

PHASE OF Ao (cu) IS 180° 

CJ UNSTABLE (!+ZtlZr)"20dB 
20>----------------. 

UNSTABLE {I+ z,tZrl= 12 dB 

FREQUENCY 

Fig.5 - Open-loop response and stability characteristics 
of an operational amplifier. 

sample plots of the ideal feedback characteristic, as 
given by 1 + Zr/Zr when Zr and Zr are purely resistive. 
Because the crueial frequency for a purely resistive 
feedback network is that at which A 0 (w) has a phase 
angle of 180degrees, the magnitude of A0 (w)/(l + Zr/Zr) 
at this frequency (f 1so) determines whether the con
figuration is stable. If A0 (f1so)/(l + Zr/Zr) is equal 
to or greater than unity, the configuration is unstable. 
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On the other hand, if this term is less than unity, then 
the configuration is stable. This stability-determina
tion technique is applied to, the various values of 1 + 
Zr/Zr shown in Fig.5; in each case, the gain of the 
amplifier at the frequency for which the phase angle is 
180 degrees is assumed to be 10 [i.e., A0 (f1so) = 10]. 

When 1 + ZrfZr 100/0°, the stability ratio is 
calculated as follows: 

Ao(f130) = 10/180; = 0.10/180° 
100/0° ·--

Because the value of 0.10 obtained for the stability 
ratio is less than unity, the configuration is stable. 

When 1 + Zr/Zr = 10.0,1)_(), the stability ratio be
comes 

10/1800 1.0/1800 
10(()_: -

For this case, the stability ratio is unity, and the con
figuration therefore, is unstable. As a check, an ex
amination of the transfer expressions for both the 
inverting and the noninverting configuration [ Eqs. (7) 
and (45) J reveals that for the condition specified, each 
contains the following term: 

which is not finite and, therefore, indicates an oscillat
ing condition. 

When 1 + z,;z, = 4.0/0°, 

Ao(f1so) 

I+ Zr 
Z, 

10/18()_" 
4/ 0° 

2 .. 50/180° 
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The value obtained is greater than unity, and the circuit, 
therefore, is unstable. 

When Zr and Zr are not restricted to purely resis
tive values, a more general situation exists because 
the phase of A0 (w)/(l + Zr/Zr) is no longer dependent 
solely upon A0 (w). Two examples which essentially 
cover the field are given below. 

Example No. 1 - A characteristic of differentiating 
or peaking circuits is that the feedback term 1 + Zr/Zr 
is in the form K( 1 + jf/f 1), where K and f 1 are constants. 
Fig.6 shows a curve of this term as a function of fre-

a, 
~ 

60 OPEN-LOOP RESPONSE 

40 

I 20 1------~ 
.: 
;; 

, 180 = o.746 

I 
I 

FREQUENCY- MHz 

1000 

( . f )( . f )( . f )' 1 + J 0.2 MHz 1 + J 2 MHz 1 + J 20 MHz 

l + b = 10 (1 + j __ f_) 
Z, 0.1 MHz 

Fig.6 - Basic peaking response characteristics of an 
operational amplifier. 

quency, for K = 10 and f 1 = 0.1 MHz, superimposed 
upon an operational-amplifier open-loop transfer curve. 
The equation for the open-loop characteristic can be 
derived from Fig.5, as follows: 

Ao(w) = 
1000 

( 1 + j 0.2 ~lHz) ( 1 + j 2 :\iHz) ( 1 + j 20/rn--;-) (74) 

The frequency at which the stability ratio A0 (w)/l + 
Zr!Z, has a phase angle of 180 degrees and the magni
tude of the ratio for this frequency can then be calculat
ed. The computation reveals that the phase angle is 
180 degrees at a frequency (f18o) of 0.746 MHz, and the 
magnitude of the ratio is 3.22 at that frequency. The 

stability ratio is greater than one; therefore, the con
figuration is unstable. The point of instability (f 1so) 

is marked in Fig.6. 

The stability of an operational amplifier may be 
determined more easily from an estimate of the phase 
angle of the ratio A0 (w)/(l + Zr/Zr) at the frequency 
of intersection (where the magnitude of the r1,1tio is 
unity). If the estimate shows that the phase angle is 
less than 180 degrees, the configuration is stable. On 
the other hand, if the estimate indicates a phase angle 
in excess of 180 degrees, the circuit is unstable. When 
the estimate shows that the phase angle is near 180 
degrees, an accurate calculation is required to deter
mine whether the operational amplifier is stable. This 
border-line type of configuration, however, is generally 
undesirable from the standpoint of frequency response, 
as discussed later. 

In the application of the estimation technique to the 
problem presented in Fig.6, the following conditions 
should be noted: The feedback characteristic 1 + Zr/Zr 
increases at the rate of 6 dB per octave (20 dB per 
decade) for a full decade before it intersects the open
loop response, A0 (w). The intersection occurs near 
the second corner of the open-loop response, which 
decreas8s at the rate of 6 dB per octave for almost a 
full decade. The classical phase relationships associat
ed with these observations are used to obtain the follow
ing phase estimates: 

Phase of (I + Z,IZ,) = +90° 
-135°< Phase of A.,(w)< -90° 

Therefore, the following phase estimate is obtained at 
the frequency of the intersection: 

-225° < Phase of A.,Cw)/ (I + Z,/Z,) < - 180° 

'Thus, the configuration is unstable. 

Example No.2 - An inherent characteristic of in
tegrating or band-limiting configurations is that the 
feedback term 1 + Zr/Zr has the following form: 

K 

l + jf/f1 

An example of this type of feedback characteristic is 
shown in Fig. 7 for K = 10 and f 1 = 4 MHz. The applica
tion of the phase-estimation technique to this problem 
results in the following estimates: 

-45° > Phase of 1 + Z,/Z, > -90° 
-135° > Phase of A 0 (w) > -225° 

At the frequency of intersection, therefore, the phase 
estimate is given by 

-45° > Phase of A 0 (w)/(1 + Z,IZ,) > -180° 
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Thus, the configuration is stable. 
If the three basic types of feedback characteristics 

shown in Figs.5, 6, and 7 are compared, it becomes 
evident that the differentiating or frequency-peaking 

GO OPEN-LOOP RESPONSE 

40 

ZO CLOSED-LOOP RESPONSE 

-20~----~----~-+-~-~-_....,. __ _._ 
001 0.1 100 

FREQUENCY- MHz 

Fig. 7 - Basic integrating response characteristics of an 
operational amplifier. 

configuration is the most unstable and that the integrat
ing or low-pass configuration is the most stable. In 
fact, the techniques used to devise this latter configura
tion may be considered a form of phase compensation 
for certain situations, as discussed later. 

Effects of Excessive Phase-Shift on Frequency Response 

The criterion evolved for frequency stability neither 
precludes uncontrolled frequency peaking nor provides 
for a 3-dB closed-loop bandwidth prediction. The con
ditions that are required to develop a stable, controlled
response feedback amplifier are evolved in this section. 

Criteria for a Peaked Response - Frequently peak
ing results when the magnitude of the true closed-loop 
gain, as given by Eq. (7) for the inverting configuration 
and by Eq. (45) for the noninverting configuration, is 
greater than the magnitude of the ideal closed-loop 
gain (Z/Z, for an inverting circuit and 1 + Zr/Z, for a 
noninverting circuit). The criteria for frequency peaking 
can be expressed for both configurations by the follow
ing expressions: 

1 + ~ z, 

(75) 

Inequality (75) may be used to develop a set of criteria 
that predict frequency peaking (or preclude the occur
rence of frequency peaking). 
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The following substitution is first made in inequality 
(75): 

Au(w) = Bf 0 

1+~ -
Z, (76) 

If both sides of inequality (75) are then divided by the 
left-hand term, the following result is obtained: 

(77) 

Inequality (77) may be rewritten in either of the follow
ing forms: 

> [ ( 1 + ~ cos O )' + ( - t sin O) 'J (78) 

or 

(79) 

The real and imaginary parts of inequality (78) must also 
be less than unity, so that 

and 

l>/l+~coso/ 

1 > ~ I sin O I 

It is apparent from inequality (80) that 

B > _!_ 
2 

and from inequality (79) that 

cos O < 
1 

2B 

(80) 

(81) 

(82) 

(83) 

The substitution indicated by the identity (76) is 
again made, and both sides of inequality (75) are then 
divided by the right-hand term to obtain the following 
expressions: 

or 

I B/ 0 I 
j 1 + B/ 0 > I 

Bl.i__ I > I I + B~ 

(84) 

(85) 
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For peaking to occur, the following relationships must 
be in effect: 

0.5 < I B~ < 2.62 

cos O < 
2B 

3-dB Bandwidtl, Prediction - The 3-dB bandwidth 
of an operational amplifier is defined by the following 
condition: 

1 1 + 0 I Z, 

(86) 

The terms of Eq. (86) are rearranged and the definition 
for B If!_ given by the identity (76) is used to obtain 
the following relationships: 

( 1 + ~ cos O Y + ( - 1~ sin O Y = 2 

2 ( 1 )-1 + 13 cos o + 13 = 2 
(87) 

Eq. (87) yields the following criteria for the 3-dB point: 

2: B > l = 0.4H 
1 + y2 (88) 

B' - 1 
cos O = ---

2B 189) 

Inequality (88) predicts the possibility of a 3-dB 
bandwidth greater than that indicated by the intersection 
of A0 (c,;) and 1 + Zr/Zr (B = 1 point). However, it 
should be realized that this "bandwidth extension• is 
actually caused by a slight peaking effect. Special care 
should be exercised in any attempt to use this effect 
to advantage. 

Inequality (89) stipulates that the phase angle must 
be 90 degrees to obtain the 3-dB bandwidth where B =0 1. 
This stipulation essentially coincides with a "rule of 
thumb" that has become a standard in the industry. This 
rule may be stated as follows: For an unconditionally 
stable configuration, the ideal feedback characteristic, 

I + ZrlZ,, must intersect the open-loop response, A 0 /c,/, 

at a slope less than 12 dB per octai•e. An examination 
of this "rule of thumb" in terms of the phase relationship 
indicates that the phase angle asymptotically approaches 
180 degrees when the change in amplifier response with 
frequency occurs at a rate of 12 dB per octave. There-
fore, the amplifier is on the threshold of instability. 
Frequency dependence of less than 12 dB per octave 
indicates that the amplifier is stable; a dependence of 
greater than 12 dB per octave indicates that the ampli
fier is unstable. 

PHASE-COMPENSATION TECHNIQUES 
FOR OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS 

The design problems ( i.e., ac instability and un
controlled frequency response) created by excessive 
phase shift in the feedback can be solved by use of 
compensatingtechniques thatalter the feedback response 
so that excessive phase shifts no longer occur. The 
frequency response can be controlled by limiting the 
slope of the intersection of the ideal feedback char
acteristic, 1 + Zr/Z,, with the open-loop gain response, 
A 0 (c,;), to a safe value. Theoretically, this slope can 
have a maximum value of 12 dB per octave under certain 
conditions. In general, however, the maximum slope 
allowed for practical lumped-parameter systems is 6 dB 
per octave. In an operational amplifier, effective phase 
compensation can be accomplished only by a modifica
tion in one or more of the following parameters: 

1. the ideal closed-loop gain (feedback character
istic), 1 + Zr/Zr; 

2. the open-loop input impedance, Zi; 

3. the open-loop gain, A0 (u:). 

Closed-Loop Compensation Method 

Phase compensation can be accomplished by modi
fication of the closed-loop gain characteristic (i.e., the 
1 + Zr/Zr term) for only those applications in which 
the intersection of the 1 + Zr/Zr characteristic with 
the open-loop response occurs in a region where the 
open-loop response rolls off at a slope of 12 dB per 
octave or 18 dB per octave. When the intersection occurs 
in a 12-dB-per-octave region of the A0 (w) response, 
compensation techniques are used that cause the slope 
of the 1 + Zf"'Zr response to roll off at 6 dB per octave 
near the intersection. As a result of these techniques, 
the slope of the intersection becomes 6 dB per octave. 
(An example of this method of phase compensation was 
discussed earlier, in the section on "Criteria for a 
Peaked Response", and the response curves for this 
example were shown in Fig.7J 

For applications in which the use of an inductor 
is permissible, phase compensation in the 18-dB-per-
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octave region of the open-loop response can be accom
plished by techniques that cause the 1 + Zr/Zr response 
to roll off at 12 dB per octave near the intersection. An 
example of this method of phase compensation, together 
with the appropriate response curves, is shown in Fig.8. 

In this example, the Zr term is altered by a shunt capac
itor and the Zr term is altered by a series inductor so 
that the 1 + Zr/Zr response has the required 12-dB-per
octave roll-off. The location of these frequency-depen
dent components in the feedback configuration is unique 
for this type of phase compensation. 

Ao(w) 

OPEN-LOOP RESPONSE 

CLOSED-LOOP RESPONSE 

FREQUENCY 

R, 
1 + jwCR 2 

R 1 +jwL 

R, = R1/R2 

R 2
[ 1 J 

R, ( 1 + j t,) (1 + jwCR,) 

Vour 

Fig.8 - Phase compensation of operational amplifier per
missible in the "three-slope region". 
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Open-Loop Compensation Methods 

Phase-compensation techniques that alter either 
the open-loop input impedance or the open-loop gain 
permit the introduction of a zero, in addition to the low
frequency pole, into the open-loop gain characteristic. 
This zero can be designed to cancel one of the poles 
in the open-loop gain characteristic and thus to increase 
substantially the bandwidth of the operational ampli
fier. Alternatively, the operational-amplifier bandwidth 
can be increased by the introduction of a pole at a fre
quency low enough so that all the other corner points 
will occur at frequencies below that at which the open
loop response, A0 (0.:), intersects the closed-loop re
sponse, 1 + Zr/Zr The two methods are compared in 
Fig.9. It is apparent that the pole-cancellation method 
of phase compensation is superior to the method in 

!ll 
I 
z 
;; 
"' 

BANDWIDTH 
IMPROVEMENT 
,--A----, 

•3 

3 

I-Compensated open-loop response using simple 
depression of higher corner frequencies. 

II-Compensated open-loop response using pole 
cancellation. 

Fig.9 - Phase compensation of operational amplifier by 
use of pole cancellation. 

which the other corner frequencies are depressed. In 
the phase-compensation techniques discussed below, 
therefore, the pole-cancellation method is employed. 

Modification of the Open-Loop Input Impedance -
The following analysis shows the limitations imposed 
on alterations in the open-loop input impedance of an 
operational amplifier in order to provide phas~ compen
sation. In this phase-compensation technique, an 
appropriate network is connected between the , input 
terminals so that it appears in parallel with the intrinsic 
input impedance, Z;- Eqs. (7) and (45), which define 
the closed-loop inverting and noninverting responses, 
respectively, are used as the basis for establishing the 
conditions and the mechanisms involved in this kind 
of compensation. 

If Z;' is used to represent the modified open-loop 
input impedance and the open-loop output impedance, 



Z 0 i, is assumed to be zero, the following equations for 
the closed-loop response are obtained: 

1. For the inverting configuration, 

YouT 

Vrn Z, (Z;' + R,) + Z, (Z, + Z;' + R,) + A0 (w) Z;' Z, 

2. For the noninverting configuration, (90) 

YouT Aa(w) Z;' (Z, + Z,) 

Vrn (Z;' + R,) (Z, + Z,) + Z, Z, + A 0 (w) Z,' Z, 
(91) 

A judicious rearrangement of terms in Eqs. (90) 

and (91) reveals the effect that the altered open-loop 
input impedance has on the open-loop response. With 
this rearrangement, the equation for the inverting con
figuration becomes 

VouT 

Vrn 

_ [ A0 (w) Z;' ,] Z, 
R, + Z, + Z, 

z + Z, (Z;' + R,) + [ Ao(w) z: l z 
' R, + Z, + Z;' R, + Z, + Z;' J ,, (92) 

The equation for the noninverting configuration is then 
written as follows: 

YouT 

Vrn 

[ A0 (w) Z;' J 'Z Z J. 

R, + Z, + Z;' \ ' + 01 

z, + Z, (Z;' + R,), + [~ Aa(w) z:,,] z, 
R, + Z, + Z, R, + Z, + z, (93) 

For each configuration, the modified open·-loop 
response is defined as follows: 

Au'(w) ·= A0 (w) Z;' 
R, + Z, + Z;' (94) 

It is apparent from Eq. (94) that the alteration of the 
open-loop input impedance has no effect on the open
loop response unless Z i ', is at most, of the same order of 
magnitude as the Rr + Zr term. If Zi' is made much 
less than Rr + Zr, Eq. (94) becomes 

Ao'(w) = A 0 (w) Z;' 
R, + Z, (95) 

As predicted by Eqs. (94) and (95), three limitations 
are imposed in the use of the input-impedance modifica
tion technique to provide phase compensation: ( 1) the 
feedback impedance term Zr is restricted in value and 
configuration by the phase-compensation requirements; 
(2) the effective open-loop input impedance must be 
smaller in magnitude than and different in configuration 
from the intrinsic input impedance, Zi (thus the closed
loop input impedance, ZIN, also is smaller and different); 
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and (3) the de open-loop gain is less for some input
impedance configurations. 

Two examples of the input-impedance phase-com
pensation technique are shown in Figs. 10 and 11. In 
the method shown in Fig. 10, the required modification 
of the open-loop response is achieved by proper choice 
of the frequency characteristics for the network connect
ed in shunt with the input terminals of the operational 
amplifier. Fig. 11 shows that the required modification 
of the response can be achieved by the appropriate 
choice of the frequency characteristics of Rr and Zr· 
Both techniques employ pole-zero cancellation to extend 
the 6 dB-per-octave roll-off region depicted. The tech
nique illustrated in Fig.10 causes an early roll-off, 
while the one shown in Fig. 11 results in a reduction in 
the de open-loop gain. Eqs. (94) and (95) indicate that 
phase-compensation can also be effected by an increase 
in the magnitude of Rr + Zr, provided that the frequency 
characteristics of this parameter are controlled. How
ever, this technique relies on the accuracy of the value 
of Zi and therefore is unsatisfactory. (The intrinsic 
input impedance of an operational amplifier may vary 
significantly from unit to unit.) 

Modification of Open-Loop Gain Characteristics -
Phase compensation that is effected by internal modifi
cation of the open-loop gain response is the most widely 
accepted technique for integrated-circuit operational 
amplifiers. This method offers two distinct advantages 
over other types of phase compensation. First, the 
internal-modification technique affords complete isola
tion of the phase-compensation networks from the feed
back parameters. This isolation is not possible with 
the compensation methods discussed previously. Second, 
the point at which the phase compensation is applied 
can be selected so that the open-loop response is altered 
in such a way that one of the existing 3-dB corner fre
quencies becomes the early roll-off corner in the com
pensated response. The advantage stems from the fact 
that no new corner frequencies are introduced, and an 
improved compensated response is thus obtained. 

Internal phase compensation can be accomplished 
by either of two basic methods. In one method, referred 
to as the straight roll-off, an appropriate RC network is 
connected across a suitable internal resistor of the 
operational amplifier. With this method, the early roll
off starts at the corner frequency produced by the phase
compensating capacitor and the internal resistor. The 
other method is the Miller-effect roll-off. In this method, 
the phase-compensating network still appears electrical
ly to be placed across an appropriate internal resistance 
of the amplifier, but is actually connected between the 
input and the output of an inverting-gain stage in the 
operational amplifier. The impedance of the compen-
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' I 
wi• C2(R2+2Rr) 

A0 ( w) = uncompensated open-loop gain 
A 0 '(w) = compensated open-loop gain 
R; = low-frequency intrinsic input impedance 

=Ao(w)R; (R, + ~C ) 
A0 '(w) = Jw 2 

( R; + R, + jw~,) 2R, + R; ( R, + jw~,) 

[
=Ao(w)R;J[ 1 +iwR,C, J Ao'(w) = 
2R, + R; I + jwC, ( R, + 2i~+Ri'J 

Because Ri is normally large, the equation for 
A0 1 (w) may be rewritten as follows: 

Ao'(w) = =Ao(w) 1 + jwR,C, 
I + jwC, (R, + 2R,) 

For 
K 

and if R, C 2 = ...!_ 
w, 

the equation for A 0 ' ( w) becomes 

Fig.JO · Phase compensation of operational amplifier 
in which open-loop response is modified by connection 
of a compensating network that provides the required 
frequency characteristics in shunt with input terminals. 
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sating network then appears to be divided by the gain 
of that stage. 

The Miller-effect roll-off technique requires a much 
smaller phase-compensating capacitor than that which 
must be used with the straight roll-off method. Moreover, 
the reduction in swing capability which is inherent in 
the straight roll-off is delayed significantly when the 
Miller-effect roll-off is used. Fig.12 illustrates the 
solution to the problem of phase compensation of an 
operational amplifier in which a straight roll-off is used 
to cause the second 3-dB corner frequency to occur at 
unity gain. Fig. 13 illustrates the use of a Miller-effect 
roll-off to solve the same problem. For the same early 
corner frequency, the compensating capacitance required 
in the Miller-effect method is less than that required in 
the straight roll-off method by a factor of 1 + gmuRc 2 
(gm II and R c2 are defined in Fig.13). 

DESIGN CRITERIA FOR OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS 

It is apparent from the previous discussions that a 
completely universal design of an operational amplifier 
would have to satisfy an impossible set of criteria. As 
a result, the design of operational amplifiers is a some
what specialized process in that a particular amplifier 
is usually designed for specific applications. For ex
ample, certain operational amplifiers are designed to 
provide high-frequency gain at the expense of other 
performance characteristics, while other operational 
amplifiers provide very high gain or high input impedance 
in low-frequency applications. Integrated-circuit opera
tional . amplifiers, which are fabricated by the diffusion 
process, can be made suitable for comparator applica
tions or can be processed to provide high gain at low 
dissipation levels. For these reasons, any discussion 
of the criteria for operational amplifiers must be of a 
general nature unless a specific application is being 
considered. 

Input and Output DC Levels 

In general, an operational amplifier should be de
signed so that the de bias levels at the input and the 
output are equal. This condition is desirable to assure 
that the resistive feedback network can be connected 
between the input and the output without upsetting either 
the differential or the common-mode de bias. Moreover, 
for applications in which two (positive and negative) 
power supplies are used, the operational amplifier should 
be designed so that it is possible to establish a set of 
standard supply values for which the equal input and 
output bias levels are at zero potential with respect to 
circuit ground. This latter condition is particularly 
important in direct-coupled cascade and comparator 
applications. 
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VouT 
--0 

c, 

A 0 ( w) = uncompensated open-loop gain 
A 0 '(w) = compensated open-loop gain 

Ao'(w) = ±A0 (w) R, R, 

( 2 R 1 ) (R, + R,) 1 + jw, R,C, + R, R, 

= 2R,(R,+R,) + R,R, [ 
±A 0 (w) R, R, J 

Because Ri is normally large, the equation for 
A0 1(w) may be rewritten as follows: 

OPEN-LOOP 
RESPONSE 

KR2 
2R 1 r------------+---"!,.. 

w, w2 

FREQUENCY 

Ao'(w) = (±A0 (w) R,)( 1 + jw R1 C, ) 
2R1 + R, 1 + . C,R1 R2 

JW2R, + R, 
If R 2 << R1 , the equation for A0 '(w) becomes 

Ao'(w) = ( ±A0 (w) R,) (1 + jwR, C,) 
2R 1 l +. C R, 

)W 1 2 

For 
K Ao(w) = ------------

( 1 +i:J(1 +i:,)(1 +i:,) 

and 

the compensated open-loop gain A 0 ' ( w) is given by 

±K 

2 R, (1 + jwC1 R,) (1 + .'."..) (1 + .'."..) R, 2 w, w, 

Pig.11 - Phase compensation of operational-amplifier in which open-loop response is modified 
by alteration of the Rr + Zr term lo provide the required frequency characteristics. 

Output- Power Capabi I ity 

As with any amplifier circuit, the output-power 
requirements for an operational amplifier depend almost 
entirely on the application. A few general conclusions 
can be drawn concerning the design of the output stage. 
First, this stage should provide a voltage swing essen
tially equal to the sum of the power-supply voltages. 
It should have sufficient gain so that it is the first 
stage to limit when the amplifier is overdriven. Finally, 
because of the design trade-off that is always required 
between output-power capability and dissipation, the 
output stage should be sufficiently versatile so that the 
output capability and dissipation can be tailored to the 
power needs of the particular application in which. the 
operational amplifier is used. 

Gain and Frequency-Response Characteristics 

The numerical values of the open-loop gain and the 
3-dB bandwidth of an operational amplifier are of rela
tively little importance in themselves. The important 
requirement is that the open-loop gain must be much 

greater than the closed-loop gain of the transfer response 
over the frequency range of interest if an accurate trans
fer function is to be maintained. (This requirement is 
explained in detail in the discussions of transfer func
tions for both the inverting and noninverting configura
tions.) For example, if a 4o-dB amplifier and a 60-dB 
amplifier are used in a 20-dB gain configuration and the 
open-loop gain is decreased 50 per cent in each case, 
the closed-loop gain of the 4o-dB amplifier varies only 
9 per cent and that of the 6o-dB amplifier varies only 
1 per cent. 

The frequency roll-off characteristics are the prime 
determinants of the frequency response of an operational 
amplifier. The greater the rate of roll-off prior to the 
intersection of the feedback-ratio frequency character
istic with the open-loop response (in the active region), 
the more difficult phase compensation of the operational 
amplifier becomes. An 18-dB-per-octave roll-off is gen
erally considered the maximum slope that can occur in 
the active region before proper phase compensation 
becomes extremely difficult or impossible to achieve 
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(as indicated in the discussion on the effects of feed
back phase shifts). In addition, because operational 
amplifiers have useful applications down to and includ
ing unity gain, the active region of the amplifier may be 

A0 ( w) = uncompensated open-loop gain 
A0' ( w) = compensated open-loop gain 

Ao'(w) = A.(w) (1 + i~) 1 + jwR~ c~ 
w, 1 + jwR, c~ 

Vour 

The 1 + j c,;/c,; 1 term in the equation above accounts 
for the modification of the w 1 3-dB corner. 

For R~ C~ = __!__ w, 

and A
0
(w) = ______ K _____ _ 

(1 +i:,)(1 +i:,)(1 +i:.) 

considered as the entire portion of the frequency char
acteristic above its o-dB bandwidth. Therefore, a 
well-designed amplifier should roll off at no greater 
than 18 dB per octave until well below unity gain. 

z 
ii 

the equation for Ao' ( w) becomes 

K 
A 0 1(w) - ----------

(1 + jwR, C~) ( 1 + j :.) 

A third corner-frequency term, which occurs because 
of the time constant of R¢ and the input capacitance of 
the succeeding stage, should also be included in the 
equation above; the effects of this corner frequency, 
however, is appreciable only at very high frequencies 
(and usually at a gain less than unity). Because the 
corner frequency normally occurs well out of the active 
region, it is omitted in the expression for Ad (c,;). 

Fig.12 - Phase compensation of operational amplifier by use of straight-rolloff 
method to modify open-loop response. 

Intrinsic Input and Output Impedances 

The ideal values for the input and output imped
ances of an operational amplifier are infinity and zero, 
respectively (as mentioned in the discussions on input 
and output impedances for both inverting and noninvert
ing configurations). The degree to which a practical 
amplifier approximates these values depends, for t~ 
most part, upon the application. A 5000-ohm open-loop 
input impedance may be quite sufficient for one applica
tion, while a 0.1-megohm intrinsic input impedance may 
not be sufficient for another. In most applications, 
however, the restrictions on the intrinsic input imped
ance are not severe. The closed-loop input impedance, 
which is equal to the product of the intrinsic input 
impedance and the gain "throwaway• or loop gain, is a 
more critical parameter. This parameter effectively 
increases the input impedance (decreases input capaci-
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tance) and is the reason that many operational ampli
fiers that have an input roll-off in the active region 
have no input roll-off in this region after negative feed
back is applied. 

Because the closed-loop output impedance is also 
affected by the loop gain (the proportionality is inverse), 
the same conclusions might be drawn about the impor
tance of the intrinsic output impedance. Another factor, 
however, affects the restrictions placed upon the open
loop output impedance. A limiting situation in an 
inverting-configuration application affords an alternate 
path to the signal when the intrinsic output impedance 
is sufficiently high. The loop gain decreases to zero 
as the open-loop gain decreases when overdrive occurs. 
Therefore, the closed-loop output impedance increases 
until it equals the intrinsic value at full limiting. Thus, 
the intrinsic output must be much less than the lowest 



practical value of feedback impedance or an alternate 
signal path that effectively bypasses the limiting ampli
fier will exist through the feedback network. 

z 
;; 
"' 

OPEN-LOOP 

1,11' = 11((1 +Qmrr Rc 2 l CipRc] "'I 

FREQUENCY 

Vour 

A 0 (w) = uncompensated open-loop gain 
A 0 ' ( w) = compensated open-loop gain 

Ao'(w) = Ao(w) (1 + j-5"_) 1 + jwR• C• 
W1 1 + jwR, (1 + gml[ R, 2) C• 

The 1 + j w/w 1 term in the expression for A6(w) 

accounts for the modification of the w 1 3-dB corner. 

For R• c. = __1_ w, 

and 
K 

(] + j :I ) (] + j :, ) ( 1 + j~~) 
The expression for A 0 '(w) becomes 

K Ao'(w) = ---------------

[! + jw (1 + gml! R,,) C• R,] ( 1 + i-;;;;) 
A third corner frequency, which results from the 

time constant of Rep and the feedback capacitance Cbc', 
is neglected in the expression for A0 1(w), because this 
corner frequency occurs well out of the active region. 

F'ig.]3 - Phase compensation of operational amplifier by 
use of Miller effect to modify open-loop response. 
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Common-Mode Rejection 

Under differential drive conditions, the common
mode rejection has no drastic effects on the performance 
of the operational amplifier unless the rejection ratio is 
extremely low (as discussed in respect to the effects of 
common-mode gain). However, in a common-mode drive 
situation, such as in a comparator type of application, 
high common-mode rejection is imperative. For ex
ample, if a 6Ck!B differential amplifier having a 5Ck!B 
common-mode rejection is used to compare a 1-volt 
signal against a 1-volt reference, the output will be 
3.2 volts when it should be zero. Such results would 
be disastrous for almost any application of this type. 
In general, the common-mode rejection should be a mini
mum of 20 dB greater than the differential gain. 

Input Bias Current 

Although an amplifier may have a high intrinsic 
irijlut ac impedance, it can still require a significant 
amount of de input bias current. This condition is un
desirable in applications in which the drive source 
cannot accommodate a significant de current. Examples 
of such applications are those that require very high im
pedance sources or sources of a magnetic nature that 
can be severely unbalanced by a flow of de current. 
Unfortunately, the bipolar transistor remedies for this 
effect acid so much capacitance that the frequency re
sponse of the amplifier is impaired. Therefore, either 
field-effect devices should be used in the differential 
input stage or a scheme should be available to assure 
that a very low bias current is obtained when it is abso
lutely necessary. The latter technique requires that 
sufficient leads be provided so that two external tran
sistors can be added to form a Darlington or a modified 
Darlington input configuration. 

Offset Voltage and Current 

The offset voltage of an operational amplifier is the 
deviation of the output de level from the arbitrary input
output level usually taken as ground reference when 
both inputs are shorted together. The offset current is 
the deviation when the inputs are driven by two identi
cal de input bias-current constant-current sources. These 
two offset parameters are usually referred to the inpu~ 
because their output values are dependent on feedback. 
Under normal operating conditions, the offset in the 
amplifier results from a combination of the two factors. 
For example, if an operational amplifier bas a I-milli
volt input offset voltage and a 1-microampere input 
offset current with the inputs returnee! to ground through 
100(}-ohm resistors, the total input offset is either zero 
or 2 millivolts depending upon the phase relationship 
between the two offset. parameters. The offset of an 
operational amplifier is a de error and should be mini
mized for numerous reasons, including the following: 
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( 1) The use of an operational amplifier as a true de 
amplifier is limited to signal levels much greater than 
the offset. (2) Comparator applications require that the 
output voltage be zero (within limits) when the two input 
signals are equal and in phase. (3) In a direct-coupled 
cascade, such as a video amplifier chain, the input 
offset of the first stage determines the offset character
istics of the entire system. Hence, the gain of the 
system must be limited to a value that is insufficient 
to cause limiting at rated output voltage. This value 
is reduced when the offset .is significant. 

Power-Supply Stability 

The power-supply stability is a measure of the 
sensitivity that the offset has to power-supply varia
tions. Because the value of the offset at the output is 
dependent on feedback, this sensitivity is normally 
referred to the input and expressed in microvolts per 
volt. In a fixed-installation application that employs 
heavily regulated power supplies, this parameter is of 
little importance. In battery-operated applications of 
the operational amplifier, however, the sensitivity of 
the offset to power-supply variations is of the utmost 
importance. In a single-supply system, this sensitivity 
should be an absolute minimum. In a two-supply system, 
the difference in the sensitivities to each supply can 
be minimized because the supplies in many dual systems 
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tend to track. This tracking results in a cancellation, 
or at least a partial cancellation, of the two sensitivities. 

Temperature-Stability Requirements 

Temperature stability of an operational amplifier 
requires stable thermal characteristics for most of the 
parameters discussed in this Note. The stability de
mands imposed on the temperature characteristics of an 
operational amplifier are determined to a large extent by 
the application in which the circuit is used. In certain 
applications, stable temperature characteristics are of 
utmost importance; in other applications, the ability of 
the operational amplifier to perform the required functions 
is not appreciably affected by variations in circuit 
para'lleters with temperature. 

In general, the dependence of the open-loop gain 
on temperature is of less importance than the thermal 
behavior of the amplifier frequency response. V aria
tions in the intrinsic input and output impedances with 
temperature are of little consequence provided that the 
input impedance remains large enough and the output 
impedance remains small enough to satisfy the require
ments of the application. If the value of the input bias 
current is important for the application in which the 
operational amplifier is used, stable temperature be
havior is just as important. Variations in the offset 
voltage and current with temperature should always be 
small because they directly affect the internal biases, 
and thus the operation, of the operational amplifier. 
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The new RCA CA3033 and CA3033A high-perform
ance operational amplifiers represent a significant step 
forward in monolithic integrated circuits in many respects. 
They are capable of delivering power outputs in excess 
of 250 milliwatts into a 500-ohm load resistance with 
harmonic distortion of less than 0.2 per cent, and have 
a typical input impedance of one megohm with voltage 
gain of at least 90 dB. Offset voltage is less than 
5 millivolts, and offset current is typically 9 nanoam
peres. Input bias current is typically 100 nanoamperes. 
These features make these amplifiers especially suitable 
for systems in which an operational amplifier and power 
amplifier or driver were formerly required. 

Circuit Description 

The RCA CA3033 and CA3033A consist of two dif
ferential-amplifier stages followed by a class 8 output 
stage, as shown in the schematic diagram of Fig. l. 
(The two circuits are designed to permit operation from 
dual 12- and 18-volt de power supplies, respectively.) 
Emitter-follower inputs provide the exceptionally high 
input impedance and low bias current. An additional 
advantage of the emitter-follower inputs is that the Miller 

capacitance of the differential amplifier is substantially 
reduced and the input capacitance of the amplifier is 
lower than if a similar single-transistor configuration 
were used. 

The output of the first differential-amplifier stage 
(Q3 and Q4) is buffered from the input of the next dif
ferential-amplifier stage (Q6 and Q7) by emitter followers 
Q19 and Q20· This arrangement reduces the input-load
ing effects on the first stage and therefore maintains the 
first-stage gain. 

A circuit is incorporated in this design to sense 
any change in the operating point of the first differential 
amplifier caused by variations in either the positive or 
the negative supply voltage. Any changes in the supply 
voltages are reflected to the base of transistor Qs, 
which detects changes in the collector voltage of the 
first differential amplifier and compensates for them. 
For example, a rise in the voltage at the emitters of 
Q6 and Q7 increases the bias voltage to Q5 and thus in
creases the collector current, countering the apparent 
rise in the collector voltage of eithe:r Q3 or Q4. At the 
same time, the emitter current of Qs also increases, and 
increases the voltage drop across the diode-connected 
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Fig.1 - Schematic diagram of a CA3033 or CA3033A operational amplifier. 

transistor Q9 and resistor RlO to increase the coJlector 
current of Qg. Thus, any apparent increase in the col
lector voltage of the first differential stage causes a 
correction both at the constant-current source Qg and 
at the coJlector supply voltage through R1, the common 
load resistor for Q3, Q4, and Q5. 

An emitter-foJlower Q11 buffers the output of the 
second differential-amplifier stage and drives the divider 
and summing network to the output stage. Resistor R13 
may be considered the input resistance of an amplifier 
to the summing point, the junction of R13, R14, and R15. 
Resistor R14 shifts to the operating point of the output 
stage with little attenuation of the signal as a result of 
the high coJlector impedance of the constant-current 
source Q12. 

Diode-connected transistors Q13A and Q13 provide 
further de shifting of the signal to the base of emitter
foJlower Q14. This emitter-follower provides further level 
shifting and a low driving impedance to transistors Q15 

and Q1s-

The excellent matching of the base-to-emitter voltage 
of the integrated-circuit transistors makes it possible to 
establish the idling current of the output stage accurately. 
Because the collector-current characteristics of Q15 and 
Q1g as a function of base-to-emitter voltage are matched, 
the coJlector current in QlS determines the idling cur
rent in Ql8- For example, if the operating current of 
Q15 is set at 1 milliampere for a given base-to-emitter 
voltage, the operating current of Q18 is also 1 milliam
pere because the base-to-emitter voltages of both tran-
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sistors are the same. This type of design results from 
the excellent transistor matching that is possible with 
monolithic processing. 

Noise Figure 

Fig.2 shows noise figure as a function of source 
resistance for the CA3033A. The curve shows that 
the optimum noise match occurs for input impedances 
between 100,000 ohms and 1 megohm. An improvement 
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Fig.2 - Noise-figure curve for CA3033A. 

in noise figure of approximately 14 dB at a frequency 
of 1 kHz and an input impedance of 1000 ohms may be 
obtained by addition of two 0.3-megohm resistors from 
the emitters to the VEE supply to increase the operating 
current of the input transistors. 
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Fig.3 - Phase-compensation characteristics for CA3033 or CA3033A. 

Compensation 

Basic phase compensation of the CA3033 and 
CA3033A amplifiers is quite simple. Fig.3 shows typical 
phase-compensation characteristics for the CA3033; 
data for the CA3033A are similar. The two compensating 
capacitors Cx and Cy are connected from the collectors 
of the first differential amplifier (terminals 8 and 13) to 
ground. When capacitance values greater than 0.1 micro
farad are used, however, a lower-voltage capacitor that 
has a value equal to half that given on the curves may 
be connected between terminals 8 and 13, and a 0.001-
microfarad capacitor connected from either terminal 8 or 
13 to ground. This arrangement provides the same 
gain-phase roll-off shown on the curves and permits the 
use of lower-voltage ceramic disc capacitors now avail
able. For linear operation, the maximum expected dif
ference voltage between the two collectors is less than 
1 volt. 

The dashed lines in Fig.3 illustrate the use of the 
curves for design of a 60-dB amplifier. First, the inter
section of the various gain-frequency curves is followed 
out to the curve for a capacitor value of 0.001 micro-
farad. At this point, the expected 3-dB amplifier respons.e 
is approximately 230 kHz and the phase angle ¢ is 118 
degrees; the phase margin (180° - ¢) is thus 62 dei;rees. 
For a capacitance value of 300 picofarads, the expected 
3-dB response is 580 kHz, but the phase angle is 175 de
grees; the resulting phase margin of only 5 degrees is 
a most undesirable situation. In the other direction, the 
use of 0.003-microfarad compensating capacitors pro-
vides a 3-dB response of 90 kHz and a phase angle of 

approximately 90 degrees, with a phase margin of 90 
degrees. 

Slewing Rate 

One of the most important considerations in using 
a high-power operational amplifier such as the CA3033 
or CA3033A is the maximum full power output swing in 
terms of frequency that can be expected from the unit. 
This characteristic is important both in low-frequency 
applications and in pulse applications in which the rise 
times of a given design must be known. Fig.4 shows 
the maximum rate of change, or slewing rate, of a sine 
wave in volts per microsecond for various peak-to-peak 
output voltages. 1 For example, a 30-volt peak-to-peak 
sine wave at a frequency of 10 kHz has a maximum rate 
·of change of 1 volt per microsecond. Besides being able 
to swing the value of 30 volts peak to peak at de, there
fore, an amplifier must also be able to swing this ampli
tude at a minimum rate of 1 volt per microsecond. 

Fig.4 - Slewing-rate curve. 
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Slewing rate is a function of the phase-compensation 
circuit, the operational-amplifier design in terms of the 
gain after phase compensation, and the output-stage 
design. The phase-compensation circuit is usually placed 
around the input stages of an operational amplifier. 
This approach offers two advantages. First, it reduces 
the amplitude of any higher-frequency components that 
may overload the following stages. (For example, the 
residual rf carrier remaining on the output of a video 
detector with a single RC roll-off could cause serious 
overload and a distorted output if it were allowed to 
continue through the amplifier.) Second, because of the 
relatively high gain that follows the compensating cir
cuit in the input stage, the compensating capacitors 
charge and discharge on a smaller and faster portion 
of the RC time constant associated with the collector 
load resistors and compensation capacitors. 

Another consideration that influences the slewing 
rate is the signal-handling capability of the output stage. 
It is evident that, regardless of how fast the first portion 
of an amplifier responds to a step input, the output 
stage can limit the rate of rise and fall. 

Fig.5 shows a curve of the maximum full-power-out
put frequency of the CA3033 and CA3033A as a function 
of the phase-compensation capacitance. This curve 
may be used with the curve of Fig.4 to determine the 
amplifier slewing rate. In the case of the 60-dB ampli
fier shown in Fig.6, for example, two 0.002-microfarad 
capacitors are used for phase compensation. The curves 
of Fig.3 indicate that the 3-dB bandwidth is 120 kHz. 
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Fig.5 shows that full output swing with no load may be 
expected up to a frequency of 280 kHz. Therefore, the 
design is capable of full power output up to the 3-dB 
point. 

A similar approach may be used for a pulse ampli
fier. Two 0.01-microfarad phase-compensating capaci-
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tors are used to yield a 3-dB response of 30 kHz. The 
expected rise time in microseconds is equal to 0.35 
divided by the 3-dB frequency in MHz, or 11. 7 micro
seconds. 2 The power-output curve of Fig.5 shows that 
the maximum frequency for full power output is 155 kHz; 
thus the slewing rate is 10.6 volts per microsecond. 
For the 20-volt input-signal swing specified for the 
CA3033, the rise time based on this slewing rate would 
be (1 microsecond/10.6 volts) x 20 volts, or 1.9 micro
seconds. Because this value is greater than the rise 
time estimated from the 3-dB point, the design is not 
slewing-rate limited, and the 3-dB rise time will be met. 
Thus, for maximum high-frequency output, the lowest 
value of phase-compensation capacitors must be used; 
therefore, high closed-loop gains are implicit. 

-12V 

*sEE TEXT FOR VALUES 

IOOK 

Fig.6 - 60-dB test amplifier for CA3033. 

Waveforms for the 60-dB amplifier are shown in Fig. 7. 

NO LOAD; Cx•Cy•0.0021'F 

TIME-5l's/D1V. 

NO LOAD;Cx•Cy"0.01 JLF 

TIME-50µ.s/DIV. 

RL =5000.;CL •O.OOll'F 
C11,'"Cy•0.002pF 

TIME-5µs/D1V. 

RL =500 Q;CL "0.001 JLF 
Cx"Cy•0.01 p.F 

TIME-50l'a/D1V. 

Fig.] - Waveforms for the 60-dB amplifier 
shown in Fig.6. 

Applications 

Fig.8 illustrates the use of the CA3033A in a 20-dB, 
255-milliwatt power amplifier operating from a single 
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Fig.8 - 20-dB, 255-milliwatt power amplifier u,oing 
a CA3033A operating from a 36-volt supply. 

36-volt supply. Fig.9 shows the pulse response of this 
amplifier under no-load conditions and with a resistive 
load of 500 ohms; also shown are curves of distortion 
as a function of frequency. The waveforms show that 
the pulse response of the amplifier is limited by slewing 
rate rather than frequency response. Some crossover 
distortion is evident in the respo'lse for the 500-ohm load. 
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Fig.9 - Pulse-response waveforms and distortion c:urves 
for the amplifier shown in Fig.8. 

The impedance of the feedback network can have a 
significant effect on the pulse response of a given ampli
fier design, particularly when higher-frequency perform
ance is required. The response is influenced by the 
stray capacitance of the associated wiring, the shunt 
capacitance of the feedback resistors, and the input 
impedance of the operational amplifier. Because the 
CA3033 and CA3033A have higher input impedanc,e as a 
result of the emitter-follower inputs, the input capa,citive 
loading is reduced considerably and higher-impedance 
feedback networks can be used. 

A simple system was fabricated to demonstrate the 
ease with which the CA3033 and CA3033A operational 
amplifiers may be applied. The basis of the system was 

the rudiments of a digital voltmeter, using the linear 
staircase approach, without the associated totalizing 
circuitry. 

Fig.10 shows a block diagram of the system, to
gether with the waveforms of all interfaces. A squelch
able integrated-circuit multivibrator is used as the clock. 
As described later, the clock frequency is independent 
of supply voltage. Although this independence is not a 
necessary condition for circuit operation, it is inherent 
in this type of operational-amplifier multivibrator circuit 
and may be considered an integratecl-circuit bonus. 

The output from the clock drives a linear staircase 
generator. Input voltage to this ci,cuit is applied di
rectly from the multivibrator to minimize the effects of 
diode temperature coefficients. The output from the 
staircase generator is applied to a comparator that 
compares the staircase with the voltage to be measured. 

The comparator output fires a monostable multi
vibrator that controls the display time, which is variable 
from about 100 milliseconds to one second. An inverter 
following the multivibrator supplies drive of the correct 
polarity to the integrator capacitor-discharge switch and 
the multivibrator squelch circuit. 

Circuit operation begins with the staircase generator 
ramp running down until its voltage is equal to the un
known voltage on the input of the comparator. When the 
two voltages are equal, the monostable multivibrator is 
triggered by the output from the comparator. The output 
of the monostable multivibrator squelches the astable 
multivibrator and discharges the integrating capacitor 
through the bistable multivibrator. The wait, or display 
time, set by the monostable multi vibrator allows suffi
cient time for full discharge of the integration capacitor 
and appears as a steady reading on the display device. 

Astable Multivibrator - A schematic diagram of a 
squelchable multivibrator is shown in Fig.11. The only 
requirement that must be met by the squelch circuit is 
that the amplitude of the output pulse not change as a 
result of the squelch operation; otherwise, the amplitude 
of the final steps would be different from that of the 
initial steps and staircase linearity would suffer. 

Freedom of the circuit from supply-voltage variations 
results from the excellent saturation characteristics of 
the integrated circuit at both positive and nega,tive out
put swings. The positive and negative thresholds of 
the circuit are given by 

Rl 
Positive threshold= (Vee - VcE+ t) --

sa Rl +R2 

Rl 
Negative threshold= (VEE+ VcE ) ---

·sat R1 +R2 

where Vee and VEE are the positive and negative sup
ply voltages and VCE+sat and VcE.sat are the positive 
and negative saturation voltages of the amplifier. Be-
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Fig. 10 - Block diagram and waveforms of digital voltmeter system 
using five CA3033 integrated circuits. 
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cause these saturation voltages are low and have tem
perature coefficients less than 5 millivolts per degree C, 
they can be neglected for ease of computation. If the 
charging current is considerably greater than the base 
current, the frequency f may be expressed as follows:3 

1 
£"'--------

2 RC ln(::l + 1) 

SQUELCH VOLTAGE ' Vee ' CUTS OFF MULTIVIBRATOR 

f- I 

-...c. 2RCin( 2R:I +1) 

Fig.11 - CA3033 squelchable astable multivibrator. 

Linear Staircase Generator - The design of a linear 
staircase generator is nearly identical to that of a linear 
ramp or sawtooth generator. Fig.12(a) shows a linear 
ramp generator in which the non-inverting input of an 
operational amplifier is grounded and a switch Sl returns 
the output to the inverting input. When S1 is closed, 
the amplifier is in the unity-gain configuration and the 
output is at ground less the input offset voltage. When 
S 1 is opened, the output moves in the positive direction 
when the reference voltage Vref is negative, or in the 
negative direction when Vref is positive. Because the 
output under closed-loop conditions tries to maintain 
the input terminal at zero voltage, the charging current 
to the capacitor is constant at a rate of dV/dt = i/C, 
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where i = Vref/R. It is apparent that this analysis is 
valid as long as the input current to the first st.age is 
considerably less than the charging current. 

Fig.12(b) shows the circuit for a linear staircase 
generator. In this circuit, a pulse of amplitude e couples 
a charge Q to the amplifier input. The charge Q is 
equal to C1 (e - 2Vak), where 2Vak is the forward vol
tage drop across the two diodes. Again, if the amplifier 
input current is small compared to the effective charging 
current, capacitor C2 is incrementally charged in steps 
of (e - 2Vak) C1/C2. If the pulse height is made suffi
ciently large compared to the expected temperature 
variations of the diodes, a reasonable degree of temper
ature independence results. 

LINEAR RAMP /Vref NEGATIVE 
OUTPUT ~ 

3 0 / ', 

31 OPENS ',.....__Vref POSITIVE 

s, 

(a) 

J_ c, 
e rum o-) 

T 
s, 

(b) 

Fig.12 - Diagrams of (a) linear ramp generator and 
(b) linear staircase generator. 

Comparator - Regeneration is added around the 
comparator circuit in this system to accelerate the tran
sition time when the two input voltages are equal. 
Fig. 13 shows a complete schematic diagram of the 
entire system. Waveforms at critical points are shown 
in Fig.14. The 470-picofarad capacitor and 1000·-ohm 
resistor between terminals 3 and 10 of the CA3033 in 
the comparator circuit provide the regeneration. Two 
0.001-microfarad capacitors on each input filter any 
externally generated noise. 

Monostable Multivibrator - The monostable multi
vibrator circuit shown in Fig.13 makes use of the ex
tremely low input bias currents of the CA3033 by using 
small timing capacitors and large timing resistors to 
obtain the long (one-second) display time. The small 

timing capacitor in conjunction with the diode D3 permits 
the fast recycling time necessary for the one-step case. 
Triggering of the circuit is accomplished by the 470-
picofarad capacitor to the non-inverting input (termi
nal 10). 

An RC timing network is incorporated at the output 
of the monostable multivibrator to add an additional 
150-mi!lisecond delay tha. performs two functions. 
First, the added delay allows more time to complete the 
timing-capacitor recycling mentioned above. The 
second and more important function of this network is 
the generation of a reset pulse at the trailing edge of 
the monostable multivibrator. Diode D4 couples the 
negative output of the multivibrator to the next stage 
and rapidly charges the 0. 22-microfarad network timing 
capacitor through the 470-ohm resistor. After the mono
stable multivibrator completes the cycle, diode D4 dis
connects, and the 0.22-microfarad capacitor charges to 
the 1.1-volt switching threshold of the next stage through 
the two one-megohm resistors. This cycle is approxi
mately 150 milliseconds. 

Bistable Multivibrator - The output from the mono
stable multivibrator is coupled to the next stage, a bi
stable multivibrator or inverter. The switching thresholds 
are determined by the 100,000- and 10,000-ohm resistors 
in the positive feedback loop. The primary function of 
this stage is to invert the signals from both the compa
rator and the monostable multivibrator to drive the 
clock-astable-multivibrator squelch circuit and the 
staircase capacitor-discharge switch, an RCA-3Nl4 l 
dual-gate MOS field-effect transistor. Diode D6 protects 
the gates of the MOS transistor; the 47-picofarad capaci
tor reduces the rise time of the negative-going output 
of the bistable multi vibrator and prevents it from coupling 
into the beginning of staircase and obscuring the first 
few steps by this negative transition. 
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Fig.13 - Schematic diagram of a digital voltmeter using CA3033 integrated circuits. 
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Fig.14 - Waveforms for the digital voltmeter 
shown in Fig. I 3. 
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Applications of the CA3080 and 
CA3080A High•Performance 
Operational Transconductance 
Amplifiers 
by H. A. Wittlinger 

The CA3080 and CA3080A are similar in generic form to 
conventional operational amplifiers, but differ sufficiently to 
justify an explanation of their unique characteristics. This 
new class of operational amplifier not only includes the usual 
differential input terminals, but also contains an additional 
control terminal which enhances the device's flexibUity for 
use in a broad spectrum of applications. The amplifier 
incorporated in these devices is referred to as an Operational 
Transconductance Amplifier (OTA), because its output signal 
is best described in terms of the output-current that it can 

[',' 

supply. (Transconductance gm = 6 
1out). The amplifier's 
ein 

output-current is proportional to the voltage difference at its 
differential input terminals. 

This Note describes the operation of the OTA and 
features various circuits using the OTA. For example, 
communications and industrial applications including 
modulators, multiplexers, sample-and-hold-circuits, gain 
control circuits and micropower comparators are shewn and 
discussed. In addition, circuits have been included to show 
the operation of the OTA being used in conjunction with 
RCA COS/MOS devices as post-amplifiers. 

(mmhos) Im A) 

Ro z 7.5 / lABC 

(megohms) (mA) 
lABC 

Fig. 1- Basic equivalent circuit of the OTA. 

Fig. 1 shows the equivalent circuit for the OT A. The 
output signal is a "current" which is proportional to the 
transconductance (gm) of the OTA established by the 
amplifier bias current (!ABC) and the differential input 
voltage. The OTA can either source or sink current at the 
output terminals, depending on the polarity of the input 
signal. 

The availability of the amplifier bias current 0ABC) 
terminal significantly increases the flexibility of the OT A anrt 
permits the circuit designer to exercise his creativity in the 
utilization of this device in many unique applications not 
possible with the conventional operational amplifier. 

Circuit Description 
A simplified block diagram of the OTA is shown in Fig. 

2. Transistors Q 1 and Q2 comprise the differential input 
amplifier found in most operational amplifiers, while the 
lettered-circles (with arrows leading either into or out of the 
circles) denote "current-mirrors". Fig. 3a shows the basic 
type of current-mirror which is comprised of two transistors, 
one of which is diode-connected. In a ''current-mirror", with 
similar geometries for QA and QB, the current I' establishes a 
second current I whose value is essentially equal to that of I'. 

Fig. 2- Simplified diagram of OTA. 
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This basic current-mirror configuration is sensitive to the 
transistor beta (ft). The addition of another active transistor, 
shown in Fig. 3b, greatly diminishes the circuit sensitivity to 
transistor beta (/3) and increases the current-source output 
impedance in direct proportion to the transistor beta (/3). 
Current-mirror W (Fig. 2) uses the configuration shown in 
Fig. 3a, while mirrors X, Y, and Z are basically the version 
shown in Fig. 3b. Mirrors Y and Z employ p-n-p transistors, 
as depicted by the arrows pointing outward from the mirrors. 
Appendix 1 describes "current-mirrors" in more detail. 

I' I, I' I' 

I al I bl 

Fig. 3- Basic types of current mirrors; a) diode-connected 
transistor paired with transistor; b) improved 
version: employs an extra transistor. 

Fig. 4 is the complete schematic diagram of the OT A. 
The OTA employs only active devices (transistors and 
diodes). Current applied to the amplifier-bias-current ter
minal, I ABC• establishes the emitter current of the input 
differential amplifier QI and Q2. Hence, effective control of 
the differential transconductance (gm) is achieved. 

Fig. 4- Schematic diagram of OTA types CA3080 and 
CA3080A. 
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The gm of a differential amplifier is equal to 

qalc 
2KT 

(see Ref. 2 for derivation) where q is the charge on 
an electron, a is the ratio of collector current to emitter 
current of the differential amplifier transistors, ( assumed to 
be 0.99 in this case), le is the collector current of the 
constant-current source (!ABC in this case), K is Boltzman's 
constant, and T is the ambient temperature in degrees Kelvin. 
At room temperature, gm = 19.2 x !ABC, where gm is in 
mrnho and I ABC is in milliamperes. The temperature 
coefficient of gm is approximately -0.33%/°C (at room 
temperature). 

Transistor Q3 and diode DI (shown in Fig. 4) comprise 
the current mirror "W" of Fig. 2. Similarly, transistors Q7, 
Q8 and Q9 and diode DS of Fig. 4 comprise the generic 
current mirror "Z" of Fig. 2. Darlington-connected transis
tors are employed in mirrors "Y" and "Z" to reduce the 
voltage sensitivity of the mirror, by the increase of the mirror 
output impedance. Transistors Q l 0, QI 1, and diode D6 of 
Fig. 2 comprise the current-mirror "X" of Fig. 2. Diodes D2 
and D4 are connected across the base-emitter junctions of QS 
and Q8, respectively, to improve the circuit speed. The 
amplifier output signal is derived from the collectors of the 

IOk!1 

CHANNEL* I IOk!! 
INPUT <et----'VVv-">--1 

CLOCK 
INPUT 

C 

TO TERM 5 
AMPI 

v- "-5V 

MUL Tl PLEXED 
OUTPUT 

(NO SUPPLY BYPASSING 
SHOWN) 

Fig. 5- Schematic diagram of OTAs in a two-channel linear 
time-shared multiplex circuit. 
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"Z" and "X" current-mirror of Fig. 2, providing a push-pull 
Class A output stage that produces full differential gm. This 
circuit description applies to both the CA3080 and 
CA3080A. The CA3080A offers tighter control of gm and 
input offset voltage, less variation of input offset voltage 
with variation of I ABC and controlled cut-off leakage 
current. In the CA3080A, both the output and the input 
cut-off leakage resistances are greater than 1,000 Mn. 

APPLICATIONS 

Multiplexing 
The availability of the bias current terminal, [ABC• 

allows the device to be gated for multiplex applications. Fig. 
5 shows a simple two-channel multiplex system using two 
CA3080 OT A devices. The maximum level-shift from input 
to output is low (approximately 2mV for the CA3080A and 
Sm V for the CA3080). This shift is determined by the 
amplifier input offset voltage of the particular device used, 
because the open-loop gain of the system is typically l OOdB 
when the loading on the output of the CA3080A is low. To 
further increase the gain and reduce the effects of loading, an 
additional buffer and/or gain-stage may be added. M,,thods 
will be shown to successfully perform these functions. 

In this example positive and negative 5-V power-supplies 
were used, with the IC flip-flop powered by the positive 
supply. The negative supply-voltage may be increased to 
-15 V, with the positive-supply at 5 V to satisfy the logic 

CLOCK 2 kn 

ovl r 
-iovU INPUT 

MULTIPLEXED 
OUTPUT 

v- ~-1ov 

(NO SUPPLY BYPASSING 
SHOWN l 

TO TERM 5 
AMP.;? 

!ABC 
H2kn 

Fig. 6- Schematic diagram of a two-channel linear multi· 
plex system using a COS/MOS flip-flop to gate two 
OTAs. 

supply voltage requirements. Outputs from the clocked flip
flop are applied through p-n-p transistor:; to gate the CA3080 
amplifier-bias-current terminals. The grounded-base con
figuration is used to minimize capacitive feed-through 
coupling via the base-collector junction of the p-n-p 
transistor. 

Another multiplex system using the OTA's clocked by a 
COS/MOS flip-flop is shown in Fig. 6. The high output 
voltage capability of the COS/MOS flip-flop permits the 
circuit to be driven directly without the need for p-n-p 
level-shifting transistors. 

A simple RC phase-compensation m,twork is used on the 
output of the OTA in the circuits shown in Figs. 5 & 6. The 

I 
values of the RC-network are chosen so that 2rrRC = 2MHz. 

This RC-network is connected to the point shown because 
the lowest-frequency pole for the system is usually found at 
this point. Fig. 7 shows an oscilloscope photograph of the 
multiplex circuit functioning with two input signals. Fig. 8 
shows an oscilloscope photograph of the output of the 
multiplexer with a 6-V p-p, sine wave signal (22 kHz) applied 
to one amplifier and the input to the other amplifier 
grounded. This photograph demonstrates an isolation of at 
least 80 dB between channels. 

TOP TRACE: MUL TIPLEXEO OUTPUT t V/DIV 8 
IOOµsec/OIV 

BOTTOM TRACE:TIME EXPANSION OF ·SWITCHING 
BETWEEN INPUTS 2 V / DIV fl 
5 µ.sec/ DIV 

Fig. 7- Voltage waveforms for circuit of Fig. 6; top trace: 
multiplexed output; lower trace: time expansion of 
switching between inputs. 

TOP TRACE: IV/DIV a IOOfLSec/DIV -OUTPUT 
BOTTOM TRACE: VOLTAGE EXPANSION OF OUTPUT 

lmV/DIV 8 100µ.sec/DIV ISOLATION 
1$ IN EXCESS OF 80 db 

Fig. 8- Voltage waveforms for circuit of Fig. 6; top trace: 
output; lower trace: voltage expansion of output; 
isolation in excess of 80 dB. 
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Sample-aruf.Hold Circuits 
An extdnswn of the multiplex system application is a 

sample-and-hold.circuit (Fig. 9), using the strobing character
istics of-the OTA amplifiei"bias-current (ABC) terminal as a 
means of control. Fig. 9 shows the basic system using the 
CA3080A as an OTA in a simple voltage-follower configura
tion with the phase-compensation capacitor serving the 
additional function of sampled-signal storage. The major con
sideration for the use of this method to "hold" charge is that 
neither the· charging amplifier nor the signal readout device 
significantly alter the charge stored on the capacitor. The 
CA3080A is a particularly suitable capacitor-charging ampli
fier because its output resistance is more than 1000 Mn 
under cut-off conditions, and the loading on the storage 
capacitor during the hold-mode is minimized. An effective 
solution to the read-out requirement involves the use of an 
RCA 3Nl 38 insulated-gate field-effect transistor (MOS/FET) 
in the feedback loop. This transistor has a maximum 
gate-leakage current of IO picoamperes; its loading on the 
charge "holding" capacitor is negligible. The open-loop 
voltage-gain of the system (Fig. 9) is approximately 100 dB if 
the MOS/FET is used in the source-follower mode to the 
CA3080A as the input amplifier. The open-loop output 

1 
impedance ~) of the 3Nl 38 is approximately 220 n 

because its transconductance is about 4,600 µmho at an 
operating current of 5 mA. When the CA3080A drives the 
3N138 (Fig. 9), the closed loop operational-amplifier output 
impedance characteristic 

z "" Z0 (open-loop) 
out - A ( open-loop voltage-gam) 

=" ll2-E"" ~"" o 0022 n lOOdB - 10s - . 

SAMPLE ovlf 
HOLD -15V 

v-c -151/ 

Fig. 9- Schematic diagram of OTA in a sample-and-hold 
circuit. 

Fig. IO shows a "sampled" triangular signal. The lower 
trace in the photograph is the sampling signal. When this 
signal goes negative, the CA3080A is cutoff and the signal is 
"held" on the storage capacitor, as shown by the plateaus on 
the triangular wave-form. The center trace is a time 
expansion of the top-most transition (in the upper trace) 
with a time scale of 2 µsec/div. 
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Once the signal is acquired, variation in the stored-signal 
level during the hold-period is of concern. This variation is 
primarily a function of the cutoff leakage current of the 
CA3080A (a maximum limit of 5 71A), the leakage of the 
storage element, and other extraneous paths. These leakage 
currents may be either "positive" or "negative" and, 
consequently, the stored-signal may rise or fall during the 
"hold" interval. The term "tilt" is used to describe this 
(:Ondition. Fig. 11 shows the expected pulse "tilt" in 
microvolts as a function of time for various values of the 
compensation/storage capacitor. The horizontal axis shows 
three scales representing leakage currents of 50 11A, 5 71A, 
500pA. 

Fig. 12 shows a dual-trace photograph of a triangular 
signal being "sampled-and-held" for approximately 14 ms 
with a 300 pF storage capacitor. The center trace (expanded 
to 20 mV/div) shows the worst-case "tilt" for all the steps 
shown in the upper trace. The total equivalent leakage 
current in this case is only I 70 pA (I = cdv). 

dt 

TOP TRACE:SAMPLEO SIGNAL IV/DIV II 20,..ec/OIV 
CENTER TRACE•TOP PORTION OF UPPER SIGNAL 

IV/DIV a 2,...11c/OIV 
BOTTOM TRACE:SAMPLING SIGNAL 20V/D1V 8 

20,...11c/DIV 

Fig. 10- Waveforms for circuit of Fig. 9; top trace: sampled 
signal; center trace: top portion of upper signal; 
lower trace: sampling signal. 

IOOOK 

I 
10 
100 

10 100 IK I'/ IOK 
100 IK IOK JI IOOK 
I K IOK IOOK IOOOK 

PULSE TILT-J<V 

Fig. 11- Chart showing "tilt" in sample-and-hold potentials 
as a function of hold time with load capacitance as 
a parameter. 
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Fig. 13 is an oscilloscope photograph of a ramp voltage 
being sampled by the "sample-and-hold" circuit of Fig. 9. 
The input signal and sampled-output signal are superimposed. 
The lower trace shows the sampling signal. Data shown in 
Fig. I 3 were recorded with supply voltages of± IO V and the 
series input resistor at terminal 5 was 22 kn. 

TOP TRACE:SAMPLED SIGNAL IV/DIV 8 20m:e-::/DIV 
CENTER TRACE:WORSE CASE TILT 20mV/D1V 8 

20msec/D1V 

Fig. 12- Oscilloscope photo of "triangular-voltage" being 
sampled by circuit of Fig. 9. 

TOP tRACE:INPUT AND OUTPUT SUPERIMPOSED 
IV/DIV 8 2µ.sec /DIV 

BOTTOM TRACE: SAMPLING SIGNAL 20 V/OlV 8 
2µ.sec/DIV 

Fig. 13- Oscilloscope photo of "ramp-voltage" being 
sampled by circuit of Fig. 9. 

TOP TRACE; INPUT ANO SAMPLED OUTPUT SUPER
IMPOSED IOOmV/OIV S IOOµ.sec/OIV 

BOTTOM TRACE:SAMPLING SIGNAL 20 V/01\/ 8 
100µ.sec/DIV 

Fig. 14- Oscilloscope photo showing response of sample· 
and-hold circuit (Fig. 9). 

ln Fig. 14, the trace of Fig. 13 has been expanded (I 00 
mV /div and I 00 T)sec/div) to show the response of the 
sample-and-hold circuit with respect to the sampling signal. 
After the sampling interval, the amplifier overshoots the 
signal level and settles (within the amplifier offset voltage) in 
approximately l µs. The resistor in series with the 300 pf 
phase-compensation capacitor was adjusted to 68 ohms for 
minimum recovery time. 

Fig. 15 shows the basic circuit of Fig. 9 implemented 
with an RCA 2N403 7 p-n-p transistor to minimize capacitive 
feedthrough. Fig. l 6 shows oscilloscope photographs taken 
with the circuit of Fig. 15 operating in the sampling mode at 
supply-voltage of ±15 V. The 9.1 kQ resistor in series with 
the p-n-p transistor emitter establishes amplifier-bias-current 
(I ABC) conditions similar to those used in the circuit of Fig. 
9. 

9.lkO 

Fig. 15- Schematic diagram of the OTA in a sample-and
hold configuration (DTL/TTL control logic). 

Considerations of circuit stability and signal retention 
require the use of the largest possible phase-compensation 
capacitor, compatible with the required slew rate. In most 
systems the capacitor is chosen for the maximum allowable 
"tilt" in the storage mode anJ the resistor is chosen so that 

211 ~C = 2MHz, corresponding to the first pole in the 

TOP TRACE:INPUT AND SAMPLED OUTPUT SUPER -
IMPOSED JOOmV / DIV 8. 100f1,Sec/OIV 

BOTTOM TRACE:SAMPLING SIGNAL 5V/DIV a 
100_µ.sec /DIV 

Fig. 16- Oscilloscope photo for circuit of Fig. 15 operating 
in sampling mode. 
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amplifier at an output current level of 500 µA. It is 
frequently desirable to optimize the system response by the 
placement of a small variable resistor in series with the 
capacitor, as is shown in Figs. 9 and 15. The 120 pF 
capacitor shunting the 2 kQ resistor improves the amplifier 
transient response. 

Fig. 17 shows a multi-trace oscilloscope photograph of 
input and output signals for the circuit of Fig. 9, operating in 
the linear mode. The lower portion of the photograph shows 
the input signal, and the upper portion shows the output 
signal. The amplifier slew-rate is determined by the output 
current and the capacitive loading: in this case the slew rate 
(dV/dt) = 1.8V/µs. 

The center trace in Fig. 17 shows the difference between 
the input and output signals as displayed on a Tektronix 
7Al3 differential amplifier at 2 mV/div. The output of the 
amplifier system settles to within 2 mV (the offset voltage 
specification for the CA3080A) of the input level in I µs 
after slewing. 

TOP TRACE,OUTPUT SV/OIV 6 21'toc/OIV 
CENTER TRACE 'DIFFERENTIAL COMPARSION OF 

INPUT AND OUTPUT 2mV/D1V
O VOLTS THROUGH CENTER -
2~11c/DIV 

BOTTOM TRACE,INPUT SV/OIV 11 2/'Hc/OIV 

Fig. 17- Oscilloscope photo showing circuit of Fig. 9 
operating in the linear sample-mode. 

Fig. I 8 is a curve of slew-rate as a function of 
amplifier-bias-current ClAac) with various storage/ 
compensation capacitors. The magnitude of the current being 
supplied to the storage/compensation capacitor is equal to 
the amplifier-bias-current (IABC) when the OTA is supplying 
its maximum output current. 

Gain Control - Amplitude Modulation 
Effective gain control of a signal may be obtained by 

controlled variation of the amplifier-bias-current (IABC) in 
the OT A because its gm is directly proportional to the 
amplifier-bias-current ClAac). For a specified value of 
amplifier-bias-current, the output current Clo) is equal to the 
product of gm and the input signal magnitude. The output 
voltage swing is the product of output current Clo) and the 
load resistance (Rr). 
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Fig. 19 shows the configuration for this form of basic 
gain control (a modulation system). The output signal 
current (Io) is equal to -gm Yx; the sign of the output signal 
is negative because the input signal is applied to the inverting 
input terminal of the OTA. The transconductance of the 
OTA is controlled by adjustment of the amplifier bias 
current, I ABC· In this circuit the level of the unmodulated 
carrier output is established by a particular amplifier-bias
current (IABC) through resistor Rm. Amplitude modulation 
of the carrier frequency occurs because variation of the 
voltage Vm forces a change in the amplifier-bias-current 
(I ABC) supplied via resistor Rm. When Vm goes positive the 
bias current increases which causes a corresponding increase 
in the gm of the OTA. When the Vm goes in the negative 
direction (toward the amplifier-bias-current terminal 
potential), the amplifier-bias-current decreases, and reduces 
the gm of the OT A. 
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Fig. 18- Slew rate as a function of amplifier-bias-current 
(I ABC) with phase-compensation capacitance as a 
parameter. 

As discussed earlier, gm= 19.2 x IABC• where gm is in 
millimhos when IABC is in milliamperes. In this case, IABC is 
approximately equal to: 

Vm - (V")_ 
Rm - 1ABC 

Clo)=-gm Vx 

gm Vx = (19.2)(IABC) (Vx) 

I _ -19.2 [Vm - (V")] Vx 
o- Rm 

10 = 19·2 ~)(V·) - 19·2 ~(Vm) (Modulation Equation). 
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CARRIER 
FREQUENCY 

MODULATING VM 
FREQUENCY <>+--------~ 

I0'"9rn Vx 
AMPL1TUDE
M0DULATED .. :: T 

Fig. 19- Amplitude modulator circuit using the 07A. 

Fig. 20- Amplitude modulator using OTA controlled by 
p-n-p transistor. 

AM OUTPUT 

-15 V 1 

Fig. 21- Amplitude modulator using OTA controlled by 
p-n-p and n-p-n transistors. 

There are two terms in the modulation equation: the first 
term represents the fixed carrier input, independent of Vm, 
and the second term represents the modulation, which either 
adds to or subtracts from the first term. When Vm is equal to 
the V- term, the output is reduced to zero. 

In the preceding modulation equations the term 

(19.2) (Vx) V ~C 

involving the amplifier-bias-current terminal voltage (V ABC) 
(see Fig. 4 for V ABC) was neglected. This term was assumed 
to be small because VABC is small compared with v. in the 
equation. If the amplifier-bias-current terminal is driven by a 
current-source (such as from the collector of a p-n-p 
transistor), the effect of V ABC variation is eliminated and 
transferred to the involvement of the p-n-p transistor 
base-emitter junction characteristics. Fig. 20 shows a method 
of driving the amplifier-bias-current terminal to effectively 
remove this latter variation. If an n-p-n transistor is added to 
the circuit of Fig. 20 as an emitter-follower to drive the p-n-p 
transistor, variations due to base-emitter characteristics are 
considerably reduced due to the complementary nature of 
the n-p-n base-emitter junctions. Moreover, the temperature 
coefficients of the two base-emitter junctions tend to cancel 
one another. Fig. 21 shows a configuration using one 
transistor in the RCA type CA30!8A n-p-n transistor-array as 
an input emitter-follower, with the three remaining tran
sistors of the transistor-array connected as a current-source 
for the emitter - followers. The I 00-kQ potentiometer 
shown in these schematics is used to null the effects of 
amplifier input offset voltage. This potentiometer is adjusted 
to set the output voltage symmetrically about zero. Figs. 22a 
and 22b show oscilloscope photographs of the output 
voltages obtained when the circuit of Fig. 19 is used as a 
modulator for both sinusoidal and triangular modulating 
signals. This method of modulation permits a range 
exceeding I 000: I in the gain, and thus provides modulation 
of the carrier input in excess of 99%. The photo in Fig. 22c 
shows the excellent isolation achieved in this modulator 
during the "gated-off' condition. 

Four-Quadrant Multipliers 
A single CA3080A is especially suited for many 

low-frequency, low-power four-quadrant multiplier applica
tions. The basic multiplier circuit of Fig. 23 is particularly 
useful for waveform generation, doubly balanced modula
tion, and other signal processing applications, in portable 
equipment, where low-power consumption is essential and 
accuracy requirements are moderate. The multiplier config
uration is basically an extension of the previously discussed 
gain-controlled configuration (Fig. 19). 

To obtain a four-quadrant multiplier, the first term of 
the modulation equation (which represents the fixed carrier) 
must be reduced to zero. This term is reduced to zero by the 
placement of a feedback resistor (R) between the output and 
the inverting input terminal of the CA3080A, with the value 
of the feedback resistor (R) equal to 1/gm. The output 
current is lo= gm (-Vx) because the input is applied to the 
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TOP TRACE;MQDULATION FREQUENCY INPUT 
:::: 20 VOL TS P-P a 50f'sec / DIV 

CENTER TRACE: AMPLITUDE MODULATE OUTPUT 
500mV/D1V a 50 µ.sec /DIV 

BOTTOM TRACE;EXPANOEO OUTPUT TO SHOW 
DEPTH OF MODULATION 20mV/D1V 
a 50µ.sec/OIV 

TOP TRACE: MODULATION FREQUENCY INPUT 
20VOLTS 8 50,-c.sec/DIV 

BOTTOM TRACE:AMPLITUOE MODULATED OUTPUT 
500mV/D1V 8. 50µ.sec/OIV 

TOP TRACE:GATEO OUTPUT IV/DIV ANO 50µ,ec/OIV 
BOTTOM TRACE: VOLTAGE EXPANSION OF ABOVE 

SIGNAL-SHOWING NO RESIDUAL 
lmV/OIV ANO 50µ.sec/OIV-AT 
LEAST 80 db OF ISOLATION 
fq = IOOkHz 

Fig. 22- a) Oscilloscope photo of amplitude modulator 
circuit of Fig. 19 with Rm= 40krl, V + = 10 v and 
V- = -10 V. Top trace: modulation frequency input 

::::. 20. V p-p; center trace: amplitude modulated 
output 500.m V /div.; lower trace: expanded output 
to show depth of modulation, 20 mV/div.; b) 
triangular modulation; top trace: modulation fre
quency input .=e 20 V; lower trace: amplitude 
modulated output 500 mV/div.; c) square wave 
modulation, top trace: gated output 1 V /div.; lower 
trace: expanded scale, showing no residual (1 
mV/div) and at least 80 dB of isolation at fq = 100 
kHz. 
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inverting terminal of the OTA. The output current due to the 

resistor (R) is ~- Hence, the two signals cancel when R = 
1/gm. The current for this configuration is: 

I _-19.2VxVm, o - Rm and Vm = Vy 

The output signal for these configurations is a "current" 
which is best terminated by a short-circuit. This condition 
can be satisfied by making the load resistance for the 
multiplier output very small. Alternatively, the output can be 
applied to a current-to-voltage converter shown in Fig. 24. 

In Fig. 23, the current "cancellation" in the resistor R is 
a direct function of the OT A differential amplifier linearity. 
In the following example, the signal excursion is limited to 
±10 mV to preserve this linearity. Greater signal-excursions 
on the input terminal will result in a significant departure 
from linear operation (which may be entirely satisfactory in 
many applications). 

~~,,~-- Io;;-K Vx Vy 

Fig. 23- Basic four quadrant analog multiplier using an 
OTA. 

150K IOO!l. 

200K 

Fig. 24- OTA analog multiplier driving an op-amp that 
operates as a current-to-voltage converter. 

Fig. 25 shows a schematic diagram of the basic multiplier 
with the adjustments set-up to give the multiplier an 
accuracy of approximately ±7 percent "full-scale". There are 
only three adjustments: 1) one is on the output, to 
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compensate for slight variations in the current-transfer ratio 
of the current-mirrors (which would otherwise result in a 
symmetrical output about some current level other than 
zero); 2) the adjustment of the 20-kO potentiometer 
establishes the gm of the system equal to the value of the 
fixed resistor shunting the system when the Y-input is zero; 
3) compensates for error due to input offset voltage. 

Procedure for adjustment of the circuit: 
I. a) Set the I MO output-current balancing poten

tiometer to the center of its range 
b) Ground the X- and Y- inputs 
c) Adjust the 100 kO potentiometer until a zero-V 

reading is obtained at the output. 

510ko 

-SV -SV IMn +6V 

• 6V-.N'o.1'AAr-•+6V lABC 
IOOkO 

Fig. 25- Schematic diagram of analog multiplier using OTA. 

Fig. 26- Schematic diagram of analog multiplier using OTA 
controlled by a p-n-p transistor. 

OVOLTS-.,. 

0 VOLTS .... 

500 mV / DIV A,NO 200 JLHC /DIV 
TRIANGLAR INPUT 700 Hz TO Vy INPUT 5 VPP 
CARRIER INPUT 21 kHz TO Vx I\IPUT 13.5 VPP 

500 mV/OIV ANO 200,..sec/ DIV 
MODULATING FREQUENCY 700 Hr. TO Vy INPUT 5VPP 
CARRIER INPUT 21 kHz TO Vx INPUT 13.5 VPP 

TOP TRACE; INPUT TO X AND Y 2 V/DIV ANO 
I msec / DIV - 200Hr 

BOTTOM TRACE:OUTPUT 500mV/D1V AND 
lmsec/D1V-400Hz 

SAME SCALE AS 27'C 

Fig. 27- a) Waveforms observed with OTA analog multiplier 

used as a suppressed carrier generator; b) waveforms 
observed with OTA analog multiplier used in signal
squaring circuits. 
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MULTIPLEXER 

+5V 
s2on 

500k{l 

DECODER HV 

.------~vvv--.... DECODED 
OUTPUT 

ll50pF 

82kn 

18pF 

51 pF 

>---l>---~VV\r---! 
FROM 

Q OR Q 

Fig. 28- Two-channel multiplexer and decoder using OTAs. 

2. a) Ground the Y-input and apply a signal to the X
input through a low source-impedance generator. 
(It is essential that a low impedance source be 
used; this minimizes any change in the gm 
balance or zero-point due to the 50-µA Y-input 
bias current). 

b) Adjust the 20-kQ potentiometer in series with 
Y-input until a reading of zero-V is obtained at 
the output. This adjustment establishes the gm of 
the CA3080A at the proper level to cancel the 
output signal. The output current is diverted 
through the 510-kn resistor. 

3. a) Ground the X-input and apply a signal to the 
Y-input through a low source-impedance gener
ator. 

b) Adjust the I-Mn resistor for an output voltage of 
zero-V. 

There will be some interaction among the adjustments and 
the procedure should be repeated to optimize the circuit 
performance. 
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Fig. 26 shows the schematic of an analog multiplier 
circuit with a 2N4037 p-n-p transistor replacing the Y-input 
"current" resistor. The advantage of this system is the higher 
input resistance resulting from the current-gain of the p-n-p 
transistor. The addition of another emitter-follower pre
ceding the p-n-p transistor (shown in Fig. 21) will further 
increase the current gain while markedly reducing the effect 
of the Vbe temperature-dependent characteristic and the 
offset voltage of the two base-emitter junctions. 

Figs. 27a and 27b show oscilloscope photographs of the 
output signals delivered by the circuit of Fig. 26 which is 
connected as a suppressed-carrier generator. Figs. 27c and 
27d contain photos of the outputs obtained in signal 
"squaring" circuits, i.e. "squaring" sine-wave and triangular
wave inputs. 

If ±15-V power supplies are used (shown in Fig. 26), 
both inputs can accept ±10-V input signals. Adjustment of 
this multiplier circuit is similar to that already described 
abov,~. 
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The accuracy and stability of these multipliers are a 
direct function of the power supply-voltage stability because 
the Y-input is referred to the negative supply-voltage. 
Tracking of the positive ~nd negative supply is also important 
because the balance adjustments for both the offset voltagti 
and output current are also referenced to these supplies. 

Other forms of four-quadrant multipliers using opera
tional transconductance amplifiers have been published. (See 
Ref. 2.) the circuit shown in Ref. 2 tends to reduc:e the 
effects of the previously discussed gm temperature depen
dency. 

Linear Multiplexer - Decoder 
A simple, but effective system for multiplexing and 

decoding can be assembled with the CA3080 shown in Fig. 
28. Only two channels are shown in this schematic, but the 
number of channels may be extended as desired. Fig. 29 
shows oscilloscope photos taken during operation of the 
multiplexer and decoder. A CA3080 is used as a IO µsec 
delay- "one-shot" multivibrator in the decoder to insurn that 
the sample-and-hold circuit can sample only after the input 
signal has settled. Thus, the trailing edge of the "one-,;hot" 
output-signal is used to sample the input at the sample·-and-

20msec/D1V 

TOP TRACE: INPUT SJGN AL ( I VOLT /DIV) 
CENTER TRACE: RECOVERED OUTPUT (I VOLT/DIV) 
BOTTOM TRACE: MULTIPLE>tEO SIGNALS (2 VOL TS/DIV) 

20msec/D1V 

TOP TRACE=INPUT SIGNAL (IVOLT/DIV) 
CENTER TRACE:RECOVEREO OUTPUT (IVOLT /DIV) 
BOTTOM TRACE:MULTIPLEXEO SIGINALS (IVOLT/0/V) 

Fig. 29- Waveforms showing operation of linear 
multiplexer/sample-and-hold decode circuitry {Fig. 
28). 

20 ,...sec/DIV 
TOP TRACE: FLIP-FLOP OUTPUT (5 VOLTS/DIV) 
CENTER TRACE: 110NE-SHOT" OUTPUT (5 VOLTS/DIV) 
BOTTOM TRACE· PULSE AT THE COLLECTOR OF 

THE 2N4037 TRANSISTOR 
(O.I VOLTS/DIV) 

TOP TRACE: COLLECTOR OF PNP TRANSISTOR 
(0.5 V/DIV) 

CENTER TRACE;MULTIPLEXED OUTPUT WITH ONE 
CHANNEL INPUT GROUND {0.5V/01V) 

LOWER TRACE:OECOOEO OUTPUT (0.5V/01V) 
TIME ALL SCALES: 5 msec / DIV 

TIME EXPANSION TO 500,._sec/OIV 

Fig. 30- (a) Waveforms showing timing of flip-flop, delay
"one-shot" and the strobing pulse to the sample
and-hold circuit (Fig. 28): top trace: flip-flop 
output (5 V/div); center trace: "one-shot" output 
(5 V/div); lower trace: pulse at collector of 2N4037 
transistor (0.1 V/div); b) Waveforms showing the 
decoding operation from the decoder keying pulse 
(top traces) to the recovered "decoded" sampled 
output (lower traces). 1) top trace: collector of 
2N4037; center trace: multiplexed output with one 
channel input grounded; lower trace: decoded 
output; 2) Expanded scale of (1 ). 
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hold circuit for approximately 1 µs. Fig. 30 shows 
oscilloscope photos of -various waveforms observed during 
operation of the multiplexer/decoder circuit. Either the Q or 
Q output from the flip-flop may be used to trigger the 
10 µsec "one-shot" to decode a signal. 

High-Gain, High-Current Output Stages 
In the previously discussed examples, the OT A has been 

buffered by a single insulated-gate field-effect-transistor 
(MOS/FET) shown in Fig. 9. This configuration yields a 
voltage gain equal to the (gm) (R0 ) product of the CA3080, 
which is typically 142,000 (103dB). The output voltage and 
current-swing of the operational amplifier formed by this 
configuration (Fig. 9) are limited by the 3N138 MOS/FET 
performance and its source-terminal load. In the positive 
direction, the MOS/FET may be driven into saturation; the 
source-load resistance and the MOS/FET characteristics 
become the factors limiting the output-voltage swing in the 
negative direction. The available negative-going load current 
may be kept constant by the return of the source-terminal to 
a constant-current transistor. Phase compensation is applied 
at the interface of the CA3080 and the 3N138 MOS/FET 
shown in Fig. 9. 

Another variation of this generic form of amplifier 
utilizes the RCA CD4007 A (COS/MOS) "inverter" as an 
amplifier driven by the CA3080. Each of the three 
"inverter" /amplifiers in the CD4007 A has a typical voltage 
gain of 30 dB. The gain of a single COS/MOS "inverter"/ 
amplifier coupled with the 100 dB gain of the CA3080 yields 
a total forward-gain of about I 30 dB. Use of a two-stage 

INVERTING 
INPUT 

.ON- INVERTING 
INPUT 

+6V 

-6V 

+sv 

J :=:nUT 
1 .. 

l/3CD4007A 

Fig. 31- Schematic diagram showing OTA driving COS/MOS 
Inverter/Amplifier (open-loop mode). For greater 
current output the two remaining amplifiers of the 
CD4007 A may be connected in parallel with the 
single stage shown. Open-loop gain ""- 130 dB. 
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COS/MOS amplifier configuration will increase the total 
open-loop gain of the system to about 160 dB 
(I00,000,000). Figs. 31 through 34 show examples of these 
configurations. Each COS/MOS "inverter" /amplifier can sink 
or source a current of 6 mA (typ.). In Figs. 33 and 34, two 
COS/MOS "inverter" /amplifiers have been connected in 
parallel to provide additional output current. 

The open-loop slew-rate of the circuit in Fig. 31 is 
approximately 65 V/µsec. When compensated for the unity
gain voltage-follower mode, the slew-rate is about I V/µsec 
(shown in Fig. 32). Even when the three "inverter"/ 

24 kll 

+ l _40,.,.F 
-6V l/3CD4007A 

Fig. 32- Schematic diagram showing OTA driving COS/MOS 
Inverter/Amplifier (unity-gain closed-loop mode). 
For greater current output, the two remaining 
amplifiers of the CD4007A may be connected in 
parallel with the single stage shown. 

amplifiers in the CD4007 A are connected as shown in Fig. 
33, the open-loop slew-rate remains at 65 V/µsec. A slew-rate 
of about I V/µsec is maintained with this circuit connected 
in the unity-gain voltage-follower mode, as shown in Fig. 34. 
Fig. 35 contains oscilloscope photos of input-output wave
forms under small-signal and large-signal conditions for the 
circuits of Figs. 32 and 34. These photos illustrate the 
inherent stability of the OT A and COS/MOS circuits 
operating in concert. 

Precision Multistable Circuits 
The micropower capabilities of the CA3080, when 

combined with the characteristics of the CD4007 A COS/ 
MOS "inverter" /amplifiers, are ideally suited for use in 
connection with precision multistable circuits. In the circuits 
of Figs. 31, 32, 33, and 34, for example, power-supply 
current drawn by the COS/MOS "inverter" /amplifier ap
proaches zero as the output voltage swings either positive or 
negative, while the CA3080 current-drain remains constant. 
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Fig. 33- Schematic diagram showing OTA driving two-stage 
COS/MOS Inverter/Amplifier (open-loop mode). 
gain:::::.160d8. 

(a) 

(c) 

TOP TRACE: INPUT-5V/DIV-100µ.sec/OIV 
BOTTOM TRACE : OUTPUT SAME SCALE 

TOP TRACE:INPUT-5 V/OIV-100 µ.sec/DIV 
BOTTOM TRACE,QUTPUT-SAME SCALE 

Fig. 35- a) Waveforms for circuit of Fig. 32 with large signal 
input; b) Waveforms for circuit of Fig. 32 with 

+6V 2kll 

50~ 

-6V 

Fig. 34- Schematic diagram showing OTA driving two-stage 
COS/MOS Inverter/Amplifier (unity gain closed

loop mode). 

TOP TRACE:INPUT-50mV/D1V-I µsec/DIV 
BOTTOM TRACE:QUTPUT-SAME SCALE 

TOP TRACE:\NPUT - 50 mV/DIV - I µ.sec /DIV 

BOTTOM TRACE: OUTPUT-SAME SCALE 

(b) 

(d) 

small signal input; c) Waveforms for circuit of Fig. 
34 with large signal input; d) Waveforms for circuit 
of Fig. 34 with small signal input. 
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a) ASTABLE MULTIVIBRATOR 

v+ 

v+ 
tOOkfl 

c) t THRESHOLD DETECTOR 

,~ I 

2RC1n ( 2RR~ + ~ 

IOkO 

[ R:1R (v+-v-)+v+-voJ 
T•RCin ~ 1-=2-----

v+ 
R1 

IOkn 

Fig. 36- Multistable circuits using the OTA and COS/MOS 
Inverter/Amplifiers: a) astable multivibrator; b) 
monostable multivibrator; c) threshold detector 
(plus or minus). For greater current output, the 
remaining amplifiers in the CD4007A may be 
connected in parallel with the single stage shown. 
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Fig. 36 shows a variety of circuits that can be assembled 
using the CA3080 to drive one "inverter" /amplifier in the 
CD4007 A. Precise timing and thresholds are assured by the 
stable characteristics of the input differential amplifier in the 
CA3080. Moreover, speed vs. power consumption tradeoffs 
may be made by adjustment of the IABC current to the 
CA3080. The quiescent power consumption of the circuits 
shown in Fig. 36 is typically 6 mW, but can be made to 
operate in the micropower region by suitable circuit 
modifications. 

Micropower Comparator 
The schematic diagram of a micropower comparator is 

shown in Fig. 37. Quiescent power consumption of this 
circuit is about 10 µW (typ). When the comparator is strobed 
"ON", the CA3080A becomes active and consumes 420 µW. 
Under these conditions, the circuit responds to a differential 
input signal in about 8 µsec. By suitably biasing the 
CA3080A, the circuit response time can be decreased to 
about 150 nsec., but the power consumption rises to 21 mW. 

The differential amplifier input common-mode range for 
the circuit of Fig. 37 is -IV to +10.5 V. Voltage of the 
micropower comparator is typically 130 dB. For example, a 
5 µV input signal will toggle the output. 

Fig. 37- Schematic diagram of micropower comparator 
using the CA3080A and COS/MOS CD4007A. 
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APPENDIX I 
CURRENT MIRRORS 

The basic current-mirror, described in the beginning of 
this note, in its rudimentary form, is a transistor with a 
second transistor connected as a diode. Fig. A shows this 
basic configuration of the current-mirror. Q2 is a diode 
connected transistor. Because this diode-connected transistor 
is not in saturation and is "active", the "diode" formed by 
this connection may be considered as a transistor with 100% 
feedback. Therefore, the base current still controls the 
collector current as is the case in normal transistor action, 
i.e., le = [3 lb. If a current I 1 is forced into the 
diode-connected transistor, the base-to-emitter voltage will 
rise until equilibrium is reached and the total current being 
supplied is divided between the collector and base regions. 
Thus, a base-to-emitter voltage is established in Q2 such that 
Q2 "sinks" the applied current I I· 

I I Iz 

Fig. A- Diode - transistor current source. 

If the base of a second transistor (Q 1) is connected to the 
base-to-collector junction of Q2, shown in Fig. A, QI will 
also be able to "sink" a current approximately equal to that 
flowing in the collector lead of the diode-connected 
transistor Q2. This assumes that both transistors have 
identical characteristics, a prerequisite established by the IC 
fabrication technique. The difference in current between the 
input current (I 1) and the collector current 02) of transistor 
Q, is due to the fact that the base-current for both transistors 
is supplied from I 1. Fig. B shows this current division, using a 
unit of base current (!) to each transistor base. This base 

I1 Iz 

JJ•2 

/J 

Fig. 8- Diode - transistor current source. Analysis of 
current flow. 

current causes a collector current to flow in direct 
proportion to the [3 of each transistor. The ratio of the 
"sinking" current 12 to the input current I 1 is therefore 

equal to -2 = [3/(/3+2). Thus, as [3 increases, the output 
I I 

"sinking" current 02) level approaches that of the input 
current (I 1). The curves in Fig. C show this ratio as a 
function of the transistor (3. When the transistor /3 is equal to 
JOO, for example, the difference between the two currents is 
only two percent. 

1.5 I I 

1.4 

f 1.3 
I 

~ 
1.2 

I2 132+213 

0 
I.I r-- Ii= ,82+2,a+2 

!;; 1.0 ,--~,..... -o:: 0.9 
V IA"" QC 

t:' 0.8 
/ I2 . ..L "' ,; 

~ 0.7 
V / I1 /3+2 

~ 0.6 
V >- 0.5 

~ ./ 
QC 0.4 
QC 
::, 0.3 
" 0.2 

0.1 
n 

10 100 1000 
TRANSISTOR BET,ti. 

Fig. C- Current transfer ratio I 2/I 1 as a function of 
transistor beta. 

Fig. D shows a curve-tracer photograph of characteristics 
for the circuit of Figs. A and B. No consideration in this 
discussion is given to the variation of the transistor (QI) 
collector current as a function of its collector-to-emitter 
voltage. The output resistance characteristic of QI retains its 
similarity to that of a single transistor operating under similar 
conditions. An improvement in its output resistance char
acteristic can be made by the insertion of a diode-connected 
transistor in series with the emitter of QI. 

SCALE:HORIZONTAL =2V/D1V 
VERTICAL= I mA/OIV 
STEPS= lmA/STEP 

Fig. 0- Photo showing results of Figs. A & 8. 
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This diode-connected transistor (Q3 in Fig. E) may be 
considered as a current-sampling diode that senses the 
emitter-current of QI and adjusts the base current QI (via 
Q2) to maintain a constant-current in I 2· Because all 
controlling transistors are operated at relatively fixed 
voltages, the previously discussed effects due to voltage 
coefficients do not exist. The curve-tracer photograph of Fig. 
F shows the improved output resistance characteristics of the 
circuit of Fig. E. (Compare Fig. D and F). 

r, 

Fig. E- Diode - 2 transistor current source. 

• 
' I --• ·-.. 

• I 

I 

SCALE :HORIZONTAL= 2 V/r:AV 
VERTICAL = lmA / DIV 
STEPS= lmA /DIV 

II 1' 

I 
I 

Fig. F- Photo showing results of Fig. E. 
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I 

I 

I 

Fig. G shows the current-division within the "mirror" 
assuming a "unit" (I) of current in transistors (Q2 and 03. 

~ The resulting current-transfer ratio 12/I I = 2 2· Fig. C 
/3 +2/3+ 

shows this equation plotted as a function of beta. It is 
significant that the current transfer ratio (12/I 1) is improved 
by the /32 term, and reduces the significance of the 2 /3 + 2 
term in the denominator. 

Fig. G- Current flow analysis of Fig. E. 

Conclusions 
The Operational Transconductance Amplifier (OT A) is a 

unique device with characteristics particularly suited to 
applications in multiplexing, amplitude modulation, analog 
multiplications, gain control, switching circuitry, multivibra
tors, comparators, and a broad spectrum of micropower 
circuitry. The CA3080 is ideal for use in conjunction with 
COS/MOS (Complementary-Symmetry MOS) !C's being 
operated in the linear mode. 
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Measurement of Burst ("Popcorn") 
Noise in Linear Integrated Circuits 

by T. J. Robe 

The advent in recent years of very high-gain operational 
amplifiers operating in the 1/f noise-frequency spectrum has 
placed emphasis on the need for very low-noise devices. This 
need is particularly true for operational amplifiers which 
have either low-offset characteristics and/or offset-null 
capability. 

The traditional methods used to select such devices 
involve the measurement of either spot or wideband ( ss 10 
kHz) noise figures in the 1/f frequency range (10 Hz to 10 
kHz) at various source resistances. This type of measurement, 
however, only provides an indication of the average noise 
power at the measurement frequency and does not reveal the 
burst ("popcorn") noise characteristics of the Device Under 
Test (OUT). The metering circuits cannot respond fast 
enough to measure the effects of burst-noise. Fig. la shows a 
photograph of typical burst-noise as a function of time for an 
operational amplifier having poor burst-noise characteristics. 
This photo illustrates burst-noise which is characterized by 
random abrupt output voltage-level changes that persist for 
periods from approximately 1/2 millisecond to several 
seconds. Additionally, the random rate at which the bursts 
occur ranges from approximately several hundred per second 
to less than one per minute. Furthermore, these rates are not 
necessarily repetitive and predictable. Consequently, the 
nature of burst-noise prevents its measurement by means of 
the standard averaging techniques. Instead, a technique to 
detect individual bursts must be used and a OUT must be 
under observation for a period in the order of 10 seconds to 
one minute. Fig. I b shows a photo of the output of a 
virtually burst noise-free operational amplifier, the 
RCA-CA6741T. 

Test Configuration 
Some of the major questions relevant to the type of test 

required are: 

I. What characteristics of the burst-noise should be 
detected? 

2. What test-circuit configuration is most suitable to detect 
these characteristics? 

20 µ.V/OIV 
REFERRED 
TO INPUT 

10µ.V/DIV 
REFERRED 
TO INPUT 

10 ms/DIV 

IOms/DIV 

Fig. 1- (a) Photo of output waveforms for amplifier with 
poor burst-noise characteristics,: (b) photo of output 

waveform for the RCA-CA6741 T. 

3. What are the "Pass-Fail" criteria? 

There are three major characteristics of the noise burst 
which have an impact on the suitability of a device from the 
standpoint of applications: burst amplitude, duration, and 
rate of occurrence. Of these, burst-amplitude and rate of 
occurrence are of primary interest to potential users of a 
particular device. Long duration bursts (of sufficient ampli
tude) seriously degrade the performance of de amplifiers; 
however, suitable devices could be selected by the rejection 
of any unit which produced even one burst during some 
prescribed test period. Therefore, an absolute measurement 
of burst duration is not a prime necessity. 

The rate of occurrence, on the other hand, as measured 
by the burst-count in a given test period could :onceivably 
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be considered as a variable of prime importance in the 
selection process. For instance, a burst-rate of 100 per 
second is clearly objectionable in almost any low-level 
low-frequency application, whereas the occurrence of only 
one low-amplitude burst in a one-minute period might be 
quite acceptable. Consequently, it is desirable to include 
flexibility in the testing system so that "Pass-Fail" criteria 
can be established on the basis of burst-noise count in some 
prescribed period of time. The test equipment described 
herein detects total noise (I/ f noise plus burst noise) bursts 
with amplitudes above a preset threshold level during a given 
test period and allows acceptance or rejection on the basis of 
the number of noise voltage excursions beyond the threshold 
level, in the selected test period. 

Another factor to be considered is the bandwidth of the 
test system. Excessive bandwidth allows the normal "white" 
noise of the terminating resistors and the DUT to obscure 
burst-noise occurrences and does not realistically simulate 
the low-frequency applications in which burst-noise is 
particularly objectionable. On the other hand, a test circuit 
having excessively narrow bandwidth prevents detection of 

the shorter-duration bursts (as 1/2 ms) even if their 
amplitude is relatively high. A suitable compromise is chosen 
in which the system rise time permits a burst of "minimum" 
duration to reach essentially its full amplitude. Because the 
rise time and bandwidth of an amplifier are related by the 
equation: 

BW 
0.4 

as-
tr 

the minimum bandwidth to detect a 0.5 ms burst is 
approximately: 

0.4 
BWm,·n = ---- 0.8 kHz. 

(0.5) (10-3 ) 

Consequently, a I kHz bandwidth has been selected as a 
reasonable one for a burst-noise test system and, therefore, 
prescribes the need for a low-pass filter in the system. 

The test requirements outlined above can be imple
mented with the following circuit elements shown in the 
block diagram of Fig. 2a. Fig. 2b shows the complete system 
schematic: 

r--- HIGH GAIN --+-FILTER-, ~ Bl-POLARITY ----t 
I AMPL. l I I COMPARATOR I 
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Fig. 2a- Block diagram of burst-noise test set-up. 
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I. A fixed high-gain amplifier incorporating the DUT as the 
first stage to amplify the microvolt-level burst to an 
easily detectable level (this should be a burst noise-free 
unit); 

2. A low-pass filter to limit the test bandwidth to 
approximately I kHz, 

3. A comparator to produce a fast-rise high-level single
polarity output pulse whenever an input burst-noise 
pulse ( of either polarity) exceeds a preset (but adjust
able) threshold level; 

4. A counter to tally the number of pulses emanating from 
the comparator during the test period: a single decade 
counter is adequate. 

5. A latch circuit which trips to the "latched" state when 
the count exceeds a preselected number (e.g. I.ton). The 
latch circuit, if tripped, energizes an indicator lamp. 

6. A timer to control the period over which the counter is 
enabled. It should incorporate the capability to reset 
both the counter and the latch circuit at the beginning of 
each test period. 

7. Power supplies for the DUT and other auxiliary circuits. 

Test Conditions 
Some of the conditions which affect the burst-noise 

performance of the DUT include bias-level, source resistance 
(Rs), and ambient temperature (TA). 

The quiescent operating conditions in operational 
amplifiers are normally set by the magnitude of the positive 
and negative supplies. Many of the newer Op-Amp types, 
however, have bias-terminals into which fixed currents can be 
injected to set their performance characteristics. The 
RCA-CA3060, CA3080, and CA3080A Operational Trans
conductance Amplifiers (OTA's) and; the RCA-CA3078 and 
CA3078A Micropower Op-Amps are examples of such 
devices. For best low-frequency and burst-noise performance, 
these amplifiers should be operated at the lowest bias 
currents consistent with the gain-bandwidth requirements of 
the particular application. 

In the test for burst noise, the source resistance (Rs) seen 
by the input terminals of the DUT, is a key test parameter. 
Burst noise causes effects which are equivalent to a spurious 
current-source at the device input and, therefore, burst-noise 
current generates an equivalent input noise-voltage in 
proportion to the magnitude of the source resistance through 
which it flows. Accordingly, to increase the sensitivity of the 
test system, it is desirable to use the highest source resistance 
wnsistent with the input offset-current of the DUT. For 
example, an Op-Amp which has 0.1 µA input offset current 
could realistically be tested with source-resistance in the 
order of IOOKQ (IO mV input offset), whereas a I Mn 
source-resistance (100 mV input offset) could cause excessive 
offset in the output. For 741 type Op-Amps a IOOkQ 
resistance is recommended. 

Burst-noise generation in amplifiers is usually more 
pronounced at lower temperatures (particularly below o°C). 
Consequently, consideration must be given to the tempera
ture of the DUT in relation to the temperature range under 
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which the device is expected to perform in a particular 
operation. 

A test parameter of importance is the time duration of 
observation. Because the frequency of burst-noise occurrence 
is frequently less than once every few seconds, the minimum 
test period should be in the range of from 15 to 30 seconds. 

Pass-Fail Criteria 
A test system built to accommodate the test philosophy 

outlined above has the ability to reject or pass a DUT on the 
basis of two variables: burst-amplitude and the frequency of 
burst occurrence. The · burst-amplitude which will trip the 
counter can be no lower than the background 1/f noise peaks 
of burst-free units, otherwise normal background noise will 
fail the DUT. 

The background noise peaks depend on the source 
termination Rs, the wide band 1/f noise figure of the DUT, 
and the test system bandwidth. A good estimate of the 
normal background noise-peak levels can be computed from 
the definition of noise factor ~nd an empirically determined 
noise-crest factor of approximately 6: 1. The crest-factor is 
the ratio of the maximum peak-noise voltage to the RMS 
noise voltage. The noise factor is defined as the ratio of the 
total noise power at the amplifier output to the output-noise 
power due to the source resistors alone. In terms of the RMS 
noise voltages at the input terminals of the amplifier this is 
equivalent to: 

N . F t (F) E2input noise total 
cnse ac or = E2noise source resist 

ENTi is the total input noise-voltage, i.e., the sum of noise 
generated in the source termination resistance and noise 
generated by the DUT. 

ENRs is that part of ENTi due to Rs alone. 

Therefore, (2) 

ENRs can be computed by using the well known expression 
for "white-noise" generated across the terminals of a resistor 
(R): 

where k = Boltzmans Constant= 1.372 x 10-23 j/°K 

T = Absolute Temperature in °K 
B = Noise Bandwidth in Hz 
R = Value of the resistor in ohms. 

Thus, at a room temperature of 290°K 

ENR(RMS) = 1.28 x 10-10 yBR 

(3) 
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For example, a 100 k!.'1 resistor preceding a system with a 
bandwidth of I kHz will generate a noise-voltage of 

Both inputs of an Op-Amp are usually terminated in Rs, 
hence it is necessary to combine the effects of both resistors 
to determine the effective ENRs at the input of the OUT. 
Because the noise voltages from these two resistors are 
uncorrelated their voltages must be added vectora!ly rather 
than algebraically. 

because ENRsJ = ENRs2, when Rs! = Rs2 

ENRs (effective= (y2) (ENRsl 

and for I kHz bandwidth at 290°K 

(4) 

ENRs (effective) =(y'2) (1.28 µV) = 1.81 µVRMs. 

If in this example, the OUT has a wideband 1/f noise figure of 
4 dB (2.5:1 power ratio) the total RMS background 
noise-voltage at the input will be 

OUT 
30 dB GAIN -t--- 50 dB GAIN 

3.15 kn 
l¾ 

50,,_Fi 
IMJl 
1% 

ENTi = (\/F) (ENRsl (from eq.(2)) 

(-./2.5) (I.81) = 2.9µVRMS 

If a crest factor of 6: I is assumed, the peaks of the 
background noise will be approximately (6) (2.9) = ·17 µV 
peak. This voltage is the lower limit of the burst-amplitude 
rejection level. A reasonable threshold for burst detection 
and rejection might be 50-1 00% greater than this minimum 
value. 

An alternate method used to set the burst-threshold limit 
involves a direct measurement (at the output of the high gain 
amplifier-filter combination) using a storage oscilloscope or a 
"true RMS" voltmeter. By this method the noise peak or 
RMS noise voltage of burst-free units is determined. This 
measurement provides a good practical check on the 
accuracy of the computation outlined above. Selection of the 
acceptable number of burst counts in the test period is 
arbitrary, but dependent on the type of application intended 
for the OUT. To be acceptable in some critical applications, 
the OUT may not generate even a single burst-pulse in a 
relatively long period of time. 

Burst-Noise Test System Circuits 

1. High gain Amplifier - Filter 

Fig. 3 shows the schematic diagram of the high-gain 
amplifier-filter which provides a fixed gain of 80 dB with a 
12 dB octave roll-off above I kHz. The gain-function is 
somewhat arbitrarily distributed between the OUT and 

LOW PASS FILTER----~ 
(PASSBAND BELOW I kHz l I 

NOISE 
OUTPUT 
TO 
COMPARATOR 

Fig. 3- Schematic diagram of high-gain amplifier/filter. 
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post-amplifier: 30 dB and 50 dB respectively. This distri
bution is based on the need for sufficient gain in the DUT 
portion to eliminate significant noise-signal contributions 
from the second stage while simultaneously allowing ade
quate loop-gain in each stage to provide accurate gain-setting 
with precise external resistors. The first stage is shown as a 
plug-in module so that any type of DUT configuration having 
30 dB gain can be tested. 

The capacitive coupling employed provides a low 
frequency cutoff of about I Hz and eliminates the need for 
de-offset zero-adjustments. The de offset-voltage at the filter 
output is less than 5 mV which corresponds to less than 
0.5 µV error when referred to the noise input (an 80 dB gain 
is assumed.) Several seconds must be allowed, however, for 
the DC operating point to stabilize after the power is applied 
to the DUT. 

2. Bi-Polarity Comparator 

Fig. 4 shows the schematic diagram for the threshold
detecting comparator. Because bursts of either polarity must 
be detected and converted to positive output pulses, two 
comparators are required: one having a positive-threshold 
reference and the other having a negative-threshold reference 
of equal magnitude. The RCA CA3060 triple OTA is 
convenient to use because a single package provides circuits 

+EREF 

5 I ktl~ 
1%~ 

NOISE SIGNAL 
FROM AMPLIFIER FILTER IN FIG. 3 

for both comparators plus a reference inverter for the 
negative threshold reference. The positive feedback provided 
by the Rf and Ri connections produces a hysteresis effect 
with reference to the input switching threshold, (i.e., the 
comparator does not return to its quiescent state until the 
input noise signal drops well below the initial threshold 
trip-level). This feature is necessary to prevent multiple 
triggering by the background noise signals superimposed on 
top of the burst-noise pulse. By this means, multiple 
counting of a single burst-noise pulse is avoided. 

The magnitude of the threshold reference voltage ER 
determines the burst-level which trips the comparator. If a 
voltage gain of 80 dB is provided by the amplifiers, a 200 m V 
reference voltage will enable the circuit to be triggered when 
a burst-noise pulse (whose· amplitude is equivalent to the 
level of 20 µV referred to the DUT input) is present. 

3. Counter-Latch-Timer Control Circuits 

The remaining circuits of the go-no-go burst-noise tester 
are shown in Fig. 5. The decade-counter is incorporated in a 
single COS/MOS IC (RCA CD4017AE) which has clock, 
reset, and enable inputs, and an output terminal for each of 
ten count-positions (0 to 9). A carry-out signal is available if 
the use of more than a single decade is desired. The clock 
input-signal must be positive-going and have a magnitude of 

Rf 

56 kllr-®@-0+7.5V 

~-7.5V 
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COMPARATOR 
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IN270 
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TO 
COUNTER IN FIG.5 

100 kn 

CIRCLED NOS ARE TERMINAL PINS OF A 
SINGLE RCA TYPE CA3060 

-7.5 V TRIPLE OP-AMP 

Fig. 4- Schematic diagram of threshold-detecting comparator. 
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Fig. 5- Counter-latch-timer-control circuit schematic. 

at least 70% of the supply-voltage and rise-time equal to or 
less than 15 µs. The comparator shown in Fig. 4 provides an 
output signal which meets these requirements. 

Selection of the reject count is made by a pin-jack 
connection of the latch-circuit input-lead to the appropriate 
output terminal of the counter. Whenever the selected 
count-position voltage goes "high" the latch-circuit is 
switched to the latched-state, and the fail-indicator lamp 
"on". The latch and lamp will remain "on" until the reset 
button of the electronic timer is switched to the "Timer On" 
position. This action provides a momentary reset signal ("" 
20 ms) to both the latch and counter circuits and places a 
continuous enable voltage on the counter for the duration of 
the test period. 

Spurious Noise Sources and Their Suppression 
The very low voltage levels and the high source 

impedances normally used for burst testing render the system 
highly susceptable to external spurious noise sources. This 
problem is particularly serious if a test unit is going to be 
rejected for as little as one or two input burst-noise pulses 
exceeding 20-30 µV. The major sources of spurious noise 
encountered in the development of this test system were: 

l. 60-Hz hum pickup, 

2. power supply transients, 
3. electromagnetic pick up of switching transients. 

60-Hz hum is introduced by capacitive or inductive cou
pling or as power-supply ripple. Power-supply ripple is not 
normally a problem when testing operational amplifiers 
with regulated supplies, because the Op Amps generally have 
good power-supply rejection. This source of noise must be 
considered, however, when testing devices that do not have 
good inherent power-supply rejection. Capacitive or induc
tive coupling of hum can occur when 60-Hz line cord leads 
are within a few inches of the input terminals of the OUT. 
Precautions, such as proper lead dress and twisting of the 
60-Hz leads, eliminate this problem. 

Power-supply transients, as distinguished from power
supply ripple, can be of sufficient amplitude to introduce 
detectable noise pulses at the operational amplifier input. 
Such transients are produced when other equipment on the 
same ac line is switched on or off. A typical power-supply 
rejection ratio for an operational amplifier is 50 µV/V (i.e. a 
1 volt transient on the power-supply is equivalent to a 50 µV 
noise pulse at the OUT input). This example demonstrates 
that the test system cannot tolerate power-supply transients 
greater than approximately l 00 mV even when testing units 
with good power-supply rejection. Unless the power-supply is 
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known to be free of such transients, a battery-operated 
system is recommended. Even when this system is battery
operated, "On-Off' switching of nearby equipment intro
duces detectable transients into the system. These problems 
are eliminated by placing the test circuitry in a completely 
shielded enclosure with a hinged top for easy access to the 
test unit. The external noise problem is best solved by use of 
a shielded enclosure and by use of a battery-operated 
power-supply contained within the enclosure. Fig. 6 shows a 
photo of the circuit board layouts of the test unit. 
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Application Considerations for the RCA 3N128 
VHF MOS Field-Effect Transistor 

by 

F. M. Carlson 

Early MOS field-effect transistors were intended 
primarily for low-frequency applications in which their 
extremely high input impedance is advantageous,* and 
were not designed to be useful in the vhf range (30 to 
300 MHz). Recently, however, RCA has developed 
high-frequency MOS transistors that exhibit high gain 
and low noise at vhf, together with very low feedback 
capacitance and cross-modulation distortion that ap
proaches the low levels of electron tubes. The low 
level of cross-modulation distortion is a particularly 
important characteri'stic in view of the increasing con
gestion of the communications frequency bands. 

This note describes applications and vhf circuit 
considerations for a new high-frequency n-channel MOS 
field-effect transistor, the RCA 3N 128. Biasing require
ments and basic circuit configurations are discussed, 
and selection of the optimum operating point and meth
ods of automatic gain control are explained. The cross
modulation and intermodulation distortion characteris
tics of the 3N 128 MOS transistor are compared to those 
of bipolar transistors, and procedures are given for the 
design of a practical vhf amplifier that uses the 3N128. 

Biasing Requirements and Circuit Configurations 

The biasing requirements and operating charac
teristics of an n-channel MOS transistor such as the 

* The basic theory of MOS transistors and equivalent circuits 
for these devices are discussed in RCA Application Note 
AN-201. 11 Application Considerations for RCA 3N98 and 
3N99 Silicon MOS Transistors.'' by D. M. Griswold. 
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3Nl28 are similar to those of an electron tube. For 
example, the 3N128 uses positive drain voltages and 
usually negative gate voltages which are analogous to 
the plate and grid voltages, respectively, of electron 
tubes. In addition, the current-voltage characteristics 
of the 3Nl28, shown in Fig. l, are similar to those of a 
pentode tube. An electron-tube analogy, therefore, can 
be useful in the analysis of the n-channel 3N 128 MOS 
transistor. 1 

SOURCE AND SUBSTRATE GROUNDED 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (TA)•25-C 

-, 

5 t0 15 
DRAIN-TO-SOURCE VOLTS (Vos> 

-3 

Fig. I • Transfer characteristics for the RCA 3N128 
vhf MOS transistor. 

Although their characteristics are similar, MOS 
transistors have several important advantages over 
electron tubes. They can be operated at the low volt
ages typical of bipolar transistors. The de gate cur
rent of MOS transistors is substantially less than the 

t The electron-tube analogy does not apply to p-channel MOS 
transistors or to enhancement types. 



grid current of most electron tubes. In addition, the 
MOS transistor requires no heat-generating filament. 

MOS transistors are most often used in the common
source type of circuit configuration. Fig.2 shows three 
basic methods of de-biasing an MOS transistor in a 
common-source circuit. MOS transistors may also be 
used in common-gate or common-drain (source-follower) 
configurations. 2 These circuits are not widely used 
in vhf applications, however, because their gain is 
low at high frequencies. 

INPUT 

lo) 

lb) 

OUTPUT 

(cl 

Fig.2 - Bias methods for common-source MOS transistor 
stages: (a) fixed bias; (b) source-resistor bias; 

(c) constant-current bias. 

Fig.3 shows a 200-MHz common-source amplifier 
used to measure the rf power gain of the MOS transis
tor. This amplifier uses a modified form of the constant
current biasing arrangement shown in Fig.2(c). With 
this modified biasing arrangement, both the insulated 
gate and the case of the MOS transistor are operated 
at de ground potential. The insulated gate should 
always have a de path to ground even if the path is 
through a multimegohm resistor. If the gate is allowed 
to float, the resultant de bias conditions may be un
iredictable and possibly harmful. 
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1/2 inch long 

* Leadless disc capacitor 

Fig.3 - 200-MHz common-source amplifier. 

OUTPUT 
RL=son 

Fig.4 illustrates the effect of the leakage resis
tances RL 1 and RL 2 when the insulated gate is float
ing. When these resistances (;;;10 14 ohms) are approx
imately equal, they form a voltage divider which biases 
the insulated gate at +Voo/2. This value of bias 
voltage may exceed the maximum rating for positive 
gate voltage and, in addition, may cause an excessive 
flow of drain current. 

,------------~ 

~RL1 

I 

~RL2 

L ______ _ r 
RL1 ,Rt_2 =LEAKAGE RESISTANCES 

Fig.4 - Bias conditions for an MOS transistor 
when the insulated gate is floating. 

The cascade configuration represents a useful 
variation of common-source circuit. In this configura
tion, a common-source-connected MOS transistor is 
used in the lower section of the cascade, and a common
gate-connected MOS transistor is used in the upper sec
tion. Fig.5 shows the use of MOS transistors in a 200-
MHz cascade amplifier. This circuit normally requires 
a negative voltage on the gate of Q1, a positive voltage 
on the gate of Q2, and approximately equal drain-to
source voltages for each transistor. Although the gate 
of Qz may require a positive voltage of 5 to 10 volts, 
the net gate-to-source voltage for this transistor should 
be approximately Oto -1 volt. 
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0.9-7pF 
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-+Voo 

Fig.5 - 200-MHz cascade amplifier. 

Selection of Operating Point 

The operating point selected determines the power 
gain, noise figure, power dissipation, and, where appli
cable, battery life. In many applications, a compromise 
between gain and available supply voltages or battery 
lifetime is necessary. Knowledge of the variation in 
gain and noise figure as functions of voltage and cur
rent is essential, therefore, before an operating point 
can be selected. 

The 3N128 provides maximum rf power gain at a 
drain-to-source voltage Vos of approximately 20 volts 
and a drain current Io of about 5 milliamperes. The 
transistor also exhibits a minimum noise figure at a 
Vos of 20 volts for a drain current of about 2 milli
amperes. The difference in the noise figures obtained 
at 2 milliamperes and at 5 milliamperes, however, is 
very small (usually between O and 0.2 dB) and generally 
is not a significant factor in the selection of the opera
ting point. Although a Vos of 20 volts represents the 
optimum value for the 3N128 in terms of both rf power 
gain and noise figure, this value is also the maximum 
Vos rating for the transistor. Greater long-term relia
bility is achieved, therefore, by operation of the 3N128 
at a Vos of 12 to 15 volts rather than at 20 volts. 

For a Vos of 15 volts and an Io of 5 milliamperes, 
the 3Nl28 typically provides a power gain of 18 dB and 
a noise figure of 4 dB at 200 MHz. Operation of the 
3N 128 at consider ably lower drain currents, such as 
those normally employed in battery-powered equipment, 
does not seriously affect system performance. For 
example, when the transistor is operated at a Vos of 
15 volts and an Io of only 1 milliampere, the power gain 
and noise figure at 200 MHz are typically 15.5 dB and 
4.5 dB, respectively. Because the MOS transistor is a 
voltage-controlled device, its performance for a given 
power dissipation can often be improved by operation 
at high voltage and low current levels. At a power 
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dissipation of 30 milliwatts, for example, the 3N128 
typically provides a power gain of 17 .3 dB and a noise 
figure of 3.9 dB when operated at 15 volts and 2 milli
amperes. At the same dissipation level, however, the 
power gain is reduced to 14.6 dB and the noise figure 
is increased to 4.7 dB when the 3N128 is operated at 6 
volts and 5 milliamperes. Fig.6 shows the variations 
in power gain and noise figure of the 3N 128 as func
tions of the drain current and voltage. 
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Fig.6 - Power gain and noise figure of the RCA 3N128 
at 200 MHz as functions of drain current and voltage. 

A gate voltage VG of between -0.5 and -2 volts is 
normally required to bias a 3Nl28 for operation at a 
drain voltage Vo of 15 volts and a drain current Io of 
5 milliamperes. If a fixed-bias circuit, as shown in 
Fig.2(a), is used, the value of the gate voltage must 
be adjustable to compensate for variations among indi
vidual transistors. For the source-resistance bias cir
cuit shown in Fig.2(b) the value of the biasing resistor 
should be 200 ohms (5 mA x 200 ohms = 1 volt). The 
source-resistance circuit will limit the variations in 
current among the different transistors to approximately 
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50 per cent. With the constant-current bias circuit 
shown in Fig.2(c), variations in current from one tran
sistor to another can easily be limited to less than 
10 per cent. Regardless of the bias circuit or the bias 
point selected, there is no danger of thermal runaway 
with the 3Nl28 because this transistor has a negative 
temperature coefficient at the zero-gate-bias point. In 
the selection of the bias circuit for an MOS transistor 
stage in which automatic gain control is employed, con
sideration should be given to the following principle: 
The more restrictive the tolerance imposed on quiescent 
operating-point current, the more difficult automatic 
gain control of the stage becomes because the self
compensating action of the constant-current bias circuit 
also resists current changes that result from the age 
action. 

AGC Methods 

When it is necessary to employ age in an MOS 
transistor stage, either of two methods may be used to 
reduce transistor gain. In one method, referred to as 
reverse age, the reduction in gain is accomplished by 
an increase in negative gate bias. In the other method, 
the gain is decreased by reduction of the drain-to
source voltage. 

In the reverse age method, the application of higher 
negative voltage to the gate reduces the drain current 
and the transconductance of the transistor. The low 
fcedthrough capacitance of the 3Nl28 (typically about 
0. 13 picofarad) usually permits more than 30 dB of gain 
reduction at frequencies up to 200 MHz. Substantially 
greater gain reduction can be achieved at lower fre
quencies or in neutralized amplifier circuits. 

Gain reduction achieved by the decrease of drain
to-source voltage is usually controlled by a variabl," 
impedance in series, or in shunt, with the MOS tran
sistor. The variable impedance may be another MOS 
transistor or a bipolar transistor. A major disadvantage 
of this method is that the MOS feedback capacitanc," 
rises by a factor of 4 or 6 times as Vn approaches 
zero. This increase in capacitance reduces the age 
range obtainable and decreases the effectiveness of 
a fixed neutralization network. In addition, the output 
impedance of the 3N 128 decreases with a reduction in 
the drain voltage. 

In the cascode circuit, age is accomplished most 
effectively by application of a negative voltage to th,i 
gate of the upper (common-gate) section. A wide age 
range can be obtained in this circuit. Gain reductions 
greater than 45 dB at 200 MHz or 65 dB at 60 MHz are 
realizable in an unneutralized cascode circuit. 

RF Considerations 

One of the prime advantages of the 3Nl28 MOS 
transistor over bipolar transistors is its superior cross-

modulation, intermodulation, and modulation distortion 
performance. The 3Nl28 has considerably lower feed
back capacitance than junction-gate field-effect tran
sistors. In addition, the 3Nl28 maintains a high input 
resistance at frequencies well into the vhf range (the 
real part of the input admittance, Re(YJ1) =0.15mmho 
at 100 MHz). 

At maximum gain, the cross-modulation distortion 
of the 3Nl28 is approximately one-tenth that of most 
bipolar transistors, or roughly comparable to the cross
modulation performance of vacuum tubes (at 200 MHz, 
an interfering signal of approximately 80 millivolts is 
required to produce cross-modulation distortion of 1 per 
cent). However, cross-modulation susceptibility changes 
as the gain of the stage is changed. For a single 
3N 128, the cross-modulation distortion increases when 
reverse age is applied; the distortion is also increased, 
but to a lesser extent, if age action is achieved by re
duction of the drain-to-source voltage. A deterioration 
in cross-modulation performance at high attenuation 
results from the fact that the MOS triode is a sharp
cutoff device; as a result, large non-linearities occur 
near "pinch-off." Beyond "pinch-off," the transad
mittance depends primarily upon the capacitive feed
through, which does not have larg," third-order non
linearities. Cross-modulation performance at the ex
treme limits of attenuation, therefore, is very good.! 
In cascode stages, the effect of reverse age on cross
modulation distortion is reduced when the age is applied 
to the gate of the common-gate stage; application of 
reverse bi as to the gate of the common-source stage 
results in cross-modulation performance similar to 
that of a single triode-connected stage. Figs. 7 and 8 
show the variation in cross-modulation susceptibility 
as a function of age. The test circuits used to measure 
cross-modulation distortion of MOS transistors are 
shown in Fig.9. 

fDES "'200 MHz 

flNT'" 150 MHz 
UNTUNEO INPUT 

INITIAL BIAS CONDITIONS 
TRIODE: Vo:115 V, Io•SmA 
CASCODE: Vo"'20 v. Io• 10mA 

'll 
!301--+--W-IW--..,...../e::::::+=1'=1"+'1r-l----l------l----l-:)j....j 
0 

3 
~20H+H-1--=~=+-+-++++-+--:7'F--+-+--1 
!« 

~!--l..1-LI.J,o=-----'-...1..._L~s~o~'""'~,~oo=---...1...-..1_..1-5~00 
INTERFERING SIGNAL-· mV 

Fig.7 - Cross-modulation distortion as a function 
of the attenuation produced by reverse age. 
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DESIRED FREOUENCY•200MHz INITIAL BIAS CONOITl0NS 
INTERFERING FREQUENCY•l50MH1 Vos•ISV Io•5mA 
UNTUNEO INPUT 

TRIOOE-CONNECTED 

1,...,/ (NEUTRALIZED) 

i-- I --- TRIODE-CONNECTED - -(_ l--/ 
(UNNEUTRALIZED) 

r::s 
~ 

20 40 10 100 200 "' ""' . 
INTERFERING SIGNAL-mV 

Fig.8 - Cross-modulation distortion as a function 
. f the attenuation produced when age is accom
plished by a reduction of drain-to-source voltage. 

The test circuit shown in Fig.10 is used to measure 
the intermodulation distortion of MOS transistors. In 
such measurem,mts, the receiver is tuned to 150 MHz. 
The MOS is then inserted, and bias voltages are ap
plied. When no signals are applied (i.e., the amplitudes 
of the signals f 1 and f2 are both O volts), the rf indicator 
of the receiver indicates an equivalent input noise 
level of approximately 2.4 microvolts. The signals 
fi and f2 are gradually increased in amplitude until the 
reading on the rf indicator is 1 microvolt above the 
noise level (3.4 microvolts total). This reading indi
cates that 2.4 microvolts of 150-MHz signal is being pro
duced by the interaction of f1 and f2 (i.e., 2 f1 - f2 = 150 
MHz). Table I lists the de bias levels used for the 
3N128 MOS transistor and the amplitude of the f1 and 
f2 signals required to produce an output, at 150 MHz, 
of 2.4 microvolts, which corresponds to 1 microvolt 
above the input noise level. The amplitudes of f 1 and 
f2 were measured by an rf vacuum-tube voltmeter; the 
f1 generator was turned down for measurement of f2, 
and vice versa. 

Vo 
volts 

16.5 
16.5 
16.5 
16.5 
16.5 
16.5 

Table I 
INTERMODULATION DISTORTION DATA 

FOR THE 3N128 MOS TRANSISTOR 

10 
mA 
10 
10 
5 
5 
5 

2.5 

Interfering Voltages Required to Produce 
2.4 microvolts at 150 MHz 

IJ (175 MHz) 12 (200 MHz) 
mV mV 
18 18 
7 150 

15 15 
3.5 150 
30 3.5 
19 21 

When the same test methods were used to measure 
the intermodulation distortion of bipolar transistors, 
distcrlion levels were found to be two to five times 
greater than those of the 3Nl28 MOS transistor. 
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RF: I 
o.oos,,.F 

Fig.9 · Test circuits used to measure cross-modulation 
distortion in MOS transistors: (a) block diagram; 

(b) unneutralized-stage test circuit; 
(c) neutralized-stage test circuit; 

(d) cascode-stage test circuit. 

Designing VHF MOS Amplifier Circuits 

A complete set of graphs of typical y parameters, 
both as a function of frequency at constant bias and as 
as a function of bias at constant frequency, are given 
in the published data for the 3N 128 MOS transistor. The 
application of these y parameters in the design of the 
200-MHz amplifier shown in Fig.3 is discussed in fol
lowing paragraphs. 

For operation at a frequency of 200 MHz, an ID of 
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OUTPUT TO 
son RECEIVER 

INPUT 

0.82,-,.H 

0.02µ.F 

0.82 ,.._H 

0.02 ,...F 

IOOK 

Fig.10. Test circuit used to measure intermodulation 
distortion in MOS transistors. 

5 milliamperes, and a Vo of 15 volts, they parameters 
of the 3Nl28 are typically as follows: 

Yll (input admittance with output short-circuited) 
= 0.45 + j7.2 mmhos 

Yzz (output admittance with input short-circuited) 
= 0.28 + j 1.75 mmhos 

y 21 (forward transfer admittance with output short
circuited) = 7 .0 - j 1.9 mmhos 

Y 12 (reverse transfer admittance with input shorta 
circuited) = 0 - j0.16 mmhos 

If y 12 is assumed to be zero, the maximum available 
power gain (MAG) under conjugately matched conditions,* 
may be computed. MAG serves as a useful figure of 
merit for comparison of the vhf power gain of various 
MO$ transistors. The MAG for the 3Nl28 is determined 
as follows: 

MAG IY2112 ) 7·0-jL9 l
2 =104 =20.2dB (1) 

4Re(y 11)Re(y22) 4(0.45)(0.28) 

where Re means "the real part of." 

All MOS transistors have a small, but measurable, 
feedback component (y 1z); it is possible, therefore, 
that some of them will oscillate under certain circuit 
conditions. This possibility may be checked by use 
of methods given by Linvil!Z,4 and by Stern.3• 4 If the 
transistor is unconditionally stable for any combination 
of passive source and load admittances, then Linvill's 
critical stability factor C, as determined from the fol
lowing equation, is less than j 1 I: 

jYz1Y12j 
C=------------

2Re(y 11 ) Re(y22)- Re(y21y12) 
(2) 

* Conjugate match means that the transistor input and the 
generator and the transistor output and load are matched 
resistively and that all reactance is tuned out. 

The critical stability factor for the 3Nl28 is calculated 
as follows: 

j(1 .o-j 1.9>(0-jo.16> I 
C = ----------- = 2.08 

2(0.45H0.28)- Re(7 .0-j 1.9)(-j0.16) 

Stern has derived a similar expression for stability 
Cs that includes the effect of the generator and load 
conductances, Yg and yL, respectively, as follows: 

jY21Y12j J j Cs = ---------- < 1 (3) 
2 Re(yll + yg)Re(Yzz+ yL)-Re(y21Y12> 

If a conjugate match is assumed at both the input and 
the output, then Re(yg) = Re(y 11 ), and Re(yL) = Re(y22). 
For this condition, the stability factor is calculated 
as follows: 

j(7.0-j l.9H-j0.16) j 1.16 
~- - ~~ 

2<0.45 +0.45)(0.28 +O. 28l-Re<7. 0-j 1.9)(-j0.16) 1.31 

These calculations show that the transistor itself 
is not unconditionally stable, but that it is stable when 
placed in a conjugately matched circuit. Therefore, 
neutralization is not required, although it may be used 
if a more symmetrical pass-band characteristic is de
sired. All unneutralized amplifiers have a certain 
amount of skew in the selectivity characteristic; if 
this skewness becomes objectionable for the required 
application, then neutralization (or mis-matching) is 
necessary. 

When neutralization is desired, there are two com
mon methods of obtaining the required feedback. The 
first, and more common method, is the capacitance
bridge technique shown in Fig. lHa). The capacitance 
bridge becomes more apparent when the circuit is re
drawn as shown in Fig. ll(b). The condition for neutral-

(o) 

Fig.11 - Capacitance-bridge neutralization circuit: 
(a) actual cirr.uit configuration; (b) circuit redrawn 

to emphasize capacitance-bridge network. 
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ization is that ir = in. This condition implies the 
following relationship: 

Vct -Vn 
- -- orCrvd =-Cnvn 
iXr - iXn' 

The voltage vn is defined by the following equation: 

(4) 

V =l~)jX =~ Vct ~ ~ - Vd (5) 
n vxL +jX1 1 ~LC1 +1 jwC1 -w2LC1 +1 

iwC1 

If this relationship for vn is substituted in Eq.(4), the 
following result is obtained: 

At resonance, the equation for the neutralization capa
citance Cn may be rewritten as follows: 

Cn = -er[(~-~;) w C1 + 1] = Cr(~> 1) (7) 

If C1 >> C2, Eq.(7) may be rewritten as follows: 

Cn ~Cr(~~) (8) 

The other common method of neutralization is the 
transformer-coupled method shown in Fig.12. Again, 
the condition for neutralization is that ir = in. The 
requirements for this condition are expressed by the 
following equation: 

(9) 

Fig.12 - Transformer-coupled neutralization circuit. 

Eq.(9) may be rewritten in the following form: 

lvdi=Cn (10) 
vn Cr 

The required turns ratio for the coupling transformer 
can be determined from Eq.(10). 

The generator and load impedances must be matched 
to the transistor input and output impedances, respec
tively, to obtain maximum gain. For the 200-MHz ampli
fier shown in Fig.3, the generator resistance at the 
input is 50 ohms. For a conjugately matched input, 
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the generator admittance y g and the real part of the 
transistor input admittance must appear to be equal. 
Because the generator admittance Yg is 20 mmhos and 
the real part of the input admittance Re (yn) is 0.45 
mmho, the coupling transformer must provide a trans
formation ratio of 44 to obtain the desired impedance 
match. The turns ratio required is determined as 
follows: 

Experimentally, a turns ratio of 4 was found to be ap
proximately the optimum value. This difference results, 
in part, from the fact that the par all el resistance of 
the tank coil was not considered in the calculation. 
At the output of the 200-MHz amplifier, the load is also 
50 ohms. Because the de drain voltage must be blocked 
from the load, a series matching capacitor was selected 
which performs both de blocking and resistive matching 
simultaneously. 

In the actual load-circuit network shown in Fig.13( a), 
the value of capacitor Cs must be chosen so that the 
load admittance, YL = 20 millimhos, is apparently equal 
to the real part of the transistor output admittance, 
Re(yz2) = 0.28 millimhos. Fig.13(b) shows the equiva
lent circuit of the load-circuit network for this condition. 

~~ 
-zlN rL•50.ll 

0.28mmho 

-----+ YIN Cp 

(al (b) 

Fig.13 - Output network in which series coupling 
capacitance is used for de-voltage blocking and 

resistive matching: (a) actual network; 
(b) electrical equivalent. 

The following equation gives the input impedance 
ZIN for the network shown in Fig.13: 

1 
ZIN = Rs + -. -

i w Cs 
{11) 

The input admittance YIN, therefore, may be expressed 
as follows: 

YrN 
1 1 1 

=-+jwC =--=-----
Rp P ZIN 1 

Rs+-
jwCs 

(12) 

The terms in Eq. (12) are rearranged to obtain the fol
lowing result: 

Rs 1 jwCp 
- +jwCpRs +--- +-- =1 (13) 
Rp j wCsRp j wCs 
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The real and imaginary terms in Eq. ( 13) are equated to 
obtain the following relationships: 

Rs Cp 
-+-=1 
Rp' Cs 

1 
wCpRs- --- = 0 

wCsRp 

1 
Cp=-----

(wCsRpHwRs> 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

Eq.(16) is substituted into Eq.<14) to obtain the follow
ing equation for the matching capacitance Cs: 

Cs = ~~ <Rp- ~s> Rs 
(17) 

Substitution of numerical values for the parameters in 
Eq.(17) yields the following value for Cs: 

1 
Cs=----

277(2x 108 ) 

1 , _____ = 1.9 pF 
(3600-50) 50 

Experimentally, a 3-picofarad capacitor was found to 
perform very satisfactorily in the amplifier. If Rp > > 
Rs, then Cp ;:t; Cs. Therefore, a 3-picofarad capacitance 
appears in parallel with the 1.4-picofarad capacitance 
of the MOS transistor. A small l-to-9-picofarad variable 
air capacitor was selected for the tank tuning capacitor 
to compensate for variations among transistors. For a 
nominal value of 2 picofarads for the air capacitor, the 
total output capacitance is 6.4 picofarads. The induc-· 
tance required to resonate with 6.4 picofarads at 200 
MHz is 0.1 microhenry. When the total output capaci-· 
tance is known, the required neutralization capacitor 
can be calculated. If C 1 is arbitrarily selected as 33 
picofarads, the neutralization is determined from Eq.(8), 

as follows: 

Cn ;:t; er(~:) = 0.2 (:.!) = 1.0 pF 

The optimum value for the neutralization capacitor 
was determined experimentally by use of a small 
(0.5-to-3-picofarad) variable capacitor. This capacitor 
was adjusted to the optimum value for a typical unit 
(Crss = 0.13 pF) and then fixed. The required input 
inductance was found to be 0.06 microhenry. The com
pleted amplifier is shown schematicaUy in Fig.3. The 
bandwidth of the amplifier is typically 8 MHz and shows 
negligible skew. 

The y parameters may also be used to design a 
cascode vhf amplifier such as the one shown in Fig.5. 
This circuit had typical power gain and noise figure 
of 17 dB and 4.2 dB, respectively. The amplifier has 
a bandwidth of 10 MHz with negligible skew. The capa
citance of the source2-drain 1 interconnection must be 
tuned out to achieve a good vhf noise figure. The noise 
figure of the cascode amplifier is 2 to 3 dB higher if 
this capacitance is not tuned out. 
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VHF Mixer Design Using the RCA-3Nl28 
MOS Transistor 

by 

F. M. Carlson 

The 3N 12.8 is a vhf MOS field-effect transistor 
suitable for use throughout the vhf band (30 to 300 MHz) 
as an amplifier, mixer, or oscillator. This Note dis
cusses some of the design criteria pertinent to the 
construction of MOS mixers, and presents an example 
of a complete vhf MOS converter. 

Mixer Design Considerations 

The conversion gain obtained from a mixer is the 
ratio of intermediate-frequency ( ifl power output divided 
by the radio-frequency (rfl power input. This conver
sion gain CG is usually expressed in dB, as follows: 

if Pout 
CG= 10 log---

rf Pin 

The value of CG approximates the gain of the active 
device operated as an amplifier (unneutralized) at the 
intermediate frequency, minus the rf losses at the 
input of the device. Practical mixers normally have a 
conversion gain of 3 to 5 dB less than their if-amplifier 
gain. 

The 3N12.8 transistor has good gain and noise 
figure throughout the vhf band. Because it also has a 
nonlinear region of operation, it may be used as a vhf 
mixer to provide good conversion gain. The transfer 
function of the 3N128, shown in Fig.l, indicates that 
the maximum nonlinearities occur at a drain current of 
about 1.5 milliampere. At drain currents above approxi
mately 5 milliamperes, the transfer function starts to 
become linear. No mixing action can occur if the 
transfer function is perfectly linear. Because the ampli-
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fier gain of the 3N 128 is higher at 5 milliamperes than 
at 1.5 milliamperes, the best bias point for an MOS 
mixer is a compromise between the region where best 
mixing occurs and the region where optimum if power 
gain occurs. For the 3N 128, this point is empirically 
determined to be between 3.5 and 4.5 milliamperes. 

DRAIN - TO- SOURCE VOLTAGE • 15 V 
SOURCE ANO SUBSTRATE GROUNDED 

.. 
E 15 
I J I-

~ V er 10 er 
::, 

I <.> 
z V < 5 er 
0 J 

( _/ 

- -4 - - - 0 

GATE-TO-SOURCE VOLTAGE-V 

Fig. I - Drain current as a function of gate-to-source 

voltage for the 3N128 vhf MOS transistor. 

The local-oscillator signal may be introduced into 
a 3N 128 mixer at the insulated gate, the source, or the 
junction gate (substrate). Application of the oscillator 
signal to the junction gate can be very effective, but 
is not recommended because the junction gate of the 
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3Nl28 is tied to the case; placing the transistor case 
at local-oscillator signal potential can pose possible 
radiation problems. 

Injection of the oscillator signal at the source is 
not desirable because the source should always be at 
rf/if ground for optimum gain, but could not be at ground 
at the oscillator frequency. Designing a network to 
meet these criteria is difficult and adds to the cost of 
the mixer. 

Injection of the oscillator signal at the insulated 
gate is the least troublesome of the three methods. The 
local oscillator may be coupled to the insulated gate 
by means of an inductive loop or a small coupling 
capacitor. 

The input circuit is normally de signed for a con
jugate match with the input impedance of the MOS 
transistor at the radio frequency. The output circuit 
is normally designed for a conjugate match with the 
output impedance of the 3N 128 at the intermediate 
frequency, unless electrical instabilities (oscillations) 
occur, in which case the output circuit must be mis
matched. Oscillations are not normally a problem in a 
3Nl28 mixer, provided the if and rf signals are rela
tively far apart in frequency. Under these conditions, 
the output circuit presents a low impedance to the rf 
signal, and the input circuit presents a low impedance 
to the if signal; consequently, oscillations at either 
frequency are unlikely to occur. 

Neutralization is not generally used in mixers 
because of the different frequencies at the output and 
the input. 

Q5-3 

Design Example 

A vhf receiver "front end" has been designed 
and built to demonstrate the preceding design consider
ations and to illustrate the use of the 3Nl28 vhf MOS 
transistor in all four stages: rf, mixer, if, and local 
oscillator. The complete converter, shown in Fig.2, 
uses an rf input frequency of 200 MHz and an if output 
frequency of 30 MHz. 

The input stage is a straight-through 200-MHz 
amplifier* employing a source resistor for gate bi as. 
This configuration permits the gate to be at de ground, 
and greatly reduces the possibility of damage to the 
MOS gate from input transients. The 240-ohm resistor 
allows a current of approximately 5 milliamperes to 
flow through the device so that maximum vhf power 
gain is obtained. A variable inductor resonates with 
the output capacitance of the 3N 128 to provide a band
width of approximately 12 MHz for th,~ rf stage alone. 
(Narrower bandwidth could have been obtained by use 
of more capacitance in the tuned circuits and different 
loading on the output circuit; however, no particular 
effort was made to achieve very narrow bandwidth be
cause a wide bandwidth is desirable in some applica
tions.) Capacitive bridge neutralization is used to 
achieve the maximum allowable stage gain of 20 dB 
for the particular 3N 128 used. 

The input coil of the mixer stage is designed to 
permit a conjugate match with the transistor input 
admittance. The input admittance Yll of the 3Nl28 
at 200 MHz is approximately 0.45 + j 7.2 millimhos. 
Therefore, an admittance of Yll* (=0.45 - j 7.2 milli-

0.001 
30-MHz 
OUTPUT 

1000 

.. 31~~<s10n TAP 
AT 1T 

2000 2000 

* LEADLESS DISK +16 V 
Al TURN (340°) LOOP AROUND""T~A=NK.....,,co=,~L--------~-------+------~ 

Fig.2 - VHF receiver "front end" using the 3N128 in all stages. 

* Design information for vhf MOS amplifiers is given in RCA Application Note AN-3193: 
"Application Considerations for the RCA-3Nl28 VHF MOS Field-Effect Transistor," by F.M. Carlson, August 1966. 
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mhos) should be presented to the mixer input. A con
jugate match is not used at the output because it is 
desirable to load the input of the following (if) stage 
for stability. Therefore, a step-down transformer is 
used. (A conjugate match would require use of a step
up transformer because gll > g22 at 30 MHz.) 

The local oscillator is coupled into the insulated 
gate of the mixer by means of an ungrounded 340-degree 
loop placed around the input tank coil at its high
impedance end. A small coupling capacitor could also 
be used for this purpose. Local-oscillator amplitude 
is approximately 1.4 volts rms into the coupling loop. 
Power gain of the mixer stage is 16 dB. Fig.3 shows 
the conversion gain of the mixer as a function of local
oscillator amplitude. A lower oscillator level than 
1.1 volts would probably be desirable if spurious output 
frequencies were found to be troublesome. 

FREQUENCY• 200 MHz 

~ 20 
I -z l.....-;, 10 <:> .,,,.,,..,.-z 

0 / in 0 0: /v .., 
> z 
8-10 

I -20 

0 1000 1500 2000 
LOCAL OSCILLATOR AMPLITUDE-rrN 

Fig.3 - Conversion gain of the mixer stage in Fig.2 
as a function of local-oscillator amplitude. 

A 510-ohm source resistor is used in the mixer 
stage to provide a drain current of 4 milliamperes. 
(This value is larger than would normally be expected 
for a drain current of this level because the gate is 
subjected to large signal excursions by the local 
oscillator.) 

The maximum available gain (MAG) of the 3N128 
at 30 MHz in a conjugately matched circuit (with Y12 
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assumed to be approximately zero) may be computed 
from the y-parameters for the device, as follows: 

IY2ll 2 17.212 
MAG = ---- = ----- = 3610 = 35.6 dB 

4 gll g22 4(0.03)(0.12) 

The maximum usable gain (MUG) of the 3Nl28 in 
an unneutralized 30-MHz amplifier is computed as 
follows: 

0.4 gm (0.4)(7.2)(1(}-3) 
MUG = ----=-----,- = 118 =20. 7 dB 

wCrss (277)(30) 106 (0.13) 1(}-12 

If the 30-MHz stage is operated at a gain signifi
cantly above the MUG value; the possibility of circuit 
oscillation exists. Therefore, the input of the if stage 
is mismatched to reduce the stage gain from the MAG 
level to about 20 dB. <In some cases, it may be easier 
to mismatch at the output than at the input.) The out
put of the if stage is transformer-coupled to a 50-ohm 
load. 

The local-oscillator stage is a Colpitts circuit in 
which frequency is adjusted by means of a slug-tuned 
inductor. 

The complete converter has a power gain of 56 dB, 
a noise figure of 3 dB, and a bandwidth of 1.5 MHz. 
Spurious responses (referred to a level of O dB at the 
200-MHz input frequency) are -51dB at 100 MHz, -36 dB 
at 215 MHz, and -35 dB at 260 MHz. These spurious 
responses could be greatly improved by use of a narrower 
bandwidth in the rf stage; the present bandwidth is 
12 MHz at the 3-dB points. 

Table I shows measurements of cross-modulation 
of the converter as a function of frequency. 

Interfering 
Frequency 

(MHz) 

50 
90 

100 
110 
120 
130 
140 
150 
160 
170 
180 
190 

Interfering Signal Voltage Necessary 
for 1% Cross-Modulation 

(mV) 

160 
115 
87 
98 
97 
87 
78 
77 
65 
52 
39 
9 

Table I - Cross-modulation of MOS mixer. 
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Chopper Circuits 
Using RCA MOS Field-Effect Transistors 

by 

F. M. Carlson 

Although electromechanical relays have long been 
used to convert low-level de signals into ac signals 
or for multiplex purposes, relays are seriously limited 
with respect to life, speed, and size. Conventional 
(bipolar) transistors overcome the inherent limitations 
ol relays, but introduce new problems of offset voltage 
and leakage currents. This Note describes the use of 
MOS field-effect transistors in solid-state chopper and 
multiplex designs that have the long life, fast speed, 
and small size of bipolar-transistor choppers, but elimi
nate their inherent offset-voltage and leakage-current 
problems. 

Basic Chapper Circuits 

Chopper circuits are basically of either the shunt 
type or the series type, as shown in Fig. l, or a combina
tion of the two. 

The shunt chopper circuit, shown in Fig. l(a), 
operates as follows: When the switch S is opened, a 
voltage that is directly proportional to the input signal 
appears across the load. When the switch is closed, 
all of the input signal is shocted to ground. Therefore, 
if the switch is opened and closed periodically, the, 
voltage across the load appears as a square wave that 
has an amplitude directly porportional to the input 
signal. This square wave may be highly amplified by a 
relatively drift-free, stable-gain ac amplifier. This 
procedure is generally used in low-level de amplifiers, 
i.e., a small de input is chopped, the resulting ac signal 
is amplified, and the output of the ac amplifier is recti-· 
tied to produce a de output directly proportional to 
the input. 

The series chopper circuit, shown in Fig. l(b), can 
also be used to chop de signals. This type of circuit is 

particularly useful in telemetry or other systems in which 
a signal source such as a transducer is to be connected 
periodically to a load such as a transmitter. 

An ideal chopper is simply an on-off switch that 
has certain desirable characteristics. Table I lists 

~----..... f-o 

r LOAD 

Cal-SHUNT CHOPPER lb)-SERIES CHOPPER 

Fig.1 - Basic chopper circuits. 

Ideal Chopper 
Available Chopper Devices 

Characteristics 
Compared to Ideal 

MOS Bipolar Elec•romechanical 
Relay 

Infinite Life Good Good Poor 
Infinite Frequency 

Good Good Poor Response 

Infinite OFF Good Fair Good Resistance 

Zero ON Resistance Poor Fair Good 
Zero Driving-Power 

Good Fair Fair Consumption 

Zero Offset Voltage Good Poor Good 
Zero Feedthrough 

between the driving Fair Fair Good signal and signal 
being chopped 

Small Size Good Good Poor 

Table I· Comparison of available chopper devices 
wit/, an ideal. 
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some of these characteristics, and shows the relative 
merits of relays, bipolar transistors, and MOS transistors 
m each area. 

Use of MOS Transistors as Choppers 

Fig.2 shows voltage-current characteristics of an 
n-channel depletion-type MOS field-effect transistor such 
as the RCA-40460. Fig.3 shows an expanded view of 
the curves in Fig.2(a) in the region about the origin. 

" ~ .. 
e 
N 

Q .. .. 
z .. 
a: 
a: 
::, 
0 

z 
ci 
a: 
C 

(o)SUBSTRATE CONNECTED 
TO SOURCE 

(b) SUBSTRATE 
FLOATING 

(cl SUBSTRATE CONNECTED 
TO DRAIN 

DRAIN-TO-SOURCE VOLTAGE (Vos>-2V/D1V. 

(o.b,c 1-I VOLT PER STEP;ORIGlf+. AT CENTER) 

Fig.2 - Voltage-current characteristics of on n-channel 

depletion-type MOS transistor: (a) with substrate 
connected to source; (b) with substrate floating; 

(c) with substrate connected to drain. 

Because each curve passes through the origin, the MOS 
transistor is said to have zero offset voltage. In an 
MOS shunt chopper circuit, therefore, tne output is 
zero when the input voltage is zero. This result is not 
obtained with bipolar transistors. Even for zero input 
voltage, a bipolar transistor has an offset voltage equiva
lent to the collector-to-emitter saturation voltage VCE(sat) 
between its collector and emitter terminals. MOS tran
sistors have no parameter comparable to VcE<sat). 

When the gate-to-source voltage Vas is zero, an 
MOS transistor such as the 40460 has an effective re
sistance of 200 to 300 ohms between its drain and 
source terminals. If the gate-to-source voltage is made 
positive, this resistance decreases to about 100 ohms 
(typically to 90 ohms for the 40460). No significant 
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increase in gate current occurs when Vas is made posi
tive because the gate of an MOS transistor is insulated 
from the source-to-drain channel by an oxide layer. <In 
a junction-gate field-effect transistor, the gate and the 
channel form a p-n junction, and low gate current can 
be obtained only when this junction is reverse-biased.) 
When the resistance between the drain and source ter
minals is low (100 to 300 ohms), an MOS transistor is 
said to be ON; the drain-to-source channel resistance is 
then designated as rds(ON). This ON condition corre
sponds to the closed-switch condition in the circuits 
of F'il!'..1. 

.. 
e 

SUBSTRATE CONNECTED TO SOURCE 
AMBIENT TEMP." 25°C 

,!; i,0,1---+--+--f-+H.A.,£-+----I 
!:! .. 
! a: 50f----t--+--~~..t"""---+---i 

B of--:::::l:=--+--:::aF-=r===¥==--! 
z 
c(- 50+---+-~---1----+--+------j 
a: 
C 

DRAIN-TO-SOURCE VOLTAGE (Vos)-mV 

Fig.3 - Low-level drain current as. a function of drain-to
source voltage in an n-channel depletion-type MOS 

transistor with substrate connected to source. 

When a negative voltage of about -6 volts or more 
is applied between the gate and the source of the MOS 
transistor, the channel resistance between drain and 
source becomes extremely high (typically thousands of 
megohms). In this condition, which is known as "cut
off'' or "pinchoff", it is impractical to measure the 
channel resistance directly; instead, the leakage current 
that flows from drain to source at cutoff is normally 
specified. This current Io<OFF), is typically 0.1 
nanoampere for the 40460. Because Io(OFF) is mea
sured at a drain-to-source voltage of 1 volt, the equiva
lent channel resistance is 10,000 megohms. This OFF 
condition corresponds to the open-switch condition in 
the circuits of Fig, 1. 

Fig.4 shows three basic chopper circuits using the 
MOS field-effect transistor. The gating signal for the 
40460 should swing from zero to at least -6 volts, anr:! 
may cover a range as large as ±10 volts. The substrate 
(and thus the case) of the 40460 transistor is usually 
connected to the source. However, if the incoming 
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signal to be chopped exceeds -0.3 volt, the substrate 
must be "floated", cormected to the drain, or biased 
negatively so that the source-to-substrate and drain
to-substrate voltages never exceed -0. 3 volt. If this 

OUTPUT 

{o ) SHUNT CHOPPER 

OUTPUT 

LTLr GATING SIGNAL 

(b) SERIES CHOPPER 

OUTPUT 

-.r 
GATING SIGNALS 

(OPPOSITE POLARITIES) 

(c) SERIES - SHUNT CHOPPER 

Fig.4 - Basic MOS chopper circuits. 

value is exceeded, the substrate, which forms two p-n 
junctions with the drain and the source, becomes for
ward-biased and the resulting flow of diode current 
shunts the incoming signal to ground. 

Steady-State Conditions 

Ideally, when an MOS transistor in a shunt chopper 
circuit is ON, the output voltage of the circuit should 
be zero. Because the drain-to-source resistance rds 
is some finite value, however, the output cannot reach 
true zero. Fig.5 shows an equivalent circuit for steady-

state conditions in an MOS shunt chopper. For the ON 
condition, the output voltage Eo is given by 

( 1) 

In Eq.<l), it is assumed that the gate leakage resistance 
RG is much larger than the drain-to-source resistance 
rds· If the load resistance RL is also much larger than 
rds; Eq. ( 1) can be simplified as follows: 

Eo = Es ---[ rds J 
Rs + rds 

5

------.-UEo 

R1 RG 

'ds RL El 
NOTE: ALTHOUGH RESISTANCE RG IS ACTUALLY 
DISTRIBUTED ALONG THE LENGTH OF rds, 
CONNECTION SHOWN ASSURES A WORST
CASE ANALYSIS. 

Fig.5 - Steady-state equivalent circuit of MOS 
shunt chopper. 

(2) 

For Eo to approach zero, it is necessary that the source 
resistance Rs be much greater than rds· The value of 
Eo is then given by 

Eo = Es (rd/Rs> (3) 

A typical value for Rs and RL in an MOS shunt chopper 
is 0.1 megohm. A typical value of rds(ON) for the 40460 
transistor is 90 ohms. If these values are substituted 
in Eq.(3) and the signal voltage Es is assumed to be 
1 millivolt, Eo is calculated as follows: 

E0 = 10-J (90/105) = 0.9 microvolt 

In the ON condition, therefore, the de error voltage is 
Jess than 0.1 per cent for the values used, and is directly 
proportional to the input signal. 

For the OFF condition, the steady-state output 
voltage Eo is given by 

Eo Es~ r;:\R~LJ + V [ ~ ](4) 
rds RL GS rds RL 

Rs + ---- Re + ----
rds + RL rds + RL 
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In most MOS transistors, both rds<OFF) and RG are much 
greater than RL. Therefore, Eq.(4) may be simplified 
as follows: 

+ VGs (5) 

If Rs, RL, and Es are assumed to have the values used 
previously, the gate-to-source voltage V GS is assumed 
to be -10 volts, and the gate resistance RG is assumed 
to be 1012 ohms (minimum permissible gate resistance 
for the 40460), the value of Eo is calculated as follows: 

E = 10·3 -- -10 --[ 105 J [ 105 J 
o 2 X 105 1012 

10-3 

2 
-10-6 ::\; 0.5 millivolt 

The second term in Eq.(5) is the error term for the 
OFF condition; it is not proportional to the input signal 
Es. For the numbers used, the output error in the OFF 
condition is only 0.2 per cent. If a typical value of 
1014 ohms is used for the 40460 gate resistance instead 
of the minimum value of 1012 ohms, the error voltage is 
reduced to only 0. 002 per cent. The output error remains 
small for any value of signal voltage ES that does not 
approach the error voltage in magnitude. 

Because the error voltage is inversely proportional 
to the gate leakage resistance RG, most junction gate 
field-effect transistors produce larger error voltages 
than MOS transistors (the minimum RG of most junction
gate devices is only 1 to 10 per cent that of MOS tran
sistors). 

A similar procedure may be used for analysis 0f 
series chopper and series-shunt chopper circuits. 

The operation of all MOS chopper circuits is greatly 
affected by the magnitude of the source and load re
si stances. Table II lists the output voltages of the 
three basic chopper circuits for various combinations 
of source and load resistances. It is assumed that the 
input voltage Es is 1 millivolt, and that the drain-to
source resistance rds is 100 ohms in the ON condition 
and 1000 megohms in the OFF position. The gate leak
age resistance RG (1012 ohms or more) is neglected. 
The following conclusions can be drawn from the data 
shown: 
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1. Only the series or the series-shunt circuit should 
be used when Rs < rds<ON). 

2. In general, RL should be high. <RL > > rds<ON) 

3. The load resistance should be higher than the 
source resistance. <RL ~ Rs) 

4. The performance of the series-shunt circuit is 
equal to or better than that of either the series 
or the shunt chopper alone for any combination 
of Rs and RL· 

Approximate Output Voltage E 0 - µ V 

(Max. Output = l mV) 

Source Load Shunt 
Resistance Resistance Chopper 

Series 
Chopper 

Series-Shunt 
Chopper 

Rs RL 
(ON) (OFF) (ON) (OFF) (ON) (OFF) (ohms) ~ohms) 

IM 1 M 0.1 500 500 500 0.0001 

100K IM 1 900 900 900 0.0001 

100 IM 500 1000 1000 1000 0.0001 

0 IM 1000 1000 1000 1 1000 0.0001 

IM 100K 0.1 90 90 0.1 90 0.0001 

IM 100 0.05 0.1 0.1 0.0001 0.1 0.00005 

100 K 100 K 500 500 0.1 500 0.0001 

100 100 333 500 333 0.0001 333 0.00005 

Tobie II · Steady-state chopper output voltage for 
various source and load resistances. 

Transient Conditions 

Fig.6 shows the ac equivalent circuit of an MOS 
shunt chopper. The interelectrode capacitances of the 
MOS transistor affect operation of the circuit at high 
frequencies. The input capacitance Cgs increases the 
rise t.ime of the gate driving signal and thus increases 
the switching time of the chopper. This effect is not 
usually a serious limitation, however, because the 

___ ....., ____ .._-< >OUTPUT 

~Cd "t v •• ~~V".V".~_.., 

·1 
Fig.6 · AC equivalent circuit of MOS shunt chopper. 

switching time of the MOS transistor depends primarily 
on the input and output time constants. Switching times 
as short as 10 nanoseconds can be achieved when an 
MOS transistor is driven from a low-impedance generator 
and the load resistance is less than about 2000 ohms. 

The output capacitance Cds also tends to limit 
the maximum frequency that can be chopped. When the 
reactance of this capacitance becomes much lower than 
the load resistance RL, the chopper becomes ineffective 
because XCds is essentially in parallel with RL and 
rds(OFFl. 
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The feedthrough capacitance Cgd is the most im
portant of the three interelectrode capacitances because 
it couples a portion of the gate drive signal into the 
load circuit and causes a voltage spike to appear across 
RL each time the gate drive signal changes state. Cgd 
and RL form a differentiating network which allows the 
leading edge of the gate drive signal to pass through. 
The output capacitance Cds is beneficial to the extent 
that it helps reduce the amplitude of the feedthrough 
spike. 

The effect of the feedthrough spikes can be reduced 
by several methods. Typical approaches include the 
following: 

(a) use of a clipping network on the output when 
the input signal to be chopped is fixed in amplitude, 

(b) use of a low chopping frequency, 

(c) use of an MOS transistor that has a low feed
through capacitance Cgd (some RCA MOS transistors 
have typical Cgd values as low as 0.13 picofarad), 

U) 
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/ 
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160 

I/ 

J 
120 140 

(d) use of a gate drive signal that has poor rise 
and fall times, 

(e) use of a source and load resistance as low as 
feasible, 

(f) use of a shield between the gate and drain leads, 

(g) use of a series-shunt chopper circuit. 

Temperature Variations 

The variation of MOS transistor parameters with 
temperature can affect the operation of a chopper circuit 
unless allowance is made for such variations in the 
circuit design. It is important, therefore, to determine 
the approximate degree to which each parameter can be 
expected to change with temperature. Fig.7 shows 
curves of channel resistance rds, gate leakage current 
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Fig.7 • Variation of 40460 parameters with ambient temperature: (a) channel resistance rds; 
(b) gate leakage current lgss; (c) drain-to-source leakage current lo(OFF ). 
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Igss, and drain-to-source leakage current Io(OFF) as a 
function of temperature for the 40460. Igss and Io(OFF) 
were not measured at temperatures below 25° C because 
condensation and frost that form on the test chassis 
result in erroneous and/or erratic readings of pico
ampere currents. Test circuits used to measure these 
parameters are shown in the Appendix. 

Typical Circuits 

Fig. 8 shows three chopper circuits that were con
structed for demonstration purposes: (a) a shunt chopper, 
(bl a series chopper, and (cl an ac chopper. The 0.005-
microfarad capacitor across the gate drive generator in 

IOK 

100 

I.OJOUTPUT 

'\--..,E = 

(ol SHUNT CHOPPER 

100 10.005 
2W p.F 

(bl SERIES CHOPPER 

{c} RF CHOPPER 

TOUTPUT 

I.OJ' 

30K 

Fig.8 - Typical MOS chopper circuits: (a) shunt chopper; 
(b) series chopper; ( c) rf ch op per. 

circuits (al and (b) increases the rise time of the gate 
drive signal. A resistor is used in each circuit to 
simulate the impedance of the signal source. The actual 
input voltage was set at zero so that spike feedthrough 
and offset voltages could be measured. The de offset 
voltage, which is caused primarily by the average value 
of the spikes over the whole cycle, was too small to be 
measured on the equipment available. Fig.9 shows the 
actual spike feedthrough for the 40460 and 3Nl28 MOS 
transistors in the shunt and series circuits of Figs.8(al 
and S(b); the rise time of the gate drive signal was 
1 microsecond. 
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It is recommended that MOS choppers be driven 
from a square-wave source. Fig.10 shows the feed
through that results when the circuits of Figs.8(a) and 
8(b) are driven from a sine-wave generator instead of a 
square wave. 

Fig.11 shows how the circuit of Fig.8(cl can be 
used to chop an rf signal at either a slow or a fast 
chopping frequency. The 40460 transistor can be used 
to chop rf signals extending up to the low vhf region. 
The frequency of the gate drive signal can be as high 
as several hundred kilohertz before excessive degrada
tion of the square wave occurs. The rise time of the 

----~--- - -·-
40460 

- --- - -

3N128 

GATE DRIVE 
OUTPUT (0 to-8V) 

GATE DRIVE 
OUTPUT (0 to-8V) 

SHUNT CIRCUIT 

SCALE 

VERTICAL UPPER TRACE• IOV/DIV. 
LOWER TRACE• IOmV/DIV. 

HORIZONTAL IOOp.$/DIV. 

- GATE DRIVE 
OUTPUT (Oto-8V) 

40460 

3N12B 

SERIES CIRCUIT 

SCALE 

GATE DRIVE 
OUTPUT (0 to-BV) 

VERTICAL UPPER TRACE~ IOV/OIV. 
LOWER TRACE= 20mV/OIV, 

HORIZONTAL 100 P.S/DIV. 

Fig.9 - Actual spike feedthrough in shunt and series 
chopper circuits employing the 40460 and 

3N128 MOS transistors. 

VERTICAL SCALE: 
UPPER TRACE" IOV/OIV. 
LOWER TRACE 11 2mV/D1V. 

VERTICAL SCALE: 
UPPER TRACE II IOV/DIV. 
LOWER TRACE= IOmV/DIV. 

HORIZONTAL SCALE: 100 µS/OIV. 

Fig.10 - Comparison of sine- and square-wave gate drive 
for an MOS shunt chopper employing the 40460. 
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gate drive signal for the circuit of Fig. 8(c) was 15 
nanoseconds. 

In field-effect-transistor choppers using a version 
of the series-shunt circuit shown in Fig.8(c), noise and 

--
CHOPPING FREQUENCY: 

25 kHz 

CHOPPING FREQUENCY: 
IOOHz 

VERTICAL SCALE, 
UPPER TRACE• SV/OIV. 
LOWER TRACE• IV/DIV. 

Fig.11 - Results of using MOS rf chopper at a fast 
and a slow chopping frequency, 

offset voltages as low as 10 microvolts or less have 
been obtained. 1 Balanced MOS chopper circuits using 
special compensating networks have also been developed 
to chop 0.1-microvolt signals at impedance levels up to 
40,000 ohms and chopping frequencies up to 250 Hz. 2 
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APPENDIX 
Test Circuits 

S (ZIN~IOOK ) 
~--"''\/\~-+------a' ~ e~VM :t~itiJI~~ 
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CALIBRATE EQUIV. 
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PUSH BUTTON) 
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Fig,A-1 - Channel resistance (rds(ON)) measurement 
circuit. 
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( 0.47pf 
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CAPACITANCE T0.~7..,F 
BRIDGE OR 

EQUIV. l LOW 

GUARD 0----------~ 
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Fig.A-3 - Input capacitance (Ciss> measurement 
circuit. 
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r 
Fig.A-2 - Cutoff current (lo(OFF)) measurement 

circuit,. 
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Fig.A-4 - Reverse transfer (Feedback) capacitance 
(Crss> measurement circuit. 
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An FM Tuner Using an RCA-40468 
MOS-Transistor RF Amplifier 

by 

H. M. Kleinman and C. H. Lee 

Previous work with field-effect transistors in 
general, and MOS field-effect transistors in particular, 
has demonstrated the superior signal-handling capability 
of this type of device. 1- 3 This Note describes an FM 
tuner that incorporates an MOS field-effect transistor 
as the rf amplifier, and shows how the MOS transistor 
is instrumental in minimizing the spurious responses 
normally found in FM receivers. 

Spurious responses result when harmonics of an 
unwanted incoming signal mix with harmonics of the 
local-oscillator signal to produce a difference frequency 
which falls within the if passband of the receiver.* 
When these harmonics of unwanted signals are created 
in the rf amplifier, they may be removed by improved 
filtering between the rf amplifier and the mixer. When 
used as an rf amplifier, the MOS transistor produces an 
output signal that contains low levels of the harmonics 
of unwanted signals. As a result, the need for a double
tuned rf interstage transformer is reduced and accept
able performance can generally be achieved with single
tuned circuits in both the antenna and rf interstage 
sections. 

The FM tuner described in this Note utilizes an 
RCA-40468 MOS rf amplifier, an RCA-40478 bipolar 
mixer, and an RCA-40244 bipolar oscillator. The rf
stage gain of 12.7 dB and mixer gain of 21.8 dB yield 

* In a receiver tuned to 100 MHz, the local oscillator is tuned 
to 110. 7 MHz. The second harmonic of the local oscillator 
occurs at 221.4 MHz. A signal at a frequency of 210.7 MHz 
can beat with the 221.4-MHz signal to form the 10.7-MHz 
intermediate frequency. This 210. 7-MHz frequency is the 
second harmonic of 105.35 MHz, which is above the desired 
channel by half the intermediate frequency, 
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a total tuner gain of 34.5 dB. A three-stage if-amplifier 
strip that uses RCA-40482 bipolar transistors and ex
hibits 94 dB of gain completes the FM tuner. 

Table I summarizes the performance of the system. 
The figure shown for if rejection was achieved when the 
tuner section was tested with a fully shielded, remotely 
located if-amplifier strip. When the final tuner was 
assembled, only partial shielding was used around the 
if amplifier. This partial shielding, coupled with the 
close proximity of tuner and if amplifier, reduced the 
if rejection to 77 dB. 

Carrier Frequency. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 100 MHz 

Modulation ••••••••••••••••••• 400 Hz, 22.5 kHz deviation 

Sensitivity:* 

For 20..dB signal-to-noise ratio • • • • • • • • • • 1.4 µV 

For 30-dB signal-to-noise ratio • • • • • • • • • • 2.2 µV 

For -3-dB limiting point (with 94-dB if strip). • 1.6 µV 

Image Rejection• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 72 dB 

IF Rejection• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 91 dB 

Half-IF Rejection• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 96 dB 

Rejection of Other Spurious Responses• 
(with 0.2 volt at antenna terminals) ••• _... >100 dB 

• Measured at antenna terminals (300..ohm nominal impedance). 

• Relative to 2 uV. 

Table I - Over-all Tuner Performance 

Circuit Considerations 

The rf section of the tuner is shown in Fig. l, and 
the if strip in Fig.2. The if strip, which is described 
more fully elsewhere, 4 utilizes three 40482 bipolar 
transistors that operate at collector currents of 3.5 
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All resistors 1/2 W, 

R1 = 100 Kfl 
R2 = 220 Kfl 

R3,R4 = 47 Kfl 

Rs =4.7Kfl 
R6 = 8.2 Kfl 
R7 =120Kfl 

Rs = 22 Kfl 

C1,Cg,C, 6 = 16 pF 

C2,C? = 2-12 pF, Trimmer 

c3,c6 = 0.002 µF 
C4,C5,c 18 = 5.5-22,5 pF, ganged tuning capacitor 

c 9 = 5000 pF 

c 10 =2.7 pF 

c 11 =0.0lµF 

C12,C14,C 15 = 1000 pF 
c 13 = 1000 pF feedthrough type 

C17 =2-10 pF, Trimmer 

L 1 #18 bare copper wire, 4 turns, l/4" 1.D., 7/16" winding length, 0 0 at 100 MHz = 130. 
Tunes with 34 pF capacitance at 100 MHz. 

Antenna Link approximately 1 turn from ground end. 

Gate Tap approximately 1-1/2 turns from ground end, 

L2 = #18 bare copper wire, 4 turns, 1/4"' l.D., 7/16* winding length, Q0 at 100 MHz= 120. 

Tunes with 34 pF capacitance at 100 MHz. 

Base Tap approximately 3/4-turn. 

L3 = #18 bare copper wire, 4 turns, 7/32'' l,D,, 7/16" winding length, 0 0 at 100 MHz =120. 

Tunes with 34 pF capacitance at 100 MHz. 

Emitter Tap approximately 1-1/2 turns from ground end. 

Base Tap approximately 2 turns from ground end. 

Fig. I • Typical FM receiver front end using RCA-40468 MOS field-effect transistor. 

milliamperes in neutralized configurations and provide 
an over-all if gain of 94 dB. 

The rf section provides a total gain of 34.5 dB, 
which includes 12. 7 dB in the rf stage and 21.8 dB in 
the mixer. The mixer and oscillator were designed 
according to principles established previously, 5 ,6 and 

details of their design are not discussed. The common
collector oscillator provides an extremely clean oscil
lator waveform. In addition, the low injection level at 
the mixer base, 25 to 30 millivolts, coupled with the 
design of the preceding circuits, limits the maximum 
possible signal at the mixer base and minimizes the 
generation of spurious responses in that stage. 
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,, 
(ON Rf TUNER CHASSIS) I 

~: I 

T1 TRW-E0-21124-RA 

T2(a), Tz(b) TRIH0-21125-Rl 

T3 TRIH0-23023 

C3 
OOlµf-½ - 15V 

'" 8.2K 

c, 
0.68pF 

C,o 

330µFl 

·rttE INm DIODES ARE A 
MATCHED PAIR 

All resistors 1/4 watt 

AUDIO 
TO MPX 
DEMODULATOR 

0.01- and 0.05-µ,F capacitors, SQ .. y ceramic disks 

JJO ... pF capacitors, 1-kV disks 

Fig.2 · Typical if-amplifier strip. 

RF-Stage Design 

The 40468 rf stage is designed to achieve the 
published maximum usable stable gain of 14 dP ·1t a 
nominal operating point of 5 milliamperes. Adduional 
losses of 1.3 dB reduce the actual gain in the tuner to 
12.7 dB. Details of the rf-stage design are given in 
the Appendix. 

Selection of the appropriate source and load im
pedances for the rf stage is based on the fact that a 
low spurious response requires the gate of the 40468 to 
be tapped as far down on the antenna coil as gain and 
noise considerations permit. This arrangement applies 
the smallest possible voltage swing to the gate and 
makes optimum use of the available dynamic range. 
(In a bipolar tuner designed to optimize the rejection 
of spurious responses, the tap point on the antenna 
coil was approximately 25 ohms.) 

For low spurious response, therefore, the entire 
rf coil is used as the load for the 40468. The interstage 
coil presents a load impedance to the rf stage of 3800 
ohms, which nearly matches the 4200-ohm output im
pedance of the 40468. Although this arrangement loads 
the interstage coil and causes a degradation of selec
tivity of the front end, it is an acceptable compromise in 
this case because the antenna coil is not loaded by the 
gate of the MOS transistor. 

As indicated by the calculations in the Appendix, 
this approach yields a source impedance of approxi
mately 200 ohms for the 4500-ohm input impedance of 
the gate of the 40468. 

Tuner Performance 

Performance of the tuner with respect to sensitivity 
limiting, if rejection, and image rejection compares 
favorably with that of tuners using high-performance 
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bipolar transistcrs. Figs.3, 4, and 5 show typical per
formance characteristics of the receiver. Receiver per
formance, particularly as regards spurious-response
rejection figures, is highly dependent on such factors 
as physical layout, power-supply decoupling, and care 
in construction. The use of a negative supply voltage 
facilitates the grounding of tuned circuits and the de
coupling of the supply. 

> 
;--
" z 

I 
I 
30-dB QUIETING 

~ ~2f>,,.-------+----+-----t----~ 
" >-

" '" " ;o 
51 
> _, 
" 15 
in 

3-dB LIMITING 

20-dB QU\ET!NG 

o~---~---~---~---~---~ 
88 92 96 100 104 

MODULATED INPUT SIGNAL-MHz 

Fig.3 · Sensitivity curves far FM receiver 
using circuits of Figs. I and 2. 

108 

The elimination of spurious response was the pri
mary goal in this design. Generally, a circuit that has 
a low spurious response is difficult to reproduce. In 
some systems, the performance of such a circuit depends 
on the exact operating points of the transistors used; 
when the rf-amplifier transistor in Fig. l was repeatedly 
changed, performance of the tuner remained essentially 
the same. The best correlation was found with the 
operating current of the transistor in the circuit. Fig.6 
shows the change in the rejection of the "half-if" 
spurious response as a function of drain current for a 
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Fig.4 · Relative response as a function of signal vol
tage measured at antenna terminals, 
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----
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DESIRED SIGNAL FREQUENCY-MHz 

Fig.5 · Spuriaus-respanse rejection as a function 
af frequency. 

··----------------~-~-0 m 
DRAIN CURRENT-mA 

Fig.6 - Half-if rejection as a function 
of operating point. 

typical 40468. For the normal spread of operating cur
rent in this circuit of 3.5 to 7 milliamperes, the varia
tion in rejection is shown to be about :t 1 dB. 

Fig. 7 shows the variation of 20-dB quieting sensi
tivity as a function of drain current, m,d indicates why 
the 5-milliampere nominal operating point was chosen. 
Below 3 milliamperes, the sensitivity of the receiver 
degrades very rapidly. However, at 5 milliamperes the 
act1,1al spread of 3. 5 to 7 milliamperes causes a negligi
ble change in performance. 

W==~I tfL==~I I I_ ==~111 l_ 
2 <l O 1 2 3 4 6 8 9 10 

DRAIN CURRENT-mA 

Fig.7 - 20-dB quieting s,ensitivity as a function 
of operating point. 

Conclusions 

The 40468 MOS field-effect transistor has been 
incorporated into an FM tuner in which all other stages 
are high-performance, low-capacitance bipolar types. 
The wider dynamic range of the MOS transistor provides 
significant improvements in the rejection of spurious 
responses over results previously achieved with bipolar 
rf amplifiers. 

Most significantly, the performance with respect 
to spurious-response rejection has been repeated when 
devices with wide parameter variations have been used. 
Furthermore, the system has been duplicated with 
comparable results. These two factors strongly indicate 
that the performance advantages are real and are attribut
able to the characteristics of the MOS rf amplifier used 
rather than the result of cancellation or peculiar trapping 
in a single tuner. 
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Appendix - Design of 40468 RF-Amplifier Stage 

The following parameters are important in the de
sign of the rf-amplifier stage: 

40468 parameters (atVoo = 15 V, ID = 5 mA): 

input resistance Rin . . . . . . . . 4500 ohms 
output resistance Rout. . . . . . . 4200 ohms 
forward transmittance Yfs . . . . . 7500 µmhos 
feedback capacitance Crss (max). 0.2 pF 

mixer-stage parameters: 
input resistance Rin(mix) ..... 550 ohms 
input stability IS(mix) 

(from previous design) . 4 

coil data: 

mounted unloaded Q. 120 
tuning capacitance CT 

at 100 MHz ......... 34 pF 
antenna impedance ......... 300 ohms 

Fig.8 shows the ac equivalent circuit for the rf 
stage. At resonance, this circuit reduces to the form 

Fig.8 - AC equivalent circuit of the 40468 rf stage. 

shown in Fig.9, where all impedances are referred to 
the gate anrl drain terminals of the 40468. The maximum 
available gain (MAG) is the gain in a conjugately 
matched, unilateralized circuit and is defined as follows: 

1Yfsl 2 Rin Rout 
MAG = ----- (1) 

4 

For the values given above, MAG = 266 = 24.2 dB. 

Fig.9 - Equivalent input (R7) and output (R2) circuit 
of the rf stage during resonance. 

The maximum usable gain MUG is the stable gain 
which may be realized in a practical neutralized or un
neutralized circuit. It is defined by the relationship 
for the unneutralized case as follows: 
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2 IYfsl a 
MUG =--x

wCrss b 
(2) 

where a is a skew factor smaller than unity which 
is used to maintain bandwidth, and b is a number 
equal to or greater than unity related to the number of 
stages (inserted to maintain bandwidth in multistage 
amplifiers). A skew factor of 0.2 is generally used. 
Because only one stage of 100-MHz gain is used in the 
amplifier shown in Fig. I, b = 1. For the values given, 
therefore, MUG is given by 

0.4 Yfs 
MUG = -- = 23.5 = 13. 7 dB (3) 

wCrss 

The total mismatch loss is called the stability factor S, 
and is equal to the difference (in dB) between MAG and 
MUG, as follows: 

S = MAG - MUG = 10.5 dB, or 11.3 times (4) 

This value is arbitrarily divided between the input and 
output circuits by use of an input stability IS and an 
output stability OS, as follows: 

IS= Rin/2R1 

OS= R0 utf2R2 

(5) 

(6) 

where R1 and R2 are the total parallel impedances at 
the input terminal (gate) and the output terminal (drain), 
respectively. These stability terms are related to the 
stability factor S as follows: 

s =IS X OS (7) 

The division between IS and OS is made by means 
of some arbitrary choices. As mentioned previously, 
it was decided to maximize IS so that the signal level 
at the gate would be minimized. This choice necessi
tates matching or nearly matching Rout to its load. 
Therefore, the entire rf coil is used as the output load. 

As indicated in Eq.(6), the value of R2 must be 
determined to define OS; the value of IS can then be 
determined and the input circuit defined. R2 consists 
of the parallel combination of Rout, RT2, and (N I1N2)2 x 
Rin<mix), where RT2 is the tuned impedance of the rf 
coil and is given by 

(8) 

The value of Rout is given above as 4Xl0 ohms. The 
value of RT2 as calculated from Eq.(8) is 5600 ohms. 
The value of the input impedance of the mixer Rin<mix), 
obtained from the published data for the 40479, is 550 
ohms. The only remaining component of R2 to be deter
mined is the turns ratio N1/N2. 

In Fig.8, the rf coil L2 represents both the input 
circuit of the mixer and the output circuit of the rf 
stage. Therefore, the stability of the mixer stage must 
also be considered. Because stability factors are 
equal to resistance ratios, the input stability of the 
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mixer can be considered at the top of the rf coil, as 
follows: 

(N1/N2>2 Rin(mix) 
IS(mix) = -------

2R2 
(9) 

The value of IS(mix) was specified above as 4 (from a 
previous design). Because R2 is a linear function of 
(N1/N2>2 Rin(mix), manipulation of the data through 
several steps provides a value of 5.5 for (N 1/N 2> and 
a reflected value of 16,800 ohms for Rin(mix). 

The output stability of the rf stage can then be 
determined. R2 is computed as the parallel combination 
of Rout, RT2, and (Ni/N2)2 Rin<mix), and is found to 
be 2100 ohms. The output stability OS is determined 
from Eq.(6), as follows: 

OS = R0 utl2R2 = 4200/(2x2100) = 1 

The value of unity indicates an impedance match be
tween Rout and the load. 

The input stability of the rf amplifier can then be 
determined from Eq.(7), as follows: 

IS = S/OS = 11.3 

By use of this stability term, the input-circuit constants 
can be calculated. R1 is determined from Eq.(5), as 
follows: 

R1 = Rin/2IS = 191 ohms 

This value is so much lower than Rin that it is apparent 
the MOS transistcr does not load the antenna coil at all. 

Because it is desired to match the antenna with 
the input circuit, the value of R1 should be one-half the 
reflected antenna impedance. Therefore, the value of 

(N3iN2>2 RANT is 382 ohms, which is a very slight step 
up. Because two of the three component terms of R 1 are 
then known, the remaining term (N3/N1)2 RT1 can be 
determined as 456 ohms. The turns ratios are then 
given by 

N1IN2=4.3 
N1IN3=3.7 

The values of circuit components obtained by means 
of this design method are given in the parts list for 
Fig. l. 
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Selection of the transistors for use in FM-tuner 
stages involves consideration of such device character
istics as spurious response1 , dynamic range, noise 
immunity, gain, and feedthrough capacitance. MOS 
field-effect transistors are especially suitable for use 
in FM rf-amplifier and mixer stages because of their 
inherent superiority for spurious-response rejection and 
signal-handling capability. This Note describes an FM 
tuner that uses an RCA-40468 MOS transistor as the rf 
amplifier and an RCA-40559 MOS transistor as the mixer. 
A conversion gain of 17.5 dB was obtained, to provide 
an over-all tuner gain of approximately 30 dB. RF and 
mixer circuit considerations pertinent to the design are 
discussed. 

Performance Features of MOS Transistors 

Spurious response in an FM tuner is caused by the 
mixture of unwanted signals with the desired carrier in 
either the rf stage or the mixer. This effect can be 
expressed mathematically by use of the Taylor series 
expansion of the simple transfer function of output cur
rent as a function of input voltage at the operating point, 
as follows: 

i0 = I0 + aes + f3e/ + 8e} +... (1) 

where i0 is the instantaneous value of output current of 
the device; I0 is the de component of output current; es 
is the rf signal voltage present at the input terminal of 
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the transistor; and a, /3, and 8 are the coefficients of a 
Taylor series expansion. These coefficients are related 
to the first-, second-, and third-order derivatives of the 
transfer characteristic as determined by the bias point. 
It can be shown 2, 3 that mixing action within the device 
is attributable to the second-order term <f3es2), and that 
cross-modulation and intermodulation result from third
and higher-order terms. Therefore, when a device has 
an inherent square-law transfer characteristic, i.e., the 
drain current varies as the square of the applied gate
to source voltage, third- and higher-order terms are 
zero and spurious response is eliminated. The transfer 
characteristic of MOS field-effect transistors more nearly 
approaches this ideal square-law relationship than the 
very steep exponential transfer characteristic of bi
polar transistors. 

The dynamic-range capability of MOS field-effect 
transistors is about 25 times greater than that of bipolar 
transistors. In an actual tuner circuit, this large in
trinsic dynamic range is reduced by a factor proportional 
to the square of the circuit source impedances.4 The 
net result is a practical dynamic range for MOS tuner 
circuits about five times that for bipolar types. 

With MOS field-effect transistors, as contrasted with 
either bipolar transistors or junction-gate field-effect 
transistors, there is no loading of the input signal, nor 
drastic change of input capacitance eve'n under extreme 
overdrive conditions. 
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In junction-gate field-effect transistors, a large in
coming signal can have sufficiently high positive swing 
to drive the gate into conduction by a momentary for
ward bias; power is then drawn from the input signal in 
the same way as if a resistance were placed across the 
input circuit. In bipolar transistors, there is a gradual 
change of both input impedance and input capacitance 
as a function of large signal excursions. These changes 
are undesirable because they can result in detuning of 
tuned circuits and widening of the input selectivity curve. 

FM Tuner Design 

The FM tuner shown in Fig.1 uses single-gate MOS 
field-effect transistors in the rf-amplifier and mixer 
stages and a bipolar transistor as the local oscillator. 
The rf-amplifier transistor RCA-40468 operates in the 
common-source configuration with a stage gain of 

RF AMP. 

All resistors in ohms, 
unless specified otherwise 

12.7 dB. The mixer transistor RCA-40559 also operates 
in the common-source configuration, with both the rf and 
local-oscillator signals applied to the gate terminal. 
The bipolar oscillator transistor RCA-40244 operates in 
the common-collector mode. The conversion power gain 
from the mixer stage is 17.5 dB; the total gain of the 
tuner is 30.2 dB. 

Performance of the FM tuner was evaluated by use 
of the bipolar-transistor if amplifier shown in Fig.2, 
The 10. 7-MHz if output from the tuner is coupled to the 
first if-amplifier stage by means of a double-tuned trans
former T 1, The if amplifier employs two 40245 and one 
40246 bipolar transistors, each operating in a neutralized 
common-emitter configuration at a collector current of 
3.5 milliamperes. The over-all gain of the if amplifier 
is 88 dB. A detailed analysis of a similar if amplifier 
is covered in an earlier publication.5 

c1a, Clb' c1c • 3-gang tuning capacitor, TRW 5-plate Model 
V2133 with trimmers stripped off. 

C2, C3, C4 • Arco 402 trimmer, maximum value 10 pf 

L1 • No.18 bare copper wire, 5 turns on 19/64" form, coil length 
1/2", with IRN .250" x .250" Arnold slug, Q0 = 164. An
tenna tap at 0.8 of a turn, output tap at 1.4 turns. 

L2 · No.18 bare copper wire, 5 turns on 15/64" form, coil length 
3/8", with 0.181" x 0.375" Arnold slug. Q0 = 104. 

L3 - No.18 bare copper wire, 5 turns, air core with 3/8" O.D., 
coi I length 1/2". Emitter tap on 1-1/2 turns. Feedback 
tap on 2 turns. Q = 164. 

T1 - Double tuned, 90 per cent of critical coupling. Primary un
loaded uncoupled Q = 137 with 68-pf tuning capacitance, 
secondary unloaded uncoupled Q = 76 with 47-pf tuning 
capacitance. Secondary has a turns ratio of 26.2 to 1.0. 
Primary, No.32 enamel wire, 15 turns, space wound at 60 
TPI, 0.250" x 0.500" TH slug. Secondary, No.36 enamel 
wire, 18 turns, close wound, 0.250" x 0.250" TH slug. Both 
coils on 9/32" form without shield. 

Fig.I - Circuit diagram of FM tuner using MOS transistors for the rf amplifier 
and mixer stages. 

430 lo~i2 
Q All resistors in ohms, 

+15 v..- unless specified otherwise 

0.02 J~F 
AUDIO OUT 

Fig.2 - Three-stage if amplifier using bipolar transistors. 
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Table I summarizes the performance of the MOS 
tuner. Spurious response was evaluated with a generator 
output of 350 millivolts. 

OVER-ALL TUNER PERFORMANCE 

Carrier Frequency ..... 
Modulation Frequency .. 
Deviation (except IHFM) 
Sensitivity: 

IHFM ...... . 
20-dB Quieting. 
30-dB Quieting. 
3-dB Limiting 

Image Rejection .. 
IF Rejection .... 
Half-IF Rejection . 
Spurious Response across 

100 
400 

22.5 

1.75 
1.5 

1.75 
2.5 
62 
96 
92 

MHz 
Hz 

kHz 

µV 
µV 
µV 
µV 
dB 
dB 
dB 

VHF band with egen. = 0.35 volt NONE 

Table I . Over-all performance characteristics 
of FM tuner. 

RF-Circuit Considerations 

The RCA-40468 MOS transistor used in the rf ampli
fier stage has a maximum available gain of 24 dB. 
Because the design criteria required a total mismatch 
plus insertion loss of 11.3 dB, the net gain for the 
stage is 12. 7 dB. Although the design procedure used 
for these calculations has been discussed previously, l,6 

some of the considerations for optimizing performance 
warrant additional comment. 

In the design of an rf stage for FM performance, 
the stage gain should be a compromise between optimum 
receiver sensitivity and spurious response rejection. 
In other words, the rf. gain capability should be large to 
minimize the effects of noise from the mixer, and yet be 
limited to prevent a very large undesired incoming signal 
located on the skirt of the selectivity curve from driv
ing the mixer beyond its dynamic range. Good FM tuner 
performance is achieved by selection of the proper rf
stage gain and step-down to the mixer input. 

The rf input coil Lt is tapped down to provide the 
smallest practical input swing to the gate of the rf
amplifier transistor for increased dynamic range. This 
tap-down is a compromise between optimizing for dy
namic range and noise. When the degree of mismatch 
has been established, the drain-circuit load L2 is de
termined from stage-gain and bandwidth requirements. 
Table II shows the device parameters used for the design 
of the rf stage. 

The 40468 MOS transistor has a typical feedback 
capacitance of 0.12 picofarad, with a maximum value of 
0.2 picofarad. This small value of Crss minimizes 
oscillator radiation feedback through the device, and 
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also makes it unnecessary to add neutralization com
ponents to the rf stage to achieve adequate gain. 

Mixer-Circuit Considerations 

The mixer circuit shown in Fig. I is designed for 
operation into an 8000-ohm--load. A load up to 12,000 
ohms is permissible and provides a gain increase of 
about 1 dB from the mixer. The input circuit is tapped 
down by a 2. 7-picofarad capacitor in series with the 
device input capacitance to improve dynamic range. 
These mismatch losses result in a stage gain of 17.5 dB, 
as compared to the maximum available gain of 21.5 dB 
shown in the published data for the 40559 transistor. 

The trap consisting of a 1-microhenry inductor and 
270-picofarad capacitor is designed to bypass any 10. 7-
MHz component that may appear at the input to the 
mixer. A LS-picofarad capacitor couples the oscillator 
signal to the mixer gate. Because the capacitor is small, 
interaction with the oscillator tuned circuit is minimized 
and good oscillator stability is maintained. The in
jection level at the gate of the mixer is 700 millivolts rms. 

The biasing arrangement for the mixer stage is 
particularly important: substrate bias is used to pro
vide the optimum combination of mixing and spurious
response rejection. Fig.3 shows the shift of the transfer 
characteristic as a function of negative substrate bias 
Ebs for the RCA-40559 mixer transistor. 

151------t-----+ 

1 
I 
0 
!:!10t-----t-----+--++-H--i ... 
z .. .. a 
i!. 
~51------t----------~ 

0-':a,.----~_'!2!""'""'---_\-, -----!o 
GATE VOLTAGE (Eg)-V 

Fig.3 · Transfer characteristics ol the RCA-40559 MOS 
lield-ellect transistor /or several values 

ol substrate bias. 

The transconductance, which is the first derivative 
of the transfer characteristic, also varies as a function 
of substrate bias, as shown in Fig.4. As stated pre
viously, mixing is accomplished by means of the quad
ratic term of Eq.(1); higher-order terms contribute only 
to undesired responses. For ideal mixing, therefore, the 
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transconductance curve should approach a straight line. 
As the transconductance curve becomes linear, higher
order derivatives (i.e., above the second) reduce to zero 
and the conversion transconductance increases. Fig.4 
shows that the transconiluctance curve is most linear at 

,,~------~------~------, 
f•I kHz 

GATE VOLTAGE (Eg)-V 

Fig.4 - Transconductance of the RCA-40559 
as a function of gate bias with the sub

strate voltage as the parameter. 

a substrate bias of -3 volts. Fig.5 shows the relative 
conversion gain of the RCA-40559 mixer stage as a 
function of the oscillator injection level at substrate 
bias of zero and -3 volts. It can be seen that the con
version transconductance also increases with the oscil
lator injection level. 

a, r -2f--+~--,1'--+---t--N...,_..+---,r----J 
g 

·"&·°".2,-""""o".•--=o.'="•--,:0.""a-~,--"'1.2~-'",.•c---,,'>.6-~1.e 
OSCILLATOR INJECTION LEVEL-VOLTS (rmsl 

Fig.5 - Conversion transconductance as a function 
of oscillator injection level. 

Table II shows the MOS device characteristics 
measured under circuit conditions. Reasonable verifica
tion of the measured conversion transconductance was 

obtained by calculation of the conversion transconduc-

tance for gate voltages ranging from zero to -2.1 volts. 
Details of these measurements are given in the Appendix. 

RF Amplifier Mixer 
Parameter Units RCA-40468 RCA-40559 

crss pF 0.12 0.12 
Rin KO 4.5 6(100 MHz) 
Cin pF 5.S 5.0 
Ro KO 4.2 12 (10. 7 MHz) 
Co pF 1.4 1.5 

Y21 mmho 7.5 2.8 
MAG dB 24.2 21.5 
MUG (unneutralized) dB 14 
Gp (in tuner) dB 12.7 17.5 

Table II - Device parameters for RCA-40468 and 40559 
MOS field-effect transistors. 

On the basis of these results, the optimum operating 
conditions for the mixer circuit were empirically estab
lished at an effective gate bias of -1 volt and an effec
tive substrate bias of -3 volts to provide a typical drain 
current of 3 milliamperes. 

Osei I lator-Circuit Considerations 

The common-collector oscillator circuit shown in 
Fig.1 generates an extremely clean output waveform? 
The absence of harmonics in the oscillator signal is an 
important factor in good tuner design. The oscillator 
signal is coupled to the mixer gate by means of a 1.5-
picofarad capacitor which isolates the tuned circuit of 
the oscillator from the input circuit of the mixer and 
thus minimizes the possibility of oscillator instabilities 
as a result of "pulling". 

Over-all Tuner Performance 

The performance of the single-gate MOS tuner with 
respect to sensitivity, limiting, and particularly spurious 
response exceeds that obtained with the best bipolar 
transistors. In general, spurious-response performance 
can be degraded by inadequate circuit layout and wiring 
practices. For this reason, care should be exercised in 
arranging the physical layout of tre tuner, and power
supply decoupling should be used. 

Figs.6 and 7 show the measured sensitivity of the 
tuner of Fig.J. The quieting sensitivity, shown in Fig.6, 
is practically flat across the entire FM band. IHFM 
sensitivity and 3-dB limiting, shown in Fig.7, show 
the same excellent performance. The IHFM sensitivity 
test input voltage, as defined by the Institute of High 
Fidelity Manufacturers, is the minimum 100-per-cent
modulated signal input which, when applied to a receiver 
through the standard 300-ohm dummy antenna and an 
audio voltmeter connected through a 400-Hz filter, re-
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duces a total internal receiver noise and distortion to 
the point where the output rises 30 dB when the 400-Hz 
null filter is removed from the audio voltmeter circuit, 
This value is expressed in microvolts. 

I I 
I I 

30-dB QUIETING 
I I -, ...... 20-dB QUIETfNG 

I I 

Fig.6 - Signal level for 20- and 30-dB quieting 
as a function of signal frequency. 
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Fig.] - Signal level for 3-dB limiting and IHFM 
sensitivity os a function of signal frequency. 

Figs.8 and 9 provide additional performance char
acteristics. Fig.8 shows the gain and noise character
istics; Fig.9 shows the image and half-if rejection of 
the tuner. The spurious responses shown in Fig.9 were 
measured with a generator drive capability of 350-milli
volts from 10. 7 to 216 MHz. 
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Fig.B · Relative gain of signal and noise as a 
function of the signal voltage level. 
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Fig.9 - Signal rejection as a function of input 
frequency, measured with a generator 

voltage of 350 millivolts. 

MOS transistors covering a wide range of drain cur
rent were tested in the rf-amplifier and mixer sockets, 
Performance variations for image rejection and half-if 
rejection were within ± 1 dB of the values shown in 
Table I. Variations in sensitivity were less than 
0.25 microvolt. 

Conclusions 

The RCA-40468 and 40559 MOS field-effect transis
tors were designed into an FM tuner, Evaluation of this 
tuner was made in conjunction with an FM-if amplifier 
that used 40245 and 40246 bipolar transistors. Over-all 
performance of the combination showed that the capa
bility of MOS devices for dynamic range, sensitivity, and 
spurious response rejection exceeds that obtained with 
similar FM tuners that used bipolar transistors. Ex
perimental work indicated that performance variations 
as a function of product distribution were insignificant. 

APPENDIX 

Calculation of Conversion Transconductance from the 
Operating Characteristic 

The following procedure is used to calculate the 
conversion transconductance of the mixer stage based 
on the degree of linearity of the transconductance curves 
of Fig.4 and the magnitude of the oscillator injection 
voltage. The results show that the conversion trans
conductance is greatest for the curve that is most linear. 
For the mixer circuit described in this Note, this con
dition occurs at a substrate bias of -3 volts. 

For the curves of Fig.4, the transconductance gm 
is given by the following general relation: 

(2) 

where Eg is the gate bias, For a substrate bias of 
-3 volts, and a gate bias between zero and -2.1 volts, 
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the corresponding curve of transconductance is ex
pressed as follows: 

(3) 

For optimum mixer performance with a minimum of 
spurious responses, a gate voltage of -1 volt was selec
ted as the quiescent operating point. The Taylor series 
expansion for Eq.(3) for a center-point operating bias 
Eg of -1 volt is given by 

gm = 10.3 + 2.Sl!4 eg - 0.148 ei + 0. 75 el + • (4) 

where eg is the instantaneous voltage on the gate. 
This instantaneous gate voltage eg can be "xpressed in 
terms of the peak oscillator signal voltage e 0 , as follows: 

eg = -1 + e0 sin w0 t (5) 

Substitution of Eq.(S) into Eq.(4) yields the following 
expression for transconductance: 

gm = 6.82 + 5.13 e0 sin w0 t - 2.39 e 0 2 sin2 w0 t + 

3 . 3 (6) 
0.75 e0 sin w 0 t 

An expression for instantaneous drain current id in 
terms of Eq.(6) and the incoming signal es can then be 
written, as follows: 

(7) 

Expansion ofEq.(7) in terms of e 0 sinw0 t andessinws t 
and selection of those components which are effective 
at 10.7 MHz (i.e., sin (w0 - ws)t components) provides 
the following expression for drain current at the inter
mediate frequency: 

(8) 

By definition, the conversion transconductance gc 
is equal to the if current divided by the signal voltage, 
as follows: 

(9) 

Therefore, gc can be expressed in terms of the oscillator 
injection voltage e 0 as follows: 

gc = (2.57 + 0.28)e0 ( 10) 

Because the magnitude of oscillator injection voltage 
e0 for the MOS FM tuner was selected to be 1 volt peak, 
the conversion transconductance is calculated to be 

gc = (2.57) + (0.28) = 2.85 mmhos 

By use of the same procedure, the conversion trans
con\fuctance at a substrate bias of zero volts is calcu
lated to be 2.29 millimhos. It is apparent that the 
application of a substrate bias provides an increase in 
conversion transconductance of more than 25 per cent. 
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Design of Gate• Protected 
MOS Field· Effect Transistors 

by L.A. Jacobus and S. Reich 

MOS (metal-oxide-semiconductor) field-effect transis
tors are in demand for rf-amplifier applications because 
their transfer characteristics make possible significantly 
better performance than that experienced with other 
solid-state devices. 1 , 2 Unless equipped with gate pro
tection, however, MOS transistors require careful hand
ling to prevent static discharges from rupturing the 
dielectric material that separates the gate from the 
channel. This Note describes the design of dual-gate 
MOS field-effect transistors that use a built-in signal
limiting diode structure to provide an effective short 
circuit to static discharge and limit high potential build
up across the gate insulation. 

Breakdown Mechanism 
Before the techniques of gate protection can be 

applied, the breakdown mechanism associated with 
gate destruction must be understood. For the sake of 
simplicity in exploring the breakdown mechanism, a 
single-gate structure is used. Fig. 1 shows this single-
gate structure (a), its electrical symbol (b), and a much 
simplified equivalent circuit (c) that explains the poss
ible static discharge paths within the device. The sub
strate diode is formed by the 1rn junction integrated 
over the entire junction area, i.e., the source and drain 
diffusions connected by the inversion layer or n-type 
channel. Fig. 1 (c) lumps the diffuse diode into one 
equivalent diode terminating at the center of the channel. 

CIN in Fig. 1 (c) represents the gate-to-channel 
capacitance, and R1 and R2 represent the channel re
sistance. R3 is the leakage resistance associated with 
the substrate-to-channel equivalent diode D1. Leakage 
resistance across CiN was intentionally deleted because 
it is more than a tfiousand orders of magnitude higher 
than ,R3. In a typical RCA MOS field-effect transistor 
(e.g., 3Nl28), CIN is less than 5 picofarads. The 
channel resistance R1 + R2, which is a function of the 
applied bias, can range from 102 to 1010 ohms. R3 is 
also subject to variations determined by operating con
ditions, but can be assumed to be in the order of 109 
ohms. Thus, the application of a de potential between 
the gate and any other element results in practically all 
of this potential being applied across CIN· 

In a dual-gate MOS field-effect transistor, the oxide 
thickness of the CIN dielectric is about 600 angstroms. 
The dielectric material is Si02 , which has a breakdown 
constant of 5 x 106 volts per centimeter. The gate volt
age-handling capability is therefore 30 volts. A cross-
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SOURCE GATE DRAIN 
Si Oz 

" GATE 

SILICON 
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DRAIN 

GATE 

o--lr---cJ-+---14,,...-0 
C1N 

Fig. 1 - Single-gate MOS field-effect trans is tor: (a) structure; 
(b)electrical symbol; (c)simplified equivalent circuit. 

section of a typical RCA dual-gate device is shown in 
Fig. 2 (a), and its schematic symbol in Fig. 2 (b). The 
substrate in this structure is internally tied to the 
source; this connection is also shown schematically 
by the dotted line in Fig. 1 (c). 

GATE I GATE 2 

I ol 

GATE_L_j ~DRAIN 

GATE J_____j 

SOURCE 

{bl 

Fig. 2 - Dual-gate MOS field-effect trans is tor: (a) structure; 

(b) electrical symbol. 

Static Discharge 
If the potential applied to an MOS transistor were 

entirely within the control of the circuit designer, there 
would be no need for gate protection. Unfortunately,, 
designers do not have complete control of the MOS 
field-effect transistor environment and static potentials 
do accumulate. These high potentials can inadvertently 
be discharged through the device when it is handled 
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during the equipment ~anufacturing cycle or by a re
ce1vmg antenna associated with the end product in 
which _the tr'.111sistor is used. The more severe of these 
cond1t1ons, m terms of percentage of units that suffer 
dama_ge, is probably ~he initial handling phase. 

Fig .. 3 shows a simple equivalent circuit of a static 
discharge generator as it appears at the input of an MOS 
transist(!f, Es represents the static potential stored in 
t~e static generator capacitor Co, This voltage must be 
discharged through internal generator resistance R . 
Laboratory experiments have determined that a humlih 
body acts as a static (storage) generator with a capaci
tance Co ranging from 100 to 200 picofarads and a re
sistance Rs greater than 1000 ohms. Although there is 

~f ··~ 
Es J Co 
_L_ 

~ ----
Fig. 3 - Equivalent circuit of a static discharge generator. 

virtually no upper limit to the amount of static voltage 
that can be accumulated, repeated measurements suggest 
that the amount of potential stored is usually less than 
1000 volts. Experience has also indicated that the 
poten_tial from a static discharge is more severe during 
transistor handling than when the device is installed in 
a typical application. In an rf application, for example, 
a static potential picked up by the antenna would tra
verse an input circuit that normally provides a large 
degree of attenuation to the static surge before it 
appears at the input of the rf amplifier. For this reason, 
the development of gate-protected MOS transistors con
centrate~- on th~ requireme~t t~at the devices be capa
ble of w1thstandmg the static discharges likely to occur 
during handling operations. 

Gate-Protection Methods 

It has been established above that in terms of a 
static discharge potential it is reasonable to represent 
the M_OS tran_sist(!r as. a capacitor, s~ch as CrN in Fig.4. 
The ideal situat10n m gate protect10n is to provide a 
signal-limiting configuration that allows for a signal 
such as that shown in Fig. 4 (a} to be handled without 
clipping or distortion. The signal-limiting devices 
should limit all transient responses that exceed the 
gate breakdown voltage, as shown in Fig. 4 (b). One 
possible means of securing proper limiting is to place 
a diode in parallel with CTN, as shown in Fig. 4(c). 
Unfortunately, this arrangement causes several, unde
sirable consequences. In terms of signal ,handling, 
the smgle diode clips the positive peaks of a sine wave 
such as that in Fig. 3 (a) when the transistor is operated 
in the vicinity of zero bias. The 3Nl40 dual-gate MOS 
tran~istor, for example, is frequently operated with the 
rf signal superimposed on a slightly\ positive "bias" 
potential on gate No. 1. Furthermore, gate No. 2 of 
the 3Nl40 is designed to handle large positive and 
negative de voltage swings from the age loop. A single
d10de arrangement would render this device useless 
for this type of circuit. It is important, therefore that 
the limiting device be an effective open circ~it to 
any incoming signals through the amplitude range of 
such signals. The best available method for accom-

., =3== .,. + 
HANDLE THIS ,,, lb) 

GATE C1N c,. 

~-l ~ 
ONE POSSIBILITY RCA's METHOD 

(<I (di 

Fig. 4- Gate-protection requirements and two solutions. 

plishing this effective open circuit is the back-to-back 
diode arrangement pioneered by RCA and shown in Fig.3(d). 

Ideally, the transfer characteristic of the protective 
signal-limiting diodes has an infinite slope at limiting, 
as shown m Fig. 5(a}. Under these conditions, the 
static potential generator in Fig. 5 (b) discharges 
tlirough its internal impedance R into the load rep
resented by the signal-limiting aiodes. The ideal 
signal-limiting diodes, with an infinite transfer slope 
<Rs =0), would then limit the voltage presented to the 
gates to its knee value, ed. The difference voltage . 
E-ed =es (where Eis the static potential in the static 
generator, ed is the diode voltage drop, and es is the 
voltage drop across the generator internal resistance) 
appears as an IR drop across R8 , the internal impedance 
of the generator. The instantaneous value of the diode 
current is then equal. to l;s/Rs· During handling, the 
practical range of this discharge varies from several 
milliamperes to several hundred milliamperes. 

' 
l-+10 

=---

lo) 

(bl 

Fig. 5 • Transfer characteristic of protective diodes (a),and 
resulting waveforms in equivalent circuit (b). 
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Electrical Requirements 
The previous discussion points out that optimum 

protection is afforded to the gate with a signal-limiting 
diode that exhibits zero resistance (i.e., an infinite 
transfer slope and fast turn-on time) to all high-level 
transients. In addition, the diode ideally adds no 
capacitance or loading to the rf input circuit. 

The first phase in the development of gate-protected 
MOS field-effect transistors was, quite naturally, their 
construction in hybrid form. This form was used for 
initial measurements because it effectively enabled the 
physical separation of the diodes from the MOS pellet. 
This separation made it possible to measure the per
formance of the active device apart from the combined 
structure and thus obtain a more precise assessment of 
the loading effect of the diodes. The hybrid phase has 
now been followed by the development of monolithic 
gate-protected MOS field-effect transistors such as 
the RCA-40673. In this transistor, the diodes are an 
integral part of the MOS device and are internally con
nected as shown in Fig. 6. 

GATE t GATE 2 

Fig. 6- Connection of integral protective diodes in 
duol-gate MOS transistor. 

Monolithic Gate-Protected MOS Tronsistors 
In the design of a monolithic diode-protected MOS 

transi stor, several factors must be taken into account. 
(1) The high-frequency performance of the device must 
be comparable to that of available unprotected units. 
(2) The device must be designed so that no additional 
assembly cost is incurred. (3) The silicon area must be 
used efficiently to provide the maximum number of 
devices per semiconductor wafer. (4) The diodes must 
provide adequate protection against the transients ex
perienced primarily in handling but also when the 
transistor is finally installed in some piece of equip
ment. 

One approach to integrating protective diodes into 
an MOS transistor structure on one chip is shown in 
Fig. 7. In this approach, the silicon substrate required 
for an n-channel depletion-type MOS device is the 

starting material. The n-type wells are diffused into 
the silicon to provide pockets for the protective de
vices. The surface concentration and depth of these 
wells are carefully controlled because both of these 
factors are important in determining diode charac
teristics. 

The p +-type regions are diffused into the n-type 
wells to form the diodes and around the periphery to 
isolate the diode structure from the surface of the MOS 
device and to provide a region into which the channels 
may be terminated. The size of the diodes is determined 
by the desired current-handling capability and the 
amount of capacitance that can be tolerated across the 
gate of the MOS transistor. The spacing of the diodes 
is determined by the area available and the desired 
amount of control of transistor action from diode to 
diode. After the diode structures are formed, they are 
covered by a protective oxide. The MOS device is 
then fabricated by conventional means. 

Fig. 8 shows a photograph of a completed monolithic 
diode-protected dual-gate MOS transistor, In this structure, 

Fig. 8 - Completed mono/itltic diode-protected dual-gate 
MOS transistor. 

one of the diodes of each pair has been located under the 
gate bonding pads. The small triangular metal pads 

SILICON SU8STRATf 

Fig. 7 · Structure of MOS transistor cltip including pro

tective diodes. 
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make contact with the second diode of each pair and 
connect it to the source metalization. In assembly, the 
source is shorted to the substrate so that a low-resis
tance path to ground is provided for the diodes. To 
ground the diodes under the second gate properly, it is 
necessary to break the metal of the first gate and ter
minate the first channel on the p +-type guard band 
surrounding the diode structure of the second gate. 
This technique prevents spurious source-to-drain 
current which could result from the open nature of 
the structure. 

Current-Handling Copobility 
Fig. 9 shows a typical diode transfer characteristic 

measured with a one-microsecond pulse width at a 
4 x 10-3 duty cycle. The purpose of the protective 
diode is to limit the amplitude of the transient to a 
value that is below the gate breakdown voltage. Typ
ically, a dual-gate transistor has a gate-to-source 
breakdown voltage rating of 20 volts. The curves in 
Fig. 9 show that the transfer characteristic of the 
signal-limiting diodes will constrain a transient impulse 
to potential values well below this 20-volt limit even 
when the input surge is capable of delivering hundreds 
of milliamperes. 
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Fig. 9. Typical diode transfer chorocteristic measured 
with 1-microsecond pulse width ot 4x 10- 3 duty cycle. 

The protection offered by the MOS signal-limiting 
diodes is more dramatically demonstrated when a gate
protected MOS transistor is compared to a high-frequen
cy bipolar device. A laboratory experiment in which a 
static charge was accumulated in a capacitor and dis
charged through a circuit configuration like the one 
shown in Fig. 3 demonstrated that the special signal
limiting diodes made the protected-gate MOS field
effect transistor less vulnerable to static discharge 
damage than the bipolar transistor by a factor greater 
than two. 
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Input Copocitonce ond Resistance 

The curves of input capacitance and input resistance 
as a function of drain current in Fig. 10 represent 
average readings taken from ten hybrid devices with 
diodes first connected and then disconnected (the 
readings for all ten devices were remarkably close to 
the averages). The curves indicate that the diodes in
crease input capacitance by about 2.5 picofarads and 
decrease input resistance by about 200 ohms. 
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6 8 IO 12 14 
4 

16 
DRAIN CURRENT-MILLIAMPERES 

Fig. 10-/nputresistonce ondcopocitonces os o function of 
drain current for hybrid structures with ondwithoutdiodes. 

Power Goin ond Moise Foctor 
In the final analysis, the question that must be an

swered is how the addition of the protective signal
limiting diodes affects circuit power gain and noise 
factor. Performance data taken on the ten units de
scribed above in the typical rf test circuit shown in 
Fig. 11 are given in Table 1. Noise-factor values show 
an average degradation of 0.25 dB when the diodes are 
connected. The power-gain values show that the change 
in this characteristic is insignificant. 

Table 1 • Power Gain and Noise Factor at 200 MHz. 

HYBRID POWER GAIN NOISE FACTOR 
UNIT (dB) (dB) 

DIODES DIODES DIODES DIODES 
IN REMOVED IN REMOVED 

l 16.3 16.4 3.7 3.4 
2 18.8 18.5 2.4 2.2 
3 16.5 16.2 3.3 3.0 
4 16.3 15.7 3.9 3.4 
5 17.7 17.8 2.6 2.4 
6 17.2 17.5 2.8 2.5 
7 17.1 17.0 3.3 3.2 
8 17.9 18.0 2.9 2.6 
9 18.5 18.S 2.4 2.3 

10 17.3 17.3 3.2 3.0 
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TEST POINT 
F'OR AGC VOLTMETER 

C1: 100 picofarads, ceramic disc 
C2 C7 C5 Cg C10: 1000 picofarads, feed-through type 
C3: 1 to 10 picofarad•, variable air (piston); 

JFD VAM-010, Johnson Co. No. 4335,' or equivalent 
C4: 1.8 to 8. 7 picofarads, variable air; 

Johnson Co. No. 160-104 or equivalent 
C5: 3 picofar.ads, tubular ceramic 
C5: 22 picofarads, ceramic disc 
Cn: 1.5 to 5 picofarads, variable air; 

Johnson Co. No. 160-102 or equivalent 
C12: 100 picofarads, ceramic disc 
C13: 1.5 picofarads, tubular ceramic 
C14: 0.8 to 4.5 picofarads, variable air (piston); 

Erie 560-013 or equivalent 

Ferrite 4 beads on No. 24 wire between L1 and socket; beads 
beads: are Pyroferrio Co. ''Carbonyl J" or equivalent: 

0.093-inch OD, 0.03-inch ID, 0.063 inch thick 
L 1: 4 turns 0.020-inch copper ribbon, silver-plated, 0.075 to 

0.085 inch wide, 0.25-inch inside diameter, coil 
approximately 0.80 inch long 

L2: 4 .5 turns 0.020-inch copper ribbon, silver-plated, 0.085to 
0.095 inch wide , 0.3125-inc h inside diameter, coil approxi
mately 0.90 inch long 

Qi: MOS transistor under test 
RFC: Ohmite part No. Z235 

or equivalent 
R1: 27,000 ohms 
R2: 47,000 ohms 

R3: 36,000 ohms 
R4: 1800 ohms 
R5: 275 ohms, ½ watt, l 
Rs: 120,000 ohms 
R7: 1000 ohms 

Fig.11-RF testcircuitlordual-gateMOStransistors. 

Conclusions 

Gate-protected dual-gate MOS field-effect transistors 
such as the RCA-40673 make available to the circuit 
designer a device capable of good rf performance with
out the hazards previously associated with the handling 
and installation of MOS devices. Moreover, the gate 
protection is provided by signal-limiting diodes that do 
not significantly compromise dynamic range, noise fac
tor, or power gain. 
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RF Applications of the 
Dual•Gate MOS FET up to 500 MHz 

by L. S. Baar 

The RCA dual-gate protected, metal-oxide silicon, 
field-effect transistor (MOS FET) is especially useful for 
high-frequency applications in RF amplifier circuits. The 
dual-gate feature permits the design of simple AGC circuitry 
requiring very low power. The integrated diodes protect the 
gates against damage due to static discharge that may develop 
during handling and usage. This Note describes the use of the 
RCA-3N200 dual-gate MOS FET in RF applications. The 
3N200 has good power gain and a low noise factor at 
frequencies up to 500 MHz, offers especially good cross
modulation performance, and has a wide dynamic range; its 
low-feedback capacitance provides stable performance 
without neutralization. 

Gate-Protection Diodes 
Fig. 1 shows the terminal diagram for the 3N200. 

Gate No. I is the input signal electrode and Gate No. 2 
is normally used to obtain gain control. The back-to-back 
diodes are connected from each of the gates to the 
source terminal, lead No. 4. If short duration pulses 
greater than :!:IO volts, generated for example by static 
discharge, are inadvertently applied to either gate, the 
protective diodes limit these voltages and shunt the current 
to the source terminal. Thus the gates, under normal 
operating conditions, are protected against the effects of 
overload voltages. I 

LEAD 1 · DRAIN 
LEAD 2 • GATE NO. 2 
LEAD 3 · GATE NO. 1 
LEAD 4 · SOURCE, SUBSTRATE, 

AND CASE 

Fig. 1 - Terminal diagram for the 3N200. 

Operating Conditions 
Typical two-port characteristics at 400 MHz including 

both "y" and "s" parameters, are given for the 3N200 in the 
RCA technical bulletin, File No. 437. This note makes use of 
the "y" parameters; however, designers who prefer the 
alternate method can, by parallel analysis, make use of the 
"s" parameters. 

A recommended operating drain current (Io) for the 
3N200 is approximately 10 milliamperes with Gate No. 2 
sufficiently forward biased such that a change in the bias 
voltage does not greatly affect the drain current. An 
adequate Gate No. 2-to-source voltage (VG2S) is approxi
mately +4 volts. The forward transadmittance (yfs) increases 
with drain current, but saturates at higher current levels. The 
increase in RF performance at drain currents above I 0 
milliamperes is achieved only with less efficient use of input 
power. 

To establish the optimum operating conditions for a 
type, consideration must be given to the range of variations 
in characteristics values encountered in production quantities 
of the type.2 One important measure of type variation is the 
range of zero bias drain current (Ios). The current range 
given in the 3N200 technical bulletin for IDS is from 0.5 mA 
jo 12 mA. A fixed bias condition intended to center the 
range of drain current at the desired level, still will produce 
an operating drain current range of 11.5 milliamperes with a 
resultant wide range of forward transconductance (gfs)- The 
drain current can be regulated by applying de feedback with 
a bypassed source resistor (Rs). A good approximation of Rs 
(where IoQ ~ Ios/2) can be calculated by the use of the 
following formula*, assuming tl).at VGlS vs. Ios is linear 
over the current range under consideration: 

( 
1 ) (~Ios ) Rs"' --- --- - I 

gfs(min.) ~IDQ 
Eq. I 

*See Appendix 
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where: 
.0.Ios is the current range given in the 3N200 technical 

bulletin 

.0.IoQ is the desired range of operating current 

grs(min.) is the minimum forward transconductance 
at 1000 Hz 

With the value of Rs established, then the Gate-No. 1 
Voltage (VG1) can be. calculated from the equation 

VG1 = VGJS + IDQ Rs Eq. 2 

where VGJS is estimated by: 

Ioo-Ios 
Eq. 3 

where: 
grs(avg.) is the average forward transconductance 

To establish the Gate-No. 2 Voltage (VG2), follow the 
same procedure described for calculating the Gate-No. I 
Voltage, except that a fixed VG2S of approximately 4 volts 
is adequate. 

If gain control is desired, apply a negative-going voltage 
to Gate No. 2. Because Gate No. 2 has little control in the 

CHARACTERISTICS SYMBOL 

y Parameters 

Input Conductance gis 

Input Susceptance bis 

Magnitude of Forward Transadmittance I Yfs I 
Angle of Forward Transadmittance /.:!..ts 

Output Conductance gos 

Output Susceptance bas 

Magnitude of Reverse Transadmittance I Yrs I 
Angle of Reverse Transadmittance /.!..rs 

Maximum Available Gain MAG 

voltage range of +2 to +5 volts, this characteristic may b1 
used to effect AGC delay of the device in order to maintair 
the low noise figure until the RF signal is out of the noise-leve 
range . 

Stability Considerations 

Typical ''y" parameter data as a function of frequency 
are given in Table 1. Maximum available gain (MAG) cal· 
culated from these data are also included to indicate ideal 
gain performance (i.e., yrs = 0). The ability of the MOS FET 
to approach these gain levels depends on the device main· 
taining · stable performance at the required operating fre· 
quency. 

There are several methods which may be used to test for 
gain vs. stability. One of these methods, the Linvill Criteria 
(C), is defined by the equation: 

C = __ Y_,r.=.s_Y_,f.=.s _____ _ 

Zgis gos - Re (yrs Y fs) 
Eq.4 

A value for C which is less than 1 indicates uncondi
tional stability. Applying the 400-MHz values taken from 
Table 1 to the Linvill Criteria yields a value of C = 0.615; 
substantially less than the value indicating unconditional 
stability. 

FREQUENCY (MHz) UNITS 
100 200 300 400 500 

0.25 0.8 2.0 3.6 6.2 mmho 

3.4 5.8 8.5 11.2 15.5 mmho 

15.3 15.3 15.4 15.5 16.3 mmho 

-15.0 -25.0 -35.0 -47.0 -60.0 degrees 

0.15 0.3 0.5 0.8 1.1 mmho 

1.5 2.7 3.6 4.25 5.4 mmho 

0.012 0.025 0.06 0.14 0.26 mmho 

-60.0 -25.0 0 14.0 20.0 degrees 

32.0 24.0 17.5 13 10.0 dB 

Table 1 - "y" Parameters from 100 to 500 MHz 
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The following equation for Maximum Usable Gain 
(MUG)3 is: 

2K I Yfs I 
MUG= 

j Yrs I (1 + cos 0) 

where: 
e = Lyfs + LYrs 

K = skew factor 

Ly rs = angle of reverse transadmittance 

Ly fs = angle of forward transadmittance 

Eq.5 

The skew factor, introduced in this equation, is a safety 
measure that establishes an arbitrary degree of skewing in the 
frequency response which may be introduced by regenera
tion. A value of 0.2 for K has been established on the basis of 
past experience. The value of MUG calculated at 400 MHz is 
13.8 dB. This value of MUG is greater than the value of 
MAG, again indicating unconditional stability, since MAG, 
ignoring inherent feedback, is the conjugately matched gain. 
Therefore, neutralization or circuit loading is not required to 
insure stable performance, and the gain can approach MAG, 
limited only by circuit losses. 

Reverse transadmittance (yrs) is composed of several 
components, but the major ones are feedback capacitance 
(Crss) and source-lead inductance (Ls). Therefore, care must 
be exercised in the application of the Yrs values, shown in 
Table 1, at the upper end of the usable frequency range. The 
3N200 utilizes a JEDEC T0-72 package that has 4 leads. The 
data in Table 1 was compiled with the use of a socket which 
contacts the leads of the 3N200 as close as possible to the 
bottom of the package as specified by the JEDEC Standard 
Proposal SP-1028 "Measurement of VHF-UHF "y" Para
meters". The leads are shielded from each other to eliminate 
stray capacitance between the leads, but some lead induct
ance is inevitable. If the device is soldered directly to the 
circuit components using commercial production techniques 
rather than by precise laboratory methods, then additional 
source lead inductance can be expected. Also, some 
additional capacitive coupling may result if the input and 
output circuits are not completely isolated from each other. 

Because the published Yrs value for the 3N200 is very 
small, the circuit Yrs values may differ significantly from the 
Yrs values shown in Table I and hence, may result in an 
unstabk operating condition. It is impossible to provide data 
for all possible mounting combinations, therefore, a recom
mended mounting arrangement is shown in Fig. 2. The 
source and substrate in the T0-72 package of the 3N200 are 
internally connected to lead No. 4 and the case. The 
source-lead inducf:lnce can be reduced, if the case is used as 
the source connection. Fig. 2 illustrates a partial component 
layout in which the case is held by a clamp or other fingered 

device. The clamp is soldered to a feedthrough capacitor to 
provide an effective, very-low inductance bypass to RF 
signals. This mounting arrangement still permits the use of a 
source resistor for DC stability, and enables the case to 
provide isolation between the input and output circuit in 
addition to the isolation afforded by the shield. 

TUNING 
CAPACITOR Cz 

INPUT BNC JACK 

CG 

TOP V1EW 

SHIELD 

TUNING~ CAP_,\CITOR Cz CLAMP 

!="EEDTHROUGH 
CAPACITOR C7 

SIDE VIEW 

Fig. 2 - Partial component layout of 400-MHz amplifier 
circuit 

The reduction of source-lead inductance provides in 
addition to greater stability, a lower input and output 
conductance. Table 2 shows the differences in "y" parameter 
values at 400 MHz when measured with the source con
nection made to lead No. 4 (in accordance with the 
published data for the 3N200) and when measured with the 
case connected directly to the ground plane of the test jig. 
The magnitude of reverse transadmittance is halved with a 
significant change in its phase angle. The input conductance 
is reduced by 30%, and the output conductance is reduced by 
13%. A recalculation of the expressions for MAG, MUG, and 
Linvill Criteria (C) shows a significant improvement in gain 
and circuit stability. 

While it is difficult to provide accurate information on· 
the effects of shielding between the input and output 
circuits, its effect can be demonstrated when all other 
feedback components have been reduced to negligible values. 
The circuit, shown in Fig. 3 (for component layout see Fig. 
2), was measured both with and without a shield. The 
maximum gain, without the shield, averaged 0.8 dB lower 
than with the use of the shield. 

When receiver sensitivity is an important consideration 
in the design of an RF amplifier, a compromise must be 
made in the circuit power gain to achieve a lower noise 
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CHARACTERISTICS SYMBOL FREQUENCY (f) = 400 MHz UNITS 

Normal Case 
Connection Grounded 

Maximum Available Power Gain MAG 13.0 15.7 dB 

Maximum Usable Power Gain (unneutralized) MUG 13.8 19.4 dB 

Linvill Stability Factor, C C 0.615 0.335 mmho 

"y" Parameters 

Input Conductance gis 3.6 2.5 mmho 

Input Susceptance bis 11.2 11.7 mmho 

Magnitude of Forward Transadmittance I Yfs I 15.5 15.5 mmho 

Angle of Forward Transadmittance t:!Js -47.0 -40.0 degrees 

Output Conductance gos 0.8 0.65 mmho 

Output Susceptance hos 4.25 4.25 mmho 

Magnitude of Reverse Transadmittance I Yrs I 0.14 0.07 mmho 

Angle of Reverse Transadmittance &s 14.0 49.0 degrees 

Table 2 - "y" Parameters at 400 MHz with source connection to lead No. 4 and with case connected to ground plane 
of test jig 

factor. A contour plot of noise figure as a function of 
generator source admittance is shown in Fig. 4. Each contour 
is a plot of noise figure as a function of the generator source 
conductance and susceptance. Data for the noise figure were 
obtained from a test amplifier designed with very low 
feedback. Even though the area of very low-noise figure in 
the curves in Fig. 4 cover a broad range of source admittance, 
impedance-matching for maximum power gain could result in 

30okn 
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+15 V 

360kn 
C5 

50..Q_PF L2 B20kl1 

C2 
1.3-5.4 pF 

.J. 

R5 
270!! 

Fig. 3 - 400-MHz amplifier circuit 

a relatively poor noise figure. As shown in Table 2, the input 
conductance (gis) with the case grounded is 2.5 mmho. With 
the reactive portion tuned out, the noise factor at power 
matched conditions is almost 1 dB higher than the optimum 
noise figure. However, matching to 5 .0 mmho results 
in a near optimum noise factor with a loss of only 0.5 dB in 
gain. In addition, impedance matching to high conductance 

0 
~ 

E 
E 

l 
.§ 12.51---+--+-~-+--+--l--_,.,__+---l---1 
"' u z 
~ 101---+-~1+---l---+--1---+-4-+---+--+I 
~ z 
8 7_5.._ _ _,__._,__-1--,c-, 
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GENERATOR SOURCE SUSCEPTANCE ( bis l - mmho 

Fig. 4 - Noise factor vs. generator source (input) admittanc1 
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also benefits crossmodulation performance, as will be dis
cussed in a later section. 

Gate Protection Diodes 
The diodes incorporated into RCA dual-gate MOS 

FETs, for gate protection, have been designed to minimize 
RF loading on the input circuits. The small amount of RF 
loading results in only a fraction of a dB loss in power gain 
and a negligible increase in the noise figure. The advantages 
of diode protection, greatly outweigh the slight loss in power 
gain, especially in an RF amplifier intended for the input 
stage of a receiver. 

In addition to the protection afforded in normal 
handling, the diodes also provide in-circuit protection against 
events such as: static discharge due to contact with the 
antenna, delay in transmit-receive switching, or connection 
of an antenna with an accumulated charge to the receiver. 

Crossmodulation 
Crossmodulation is an important consideration because 

it is an inherent device characteristic where circuit considera
tions are secondary. Crossmodulation is the transfer of 
modulation from an undesired signal on a desired signal 
caused by the non-linear characteristics of a device. 

Crossmodulation is proportional to the third-order term 
of the expansion of the ID - V GS curve. It is normally 
specified as the undesired signal voltage required to produce 
a crossmodulation factor of 0.01. The crossmodulation 
factor is defined as the percent modulation on a desired 
carrier by the modulated undesired signal divided by the 
percent modulation of the undesired signal.4 

Inspection of the Io - VGJS curve of Fig. 5 offers an 
insight to the possible crossmodulation as a function of 
gain-reduction performance. When both channels of the 
3N200 are fully conducting current, as shown by the VG2S = 
4-volt curve, the device approximately follows a square-law 
characteristic. If the Io - VG JS curve was ideal, the 
third-order term would be zero; but in practical cases, the 

" E 

I 
3' 

~ 
<r 

l3 
z 
;; 
<r 
Q 

12.5 

10 

75 

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (TA): 25°C 

DRAIN-TO-SOURCE VOLTS (Vosl=15 

-, 
GATE No.I-TO-SOURCE VOLTAGE (VG1sl-V 

Fig. 5 - Drain current (Io) vs. gate No. 1-to-source voltage 
fVGtSJ 

third-order term and crossmodulation have some low values. 
When the gain is reduced, by the application of bias to Gate 
No. 2, the square-law characteristic changes to a curve with a 
knee. Sharp curvatures usually result in larger high-order 
terms and poorer crossmodulation performance can be 
expected at lower gain conditions. If in Fig. 6, Circuit A, we 
assume a fixed bias (VG JS) of approximately +0.4 volt, then 
the expected variation in crossmodulation is determined at 
the points where the ordinate at VG IS = +0.4 volt crosses 
the curves. Crossmodulation performance at values of V G2S 
= +4 volts to cutoff is as follows: good (low crossmodula
tion) at +4 volts, poorer at +2 volts, poorest at + I volt, and 
again improves from zero volts to cutoff. 

CIRCUIT A CIRCUIT B CIRCUIT C 

Fig. 6 - Biasing circuits using the 3N200 

Curve A, Fig. 7 shows a curve of the undesired signal 
with a crossmodulation factor of 0.01 as a function of gain 
reduction. The curve indicates performance is poorest when 
gain reduction is in the 3- to 15-dB region; this region repre
sents a Gate No. 2-voltage range of approximately 0.5 volt to 
2 volts. The exception to the poor crossmodulation perform-

1000 ~-----------~~-------DESIRED SIGNAL (fol: 56 MHz 

UNDESIRED SIGNAL {fu)" 85 MHz 

CURVE C, 

I GENERATED 
FROM FIG. 6, 
CIRCUIT C 

I 

\ 
/ I 

/ 

' .,...4-.CURVE 8, \ , , 
\ ~- --- GENERATED 

,_, 
FROM FIG. 6, 
CIRCUIT B 

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 
GAIN REDUCTION (dB) 

Fig. 7 - Crossmodulation vs. gain reduction using biasing 
circuits shown in Fig. 6 
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ance in this range is the sharp peak which occurs at the 5-dB 
level and is due to a curve inversion that takes place just prior 
to the knee. Beyond the I 5-dB level, crossmodulation 
generally shows an improvement. 

If Gate No. 1 is also reverse biased in conjunction with 
Gate No. 2 in the manner shown in Fig. 6, Circuit B, then the 
overall performance is poorer because the Gate No. I voltage 
will tend to follow the knee of each curve. This occurrence is 
evident in Fig. 7, Curve B. If Gate No. I is biased as shown in 
Fig. 6, Circuit C, the Gate No. I-to-Source voltage intercepts 
the Gate No. 2 curves where the curvature is less severe, 
indicating as shown by Fig. 7, Curve C an improvement in 
crossmodulation performance. A further slight improvement 
is possible by the use of a higher initial operating drain 
current, which effectively moves the intercepts to the right 
on each curve. This improvement is indicated in Fig. 7, 
Curve D. 

The curves in Fig. 7 establish that the biasing 
arrangement wliich provides optimum crossmodulation 
performance is the one in which Gate No. I forward bias 
increases as Gate No. 2 controls the gain. This biasing 
arrangement is easily accomplished by the use of a fixed Gate 
No. I voltage and a source resistor. As the Gate No. 2 bias 
voltage reduces the drain current, there is also a decrease in 
source voltage and an increase in the Gate No. I-to-Source 
voltage. The gate-to-source voltage ratings must not be 
exceeded under any circumstances. 

Summary 
An RF amplifier, ideally, should provide high gain, a 

low-noise figure, and low crossmodulation. The 3N200 offers 
a good compromise in providing these three features. As 
indicated in the section on "Stability Considerations" a 
mismatch at the circuit input to a higher conductance level, 
provides an improved noise figure. The same mismatch 
condition also improves crossmodulation performance. The 
input signal at the gate of the device, when mismatched as 
indicated above, is lower than if it is power matched. The 
same ratio applies to any undesired signal and, thus, reduces 
the possibility of crossmodulation interference. 

Appendix 
The drain current of a device is established by the 

relationship 

where: 
IDS = drain current 

at: 
VGJS = 0, VG2S = +4 volts. 
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If a source resistor is used, as shown in Fig. Al, the ga 
No. I-to-source voltage is 

Vc1s=Vc1-I0Rs 
then 

Io=gfs(VG1-Io Rs)+Ios or 

gfs vc1 Ios 
Io=--- + 

I + gfs Rs I + gfs Rs 

Fig. A 1 - Bias circuit using the 3N200 

The typical curves in Fig. A2 show drain current v 
Gate No. I-to-Source Voltage as a function of IDS levf 
These curves are almost linear when the typical operatir 
drain current is in the IO-milliampere region. For ti 
remainder of the analysis a linear relationship will l 
assumed for the required range of quiescent current. n 
assumption of linearity dictates that gfs is a constant. 

The required range of drain current is 102 - ID! 

where: 
'os (max.) 

102=--- + 
I + Hs Rs I + gfs Rs 

gfs VG! los (min.) 
101 =----+~~--

! + Hs Rs I + gfs Rs 

los (max.) - los (min.) Alos 
Aio= 102- 101 =~~--~~--- ---

1 + gfs Rs I + Us R 

Solving the above equation for Rs gives 

(Aios/Aio) - 1 
Rs=-~-~ 

gfs 

where: 
gfs is equal to the expected minimum value at ti 

required Io 
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Fig. A2 - Drain current vs. gate No. I-to-source voltage 
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Developmental-Number-to-Commercial-Number Cross-Reference Index 
DATA- DATA-

Product Comm. Fila BOOK Product Comm. Fila BOOK 
Dev. No. Line No. No. Vol.No. Paga Dev. No. Line No. No. Vol.No. Paga 

TA144 RECT 1N536 3 SSD-206A 265 TA1216 RECT 1N1189A 38 SSD-206A 332 
TA145 RECT 1N537 3 SSD-206A 265 TA1217 RECT 1N1190A 38 55D-206A 332 
TA146 RECT 1N538 3 55D-206A 265 TA1222 SCR 2N3228 114 S5D-206A 161 
TA147 RECT 1N539 3 55D-206A 265 TA1225 SCR 2N3525 114 S5D-206A 161 
TA148 RECT 1N540 3 55D-206A 265 TA1614 PWR 2N301 14 S5D-204A 572 

TA149 RECT 1N1095 3 55D-106A 265 TA1614A PWR 2N301A 14 5SD-204A 572 
TA1000 RECT 1N547 3 55D-206A 265 TA1680G PWR 40050 14 55D-204A 572 
TA1003 RECT 1N440B 5 55D-206A 262 TA1680G PWR 40051 14 SSD-204A 572 
TA1004 RECT 1N441B 5 SSD-206A 262 TA1863 RF 2N1491 10 SSD-205A 22 
TA1005 RECT 1N442B 5 55D-206A 262 TA1883 RF 2N1492 10 S5D-205A 22 

TA1006 RECT 1N443B 5 5SD-206A 262 TA1884 PWR 2N2015 12 55D-204A 500 
TA1007 RECT 1N4448 5 55D-206A 262 TA1844A PWR 2N2016 12 55D-204A 500 
TA1008 RECT 1N445B 5 55D-206A 262 TA1910A PWR 2N697 16 55D-204A 472 
TA1011 RECT 1N2859A 91 55D-206A 280 TA1928A PWR 2N3731 14 5SD-204A 572 
TA1012 RECT 1N2860A 91 S5()_-206A 280 TA1931 PWR 2N1183 14 SSD-204A 572 

TA1013 RECT 1N2861A 91 55D-206A 280 TA1931A PWR 2N1183A 14 5SD-204A 572 
TA1014 RECT 1N2862A 91 55D-206A 280 TA1931B PWR 2N1183B 14 55D-204A 572 
TA1015 RECT 1N2863A 91 55D-206A 280 TA1932 PWR 2N1184 14 55D-204A 572 
TA1016 RECT 1N2864A 91 S5D-206A 280 TA1932A PWR 2N1184A 14 55D-204A 572 
TA1049 RECT 1N248C 6 55D-206A 326 TA1932B PWR 2N1184B 14 55D-204A 572 

TA1050 RECT 1N249C 6 55D-206A 326 TA1936 PWR 2N1066 14 55D-204A 572 
TA1051 RECT 1N250C 6 S5D-206A 326 TA1936A PWR 2N1397 14 55D-204A 572 
TA1052 RECT 1N1195A 6 55D-206A 326 TA1945 PWR 2N1479 135 55D-204A 474 
TA1053 RECT 1N1196A 6 55D-206A 326 TA1945A PWR 2N1480 135 55D-204A 474 
TA1054 RECT 1N1197A 6 5SD-206A 326 TA1946 PWR 2N1481 135 S5D-204A 474 

TA1055 RECT 1N1198A 6 55D-206A 326 TA1946A PWR 2N1482 135 SSD-204A 474 
TA1066 RECT 1N2858A 91 SSD-206A 280 TA1947 PWR 2N1483 137 55D-204A 479 
TA1076 RECT 1N1199A 20 55D-206A 320 TA1947A PWR 2N1484 137 55D-204A 479 
TA1077 RECT 1N1200A 20 55D-206A 320 TA1948 PWR 2N1485 137 55D-204A 479 
TA1078 RECT 1N1202A 20 S5D-206A 320 TA1948A PWR 2N1486 137 55D-204A 479 

TA1079 RECT 1N1203A 20 5SD-206A 320 TA1949 PWR 2N1487 139 S5D-204A 484 
TA1080 RECT 1N1204A 20 55D-206A 320 TA1949A PWR 2N1488 139 55D-204A 484 
TA1081 RECT 1N1205A 20 55D-206A 320 TA1950 PWR 2N1489 139 55D-204A 484 
TA1082 RECT 1N1206A 20 55D-206A 320 TA1950A PWR 2N1490 139 S5D-204A 484 
TA1085 RECT 1N1183A 38 S5D-206A 332 TA1951 RF 2N1493 10 S5D-205A 22 

TA1086 RECT 1N1184A 38 S5D-206A 332 TA1986 PWR 2N699 22 55D-204A 320 
TA1087 RECT 1N1186A 38 55D-206A 332 TA2045 PWR 2N1906 14 55D-204A 572 
TA1095 RECT 1N1197A 6 S5D-206A 326 TA2046 PWR 2N1905 14 55D-204A 572 
TA1096 RECT 1N3194 41 S5D-206A 268 TA2047 PWR 2N2147 14 55D-204A 572 
TA1111 RECT 1N3193 41 55D-206A 268 TA2048 PWR 2N2148 14 55D-204A 572 

TA1112 RECT 1N3195 41 55D-206A 268 TA2049 PWR 2N1700 141 SS0-204A 489 
TA1113 RECT 1N3196 41 SSD-206A 268 TA2050 PWR 2N1701 141 SSD-204A 489 
TA1120 RECT 1N3253 41 SSD-206A 268 TA2051 PWR 2N1702 141 SSD-204A 489 
TA1121 RECT 1N3254 41 SSD-206A 268 TA2053 PWR 2N1613 106 SSD-204A 323 
TA1122 RECT 1N3255 41 SSD-206A 268 TA2053A PWR 2N1711 26 5SD-204A 328 

TA1123 RECT 1N3256 41 SSD-206 268 TA2053B PWR 2N2102 106 SSD-204A 323 
TA1133 RECT 1N1612 18 SSD-206A 315 TA2083 PWR 2N3730 14 5SD-204A 572 
TA1134 RECT 1N1613 18 SSD-206A 315 TA2188 PWR 2N3732 14 SSD-204A 572 
TA1135 RECT 1N1614 18 SSD-206A 315 TA2192A PWR 2N2270 24 5SD-204A 338 
TA1136 RECT 1N1615 18 SSD-206A 315 TA2199 PWR 2N2338 141 S5D-204A 489 

TA1137 RECT 1N1616 18 SSD-206A 315 TA2235 PWR 2N1893 34 SSD-204A 332 
TA1171 SCR 2N681 96 5SD-206A 233 TA2235A PWR 2N2405 34 5SD-204A 332 
TA1172 SCR 2N682 96 55D-206A 233 TA2267 RF 2N2631 32 S5D-205A 26 
TA1173 SCR 2N683 96 S5D-206A 233 TA2275 PWR 2N2895 143 S5D-204A 342 
TA1174 SCR 2N684 96 S5D-206A 233 TA2276 PWR 2N2896 143 S5D-204A 342 

TA1175 SCR 2N685 96 SSD-206A 233 TA2277 PWR 2N2897 143 S5D-204A 342 
TA1176 SCR 2N686 96 SSD-206A 233 TA2302 PWR 2N718A 14 S5D-204A 572 
TA1177 SCR 2N687 96 5SD-206A 233 TA2303 PWR 2N720A 14 5SD-204A 572 
TA1178 SCR 2N688 96 SSD-206A 233 TA2307 RF 2N3375 386 SSD-205A 50 
TA1179 SCR 2N689 96 SSD-206A 233 TA2311 RF 2N2876 32 SSD-205A 26 

TA1182 RECT 1N3563 41 55D-206A 268 TA2333 RF 2N2857 61 S5D-205A 31 
TA1195 RECT 1N3756 39 SSD-206A 258 TA2358 RF 2N918 83 S5D-205A 18 
TA1197 RECT 1N3754 39 S5D-206A 258 TA2358A RF 2N3600 83 S5D-205A 18 
TA1198 RECT 1N3755 39 5SD-206A 258 TA2363 RF 2N3839 229 SSD-205A 67 
TA1204 SCR 2N1842A 28 5SD-206A 221 TA2388 RF 2N3229 50 SSD-205A 43 

TA1205 SCR 2N1843A 28 SSD-206A 221 TA2402A PWR 2N3054 527 SSD-204A 20 
TA1206 SCR 2N1844A 28 S5D-206A 221 TA2403A PWR 2N3055 524 55D-204A 28 
TA1207 SCR 2N1845A 28 S5D-206A 221 TA2412 PWR 2N2869 14 55D-204A 572 
TA1208 SCR 2N1846A 28 55D-206A 221 TA2412A PWR 2N2870 14 55D-204A 572 
TA1209 SCR 2N1847A 28 S5D-206A 221 TA2442 SCR 2N3870 578 55D-206A 243 
TA1210 SCR 2N1848A 28 55D-206A 221 TA2444 SCR 2N3871 578 55D-206A 243 
TA1211 SCR 2N1849A 28 S5D-206A 221 TA2447 SCR 2N3872 578 55D-206A 243 
TA1212 SCR 2N1850A 28 SSD-206A 221 TA2458 PWR 2N3439 64 S5D-204A 222 
TA1214 RECT 1N1187A 38 5SD-206A 332 TA2462 RF 2N3118 42 55D-205A 35 
TA1215 RECT 1N1188A 38 55D-206A 332 TA2463 RF 2N3119 44 55D-205A 39 
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Developmental-Number-to-Commercial-Number Cross-Reference Index 
DATA- DATA-

Product Comm. File BOOK Product Comm. File BOOK 
Dev. No. Line No. No. Vol.No. Page Dev. No. Line No. No. Vol.No. Page 

TA2468A PWR 2N3442 528 SSD-204A 44 TA2774 SCR 2N4102 114 SSD-206A 161 
TA2469A PWR 2N3441 529 SSD-204A 36 TA2775 SCR 2N4103 116 SSD-206A 214 
TA2470 PWR 2N3440 64 SSD-204A 222 TA2791 RF 2N5102 279 SSD-205A 111 
TA2492 PWR 2N3263 54 SSD-204A 354 TA2792 RF 2N4933 249 SSD-205A 90 
TA2493 PWR 2N3264 54 SSD-204A 354 TA2793 RF 2N5070 268 SSD-205A 98 

TA2494 PWR 2N3265 54 SSD-204A 354 TA2800 RF 2N5109 281 SSD-205A 120 
TA2495 PWR 2N3266 54 SSD-204A 354 TA2808 PWR 2N4348 526 SSD-204A 60 
TA2501 RF 2N3262 56 SSD-205A 4Ei TA2809 PWR 2N4347 528 SSD-204A 44 
TA2509 PWR 2N3878 299 SSD-204A 360 TA2819 PWR 2N5415 336 SSD-204A 437 
TA2509A PWR 2N3879 299 SSD-204A 360 TA2819A PWR 2N5416 336 SSD-204A 437 

TA2510 PWR 2N3583 138 SSD-204A 229 TA2827 RF 2N5071 269 SSD-205A 103 
TA2511 PWR 2N3584 138 SSD-204A 229 TA2828 RF 2N4932 249 SSD-205A 90 
TA2512 PWR 2N3585 138 SSD-204A 229 TA2834 TRI 40575 300 SSD-206A 105 
TA2515 SCR 2N690 96 SSD-206A 233 TA2835 TRI 40576 300 SSD-206A 105 
TA2544 PWR 2N3772 525 SSD-204A 52 TA2836 TRI 2N5441 593 SSD-206A 127 

TA2551 RF 2N3553 386 SSD-205A 50 TA2837 TRI 2N5442 593 SSD-206A 127 
TA2579 RECT 1N1341B 58 SSD-206A 317 TA2838 TRI 2N5444 593 SSD-206A 127 
TA2580 RECT 1N1342B 58 SSD-206A 317 TA2839 TRI 2N5445 593 SSD-206A 127 
TA2581 RECT 1N1344B 58 SSD-206A 317 TA2840 MOS/FET 3N128 309 SSD-201A 568 
TA2582 RECT 1N1345B 58 SSD-206A 317 TA2845 RECT 1N5214 245 SSD-206A 286 

TA2583 RECT 1N1346B 58 SSD-206A 317 TA2845A RECT 1N5213 245 SSD-206A 286 
TA2584 RECT 1N1347B 58 SSD-206A 317 TA2845B RECT 1N5212 245 SSD-206A 286 
TA2585 RECT 1N1348B 58 SSD-206A 317 TA2845C RECT 1N5211 245 SSD-206A 286 
TA2586 RECT 1N1341RB 58 SSD-206A 317 TA2862 PWR 40421 14 SSD-204A 572 
TA2587 RECT 1N1342RB 58 SSD-206A 317 TA2871 PWR 2N4240 138 SSD-204A 229 

TA2588 RECT 1N1344RB 58 SSD-206A 317 TA2875 RF 2N4440 217 SSD-205A 85 
TA2589 RECT 1N1345RB 58 SSD-206A 317 TA2892 TRI 40525 470 SSD-206A 27 
TA2590 RECT 1N1346RB 58 SSD-206A 317 TA2829A TRI 40528 470 SSD-206A 27 
TA2591 RECT 1N1347RB 58 SSD-206A 317 TA2893 TRI 40526 470 SSD-206A 27 
TA2592 RECT 1N1348RB 58 SSD-206A 317 TA2893A TRI 40529 470 SSD-206A 27 

TA2597 SCR 2N3528 114 SSD-206A 161 TA2894 TRI 40527 470 SSD-206A 27 
TA2598 SCA 2N3669 116 SSD-206A 214 TA2894A TRI 40530 470 SSD-206A 27 
TA2600 RF 40282 68 SSD-205A 268 TA2911 PWR 2N5294 332 SSD-204A 76 
TA2606 RF 2N3478 77 SSD-205A 58 TA2918 TRI 40485 352 SSD-206A 54 
TA2616 RF 2N3632 386 SSD-205A 50 TA2919 TRI 40486 352 SSD-206A 54 

TA2617 SCR 2N3529 114 SSD-206A 161 TA2920 PWR 2N4346 14 SSD-204A 572 
TA2618 SCA 2N3670 116 SSD-206A 214 TA2921 PWR 40440 14 SSD-204A 572 
TA2620 RF 40281 68 SSD-205A 268 TA2928 PWR 40439 14 SSD-204A 572 
TA2621 SCR 2N3668 116 SSD-206A 214 TA5032 UC CA3000 121 SSD-201A 290 
TA2644 MOS/FET 3N140 285 SSD-201A 610 TA5033 UC CA3001 122 SSD-201A 304 

TA2645A PWR 2N3773 526 SSD-204A 60 TA5035 UC CA3002 123 SSD-201A 258 
TA2650 PWR 2N3771 525 SSD-204A 52 TA5037 UC CA3004 124 SSD-201A 318 
TA2651 PWR 2N4036 216 SSD-204A 428 TA5112 UC CA3005 125 SSD-201A 324 
TA2653 SCR 40553 306 SSD-206A 17fi TA5112A UC CA3006 125 SSD-201A 324 
TA2654 SCR 40554 306 SSD-206A 1n; TA5115B UC CA3007 126 SSD-201A 331 

TA2655 SCA 40555 306 SSD-206A 175 TA5124 UC CA3008 316 SSD-201A 507 
TA2657 RF 40341 74 SSD-205A 295 TA5158 UC CA3015 316 SSD-201A 507 
TA2657A RF 40340 74 SSD-205A 295 TA5164 UC CD2150 308 SSD-201A 443 
TA2658 RF 2N3866 80 SSD-205A 71 TA5165 UC CD2151 308 SSD-201A 443 
TA2669 PWR 2N5039 367 SSD-204A 371 TA5166 UC CD2152 308 SSD-201A 443 

TA2669A PWR 2N5038 367 SSD-204A 371 TA5180 UC CA3010 316 SSD-201A 507 
TA2670 PWR 2N4037 216 SSD-204A 428 TA5183 UC CA3033 360 SSD-201A 488 
TA2670A PWR 2N4314 216 SSD-204A 428 TA5183A UC CA3033A 360 SSD-201A 488 
TA2672 PWR 40462 14 SSD-204A 572 TA5213 UC CA3011 128 SSD-201A 264 
TA2675 RF 2N5016 255 SSD-205A 94 TA5214 UC CA3012 128 SSD-201A 264 

TA2676 TRI 40429 351 SSD-206A 411 TA5218 UC CA3023 243 SSD-201A 278 
TA2685 TRI 40430 351 SSD-206A 411 TA5219 UC CA3021 243 SSD-201A 278 
TA2692 RF 2N3733 72 SSD-205A 62 TA5220 UC CA3020 339 SSD-201A 270 
TA2694 SCR 2N3896 578 SSD-206A 24:l TA5222 UC CA3018 338 SSD-201A 204 
TA2695 SCR 2N3897 578 SSD-206A 24:l TA5222A UC CA3018A 338 SSD-201A 204 

TA2696 SCR 2N3898 578 SSD-206A 243 TA5225 UC CA3019 236 SSD-201A 162 
TA2703A PWR 40349 88 SSD-204A 1W TA5234 UC CA3013 129 SSD-201A 62 
TA2705 SCR 2N3873 578 SSD-206A 24:l TA5235 UC CA3014 129 SSD'-201A 62 
TA2707 SCR 2N3899 578 SSD-206A 24:l TA5236 UC CA3022 243 SSD-201A 278 
TA2710 RF 2N5108 280 SSD-205A 116 TA5253 UC CA3016 316 SSD-201A 507 

TA2714 RF· 2N4012 90 SSD-205A 75 TA5254 UC CA3030 316 SSD-201A 507 
TA2728 TRI 40431 477 SSD-206A 48 TA5261 UC CD2153 308 SSD-201A 443 
TA2729 TRI 40432 477 SSD-206A 48 TA5277 UC CA3001 122 SSD-201A 304 
TA2733 PWR 40319 78 SSD-204A 510 TA5278 UC CA3029 316 SSD-201A 507 
TA2733A PWR 40362 78 SSD-204A 510 TA5282 UC CA3004 124 SSD-201A 318 

TA2758 RF 2N6093 484 SSD-205A 219 TA5315 UC CA3043 331 SSD-201A 57 
TA2761 RF 40608 356 SSD-205A 332 TA5316 UC CA3041 318 SSD-201A 90 
TA2765 PWR 2N5239 321 SSD-204A 241 TA5317A UC CA3042 319 SSD-201A 98 
TA2765A PWR 2N5240 321 SSD-204A 241 TA5327C UC CA3040 363 SSD-201A 284 
TA2773 SCR 2N4101 114 SSD-206A 16'.I TA5333 UC CA3036 275 SSD-201A 202 
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TA5334 LIC CA3035 274 SSD-201A 74 TA5842 LIC CA3088E 560 SSD-201A 42 
TA5334 LIC CA3035V1 274 SSD-201A 74 TA5855A LIC CA3091D 534 SSD-201A 417 
TA5345 LIC CA3028A 382 SSD-201A 344 TA5858 LIC CA3081 480 SSD-201A 170 
TA5345A LIC CA3028B 382 SSD-201A 344 TA5866 LIC CA3075 429 SSD-201A 53 
TA5346 LIC CA3015A 310 SSD-201A 516 TA5867V COS/MOS CD4023AK 479 SSD-203A 55 

TA5347 LIC CA3010A 310 SSD-201A 516 TA5867W COS/MOS CD4023AD 479 SSD-203A 55 
TA5348 LIC CA3030A 310 SSD-201A 516 TA5867X COS/MOS CD4023AE 479 SSD-203A 55 
TA5349 LIC CA3029A 310 SSD-201A 516 TA5872V COS/MOS CD4027AK 503 SSD-203A 129 
TA5350 LIC CA3016A 310 SSD-201A 516 TA5873V COS/MOS CD4028AK 503 SSD-203A 135 
TA5351 LIC CA3008A 310 SSD-201A 516 TA5876W COS/MOS CD4035AD 568 SSD-203A 173 

TA5360 LIC CA3044 340 SSD-201A 78 TA5878W COS/MOS CD4034AD 575 SSD-203A 164 
TA5369 LIC CA3040 363 SSD-201A 284 TA5884AV COS/MOS CD4022AK 479 SSD-203A 109 
TA5371B LIC CA3062 421 SSD-201A 401 TA5884W COS/MOS CD4022AD 479 SSD-203A 109 
TA5385CV COS/MOS CD4024AK 503 SSD-203A 114 TA5884AX COS/MOS CD4022AE 479 SSD-203A 109 
TA5401 LIC CA3038 316 SSD-301A 507 TA5897X LIC CD2501E 392 SSD-201A 437 

TA5401 LIC CA3038A 310 SSD-201A 516 TA5B98X LIC CD2503E 392 SSD-201A 437 
TA5402 LIC CA3037 316 SSD-201A 507 TA5899X LIC CD2500E 392 SSD-201A 437 
TA5402 LIC CA3037A 310 SSD-201A 516 TA5900X LIC CD2502E 392 SSD-201A 437 
TA5457 LIC CA3045 341 SSD-201A 221 TA5912B LIC CA3072 468 SSD-201A 143 
TA5458 LIC CA3046 341 SSD-201A 221 TA5914C LIC CA3068 467 SSD-201A 117 

TA5460AV COS/MOS CD4016AK 479 SSD-203A 78 TA5920V COS/MOS CD4025AK 479 SSD-203A 24 
TA5507 LIC CA3050 361 SSD-201A 377 TA5920W COS/MOS CD4025AD 479 SSD-203A 24 
TA5513 LIC CA3026 388 SSD-201A 336 TA5920X COS/MOS CD4025AE 479 SSD-203A 24 
TA5516 LIC CA3039 343 SSD-201A 166 TA5925V COS/MOS CD4029AK 503 SSD-203A 140 
TA5517C LIC CA3064 396 SSD-201A 84 TA5925W COS/MOS CD4029AD 503 SSD-203A 140 

TA5519V COS/MOS CD4008AK 479 SSD-203A 43 TA5925X COS/MOS CD4029AE 503 SSD-203A 140 
TA5523A LIC CA3048 377 SSD-201A 250 TA5926V COS/MOS CD4036AK 613 SSD-203A 181 
TA5537 UC CA3049T 611 SSD-201A 363 TA5926W COS/MOS CD4036AD 613 SSD-203A 181 
TA5551 COS/MOS CD4000AK 479 SSD-203A 24 TA5932 LIC CA30900 502 SSD-201A 36 
TA5553 COS/MOS CD4007AK 479 SSD-203A 24 TA5940V COS/MOS CD4030AK 503 SSD-203A 147 

TA5554 COS/MOS CD4001AK 479 SSD-203A 24 TA5940W COS/MOS CD4030AD 503 SSD-203A 147 
TA5555 COS/MOS CD4002AK 479 SSD-203A 24 TA5940X COS/MOS CD4030AE 503 SSD-203A 147 
TA5556B COS/MOS CD4006AK 479 SSD-203A 31 TA5951V COS/MOS CD4038AK 503 SSD-203A 159 
TA5561 LIC CA3047A 360 SSD-201A 488 TA5951W COS/MOS CD4038AD 503 SSD-203A 159 
TA5562 LIC CA3047 360 SSD-201A 488 TA5951X COS/MOS CD4038AE 503 SSD-203A 159 

TA5578V COS/MOS CD4014AK 479 SSD-203A 68 TA5957 LIC CA3018L 515 SSD-201A 545 
TA5579V COS/MOS CD4015AK 479 SSD-203A 73 TA5958 LIC CA3039L 515 SSD-201A 545 
TA5580V COS/MOS CD4018AK 479 SSD-203A 89 TA5959 LIC CA3045L 515 SSD-201A 545 
TA5615A LIC CA3059 490 SSD-201A 380 TA5960 LIC CA3054L 515 SSD-201A 545 
TA5625A LIC CA3066 466 SSD-201A 125 TA5963V COS/MOS CD4032AK 503 SSD-203A 159 

TA5628C LIC CA3089E 561 SSD-201A 46 TA5963W COS/MOS CD4032AD 503 SSD-203A 159 
TA5634 LIC CD2154 402 SSD-201A 455 TA5963X COS/MOS CD4032AE 503 SSD-203A 159 
TA5645 LIC CA3060E 537 SSD-201A 466 TA5964 LIC CA3015L 515 SSD-201A 545 
TA5649A LIC CA3070 468 SSD-201A 143 TA5975 LIC CA3028AL 515 SSD-201A 545 
TA5652V COS/MOS CD4019AK 479 SSD-203A 94 TA5978 LIC CA3084L 515 SSD-201A 545 

TA5655 LIC CA3051 361 SSD-201A 372 TA5979 LIC CA3741 L 515 SSD-201A 545 
TA5660V COS/MOS CD4009AK 479 SSD-203A 48 TA5998 LIC CA3083 481 SSD-201A 174 
TA5668V COS/MOS CD4010AK 479 SSD-203A 48 TA5999W COS/MOS CD4037AD 576 SSD-203A 188 
TA5672 LIC CA3052 387 SSD-201A 28 TA6007W COS/MOS CD4051AD Prel. SSD-203A 245 
TA5675V COS/MOS CD4013AK 479 SSD-203A 62 TA6010V COS/MOS CD4047AK Prel. SSD-203A 228 

TA5677V COS/MOS CD4044AK 590 SSD-203A 214 TA6010W COS/MOS CD4047AD Prel. SSD-203A 228 
TA5681V COS/MOS CD4011AK 479 SSD-203A 55 TA6010X COS/MOS CD4047AE Prel, SSD-203A 228 
TA5682V COS/MOS CD4012AK 479 SSD-203A 55 TA6014 LIC CA3068 467 SSD-201A 117 
TA5683V COS/MOS CD4021AK 479 SSD-203A 104 TA6018V COS/MOS CD4026AK 503 SSD-203A 120 
TA5684V COS/MOS CD4017AK 479 SSD-203A 84 TA6018W COS/MOS CD4026AD 503 SSD-203A 120 

TA5690X LIC CD2501 E 392 SSD-201A 437 TA6018X COS/MOS CD4026AE 503 SSD-203A 120 
TA5702B LIC CA3071 468 SSD-201A 143 TA6029 LIC CA3741CT 531 SSD-201A 501 
TA5716W COS/MOS CD4057AD Prel. SSD-203A 254 TA6031V COS/MOS CD4041AK 572 SSD-203A 199 
TA5718 LIC CA3054 388 SSD-201A 336 TA6031W COS/MOS CD4041AD 572 SSD-203A 199 
TA5721X LIC CD2500E 392 SSD-201A 437 TA6031X COS/MOS CD4041AE 572 SSD-203A 199 

TA5733 LIC CA3053 382 SSD-201A 344 TA6033 LIC CA3082 480 SSD-201A 170 
TA5752 LIC CA3067 466 SSD-201A 125 TA6037 LIC CA3748CT 531 SSD-201A 501 
TA5757 LIC CA3076 430 SSD-201A 70 TA5037A LIC CA3748T 531 SSD-201A 501 
TA5758B LIC CA3085 491 SSD-201A 409 TA6044 LIC CA3086 483 SSD-201A 234 
TA5776V COS/MOS CD4020AK 479 SSD-203A 99 TA6051 LIC CA3079 490 SSD-201A 380 

TA5785X LIC CD2503E 392 SSD-201A 437 TA6062W COS/MOS CD4045AD Prel. SSD-203A 222 
TA5786X LIC CD2502E 392 SSD-201A 437 TA6062X COS/MOS CD4045AE Prel. SSD-203A 222 
TA5790 LIC CA3060D 537 SSD-201A 466 TA6065V COS/MOS CD4040AK Prel. SSD-203A 195 
TA5795 LIC CA3058 490 SSD-201A 380 TA6065W COS/MOS CD4040AD Prel. SSD-203A 195 
TA5797 LIC CA3741T 531 SSD-201A 501 TA6065X COS/MOS CD4040AE Prel. SSD-203A 195 

TA5799A LIC CA3084 482 SSD-201A 178 TA6080V COS/MOS CD4043AK 590 SSD-203A 214 
TA5807 LIC CA3078T 535 SSD-201A 479 TA6080W COS/MOS CD4043AD 590 SSD-203A 214 
TA5814 LIC CA3065 412 SSD-201A 106 TA6080X COS/MOS CD4043AE 590 SSD-203A 214 
TA5816 LIC CA3080 475 SSD-201A 458 TA6081V COS/MOS CD4044AK 590 SSD-203A 214 
TA5820 LIC CA3541D 536 SSD-201A 429 TA6081W COS/MOS CD4044AD 590 SSD-203A 214 
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TA6081X COS/MOS CD4044AE 590 SSD-203A 214 TA7149 MOS/FET 40600 333 SSD-201A 624 
TA6084 LIC CA3146AE 532 SSD-201A 210 TA7150 MDS/FET 40603 334 SSD-201A 632 
TA6091 LIC CA3118AT 532 SSD-201A 210 TA7151 MOS/FET 40604 334 SSD-201A 632 
TA6094 LIC CA3183AE 532 SSD-201A 210 TA7155 PWR 2N5293 332 SSD-204A 76 
TA6111 LIC CA3458T 531 SSD-201A 501 TA7156 PWR 2N5295 332 SSD-204A 76 

TA6111A LIC CA3558T 531 SSD-201A 501 TA7189 MOS/FET 40602 333 SSD-201A 624 
TA6116V COS/MOS CD4046AK Prel. SSD-203A 224 TA7199 PWR 2N5036 244 SSD-204A 68 
TA6116W COS/MOS CD4046AD Prel. SSD-203A 224 TA7200 PWR 2N5037 244 SSD-204A 68 
TA6116X COS/MOS CD4046AE Prel. SSD-203A 224 TA7201 PWR 2N5034 244 SSD-204A 68 
TA6119 LIC CA3093E 533 SSD-201A 196 TA7202 PWR 2N5035 244 SSD-204A 68 

TA6145V COS/MOS CD4039AK 613 SSD-203A 181 TA7205 RF 2N5921 427 SS0-205A 184 
TA6145W COS/MOS CD4039AD 613 SS0-203A 18"1 TA7238 PWR 2N5262 313 SS0-204A 383 
TA6145X COS/MOS CD4039AE 613 SSD-203A 18"1 TA7244 MOS/FET 3N139 284 ·SSD-201A 577 
TA6153W COS/MOS CD4052AD Prel. SSD-203A 245 TA7262 MOS/FET 40601 333 SSD-201A 624 
TA6154W COS/MOS CD4053AD Prel. SSD-203A 245 TA7264 PWR 2N5954 435 SS0-204A 138 

TA6157 UC CA3747CE 531 SSD-201A 5011 TA7265 PWR 2N5955 435 SSD-204A 138 
TA6157A LIC CA3747E 531 SSD-201A 501! TA7266 PWR 2N5956 435 SSD-204A 138 
TA6164 UC CA3094T 598 SSD-201A 388 TA7270 PWR 2N5781 413 SSD-204A 100 
TA6165A LIC CA3094AT 598 SSD-201A 388 TA7271 PWR 2N5782 413 SSD-204A 100 
TA6181 LIC CA3146E 532 SSD-201A 210 TA7272 PWR 2N5783 413 SSD-204A 100 

TA6182 LIC CA3118T 532 SSD-201A 210 TA7274 MOS/FET 3N141 285 SSD-201A 610 
TA6183 LIC CA3183E 532 SSD-201A 210 TA7275 MOS/FET 3N143 309 SSD-201A 568 
TA6220 LIC CA2111AE 612 SSD-201A 112 TA7279 PWR 2N6248 541 SSD-204A 153 
TA6237V COS/MOS C04054AK Prel. SSD-203A 249 TA7280 PWR 2N6247 541 SSD-204A 153 
TA6237W COS/MOS CD4054AD Prel. SSD-203A 249 TA7281 PWR 2N6246 541 SSD-204A 153 

TA6237X COS/MOS CD4054AE Prel. SSD-203A 249 TA7285 PWR 2N5202 299 SSD-204A 360 
TA6238V COS/MOS CD4055AK Prel, SS0-203A 249 TA7289 PWR 2N5784 413 SSD-204A 100 
TA6238W COS/MOS CD4055AD Prel. SS0-203A 249 TA7290 PWR 2N5785 413 SSD-204A 100 
TA6238X COS/MOS CD4055AE Prel. SSD-203A 249 TA7291 PWR 2N5786 413 SS0-204A 100 
TA6245V COS/MOS CD4058AK Prel. SSD-203A 262 TA7303 RF 2N5180 289 SS0-205A 132 

TA6245W CDS/MOS CD4058AD Prel. SSD-203A 262 TA7306 MOS/FET 3N142 286 SSD-201A 582 
TA6246V COS/MOS CD4049AK 599 SSD-203A 237 TA7311 PWR 2N5496 353 SS0-204A 85 
TA6246W COS/MOS CD4049AD 599 SSD-203A 237 TA7312 PWR 2N5497 353 SSD-204A 85 
TA6246X COS/MOS CD4049AE 599 SSD-203A 237 TA7313 PWR 2N5494 353 SSD-204A 85 
TA6250V COS/MOS CD4048AK Prel. SSD-203A 233 TA7314 PWR 2N5495 353 SSD-204A 85 

TA6250W COS/MOS C04048AD Prel. SSD-203A 233 TA7315 PWR 2N5492 353 SSD-204A 85 
TA6250X COS/MOS CD4048AE Prel. SSD-203A 233 TA7316 PWR 2N5493 353 SSD-204A 85 
TA6251V COS/MOS CD4056AK Prel. SSD-203A 249 TA7317 PWR 2N5490 353 SSD-204A 85 
TA6251W COS/MOS CD4056AD Prel. SS0-203A 249 TA7318 PWR 2N5491 353 SSD-204A 85 
TA6251X COS/MOS CD4056AE Prel. SSD-203A 249 TA7319 RF 2N5179 288 SS0-205A 126 

TA6265V COS/MOS CD4050AK 599 SSD-203A 237 TA7322 PWR 2N5189 296 SSD-204A 378 
TA6265W COS/MOS CD4050AD 599 SSD-203A 237 TA7323 PWR 2N5671 383 SSD-204A 395 
TA6265X COS/MOS CD4050AE 599 SSD-203A 237 TA7323A PWR 2N5672 383 SSD-204A 395 
TA6269X LIC CA3095E 591 SSD-201A 240 TA7327 RF JANTX-2N3866 
TA6270X LIC CA3096E 595 SSD-201A 185 TA7328 RF JANTX-2N3553 

TA6270AX LIC CA3096AE 595 SSD-201A 185 TA7329 RF JANTX-2N3375 
TA6289X LIC CA3747CE 531 SSD-201A 501 TA7337 PWR 2N6032 462 SSD-204A 401 
TA6289AX LIC CA3747E 531 SSD-201A 501 TA7337A PWR 2N6033 462 SS0-204A 401 
TA6309 LIC CA3049L 515 SSD-201A 545 TA7344 RF 2N5919 426 SSD-205A 165 
TA6330T LIC CA3094AT 598 SSD-201A 388 TA7352 MOS/FET 3N153 320 SS0-201A 593 

TA7003 RF 2N5470 350 SSD-205A 136 TA7353 MOS/FET 3N152 314 SSD-201A 588 
TA7005 PWR 2N6249 523 SSD-204A 276 TA7354 RF JAN-2N4440 
TA7006 PWR 2N6250 523 SSD-204A 276 TA7355 RF JANTX-2N4440 
TA7007 PWR 2N6251 523 SSD-204A 276 TA7358 RF JANTX-2N5071 
TA7016 PWR 2N5575 359 SSD-204A 92 TA7360 RF JAN-2N5071 

TA7017 PWR 2N5578 359 SS0-204A 92 TA7361 RF 40605 389 SSD-205A 318 
TA7032 MOS/FET 3N138 283 SSD-201A 573 TA7362 PWR 2N5297 332 SSD-204A 76 
TA7047 RF 2N4427 228 SSD-205A 79 TA7363 PWR 2N5298 332 SS0-204A 76 
TA7048 RECT 1N5218 245 SSD-206A 286 TA7364 TRI 40668 364 SSD-206A 73 
TA7048A RECT 1N5217 245 SSD-206A 286 TA7365 TRI 40669 364 SSD-206A 73 

TA7048B RECT 1N5216 245 SSD-206A 286 TA7367 RF 2N5918 448 SSD-205A 160 
TA7048C RECT 1N5215 245 SSD-206A 286 TA7374 MOS/FET 3N159 326 SSD-201A 618 
TA7078 RF 40606 600 SSD-205A 325 TA7375 MOS/FET 3N154 335 SSD-201A 596 
TA7079 RF 40577 297 SSD-205A 305 TA7381 PWR 2N6098 485 SSD-204A 111 
TA7080 RF 40578 298 SSD-205A 312 TA7382 PWR 2N6099 485 SSD-204A 111 

TA7090 RF JAN-2N3866 - TA7383 PWR 2N6100 485 SSD-204A 111 
TA7121 PWR 2N5320 325 SSD-204A 389 TA7384 PWR 2N6101 485 SS0-204A 111 
TA7122 PWR 2N5321 325 SSD-204A 389 TA8385 PWR 2N6102 485 SSD-204A 111 
TA7124 PWR 2N5322 325 SSD-204A 389 TA7386 PWR 2N6103 485 SS0-204A 111 
TA7125 PWR 2N5323 325 SS0-204A 389 TA7399 MOS/FET 40673 381 SS0-201A 679 

TA7130 PWR 2N5804 407 SSD-204A 247 TA7401 DIAC 45412 577 SSD-206A 353 
TA7130A PWR 2N5805 407 SSD-204A 247 TA7403 RF 40836 497 SSD-205A 336 
TA7134 PWR 2N6177 508 SSD-204A 268 TA7404 SCR 40868 501 SSD-206A 200 
TA7137 PWR 2N5296 332 SSD-204.0, 76 TA7405 SCR 40869 501 SSD-206A 200 
TA7146 RF 2N5090 270 SSD-205A 107 TA7408 RF 2N5914 424 SSD-205A 148 
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TA7409 RF 2N5915 424 SSD-205A 148 TA7571 SCR 40755 418 SSD-206A 225 
TA7410 PWR 2N6212 507 SSD-204A 443 TA7579 TRI 40684 414 SSD-206A 22 
TA7411 RF 2N5916 425 SSD-205A 154 TA7580 TRI 40685 414 SSD-206A 22 
TA7420 PWR 2N5840 410 SSD-204A 253 TA7581 TRI 40686 414 SSD-206A 22 
TA7426 TRI 2N5443 593 SSD-206A 127 TA7583 TRI 40671 459 SS0-206A 112 

TA7427 TRI 2N5446 593 SS0-206A 127 TA7584 TRI 40672 459 SS0-206A 112 
TA7428 TRI 2N5567 457 SSD-206A 83 TA7589 RF 2N5994 453 SSD-205A 202 
TA7429 TRI 2N5568 457 SSD-206A 83 TA7590 SCR 2N3650 408 SS0-206A 236 
TA7430 TRI 2N5571 458 SSD-206A 98 TA7591 SCR 2N3651 408 SS0-206A 236 
TA7431 TRI 2N5572 458 SS0-206A 98 TA7592 SCA 2N3652 408 SSD-206A 236 

TA7434 SCR 40654 496 SSD-206A 191 TA7593 SCR 2N3653 408 SS0-206A 236 
TA7435 SCA 40655 496 SSD-206A 191 TA7596 SCR 40746 417 SSD-206A 206 
TA7441 TRI 40660 459 SS0-206A 112 TA7597 SCA 40747 417 SS0-206A 206 
TA7442 TRI 40661 459 SS0-206A 112 TA7598 SCA 40748 417 SSD-206A 206 
TA7443 RECT 40808 449 SS0-206A 311 TA7599 SCR 40758 418 SSD-206A 225 

TA7444 RECT 40809 449 SS0-206A 311 TA7600 SCR 40759 418 SS0-206A 225 
TA7452 SCR 40640 354 SS0-206A 179 TA7601 SCR 40760 418 SSD-206A 225 
TA7453 SCA 40641 354 SSD-206A 179 TA7602 TRI 40805 459 SSD-206A 112 
TA7454 RECT 40642 354 SSD-206A 290 TA7603 TRI 40806 459 SS0-206A 112 
TA7455 RECT 40643 354 SSD-206A 290 TA7604 TRI 40807 459 SSD-206A 112 

TA7456 RECT 40644 354 SSD-206A 290 TA7614 TRI 40779 443 SSD-206A 90 
TA7461 TRI 40662 459 SSD-206A 112 TA7615 TRI 40780 443 SS0-206A 90 
TA7462 TRI 40663 459 SSD-206A 112 TA7616 TRI 40781 443 SSD-206A 90 
TA7463 SCR 40656 496 SS0-206A 191 TA7617 TRI 40782 443 SSD-206A 90 
TA7464 SCR 40657 496 SS0-206A 191 TA7618 TRI 40783 443 SSD-206A 90 

TA7465 SCR 40658 496 SSD-206A 191 TA7619 TRI 40784 443 SSD-206A 90 
TA7466 SCR 40659 496 SSD-206A 191 TA7620 TRI 40785 443 SSD-206A 90 
TA7467 TRI 40795 457 SSD-206A 83 TA7621 TRI 40786 443 SSD-206A 90 
TA7468 TRI 40797 458 SSD-206A 98 TA7625 HYB HC1000 565 SSD-204A 550 
TA7477 RF 2N5913 423 SS0-205A 142 TA7625A HY8 HC2000 566 SSD-204A 555 

TA7479 TRI 2N5569 457 SS0-206A 83 TA7626 HYB HC1000H 565 SSD-204A 550 
TA7480 TRI 2N5570 457 SS0-206A 83 TA7626A HYB HC2000H 566 SSD-204A 555 
TA7481 TRI 40796 457 SS0-206A 83 TA7642 TRI 40775 443 SS0-206A 90 
TA7482 TRI 2N5573 458 SS0-206A 98 TA7643 TRI 40776 443 SSD-206A 90 
TA7483 TRI 2N5574 458 SS0-206A 98 TA7644 TRI 40777 443 SS0-206A 90 

TA7484 TRI 40798 458 SS0-206A 98 TA7645 TRI 40778 443 SS0-206A 90 
TA7487 RF 2N5920 440 SS0-205A 178 TA7646 TRI 40787 487 SSD-206A 119 
TA7500 TRI 2N5754 414 SS0-206A 22 TA7647 TRI 40788 487 SS0-206A 119 
TA7501 TRI 2N5755 414 SS0-206A 22 TA7648 TRI 40790 487 SS0-206A 119 
TA7502 TRI 2N5756 414 SSD-206A 22 TA7649 TRI 40790 487 SS0-206A 119 

TA7503 TRI 2N5757 414 SS0-206A 22 TA7650 TRI 40791 487 SS0-206A 119 
TA7504 TRI 40688 593 SS0-206A 127 TA7651 TRI 40792 487 SS0-206A 119 
TA7505 TRI 40689 593 SS0-206A 127 TA7652 TRI 40793 487 SSD-206A 119 
TA7506 TRI 40690 593 SS0-206A 127 TA7653 TRI 40794 487 SS0-206A 119 
TA7507 SCR 40681 578 SS0-206A 242 TA7654 TRI 40769 441 SSD-206A 35 

TA7508 SCR 40682 578 SS0-206A 242 TA7655 TRI 40770 441 SS0-206A 35 
TA7509 SCR 40683 578 SS0-206A 242 TA7656 TRI 40772 441 SS0-206A 35 
TA7513 PWR 2N5838 410 SSD-204A 253 TA7657 TRI 40772 441 SS0-206A 35 
TA7530 PWR 2N5839 410 SSD-204A 253 TA7669 MOS/FET 3N187 436 SSD-201A 636 
TA7532 RF 2N5919A 505 SS0-205A 172 TA7670 SCR 40680 578 SS0-206A 242 

TA7534 PWR 2N6354 582 SS0-204A 415 TA7671 TRI 40773 442 SS0-206A 67 
TA7543 SCR RCA106Q 555 SS0-206A 150 TA7672 TRI 40774 442 SS0-206A 67 
TA7545 SCR RCA106Y 555 SS0-206A 150 TA7673 PWR 2N6078 492 SS0-204A 260 
TA7546 SCA RCA106F 555 SSD-206A 150 TA7679 RF 40837 497 SS0-205A 336 
TA7547 TRI 40799 457 SS0-206A 83 TA7680 RF 40941 554 SSD-205A 380 

TA7548 TRI 40800 457 SSD-206A 83 TA7684 MOS/FET 3N200 437 SS0-201A 644 
TA7549 TRI 40801 457 SSD-206A 98 TA7686 RF 40893 514 SSD-205A 342 
TA7550 TRI 40802 458 SS0-206A 98 TA7706 RF 2N6105 504 SS0-205A 224 
TA7551 TRI 40803 458 SS0-206A 98 TA7707 RF 2N6104 504 SSD-205A 224 
TA7552 TRI 40804 458 SSD-206A 98 TA7719 PWR 2N6211 507 SS0-204A 443 

TA7553 SCR 40735 408 SS0-206A 236 TA7739 PWR 2N6175 508 SSD-204A 268 
TA7554 PWR 2N6178 562 SS0-204A 407 TA7740 PWR 2N6176 508 SS0-204A 268 
TA7555 PWR 2N6179 562 SS0-204A 407 TA7741 PWR 2N6107 488 SS0-204A 145 
TA7556 PWR 2N6180 562 SS0-204A 407 TA7742 PWR 2N6109 488 SS0-204A 145 
TA7557 PWR 2N6181 562 SS0-204A 407 TA7743 PWR 2N6111 488 SS0-204A 145 

TA7560 sc·R 40738 417 SSD-206A 206 TA7752 TRI 40916 549 SS0-206A 134 
TA7561 SCR 40739 417 SS0-206A 206 TA775:I TRI 40917 549 SSD-206A 134 
TA7562 SCR 40740 417 SS0-206A 206 TA7754 TRI 40918 549 SS0-206A 134 
TA7563 SCR 40750 418 SS0-206A 225 TA7755 TRI 40919 459 SS0-206A 134 
TA7564 SCR 40751 418 SS0-206A 225 TA7756 TRI 40920 549 SS0-206A 134 

TA7565 SCR 40752 418 SSD-206A 225 TA7757 TRI 40921 549 SSD-206A 134 
TA7567 SCR 40742 417 SSD-206A 206 TA7782 PWR 2N6292 542 SS0-204A 161 
TA7568 SCR 40743 417 SSD-206A 206 TA778:l PWR 2N6290 542 SS0-204A 161 
TA7569 SCR 40744 417 SS0-206A 206 TA7784 PWR 2N6288 542 SSD-204A 161 
TA7570 SCA 40754 418 SSD-206A 225 TA7802 RECT 44003 495 SS0-206A 296 
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TA7803 RECT 44004 495 SSD-206A 296 TA8202 PWR 2N6386 610 SSD-204A 461 
TA7804 RECT 44005 495 SSD-206A 296 TA8210 PWR 2N6106 488 SSD-204A 145 
TA7805 RECT 44006 495 SSD-206A 296 TA8211 PWR 2N6108 488 SSD-204A 145 
TA7806 RECT 44007 495 SSD-206A 296 TA8212 PWR 2N6110 488 SSD-204A 145 
TA7821 SCA 40937 578 SSD-206A 243 TA8231 PWR 2N6293 542 SSD-204A 161 

TA7823 SCA 40938 578 SSD-206A 243 TA8232 PWR 2N6291 542 SSD-204A 161 
TA7825 SCA 40951 578 SSD-206A 243 TA8236 RF 40936 551 SSD-205A 371 
TA7852 RF 2N5917 425 SSD-205A 154 TA8241 HYB HC3100 564 SSD-204A 563 
TA7920 RF 2N5992 451 SSD-205A 192 TA8242 MOS/FET 40841 489 SSD-201A 673 
TA7921 RF 2N5993 452 SSD-205A 197 TA8247 PWR 40887 508 SSD-204A 268 

TA7922 RF 2N5995 454 SSD-205A 208 TA8248 PWR 40885 508 SSD-204A 268 
TA7923 RF 2N5996 454 SSD-205A 213 TA8249 PWR 40886 508 SSD-204A 268 
TA7936 MOS/FET 40819 463 SSD-201A 650 TA8330 PWR 2N6213 507 SSD-204A 443 
TA7937 TRI 40922 549 SSD-206A 134 TA8344 RF 40895 548 SSD-205A 347 
TA7938 TRI 40923 549 SSD-206A 134 TA8345 RF 40895 548 SSD-205A 347 

TA7939 TRI 40924 549 SSD-206A 134 TA8346 RF 40896 548 SSD-205A 347 
TA7941 RF 40934 550 SSD-205A 367 TA8347 RF 40897 548 SSD-205A 347 
TA7943 RF 40909 547 SSD-205A 359 TA8348 PWR 2N6385 609 SSD-204A 455 
TA7955 HYB HC4005A 571 SSD-204A 566 TA8349 PWR 2N6383 609 SSD-204A 455 
TA7957 HYB HC4012A 571 SSD-204A 566 TA8352 PWR 2N6372 608 SSD-204A 169 

TA7982 RF 40940 553 SSD-205A 375 TA8353 PWR 2N6373 608 SSD-204A 169 
TA7985 RECT 40958R 580 SSD-206A 333 TA8354 PWR 2N6374 608 SSD-204A 169 
TA7986 RECT 40959R 580 SSD-206A 333 TA8357 TRI 40901 540 SSD-206A 143 
TA7987 RECT 40960R 580 SSD-206A 333 TA8358 TRI 40902 540 SSD-206A 143 
TA7988 SCA 106A 555 SSD-206A 150 TA8397 PWR HC4015A 571 SSD-204A 566 

TA7989 SCA 1068 555 SSD-206A 150 TA8407 RF 2N6268 546 SSD-205A 249 
TA7990 SCA 106C 555 SSD-206A 150 TA8425 RF R47M15 605 SSD-205A 410 
TA7991 SCA 106D 555 SSD-206A 150 TA8428 PWR 2N6254 524 SSD-204A 28 
TA7993 RF 2N6265 543 SSD-205A 231 TA8429 PWR 2N6253 524 SSD-204A 28 
TA7994 RF 2N6266 544 SSD-205A 237 TA8430 PWR 2N6258 525 SSD-204A 52 

TA7995 RF 2N6267 545 SSD-205A 243 TA8431 PWR 2N6257 525 SSD-204A 52 
TA7995A RF 2N6269 546 SSD-205A 249 TA8432 PWR 2N6259 526 SSD-204A 60 
TA7996 RECT 44001 495 SSD-206A 296 TA8433 PWR 2N6261 527 SSD-204A 20 
TA7999 MOS/FET 40820 464 SSD-201A 658 TA8434 PWR 2N6260 527 SSD-204A 20 
TABOOO MOS/FET 40821 464 SSD-201A 658 TA8435 PWR 2N6262 528 SSD-204A 44 

TA8001 MOS/FET 40822 465 SSD-201A 666 TA8436 PWR 2N6264 529 SSD-204A 36 
TA8002 MOS/FET 40823 465 SSD-201A 666 TA8437 PWR 2N6263 529 SSD-204A 36 
TA8004 PWR 2N6077 492 SSD-204A 260 TA8439 RF 40898 538 SSD-205A 351 
TABOOS PWR 2N6079 492 SSD-204A 260 TA8440 RF 40899 538 SSD-205A 351 
TA8104 RF 40915 574 SSD-205A 363 TA8485 PWR 2N6387 610 SSD-204A 461 

TA8141 HYB HC3000 539 SSD-204A 560 TA8486 PWR 2N6384 609 SSD-204A 455 
TA8158 SCA 40888 522 SSD-206A 187 TA8559 RF 40954 579 SSD-205A 384 
TA8159 SCA 40889 522 SSD-206A 187 TA8561 RF 40955 579 SSD-205A 384 
TA8160 RECT 40890 522 SSD-206A 304 TA8562 RF 40967 596 SSD-205A 393 
TA8161 RECT 40891 522 SSD-206A 304 TA8563 RF 40968 596 SSD-205A 393 

TA8162 RECT 40892 522 SSD-206A 304 TA8591 PWR HC4005 571 SSD-204A 566 
TA8197 TRI 40925 593 SSD-206A 127 TA8595 PWR HC4012 571 SSD-204A 566 
TA8198 TRI 40926 593 SSD-206A 127 TA8599 PWR HC4015 571 SSD-204A 566 
TA8199 TRI 40927 593 SSD-206A 127 
TA8201 PWR 2N6388 610 SSD-204A 461 
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DATA· 
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JAN-2N918 301 RF 83 SSD-205A 18 
JAN-2N1184 143 PWR 14 SSD-204A 572 
JAN-2N1184A 143 PWR 14 SSD-204A 572 
JAN-2N1184B 143 PWR 14 SSD-204A 572 
JAN-2N1224 189 PWR 14 SSD-204A 572 

JAN-2N1479 207 PWR 135 SSD-204A 474 
JAN-2N1480 207 PWR 135 SSD-204A 474 
JAN-2N1481 207 PWR 135 SSD-204A 474 
JAN-2N1482 207 PWR 135 SSD-204A 474 
JAN-2N1483 180 PWR 137 SSD-204A 479 

JANTX-2N1483 180 PWR 137 SSD-204A 479 
JAN-2N1484 180 PWR 137 $SD-204A 479 
JANTX-2N1484 180 PWR 137 SSD-204A 479 
JAN-2N1485 180 PWR 137 SSD-204A 479 
JANTX-2N1485 180 PWR 137 SSD-204A 479 

JAN-2N1486 180 PWR 137 SSD-204A 479 
JANTX-2N1486 180 PWR 137 SSD-204A 479 
JAN-2N1487 208 PWR 139 SSD-204A 484 
JAN-2N1488 208 PWR 139 SSD-204A 484 
JAN-2N1489 208 PWR 139 SSD-204A 484 

JAN-2N1490 208 PWR 139 SSD-204A 484 
JAN-2N1493 247 RF 10 SSD-205A 22 
JAN-2N2015 248 PWR 12 SSD-204A 500 
JAN-2N2016 248 PWR 12 SSD-204A 500 
JAN-2N2857 343 RF 61 SSD-205A 31 

JANTX-2N2857 343 RF 61 SSD-205A 31 
JAN-2N3055 407 PWR 524 SSD-204A 28 
JANTX-2N3055 407 PWR 524 SSD-204A 28 
JAN-2N3375 341 RF 386 SSD-205A 50 
JANTX-2N3375 341 RF 386 SSD-205A 50 

JAN-2N3439 368 PWR 64 SSD-204A 222 
JANTX-2N3439 368 PWR 64 SSD-204A 222 
JAN-2N3440 368 PWR 64 SSD-204A 222 
JANTX-2N3440 368 PWR 64 SSD-204A 222 
JAN-2N3441 369 PWR 529 SSD-204A 36 

JAN-2N3442 370 PWR 528 SSD-204A 44 
JAN-2N3553 341 RF 386 SSD-205A 50 
JANTX-2N3553 341 RF 386 SSD-205A 50 
JAN-2N3584 384 PWR 138 SSD-204A 229 
JANTX-2N3584 384 PWR 138 SSD-204A 229 

JAN-2N3585 384 PWR 138 SSD-204A 229 
JANTX-2N3585 384 PWR 138 SSD-204A 229 
JAN-2N3771 413 PWR 525 SSD-204A 52 
JANTX-2N3771 413 PWR 525 SSD-204A 52 
JAN-2N3772 413 PWR 525 SSD-204A 52 

JANTX-2N3772 413 PWR 525 SSD-204A 52 
JAN-2N3866 398 RF 80 SSD-205A 71 
JANTX-2N3866 398 RF 80 SSD-205A 71 
JAN-2N4440 341 RF 217 SSD-205A 85 
JANTX-2N4440 341 RF 217 SSD-205A 85 

JAN-2N5038 439 PWR 367 SSD-204A 371 
JANTX-2N5038 439 PWR 367 SSD-204A 371 
JAN-2N5039 439 PWR 367 SSD-204A 371 
JANTX-2N5039 439 PWR 367 SSD-204A 371 
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AC-DC isolation 206A 453 Characteristics 202A 144 
Active filter, integrated-circuit 201A 475 Circuit description 202A 141 
AC voltage regulators, thyristors 206A Operating modes 202A 141 
Adders, scaling 202A 273 Technical data 201A 258 
Admittance parameters, short-circuit 202A 93 Amplifier, narrow-band, tuned, integrated-
AGC 202A 46,47 circuit 202A 138 
Alarm system, intrusion 202A 247 Amplifier, rf, integrated-circuit 202A 78,80 
AM broadcast receivers 202A 43 Amplifier, servo, integrated-circuit 202A 194 
AM modulator, integrated-circuit 201A 476 Amplifiers, integrated-circuit: 
AM radio, integrated circuit for 202A 42 Audio 202A 150,190 

Applications 202A 43 Driver 202A 193 
Circuit description 202A 42 Frequency-shaping 202A 272 

AND-OR bi-phase pairs, COS/MOS triple Operational 202A 261-334 
(technical data) 203A 188 Output 202A 58 

Amplification, sound-carrier 202A 46 Power 202A 187 
Amplifier array, general-purpose, RF 202A 163 

integrated-circuit (technical data) 201A 42 Video 202A 268 
Amplifier array, integrated-circuit, 202A 68 Wide-band 202A 173,191, 

Circuit applications 202A 72 195,201 
Circuit description 202A 68 Amplifier, tint-control, integrated-
Gain-frequency response 202A 70 circuit 202A 62 
Noise voltage and current 202A 72 Amplifier, twin-T, bandpass 202A 281 
Output swing vs. supply voltage 202A 72 Amplifier, video, integrated-circuit 202A 153,182, 
Quick selection chart 201A 10 268 
Stability requirements 202A 70 Amplitude modulation 205A 451 

Amplifier array, integrated-circuit, ac AM receiver subsystem, integrated-circuit 
(technical data) 201A 28,250 (technical data) 201A 42,46 

Amplifier array, ultra-high-gain, Analog or digital signals, transmission 
wide-band, integrated-circuit and multiplexing of 203A 379 
(technical data) 201A 74 AND-OR gates, COS/MOS, triple bi-phase 

Amplifier, broadband (118-to-136-MHz), pairs (technical data) 203A 188 
4-watt (PEPI: AND-OR select gate COS/MOS quad 203A 373 

Design considerations 205A 419 AND-OR select gate, COS/MOS quad 
Load-mismatch test 205A 417 (technical data) 203A 94 
Output power and modulation 205A 417 Arcing 206A 460 
Performano:e and adjustment 205A 421 Arithmetic unit, COS/MOS 203A 373 

Amplifier, broadband, rf, linear, Circuit description 203A 373 
push-pull, 150-watt PEP 205A 467 Operation 203A 374 

Amplifier circuit, broadband, uhf 205A 473 Performance data 203A 378 
Amplifier, class 8, circuit description 204A 599 Arithmetic arrays, COS/MOS 203A 373 
Amplifier, class 8, integrated-circuit 202A 79,189 Arrays, integrated-circuit 
Amplifier, control, and special-function Application notes on 202A 67-86 

integrated circuits: Technical data 201A 161-256 
Application notes on 202A 88-260 Astable multivibrator, integrated-circuit 202A 73,307 
Quick selection chart 201A 12 Astable multivibrator, COS/MOS 203A 353 
Technical data 201A 257-456 Audio amplifier, hybrid-circuit 204A 670 

Amplifier, de, integrated-circuit 202A 130 Audio amplifier, integrated-circuit 202A 150 
Applications 201A 136 Capacitor-coupled cascaded circuits 202A 153 
Circuit description 201A 130 Circuit description 202A 150 
Operation 201A 130 Direct-coupled cascaded circuits 202A 151 
Technical data 201A 290 Technical data 201A 331 

Amplifier, differential detector, Audio amplifiers, integrated-circuit 202A 190 
de amplifier, and voltage regulator, Audio amplifier, line-operated 204A 588 
integrated-circuit (technical data) 201A 84 Audio amplifier, transformer-coupled 204A 671 

Amplifier-discriminators, omtegrated- Audio driver, integrated-circuit: 
circuit (technical data) 201A 62 Dual-supply circuit 202A 152 

Amplifier economics 204A 596 Single-supply circuit 202A 153 
Amplifier, feedback 202A 137 Autodyne converter, integrated-circuit 202A 163 
Amplifier fidelity 204A 596 Automatic-fine-tuning systems, 
Amplifier-filter, high-gain 202A 259 integrated-circuit 202A 33 
Amplifier, FM detector, af preamplifier Automatic shut-off and alarm system 202A 258 

integrated-circuit (technical data) 201A 90,98 Axial-lead silicon rectifiers 
Amplifier, gain-controlled, (technical data) 206A 262-271, 

integrated-circuit 202A 75 280-289, 
Amplifier, if, integrated-circuit 202A 141 Audio power transistors, special 296-299 

Applications 202A 146 (technical data) 204A 509-542 
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Balanced detector, integrated-circuit 202A 33 Chroma signal processor, integrated-
Balanced modulator, integrated-circuit 202A 82 circuit (technical data) 201A 126,144 
Ballasting circuits, solid-state 204A 504 Chopper circuits, MOS-transistor 202A 347 
Ballast resistors 204A 684 Basic chopper circuits 202A 347 
Bandpass amplifiers 202A 281 Basic MOS chopper circuits 202A 448 
Bandpass shaping 202A 46 Equivalent circuit of MOS chopper 202A 350 
Bass roll-off 202A 39 Ideal chopper characteristics 202A 347 
BCD data, conversion of 202A 244 Relative merits of available devices 202A 347 
Beam-lead (sealed-junction) IC's Typical circuits 202A 352 
(technical data) 201A 545-566 Use of MOS transistors in choppers 202A 348 

Bidirectional thyristors, gated Circuit factor charts for thyristors 
(technical data) 206A 105 (SCR's and Triacs) 206A 379 

Bilateral switch, COS/MOS quad 203A 379 Current-Ratio curves 206A 379 
Digital control of signal gain, Full-wave ac triac circuit 206A 380 

frequency, and impedance 203A 384 Full-wave de SCA or Triac circuit 206A 381 
Features 203A 379 Full-wave SCA circuit 206A 379 
Logic functions 203A 383 Per cent ripple in load 206A 383 
Multiplexing/demultiplexing 203A 384 Three-phase half-wave SCR circuit 206A 382 
Operation 203A 379 Class B transistor amplifier 204A 594 
Sampfe-hold applications 203A 388 Circuit description 204A 599 
Switch and logic applications 203A 383 Complementar-symmetry type 204A 595 
Technical data 203A 78 Economics of 204A 596 

Binary counter 203A 328 Effective power-supply series 
Bi-phase pairs, AND-OR, COS/MOS resistance 204A 596,600 

(technical data) 203A 188 Fidelity of 204A 596 
Bi-polarity comparator 202A 332 Music-power rating 204A 596,600 
Bistable multivibrator 202A 309 Power dissipation, ideal 204A 597 
Bridge circuits, SCR 206A 442 Power-output 204A 595 
Bridge rectifier 204A 652 Power-supply regulation 204A 594 
Broadband rf circuit design 205A 453 Practical circuit 204A 595 
Broadband rf operation 205A 470 Transistor dissipation 204A 595 
Broadband rf power amplifier 205A 427 Clocked D latch, COS/MOS quad 
Broadband transistor rf amplifier 205A 417 (technical data) 203A 208 
Broadband uhf amplifier 205A 477,481 Clock/timer, battery-operated, 
Broadband uhf cir cu it, design approach 205A 4]5 Digital-display, COS/MOS: 
Broadcast receivers, AM 202A 42 Applications 203A 444 
Buffer, converter-circuit 204A 666 Circuit operation 203A 434 
Buffer, COS/MOS quad, true/complement Display-driver circuits 203A 436 

(technical data) 203A 199 Performance characteristics 203A 434 
Buffers/converters, COS/MOS hex Coaxial-line rf power amplifier 205A 437 

(technical data) 203A 48 Coaxlal-package transistors 205A 443 
Color demodulator, integrated-circuit 202A 58 

Application of 202A 65 
Demodulation and matrix 202A 59 

Burst (popcorn) noise, meansurement of 202A 327 Demodulator preamplifier 202A 61 
Pass-fail criteria 202A 330 Filtering capactiors 202A 61 
Test conditions 202A 330 Output amplifiers 202A 58 
Test configuration 202A 327 Tint-control amplifier 202A 62 
Test-system circuits 202A 331 Color matrix, integrated-circuit 202A 59 

Bus register, COS/MOS MS!, 8-stage Color system, RGB 202A 65 
(technical data) 203A 164 Color TV receivers, if system for, 

integrated-circuit 202A 51 
Capacitor-input circuits, design of 206A 384 Colpitts oscillator, integrated-circuit 202A 73 
Capture ratio 202A 25 Common-base rf power amplifiers 205A 432 
Case-temperature effects 205A 471 Common-mode gain 202A 266 
Characteristics of COS/MOS Common-mode rejection 202A 157 

integrated circuits (chart) 203A 8 Common-mode rejection ratio 202A 98.157, 
Charge transport during irradiation 203A 410 266 
Chips (technical data}: Commutating dv/dt (of thyristors) 206A 455 

COS/MOS integrated-circuit 203A 268-276 Comparator: 
Linear integrated-circuit 201A 534-544 Bi-polarity 202A 332 
Power-transistor 204A 543-547 DC 202A 309 

Chroma amplifier, integrated-circuit Differential 202A 231 
(technical data) 201A 148 Micropower 202A 324 

Chroma demodulator, integrated-circuit Phase 203A 427 
(technical data} 201A 129,151 Tri-level 203A 409 
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Controlled-avalanche rectifiers Current limiting, foldback 204A 633,684 
(technical data) 206A 311 Current mirrors 202A 325 

Control systems, triac 202A 247 Current-ratio curves (SC R's and triacs) 206A 
Conversion, digital-to-analog 203A 296 Current source, diode-transistor 202A 325 

202A 218 Curves, rf power-transistor power- 379 
Converter-circuit driver stage 204A 666 frequency 205 8-10 
Converter-circuit oscillator 204A 665 
Converter-circuit output stage 204A 5E;5 

Converter, off-line, driven, 1-kilowatt 204A 664 
Characteristics 204A 664 
Circuit description 204A 665 DC amplifier, integrated-circuit 202A 130 

Efficiency/cost considerations 204A 668 Applications 202A 136 

Performance characteristics 204A 6EH Circuit description 202A 130 

Transformer design considerations 204A 667 Operation 202A 130 

Converter, ringing-choke 204A 6E)5 Technical data 201A 290 

COS/MOS chips (technical data) 203A 268-276 DC power supply, ac voltage-regulated 206A 423 

COS/MOS digital integrated circuits 203A 1 DC safe area (power transistors) 205A 469 

Applications information 203A 289-449 Decade counters, COS/MOS, 7-segment output 203A 435 

Functional diagrams 203A 10 Decoder, COS/MOS, BCD-to-decimal 
General features 203A 23 (technical data) 203A 135 

Technical data 203A 24-276 Decoder-Drivers, MSI, BCD-to-7-segment 202A 244 
COS/MOS IC's for low-voltage Fail-safe circuit 202A 252 

Applications (technical data) 203A 24,114 Logic description 202A 244 
COS/MOS integrated circuits, functional Logic diagram 202A 246 

diagrams 203A 10-19 Multiplex operation 202A 252 
COS/MOS integrated circuits, Operating characteristics 202A 247 

general features 203A 23 Static-drive applications 202A 249 
COS/MOS integrated circuits, typical Technical data 201A 437 

characteristics chart 203A 8 Decoder stero multiplex, integrated-
COS/MOS logic gates, noise immunity of 203A 344 circuit (technical data) 201A 36 
COS/MOS power-supply considerations 203A 3!;fl Deflection circuit, magnetic 204A 586 
COS/MOS switch 203A 302 Delayed age 202A 46,47 
Counter, COS/MOS binary/ripple, Demodulation, color-signal 202A 59 

12-stage (technical data) 203A 195 Demodulator, color, integrated-circuit 202A 58 

Counter, COS/MOS, 21-stage 203A 222 Demodulator preamplifier, integrated-

Counters, COS/MOS, applications of: circuit 202A 61 

Decade, 7-segment-output 203A 4,14 Detection, sound-carrier 202A 46 

Divide-by-N 203A 422 Diacs, silicon bidirectional: 

Divide-by-A 203A 427 Technical data 206A 353-355 

Divide-by-12 203A 445 Use of for thyristor triggering 206A 441 

Divide-by-60 203A 445 Voltage-current characteristics 206A 442 

Fixed, single-stage, divide-by-N Differential-amplifier array, dual 

Programmable, multidecade, independent, integrated-circuit 

Divide-by-N 203A 363 (technical data) 201A 336,363 

Counter, COS/MOS, fixed and programmable, Differential amplifiers, integrated-

Design of 203A 361 circuit, Basic configuration for 202A 21 

Counters, COS/MOS MSI, design and Differential amplifiers, integrated-

applications of 203A 327 circuit high-reliability types 

Counters, COS/MOS (technical data): (technical data) 201A 299,310 
Binary, 7-stage 203A 114 Differential/cascode amplifiers, 

Decade 203A 120 integrated-circuit (technical data) 201A 348,355 
Divide-by-N 203A 89 Differential comparator, integrated-
Up/down, presettable 203A 140 circuit 202A 231 

Counting circuit, COS/MOS, digital-display 203A 416 206A 483 
Counter/dividers, COS/MOS, applications of: Differentiators, integrated-circuit 202A 273 

Decade 203A 33,3 Diffused-junction n-p-n power transistors 
Divide-by-8 203A 334 (technical data) 204A 471-542 

Counter-latch-timer control circuit 202A 332 Digital-clock prototypes, COS/MOS 203A 446 
Counter/timers, digital 203A Digital-display clock, COS/MOS 203A 434 
Cross-modulation distortion 202A 102 Digital-display clock/watch 
Crosstalk 203A 343 configuration, COS/MOS 203A 445 
Crowbar trigger circuits_ 204A 685 Digital-display devices 203A 438 
Crystal oscillators: Digital-display metering application, 

Bipolar integrated-circuit 202A 136 COS/MOS 203A 434 
COS/MOS integrated-circuit 203A 431 Digital-display timer, COS/MOS 203A 434 

Current-amptifier pair, hybrid-circuit Digital frequency synthesizer, COS/MOS 203A 419 
(technical data} 204A 560,563 Digital meter applications, COS/MOS 203A 449 
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Digital signals, transmission and Flanged-case silicon rectifiers 206A 262-271, 
multiplexing of 203A 379 (technical data) 280 

Digital timer/clock/watch applications, Flasher circuit, thyristor 206A 452 

COS/MOS 203A 439 Flashover current 206A 448 
Digital-to-analog conversion, general Flip-flop, COS/MOS dual D-type: 
considerations 203A 297 Technical data 203A 62 

Digital-to-analog converter, COS/MOS 203A 301 Use of in arithmetic unit 203A 373 

Digital-to-analog switch, COS/MOS 203A 297 Flip-flop, COS/MOS dual J-K 

Diode Array, integrated-circuit 202A 81 master-slave (technical data) 203A 129 

Applications 202A 82 Flourescent readouts, low-voltage vacuum 203A 442 

Circuit configuration 202A 81 FM broadcast receivers, integrated 
Operating characteristics 202A 81 circuits for 202A 14 

Technical data 201A 162,169 FM front-end circuits (IC's) 202A 16,17, 

Diodes, tight-emitting 203A 438 170 
Display-lamp turn~>n characteristics 202A 248 FM if amplifier and detector, 
Double-tuned interstage filter 202A 23 i ntegrated-ci rcu it 202A 19 
Down.oeonversion, heterodyne 203A 421,431 FM if amplifier, limiter, and 
Down-converter, heterodyne, CDS/MOS 203A 421 discriminator, integrated-circuit 202A 18 
Driver amplifiers, integrated-circuit 202A 193 FM if amplifier-limiter, detector, 
Driver, audio, integrated circuit 202A 152,153 and audio preamplifier, integrated-
Drivers circuits for digital circuit (technical data) 201A 53 
displays, types of 203A 436 FM if strip integrated-circuit 202A 25 

Driver for 600-ohm balanced-line 202A 75 FM if system, integrated-cir~uit 
Driver stage, converter-circuit 204A 666 (technical data) 201A 46 
D-type latch, clocked, COS/MOS FM receiver synthesizers, COS/MOS 203A 422 

quad (technical data) 203A 208 Prescaler system design 203A 422 
Dv/dt suppression (in thyristor System requirements 203A 422 

circuits) 206A 462 FM subsystems, integrated-circuit 202A 28 
Dual Darlington array, integrated- FM synthesizer system, COS/MOS 203A 431 

circuit (technical data) 201A 202 FM tuner, integrated-circuit 202A 15 
Dual differntial amplifiers FM tuner using MOS-transistor 

(technical data) 201A 372 rf amplifier 202A 354 
Dynamic performance of AFT system 202A 35 Circuit considerations 202A 354 

Performance 202A 356 
RF stage design 202A 356 

FM tuner using MOS-transistor 

Economics, amplifier 204A 586 rf amplifier and mixer 202A 360 

Electric-heat application 206A 492 Conversion transconductance, 

Electron radiation 203A 405 calculation of 202A 364 

Emitter ballasting 205A 470 Mixer-circuit considerations 202A 362 

Emitter ballast resistance 205A 461 Oscillator-circuit considerations 202A 363 

Envelope detector 202A 147 Over-all tuner performance 202A 363 

Epitaxial-base power transistors Performance features of MOS transistors 202A 360 

(selection chart) 204A 18 RF-circuit considerations 202A 362 

Epitaxial-base power transistors, Tuner design 202A 361 

(technical data) 204A 137-220 Foldback current limiting: 

Epitaxial-base, high-power, p-n-p Analysis of 204A 687 

transistors (technical data) 204A 153 Basic circuit configuration 204A 635 

External noise 203A 343 Characteristics 204A 633 

Circuit parameters 204A 635,640 

Purpose and advantage 204A 684 

Forward-bias second breakdown, testing for 204A 643 

Four-quadrant multiplier, integrated-

False turn-on (of thyristors) 206A 462 circuit 202A 317 

False turn-on (of thyristors) 206A 462 Frequency converter, three.phase 750·watt: 

Fast-recovery silicon rectifiers 206A 333 Circuit description 204A 652 

Fast-turn-off silicon controlled Inverter 204A 652 

rectifiers (technical data) 206A 236 Logic and driver circuits 204A 652 

Feedback amplifier, integrated-circuit, Output transformer 204A 654 

cascaded, RC-coupled 202A 137 Performance 204A 656 

Feedback factor 202A 38 Power supply for 204A 652 

Feedback-type volume-control circuit 202A 38 Frequency-modulation if amplifiers, 

Ferrite cores 205A 464 integrated-circuit 202A 21 

Filament pre.heating circuit 206A 451 Frequency multipliers, COS/MOS 203A 360 

Filter, active, integrated-circuit 201A 475 Frequency-shaping amplifiers, 

Filters, interstage 202A 23 integrated-circuit 202A 272 
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Frequency synthesizer, COS/MOS High-voltage p-n-p power transistors 

low-power digital 203A 419 (technical data) 204A 437 

Full adder, COS/MOS four-bit: High-voltage power transistors 

Technical data 203A 43 selection chart 204A 12 

Use in arithmetic unit 203A 373 High-voltage rectifiers 

Full-wave motor controls 206A 373 (technical data) 206A 337-351 

Regulated 206A 374 With R-C voltage-equalizing networks 206A 337 

Unregulated 206A 373 With matched cells for voltage 
equalization 206A 341 

Plug-in types for direct tube 
replacements 206A 350 

Gain controlled amplifier, Fin-mounted types 206A 344 

integrated-circuit 202A 75 High-voltage regulation 206A 411,458 

Gain control, rf-amplifier 202A 100 Hometaxial-base n-p-n power transistors 

Gain equalizer (for uhf amplifier) 205A 479 (selection chart) 204A 10 

Garage-door electronic control system 206A 395 Hometaxial-base n-p-n power transistors 

Gate characteristics (of thyristors) 206A 436 (technical data) 204A 19-136 

Gate, COS/MOS dual complementary pair Hometaxial-base power transistors, 
plus inverter (technical data) 203A 37 molded-silicone-plastic types 

Gate, COS/MOS quad AND-OR select 203A 344 (technical data) 204A 68 
Gate, COS/MOS quad exclusive-OR Horizontal-deflection SCR's and 

(technical data) 203A 147 rectifiers (technical data) 206A 290,304 
Gate-oxide field analysis 203A 409 Horizontal deflection system: 
Gate-oxide protection circuit 203A 351 For color TV receivers 206A 404,455 
Gates, COS/MOS quad, 2-input NANO 203A 374 For monochrome TV receivers 206A 473 
Gates, COS/MOS quad 2-input NOR 203A 374 Hot-spot thermal resistance 205A 470,473 
Gates, COS/MOS triple ANO-OR Hotspotting 205A 469 

bi-phase pairs (technical data) 203A 188 Hybrid-circuit current-amplifier 
Gates, high-speed 202A 77 pair (technical data) 204A 563 

Series 202A 78 Hybrid-circuit operational amp! ifiers 

Shunt 202A 79 (technical data) 204A 555 

Series-shunt 202A 79 Hybrid circuits, power (technical data) 204A 549-570 

Ground-line noise 203A 419 Hybrid combiners 205A 431 

Gyrator, integrated-circuit 201A 475 Hybrid combiner/dividers 205A 465 
Hybrid linear power amplifier: 

Audio applications of 204A 669 
General application considerations 204A 673 

Half-wave motor controls 206A 368 Hysteresis effect, lamp-dimmer 206A 399 

Unregulated 206A 369 
Regulated 206A 370 

Half-wave SCR circuit 206A 379 
Harmonic distortion 202A 152,158 IF-amplifier circuits, integrated 202A 77,109, 
Hartley oscillator, integrated-circuit 202A 73 types 146,163, 
Heat control 206A 397 168,183 
Heat controllers 202A 227 IF amplifier-limiter, FM detector, 
Heater control, three-phase 206A 469 electronic attenuator, audio driver, 
Heater regulation 206A 421 integrated-circuit (technical data) 201A 106 
Heterodyne down-conversion 203A 421,431 IF amplifier, integrated-circuit 202A 141 
Heterodyne down-converter 203A 292 Applications 202A 146 
High-current transistors Characteristics 202A 144 

(technical data) 204A 60 Circuit description 202A 141 
High-frequency power transistors Operating modes 202A 141 

(technical data) 205A 347 IF amplifier-limiter, integrated-circuit 
High-gain selective building blocks, high-gain, wide-band (technical data) 201A 70 
evolution of 202A 22 IF strips, FM, integrated-circuit 202A 22,169, 

High-power generation 205A 429 170 

High-reliability transistor IF system, FM, Integrated-circuit 
(technical data) 205A 305-317 (technical data) 201A 46 

High-speed gates 202A 77 IF system, integrated-circuit, 
High-speed switching power black-and-white TV receiver 202A 54 

transistors (technical data) 204A 319-426 IF system integrated- circuit, for 
High-voltage applicatioA of for color TV receiver 202A 49 

silicon transistors 204A 591 IHFM (Institute of High-Fidelity 
High-voltage generation 206A 410,458 Manufacturers) 202A 169 
High~voltage n-p-n power transistors Incandescents readouts 203A 442 

(technical data) 204A 221-318 Induction motor controls 206A 394 
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Inrush current 206A 449 Light dimmers, triac 206A 398 
Insertion loss 202A 25 Circuits 206A 401 
Institute of High-Fidelity Manufacturers Circuit description 206A 398 

(IHFM) 202A 169 Hysteresis effect 206A 399 
Integral-cycle heater control, Range control 206A 400 
proportional 206A 397 RFI suppression 206A 401 

Integrated-circuit arrays: Trouble shooting 206A 401 
Application notes on 202A 67-86 Light-emitting diodes 203A 438 
Technical data 201A 161-256 Light flasher, synchronous 202A 243 

Integrated-circuit chips, linear 206A 496 

(technical data) 201A 534-544 Lighting systems, relative merits 
Integrated-circuit FM, IF amplifiers, of various types 204A 602 
design approaches for 202A 22 Limiter, integrated-circuit 202A 163 

Integrated circuits, COS/MOS digital 203A 1 Limited-amplifier, integrated-circuit 202A 33,185 
Integrated circuits, linear (bipalar) 201A 1 Limiter characteristics (of IC rf 
Integrators 202A 273 amplifiers) 202A 106 
Interfacing of COS/MOS devices 203A 391 Limiting amplifier, integrated-circuit 202A 186 

Active pull-ups 203A 393 Linear amplifier, push-pull 150-watt, 
Bipolar driving COS/MOS 203A 393 2-to-30-MHz 205A 467 
COS/MOS-bipolar HTL interface 203A 396 Linear applications of rf power 
COS/MOS driving bipolar 203A 394 transistors 205A 429 
COS/MOS-ECL/ECCSL interface 203A 400 Linear IC arrays (technical data) 201A 161-256 
COS/MOS-to-N-MOS interface 203A 402 Linear IC chips (technical data) 201A 534-544 
COS/MOS-to-P-MOS interface 203A 401 Linear integratec1 circuits and 201A 1 
COS/MOS-TTL/DTL interface 203A 391 MOS devices 202A 1 
Current sinking 203A 392,395 Index to 201A 6 
Current sourcing 203A 392,395 Packages and ordering information 201A 20 
Level shifters 203A 400 Linearity 206A 405 
Resistor, pull-up 203A 392 Linearity circuit 206A 459 

Intermodulation distortion 202A 152 Linear mixer, four-channel, 
Interstage filters 202A 23 integrated-circuit 202A 73 
Intrinsic transistor structure 205A 427 Losser-type volume-control circuit 202A 38 
Intrusion alarm system, triac 202A 247 Loudness contouring 202A 39 
Inverters 204A 584,591 Lumped-constant rf power amplifiers 205A 442 

Push-pull types 204A 605 Lumped-constant rf power oscillator 205A 441 
Three-phase bridge types 204A 652 

Isolation, ac-dc 206A 453 

Magnetic deflection circuit 204A 586 
Matched diodes, ultra-fast, 

Keyed AGC 202A 46,47 low-capacitance (technical data) 201A 166 
Matrix: 

Rectifier products 206A 17 
SCR products 206A 11 
Triac products 206A 13 

Ladder networks, resistance 203A 297 Maximum usable gain 202A 51 
Lamp-dimmer circuits 206A 401 Medium-power p-n-p transistors 

Double-time constant types 206A 402 (technical data) 204A 428 
Single-time-constant types 206A 401 Medium-power transistors, 

With over-voltage clamp 206A 422 hometaxial 11 tyPes (technical data) 204A 20,36 

Latch, COS/MOS quad, clocked D Mercury-arc lamps: 

(technical data) 203A 208 Advantages of 204A 603 

Latch COS/MOS quad, 3-state NANO Ballasting of 204A 602 

R/S (technical data 203A 214 Characteristics of 204A 602 

Latch, COS/MOS quad 3-state, NOR Conventional ballasting methods 204A 604 
R/S (technical data) 203A 214 Starting current for 204A 611 

Latched memory circuit 202A 257 Solid-state ballasting circuits 204A 604 
Level converters, COS/MOS 203A 436 Memory, COS/MOS, preset-channel 203A 432 

Level detector, COS/MOS 203A 390 Memory, integrated-circuit, latched 202A 257 

Light-activated control 202A 258 Memory sense amplifier, integrated-

206A 393 circuit, dual-input (technical data) 201A 429 

Light control 206A 391 Micro!;tripl ine circuits 205A 443 

Light-control circuits 206A 398,445 Design of 205A 444 
Basic triac-diac type 206A 399 Mounting arrangement 205A 443 
Double-time-constant types 206A 400 Performance of 205A 447 
Single-time-constant types 206A 399 Microstripline oscillator 205A 440 
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Microwave power amplifiers 205A 436 RF applications 202A 371 

Biasing arrangements 205A 441 Stability considerations 202A 375 

Coaxial-line types 205A 437 Static discharge, effect of 202A 366 

Device and package construction 205A 434 MOS field-effect transistor, vhf 

Design of 205A 436 applications: 

Large-signal amplifier operation 205A 436 Biasing requirements 202A 336 
Lumped-constant, common-base types 205A 442 Circuit configurations 202A 336 
Performance of practical circuits 205A 447 Operating-point selection 202A 338 
Power gain 205A 441 AGC methods 202A 339 
Pulse operation 205A 438 RF considerations 202A 339 
Reliability 205A 436 Use of in vhf circuit design 202A 340 
Stripline type 205A 438 MOS-transistor vhf mixer, design of 202A 344 

Microwave power oscillators 205A 434 Motor controller, integrated-circuit 202A 194 
Basic configuration 205A 439 Motor controls 206A 368,395 
Design of 205A 439 Circuit components 206A 370-377 
Device and package construction 205A 434 Full-wave types 206A 373 
Lumped-constant type 205A 440 Half-wave types 206A 367 
Microstripline type 205A 440 Ratings and limitations 206A 374 
Reliability 205A 436 Regulated 206A 371,374 
Wide-band type 205A 440 Three-phase 206A 471 

Mixer capabilities (of integrated- Unregulated 206A 370,373 
circuit rf amplifiers) 202A 103 Multiplex decoder, integrated-circuit, 

Mixers, integrated-circuit: stereo (technical data) 201A 36 
Balanced 202A 103,109 Multiplexer-decoder integrated-

Four-channel linear 202A 73 circuit, linear 202A 321 
Low-frequency 202A 120 Multiplexer, integrated-circuit, 

Mixers, MOS-transistor: three-channel 201A 476 
FM-receiver 202A 360,362 Multiplexing of analog and digital 

VHF-receiver 202A 344 signals 203A 379 
Molded-Plastic transistors and Multiplex system, integrated-circuit, 

thyristors two-channel linear 202A 313 
Lead forming techniques 206A ,127 Multiplier, integrated-circuit, 201A 477 
Mounting 206A 430 four-quadrant, analysis of 202A 317 

Thermal-resistance considerations 206A 427 Multiplier, integrated-circuit, 

Types of packages 206A 426 four-quadrant (technical data) 201A 417 

Monochrome TV receivers, thyristor Multiplier, integrated-circuit, 

horizontal deflection system for 206A 473 two-quadrant 201A 467 

Monostable multivibrators, COS/MOS: Muttistable circuits, precision 202A 322 

Basic configuration 203A 356 Multivibrators, COS/MOS 

Compensated circuit 203A 357 Astable 203A 353 

Low-power circuit 203A 358 Monostable 203A 353,356 

Monolithic n-p-n Darlington power transistors One-shot, basic circuit 203A 356 

(technical data) 204A 449-470 One-shot, compensated circuit 203A 357 

Monostable muttivibrator, integrated- Multivibrators, integrated-circuit: 

circuit 202A 309 Astable 202A 73,307 

MOS chopper circuits 202A 352 Bistable 202A 309 

MOS/FET's (see MOS field-effect transistors) Monostable 202A 309 

MOS field-effect devices (see MOS Music power output 204A 600 

field-effect transistors) 

MOS field-effect transistors: 
Application notes on 202A 261-377 NAN D gates, COS/MOS quad 

Technical data 201A 567-686 2-input 203A 316 
MOS field-effect transistors, dual- NANO gates, (positive logic) 

gate-protected types: COS/MOS (technical data) 203A 55 
Breakdown mechanism 202A 366 NAND R/S latch, 3-state COS/MOS 
Cross-modulation considerations 202A 375 quad (technical data) 203A 214 
Current-handling capability 202A 369 Noise immunity (of COS/MOS logic gates): 203A 343 
Electrical requirements 202A 368 Crosstalk noise immunity 203A 347 

Gate-protection diodes 202A 368,371, External noise immunity, signal-line 203A 344 
375 Ground-line noise immunity 203A 347 

Gate-protection methods 202A 367 Power-supply noise immunity 203A 345 
Input capacitance and resistance 202A 369 Types of noise 203A 343 
Noise factor 202A 369 Noise performance (of integrated-circuit 

Operating conditions 202A 371 rf amplifiers) 202A 96 
Power gain 202A 369 Noise-limited amplification 202A 46,49 
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NOR gates, COS/MOS quad 2-input 203A 374 Phase shifts, feedback 202A 291 
NOR gates (positive logic), COS/MOS Power-supply stability 202A 302 

(technical data) 203A 26 Quick-selection chart 201A 14 
NOR R/S latch, COS/MOS quad, 3-state Technical dara 201A 457-532 

(technical data) 203A 214 Transfer characteristics 202A 266,278 
Numitron devices 202A 248 Transfer function 202A 284,287 

203A 442 Operational amplifiers, integrated-circuit, 
application notes on 202A 261-334 

Oscillator, converter-circuit 204A 665 Operational amplifiers, integrated-circuit, 

Oscillators, COS/MOS astable and monstable: characteristics and features chart 201A 16 
Astable multivibrator circuits 203A 353 Operational amplifiers, integrated-circuit 
Applications 203A 359 high-output-current (technical data) 201A 488 
Compensation for 50-per-cent duty Operational amplifiers, integrated-circuit 

duty cycle 203A 357 quick selection chart 201A 14 
Monostable multivibrator circuits 203A 356 Operational amplifier, micropower 

Oscillator, COS/MOS crystal-controlled 203A 430 integrated-circuit (technical data) 201A 479 
Oscillator, COS/MOS phase-locked, Operational amplifiers, power-hybrid-circuit: 

voltage-controlled 203A 359 Applications 204A 682 
Oscillator, COS/MOS voltage-controlled 203A 359 Circuit description 204A 678 
Oscillators, integrated-circuit 202A 73 Constant-source amplifier 204A 681 

Crystal-controlled 202A 136 Electrical characteristics 204A 679 
Modulated 202A 136 Power-supply considerations 204A 681 

Oscillator, microstripline 205A 440 Technical data 204A 555 
On-off switching circuits 206A 451 Use with monolithic integrated-
Operational amplifier 204A 590 circuits 204A 680 
Operational amplifiers, high-performance, Operational transconductance amplifiers, 

integrated-circuit 202A 303 integrated-circuit, high-performance: 202A 311 
Circuit description 202A 303 Amplitude modulation 202A 316 
Noise figure 202A 304 Applications 202A 313 
Phase compensation 202A 305 Circuit description 202A 311 
Slewing rate 202A 305 Gain control 202A 316 
Applications 202A 306 Multiplexing 202A 313 
Technical data 201A 448 Technical data 201A 458,466 

Operational amplifiers, high-reliability Output amplifiers, integrated-circuit 202A 58 
integrated-circuit types (technical data) 201A 525 Output stage, converter-circuit 204/>. 666 

Operational amplifiers, integrated-circuit 202A 262,277, Output stages, integrated-circuit 202A 322 
283 Overlay transistors (see rf power transistors) 

Applications 202A 
Basic theory 202A 275 
Bias current, input 202A 301 Pass etements,externat 204A 689 

Characteristics and features chart 201A 16 Peak-envelope-power rating 205A 460 

Circuit description 202A 262 Phase comparator, COS/MOS 203A 327 

Common-mode gain 202A 289 Phase .. locked loop, fundamentals of 203A 319 

Common-mode rejection 202A 266,278, Phase--locked loops, practical digital types 203A 320 

301 Phase-shift transformer, discriminator 202A 18 

DC levels, input and output 202A 298 Photo-coupled isolators 206A 470 

Design criteria 202A 298 Photo detector and power amplifier 

Equivalent-circuit model 202A 290 (technical data) 201A 401 

External modifications 202A 275 Photo~detector and power amplifier, 

Gain-frequency response 202A 265,278, integrated-circuit 202A 255 

299 Circuit description 202A 255 

General considerations 202A 283 Technical data 201A 401 

Input and output impedances 202A 266,278, Typical applications 202A 258 

285,289, Pin lite 203A 413 

300 lumped-constant 205A 440 
Inverting configuration 202A 284 Microstripline 205A 440 

Load impedance, effect of finite 202A 290 Wideband 205A 440 
Noninverting configuration 202A 287 Power output, noise 204A 595,600 
Offset voltage and current 202A 301 Power hybrid circuits: 

Operating characteristics 202A 262,277 Application notes on 204A 669-694 
Output-power capability 202A 199 Technical data 204A 549-570 
Output-power modifications 202A 268 Power hybrid operational amplifier 204A 678 
Output swing 202A 266 Power-hybrid-circuit series voltage 

Phase compensation 202A 267,278, regulators: 

298 Basic structure 204A 686 
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Circuit description 204A 684 Power amplifiers, broadband, uhfimtcrowave 205A 449 

Operating considerations 204A 689 Amplitude modulation 205A 451 

Power dissipation 204A 688 Cascade and parallel connections 205A 456 

Power supplies, auxiliary 206A 4fi9 Circuit impedances 205A 453 

Power suµplies, compact, high-current Circuit performance 205A 456 

5-volt, regulated Evaluation circuit 205A 449 

Basic design concept 204A 623 Gain and VSWR control 205A 450 

Design example 204A 629 Hybrid combiners 205A 451 

Major elements 204A 623 Input-circuit design 205A 453 

Power supply, bridge-rectifier 204A 652 Output-circuit design 205A 451 

Power supply considerations for COS/MOS Package design 205A 449 

devices: Practical circuits 205A 456 

AC dissipation characteristics 203A 3G7 Reduction of VSWR 205A 449 

AC performance characteristics 203A 369 Power amplifier, hybrid-circuit multipurpose, 

Filtering requirements 203A 371 7-ampere (technical data) 204A 550 

High de source 203A 372 Power amplifiers, integrated-circuit 

Quiescent dissipation 203A 367 multipurpose wideband 202A 187 

Regulation requirements 203A 371 Applications 202A 190 

System power calculation of 203A 370 Circuit description 202A 187 

Switching characteristics 203A 370 Operating characteristics 202A 190 

Power-supply consideration for integrated- Operation 202A 187 

circuit FM sound section subsystems: Technical data 201A 270 

Dissipation deratlng curve 202A :10 Power amplifiers, linear, hybrid-circuit 

General considerations 202A 28 types: 
Series d,opping resistor, AC oµer;;1tion 204A 672 

calculation of 202A ::o Assembly 204A 677 
Voltage-current curves 202A 31 Audio-amplifier applications 204A 670 

Power supply, regulated 60-watt Basic structure 204A 669 
20-volt 204A 631 Circuit description 204A 669,673 

Circuit description 204A 631 Frequency and efficiency 204A 672 
Construction 204A 638 Heat removal 204A 676 
Design considerations 204A 635 Power dissipation 204A 673 
Foldback current limiting 204A 633 Protection circuit 204A 675 

Performance 204A 637 Reactive Loads 204A 672 

Voltage regulation 204A 6,11 Power control 206A 443 

Power supply, with hybrid-circuit regulator 204A 6~;12 Power control, proportional 206A 492 

Power-transistor chips Power controls, triac, for three-phase 

(technical data) 204A 544-547 systems 206A 467 

Power transistors and power hybrid circuits 204A 1 Basic design rules 206A 467 

Power transistors, selection charts 204A 10-19 Circuits 206A 471,473 

Power transistors (technical data): DC logic circuitry isolation of 206A 469 

Audio types, special 204A 509,542 Inductive-load systems 206A 471 

Epitaxial-base n-p-n dnd p-n-p types 204A 137-220 Resistive-load systems 206A 469 

High-speed switching n-p-n types 204A 319-426 Trigger circuit 206A 467 

High-voltage n-p-n types 204A 221-318 Power dissipation, ideal (for class B 

Hometaxial-base n-p-n types 204A 19-136 amplifier) 204A 597 

Monolithic n-p-n Darlington types 204A 449-470 Power-frequency curves for rf power 

Other p-n-p types 204A 427-448 transistors 205A 8-10 

Power transistors, thermal-cycling ratings Power-line noise 203A 343 

for 204A 649,657 Power one-shot control 202A 232 

Power transistors, thermal-cycling 206A 485 

requirements 204A 650,658 Power oscillators, microwave: 

Power transistor, vhf/uhf, broadband Design of 205A 439 

power-amplifier applications of 205A 473 Preamplifier, demodulator, integrated-

Pix-if system, integrated-circuit 202A 46 circuit 202A 62 
Planar transistor, rf power (technical data) 205A 39 Prescaler, COS/MOS 203A 420 

Plastic-package transistor and thyristors 204A 615 Prescaling 203A 420 

Lead-forming techniques 204A 617 Preset-channel memory COS/MOS 203A 432 

Mounting 204A 619 Product detector, integrated-circuit 202A 111,148 

Thermal-resistance considerations 204A 619 Program-switch ("N''-select) options 203A 366 
Types of packages 204A 607 Proportional power control 206A 492 

Plastic-package transistors and thyristors, Protection circuit COS/MOS gate-oxide 203A 351 

types of 206A 477 Pull-up resistor 203A 392 
Plug-in type high-voltage rectifiers Pulse applications, high-current 206A 363 

(technical data) 206A 350 Pulse-width circuit, COS/MOS voltage-

P-N-P power transistors, selection chart 204A 16 controlled 203A 359 
Popcorn noise 202A 327 Push-pull inverter 204A 605 
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Quadruple-tuned interstage filter 202A 25 Characteristics 202A 88 
Quiescent dissipation (of COS/MOS devices) 203A 367 Circuits 202A 78,80, 

107 
Circuit description 202A 88,151 
Differential-amplifier type 202A 154 

Radio frequency interference (RFI) 206A 393 Operating modes 202A 88,152 

Suppression network 206A 447 Supply-voltage connections 202A 89 

Suppression of 206A 401,446, Technical data 201A 318,324 

453 RF amplifier, MOS-transistor 202A 354,356, 

Radiation effects (on COS/MOS devices) 203A 403,404 360,362 

Radiation, electron 203A 405 RFI (see radio frequency interference) 

Radiation hardening, methods of 203A 415 RF operation 205A 470 

Radiation-induced failure, types of 203A 413 RF power amplifiers 205A 427,442, 

Radiation, long-term effects of 203A 409 456,457 

Radiation resistance 203A 404 RF power devices 205A 1 

Radiation tests 203A 408,417 Application notes for 205A 411-509 

RAM, COS/MOS, binary, 4-word, 8-bit Power-frequency curves 205A 8-10 

(technical data) 203A 181 Selection charts 205A 11-16 

Ramp generator 202A 228 Technical data 205A 17-410 

206A 481 RF power transistors, power-frequency 

Raster correction circuit 206A 458 curves 205A 8-10 

Rating chart, thermal-cycling 204A 649,657 RF power transistors, selection charts for: 

Rating curves, rectifier 206A 389 Aircraft and marine-radio applications 205A 14 

RCB color system 202A 65 Microwave applications 205A 11 

Reactor element, switching-regulator 204A 611 Military applications 205A 12 

Read-only-memory, COS/MOS (technical data) 203A 181 Military communications and CATV/MATV 

Readouts, incandescent 203A 442 and small-signal applications 205A 16 

Receiver circuits, integrated Mobile-radio applications 205A 13 

Quick selection chart 201A 8 Single-sideband applications 205A 15 

Technical data 201A 27-160 RF power transistors in linear applications 205A 459 

Receiver subsystem, AM, integrated- RF power transistors, pulsed operation of 205A 425 

circuit (technical data) 201A 42 RF power transistors, safe-area curves for 205A 425 

Receiver synthesizer, COS/MOS FM 203A 422 RF power transistor, for single-sideband 

Receiver turn-on transient 206A 461 linear amplifier 205A 459 

Rec-overed audio 202A 18 Ringing-choke converter 204A 605 

Rectifier current, calculation of 206A 386 Ring modulator, integrated-circuit 202A 85 

Rectifier product matrix 206A 17 Ripple blanking 202A 247 

Rectifier rating curves 206A 389 R/S latches, COS/MOS quad 3-state 

Rectifiers controlled-avalanche types (technical data) 203A 214 

(technical data) 206A 311 

Rectifiers, fast-recovery 206A 333 
Rectifiers, high-voltage (technical data) 206A 337-351 Sample-and-hold circuits 202A 314 

Rectifiers, silicon Sample-hold applications of COS/MOS 

Product matrix 206A 17 bilateral switch 203A 388 
Technical data 206A 257-351 Scaling adders 202A 263 

Rectifiers, stud-mounted types Scan regulation 206A 405 

(technical data) 206A 315-332 Schmitt circuit 202A 259 

Rectifier surge-protection resistance, Schmitt trigger 202A 170 

calculation of 206A 385 Schmitt trigger 202A 148 

Reed-relay thyristor gate control 206A 453 Schmitt trigger 202A 139 

Registers, COS/MOS MSI, design and SCR 'sand rectifiers, horizontal-

application 203A 327 deflection (technical data) 206A 290,304 

Remote sensing 204A 690 SCA applications, circuit factor charts 206A 379 

Remote-sensing circuit 204A 692 SCR bridge circuits 206A 442 

Resistance ladder networks 203A 297 SCA circuit, full-wave de 206A 381 

Resistance networks for DAC's 203A 297 SCA circuit, half-wave 206A 379 
Resistance, rectifier surge-protection SCR control circuit, full-wave 206A 442 

calculation of 206A 385 SCA control circuit, half-wave 206A 442 

Resistor, pull-up 203A 392 SCA horizontal deflection system 206A 404 
Reversawatt transistors, epitaxial base Advantages of 206A 413 
silicon n-p-n and p-n-p (technical data) 204A 205-220 Arc protection 206A 412 

Reversing motor control 206A 395 Basic operation 206A 406 
AF amplifiers, integrated circuit 202A 88,150 High-voltage generation 206A 410 

Applications 202A 93,155 High-voltage regulation 206A 411 
Cascade type 202A 155 Linearity correction 206A 412 
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Performance requirements 206A 404 Silicon rectifiers, fast-recovery 
Switching-device requirements 206A 405 (technical data) 206A 236 

SCA product matrix 206A 11 Silicon rectifiers, fast-recovery 
SCA's (technical data) 206A 149-256 (technical data) 206A 333 
SCA turn-on time 206A 363 Silicon rectifiers, capacitive-load 
SCA, two-transistor analogy of 206A 434 applications of 206A 384 
SCA, two-transistor model of 206A 463 Capacitor-input circuits 206A 384 
Second breakdown, forward-bias 204A 643 Limiting resistance 206A 385 

Causes of 204A 643 Rating curves 206A 389 
Test facility for 204A 644 Rectifier current 206A 386 
Test circuits 204A 644 Silicon transistors for high-voltage 

Transistor characterization for 204A 644 application 204A 581 
Second detector 202A 79 Silicon transistors, high-current, n-p-n, 
Selectivity curve: hometaxial II (technical data) 204A 60 

Double-tuned filter 202A 23 Silicon transistors, high-voltage, 
Quadruple-tuned filter 202A 24 n-p-n, hometaxial 11 (technical data) 204A 44 
Six double-tuned filters 202A 27 Silicon transistors, medium-power 204A 20,36 
Triple-tuned filter 202A 24 Silicon triacs (technical data) 206A 21-148 

Sensitive-gate silicon controlled Single-sideband communications systems 205A 459 
rectifiers {technical data) 206A 150 Single-sideband rf power transistor 

Sensitive-gate triacs (technical data) 206A 27-40 (technical data} 205A 98,371 
Sensor isolation 206A 484 Slewing rate 202A 305 
Sensor, low impedance 206A 496 Snubber networks 206A 462 
Serial adder, COS/MOS triple Basic circuit analysis 206A 464 

(technical data) 203A 159 Design procedure 206A 465 
Serial adder, COS/MOS triple Solid-state ballasting circuits 204A 604 

(technical data) 203A 164 Solid-state traffic flasher 206A 486 
Series dropping resistor 202A 30 Sound carrier amplification 202A 46 
Series resistance, class 8-amplifier 204A 597,600 Special-function sub-system, integrated-
Series voltage regulators, hybrid 204A 684 circuit (technical data) 201A 57,78 
Servo amplifier 202A 184 Speed controls, universal motors 206A 396 
Shift register, COS/MOS dual 4-stage Spurious noise sources 202A 333 

static (technical data) 203A 73 Spurious noise, suppression of 202A 333 
Shift register, static, COS/MOS Squelch control, COS/MOS 203A 391 

MSI (technical data) 203A 164 Stability, conditions for 202A 70 
Shift register, COS/MOS, parallel-in, Staircase generator, linear 202A 308 

parallel-out, 4-stage (technical data) 203A 208 
Shift register, COS/MOS 4-stage serial- Static shift register, COS/MOS MSI, 

input/parallel-output, static 203A 338 8-stage (technical data) 203A 164 
Shift register, COS/MOS 8-stage, Static shift register, COS/MOS, 

asynchronous, parallel-input/serial 64-stage (technical data) 203A 152 
output static 203A 341 Stereo multiplex decoder, integrated-

Shift register, COS/MOS 8-stage circuit (technical data) 201A 36 
static (technical data) 203A 68,104 Stereo preamplifier, integrated-

Shift register, COS/MOS, 18-stage circuit (technical data) 201A 28,250 
static (technical data) 203A 338 Stripline-package microwave power 

Shift register, COS/MOS 18-stage transistors (technical data) 205A 332,338, 
(technical data) 203A 31 344 

Shift register, static COS/MOS 64-stage Stripline power amplifier 205A 438 
(technical data) 203A 152,159 Stud-mounted rectifiers (technical data) 206A 315-332 

Silicon bidirectional diacs Surge-protection resistance (rectifier), 
(technical data) 206A 353-355 calculation of 206A 385 

Silicon controlled rectifiers and silicon Switch controller, transient-free 202A 234 
rectifier complement (technical data) 206A 290,304 206A 487 

Silicon controlled rectifiers, high- Switching capability (SCA) 206A 364 
current pulsed applications of 206A 363 Switching characteristics (of thyristors) 206A 438 

Characteristics and ratings 206A 365 Switching circuits, on-off 206A, 451 
Circuits 206A 363 Switch, COS/MOS 203A 299 
Design considerations for 206A 363 Switching regulator 204A 583,605 
Switching capability 206A 364 Switching-regulator ballasts 204A 586,608 
Turn-on time 206A 363 Switching-regulator circuit components 204A 612 

Silicon controlled rectifiers, product Switching-regulator reactor element 204A 611 
matrix 206A 11 Switching-regulator transistor 204A 612 

Silicon controlled rectifiers Switching SCR's and diodes 206A 405 
(technical data) 206A 149-256 Switching transistor, silicon n-p-n 

Silicon rectifiers (technical data) 206A 257-351 (technical data) 204A 415 
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Switching transistor, rf power, Regulator section 206A 458 
planar (technical data) 205A 39 Transient conditions 206A 460 

Switches, zero-voltage, integrated-circuit 202A 224 Thyristor horizontal deflection system 
Symmetrical limiting, load impedance for 202A 22 for monochrome TV receivers: 
Synchronous light flasher 206A 496 Auxiliary power supplies 206A 473 
Synchronous switching, zero-voltage 206A 469 Circuit description 206A 473 
Synthesizer system, FM 203A 431 Design considerations 206A 473 
System gain 202A 39 Thyristor power control 206A 453 

Thyristors, characteristics and 
applications 206A 434 

Thyristors, gated, bidirectional 
(technical data) 206A 105 

Tapers, -volume-control 202A 40 Thyristors, rectifiers, and other diodes 206A 

Temperature controllers 202A 227 Thyristors, types of 206A 434 

Electric-heat application 202A 229 Thyristor switching characteristics 206A 438 

Transfer characteristics 202A 228 Thyristor voltage and temperature ratings 206A 435 

Integral-cycle 202A 230 Thyristor voltage regulators, ac 206A 420 

On-off 202A 227 Timer, COS/MOS, battery-operated, 

Temperature controllers 206A 490 digital-display 203A 434 

Integral-cycle type 206A 493 Tint-control amplifier, integrated-circuit 202A 62 

On-off type 206A 490 Traffic flasher, solid-state 202A 233 

Proportional type 206A 491 206A 486 

Temperature-sensing diode 205A 291 Traffic-signal tamp control, traic: 

Television video if system, integrated- Circuits 206A 450 

circuit (technical data) 201A 117 Surge current effects 206A 448 

Television chroma system integrated- Triac operation 206A 448 

circuit (technical data) 201A 125,143 Transfer characteristic, differential 

Thermal considerations in thyristor amplifier 202A 22 

mounting 206A 414 Transformers, transmission-line 205A 463 

Chassis mounted heat sinks 206A 417 Transient-free switch controller 206A 448 

Heat sink configurations 206A 416 Transient radiation tests 203A 417 

Heat-sink mounting 206A 416 Transistor amplifiers, class B 204A 594 

Power dissipation and heat-sink area 206A 414 Economics 204A 594 

Thermal-cycling rating system 204A 649,657 Fidelity 204A 596 

Rating chart 204A 449,657 Ideal power dissipation 204A 597 

Test program 204A 657 Music power output 204A 600 

Thermal-fatigue background 204A 657 

Thermal fatigue, power-transistor, Power output and dissipation 204A 595 

analysis of 204A 649 Power-supply regulation 204A 594 

Thermal resistance, hot-spot 205A 470,473 Series resistance 204A 596 

Three-phase heater control 206A 469 Transistor array, integrated-circuit: 

Three-phase motor control 206A 472 Circuit applications 202A 77 

Three-phase system, triac power control Circuit description 202A 76 

for: Operating characteristics 202A 77 

Basic design rules 206A 467 Technical data 201A 204 

Circuits 206A 473 Transistor array, integrated-circuit high-

Inductive-load systems 206A 471 current, n-p-n, display-driver 

Isolation of de logic circuitry 206A 470 applications of 203A 438 

Resistive-load systems 206A 470 Transistor airays, integrated-circuit, 

Trigger circuit 206A 467 quick selection chart 201A 10 

Threshold voltage, COS/MOS, effect of Transistor arrays, integrated-circuit 

electron radiation on 203A 405 (technical data) 201A 161-256 

Thyristor applications, circuit factors Transistor power supplies, compact, 5-volt 204A 623 

charts 206A 379 Basic concept 204A 623 

Thyristor circuits, snabber networks for 206A 462 Circuit elements 204A 623 

Thyristor flasher 206A 452 Design example 204A 628 

Thyristor gate characteristics 206A 436 Transistors, high-voltage, medium-power 

Thyristor horizontal deflection system silicon n-p-n (technical data) 204A 268 

for color TV receivers: Transistors, high-voltage, high-power, 

Auxiliary power Sltpplies 206A 459 silicon n-p-n (technical data) 204A 260, 

Circuit descriptions 206A 456 284-313 

Commutation and energy-transfer Transistor, rf power single-sideband 

circuit 206A 456 (technical data) 205A 98,371 

General design considerations 206A 455 Transistors, high-power, silicon n-p-n 

High-voltage section 206A 458 types (technical data) 204A 28 

Linearity circuit 206A 459 Transistors, hometaxial-base, molded-

Raster correction circuit 206A 458 silicon-plastic {technical data) 204A 68 
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Transistors, medium-power, silicon Versawatt transistors, high-current, 
n-p-n types (technical data) 204A 20,36 silicon n-p-n (technical data) 204A 111 

Transistor structure, intrinsic 205A 427 Versawatt transistors, hometaxial-base 
Transistors, versawatt, silicon n-p-n 204A 76,111, silicon n-p-n (technical data) 204A 76 

(technical data) 145,161 Versawatt transistors, silicon p-n-p, 
Transistor-zener diode-diode array (technical data) 204A 145 

(technical data) 201A 196 VHF mixer, MOS-transistor 202A 344 
Transmission of analog and digital signals 203A 319 Design considerations 202A 344 
Transmission-line reflections 203A 343 Design example 202A 345 
Transmission-line transformers 205A 463 Maximum available gain 202A 346 
Triac applications, circuit factors charts 206A 379 Maximum usable gain 202A 346 
Triac circuit, full-wave: Video amplifier, integrated-circuit 202A 153 

AC 206A 380 Applications 202A 158 
DC 206A 381 Biasing 202A 153 

Triac controls for three-phase, power Characteristics 202A 155 
systems 206A 467 Circuit description 202A 153 

Triac gate characteristics 206A 390 Common-mode rejection 202A 157 
Triac product matrix 206A 13 Gain control 202A 157 
Triacs for use with IC zero-voltage switch 206A 141 Harmonic distortion 202A 158 
Triacs, isolated-tab (technical data) 206A 143 Input and output impedance 202A 156 
Triacs with integral diac (technical data) 206A 48 Swing capability 202A 158 
Traics, 400-Hz types (technical data) 206A 67,119 Video amplifiers, integrated-circuit 202A 77, 
Triacs (technical data) 206A 21-148 182,268 
Triac voltage-current characteristic 206A 390 Video and wide-band amplifier, 

Trigger circuits, crowbar 204A 685 integrated-circuit (technical data) 201A 278, 
Tri-level comparator, COS/MOS 203A 409 284,304 
Triple-tuned interstage filter 202A 23 Video detection, linear 202A 46 
True/complement buffer, COS/MOS quad Video detector, integrated-circuit 202A 49 

(technical data) 203A 199 Video if amplification 202A 46 
Tuned amplifier, integrated circuit 202A 138 Voltage-controlled oscillators 203A 359 
Turn-on time definitions (SCA) 206A 363 Voltage-current curves 202A 31 
TV circuits 206A 41 Voltage-follower amplifier, COS/MOS 203A 299 
TV receiver 202A 46 Voltage follower, integrated-circuit 202A 281 
Two-transistor analogy (of SCA) 206A 434 Voltage regulation 204A 633,692 

Voltage-regulator modules 204A 690 
Voltage regulators, ac 206A 420 
Voltage regulators, integrated-circuit 

UHF amplifier, single-ended 205A 477 
(technical data) 201A 409 

UHF power generation 205A 422 
Voltage regulators, power-hybrid circuit: 

Package considerations 205A 422 
Assembly and handling 204A 692 

Pulsed operation of rf power trans. 205A 425 
Basic structure 204A 686 

Reliability considerations 105A 424 
Circuit description 204A 684 

RF performance criteria 205A 422 Foldback circuit, analysis of 204A 687 

Safe-area curves for rf power trans. 205A 425 Operating considerations 204A 689 

UHF power transistors, broadband Power dissipation 204A 688 

applications of 205A 473 Voltage regulator, series type 204A 581 

Broadband amplifier chain 205A 481 Volume-control circuit, conventional 202A 38 

Broadband circuit design approach 205A 475 Volume-control circuit, feedback type 202A 38 

Cambi ned-transistor stage 205A 481 Volume-control circuit, losser type 202A 38 

Gain equalizer 205A 479 Volume controls, types of 202A 38 

Single-ended amplifier 205A 477 Volume-control tapers 202A 40 

UHF power transistors, characteristics of 205A 473 
Hot-spot thermal resistance 205A 473 
Overdrive capability 205A 473 Wideband multipurpose amplifier, 
Pulsed operation 205A 473 integrated-circuit 202A 173 

Ultor voltage 206A 404 Applications 202A 182 
Universal motors 206A 368 Circuit description 202A 174 
Universal motor speed controls 206A 396 Gain-frequency response 202A 176 

Limiting 202A 176,181 
Noise performance 202A 181 
Operating characteristics 202A 175 

Variable-feedback volume-control circuits, 202A 38 Wideband multipurpose power amplifiers, 

VCO, phase-locked 203A 359 integrated circuit: 

Versawatt transistors, epitaxial-base, Applications 202A 190 
silicon n-p-n (technical data) 204A 161 Circuit description and operation 202A 187 
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Operating characteristics 202A 190 Inductive-load switching 202A 240 
Technical data 201A 270 Load characteristics 202A 226 

Wideband video and if amplifier, Proportional control 202A 239 
integrated-circuit: Sensing amplifier 202A 238 

Bias modes 202A 197 Sensor isolation 202A 231 
Characteristics 202A 198 Supplementary characteristics data 202A 240 
Circuit 202A 201 Temperature-controller application 202A 227 
Circuit description 202A 195 Technical data 201A 380 
Construction techniques 202A 203 Zero-voltage switches, integrated-

Ratings 202A 198 circuit, 206A 477,489 
Stability considerations 202A 202 Characteristics data 206A 493 
Technical data 201A 284 Circti it operation 206A 477,489 

Effect of thyristor load 206A 478 
Fail-safe feature 206A 478,493 
Half-cycling effect 206A 478 

Y parameters 202A 93 Hysteresis characteristics 206A 478,492 
Inductive-load switching 206A 493 
On-off sensing amplifier 206A 491 
Proportional control 206A 492 

Zero-voltage switches integrated-circuit 202A 224,236 Applications 206A 479,493 
Applications 202A 240 Zero-voltage switching 206A 45() 
Circuit operation 202 224,270 Zero-voltage switches, integrated 
Fail-safe feature 202A 226,240 circuit (technical data) 201A 380 
Half-cycling effect 202A 226 Zero-voltage switch, integrated-circuit 206A 467 
Hysteresis characteristics 202A 226,239 Zero-voltage synchronous switching 206A 469 
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1N248C RECT THC-500B 6 SSD-206A 326 1N5391 RECT THC-500B 478 SS0-206A 300 
1N249C RECT THC-500B 6 SSD-206A 326 1N5392 RECT THC-500B 478 SSD-206A 300 
1N250C RECT THC-500B 6 SSD-206A 326 1N5393 RECT THC-500B 478 SSD-206A 300 
1N440B RECT THC-500B 5 SSD-206A 262 1N5394 RECT THC-500B 478 SSD-206A 300 
1N441B RECT THC-500B 5 SSD-206A 262 1N5395 RECT THC-500B 478 SSD-206A 300 

1N442B RECT THC-500B 5 SSD-206A 262 1N5396 RECT THC-500B 478 SSD-206A 300 
1N443B RECT THC-500B 5 SSD-206A 262 1N5397 RECT THC-500B 478 SSD-206A 300 
1N444B RECT THC-500B 5 SSD-206A 262 1N5398 RECT THC-500B 478 SSD-206A 300 
1N445B RECT THC-500B 5 SSD-206A 262 1N5399 RECT THC-500B 478 SSD-206A 300 
1N536 RECT THC-500B 3 SSD-206A 265 2N176 PWR SPG-201J 14 SSD-204A 572 

1N537 RECT THC-500B 3 SSD-206A 265 2N217 PWR SPG-201J 14 SSD-204A 572 
1N538 RECT THC-500B 3 SSD-206A 265 2N274 PWR SPG-201J 14 SSD-204A 572 
1N539 RECT THC-500B 3 SSD-206A 265 2N301 PWR SPG-201J 14 SSD-204A 572 
1N540 RECT THC-500B 3 SSD-206A 265 2N301A PWR SPG-201J 14 SSD-204A 572 
1N547 RECT THC-500B 3 SSD-206A 265 2N351 PWR SPG-201J 14 SSD-204A 572 

1N1095 RECT THC-500B 3 SSD-206A 265 2N376 PWR SPG-201J 14 SSD-204A 572 
1N1183A RECT THC-500B 38 SSD-206A 332 2N404 PWR SPG-201J 14 SSD-204A 572 
1N1184A RECT THC-500B 38 SSD-206A 332 2N414 PWR SPG-201J 14 SSD-204A 572 
1N1186A RECT THC-500B 38 SSD-206A 332 2N681 SCR THC-500B 96 SSD-206A 233 
1N1187A RECT THC-500B 38 SSD-206A 332 2N682 SCR THC-500B 96 SSD-206A 233 

1N1188A RECT THC-500B 38 SSD-206A 332 2N683 SCR THC-500B 96 SSD-206A 233 
1N1189A RECT THC-500B 38 SSD-206A 332 2N684 SCR THC-500B 96 SSD-206A 233 
1N1190A RECT THC-500B 38 SSD-206A 332 2N685 SCR THC-500B 96 SSD-206A 233 
1N1195A RECT THC-500B 6 SSD-206A 326 2N686 SCR THC-500B 96 SSD-206A 233 
1N1196A RECT THC-500B 6 SSD-206A 326 2N687 SCR THC-500B 96 SSD-206A 233 

1N1197A RECT THC-500B 6 SSD-206A 326 2N688 SCR THC-500B 96 SS0-206A 233 
1N1198A RECT THC-500B 6 SSD-206A 326 2N689 SCR THC-500B 96 SSD-206A 233 
1N1199A RECT THC-500B 20 SSD-206A 320 2N690 SCR THC-500B 96 SSD-206A 233 
1N1200A RECT THC-500B 20 SSD-206A 320 2N697 PWR PTD-1870 16 SSD-204A 472 
1N1202A RECT THC-500B 20 SSD-206A 320 2N699 PWR PTD-187D 22 SSD-204A 320 

1N1203A RECT THC-500B 20 SSD-206A 320 2N718A PWR SPG-201J 14 SSD-204A 572 
1N1204A RECT THC-500B 20 SSD-206A 320 2N720A PWR SPG-201J 14 SSD-204A 572 
1N1205A RECT THC-500B 20 SSD-206A 320 2N918 RF RFT-700K 83 SS0-205A 18 
1N1206A RECT THC-500B 20 SSD-206A 320 2N1066 PWR SPG-201J 14 SSD-204A 572 
1N1341B RECT THC-500B 58 SSD-206A 317 2N1183 PWR SPG-201J 14 SSD-204A 572 

1N1342B RECT THC-500B 58 SSD-206A 317 2N1183A PWR SPG-201J 14 SSD-204A 572 
1N1344B RECT THC-500B 58 SSD-206A 317 2N1183B PWR SPG-201J 14 SSD-204A 572 
1N1345B RECT THC-500B 58 SSD-206A 317 2N1184 PWR SPG-201J 14 SSD-204A 572 
1N1346B RECT THC-500B 58 SSD-206A 317 2N1184A PWR SPG-201J 14 SSD-204A 572 
1N1347B RECT THC-500B 58 SSD-206A 317 2N1184B PWR SPG-201J 14 SSD-204A 572 

1N1348B RECT THC-500B 58 SSD-206A 317 2N1224 PWR SPG-201J 14 SSD-204A 572 
1N1612 RECT THC-500B 18 SSD-206A 315 2N1225 PWR SPG-201J 14 SSD-204A 572 
1N1613 RECT THC-500B 18 SSD-206A 315 2N1226 PWR SPG-201J 14 SSD-204A 572 
1N1614 RECT THC-500B 18 SSD-206A 315 2N1285 PWR SPG-201J 14 SSD-204A 572 
1N1615 RECT THC-500B 18 SSD-206A 315 2N1395 PWR SPG-201J 14 SSD-204A 572 

1N1616 RECT THC-500B 18 SSD-206A 315 2N1396 PWR SPG-201J 14 SSD-204A 572 
1N1763A RECT THC-500B 89 SSD-206A 272 2N1397 PWR SPG-201J 14 SSD-204A 572 
1N1764A RECT THC-500B 89 SSD-206A 272 2N1479 PWR PTD-187D 135 SSD-204A 474 
1N2858A RECT THC-500B 91 SSD-206A 280 2N1480 PWR PTD-187D 135 SSD-204A 474 
1N2859A RECT THC-500B 91 SSD-206A 280 2N1481 PWR PTD-187D 135 SSD-204A 474 

1N2860A RECT THC-5000 91 SSD-206A 280 2N1482 PWR PTD-1870 135 SSD-204A 474 
1N2861A RECT THC-500B 91 SSD-206A 280 2N1483 PWR PTD-1870 137 SSD-204A 479 
1N2862A RECT THC-500B 91 SSD-206A 280 2N1484 PWR PTD-187D 137 SSD-204A 479 
1N2863A RECT THC-500B 91 SSD-206A 280 2N1485 PWR PTD-187D 137 SSD-204A 479 
1N2864A RECT THC-500B 91 SSD-206A 280 2N1486 PWR PTD-187D 137 SSD-204A 479 

1N3193 RECT THC-500B 41 SSD-206A 268 2N1487 PWR PTD-187D 139 SSD-204A 484 
1N3194 RECT THC-500B 41 SSD-206A 268 2N1488 PWR PTD-187D 139 SSD-204A 484 
1N3195 RECT THC-500B 41 SSD-206A 268 2N1489 PWR PTD-187D 139 SSD-204A 484 
1N3196 RECT THC-500B 41 SSD-206A 268 2N1490 PWR PTD-187D 139 SSD-204A 484 
1N3253 RECT THC-500B 41 SSD-206A 268 2N1491 RF RFT-700K 10 SSD-205A 22 

1N3254 RECT THC-500B 41 SSD-206A 268 2N1492 RF RFT-700K 10 SSD-205A 22 
1N3255 RECT THC-500B 41 SSD-206A 268 2N1493 RF RFT-700K 10 SSD-205A 22 
1N3256 RECT THC-500B 41 SSD-206A 268 2N1613 PWR PTD-187D 106 SSD-204A 323 
1N3563 RECT THC-500B 41 SSD-206A 268 2N1683 PWR SPG-201J 14 SSD-204A 572 
1N3754 RECT THC-500B 39 SSD-206A 258 2N1700 PWR PTD-187D 141 SSD-204A 489 

1N3755 RECT THC-500B 39 SSD-206A 258 2N1701 PWR PTD-187D 141 SS0·204A 489 
1N3756 RECT THC-500B 39 SSD-206A 258 2N1702 PWR PTD-187D 141 SSD-204A 489 
1N5211 RECT THC-500B 245 SSD-206A 286 2N1711 PWR PTD-187D 26 SSD-204A 328 
1N5212 RECT THC-500B 245 SSD-206A 286 2N1842A SCR THC-500B 28 SSD-206A 221 
1N5213 RECT THC-500B 245 SSD-206A 286 2N1843A SCR THC-5008 28 SSD-206A 221 

1N5214 RECT THC-5008 245 SSD-206A 286 2N1844A SCR THC-5008 28 SSD-206A 221 
1N5215 RECT THC-5008 245 SSD-206A 286 2N1845A SCR THC-500B 28 SSD-206A 221 
1N5216 RECT THC-500B 245 SSD-206A 286 2N1846A SCR THC-500B 28 SSD-206A 221 
1N5217 RECT THC-500B 245 SSD-206A 286 2N1847A SCR THC-500B 28 SSD-206A 221 
1N5218 RECT THC-500B 245 SSD-206A 286 2N1848A SCR THC-500B 28 SSD-206A 221 
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' 2N1849A SCR THC-500B 28 SS0-206A 221 2N4037 PWR PT0-1870 216 SS0-204A 428 
2N1850A SCR THC-5006 28 SS0-206A 221 2N4063 PWR PTD-1870 64 SS0-204A 222 
2N1893 PWR PT0-1870 34 SS0-204A 332 2N4064 PWR PT0-1870 64 SSD-204A 222 
2N1905 PWR SPG-201J 14 SS0-204A 572 2N4101 SCR THC-5006 114 SS0-206A 161 
2N1906 PWR SPG-201J 14 SS0-204A 572 2N4102 SCR THC-5006 114 SS0-206A 161 

2N2015 PWR PTD-1870 12 SS0·204A 500 2N4103 SCR THC-5006 116 SS0-206A 214 
2N2016 PWR PTD-1870 12 SS0-204A 500 2N4240 PWR PTD-1870 135 SS0-204A 229 
2N2102 PWR PT0-1870 106 SS0-204A 323 2N4314 PWR PTD-1870 216 SSD-204A 428 
2N2147 PWR SPG-201J 14 SS0-204A 572 2N4346 PWR SPG-201J 14 SS0-204A 572 
2N2148 PWR SPG-201J 14 SS0-204A 572 2N4347 PWR PT0-1870 528 SS0-204A 44 

2N2270 PWR PTD-1870 24 SS0-204A 338 2N4348 PWR PTD-1870 526 SS0-204A 60 
2N2338 PWR PTD-1870 141 SS0-204A 489 2N4427 RF RFT-700K 228 SS0-205A 79 
2N2405 PWR PTD-1870 34 SS0-204A 332 2N4440 RF RFT-700K 217 SS0-205A 85 
2N2631 RF RFT-700K 32 SSD-205A 26 2N4932 RF RFT-700K 249 SS0-205A 90 
2N2857 RF RFT-700K 61 SS0-205A 31 2N4933 RF RFT-700K 249 SS0-205A 90 

2N2869/2N301 PWR SPG-201J 14 SS0-204A 572 2N5016 RF RFT-700K 255 SS0-205A 94 
2N2870/2N301A PWR SPG-201J 14 SSD-204A 572 2N5034 PWR PT0-1870 244 SS0-204A 68 
2N2876 RF RFT-700K 32 SS0-205A 26 2N5035 PWR PTD-1870 244 SS0-204A 68 
2N2895 PWR PTD-1870 143 SS0-204A 342 2N5036 PWR PT0-1870 244 SSD-204A 68 
2N2896 PWR PTD-1870 143 SS0-204A 342 2N5037 PWR PTD-1870 244 SS0-204A 68 

2N2897 PWR SPG-201J 143 SS0-204A 442 2N5038 PWR P,D-1870 367 SS0-204A 371 
2N3053 PWR PT0-1870 432 SS0-204A 348 2N5039 PWR PTD-1870 367 SS0-204A 371 
2N3054 PWR PTD-1870 527 SS0-204A 20 2N5070 RF RFT-700K 268 SS0-205A 98 
2N3055 PWR PTD-1870 524 SS0-204A 28 2N5071 RF RFT-700K 269 SS0-205A 103 
2N3118 RF RFT-700K 42 SS0-205A 35 2N5090 RF RFT-700K 270 SSD-205A 107 

2N3119 RF RFT-700K 44 SS0-205A 39 2N5102 RF RFT-700K 279 SS0-205A 111 
2N3228 SCR THC-5008 114 SS0·206A 161 2N5108 RF RFT-700K 280 SS0-205A 116 
2N3229 RF RFT-700K 50 SS0-205A 43 2N5109 RF RFT-700K 281 SS0-205A 120 
2N3262 RF RFT-700K 56 SS0-205A 46 2N5179 RF RFT-700K 288 SSD-205A 126 
2N3263 PWR PTD-1870 54 SS0-204A 354 2N5180 RF RFT-700K 289 SS0-205A 132 

2N3264 PWR PTD-1870 54 SS0-204A 354 2N5189 PWR PT0-1870 296 SS0-204A 378 
2N3265 PWR PTD-1870 54 SS0-204A 354 2N5202 PWR PT0-1870 299 SSD-204A 360 
2N3266 PWR PTD-1870 54 SS0-204A 354 2N5239 PWR PT0-1870 321 SS0-204A 241 
2N3375 RF RFT-700K 386 SS0-205A 50 2N5240 PWR PT0-1870 321 SS0-204A 241 
2N3439 PWR PTD-1870 64 SS0-204A 222 2N5262 PWR PTD-1870 313 SS0-204A 383 

2N3440 PWR PT0-1870 64 SS0-204A 222 2N5293 PWR PTD-1870 332 SS0-204A 76 
2N3441 PWR PTD-1870 529 SS0-204A 36 2N5294 PWR PTD-1870 332 SS0-204A 76 
2N3442 PWR PT0-1870 528 SS0-204A 44 2N5295 PWR PTD-1870 332 SS0-204A 76 
2N3478 RF RFT-700K 77 SS0-205A 58 2N5296 PWR PT0-1870 332 SS0-204A 76 
2N3528 SCR THC-500B 114 SS0-206A 161 2N5297 PWR PT0-1870 332 SS0-204A 76 

2N3529 SCR THC-5006 114 S50-206A 161 2N5298 PWR PT0-1870 332 S5D-204A 76 
2N3553 RF RFT-700K 386 SS0-205A 50 2N5320 PWR PT0-1870 325 SSD-204A 389 
2N3583 PWR PTD-1870 138 5SD-204A 229 2N5321 PWR PTD-1870 325 S50-204A 389 
2N3584 PWR PTD-1870 138 SSD-204A 229 2N5322 PWR PT0-1870 325 S5D-204A 389 
2N3585 PWR PTD-1870 138 SSD-204A 229 2N5323 PWR PTD-1870 325 S5D-204A 389 

2N3600 RF RFT-700K 83 S5D-205A 18 2N5415 PWR PT0-1870 336 5SD-204A 437 
2N3632 RF RFT-700K 386 S5D-205A 50 2N5416 PWR PT0-1870 336 S50-204A 437 
2N3650 SCR THC-5006 408 S5D-206A 236 2N5441 TRI THC-5006 593 S5D-206A 127 
2N3651 SCR THC-5006 408 SS0-206A 236 2N5442 TRI THC-5006 593 S50-206A 127 
2N3652 SCR THC-5006 408 SS0-206A 236 2N5443 TRI THC-5006 593 SS0-206A 127 

2N3653 SCR THC-5006 408 S5D-206A 236 2N5444 TRI THC-5006 593 SS0-206A 127 
2N3668 SCR THC-5008 116 SSD-206A 214 2N5445 TRI THC-5006 593 SS0-206A 127 
2N3669 SCR THC-5006 116 5SD-206A 214 2N5446 TRI THC-5006 593 SS0-206A 127 
2N3670 SCR THC-5006 116 SSD-206A 214 2N5470 RF RFT-700K 350 SS0-205A 136 
2N3730 PWR SPG-201J 14 S5D-204A 572 2N5490 PWR PTD-1870 353 S5D-204A 85 

2N3731 PWR SPG-201J 14 S5D-204A 572 2N5491 PWR PT0-1870 353 S5D-204A 85 
2N3732 PWR SPG-201J 14 S5D·204A 572 2N5492 PWR PTD-1870 353 S5D-204A 85 
2N3733 RF RFT-700K 72 S5D-205A 62 2N5493 PWR PTD-1870 353 SS0-204A 85 
2N3771 PWR PTD-1870 525 SS0-204A 52 2N5494 PWR PTD-1870 353 S50-204A 85 
2N3772 PWR PTD-1870 525 S5D-204A 52 2N5495 PWR PTD-1870 353 S5D-204A 85 

2N3773 PWR PTD-1870 526 SS0-204A 60 2N5496 PWR PTD-1870 353 SS0-204A 85 
2N3839 RF RFT-700K 229 S5D-205A 67 2N5497 PWR PTD-1870 353 SS0-204A 85 
2N3866 RF RFT-700K 80 S50-205A 71 2N5567 TRI THC-5006 457 S5D-206A 83 
2N3870 SCR THC-5006 578 S5D-206A 243 2N5568 TRI THC-5006 457 SS0-206A 83 
2N3871 SCR THC-5006 578 S5D-206A 243 2N5569 TRI THC-5006 457 SS0-206A 83 

2N3872 SCR THC-5006 578 SS0-206A 243 2N5570 TRI THC-5008 457 SS0-206A 83 
2N3873 SCR THC-5006 578 S5D-206A 243 2N5571 TRI THC-5006 458 SS0-206A 98 
2N3878 PWR PTD-1870 299 SS0-204A 360 2N5572 TRI THC-5008 458 SS0-206A 98 
2N3879 PWR PTD-1870 299 SS0-204A 360 2N5573 TRI THC-5006 458 SSD-206A 98 
2N3896 SCR THC-5006 578 5SD-206A 243 2N5574 TRI THC-5006 458 SSD-206A 98 

2N3897 SCR THC-5006 578 SSD-206A 243 2N5575 PWR PTD-1870 359 S5D-204A 92 
2N3898 SCR THC-5006 578 SS0-206A 243 2N5578 PWR PTD-1870 359 S5D-204A 92 
2N3899 SCR THC-5006 578 SS0-206A 243 2N5671 PWR PTD-1870 383 SSD-204A 395 
2N4012 RF RFT-700K 90 SS0-205A 75 2N5672 PWR PT0-1870 383 S5D-204A 395 
2N4036 PWR PT0-1870 216 S5D-204A 428 2N5754 TRI THC-5006 414 SSD-206A 22 
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2N5755 TRI THC-5008 414 SSD-206A 22 2N6259 PWR PTD-187D 526 SSD-204A 60 
2N5756 TRI THC-5008 414 SSD-206A 22 2N6260 PWR PTD-187D 527 SSD-204A 20 
2N5757 TRI THC-5008 414 SSD-206A 22 21116261 PWR PTD-187D 527 SSD-204A 20 
21115781 PWR PTD-187D 413 SSD-204A 100 2N6262 PWR PTD-187D 528 SSD-204A 44 
21115782 PWR PTD-187D 413 SSD-204A 100 21116263 PWR PTD-187D 529 SSD-204A 36 

2N5783 PWR PTD-187D 413 SSD-204A 100 21116264 PWR PTD-187D 529 SSD-204A 36 
2N5784 PWR PTD-187D 413 SSD-204A 100 21116265 RF RFT-700K 543 SSD-205A 231 
2N5785 PWR PTD-187D 413 SSD-204A 100 21116266 RF RFT-700K 544 SSD-205A 237 
2N5786 PWR PTD-187D 413 SSD-204A 100 21116267 RF RFT-700K 545 SSD-205A 243 
2N5804 PWR PTD-187D 407 SSD-204A 247 2N6268 RF RFT-700K 546 SSD-205A 249 

2N5805 PWR PTD-187D 407 SSD-204A 247 21116269 RF RFT-700K 546 SSD-205A 249 
21115838 PWR PTD-187D 410 SSD-204A 253 21116288 PWR PTD-187D 542 SSD-204A 161 
21115839 PWR PTD-187D 410 SSD-204A 253 21116289 PWR PTD-187D 542 SSD-204A 161 
21115840 PWR PTD-187D 410 SSD-204A 253 21116290 PWR PTD-187D 542 SSD-204A 161 
2N5913 RF RFT-700K 423 SSD-205A 142 2N6291 PWR PTD-187D 542 SSD-204A 161 

2N5914 RF RFT-700K 424 SSD-205A 148 21116292 PWR PTD-187D 542 SSD-204A 161 
2N5915 RF RFT-700K 424 SSD-205A 148 21116293 PWR PTD-187D 542 SSD-204A 161 
2N5916 RF RFT-700K 425 SSD-205A 154 2N6354 PWR PTD-187D 582 SSD-204A 415 
21115917 RF RFT-700K 425 SSD-205A 154 21116371 PWR PTD-187D 607 SSD-204A 119 
21115918 RF RFT-700K 448 SSD-205A 160 21116372 PWR PTD-187D 608 SSD-204A 169 

21115919 RF RFT-700K 426 SSD-205A 165 21116373 PWR PTD-187D 608 SSD-204A 169 
21115919A RF RFT-700K 505 SSD-205A 172 21116374 PWR PTD-187D 608 SSD-204A 169 
2N5920 RF RFT-700K 440 SSD-205A 178 21116383 PWR PTD-187D 609 SSD-204A 455 
21115921 RF RFT-700K 427 SSD-205A 184 2N6384 PWR PTD-187D 609 SSD-204A 455 
21115954 PWR PTD-187D 435 SSD-204A 138 21116385 PWR PTD-187D 609 SSD-204A 455 

2N5955 PWR PTD-187D 435 SSD-204A 138 21116386 PWR PTD-187D 610 SSD-204A 461 
21115956 PWR PTD-187D 435 SSD-204A 138 21116387 PWR PTD-187D 610 SSD-204A 461 
21115992 RF RFT-700K 451 SSD-205A 192 21116388 PWR PTD-187D 610 SSD-204A 461 
21115993 RF RFT-700K 452 SSD-205A 197 3111128 MOS/FET M0S-160C 309 SSD-201A 568 
21115994 RF RFT-700K 453 SSD-205A 202 3111138 MOS/FET M0S-160C 283 SSD-201A 573 

21115995 RF RFT-700K 454 SSD-205A 208 3111139 MOS/FET M0S-160C 284 SSD-201A 577 
2N5996 RF RFT-700K 455 SSD-205A 213 3N140 MOS/FET M0S-160C 285 SSD-201A 610 
2N6032 PWR PTD-187D 462 SSD-204A 401 3N141 MOS/FET M0S-160C 285 SSD-201A 610 
2N6033 PWR PTD-187D 462 SSD-204A 401 3N142 MOS/FET M0S-160C 286 SSD-201A 582 
2N6055 PWR PTD-187D 563 SSD-204A 450 3111143 MOS/FET M0S-160C 309 SSD-201A 568 

2N6056 PWR PTD-187D 563 SSD-204A 450 3N152 MOS/FET M0S-160C 314 SSD-201A 588 
2N6077 PWR PTD-187D 492 SSD-204A 260 3111153 MOS/FET M0S-160C 320 SSD-201A 593 
2N6078 PWR PTD-187D 492 SSD-204A 260 3N154 MOS/FET M0S-160C 335 SSD-201A 596 
2N6079 PWR PTD-187D 492 SSD-204A 260 3N159 MOS/FET M0S-160C 326 SSD-201A 618 
21116093 RF RFT-700K 484 SSD-205A 219 3N187 MOS/FET M0S-160C 436 SSD-201A 636 

2N6098 PWR PTD-187D 485 SSD-204A 111 3N200 MOS/FET M0S-160C 437 SSD-201A 644 
2N6099 PWR PTD-187D 485 SSD-204A 111 29 PWR PTD-187D 583 SSD-204A 175 
2N6100 PWR PTD-187D 485 SSD-204A 111 29A PWR PTD-187D 583 SSD-204A 175 
2N6101 PWR PTD-187D 485 SSD-204A 111 298 PWR PTD-187D 583 SSD-204A 175 
2N6102 PWR PTD-187D 485 SSD-204A 111 29C PWR PTD-187D 583 SSD-204A 175 

21116103 PWR PTD-187D 485 SSD-204A 111 30 PWR PTD-187D 584 SSD-204A 180 
2N6104 RF RFT-700K 504 SSD-205A 224 30A PWR PTD-187D 584 SSD-204A 180 
2N6105 RF RFT-700K 504 SSD-205A 224 308 PWR PTD-1870 584 SSD-204A 180 
21116106 PWR PTD-187D 488 SSD-204A 145 30C PWR PTD-1870 584 SSD-204A 180 
2N6107 PWR PTD-187D 488 SSD-204A 145 31 PWR PTD-187D 585 SSD-204A 185 

2N6108 PWR PTD-187D 488 SSD-204A 145 31A PWR PTD-187D 585 SSD-204A 185 
2N6109 PWR PTD-187D 488 SSD-204A 145 318 PWR PTD-187D 585 SSD-204A 185 
2N6110 PWR PTD-187D 488 SSD-204A 145 31C PWR PTD-187D 585 SSD-204A 185 
2N6111 PWR PTD-187D 488 SSD-204A 145 32 PWR PTD-187D 586 SSD-204A 190 
2N6175 PWR PTD-187D 508 SSD-204A 268 32A PWR PTD-187D 586 SSD-204A 190 

2N6176 PWR PTD-187D 508 SSD-204A 268 328 PWR PTD-187D 586 SSD-204A 190 
2N6177 PWR PTD-187D 508 SSD-204A 268 32C PWR PTD-187D 586 SSD-204A 190 
2N6178 PWR PTD-187D 562 SSD-204A 407 41 PWR PTD-187D 587 SS0-204A 195 
2N6179 PWR PTD-187D 562 SS0-204A 407 41A PWR PTD-1870 587 SS0-204A 195 
2N6180 PWR PTD-187D 562 SSD-204A 407 418 PWR PTD-187D 587 SSD-204A 195 

2N6181 PWR PTD-187D 562 SSD-204A 407 41C PWR PTD-187D 587 SSD-204A 195 
2N6211 PWR PTD-187D 507 SSD-204A 443 42 PWR PTD-187D 588 SSD-204A 200 
2N6212 PWR PTD-187D 507 SSD-204A 443 42A PWR PTD-187D 588 SSD-204A 200 
2N6213 PWR PTD-187D 507 SSD-204A 443 428 PWR PTD-187D 588 SSD-204A 200 
2N6214 PWR PTD-187D 507 SSD-204A 443 42C PWR PTD-1870 588 SS0-204A 200 

21116246 PWR PTD-187D 541 SSD-204A 153 101 PWR PTD-187D 557 SS0-204A 205 
2N6247 PWR PTD-187D 541 SSD-204A 153 102 PWR PTD-187D 557 SSD-204A 205 
2N6248 PWfl PTD-187D 541 SS0-204A 153 103 PWR PTD-1870 557 SSD-204A 205 
2N6249 PWR PTD-187D 523 SSD-204A 276 104 PWR PTD-187D 557 SSD-204A 205 
2N6250 PWR PTD-187D 523 SSD-204A 276 105 PWR PTD-187D 556 SSD-204A 209 

2N6251 PWR PTD-187D 523 SSD-204A 276 106A SCR THC-5008 555 SSD-206A 150 
2N6253 PWR PTD-1870 524 SSD-204A 28 1068 SCR THC-5008 555 SS0-206A 150 
2N6254 PWR PTD-187D 524 SSD-204A 28 106C SCR THC-5008 555 SSD-206A 150 
2N6257 PWR PTD-187D 525 SSD-204A 52 1060 SCR THC-5008 555 SSD-206A 150 
2N6258 PWR PTD-187D 525 SSD-204A 52 106E SCR THC-5008 555 SSD-206A 150 
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106F SCR THC-500B 555 SSD-206A 150 40314 PWR PTD-187D 78 SSD-204A 510 
106M SCR THC-500B 555 SSD-206A 150 40315 PWR PTD-187D 78 SSD-204A 510 
106Q SCR THC-500B 555 SSD-206A 150 40316 PWR PTD-187D 78 SSD-204A 510 
106Y SCR THC-5008 555 SSD-206A 150 40317 PWR PTD-187D 78 SSD-204A 510 
107A SCR THC-500B 555 SSD-206A 150 40318 PWR PTD-187D 78 SSD-204A 510 

107B SCR THC-5008 555 SSD-206A 150 40319 PWR PTD-187D 78 SSD-204A 510 
107C SCR THC-500B 555 5SD-206A 150 40320 PWR PTD-187D 78 SSD-204A 510 
107D SCR THC-500B 555 5SD-206A 150 40321 PWR PTD-187D 78 SSD-204A 510 
107E SCR THC-5008 555 SSD-206A 150 40322 PWR PTD-187D 78 SSD-204A 510 
107F SCR THC-500B 555 SSD-206A 150 40323 PWR PTD-187D 78 SSD-204A 510 

107M SCR THC-500B 555 SSD-206A 150 40324 PWR PTD-187D 78 5SD-204A 510 
107Q SCR THC-500B 555 SSD-206A 150 40325 PWR PTD-187D 78 5SD-204A 510 
107Y SCR THC-500B 555 SSD-206A 150 40326 PWR PTD-1870 78 SSD-204A 510 
201 PWR PTD-187D 557 SSD-204A 205 40327 PWR PTD-1870 78 SSD-204A 510 
202 PWR PTD-187D 557 SSD-204A 205 40328 PWR PTD-1870 78 SS0-204A 510 

203 PWR PTD-187D 557 SSD-204A 205 40340 RF RFT-700K 74 SS0-205A 295 
204 PWR PTD-1870 557 SSD-204A 205 40341 RF RFT-700K 74 SSD-205A 295 
205 PWR PTD-1870 556 SSD-204A 209 40346 PWR PTD-1870 211 SSD-204A 237 
370 PWR PTD-1870 558 SSD-204A 213 40346V1 PWR PTD-1870 211 SSD-204A 237 
371 PWR PTD-1870 558 SSD-204A 213 40346V2 PWR PTD-187D 211 SSD-204A 237 

410 PWR PTD-187D 509 SSD-204A 284 40347 PWR PTD-187D 88 SSD-204A 129 
411 PWR PTD-187D 510 SSD-204A 290 40347V1 PWR PTD-1870 88 SSD-204A 129 
413 PWR PTD-1870 511 SSD-204A 296 40347V2 PWR PTD-1870 88 SSD-204A 129 
423 PWR PTD-1870 512 SSD-204A 302 40348 PWR PTD-1870 88 SSD-204A 129 
431 PWR PTD-1870 513 SSD-204A 308 40348V1 PWR PTD-1870 88 SSD-204A 129 

520 PWR PTD-r87D 558 SSD-204A 213 40348V2 PWR PTD-187D 88 SSD-204A 129 
521 PWR PTD-187D 558 SSD-204A 213 40349 PWR PTD-187D 88 SSD-204A 129 
1000 PWR PT0-1870 594 SSD-204A 468 40349V1 PWR PTD-1870 88 SSD-204A 129 
1001 PWR PTD-187D 594 SSD-204A 468 40349V2 PWR PTD-1870 88 SSD-204A 129 
40022 PWR SPG-201J 14 SSD-204A 572 40360 PWR PTD-1870 78 SSD-204A 510 

40050 PWR SPG-201J 14 SSD-204A 572 40361 PWR PTD-1870 78 5SD-204A 510 
40051 PWR PTD-1870 14 SSD-204A 572 40362 PWR PTD-1870 78 5SD-204A 510 
40080 RF RFT-700K 301 SSD-205A 260 40363 PWR PTD-1870 78 SSD-204A 510 
40081 RF RFT-700K 301 SSD-205A 260 40364 PWR PTD-187D 78 SSD-204A 510 
40082 RF RFT-700K 301 SSD-205A 260 40366 PWR PTD-1870 215 SSD-204A 421 

40084 PWR PTD-187D 40 S5D-204A 505 40367 PWR PTD-187D 215 SS0-204A 421 
40108 RECT THC-5006 48 S5D-206A 319 40368 PWR PTD-187D 215 SSD-204A 421 
40109 RECT THC-5006 48 SSD-206A 319 40369 PWR PTD-187D 215 SSD-204A 421 
40110 RECT THC-500B 48 SSD-206A 319 40372 PWR PTD-187D 527 SSD-204A 20 
40111 RECT THC-500B 48 SSD-206A 319 40373 PWR PTD-1870 529 S5D-204A 36 

40112 RECT THC-500B 48 SSD-206A 319 40374 PWR PTD-1870 128 SSD-204A 229 
40113 RECT THC-500B 48 SSD-206A 319 40375 PWR PTD-1870 299 SSD-204A 360 
40114 RECT THC-5008 48 SSD-206A 319 40385 PWR PTD-1870 215 S5D-204A 421 
40115 RECT THC-500B 48 SSD-206A 319 40389 PWR PTD-187D 432 S5D-204A 348 
40208 RECT THC-500B 120 S5D-206A 324 40390 PWR PTD-187D 64 SSD-204A 222 

40209 RECT THC-500B 120 S5D-206A 324 40391 PWR PTD-1870 216 S5D-204A 428 
40210 RECT THC-500B 120 S5D-206A 324 40392 PWR PTD-1870 432 S5D-204A 348 
40211 RECT THC-500B 120 SSD-206A 324 40394 PWR PTD-1870 216 S5D-204A 428 
40212 RECT THC-500B 120 SSD-206A 324 40406 PWR PTD-1870 219 SSD-204A 516 
40213 RECT THC-500B 120 SSD-206A 324 40407 PWR PTD-187D 219 SSD-204A 516 

40214 RECT THC-500B 120 SSD-206A 324 40408 PWR PTD-1870 219 S5D-204A 516 
40216 SCR THC-500B 247 SSD-206A 250 40409 PWR PTD-1870 219 SS0-204A 516 
40250 PWR PTD-187D 112 SSD-204A 124 40410 PWR PTD-1870 219 SSD-204A 516 
40250V1 PWR PTD-187D 112 SS0-204A 124 40411 PWR PTD-187D 219 5SD-204A 516 
40251 PWR PTD-187D 112 SSD-204A 124 40412 PWR PTD-187D 211 SSD-204A 237 

40254 PWR SPG-201J 14 SS0-204A 572 40412V1 PWR PTD-1870 211 SSD-204A 237 
40266 RECT THC-5006 75 SS0-206A 309 40412V2 PWR PTD-1870 211 SSD-204A 237 
40267 RECT THC-500B 75 5SD-206A 309 40414 RF RFT-700K 259 SS0-205A 299 
40279 RF RFT-700K 46 SSD-205A 264 40421 PWR SPG-201J 14 SS0-204A 572 
40280 RF RFT-700K 68 SSD-205A 268 40429 TRI THC-500B 351 SS0-206A 41 

40281 RF RFT-700K 68 SSD-205A 268 40430 TRI THC-5008 351 SSD-206A 41 
40282 RF RFT-700K 68 5SD-205A 268 40431 TRI THC-500B 477 SSD-206A 48 
40290 RF RFT-700K 70 SS0-205A 272 40432 TRI THC-500B 477 SS0-206A 48 
40291 RF RFT-700K 70 SSD-205A 272 40439 PWR SPG-201J 14 SSD-204A 572 
40292 RF RFT-700K 70 SSD-205A 272 40440 PWR SPG-201J 14 SS0-204A 572 

40294 RF RFT-700K 202 SSD-205A 276 40446 RF RFT-700K 301 SSD-205A 260 
40296 RF RFT-700K 603 SS0-205A 283 40462 PWR SPG-201J 14 SSD-204A 572 
40305 RF RFT-700K 144 SS0-205A 290 40467A MOS/FET M0S-160C 324 SSD-201A 601 
40306 RF RFT-700K 144 SS0-205A 290 40468A MOS/FET M0S-160C 323 SS0-201A 606 
40307 RF RFT-700K 144 SS0-205A 290 40484 PWR SPG-201J 14 SS0-204A 572 

40309 PWR PTD-187D 78 SS0-204A 510 40485 TRI THC-500B 352 SSD-206A 54 
40310 PWR PTD-1870 78 SS0-204A 510 40486 TRI THC-5008 352 SSD-206A 54 
40311 PWR PTD-1870 78 SSD-204A 510 40502 TRI THC-500B 351 SSD-206A 41 
40312 PWR PTD-187D 78 SSD-204A 510 40503 TRI THC-500B 351 SSD-206A 41 
40313 PWR PT0-187D 78 5SD-204A 510 40504 SCR THC-500B 266 SSD-206A 168 
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40505 SCR THC-500B 266 SSD-206A 168 40644 RECT THC-5006 354 SSD-206A 290 
40506 SCR THC-500B 266 SSD-206A 168 40654 SCR THC-500B 496 SSD-206A 191 
40509 TRI THC-5006 352 SSD-206A 54 40655 SCR THC-5006 496 SSD-206A 191 
40510 TRI THC-5006 352 SSD-206A 54 40656 SCR THC-5006 496 SSD-206A 191 
40511 TRI THC-5006 477 SSD-206A 48 40657 SCR THC-5006 496 SSD-206A 191 

40512 TRI THC-5006 477 SSD-206A 48 40658 SCR THC-5006 496 SSD-206A 191 
40513 PWR PTD-187D 244 SSD-204A 68 40659 SCR THC-5006 496 SSD-206A 191 
40514 PWR PTD-187D 244 SSD-204A 68 40660 TRI THC-5006 459 SSD-206A 112 
40525 TRI THC-5006 470 SSD-206A 27 40661 TRI THC-5006 459 SSD-206A 112 
40526 TRI THC-5006 470 SSD-206A 27 40662 TRI THC-5006 459 SSD-206A 112 

40527 TRI THC-5006 470 SSD-206A 27 40663 TRI THC-5006 459 SSD-206A 112 
40528 TRI THC-5006 470 SSD-206A 27 40664 TRI THC-5006 375 SSD-206A 61 
40529 TRI THC-5006 470 SSD-206A 27 40665 RF RFT-700K 386 SSD-205A 50 
40530 TRI THC-5006 470 SSD-206A 27 40666 RF RFT-700K 386 SSD-205A 50 
40531 TRI THC-5006 470 SSD-206A 27 40667 TRI THC-5008 375 SSD-206A 61 

40532 TRI THC-5006 470 SSD-206A 27 40668 TRI THC-5006 364 SSD-206A 73 
40533 TRI THC-5006 470 SSD-206A 27 40669 TRI THC-5006 364 SSD-206A 73 
40534 TRI THC-5006 470 SSD-206A 27 40671 TRI THC-5006 459 SSD-206A 112 
40535 TRI THC-5006 470 SSD-206A 27 40672 TRI THC-5006 459 SSD-206A 112 
40536 TRI THC-5006 470 SSD-206A 27 40673 MOS/FET M0S-160C 381 SSD-201A 679 

40537 PWR PTD-187D 320 SSD-204A 523 40680 SCR THC-5006 578 SSD-206A 242 
40538 PWR PTD-187D 320 SSD-204A 523 40681 SCR THC-5006 578 SSD-206A 242 
40539 PWR PTD-187D 303 SSD-204A 527 40682 SCR THC-5006 578 SSD-206A 242 
40542 PWR PTD-187D 304 SSD-204A 531 40683 SCR THC-5006 578 SSD-206A 242 
40543 PWR PTD-187D 304 SSD-204A 531 40684 TRI THC-5006 414 SSD-206A 22 

40544 PWR PTD-187D 303 SSD-204A 527 40685 TRI THC-5006 414 SSD-206A 22 
40546 PWR SPG-201J 14 SSD-204A 572 40686 TRI THC-5006 414 SSD-206A 22 
40553 SCR THC-5006 306 SSD-206A 175 40687 TRI THC-5006 414 SSD-206A 22 
40554 SCR THC-5006 306 SSD-206A 175 40688 TRI THC-5006 593 SSD-206A 127 
40555 SCR THC-5006 306 SSD-206A 175 40689 TRI THC-5006 593 SSD-206A 127 

40559A MOS/FET M0S-160C 323 SSD-201A 606 40690 TRI THC-5006 593 SSD-206A 127 
40575 TRI THC-5006 300 SSD-206A 105 40691 TRI THC-5006 431 SSD-206A 34 
40576 TRI THC-5006 300 SSD-206A 105 40692 TRI THC-5006 431 SSD-206A 34 
40577 RF RFT-700K 297 SSD-205A 305 40693 TRI THC-5006 406 SSD-206A 141 
40578 RF RFT-700K 298 SSD-205A 312 40694 TRI THC-5006 406 SSD-206A 141 

40581 RF RFT-700K 301 SSD-205A 260 40695 TRI THC-5006 406 SSD-206A 141 
40582 RF RFT-700K 301 SSD-205A 260 40696 TRI THC-5006 406 SSD-206A 141 
40594 PWR PTD-187D 358 SSD-204A 537 40697 TRI THC-5006 406 SSD-206A 141 
40595 PWR PTD-187D 358 SSD-204A 537 40698 TRI THC-5006 406 SSD-206A 141 
40600 MOS/FET M0S-160C 333 SSD-201A 624 40699 TRI THC-5006 406 SSD-206A 141 

40601 MOS/FET M0S-160C 333 SSD-201A 624 40700 TRI THC-5006 406 SSD-206A 141 
40602 MOS/FET M0S-160C 333 SSD-201A 624 40701 TRI THC-5006 406 SSD-206A 141 
40603 MOS/FET M0S-160C 334 SSD-201A 632 40702 TRI THC-5006 406 SSD-206A 141 
40604 MOS/FET M0S-160C 334 SSD-201A 632 40703 TRI THC-5006 406 SSD-206A 141 
40605 RF RFT-700K 389 SSD-205A 318 40704 TRI THC-5006 406 SSD-206A 141 

40606 RF RFT-700K 600 SSD-205A 325 40705 TRI THC-5006 406 SSD-206A 141 
40608 RF RFT-700K 356 SSD-205A 332 40706 TRI THC-5006 406 SSD-206A 141 
40611 PWR PTD-187D 358 SSD-204A 537 40707 TRI THC-5006 406 SSD-206A 141 
40612 PWR SPG-201J 14 SSD-204A 572 40708 TRI THC-5006 406 SSD-206A 141 
40613 PWR PTD-187D 358 SSD-204A 537 40709 TRI THC-5006 406 SSD-206A 141 

40616 PWR PTD-187D 358 SSD-204A 537 40710 TRI THC-5006 406 SSD-206A 141 
40618 PWR PTD-187D 358 SSD-204A 537 40711 TRI THC-5006 406 SSD-206A 141 
40621 PWR PTD-187D 358 SSD-204A 537 40712 TRI THC-5006 406 SSD-206A 141 
40622 PWR PTD-187D 358 SSD-204A 537 40713 TRI THC-5006 406 SSD-206A 141 
40623 PWR SPG-201J 14 SSD-204A 572 40714 TRI THC-5006 406 SSD-206A 141 

40624 PWR PTD-187D 358 SSD-204A 537 40715 TRI THC-5006 406 SSD206A 141 
40625 PWR PTD-187D 358 SSD-204A 537 40716 TRI THC-5006 406 SSD-206A 141 
40626 PWR SPG-201J 14 SSD-204A 572 40717 TRI THC-5006 406 SSD-206A 141 
40627 PWR PTD-187D 358 SSD-204A 537 40718 TRI THC-5006 406 SSD-206A 141 
40628 PWR PTD-187D 358 SSD-204A 537 40719 TRI THC-5006 406 SSD-206A 141 

40629 PWR PTD-187D 358 SSD-204A 537 40720 TRI THC-5006 406 SSD-206A 141 
40630 PWR PTD-187D 358 SSD-204A 537 40721 TRI THC-5006 406 SSD-206A 141 
40631 PWR PTD-187D 358 SSD-204A 537 40722 TRI THC-5006 406 SSD-206A 141 
40632 PWR PTD-187D 358 SSD-204A 537 40723 TRI THC-5006 406 SSD-206A 141 
40633 PWR PTD-187D 358 SSD-204A 537 40724 TRI THC-5006 406 SSD-206A 141 

40634 PWR PTD-187D 358 SSD-204A 537 40725 TRI THC-5006 406 SSD-206A 141 
40635 PWR PTD-187D 358 SSD-204A 537 40726 TRI THC-5006 406 SSD-206A 141 
40636 PWR PTD-187D 358 SSD-204A 537 40727 TRI THC-5006 406 SSD-206A 141 
40637 PWR SPG-201J 14 SSD-204A 572 40728 TRI THC-5006 406 SSD-206A 141 
40638 TRI THC-5006 352 SSD-206A 54 40729 TRI THC-5006 406 SSD-206A 141 

40639 TRI THC-5006 352 SSD-206A 54 40730 TRI THC-5006 406 SSD-206A 141 
40640 SCR THC-5006 354 SSD-206A 179 40731 TRI THC-5006 406 SSD-206A 141 
40641 SCR THC-5006 354 SSD-206A 179 40732 TRI THC-5006 406 SSD-206A 141 
40642 RECT THC-5006 354 SSD-206A 290 40733 TRI THC-5006 406 SSD-206A 141 
40643 RECT THC-5006 354 SSD-206A 290 40734 TRI THC-5006 406 SSD-206A 141 
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40735 SCR THC-5008 408 SSD-206A 236 40823 MOS/FET M0S-160C 465 SSD-201A 666 
40737 SCR THC-5008 417 SSD-206A 206 40833 SCR THC-5008 496 SSD-206A 192 
40738 SCR THC-5008 417 SSD-206A 206 40834 SCR THC-5008 496 SSD-206A 192 
40739 SCR THC-5008 417 SSD-206A 206 40835 SCR THC-5008 496 SSD-206A 192 
40740 SCR THC-5008 417 SSD-206A 206 40836 RF RFT-700K 497 SSD-205A 336 

40741 SCR THC-5008 417 SSD-206A 206 40837 RF RFT-700K 497 SSD-205A 336 
40742 SCR THC-5008 417 SSD-206A 206 40841 MOS/FET MOS-160C 489 SSD-201A 673 
40743 SCR THC-5008 417 SSD-206A 206 40842 TRI THC-5008 493 SSD-206A 79 
40744 SCR THC-5008 417 SSD-206A 206 40850 PWR PTD-187D 498 SSD-204A 314 
40745 SCR THC-5008 417 SSD-206A 206 40851 PWR PTD-187D 498 SSD-204A 314 

40746 SCR THC-5008 417 SSD-206A 206 40852 PWR PTD-187D 498 SSD-204A 314 
40747 SCR THC-5008 417 SSD-206A 206 40853 PWR PTD-187D 498 SSD-204A 314 
40748 SCR THC-5008 417 SSD-206A 206 40854 PWR PTD-1870 498 SSD-204A 314 
40749 SCR THC-5008 418 SS0-206A 225 40867 SCR THC-5008 501 SSD-206A 200 
40750 SCR THC-5008 418 SSD-206A 225 40868 SCR THC-5008 501 SSD-206A 200 

40751 SCR THC-5008 418 SSD-206A 225 40869 SCR THC-5008 501 SSD-206A 200 
40752 SCR THC-5008 418 SSD-206A 225 40885 PWR PTD-1870 508 SSD-204A 268 
40753 SCR THC-5008 418 SSD-206A 225 40886 PWR PTD-1870 508 SSD-204A 268 
40754 SCR THC-5008 418 SSD-206A 225 40887 PWR PTD-1870 508 SSD-204A 268 
40755 SCR THC-5008 418 SSD-206A 225 40888 SCA THC-500B 522 SSD-206A 187 

40756 SCR THC-5008 418 SSD-206A 225 40889 SCR THC-5008 522 SSD-206A 187 
40757 SCR THC-5008 418 SSD-206A 225 40890 RECT THC-5008 522 SSD-206A 304 
40758 SCA THC-5008 418 SSD-206A 225 40891 RECT THC-5008 522 SSD-206A 304 
40759 SCR THC-5008 418 SSD-206A 225 40892 RECT THC-5008 522 SSD-206A 304 
40760 SCR THC-5008 418 SSD-206A 225 40893 RF RFT-700K 514 SSD-205A 342 

40761 TRI THC-5008 431 SSD-206A 34 40894 RF RFT-700K 514 SSD-205A 342 
40762 TRI THC-5008 431 SSD-206A 34 40895 RF RFT-700K 514 SSD-205A 342 
40766 TRI THC-5008 431 SSD-206A 34 40896 RF RFT-700K 514 SSD-205A 342 
40767 TRI THC-5008 431 SSD-206A 34 40897 RF RFT-700K 514 SSD-205A 342 
40768 SCR THC-5008 476 SSD-206A 185 40898 RF RFT-700K 538 SSD-205A 351 

40769 TRI THC-5008 441 SSD-206A 35 40899 RF RFT-700K 538 SSD-205A 351 
40770 TRI THC-5008 441 SSD-206A 35 40900 TRI THC-5008 540 SSD-206A 143 
40771 TRI THC-5008 441 SSD-206A 35 40901 TRI THC-5008 540 SSD-206A 143 
40772 TRI THC-5008 441 SSD-206A 35 40902 TRI THC-5008 540 SSD-206A 143 
40773 TRI THC-5008 442 SSD-206A 67 40909 RF RFT-700K 547 SSD-205A 359 

40774 TRI THC-5008 442 SSD-206A 67 40910 PWR PTD-187D 527 SSD-204A 20 
40775 TRI THC-5008 443 SSD-206A 90 40911 PWR PTD-1870 527 SSD-204A 20 
40776 TRI THC-5008 443 SSD-206A 90 40912 PWR PTD-1870 529 SSD-204A 36 
40777 TRI THC-5008 443 SSD-206A 90 40913 PWR PTD-1870 529 SSD-204A 36 
40778 TRI THC-5008 443 SSD-206A 90 40915 RF RFT-700K 574 SSD-205A 363 

40779 TRI THC-5008 443 SSD-206A 90 40916 TRI THC-5008 549 SSD-206A 134 
40780 TRI THC-5008 443 SSD-206A 90 40917 TRI THC-5008 549 SSD-206A 134 
40781 TRI THC-5008 443 SSD-206A 90 40918 TRI THC-5008 549 SSD-206A 134 
40782 TRI THC-5008 443 SSD-206A 90 40919 TRI THC-5008 549 SSD-206A 134 
40783 TRI THC-5008 443 SSD-206A 90 40920 TRI THC-5008 549 SSD-206A 134 

40784 TRI THC-5008 443 SSD-206A 90 40921 TRI THC-5008 549 SSD-206A 134 
40785 TRI THC-5008 443 SSD-206A 90 40922 TRI THC-5008 549 SSD-206A 134 
40786 TRI THC-5008 443 SSD-206A 90 40923 TRI THC-5008 549 SSD-206A 134 
40787 TRI THC-5008 487 SSD-206A 119 40924 TRI THC-5008 549 SSD-206A 134 
40788 TRI THC-5008 487 SSD-206A 119 40925 TRI THC-5008 593 SSD-206A 127 

40789 TRI THC-5008 487 SSD-206A 119 40926 TRI THC-5008 593 SSD-206A 127 
40790 TRI THC-5008 487 SSD-206A 119 40927 TRI THC-5008 593 SSD-206A 127 
40791 TRI THC-5008 487 SSD-206A 119 40934 RF RFT-700K 550 SSD-205A 367 
40792 TRI THC-5008 487 SSD-206A 119 40936 RF RFT-700K 551 SSD-205A 371 
40793 TRI THC-5008 487 SSD-206A 119 40937 SCR THC-5008 578 SSD-206A 243 

40794 TRI THC-5008 487 SSD-206A 119 40938 SCR THC-5008 578 SSD-206A 243 
40795 TRI THC-5008 457 SSD-206A 83 40940 RF RFT-700K 553 SSD-205A 375 
40796 TRI THC-5008 457 SSD-206A 83 40941 RF RFT-700K 554 SSD-205A 380 
40797 TRI THC-5008 458 SSD-206A 98 40942 SCR THC-5008 567 SSD-206A 161 
40798 TRI THC-5008 458 SSD-206A 98 40943 SCR THC-5008 567 SSD-206A 161 

40799 TRI THC-5008 457 SSD-206A 83 40944 SCR THC-5008 567 SSD-206A 161 
40800 TRI THC-5008 457 SSD-206A 83 40945 SCR THC-5008 567 SSD-206A 161 
40801 TRI THC-5008 457 SSD-206A 83 40946 TRI THC-5008 351 SSD-206A 41 
40802 TRI THC-5008 458 SSD-206A 98 40947 TRI THC-5008 351 SSD-206A 41 
40803 TRI THC-5008 458 SSD-206A 98 40948 TRI THC-5008 352 SSD-206A 54 

40804 TRI THC-5008 458 SSD-206A 98 40949 TRI THC-5008 352 SS0-206A 54 
40805 TRI THC-5008 459 SSD-206A 112 40950 TRI THC-5008 352 SSD-206A 54 
40806 TRI THC-5008 459 SSD-206A 112 40952 SCR THC-5008 578 SSD-206A 243 
40807 TRI THC-5008 459 SSD-206A 112 40953 RF RFT-700K 579 SSD-205A 384 
40808 RECT THC-5008 449 SSD-206A 311 40954 RF RFT-700K 579 SSD-205A 384 

40809 RECT THC-5008 449 SSD-206A 311 40955 RF RFT-700K 579 SSD-205A 384 
40819 MOS/FET MOS-160C 463 SSD-201A 650 40956 RECT THC-5008 580 SSD-206A 333 
40820 MOS/FET MOS-160C 464 SSD-201A 658 40957 RECT THC-5008 580 SSD-206A 333 
40821 MOS/FET MOS-160C 464 SS0-201A 658 40958 RECT THC-5008 580 SSD-206A 333 
40822 MOS/FET MOS-160C 465 SS0-201A 666 40959 RECT THC-5008 580 SSD-206A 333 
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40960 RECT THC-500B 580 SSD-206A 333 CA3028AH UC CDL-820E 516 SSD-201A 534 
40964 RF RFT-700K 581 SSD-205A 389 CA3028AL UC CDL-820E 515 SSD-201A 545 
40965 RF RFT-700K 581 SSD-205A 389 CA3028AS LIC CDL-820E 382 SSD-201A 344 
40967 RF RFT-700K 596 SSD-205A 393 CA3028B UC CDL-820E 382 SSD-201A 344 
40968 RF RFT-700K 596 SSD-205A 393 CA3028B/1-4 UC CDL-820E 400 SSD-201A 355 

40970 RF RFT-700K 604 SSD-205A 397 CA3028BF UC CDL-820E 382 SSD-201A 344 
40972 RF RFT-700K 597 SSD-205A 402 CA3028BS UC CDL-820E 382 SSD-201A 344 
40973 RF RFT-700K 597 SSD-205A 402 CA3029 UC CDL-820E 316 SSD-201A 507 
40974 RF RFT-700K 597 SSD-205A 402 CA3029A UC CDL-820E 310 SSD-201A 516 
40975 RF RFT-700K 606 SSD-205A 406 CA3030 UC CDL-820E 316 SSD-201A 507 

40976 RF RFT-700K 606 SSD-205A 406 CA3030A UC CDL-820E 310 SSD-201A 516 
40977 RF RFT-700K 606 SSD-205A 406 CA3033 UC CDL-820E 360 SSD-201A 488 
44001 RECT THC-5008 495 SSD-206A 296 CA3033A UC CDL-820E 360 SSD-201A 488 
44002 RECT THC-500B 495 SSD-206A 296 CA3033H UC CDL-820E 516 SSD-201A 534 
44003 RECT THC-500B 495 SSD-206A 296 CA3035 UC CDL-820E 274 SSD-201A 74 

44004 RECT THC-500B 495 SSD-206A 296 CA3035H UC CDL-820E 516 SSD-201A 534 
44005 RECT THC-500B 495 SSD-206A 296 CA3035V1 UC CDL-820E 274 SSD-201A 74 
44006 RECT THC-500B 495 SSD-206A 296 CA3036 UC CDL-820E 275 SSD-201A 202 
44007 RECT THC-500B 495 SSD-206A 296 CA3037 UC CDL-820E 316 SSD-201A 507 
45190 PWR PTD-187D 559 SSD-204A 217 CA3037A UC CDL-820E 310 SSD-201A 516 

45191 PWR PTD-187D 559 SSD-204A 217 CA3038 UC CDL-820E 316 SSD-201A 507 
45192 PWR PTD-187D 559 SSD-204A 217 CA3038A UC CDL-820E 310 SSD-201A 516 
45193 PWR PTD-187D 559 SSD-204A 217 CA3039 UC CDL-820E 343 SSD-201A 166 
45194 PWR PTD-187D 559 SSD-204A 217 CA3039H UC CDL-820E 516 SSD-201A 534 
45195 PWR PTD-187D 559 SSD-204A 217 CA3039L UC CDL-820E 515 SSD-201A 545 

45411 DIAC THC-500B 577 SSD-206A 354 CA3040 UC CDL-820E 363 SSD-201A 284 
45412 DIAC THC-500B 577 SSD-206A 354 CA3041 UC CDL-820E 318 SSD-201A 90 
CA2111AE LIC CDL-820E 612 SSD-201A 112 CA3042 LIC CDL-820E 319 SSD-201A 98 
CA2111AQ LIC CDL-820E 612 SSD-201A 112 CA3043 LIC CDL-820E 331 SSD-201A 57 
CA3000 L/C CDL-820E 121 SSD-201A 290 CA3043H LIC CDL-820E 516 SSD-201A 534 

CA3000/1-4 LIC CDL-820E 368 SSD-201A 296 CA3044 LIC CDL-820E 340 SSD-201A 78 
CA3000H LIC CDL-820E 516 SSD-201A 534 CA3044V1 LIC CDL-820E 340 SSD-201A 78 
CA3001 LIC CDL-820E 122 SSD-201A 304 CA3045 UC CDL-820E 341 SSD-201A 221 
CA3001/1-4 LIC CDL-820E 369 SSD-201A 310 CA3045/1-4 LIC CDL-820E 401 SSD-201A 227 
CA3001H LIC CDL-820E 516 SSD-201A 534 CA3045F LIC CDL-820E 341 SSD-201A 221 

CJ:>.3002 LIC CDL-820E 123 SSD-201A 258 CA3045H LIC CDL-820E 516 SSD-201A 534 
CA3002H LIC CDL-820E 516 SSD-201A 534 CA3045L LIC CDL-820E 515 SSD-201A 545 
CA3004 LIC CDL-820E 124 SSD-201A 318 CA3046 LIC CDL-820E 341 SSD-201A 221 
CA3005 LIC CDL-820E 125 SSD-201A 324 CA3047 LIC CDL-820E 360 SSD-201A 488 
CA3005H LIC CDL-820E 516 SSD-201A 534 CA3047A LIC CDL-820E 360 SSD-201A 488 

CA3006 LIC CDL-820E 125 SSD-201A 324 CA3048 LIC CDL-820E 377 SSD-201A 250 
CA3007 LIC CDL-820E 126 SSD-201A 331 CA3048H LIC CDL-820E 516 SSD-201A 534 
CA3008 LIC CDL-820E 316 SSD-201A 507 CA3049H LIC CDL-820E 516 SSD-201A 534 
CA3008A LIC CDL-820E 310 SSD-201A 516 CA3049L LIC CDL-820E 515 SSD-201A 545 
CA3010 LIC CDL-820E 316 SSD-201A 507 CA3049T LIC CDL-820E 611 SSD-201A 363 

CA3010A UC CDL-820E 310 SSD-201A 516 CA3050 UC CDL-820E 361 SSD-201A 372 
CA3011 LIC CDL-820E 128 SSD-201A 264 CA3051 UC CDL-820E 361 SSD-201A 372 
CA3012 UC CDL-820E 128 SSD-201A 264 CA3052 UC CDL-820E 387 SSD-201A 28 
CA3012H UC CDL-820E 516 SSD-201A 534 CA3053 UC CDL-820E 382 SSD-201A 344 
CA3013 UC CDL-820E 129 SSD-201A 62 CA3054 UC CDL-820E 388 SSD-201A 336 

CA3014 UC CDL-820E 129 SSD-201A 62 CA3054H UC CDL-820E 516 SSD-201A 534 
CA3015 LIC CDL-820E 316 SSD-201A 507 CA3054L LIC CDL-820E 515 SSD-201A 545 
CA3015A LIC CDL-820E 310 SSD-201A 516 CA3058 LIC CDL-820E 490 SSD-201A 380 
CA3015A/1-4 LIC CDL-820E 371 SSD-201A 525 CA3059 LIC CDL-820E 490 SSD-201A 380 
CA3015H LIC CDL-820E 516 SSD-201A 534 CA3059H LIC CDL-820E 516 SSD-201A 534 

CA3015L LIC CDL-820E 515 SSD-201A 545 CA3060AD LIC CDL-820E 537 SSD-201A 466 
CA3016 LIC CDL-820E 316 SSD-201A 507 CA3060BD UC CDL-820E 537 SSD-201A 466 
CA3016A LIC CDL-820E 310 SSD-201A 516 CA3060D LIC CDL-820E 537 SSD-201A 466 
CA3018 UC CDL-820E 338 SSD-201A 204 CA3060E UC CDL-820E 537 SSD-201A 466 
CA3018A UC CDL-820E 338 SSD-201A 204 CA3060H UC CDL-820E 516 SSD-201A 534 

CA3018H UC CDL-820E 516 SSD-201A 534 CA3062 UC CDL-820E 421 SSD-201A 401 
CA3018L UC CDL-820E 515 SSD-201A 545 CA3064 UC CDL-820E 396 SSD-201A 84 
CA3019 UC CDL-820E 236 SSD-201A 162 CA3065 UC CDL-820E 412 SSD-201A 106 
CA3019H LIC CDL-820E 516 SSD-201A 534 CA3066 UC CDL-820E 466 SSD-201A 125 
CA3020 UC CDL-820E 339 SSD-201A 270 CA3067 UC CDL-820E 466 SSD-201A 125 

CA3020A UC CDL-820E 339 SSD-201A 270 CA3068 UC CDL-820E 467 SSD-201A 117 
CA3020H UC CDL-820E 516 SSD-201A 534 CA3070 UC CDL-820E 468 SSD-201A 143 
CA3021 UC CDL-820E 243 SSD-201A 278 CA3071 L/C CDL-820E 468 SSD-201A 143 
CA3022 UC CDL-820E 243 SSD-201A 278 CA3072 UC CDL-820E 468 SSD-201A 143 
CA3023 UC CDL-820E 243 SSD-201A 278 CA3075 UC CDL-820E 429 SSD-201A 53 

CA3023H UC CDL-820E 516 SSD-201A 534 CA3075H UC CDL-820E 516 SSD-201A 534 
CA3026 LIC CDL-820E 388 SSD-201A 336 CA3076 UC CDL-820E 430 SSD-201A 70 
CA3026H UC CDL-820E 516 SSD-201A 534 CA3076H UC CDL-820E 516 SSD-201A 534 
CA3028A UC CDL-820E 382 SSD-201A 344 CA3078AS UC CDL-820E 535 SSD-201A 479 
CA3028AF UC CDL-820E 382 SSD-201A 344 CA3078AT UC CDL-820E 535 SSD-201A 479 
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CA3078H UC CDL-820E 516 SSD-201A 534 CA3748CS LIC CDL-820E 531 SSD-201A 501 
CA3078S UC CDL-820E 535 55D-201A 479 CA3748CT UC CDL-820E 531 SSD-201A 501 
CA3078T UC CDL-820E 535 SSD-201A 479 CA37485 UC CDL-820E 531 SSD-201A 501 
CA3079 UC CDL-820E 490 SSD-201A 380 CA3748T UC CDL-820E 531 SSD-201A 501 
CA3080 UC CDL-820E 475 SSD-201A 458 CA6078AS UC CDL-820E 592 SSD-201 A 496 

CA3080A UC CDL-820E 475 55D-201A 458 CA6078AT UC CDL-820E 592 SSD-201 A 496 
CA3080AS UC CDL-820E 475 SSD-201A 458 CA6741S UC CDL-820E 592 SSD-201 A 496 
CA3080H UC CDL-820E 516 SSD-201A 534 CA6741T UC CDL-820E 592 SSD-201A 496 
CA3080S UC CDL-820E 475 SSD-201A 458 CD2150 LIC CDL-820E 308 SSD-201 A 443 
CA3081 UC CDL-820E 480 SSD-201A 170 CD2151 LIC CDL-820E 308 SSD-201 A 443 

CA3081H UC CDL-820E 516 SSD-201A 534 CD2152 UC CDL-820E 308 SSD-201A 443 
CA3082 LIC CDL-820E 480 SSD-201A 170 CD2153 UC CDL-820E 308 SSD-201A 443 
CA3082H LIC CDL-820E 516 SSD-201A 534 CD2154 UC CDL-820E 402 SSD-201A 455 
CA3083 UC CDL-820E 481 55D-201A 174 CD2500E UC CDL-820E 392 SSD-201A 437 
CA3083F LIC CDL-820E 481 SSD-201A 174 CD2501E UC CDL-820E 392 SSD-201A 437 

CA3083H UC CDL-820E 516 SSD-201A 534 CD2502E UC CDL-820E 392 SSD-201A 437 
CA3084 UC CDL-820E 482 SSD-201A 178 CD2503E UC CDL-820E 392 SSD-201A 437 
CA3084H UC CDL-820E 516 SSD-201A 534 CD4000AD COS/MOS COS-278B 479 SSD-203A 24 
CA3084L UC CDL-820E 515 SSD-201A 545 CD4000AE COS/MOS COS-278B 479 SSD-203A 24 
CA3085 UC CDL-820E 491 SSD-201A 409 CD4000AH COS/MOS COS-278B 517 SSD-203A 268 

CA3085A UC CDL-820E 491 SSD-201A 409 CD4000AK COS/MOS COS-278B 479 SSD-203A 24 
CA3085AF UC CDL·820E 491 SSD-201A 409 CD4001AD COS/MOS COS-278B 479 SSD-203A 24 
CA3085AS LIC CDL-820E 491 SSD-201A 409 CD4001AE COS/MOS COS-278B 479 SSD-203A 24 
CA3085B UC CDL-820E 491 SSD-201A 409 CD4001AH COS/MOS COS-278B 517 SSD-203A 268 
CA3085BF UC CDL-820E 491 SSD-201A 409 CD4001AK COS/MOS COS-278B 479 SSD-203A 24 

CA3085BS UC CDL-820E 491 SSD-201A 409 CD4002AD COS/MOS COS-278B 479 SSD-203A 24 
CA3085H UC CDL-820E 516 SSD-201A 534 CD4002AE COS/MOS COS-278B 479 SSD-203A 24 
CA3085F UC CDL-820E 491 SSD-201A 409 CD4002AH COS/MOS COS-278B 517 SSD-203A 268 
CA3085S UC CDL-820E 491 SSD-201A 409 CD4002AK COS/MOS COS-278B 479 SSD-203A 24 
CA3086 UC CDL-820E 483 SSD-201A 234 CD4004A Series Replaced by CD4024A Series 

CA3088E UC CDL-820E 560 SSD-201A 42 CD4006AD COS/MOS COS-278B 479 SSD-203A 31 
CA3089E UC CDL-820E 561 SSD-201A 46 CD4006AE COS/MOS COS-278B 479 SSD-203A 31 
CA3090Q UC CDL-820E 502 SSD-201A 36 CD4006AH COS/MOS COS-278B 517 SSD-203A 268 
CA3091D UC CDL-820E 534 SSD-201A 417 CD4006AK COS/MOS COS-278B 479 SSD-203A 31 
CA3091H UC CDL-820E 516 SSD-201A 534 CD4007AD COS/MOS COS-278B 479 SSD-203A 37 

CA3093E UC CDL-820E 533 SSD-201A 196 CD4007AE COS/MOS COS-278B 479 SSD-203A 37 
CA3093H UC CDL-820E 516 SSD-201A 534 CD4007AH COS/MOS COS-278B 517 SSD-203A 268 
CA3094AT UC CDL-820E 598 SSD-201A 388 CD4007AK COS/MOS COS-278B 479 SSD-203A 37 
CA3094BT UC CDL-820E 598 SS0-201A 388 CD4008AD COS/MOS COS-278B 479 SSD-203A 43 
CA3094T UC CDL-820E 598 SSD-201A 388 CD4008AE COS/MOS COS-278B 479 SSD-203A 43 

CA3095E UC CDL-820E 591 SSD-201A 240 CD4008AH COS/MOS COS-278B 517 SSD-203A 268 
CA3096AE UC CDL-820E 595 SSD-201A 185 CD4008AK COS/MOS COS-278B 479 SSD-203A 43 
CA3096E UC CDL-820E 595 SSD-201A 185 CD4009AD COS/MOS COS-278B 479 SSD-203A 48 
CA3102E UC CDL-820E 611 SSD-201A 363 CD4009AE COS/MOS COS-278B 479 SSD-203A 48 
CA3118AT UC CDL-820E 532 SSD-201A 210 CD4009AH COS/MOS COS-278B 517 SSD-203A 268 

CA3118H UC CDL-820E 516 SSD-201A 534 CD4009AK COS/MOS COS-278B 479 SSD-203A 48 
CA3118T UC CDL-820E 532 SSD·201A 210 CD4010AD COS/MOS COS-278B 479 SSD-203A 48 
CA3120E UC CDL-820E Pre!. SSD-201A 159 CD4010AE COS/MOS COS-278B 479 SSD-203A 48 
CA3121 E UC CDL-820E Prel. SSD-201A 141 CD4010AH COS/MOS COS-278B 517 SSD-203A 268 
CA3146AE UC CDL-820E 532 SSD-201A 210 CD4010AK COS/MOS COS-278B 479 SSD-203A 48 

CA3146E UC CDL-820E 532 SSD-201A 210 CD4011AD COS/MOS COS-278B 479 SSD-203A 55 
CA3146H UC CDL-820E 516 SSD-201A 534 CD4011AE COS/MOS COS-278B 479 SSD-203A 55 
CA3183AE UC CDL-820E 532 SSD-201A 210 CD4011AH COS/MOS COS-278B 517 SSD-203A 268 
CA3183E UC CDL-820E 532 SSD-201A 210 CD4011AK COS/MOS COS-278B 479 SSD-203A 55 
CA3183H UC CDL-820E 516 SSD-201A 534 CD4012AD COS/MOS COS-278B 479 SSD-203A 55 

CA3458S UC CDL-820E 531 SSD-201A 501 CD4012AE COS/MOS COS-2786 479 SSD-203A 55 
CA3458T UC CDL-820E 531 SSD-201A 501 CD4012AH COS/MOS COS-2786 517 SSD-203A 268 
CA3541D UC CDL-820E 536 SSD-201A 429 CD4012AK COS/MOS COS-2786 479 SSD-203A 55 
CA3541H UC CDL-820E 516 SSD-201A 534 CD4013AD COS/MOS COS-2786 479 SSD-203A 62 
CA3558S UC CDL-820E 531 SSD-201A 501 CD4013AE COS/MOS COS-2786 479 SSD-203A 62 

CA3558T UC CDL-820E 531 SSD-201A 501 CD4013AH COS/MOS COS-2786 517 SSD-203A 268 
CA3741CH UC CDL-820E 516 SSD-201A 534 CD4013AK COS/MOS COS-2786 479 SSD-203A 62 
CA3741CS UC CDL-820E 531 SSD-201A 501 CD4014AD COS/MOS COS-2786 479 SSD-203A 68 
CA3741CT UC CDL-820E 531 SSD-201A 501 CD4014AE COS/MOS COS-278B 479 SSD-203A 68 
CA3741L UC CDL-820E 515 SSD-201A 545 CD4014AH COS/MOS COS-2786 517 SSD-203A 268 

CA3741S UC CDL-820E 531 SSD-201A 501 CD4014AK COS/MOS COS-2786 479 SSD-203A 68 
CA3741T UC CDL-820E 531 SSD-201A 501 CD4015AD COS/MOS COS-2786 479 SSD-203A 73 
CA3747CE UC CDL-820E 531 SSD-201A 501 CD4015AE COS/MOS COS·278B 479 SSD-203A 73 
CA3747CF UC CDL-820E 531 SSD-201A 501 CD4015AH COS/MOS COS-2786 517 SSD-203A 268 
CA3747CH UC CDL-820E 516 SSD-201A 534 CD4015AK COS/MOS COS-2788 479 SSD-203A 73 

CA3747CT UC CDL-820E 531 SSD-201A 501 CD4016AD COS/MOS COS-2786 479 SSD-203A 78 
CA3747E UC CDL-820E 531 SSD-201A 501 CD4016AE COS/MOS COS-2786 479 SSD-203A 78 
CA3747F UC CDL-820E 531 SSD-201A 501 CD4016AH COS/MOS COS-2786 517 SSD-203A 268 
CA3747T UC CDL-820E 531 SSD-201A 501 CD4016AK COS/MOS COS-2788 479 SSD-203A 78 
CA3748CH UC CDL-820E 516 SSD-201A 534 CD4017AD COS/MOS COS-2786 479 SSD-203A 84 
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CD4017AE COS/MOS COS-278B 479 SSD-203A 84 CD4036AE COS/MOS COS-278B 613 SSD-203A 181 
CD4017AH COS/MOS COS-278B 517 SSD-203A 268 CD4036AH COS/MOS COS-278B 517 SSD-203A 268 
CD4017AK COS/MOS COS-2788 479 SSD-203A 84 CD4036AK COS/MOS COS-2788 613 SSD-203A 181 
CD4018AD COS/MOS COS-278B 479 SSD-203A 89 CD4037AD COS/MOS COS-278B 576 SSD-203A 188 
CD4018AE COS/MOS COS-278B 479 SSD-203A 89 CD4037AE COS/MOS COS-278B 576 SSD-203A 188 

CD4018AH COS/MOS COS-2788 517 SSD-203A 268 CD4037AK COS/MOS COS-278B 576 SSD-203A 188 
CD4018AK COS/MOS COS-278B 479 SSD-203A 89 CD4038AD COS/MOS COS-278B 503 SSD-203A 159 
CD4019AD COS/MOS COS-278B 479 SSD-203A 94 CD4038AE COS/MOS COS-278B 503 SSD-203A 159 
CD4019AE COS/MOS COS-278B 479 SSD-203A 94 CD4038AH COS/MOS COS-2788 517 SSD-203A 268 
CD4019AH COS/MOS COS-2788 517 SSD-203A 268 CD4038AK COS/MOS COS-278B 503 SSD-203A 159 

CD4019AK COS/MOS COS-278B 479 SSD-203A 94 CD4039AD COS/MOS COS-2788 613 SSD-203A 181 
CD4020AD COS/MOS COS-278B 479 SSD-208A 99 CD4039AH COS/MOS COS-278B 517 SSD-203A 268 
CD4020AE COS/MOS COS-278B 479 SSD-203A 99 CD4039AK COS/MOS COS-278B 613 SSD-203A 181 
CD4020AH COS/MOS COS-278B 517 SSD-203A 268 CD4040AD COS/MOS COS-278B Prel. SSD-203A 195 
CD4020AK COS/MOS COS-278B 479 SSD-203A 99 CD4040AE COS/MOS COS-278B Prel. SSD-203A 195 

CD4021AD COS/MOS COS-278B 479 SSD-203A 104 CD4040AK COS/MOS COS-278B Prel. SSD-203A 195 
CD4021AE COS/MOS COS-278B 479 SSD-203A 104 CD4041AD COS/MOS COS-278B 572 SSD-203A 199 
CD4021AH COS/MOS COS-278B 517 SSD-203A 268 CD4041AE COS/MOS COS-278B 572 SSD-203A 199 
CD4021AK COS/MOS COS-278B 479 SSD-203A 104 CD4041AH COS/MOS COS-278B 517 SSD-203A 268 
CD4022AD COS/MOS COS-278B 479 SSD-203A 109 CD4041AK COS/MOS COS-278B 572 SSD-203A 199 

CD4022AE COS/MOS COS-278B 479 SSD-203A 109 CD4042AD COS/MOS COS-278B 589 SSD-203A 208 
CD4022AH COS/MOS COS-278B 517 SSD-203A 268 CD4042AE COS/MOS COS-278B 589 SSD-203A 208 
CD4022AK COS/MOS COS-278B 479 SSD-203A 109 CD4042AK COS/MOS COS-278B 589 SSD-203A 208 
CD4023AD COS/MOS COS-278B 479 SSD-203A 55 CD4043AD COS/MOS COS-278B 590 SSD-203A 214 
CD4023AE COS/MOS COS-278B 479 SSD-203A 55 CD4043AE COS/MOS COS-278B 590 SSD-203A 214 

CD4023AH COS/MOS COS-278B 517 SSD-203A 268 CD4043AK COS/MOS COS-278B 590 SSD-203A 214 
CD4023AK COS/MOS COS-278B 479 SSD-203A 55 CD4044AD COS/MOS COS-278B 590 SSD-203A 214 
CD4024AD COS/MOS COS-278B 503 SSD-203A 114 CD4044AE COS/MOS COS-278B 590 SSD-203A 214 
CD4024AE COS/MOS COS-278B 503 SSD-203A 114 CD4044AK COS/MOS COS-278B 590 SSD-203A 214 
CD4024AH COS/MOS COS-278B 517 SSD-203A 268 CD4045AD COS/MOS COS-278B Prel. SSD-203A 222 

CD4025AD COS/MOS COS-278B 479 SSD-203A 24 CD4045AE COS/MOS COS-278B Prel. SSD-203A 222 
CD4025AE COS/MOS COS-278B 479 SSD-203A 24 CD4045AK COS/MOS COS-278B Prel. SSD-203A 222 
CD4025AH COS/MOS COS-278B 517 SSD-203A 268 CD4046AD COS/MOS COS-278B Prel. SSD-203A 224 
CD4025AK COS/MOS COS-278B 479 SSD-203A 24 CD4046AE COS/MOS COS-278B Prel. SSD-203A 224 
CD4026AD COS/MOS COS-278B 503 SSD-203A 120 CD4046AK COS/MOS COS-278B Prel. SSD-203A 224 

CD4026AE COS/MOS COS-278B 503 SSD-203A 120 CD4047AD COS/MOS COS-278B Prel. SSD-203A 228 
CD4026AH COS/MOS COS-278B 517 SSD-203A 268 CD4047AE COS/MOS COS-278B Prel. SSD-203A 228 
CD4026AK COS/MOS COS-278B 503 SSD-203A 120 CD4047AK COS/MOS COS-278B Pret. SSD-203A 228 
CD4027AD COS/MOS COS-278B 503 SSD-203A 129 CD4048AD COS/MOS COS-278B Prel. SSD-203A 233 
CD4027AE COS/MOS COS-278B 503 SSD-203A 129 CD4048AE COS/MOS COS-278B Prel. SSD-203A 233 

CD4027AH COS/MOS COS-278B 517 SSD-203A 268 CD4048AK COS/MOS COS-278B Prel. SSD-203A 233 
CD4027AK COS/MOS COS-278B 503 SSD-203A 129 CD4049AD COS/MOS COS-278B 599 SSD-203A 237 
CD4028AD COS/MOS COS-278B 503 SSD-203A 135 CD4049AE COS/MOS COS-278B 599 SSD-203A 237 
CD4028AE COS/MOS COS-278B 503 SSD-203A 135 CD4049AH COS/MOS COS-278B 517 SSD-203A 268 
CD4028AH COS/MOS COS-278B 517 SSD-203A 268 CD4049AK COS/MOS COS-278B 599 SSD-203A 237 

CD4028AK COS/MOS COS-278B 503 SSD-203A 135 CD4050AD COS/MOS COS-278B 599 SSD-203A 237 
CD4029AD COS/MOS COS-278B 503 SSD-203A 140 CD4050AE COS/MOS COS-278B 599 SSD-203A 237 
CD4029AE COS/MOS COS-278B 503 SSD-203A 140 CD4050AH COS/MOS COS-278B 517 SSD-203A 268 
CD4G29AH COS/MOS COS-278B 517 SSD-203A 268 CD4050AK COS/MOS COS-278B 599 SSD-203A 237 
CD4029AK COS/MOS COS-278B 503 SSD-203A 140 CD4051AD COS/MOS COS-278B Prel. SSD-203A 245 

CD4030AD COS/MOS COS-278B 503 SSD-203A 147 CD4051AE COS/MOS COS-278B Prel. SSD-203A 245 
CD4030AE COS/MOS COS-278B 503 SSD-203A 147 CD4051AK COS/MOS COS-278B Prel. SSD-203A 245 
CD4030AH COS/MOS COS-278B 517 SSD-203A 268 CD4052AD COS/MOS COS-278B Prel. SSD-203A 245 
CD4030AK COS/MOS COS-278B 503 SSD-203A 147 CD4052AE COS/MOS COS-278B Prel. SSD-203A 245 
CD4031AD COS/MOS COS-278B 569 SSD-203A 152 CD4052AK COS/MOS COS-278B Pre!. SSD-203A 245 
CD4031AE COS/MOS COS-278B 569 SSD-203A 152 CD4053AD COS/MOS COS-278B Prel. SSD-203A 245 
CD4031AH COS/MOS COS-278B 517 SSD-203A 268 CD4053AE COS/MOS COS-278B Prel. SSD-203A 245 
CD4031AK COS/MOS COS-278B 569 SSD-203A 152 CD4053AK COS/MOS COS-278B Prel. SSD-203A 245 
CD4032AD COS/MOS COS-278B 503 SSD-203A 159 CD4054AD COS/MOS COS-278B Prel. SSD-203A 249 
CD4032AE COS/MOS COS-278B 503 SSD-203A 159 CD4054AE COS/MOS COS-278B Pre!. SSD-203A 249 

CD4032AH COS/MOS COS-278B 517 SSD-203A 268 CD4054AK COS/MOS COS-278B Prel. SSD-203A 249 
CD4032AK COS/MOS COS-278B 503 SSD-203A 159 CD4055AD COS/MOS COS-278B Prel, SSD-203A 249 
CD4033AD COS/MOS COS-2788 503 SSD-203A 120 CD4055AE COS/MOS COS-278B Prel. SSD-203A 249 
CD4033AE COS/MOS COS-278B 503 SSD-203A 120 CD4055AK COS/MOS COS-278B Prel. SSD-203A 249 
CD4033AH COS/MOS COS-2788 517 SSD-203A 268 CD4056AD COS/MOS COS-278B Prel. SSD-203A 249 

CD4033AK COS/MOS COS-278B 503 SSD-203A 120 CD4056AE COS/MOS COS-278B Prel. SSD-203A 249 
CD4034AD COS/M(S COS-278B 575 SSD-203A 164 CD4056AK COS/MOS COS-278B Prel. SSD-203A 249 
CD4034AE COS/MOS COS-278B 575 SSD-203A 164 CD4057AD COS/MOS COS-278B Prel. SSD-203A 254 
CD4034AH COS/MOS COS-278B 517 SSD-203A 268 CD4058AD COS/MOS COS-278B Prel. SSD-203A 262 
CD4034AK COS/MOS COS-278B 575 SSD-203A 164 CD4058AK COS/MOS COS-278B Prel. SSD-203A 262 
CD4035AD COS/MOS COS-278B 568 SSD-203A 173 CH2102 PWR SPG-201J 469 SSD-204A 544 
CD4035AE COS/MOS COS-278B 568 SSD-203A 173 CH2270 PWR SPG-201J 469 SSD-204A 544 
CD4035AH COS/MOS COS-278B 517 SSD-203A 268 CH2405 PWR SPG-201J 469 SSD-204A 544 
CD4035AK COS/MOS COS-278B 568 SSD-203A 173 CH3053 PWR SPG-201J 469 SSD-204A 544 
CD4036AD COS/MOS COS-278B 613 SSD-203A 181 CH3439 PWR SPG-201J 469 SSD-204A 544 
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CH3440 PWR SPG-201J 469 SSD-204A 544 CR324 RECT THC-5008 60 SSD-206A 344 
CH4036 PWR SPG-201J 469 SSD-204A 544 CR325 RECT THC-5008 60 SSD-206A 344 
CH4037 PWR SPG-201J 469 SSD-204A 544 CR331 RECT THC-5008 60 SSD-206A 344 
CH5320 PWR SPG-201J 469 SSD-204A 544 CR332 RECT THC-5008 60 SSD-206A 344 
CH5321 PWR SPG-201J 469 SSD-204A 544 CR333 RECT THC-5008 60 SSD-206A 344 

CH5322 PWR SPG-201J 469 SSD-204A 544 CR334 RECT THC-500B 60 SSD-206A 344 
CH5323 PWR SPG-201J 469 SSD-204A 544 CR335 RECT THC-500B 60 SSD-206A 344 
CR101 RECT THC-5008 84 SSD-206A 337 CR341 RECT THC-5008 60 SSD-206A 344 
CR102 RECT THC-5008 84 SSD-206A 337 CR342 RECT THC-5008 60 SSD-206A 344 
CR103 RECT THC-5008 84 SSD-206A 337 CR343 RECT THC-500B 60 SSD-206A 344 

CR105 RECT THC-5008 84 SSD-206A 337 CR344 RECT THC-500B 60 SSD-206A 344 
CR106 RECT THC-500B 84 SSD-206A 337 CR351 RECT THC-5008 60 SSD-206A 344 
CR107 RECT THC-500B 84 SSD-206A 337 CR352 RECT THC-5008 60 SSD-206A 344 
CR108 RECT THC-500B 84 SSD-206A 337 CR353 RECT THC-5008 60 SSD-206A 344 
CR109 RECT THC-5008 84 SSD-206A 337 CR354 RECT THC-5008 60 SSD-206A 344 

CR110 RECT THC-500B 84 SSD-206A 337 HC1000 HYB PHC-600A 565 SSD-204A 550 
CR201 RECT THC-5008 86 SSD-206A 341 HC1000H HYB PHC-600A 565 SSD-204A 550 
CR203 RECT THC-5008 86 SSD-206A 341 HC2000 HYB PHC-600A 566 SSD-204A 555 
CR204 RECT THC-5008 86 SSD-206A 341 HC2000H HYB PHC-600A 566 SSD-204A 555 
CR206 RECT THC-5008 86 SSD-206A 341 HC3000 HYB PHC-600A 539 SSD-204A 560 

CR208 RECT THC-5008 86 SSD-206A 341 HC3100 HYB PHC-600A 564 SSD-204A 563 
CR210 RECT THC-5008 86 SSD-206A 341 HC4005 HYB PHC-600A 571 SSD-204A 566 
CR212 RECT THC-500B 86 SSD-206A 341 HC4005A HYB PHC-600A 571 SSD-204A 566 
CR273/8008 RECT THC-500B 100 SSD-206A 350 HC4012 HYB PHC-600A 571 SSD-204A 566 
CR274/872A RECT THC-5008 100 SSD-206A 350 HC4012A HYB PHC-600A 571 SSD-204A 566 

CR275/866A/ HC4015 HYB PHC-600A 571 SSD-204A 566 
3B25/3B28 RECT THC-500B 100 SSD-206A 350 HC4015A HYB PHC-600A 571 SSD-204A 566 

CR280 RECT THC-500B 86 SSD-206A 341 OR2900 RECT THC-500B SSD-206A 8 
CR301 RECT THC-500B 60 SSD-206A 344 OR2901 RECT THC-5008 SSD-206A 8 
CR302 RECT THC-500B 60 SSD-206A 344 OR2902 RECT THC-500B SSD-206A 8 

CR303 RECT THC-500B 60 SSD-206A 344 OR2903 RECT THC-500B SSLJ-206A 8 
CR304 RECT THC-500B 60 SSD-206A 344 OR2904 RECT THC-5008 SSD-206A 8 
CR305 RECT THC-5008 60 SSD-206A 344 OR2905 RECT THC-5008 SSD-206A 8 
CR306 RECT THC-5008 60 SSD-206A 344 OR2906 RECT THC-5008 SSD-206A 8 
CR307 RECT THC-5008 60 SSD-206A 344 OR2907 RECT THC-500B SSD-206A 8 

CR311 RECT THC-5008 60 SSD-206A 344 OR2908 RECT THC-5008 SSD-206A 8 
CR312 RECT THC-500B 60 SSD-206A 344 OR2909 RECT THC-500B SSD-206A 8 
CR313 RECT THC-5008 60 SSD-206A 344 OR2910 RECT THC-500B SSD-206A 8 
CR314 RECT THC-5008 60 SSD-206A 344 OR2911 RECT THC-500B SSD-206A 8 
CR315 RECT THC-5008 60 SSD-206A 344 R47M10 RF RFT-700K 605 SSD-205A 410 

CR316 RECT THC-5008 60 SSD-206A 344 R47M13 RF RFT-700K 605 SSD-205A 410 
CR317 RECT THC-5008 60 SSD-206A 344 R47M15 RF RFT-700K 605 SSD-205A 410 
CR321 RECT THC-5008 60 SSD-206A 344 
CR322 RECT THC-5008 60 SSD-206A 344 
CR323 RECT THC-5008 60 SSD-206A 344 
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